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This document contains licenses and notices for open source software used in this product.

With respect to the free/open source software listed in this document, if you have any

questions or wish to receive a copy of any source code to which you may be entitled under

the applicable free/open source license(s) (such as the GNU Lesser/General Public License),

please submit this form.

 

In your requests please include the following reference number 78EE117C99-1648654978
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1.1 commons-cli 2.0-SNAPSHOT 
1.1.1 Available under license : 

**

* Copyright 1999-2001,2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.2 jboss-transaction-api 1.0.1.Final 
1.2.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]
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                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

�

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of
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any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

�

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the
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Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

�

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
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collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

�

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
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 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

�

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
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   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

�

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

�

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made
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generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

�

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
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LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

�

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.3 apache-felix-dependency-manager-shell

3.0.1 
1.3.1 Available under license : 

Apache Felix Dependency Manager Shell

Copyright 2011-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Licensed under the Apache License 2.0.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.4 mail 1.4.1 
1.4.1 Available under license : 

<h1>COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0</h1>

 

<ol>

<li> Definitions.</li>

<blockquote><p>

1.1. <a name="returnAddedCodeRestrictionLicense">"Contributor" means each individual or entity that

creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.</a>

       </p>
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       <p>

1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the

Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that

particular Contributor.

       </p>

       <p>

1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or

(b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing

Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

       </p>

       <p>

1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form

other than Source Code.

       </p>

       <p>

1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity

that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

       </p>

       <p>

1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered

Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the

terms of this License.

       </p>

       <p>

1.7. "License" means this document.

       </p>

       <p>

1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the

maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights

conveyed herein.

       </p>

       <p>

1.9. <a name="joinLevelLicense">"Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable

form of any of the following:</a>

  <blockquote><p>

<a name="joinLevelLicense2">A. Any file that results from an addition to,

deletion from or modification of the contents of a

file containing Original Software or previous

Modifications;</a>

       </p>

       <p>

<a name="joinLevelLicense3">B. Any new file that contains any part of the

Original Software or previous Modification; or</a>

       </p>
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       <p>

<a name="joinLevelLicense4">C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made

available under the terms of this License.</a>

       </p></blockquote><p>

1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and

Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.

       </p>

       <p>

1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned

or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent

Licensable by grantor.

       </p>

       <p>

1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer

software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

       </p>

       <p>

1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal

entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You"

includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this

definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership

of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares

or beneficial ownership of such entity.

       </p>

       </blockquote>

<li> License Grants.</li>

       <blockquote>

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.<br>

<br><p>

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

subject to third party intellectual property claims, the

Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

       </p><blockquote><p>

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than

patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer,

to use, <a name="copyRestrictionLicense">reproduce</a>, modify, display, perform,

<a name="maximumUsageLevelLicense">sublicense and distribute</a> the Original Software (or

portions thereof), <a name="modificationRestrictionLicense">with or without Modifications</a>,

and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

           </p>
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           <p>

(b) <a name="expressPatentLicenseRestrictionLicense">under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or

otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or

portions thereof).

           </p>

           <p>

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b)

are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software

available to a third party under the terms of this

License.

           </p>

           <p>

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent

license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements

caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original

Software with other software or devices.</a>

           </p></blockquote>

2.2. Contributor Grant.<br>

       <p>

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

subject to third party intellectual property claims, each

<a name="returnAddedCodeRestrictionLicense2">Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license</a>:

       </p> <blockquote><p>

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than

patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to

use, <a name="copyRestrictionLicense2">reproduce</a>, modify, display, perform, <a

name="maximumUsageLevelLicense2">sublicense

and distribute</a> the Modifications created by such

Contributor (or portions thereof), <a name="modificationRestrictionLicense2">either on an

unmodified basis, with other Modifications</a>, as

Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

</p>

           <p>

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with

its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale,

have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1)

Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications

made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version
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(or portions of such combination).

</p>

           <p>

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and

2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first

distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications

available to a third party.

</p>

           <p>

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent

license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for

infringements caused by: (i) third party

modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the

combination of Modifications made by that Contributor

with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

</p>

</blockquote>

     </blockquote>

<li> <a name="usageLevelLicense">Distribution Obligations.</a></li>

       <blockquote>

3.1. Availability of Source Code.<br>

       <p>

<a name="openSourceOriginalCodeRestrictionLicense">Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise

make

available in Executable form must also be made available in

Source Code form and that Source Code form must be

distributed only under the terms of this License.</a> <a name="includeLicenseRestrictionLicense">You must

include a copy of this License with every copy of the

Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

otherwise make available.</a> You must inform recipients of any

such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can

obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used

for software exchange.

       </p>

3.2. Modifications.

       <p>

<a name="includeAddedCodeRestrictionLicense">The Modifications that You create or to which You

contribute are governed by the terms of this License.</a> <a name="IPWarrantRestrictionLicense">You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your

original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.</a>

       </p>

3.3. Required Notices.
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       <p>

<a name="sourceNoticesRestrictionLicense">You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications

that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.</a>

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or

trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

       </p>

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

       <p>

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered

Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients

rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You

must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and <a name="indemnificationRestrictionLicense">You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of

warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.</a>

       </p>

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

       <p>

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered

Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms

different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the

license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit

or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form

from the rights set forth in this License. If You

distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

different license, You must make it absolutely clear that

any terms which differ from this License are offered by You

alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You

hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms

You offer.

       </p>

3.6. Larger Works.

       <p>

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software

with other code not governed by the terms of this License
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and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such

a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License

are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

       </p></blockquote>

<li> Versions of the License.</li>

       <blockquote>

4.1. New Versions.

       <p>

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and

may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the

right to modify this License.

       </p>

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

       <p>

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise

make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received

the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received

the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to

use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

License published by the license steward.

       </p>

4.3. Modified Versions.

       <p>

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a

new license for Your Original Software, You may create and

use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename

the license and remove any references to the name of the

license steward (except to note that the license differs

from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that

the license contains terms which differ from this License.

       </p></blockquote>

 

<li> DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.</li>

   <p>

<a name="distributorDisclaimerRestrictionLicense">COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS

LICENSE ON AN "AS IS"

BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED
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SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY

COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE

INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF

ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

DISCLAIMER.</a>

   </p>

<li> TERMINATION.</li>

       <blockquote><p>

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will

terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of

becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of

this License shall survive.

       </p>

       <p>

6.2. <a name="patentRetaliationRestrictionLicense">If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against

whom You assert such claim is referred to as "Participant")

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the

Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor

or the Original Software where the Participant is the

Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any

patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial

Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant)

and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this

License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant

terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration

of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day

period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

Participant Software against such Participant either

unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

Participant.</a>

       </p>

       <p>

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2

above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination

(excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor)

shall survive termination.

       </p>

       </blockquote>
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<li> LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.</li>

<p>

<a name="distributorExcludeDamagesRestrictionLicense">UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO

LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE

LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK

STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL

INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.</a>

   </p>

<li> U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.</li>

<p>

The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is

defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial

computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.

252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software

documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.

1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users

acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein.

This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses

Government rights in computer software under this License.

   </p>

<li> MISCELLANEOUS.</li>

   <p>

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the

extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be

governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice

contained within the Original Software (except to the extent

applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation

relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of

the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a

notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court
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costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The

application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall

be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the

United States export administration regulations (and the export

control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

   </p>

<li> RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.</li>

   <p>

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or

indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License

and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to

distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing

herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission

of liability.

</p>

</ol>

 

1.5 geronimo-jta 1.1.1 
1.5.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Geronimo

Copyright 2003-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.6 java-websocket 1.3.0 
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1.6.1 Available under license : 
 Copyright (c) 2010-2012 Nathan Rajlich

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.7 sfjung2 2.0.1 
1.7.1 Available under license : 

IP Central Maven plugin could not find license data for this component.  Please use the source code or component

links to investigate and identify the correct license text to insert here.

 

1.8 jetty-schemas 3.1.M0 
1.8.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.
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"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)
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alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

a.You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

b.You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

c.You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

d.If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or
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any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.9 commons-cli 2.0-mahout 
1.9.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons CLI

Copyright 2002-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.10 httpcomponents-core 4.4.1 
1.10.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=========================================================================
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This project contains annotations in the package org.apache.http.annotation

which are derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls.

See http://www.jcip.net and the Creative Commons Attribution License

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

Full text: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/legalcode

 

License

 

THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE COMMONS

PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND/OR

OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS

LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED.

 

BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE

BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED

HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

 

1. Definitions

 

   "Collective Work" means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in which the Work in its

entirety in unmodified form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting separate and independent

works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be

considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this License.

   "Derivative Work" means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other pre-existing works, such as a

translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art

reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed, or

adapted, except that a work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work for the

purpose of this License. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition or sound recording,

the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") will be considered a Derivative

Work for the purpose of this License.

   "Licensor" means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of this License.

   "Original Author" means the individual or entity who created the Work.

   "Work" means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of this License.

   "You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not previously violated the terms

of this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from the Licensor to exercise

rights under this License despite a previous violation.

 

2. Fair Use Rights. Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights arising from fair use,

first sale or other limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright law or other applicable

laws.

 

3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to exercise the rights in

the Work as stated below:

 

   to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work as

incorporated in the Collective Works;
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   to create and reproduce Derivative Works;

   to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective Works;

   to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission Derivative Works.

 

   For the avoidance of doubt, where the work is a musical composition:

       Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether

individually or via a performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for the public performance or

public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work.

       Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually

or via a music rights agency or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency), royalties for any phonorecord You create

from the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 115 of

the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).

   Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a sound recording,

Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society (e.g.

SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject to the compulsory

license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).

 

The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The above

rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other media

and formats. All rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved.

 

4. Restrictions.The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and limited by the following

restrictions:

 

   You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under the

terms of this License, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with

every copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally

perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that alter or restrict the terms of this License or the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted hereunder. You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all

notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may not distribute, publicly display,

publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work with any technological measures that control access or use

of the Work in a manner inconsistent with the terms of this License Agreement. The above applies to the Work as

incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require the Collective Work apart from the Work itself to be

made subject to the terms of this License. If You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You

must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Collective Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

If You create a Derivative Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from

the Derivative Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

   If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or any Derivative

Works or Collective Works, You must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the

medium or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied,

and/or (ii) if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g. a sponsor institute,

publishing entity, journal) for attribution in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by other reasonable

means, the name of such party or parties; the title of the Work if supplied; to the extent reasonably practicable, the

Uniform Resource Identifier, if any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does

not refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work; and in the case of a Derivative Work, a credit

identifying the use of the Work in the Derivative Work (e.g., "French translation of the Work by Original Author,"
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or "Screenplay based on original Work by Original Author"). Such credit may be implemented in any reasonable

manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Derivative Work or Collective Work, at a minimum such credit will

appear where any other comparable authorship credit appears and in a manner at least as prominent as such other

comparable authorship credit.

 

5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer

 

UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS

THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND

CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE

PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY

TO YOU.

 

6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT

WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL,

CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE

USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

7. Termination

 

   This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms of

this License. Individuals or entities who have received Derivative Works or Collective Works from You under this

License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full

compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.

   Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable

copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different

license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to

withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of this

License), and this License will continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above.

 

8. Miscellaneous

 

   Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective Work, the Licensor offers to the

recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

   Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform a Derivative Work, Licensor offers to the recipient a license

to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

   If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the parties to this

agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and

enforceable.

   No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or

consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.

   This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There are

no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be
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bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This License may not be

modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.

 

Apache HttpCore

Copyright 2005-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls. See http://www.jcip.net

 

1.11 jboss-marshalling 2.0.5.Final 

 

1.12 jboss-marshalling-osgi 2.0.5.Final 

 

1.13 httpcore-nio 4.4.1 
1.13.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Apache HttpCore NIO

Copyright 2005-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.14 commons-collections 4.1 
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1.14.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Collections

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.15 httpcomponents-client 4.4.1 
1.15.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Apache HttpClient

Copyright 1999-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.16 jsch 0.1.55 

 

1.17 javax-ws-rs-api 2.1.1 
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1.18 kxml 2.2.2 
1.18.1 Available under license : 

BSD-2-Clause

 

1.19 collections-generic 4.01 
1.19.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.20 commons-codec 1.9 
1.20.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java

contains test data from http://aspell.net/test/orig/batch0.tab.

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org)

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.21 cdi-api 1.2 
1.21.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.22 aop-alliance 1.0.0 
1.22.1 Available under license : 

Public Domain	

 

1.23 javax-mail-glassfish 1.4.1.v201005082020
1.23.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial
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grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.
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   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee
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for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A
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PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48
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C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU
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General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,
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provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software
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interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of
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that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If
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this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

DO NOT TRANSLATE OR LOCALIZE.

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: Java Pack200-ant-task

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

SUN PUBLIC LICENSE Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

	1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the

	Covered Code available to a third party.

 

	1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to

	the creation of Modifications.

 

	1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Code,

	prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications made

	by that particular Contributor.

 

	1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the

	combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case

	including portions thereof and corresponding documentation released

	with the source code.

 

	1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally

	accepted in the software development community for the electronic
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	transfer of data.

 

	1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source

	Code.

 

	1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified as

	the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A.

 

	1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or

	portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

	1.8. "License" means this document.

 

	1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

	extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

	subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

	1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the

	substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous

	Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a

	Modification is:

 

	A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing

	Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

	B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or

	previous Modifications.

 

	1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code

	which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as

	Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this

	License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

 

	1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

	hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and

	apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

	1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for

	making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus

	any associated documentation, interface definition files, scripts used

	to control compilation and installation of an Executable, or source

	code differential comparisons against either the Original Code or

	another well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's

	choice. The Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form,

	provided the appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is

	widely available for no charge.

 

	1.12. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity
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	exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this

	License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.

	For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is

	controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of

	this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

	cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract

	or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

	outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. Source Code License.

 

2.1 The Initial Developer Grant.

 

	The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

	non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property

	claims:

 

	(a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

	trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce, modify,

	display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Code (or

	portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a

	Larger Work; and

 

	(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

	Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for

	sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Code (or portions

	thereof).

 

	(c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are effective

	on the date Initial Developer first distributes Original Code under

	the terms of this License.

 

	(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

	granted: 1) 	for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2)

	separate from the 	Original Code; or 3) for infringements caused by:

	i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the combination of the

	Original Code with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

	Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor

	hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

 

	(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

	trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce,  modify,

	display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created

	by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an unmodified

	basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code and/or as part of a
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	Larger Work; and

 

	(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

	Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

	combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

	combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

	otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

	portions thereof); and 2) the combination of Modifications made by

	that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

	combination).

 

	(c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

	on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of the Covered

	Code.

 

	(d)  notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

	granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

	Contributor Version; 2)  separate from the Contributor Version; 3) for

	infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of Contributor

	Version or ii) the combination of Modifications made by that

	Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor

	Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims infringed by

	Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Application of License.

 

	The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are

	governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation

	Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be

	distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version

	of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a

	copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You

	distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code

	version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

	License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include

	an additional document offering the additional rights described in

	Section 3.5.

 

3.2. Availability of Source Code.

 

	Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be

	made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License

	either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted

	Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an

	Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic

	Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)
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	months after the date it initially became available, or at least six

	(6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification

	has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for

	ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the

	Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

 

3.3. Description of Modifications.

 

	You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a

	file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and

	the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that

	the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original

	Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the

	Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an

	Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the

	origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

 

3.4. Intellectual Property Matters.

 

	(a) Third Party Claims.

 

	If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's

	intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights

	granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2, Contributor

	must include a text file with the Source Code distribution titled

	"LEGAL'' which describes the claim and the party making the claim in

	sufficient detail that a recipient will know whom to contact. If

	Contributor obtains such knowledge after the Modification is made

	available as described in Section 3.2, Contributor shall promptly

	modify the LEGAL file in all copies Contributor makes available

	thereafter and shall take other steps (such as notifying appropriate

	mailing lists or newsgroups) reasonably calculated to inform those who

	received the Covered Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

 

	(b) Contributor APIs.

 

	If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming

	interface ("API") and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses

	which are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must

	also include this information in the LEGAL file.

 

	(c) Representations.

 

	Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to Section

	3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's Modifications

	are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or Contributor has

	sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.
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3.5. Required Notices.

 

	You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source

	Code. If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source

	Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a

	location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely

	to look for such a notice.  If You created one or more Modification(s)

	You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in

	Exhibit A. You must also duplicate this License in any documentation

	for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership

	rights relating to Covered Code. You may choose to offer, and to

	charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

	obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You

	may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

	Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than

	any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is

	offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

	Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

	Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

	support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

	You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the

	requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code,

	and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of

	the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,

	including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the

	obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included

	in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or

	collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the

	Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered

	Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may

	contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

	compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

	Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's

	rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this

	License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different

	license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

	from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

	Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the

	Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by

	the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such

	terms You offer.

 

3.7. Larger Works.

 

	You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code
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	not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger

	Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

	requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

 

	If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

	License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to

	statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

	the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

	describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description

	must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must

	be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the

	extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

	sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

	understand it.

 

5. Application of this License.

 

	This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has

	attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

 

6. Versions of the License.

 

6.1. New Versions.

 

	Sun Microsystems, Inc. ("Sun") may publish revised and/or new versions

	of the License from time to time. Each version will be given a

	distinguishing version number.

 

6.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

	Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the

	License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that

	version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms

	of any subsequent version of the License published by Sun. No one

	other than Sun has the right to modify the terms applicable to Covered

	Code created under this License.

 

6.3. Derivative Works.

 

	If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may

	only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code

	governed by this License), You must: (a) rename Your license so that

	the phrases "Sun," "Sun Public License," or "SPL" or any confusingly

	similar phrase do not appear in your license (except to note that your

	license differs from this License) and (b) otherwise make it clear

	that Your version of the license contains terms which differ from the
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	Sun Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial Developer,

	Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in Exhibit A

	shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of this

	License.)

 

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

	COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS'' BASIS,

	WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

	WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF

	DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

	THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE

	IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,

	YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE

	COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

	OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

	ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

8. TERMINATION.

 

	8.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

	automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

	such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All

	sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall

	survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their

	nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License

	shall survive.

 

	8.2. If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement

	claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

	or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

	You file such action is referred to as "Participant")  alleging that:

 

	(a) such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly

	infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such

	Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License

	shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively,

	unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i)

	agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable

	royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such

	Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to

	the Contributor Version against such Participant.  If within 60 days

	of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not

	mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim

	is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under

	Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of

	the 60 day notice period specified above.
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	(b) any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's

	Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

	any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b)

	and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used,

	sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that

	Participant.

 

	8.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

	alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or

	indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as

	by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

	infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

	granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

	into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

	license.

 

	8.4. In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,  all

	end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers)

	which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder

	prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

	UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

	(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

	DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE,

	OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR

	ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY

	CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,

	WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

	COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

	INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

	LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

	RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

	PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

	EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

	THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

	The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48

	C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer software"

	and "commercial computer software documentation," as such terms are

	used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R.

	12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all

	U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those rights

	set forth herein.
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11. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

	This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

	matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

	unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

	necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

	California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if

	any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions.

	With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of,

	or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United

	States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be

	subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern

	District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County,

	California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including

	without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and

	expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on

	Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

	Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract

	shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

	License.

 

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

	As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

	responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

	out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

	work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

	responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

	shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

 

	Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as

	"Multiple-Licensed". "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial

	Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under

	Your choice of the alternative licenses, if any, specified by the

	Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

 

Exhibit A -Sun Public License Notice.

 

	The contents of this file are subject to the Sun Public License

	Version 1.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

	compliance with the License. A copy of the License is available at

	http://www.sun.com/

 

	The Original Code is _________________. The Initial Developer of the

	Original Code is ___________. Portions created by ______ are Copyright

	(C)_________. All Rights Reserved.
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	Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

	Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms

	of the _____ license (the  "[___] License"), in which case the

	provisions of [______] License are applicable  instead of those above.

	If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only under the

	terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use your

	version of this file under the SPL, indicate your decision by deleting

	the provisions above and replace  them with the notice and other

	provisions required by the [___] License. If you do not delete the

	provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under

	either the SPL or the [___] License."

 

	[NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of

	the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should

	use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the

	Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

 

 

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product:  Java DB (Derby)

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

				Apache License

  			Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: Base64

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

				

				Apache License

  			Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: JSTL 1.1.0-D13

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

				Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: BCEL 5.1. Use of any of

this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" and

*    "Apache BCEL" must not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without prior written permission. For

*    written permission, please contact apache@apache.org.
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*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    "Apache BCEL", nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without

*    prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: REGEXP 1.2. Use of any of this software is governed

by the terms of the license below:

 

				Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: sfx4j. Use of any of this software is governed by the

terms of the license below:

Copyright (c) 2003, Kohsuke Kawaguchi

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms,

with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain
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     the above copyright notice, this list of

     conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

     the above copyright notice, this list of

     conditions and the following disclaimer in

     the documentation and/or other materials

     provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: Stax API. Use of any of this software is governed by

the terms of the license below:

Streaming API for XML (JSR-173) Specification

Reference Implementation

License Agreement

 

READ THE TERMS OF THIS (THE "AGREEMENT") CAREFULLY BEFORE VIEWING OR USING THE

SOFTWARE LICENS

ED HEREUNDER.  BY VIEWING OR USING THE SOFTWARE, YOU AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THIS

AGREEMENT. IF

YOU ARE ACCESSING THE SOFTWARE ELECTRONICALLY, INDICATE YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF

THESE

TERMS BY SELE

CTING THE "ACCEPT" BUTTON AT THE END OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO

ALL THESE TERMS

, PROMPTLY RETURN THE UNUSED SOFTWARE TO ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTOR, DEFINED HEREIN.

 

1.0  DEFINITIONS.

 

1.1. "BEA" means BEA Systems, Inc., the licensor of the Original Code.

 

1.2. "Contributor" means BEA and each entity that creates or contributes to the

creation of Mo
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difications.

 

1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the combination

of the Origina

l Code and Modifications, in each case including portions thereof and

corresponding documentat

ion released with the source code.

 

1.4. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. "FCS" means first commercial shipment of a product.

 

1.6. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the substance or

structure of eith

er the Original Code or any previous Modifications. When Covered Code is

released as a series

of files, a Modification is:

 

(a)  Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing Original

Code or previous Modifications.

 

(b)  Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or previous

Modifications.

 

1.7. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code Reference

Implementation.

 

1.8. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired,

including wit

hout limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent for which

the grantor ha

s the right to grant a license.

 

1.9.  "Reference Implementation" means the prototype or "proof of concept"

implementation of

the Specification developed and made available for license by or on behalf of BEA.

 

1.10. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for making

modifications to i

t, including all modules it contains, plus any associated documentation,

interface definition

files, scripts used to control compilation and installation of an Executable, or

source code d

ifferential comparisons against either the Original Code or another well known,

available Cove

red Code of the Contributor's choice.

 

1.11.  "Specification" means the written specification for the Streaming API for
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XML , Java te

chnology developed pursuant to the Java Community Process.

1.12. "Technology Compatibility Kit" or "TCK" means the documentation, testing

tools and test

suites associated with the Specification as may be revised by BEA from time to

time, that is p

rovided so that an implementer of the Specification may determine if its

implementation is co

mpliant with the Specification.

 

1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights

under, and com

plying with all of the terms of, this Agreement or a future version of this

Agreement issued u

nder Section 6.1. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls,

is controlled

by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition,

"control" means (a)

the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

outstanding s

hares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2.0  SOURCE CODE LICENSE.

 

2.1. Copyright Grant.  Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor

hereby grants

You a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce,

prepare derivativ

e works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the

Covered Code of

such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in Source Code and

Executable form.

 

2.2.  Patent Grant.  Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor

hereby grants Yo

u a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the Patent

Claims to make, use

, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Covered Code prepared

and provided by

such Contributor, if any, in Source Code and Executable form. This patent

license shall apply

to the Covered Code if, at the time a Modification is added by the Contributor,

such addition

of the Modification causes such combination to be covered by the Patent Claims.

The patent li

cense shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Modification.
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2.3.  Conditions to Grants.  You understand that although each Contributor

grants the licenses

to the Covered Code prepared by it, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Co

vered Code does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of

any other ent

ity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to You for claims brought by any

other entity ba

sed on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition

to exercising

the rights and licenses granted hereunder, You hereby assume sole

responsibility to secure an

y other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third

party patent lice

nse is required to allow You to distribute Covered Code, it is Your

responsibility to acquire

that license before distributing such code.

 

2.4.  Contributors' Representation.  Each Contributor represents that to its

knowledge it has

sufficient copyright rights in the Covered Code it provides , if any, to grant

the copyright l

icense set forth in this Agreement.

 

3.0  DISTRIBUION RESTRICTIONS.

 

3.1. Application of Agreement.

 

The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are governed by

the terms of thi

s Agreement, including without limitation Section 2.0. The Source Code version

of Covered Code

may be distributed only under the terms of this Agreement or a future version

of this Agreeme

nt released under Section 6.1, and You must include a copy of this Agreement

with every copy o

f the Source Code You distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any

Source Code ver

sion that alters or restricts the applicable version of this Agreement or the

recipients' righ

ts hereunder. However, You may include an additional document offering the

additional rights d

escribed in Section 3.3.

 

3.2. Description of Modifications.

 

You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a file
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documenting the chan

ges You made to create that Covered Code and the date of any change. You must

include a promin

ent statement that the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from

Original Code pro

vided by BEA and including the name of BEA in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in

any notice in an

Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the origin or

ownership of

the Covered Code.

%% The following software may be included in this product: RelaxNGCC. Use of any of this software is governed

by the terms of the license below:

Copyright (c) 2000-2003 Daisuke Okajima and Kohsuke Kawaguchi.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

any, must include the following acknowledgment:

 

   "This product includes software developed by Daisuke Okajima

   and Kohsuke Kawaguchi (http://relaxngcc.sf.net/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names of the copyright holders must not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without prior written

permission. For written permission, please contact the copyright

holders.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "RELAXNGCC",

nor may "RELAXNGCC" appear in their name, without prior written

permission of the copyright holders.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS
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BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: RelaxNG Object Model/Parser. Use of any of this

software is governed by the terms of the license below:

The MIT License

Copyright (c) 

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: ASM. Use of any of this software is governed by the

terms of the license below:

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

%% The following software may be included in this product: zlib. Use of any of this software is governed by the

terms of the license below:

 

License

 

/* zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library

 version 1.2.1, November 17th, 2003

 

 Copyright (C) 1995-2003 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly jloup@gzip.org

 Mark Adler madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

*/

 

 

Copyright  2004 by the Open Source Initiative
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Technical questions about the website go to Steve M.: webmaster at

opensource.org / Policy questions about open source go to the Board of Directors.

 

The contents of this website are licensed under the Open Software License 2.0 or

Academic Free License 2.0

 

OSI is a registered non-profit with 501(c)(3) status. Contact our Board for

further donation information.

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: Sun Multi-Schema Validator v. relaxngDatatype.jar .

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd, Sun Microsystems.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

   Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: XML Security: XML Dsig & XML Encryption. Use of
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any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

The Apache Software License, v2.0

 

  				Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

    

     APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: Tomcat.  Use of any of this software is governed by

the terms of the license below:

 

				Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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     APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

%%  The following software may be included in this product: ANT.  Use of any of this software is governed by the

terms of the license below:

*

* ====================================================================

				Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

    

     APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%% Portions of this product were developed using ANTLR.  ANTLR 1989-2000

developed by jGuru.com, http://www.ANTLR.org and http://www.jGuru.com.

 

 

ANTLR 1989-2000 Developed by jGuru.com (MageLang Institute),

http://www.ANTLR.org  and http://www.jGuru.com
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We reserve no legal rights to the ANTLR--it is fully in the

public domain. An individual or company may do whatever

they wish with source code distributed with ANTLR or the

code generated by ANTLR, including the incorporation of

ANTLR, or its output, into commerical software.

 

We encourage users to develop software with ANTLR. However,

we do ask that credit is given to us for developing

ANTLR. By "credit", we mean that if you use ANTLR or

incorporate any source code into one of your programs

(commercial product, research project, or otherwise) that

you acknowledge this fact somewhere in the documentation,

research report, etc... If you like ANTLR and have

developed a nice tool with the output, please mention that

you developed it using ANTLR. In addition, we ask that the

headers remain intact in our source code. As long as these

guidelines are kept, we expect to continue enhancing this

system and expect to make other tools available as they are

completed.

 

 

 

 

%%  The following software may be included in this product: schema2beans, dbschema from the Netbeans Project,

http://www.netbeans.org.  Use of any of this software is governed  by the terms of the license below:

 

 

SUN PUBLIC LICENSE Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the

Covered Code available to a third party.

 

1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to

the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Code,

prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications made

by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the

combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case

including portions thereof and corresponding documentation released

with the source code.

 

1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally

accepted in the software development community for the electronic
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transfer of data.

 

1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source

Code.

 

1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified as

the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A.

 

1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or

portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

1.8. "License" means this document.

 

1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the

substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous

Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a

Modification is:

 

A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing

Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or

previous Modifications.

 

1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code

which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as

Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this

License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

 

1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and

apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for

making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus

any associated documentation, interface definition files, scripts used

to control compilation and installation of an Executable, or source

code differential comparisons against either the Original Code or

another well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's

choice. The Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form,

provided the appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is

widely available for no charge.

 

1.12. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity
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exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this

License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.

For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is

controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of

this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract

or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. Source Code License.

 

2.1 The Initial Developer Grant.

 

The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property

claims:

 

(a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce, modify,

display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Code (or

portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for

sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Code (or portions

thereof).

 

(c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are effective

on the date Initial Developer first distributes Original Code under

the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

granted: 1)     for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2)

separate from the       Original Code; or 3) for infringements caused by:

i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the combination of the

Original Code with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor

hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce,  modify,

display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created

by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an unmodified

basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code and/or as part of a
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Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

portions thereof); and 2) the combination of Modifications made by

that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

(c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of the Covered

Code.

 

(d)  notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

Contributor Version; 2)  separate from the Contributor Version; 3) for

infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version or ii) the combination of Modifications made by that

Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor

Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims infringed by

Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Application of License.

 

The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are

governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation

Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be

distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version

of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a

copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You

distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code

version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include

an additional document offering the additional rights described in

Section 3.5.

 

3.2. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be

made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License

either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted

Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an

Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic

Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)
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months after the date it initially became available, or at least six

(6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification

has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for

ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the

Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

 

3.3. Description of Modifications.

 

You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a

file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and

the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that

the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original

Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the

Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an

Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the

origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

 

3.4. Intellectual Property Matters.

 

(a) Third Party Claims.

 

If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's

intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights

granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2, Contributor

must include a text file with the Source Code distribution titled

"LEGAL'' which describes the claim and the party making the claim in

sufficient detail that a recipient will know whom to contact. If

Contributor obtains such knowledge after the Modification is made

available as described in Section 3.2, Contributor shall promptly

modify the LEGAL file in all copies Contributor makes available

thereafter and shall take other steps (such as notifying appropriate

mailing lists or newsgroups) reasonably calculated to inform those who

received the Covered Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

 

(b) Contributor APIs.

 

If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming

interface ("API") and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses

which are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must

also include this information in the LEGAL file.

 

(c) Representations.

 

Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to Section

3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's Modifications

are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or Contributor has

sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.
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3.5. Required Notices.

 

You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source

Code. If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source

Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a

location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely

to look for such a notice.  If You created one or more Modification(s)

You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in

Exhibit A. You must also duplicate this License in any documentation

for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership

rights relating to Covered Code. You may choose to offer, and to

charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You

may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than

any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is

offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the

requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code,

and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of

the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,

including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the

obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included

in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or

collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the

Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered

Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may

contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's

rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this

License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different

license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the

Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by

the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such

terms You offer.

 

3.7. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code
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not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger

Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description

must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must

be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the

extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

understand it.

 

5. Application of this License.

 

This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has

attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

 

6. Versions of the License.

 

6.1. New Versions.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. ("Sun") may publish revised and/or new versions

of the License from time to time. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

6.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the

License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that

version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms

of any subsequent version of the License published by Sun. No one

other than Sun has the right to modify the terms applicable to Covered

Code created under this License.

 

6.3. Derivative Works.

 

If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may

only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code

governed by this License), You must: (a) rename Your license so that

the phrases "Sun," "Sun Public License," or "SPL" or any confusingly

similar phrase do not appear in your license (except to note that your

license differs from this License) and (b) otherwise make it clear

that Your version of the license contains terms which differ from the
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Sun Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial Developer,

Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in Exhibit A

shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of this

License.)

 

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS'' BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF

DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE

IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,

YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE

COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

8. TERMINATION.

 

8.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All

sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall

survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License

shall survive.

 

8.2. If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement

claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

You file such action is referred to as "Participant")  alleging that:

 

(a) such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly

infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such

Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License

shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively,

unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i)

agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable

royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such

Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to

the Contributor Version against such Participant.  If within 60 days

of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not

mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim

is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under

Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of

the 60 day notice period specified above.
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(b) any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's

Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b)

and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used,

sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that

Participant.

 

8.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or

indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as

by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

license.

 

8.4. In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,  all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers)

which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE,

OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR

ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY

CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,

WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48

C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer software"

and "commercial computer software documentation," as such terms are

used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R.

12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all

U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those rights

set forth herein.
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11. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if

any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions.

With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of,

or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United

States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be

subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern

District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County,

California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including

without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and

expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on

Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract

shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License.

 

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

 

Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as

?Multiple-Licensed?. ?Multiple-Licensed? means that the Initial

Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under

Your choice of the alternative licenses, if any, specified by the

Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

 

Exhibit A -Sun Public License Notice.

 

The contents of this file are subject to the Sun Public License

Version 1.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License. A copy of the License is available at

http://www.sun.com/

 

The Original Code is _________________. The Initial Developer of the

Original Code is ___________. Portions created by ______ are Copyright

(C)_________. All Rights Reserved.
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Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms

of the _____ license (the  ?[___] License?), in which case the

provisions of [______] License are applicable  instead of those above.

If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only under the

terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use your

version of this file under the SPL, indicate your decision by deleting

the provisions above and replace  them with the notice and other

provisions required by the [___] License. If you do not delete the

provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under

either the SPL or the [___] License."

 

[NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of

the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should

use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the

Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

 

 

@@ JAXB

%% The following software may be included in this product: iso-relax.jar v2002/07/07. Use of any of this software

is governed by the terms of the license below:

The MIT License

Copyright (c)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: relaxNGDatatype.jar. Use of any of this software is

governed by the terms of the license below:

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee

is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all

copies and that both the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer appear in supporting

documentation, and that the names of the authors or their employers not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

 

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to this software, including all implied warranties
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of merchantability and fitness. In no event shall the authors or their

employers be liable for any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever resulting from

loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of contract, negligence or other

tortious action, arising out of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: Resolver. Use of any of this software is governed by

the terms of the license below:

xml-commons/LICENSE.txt $Id: 3RD-PARTY-LICENSE.txt,v 1.1 2008/08/12 04:07:35 david_williams Exp $

See README.txt for additional licensing information.

 

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* http://www.apache.org/.

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: Jakarta Commons. Use of any of this software is

governed by the terms of the license below:

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: Apache XML Security. Use of any of this software is

governed by the terms of the license below:

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met: Redistribution of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following

acknowledgment: This product includes software developed by the Java Apache Project for use in the Apache JServ

servlet engine project (http://java.apache.org/).

The names "Apache JServ", "Apache JServ Servlet Engine" and "Java Apache Project" must not be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. Products derived from this

software may not be called "Apache JServ" nor may "Apache" nor "Apache JServ" appear in their names without

prior written permission of the Java Apache Project. Redistribution of any form whatsoever must retain the

following acknowledgment: This product includes software developed by the Java Apache Project for use in the

Apache JServ servlet engine project (http://java.apache.org/).

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE JAVA APACHE PROJECT "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE JAVA APACHE PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

@@ XML Web Services Security

%% The following software may be included in this product: Apache XML Security. Use of any of this software is

governed by the terms of the license below:

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met: Redistribution of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following

acknowledgment: This product includes software developed by the Java Apache Project for use in the Apache JServ

servlet engine project (http://java.apache.org/).

The names "Apache JServ", "Apache JServ Servlet Engine" and "Java Apache Project" must not be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. Products derived from this

software may not be called "Apache JServ" nor may "Apache" nor "Apache JServ" appear in their names without

prior written permission of the Java Apache Project. Redistribution of any form whatsoever must retain the

following acknowledgment: This product includes software developed by the Java Apache Project for use in the

Apache JServ servlet engine project (http://java.apache.org/).

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE JAVA APACHE PROJECT "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE JAVA APACHE PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%%  The following software may be included in this product: Apache Commons Logging,  Apache Commons

Digester, Apache Commons Bean Utils, Apache Commons Collections..  Use of any of this software is governed by

the terms of the license below:

 

/*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgement: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache", "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name without prior

*    written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*
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*/

 

*Woodstock 4.0

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: Dojo

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

This Academic Free License (the "License") applies to any original work of

authorship (the "Original Work") whose owner (the "Licensor") has placed the

following notice immediately following the copyright notice for the Original Work:

 

   Licensed under the Academic Free License version 2.1

 

1) Grant of Copyright License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable license to do the following:

 

   * to reproduce the Original Work in copies;

   * to prepare derivative works ("Derivative Works") based upon the Original Work;

   * to distribute copies of the Original Work and Derivative Works to the public;

   * to perform the Original Work publicly; and

   * to display the Original Work publicly.

 

2) Grant of Patent License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable license, under patent

claims owned or controlled by the Licensor that are embodied in the Original

Work as furnished by the Licensor, to make, use, sell and offer for sale the

Original Work and Derivative Works.

 

3) Grant of Source Code License. The term "Source Code" means the preferred form

of the Original Work for making modifications to it and all available

documentation describing how to modify the Original Work. Licensor hereby agrees

to provide a machine-readable copy of the Source Code of the Original Work along

with each copy of the Original Work that Licensor distributes. Licensor reserves

the right to satisfy this obligation by placing a machine-readable copy of the

Source Code in an information repository reasonably calculated to permit

inexpensive and convenient access by You for as long as Licensor continues to

distribute the Original Work, and by publishing the address of that information

repository in a notice immediately following the copyright notice that applies

to the Original Work.

 

4) Exclusions From License Grant. Neither the names of Licensor, nor the names

of any contributors to the Original Work, nor any of their trademarks or service

marks, may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this Original

Work without express prior written permission of the Licensor. Nothing in this

License shall be deemed to grant any rights to trademarks, copyrights, patents,

trade secrets or any other intellectual property of Licensor except as expressly

stated herein. No patent license is granted to make, use, sell or offer to sell

embodiments of any patent claims other than the licensed claims defined in
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Section 2. No right is granted to the trademarks of Licensor even if such marks

are included in the Original Work. Nothing in this License shall be interpreted

to prohibit Licensor from licensing under different terms from this License any

Original Work that Licensor otherwise would have a right to license.

 

5) This section intentionally omitted.

 

6) Attribution Rights. You must retain, in the Source Code of any Derivative

Works that You create, all copyright, patent or trademark notices from the

Source Code of the Original Work, as well as any notices of licensing and any

descriptive text identified therein as an "Attribution Notice." You must cause

the Source Code for any Derivative Works that You create to carry a prominent

Attribution Notice reasonably calculated to inform recipients that You have

modified the Original Work.

 

7) Warranty of Provenance and Disclaimer of Warranty. Licensor warrants that the

copyright in and to the Original Work and the patent rights granted herein by

Licensor are owned by the Licensor or are sublicensed to You under the terms of

this License with the permission of the contributor(s) of those copyrights and

patent rights. Except as expressly stated in the immediately proceeding

sentence, the Original Work is provided under this License on an "AS IS" BASIS

and WITHOUT WARRANTY, either express or implied, including, without limitation,

the warranties of NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY OF THE ORIGINAL WORK IS WITH YOU.

This DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY constitutes an essential part of this License. No

license to Original Work is granted hereunder except under this disclaimer.

 

8) Limitation of Liability. Under no circumstances and under no legal theory,

whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall the

Licensor be liable to any person for any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

the use of the Original Work including, without limitation, damages for loss of

goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other

commercial damages or losses. This limitation of liability shall not apply to

liability for death or personal injury resulting from Licensor's negligence to

the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some jurisdictions do not

allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so

this exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

 

9) Acceptance and Termination. If You distribute copies of the Original Work or

a Derivative Work, You must make a reasonable effort under the circumstances to

obtain the express assent of recipients to the terms of this License. Nothing

else but this License (or another written agreement between Licensor and You)

grants You permission to create Derivative Works based upon the Original Work or

to exercise any of the rights granted in Section 1 herein, and any attempt to do

so except under the terms of this License (or another written agreement between

Licensor and You) is expressly prohibited by U.S. copyright law, the equivalent

laws of other countries, and by international treaty. Therefore, by exercising
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any of the rights granted to You in Section 1 herein, You indicate Your

acceptance of this License and all of its terms and conditions.

 

10) Termination for Patent Action. This License shall terminate automatically

and You may no longer exercise any of the rights granted to You by this License

as of the date You commence an action, including a cross-claim or counterclaim,

against Licensor or any licensee alleging that the Original Work infringes a

patent. This termination provision shall not apply for an action alleging patent

infringement by combinations of the Original Work with other software or hardware.

 

11) Jurisdiction, Venue and Governing Law. Any action or suit relating to this

License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction wherein the Licensor

resides or in which Licensor conducts its primary business, and under the laws

of that jurisdiction excluding its conflict-of-law provisions. The application

of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of

Goods is expressly excluded. Any use of the Original Work outside the scope of

this License or after its termination shall be subject to the requirements and

penalties of the U.S. Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.  101 et seq., the equivalent

laws of other countries, and international treaty. This section shall survive

the termination of this License.

 

12) Attorneys Fees. In any action to enforce the terms of this License or

seeking damages relating thereto, the prevailing party shall be entitled to

recover its costs and expenses, including, without limitation, reasonable

attorneys' fees and costs incurred in connection with such action, including any

appeal of such action. This section shall survive the termination of this License.

 

13) Miscellaneous. This License represents the complete agreement concerning the

subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to

make it enforceable.

 

14) Definition of "You" in This License. "You" throughout this License, whether

in upper or lower case, means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights

under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities,

"You" includes any entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common

control with you. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the

power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or

more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

15) Right to Use. You may use the Original Work in all ways not otherwise

restricted or conditioned by this License or by law, and Licensor promises not

to interfere with or be responsible for such uses by You.

 

This license is Copyright (C) 2003-2004 Lawrence E. Rosen. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted to copy and distribute this license without

modification. This license may not be modified without the express written
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permission of its copyright owner.

 

 

Previous Approved Versions: AFL 2.0, AFL 1.2, AFL 1.1

Plain Text Version

 

Copyright ? 2005 by the Open Source Initiative

Technical questions about the website go to Steve M.: webmaster at

opensource.org / Policy questions about open source go to the Board of Directors.

 

The contents of this website are licensed under the Open Software License 2.1 or

Academic Free License 2.1

 

OSI is a registered non-profit with 501(c)(3) status. Donating to OSI is one way

to show your support.

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: JSON

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

Copyright (c) 2002 JSON.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: Shale, Velocity

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

"submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication
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that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this

License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide,

non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to

reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or

Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License,

each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive,

no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent

license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise

transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims

licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work

to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation

against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work

constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or

Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in

Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

  1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy

of this License; and

 

  2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

You changed the files; and

 

  3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You

distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the

Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part

of the Derivative Works; and

 

  4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution,

then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of

the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those

notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the
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Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any

Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the

Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall

supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have

executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names,

trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required

for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in

writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its

Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties

or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks

associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in

tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by

applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in

writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any

direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character

arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage,

computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or

losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such

damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or
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Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for,

acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations

and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such

obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole

responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to

indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred

by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any

such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: Prototype

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

Copyright (c) 2005-2007 Sam Stephenson

2 	

3 	Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

4 	of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

5 	in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

6 	to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

7 	copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

8 	furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

9 	

10 	THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

11 	IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

12 	FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

13 	AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

14 	LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

15 	OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

16 	SOFTWARE.

 

*Update Center 1.0

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: JDIC, Swing Layout extensions. Use of any of this

software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 

Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]
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Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.

 

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially

designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software

Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we

suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary

General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case,

based on the explanations below.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price.

Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom

to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish);

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change

the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are

informed that you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to

deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These

restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute

copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a

fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make

sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code

with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so

that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library

and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and

(2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the library.

 

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no

warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else

and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the

original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected

by problems that might be introduced by others.

 

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free

program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the

users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder.

Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the
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library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU

General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License,

applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the

ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in

order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

 

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared

library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a

derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License

therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria

of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for

linking other code with the library.

 

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to

protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also

provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing

non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary

General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides

advantages in certain special circumstances.

 

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the

widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto

standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library.

A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used

non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free

library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs

enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For

example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many

more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the

GNU/Linux operating system.

 

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users'

freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the

Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified

version of the Library.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the

library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived

from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order

to run.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party

saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public

License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as

to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those

functions and data) to form executables.

 

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been

distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the

Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work

containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter,

translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source

code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition

files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the

Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the

Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the

Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along

with the Library.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at

your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   * a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   * b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating

that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   * c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all

third parties under the terms of this License.
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   * d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table

of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other

than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a

good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply

such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part

of its purpose remains meaningful.

 

     (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a

purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore,

Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by

this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the

square root function must still compute square roots.)

 

     These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole,

and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

     Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the

Library.

 

     In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage

or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License

instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must

alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the

ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If

a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has

appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make

any other change in these notices.

 

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so

the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and

derivative works made from that copy.

 

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into

a program that is not a library.

 

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it,
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under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1

and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding

machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a

designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from

the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even

though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object

code.

 

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is

designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called

a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative

work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an

executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of

the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is

therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of

such executables.

 

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is

part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of

the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is

especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the

work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely

defined by law.

 

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts

and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in

length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether

it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus

portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the

object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables

containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked

directly with the Library itself.

 

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work

that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of

the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that

the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is

used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You
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must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays

copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among

them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License.

Also, you must do one of these things:

 

   * a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable

source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work

(which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an

executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work

that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can

modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing

the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents

of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile

the application to use the modified definitions.)

   * b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A

suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library

already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library

functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified

version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified

version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

   * c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three

years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above,

for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

   * d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a

designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials

from the same place.

   * e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or

that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must

include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from

it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not

include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form)

with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system

on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of

other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system.

Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in

an executable that you distribute.

 

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library

side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not

covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that

the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other

library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two

things:
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   * a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on

the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be

distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   * b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part

of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library

except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy,

modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will

automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who

have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their

licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library

or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any

work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do

so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

Library or works based on it.

 

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and

conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients'

exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing

compliance by third parties with this License.

 

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of

the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you,

then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain

entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this
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section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright

holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such

case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be

similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address

new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies

a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version",

you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version

or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the

Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version

ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author

to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions

for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and

reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED

IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS

IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
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ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use

to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can

redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these

terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

 

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the

exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line

and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.

Copyright (C) year  name of author

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is

a sample; alter the names:
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Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in

the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written

by James Random Hacker.

 

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

*Shoal

%% The following software may be included in this product: JXTA

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

Copyright (c) 2001-2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

include the following acknowledgment: "This product includes software developed

by Sun Microsystems, Inc. for JXTA(TM) technology." Alternately, this

acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and wherever such

third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Sun", "Sun Microsystems, Inc.", "JXTA" and "Project JXTA" must not

be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior

written permission. For written permission, please contact Project JXTA at

http://www.jxta.org.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "JXTA", nor may "JXTA"appear in their name, without

prior written permission of Sun.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL SUN

MICROSYSTEMS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
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DAMAGE.

 

JXTA is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the United States

and other countries.

 

 

*JBI

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: XML Beans, commons-httpclient.jar, resolver.jar,

commons-codec, commons-logging

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

"submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this

License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide,

non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to

reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or

Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License,

each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive,

no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent

license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise

transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims

licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work

to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation

against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work

constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or

Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in

Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
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  1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy

of this License; and

 

  2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

You changed the files; and

 

  3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You

distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the

Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part

of the Derivative Works; and

 

  4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution,

then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of

the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those

notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any

Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the

Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall

supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have

executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names,

trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required

for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in

writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its

Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties
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or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks

associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in

tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by

applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in

writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any

direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character

arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage,

computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or

losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such

damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or

Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for,

acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations

and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such

obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole

responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to

indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred

by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any

such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: wsdl4j.jar

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

Common Public License - v 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or

anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include

additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software

distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement,
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and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and

such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the

Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the

Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be

covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any

other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to

its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims

any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on

infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to

exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights

needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to

allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to

acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license

set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title

and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability

and fitness for a particular purpose;
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ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered

by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on

or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within

the Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify

the originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a)

promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b)

allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial

Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON

AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS
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OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of

using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect

to a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in

a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such

Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation

is filed. In addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any

entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the

responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate
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entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions)

under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)

above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property

of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under

this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial

in any resulting litigation.

Copyright  2007 Sun Microsystems, Inc., 4150 Network Circle, Santa Clara, California 95054, U.S.A. All rights

reserved.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. has intellectual property rights relating to technology embodied in the product that is

described in this document. In particular, and without limitation, these intellectual property rights may include one

or more of the U.S. patents listed at http://www.sun.com/patents and one or more additional patents or pending

patent applications in the U.S. and in other countries.

 

Unpublished - rights reserved under the Copyright Laws of the United States.

 

U.S. Government Rights - Commercial software. Government users are subject to the Sun Microsystems, Inc.

standard license agreement and applicable provisions of the FAR and its supplements.

 

Use is subject to license terms.

 

This distribution may include materials developed by third parties.

 

Parts of the product may be derived from Berkeley BSD systems, licensed from the University of California. UNIX

is a registered trademark in the U.S. and in other countries, exclusively licensed through X/Open Company, Ltd.

 

Sun, Sun Microsystems, the Sun logo, Java, Jini, Netra, Solaris, Sun Ray, Sun Java System Application Server ,

Java API for XML-based RPC, Java APIs for XML Web Services, Java Architecture for XML Binding, Java

Authorization Contract for Containers, Java EE, Java Message Queue, Java Persistence API, Java Servlet, JavaMail,

Enterprise JavaBeans, JavaServer Pages, JavaServer Faces, JDBC and Java API for XML Registries are trademarks

or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries.

 

This product is covered and controlled by U.S. Export Control laws and may be subject to the export or import laws

in other countries. Nuclear, missile, chemical biological weapons or nuclear maritime end uses or end users, whether

direct or indirect, are strictly prohibited. Export or reexport to countries subject to U.S. embargo or to entities

identified on U.S. export exclusion lists, including, but not limited to, the denied persons and specially designated

nationals lists is strictly prohibited.

Copyright  2007 Sun Microsystems, Inc., 4150 Network Circle, Santa Clara, California 95054, Etats-Unis. Tous

droits rservs.
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Sun Microsystems, Inc. dtient les droits de proprit intellectuels relatifs  la technologie incorpore dans le produit qui

est dcrit dans ce document. En particulier, et ce sans limitation, ces droits de proprit intellectuelle peuvent inclure un

ou plus des brevets amricains lists  l'adresse http://www.sun.com/patents et un ou les brevets supplmentaires ou les

applications de brevet en attente aux Etats - Unis et dans les autres pays.

 

Non publie - droits rservs selon la lgislation des Etats-Unis sur le droit d'auteur.

 

L'utilisation est soumise aux termes de la Licence.

 

Cette distribution peut comprendre des composants dvelopps par des tierces parties.

 

Des parties de ce produit pourront tre drives des systmes Berkeley BSD licencis par l'Universit de Californie. UNIX

est une marque dpose aux Etats-Unis et dans d'autres pays et licencie exclusivement par X/Open Company, Ltd.

 

Sun, Sun Microsystems, le logo Sun, Java, Jini, Netra, Solaris, Sun Ray, Sun Java System Application Server , Java

API for XML-based RPC, Java APIs for XML Web Services, Java Architecture for XML Binding, Java

Authorization Contract for Containers, Java EE, Java Message Queue, Java Persistence API, Java Servlet, JavaMail,

Enterprise JavaBeans, JavaServer Pages, JavaServer Faces, JDBC et Java API for XML Registries sont des marques

de fabrique ou des marques dposes de Sun Microsystems, Inc. aux Etats-Unis et dans d'autres pays.

 

Ce produit est soumis  la lgislation amricaine en matire de contrle des exportations et peut tre soumis  la

rglementation en vigueur dans d'autres pays dans le domaine des exportations et importations. Les utilisations, ou

utilisateurs finaux, pour des armes nuclaires,des missiles, des armes biologiques et chimiques ou du nuclaire

maritime, directement ou indirectement, sont strictement interdites. Les exportations ou rexportations vers les pays

sous embargo amricain, ou vers des entits figurant sur les listes d'exclusion d'exportation amricaines, y compris,

mais de manire non exhaustive, la liste de personnes qui font objet d'un ordre de ne pas participer, d'une faon directe

ou indirecte, aux exportations des produits ou des services qui sont rgis par la lgislation amricaine en matire de

contrle des exportations et la liste de ressortissants spcifiquement dsigns, sont rigoureusement interdites.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.
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1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a)the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b)ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1)for code that You delete from the Original

Software, or (2)for infringements caused by: (i)the modification of the Original Software, or (ii)the combination of

the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:
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(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1)Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2)the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1)for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2)for infringements caused by: (i)third party modifications of Contributor Version, or

(ii)the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor

Version) or other devices; or (3)under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications

made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.
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3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a)rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b)otherwise make it clear

that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE
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OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48C.F.R.2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48C.F.R.12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.
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9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

The GlassFish code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding

conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal

Courts of the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa

Clara County, California.

 

1.24 xerces-j 2.7.1 
1.24.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or
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indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.
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4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.
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9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.25 tiny-radius 1.0 
1.25.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright by teuto.net Netzdienste GmbH 2005. All rights reserved.

* This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify * it under the terms of the GNU General

Public License as published by'

 

1.26 javax-json-api 1.1.4 

 

1.27 javax-interceptor-api 1.2 
1.27.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;
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       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a
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Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.
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     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.
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6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.
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  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),
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that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.
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2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable
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work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit
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geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to
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most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the
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words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

1.28 bean-validation-api 1.1.0.Final 
1.28.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2011, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/MethodDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2011-2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a
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* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ParameterDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/CascadableDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/GroupConversionDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/CrossParameterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/spi/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/executable/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-jar/javax/validation/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraintvalidation/ValidationTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraintvalidation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraintvalidation/SupportedValidationTarget.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/MethodType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/BootstrapConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2012-2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ExecutableDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2009-2012, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/Configuration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009-2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ReportAsSingleViolation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/BeanDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/DecimalMax.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/groups/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintViolation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/Validator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/DecimalMin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-jar/javax/validation/Path.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/MessageInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidatorContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009-2012, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors
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* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/spi/ConfigurationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintViolationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ValidatorContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2012, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ParameterNameProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-
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jar/javax/validation/metadata/ConstructorDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ConstraintDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/GroupDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintDeclarationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/Validation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/AssertFalse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/TraversableResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Future.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Size.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/AssertTrue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/spi/BootstrapState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/Payload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/spi/ValidationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-
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jar/javax/validation/ValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Null.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-jar/javax/validation/Valid.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/groups/Default.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/OverridesAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Min.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/UnexpectedTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/GenericBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Digits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/ProviderSpecificBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Past.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Max.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Pattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ValidationProviderResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/PropertyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ElementDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/NotNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/Constraint.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2012, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/groups/ConvertGroup.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2012-2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/executable/ValidateOnExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/executable/ExecutableType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ReturnValueDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/executable/ExecutableValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ElementKind.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a
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* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, 

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005661449_1651084993.5/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/validation/GroupSequence.java

 

1.29 jboss-logging 3.4.1.Final 
1.29.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.30 apache-catalina-filters-corsfilter 7.0.42 
1.30.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

// XXX - We use a proprietary call to the interpreter for now

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/JspUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

// Servlet 3.1 based HTTP upgrade mechanism. NO-OPs for the proprietary

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/UpgradeProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * The user data constraint for this security constraint.  Must be NONE,

    * INTEGRAL, or CONFIDENTIAL.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/SecurityConstraint.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

// "java.util.concurrent" code is in public domain,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/loader/WebappClassLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * Listener to which data available events are passed once the associated

    * connection has completed the proprietary Tomcat HTTP upgrade process.

    *

    * @deprecated  Will be removed in Tomcat 8.0.x.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/AbstractHttp11Processor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

// Tomcat 7 proprietary upgrade

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/Http11AprProtocol.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/server/WsFrameServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/BioProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/AsyncChannelWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/AbstractOutputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/Shm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/Procattr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/AsyncChannelWrapperNonSecure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/OutputFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/SSLSessionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/NioEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/Address.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/threads/LimitLatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/WsRemoteEndpointAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/WsRemoteEndpointBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/URL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ConstantValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/InputFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/JspPropertyGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/SSLImplementation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/Request.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/ajp/AjpAprProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/OutputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/InternalInputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/AbstractProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/Library.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/server/WsWriteTimeout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/Extension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/ajp/AjpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/jsse/NioX509KeyManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/buf/CharChunk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/server/UriTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/filters/GzipOutputFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/pojo/PojoEndpointBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/NioServletOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/StringManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/ajp/AjpNioProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/Registry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/jsse/JSSESocketFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/FastHttpDateFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/WsRemoteEndpointImplClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/Local.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/buf/ByteChunk.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/Pool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/ServerCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/buf/B2CConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/BackgroundProcess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/filters/IdentityInputFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/NioProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/Response.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/Http11Processor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/OS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/Stdlib.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/mapper/MappingData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/UpgradeNioProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/jsse/JSSEImplementation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/InternalAprInputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/Lock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/DefaultServerSocketFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/AbstractHttp11Protocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/ProcErrorCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/Adapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/NioServletInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/AbstractServletOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/BackgroundProcessManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/SSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/filters/VoidInputFilter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/InternalNioInputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/MutableInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/InternalOutputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/WsRemoteEndpointBasic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/InstanceManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/jsse/JSSEKeyManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/BioServletOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/parser/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/filters/BufferedInputFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/InputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/server/WsSci.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/Time.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/pojo/PojoPathParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/buf/UDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/AsyncChannelWrapperSecure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/InternalAprOutputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/PoolCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/Http11NioProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/filters/ChunkedOutputFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/Cookies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/ajp/AjpAprProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/AbstractProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/AsyncContextCallback.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/ProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/filters/IdentityOutputFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/AprServletOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/SSLUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/filters/SavedRequestInputFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/SSLSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/User.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/JarScannerCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/Sockaddr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/UpgradeBioProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/AprServletInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/AsyncStateMachine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/FileInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/RequestInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/Introspection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/InternalNioOutputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/buf/C2BConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/ajp/AjpNioProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/AprEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/AprProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/JIoEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/ajp/AbstractAjpProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/IntrospectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/Global.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/mapper/Mapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/HttpMessages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/MimeHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/Http11NioProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/ActionHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/Http11Protocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/pojo/PojoEndpointClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/Http11AprProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/parser/MediaTypeCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/filters/VoidOutputFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/filters/RemoteIpFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/filters/ExpiresFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/pojo/PojoEndpointServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/res/StringManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/filters/FlushableGZIPOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/log/CaptureLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/Processor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/HeadersTooLargeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/SocketStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/Status.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/scan/StandardJarScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/AbstractServletInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/Parameters.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/RequestGroupInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/Error.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/Poll.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/ServerSocketFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/ajp/AjpProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/buf/MessageBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/server/WsContextListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/ContentType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/SSLSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/UpgradeAprProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/File.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/WsRemoteEndpointImplBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/AbstractProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/log/SystemLogHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/ajp/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/Mmap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ConstantUtf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/Socket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/Proc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/PasswordCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/BioServletInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/server/WsServerContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/JarScanner.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/SSLContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/SocketWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/pojo/PojoMethodMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/WsFrameBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/buf/UEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/Multicast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/buf/Ascii.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/BIOCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/ajp/AjpProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/filters/ChunkedInputFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/AbstractHttp11JsseProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/server/WsHttpUpgradeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/FutureToSendHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/WsWebSocketContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/util/StringManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/jni/Directory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/SendHandlerToCompletionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/buf/HexUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/AbstractInputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/jsse/JSSESupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/buf/StringCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/WsIOException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * Callback to trigger Tomcat's proprietary HTTP upgrade process.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/ActionCode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/LocalVariableTypeTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/EnclosingMethod.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/JreMemoryLeakPreventionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/nio/NioReplicationTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/ClientAbortException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/ContextConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/ELParser.jjt

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/MessageHandlerResultType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/ExpressionParseTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/Collector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/authenticator/DigestAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/GroupChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/lang/ELArithmetic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/ParameterParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/util/FileItemHeadersImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/session/ClusterSessionListener.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Lifecycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/servlets/DefaultServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/authenticator/ClusterSingleSignOnListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/CookieSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/Validator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/server/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/util/LimitedInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/session/SessionIDMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/ValveBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/Connector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/util/mime/QuotedPrintableDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/session/JvmRouteSessionIDBinderListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/ConcurrentMessageDigest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/nio/NioReceiver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/AccessLogValve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/threads/TaskThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Manager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/pojo/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/JDBCRealm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/NioBlockingSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/descriptor/LocalResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/ProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Engine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/bio/MultipointBioSender.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/pojo/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Group.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/FileUploadException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/tipis/ReplicatedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/membership/McastService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Executor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/codec/DecoderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/scan/JarFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/interceptors/StaticMembershipInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/CometEventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/SSIFlastmod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/loader/VirtualWebappLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/SSIProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/WebappServiceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/persistence/PersistenceProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/ChannelInterceptorBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/UpgradeOutbound.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/RequestContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Server.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Session.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/ClusterListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/FileItemIterator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/AsyncDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/file/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/codec/Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/juli/DateFormatCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/security/SecurityListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/lang/ExpressionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/websocket/WsFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/parser/HttpParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/buf/Utf8Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/CrawlerSessionManagerValve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/MessageHandlerResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/LifecycleEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/annotation/ManagedBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/NioChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/Channel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/ReplicationTransmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/tipis/LazyReplicatedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/PooledSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/StuckThreadDetectionValve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/codec/BinaryDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/codec/Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/deploy/UndeployMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/security/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Globals.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/loader/WebappLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/MultipartStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/Catalina.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/X509UsernameRetriever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/EngineRuleSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/X509SubjectDnRetriever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/interceptors/TcpFailureDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/bio/BioReceiver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/JAASRealm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/AbstractSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/Member.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/threads/ThreadPoolExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/JspC.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/threads/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Pipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ContainerEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/StandardHostValve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/AprLifecycleListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/UserDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/SSLValve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/JDBCAccessLogValve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/AttributeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/DistributedManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/modules/MbeansSource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/ELInterpreterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/ByteMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/CoyoteOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/RemoteIpValve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/authenticator/NonLoginAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/el/JasperELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/scan/NonClosingJarInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/buf/Utf8Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/SSIFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/FileItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/SSIConditional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/descriptor/XmlIdentifiers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/AccessLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/FileItemFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/SocketProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/CatalinaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/LifecycleException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/comet/CometFilterChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/filters/WebdavFixFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/servlets/CGIServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/RemoteProcessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/ChannelMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Role.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/membership/MemberImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/FileUploadBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/FileItemStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/comet/CometProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/authenticator/SingleSignOnMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/authenticator/ClusterSingleSignOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/FailedContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/Conversions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/session/DeltaSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/modules/ModelerSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/server/WsRemoteEndpointImplServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/log/UserDataHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/MapperListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/InstanceListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/io/BufferPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/RequestUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/InvalidFileNameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/threads/TaskThread.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Cluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/modules/MbeansDescriptorsSerSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/SessionConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/ClusterDeployer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/scan/Jar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Realm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/InstanceEvent.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/disk/DiskFileItemFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/PageInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/PeriodicEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/RequestFacade.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/ReceiverBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/modules/MbeansSourceMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/security/SecurityUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/session/StandardSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ContainerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/ErrorReportValve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/util/mime/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/Response.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/CoyoteInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/ELInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/SSIPrintenv.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/security/SecurityConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/filters/CorsFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/session/TooManyActiveSessionsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/servlet/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/SSIStopProcessingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/manager/util/SessionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Authenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/ServerInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/util/UniqueAttributesImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/ApplicationPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/JasperListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Contained.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/buf/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Store.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/security/SecurityClassLoad.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/SessionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/ExtendedAccessLogValve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/bio/PooledMultiSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/tipis/AbstractReplicatedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/ClusterMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/SelectorContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/nio/NioSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/SemaphoreValve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/comet/CometEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/UpgradeInbound.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/SSIExternalResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/CoyoteAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/runtime/JspApplicationContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/tcp/SendMessageData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/LifecycleListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/util/mime/ParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/io/DirectByteArrayOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Host.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/NullRealm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/websocket/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/AbstractEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/descriptor/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/websocket/MessageInbound.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/SecureNioChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/CoyoteWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/annotation/sql/DataSourceDefinitions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/SSISet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/FileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/codec/binary/BaseNCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/User.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/descriptor/XmlErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/AbsoluteOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/websocket/WebSocketServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/RemoteHostValve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/SSIServletExternalResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/SSIExec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/servlet/ServletFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/HostConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/util/Arrays.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/servlets/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/ClusterMessageBase.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/SSICommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/interceptors/TwoPhaseCommitInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/PersistentValve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/ResponseFacade.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/CoyoteReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/codec/EncoderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/CometConnectionManagerValve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/filters/CsrfPreventionFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/session/BackupManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/servlets/WebdavServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/ApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/JspCompilationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/OutputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/Bootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/SSIFsize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/util/Streams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/SSIEcho.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/codec/binary/StringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/FileCleaningTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/NioSelectorPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/nio/ParallelNioSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/tipis/ReplicatedMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/Constants.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/StandardHost.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Container.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/comet/CometFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/authenticator/FormAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/threads/ResizableExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/JspDocumentParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/bio/BioSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/JNDIRealm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/MBeanDumper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/JspIdConsumer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/util/Closeable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/InputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/RequestFilterValve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/codec/binary/Base64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/ExpressionTokenizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/SSIServletRequestUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/server/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/descriptor/DigesterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/Generator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/SessionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/SSIMediator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/CoyotePrincipal.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/nio/PooledParallelSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/FileItemHeadersSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/websocket/WsInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/SSIConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/servlet/ServletRequestContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/codec/BinaryEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/LifecycleState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/DomUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/ApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/util/mime/MimeUtility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/FileItemHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/UploadContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/scan/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/deploy/FarmWarDeployer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ContainerServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/disk/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/SSIInclude.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/threads/TaskQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/TagPluginManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/websocket/StreamInbound.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/annotation/sql/DataSourceDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/io/BufferPool15Impl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/resources/FileDirContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/websocket/WsOutbound.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/AsyncContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/RemoteAddrValve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/util/FastRemovalDequeue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/filters/FailedRequestFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/scan/FileUrlJar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/SSIConditionalState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/io/ObjectReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/resources/VirtualDirContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/DefaultInstanceManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Wrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/disk/DiskFileItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/SSIServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/ExceptionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/WebXml.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/filters/RemoteHostFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/context/ReplicatedContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/resources/DirContextURLConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/scan/UrlJar.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with
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* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was

* originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, International

* Business Machines, Inc., http://www.apache.org.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/xmlparser/XMLString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/xmlparser/XMLEncodingDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/xmlparser/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/xmlparser/XMLChar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/xmlparser/EncodingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/xmlparser/XMLStringBuffer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright 2003-2009 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the

GNU General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common

Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the

"License").  You may not use this file except in compliance with

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as

provided by Sun in the GPL Version 2 section of the License file

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/resources/javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/resources/jsp_2_2.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-
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master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/resources/javaee_6.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/resources/javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/resources/web-fragment_3_0.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/resources/web-app_3_0.xsd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/Code.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/AttributeReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ElementValuePair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/PMGClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/LocalVariableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/CodeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/file/Matcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ConstantLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ConstantPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/Synthetic.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ArrayElementValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/Utility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/AnnotationEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/StackMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/InnerClasses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/util/BCELComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/LineNumberTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ParameterAnnotations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/StackMapType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ConstantClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ConstantInterfaceMethodref.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/EnumElementValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ConstantMethodref.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ClassElementValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/RuntimeInvisibleAnnotations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ConstantFloat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/SourceFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/StackMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ConstantCP.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/Signature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/InnerClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ConstantNameAndType.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/Field.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ClassFormatException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ConstantDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/StackMapTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ConstantString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/Annotations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ClassParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/Deprecated.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ElementValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/RuntimeInvisibleParameterAnnotations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/FieldOrMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/StackMapTableEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/AnnotationDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/RuntimeVisibleParameterAnnotations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/SimpleElementValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ConstantInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/Constant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ConstantFieldref.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/RuntimeVisibleAnnotations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/util/ByteSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/LineNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/AccessFlags.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/LocalVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/Unknown.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/AnnotationElementValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ExceptionTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ParameterAnnotationEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/JavaClass.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

 contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

 this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

 The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

 the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

guarantee element specifies that the communication

between client and server should be NONE, INTEGRAL, or

CONFIDENTIAL. NONE means that the application does not require any

transport guarantees. A value of INTEGRAL means that the application

requires that the data sent between the client and server be sent in

such a way that it can't be changed in transit. CONFIDENTIAL means

that the application requires that the data be transmitted in a

fashion that prevents other entities from observing the contents of

the transmission. In most cases, the presence of the INTEGRAL or

CONFIDENTIAL flag will indicate that the use of SSL is required.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/resources/web-app_2_2.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0
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* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/pojo/PojoMessageHandlerPartialBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/ServletRequestEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/pojo/PojoMessageHandlerPartialBinary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/OnOpen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/http/HttpSessionBindingEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/server/DefaultServerEndpointConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/server/WsPerSessionServerEndpointConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstNegative.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/server/PathParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstGreaterThan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/servlet31/ReadListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/TagLibraryInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/pojo/PojoMessageHandlerWholeText.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/pojo/PojoMessageHandlerWholeBinary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstLessThanEqual.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/UnavailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-
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master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/DecoderEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/RemoteEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstOr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/ReadBufferOverflowException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/ServletContextAttributeEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/SimpleNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/TagVariableInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstMethodParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/VariableInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/server/ServerEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/server/ServerEndpointConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/BodyTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/JspTagException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/ErrorData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/FilterConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/http/HttpSessionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstPlus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/http/HttpSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/ServletException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/ClientEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/http/HttpSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-
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master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/http/HttpServletRequestWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/SendResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/HandshakeResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/http/HttpServletResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/server/WsFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/el/ExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstDotSuffix.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/ServletContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/OnClose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/pojo/PojoMessageHandlerPartialText.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/JspApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/server/DefaultServerEndpointConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/SessionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/ServletContextEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/mail/PasswordAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/EncodeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/SingleThreadModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/OnError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/http/HttpServletResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/FilterChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/ServletResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-
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master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstBracketSuffix.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/MessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/server/ServerContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/mail/internet/MimePart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/mail/internet/InternetAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/ServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/ServletRequestAttributeEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/pojo/PojoMessageHandlerWholePong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/util/Validation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/EndpointConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/ServletInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstEqual.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/server/HandshakeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/mail/internet/MimeMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/ServletRequestWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/el/VariableResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/pojo/PojoMessageHandlerBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/ServletConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/WsContainerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/TagAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstLessThan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/WsPongMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-
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master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/http/HttpSessionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstTrue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/DeploymentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/server/WsSessionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/WsFrameClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstAnd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/Endpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/server/ServerApplicationConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/BodyTagSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/http/HttpServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/ServletContextAttributeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/SkipPageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/Servlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstMod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/servlet31/HttpUpgradeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/ClientEndpointConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/OnMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/ServletContextListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/PongMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/server/UpgradeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstNot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstLiteralExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/mail/internet/MimePartDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/websocket/WsHttpServletRequestWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-
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master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstDeferredExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/TagAttributeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/servlet31/WebConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/http/HttpSessionAttributeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/DecodeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstFloatingPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/http/Cookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/servlet31/WriteListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/collections/ConcurrentCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/ServletResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/SendHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstNotEqual.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/ContainerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/mail/Session.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/el/ScopedAttributeELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/Filter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstDiv.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/util/ConcurrentCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/http/HttpSessionBindingListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/WsSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/ServletOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/RequestDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstFalse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-
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master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstCompositeExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/http/HttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/pojo/PojoMessageHandlerWholeBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/BodyContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/server/WsHandshakeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/mail/Authenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/CloseReason.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/WsHandshakeResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/GenericServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/JspWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstChoice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/WebSocketContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstMult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/server/WsMappingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/DefaultClientEndpointConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/websocket/Session.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstGreaterThanEqual.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstMinus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/AstDynamicExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/WrappedMessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/el/ELException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/ValidationMessage.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

 contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

 this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.
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 The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

 the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

guarantee element specifies that the communication

between client and server should be NONE, INTEGRAL, or

CONFIDENTIAL. NONE means that the application does not require any

transport guarantees. A value of INTEGRAL means that the application

requires that the data sent between the client and server be sent in

such a way that it can't be changed in transit. CONFIDENTIAL means

that the application requires that the data be transmitted in a

fashion that prevents other entities from observing the contents of

the transmission. In most cases, the presence of the INTEGRAL or

CONFIDENTIAL flag will indicate that the use of SSL is required.

 

Used in: user

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/resources/web-app_2_3.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

// --------------------------------- Tomcat proprietary HTTP upgrade methods
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/Request.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright 2003-2007 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the

GNU General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common

Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the

"License").  You may not use this file except in compliance with

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as

provided by Sun in the GPL Version 2 section of the License file

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/resources/javaee_5.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/resources/javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/resources/javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

# (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

# the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

#     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/loader/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/tcp/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/servlets/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/resources/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/Authenticators.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/res/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/res/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-
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master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/threads/res/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/membership/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/loader/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/CharsetMapperDefault.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/jsse/res/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/tcp/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/loader/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/manager/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/membership/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/res/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/servlets/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/manager/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/buf/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/Messages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/mapper/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-
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master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/authenticator/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/res/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/resources/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/resources/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/manager/LocalStrings_de.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/filters/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/users/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/descriptor/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/manager/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/descriptor/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/ajp/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/http/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/upgrade/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-
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master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/http/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/session/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/session/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/users/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/loader/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/servlets/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/filters/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/pojo/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/server/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/security/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/session/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/RestrictedFilters.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/manager/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/filters/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/users/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/resources/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/authenticator/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/session/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-
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master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/http/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/RestrictedServlets.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/resources/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/security/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/jsse/res/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/session/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/scan/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/servlets/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/RestrictedListeners.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/res/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/session/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/buf/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/res/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/jsse/res/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/authenticator/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/manager/host/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/threads/res/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/authenticator/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/users/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-
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master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/security/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/ajp/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/res/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/res/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/net/jsse/res/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/websocket/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/security/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/util/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/http/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/ServerInfo.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/file/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/resources/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/resources/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/threads/res/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/Messages_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-
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master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/manager/host/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/http11/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/LocalStrings_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/websocket/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/deploy/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/threads/res/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/resources/LocalStrings_es.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

# contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

# this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

# The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

# (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

# the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

#

#     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

# Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

# WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

# See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

# limitations under the License.

 

# JMX

jmxOpen=org.apache.catalina.ant.jmx.JMXAccessorTask

jmxSet=org.apache.catalina.ant.jmx.JMXAccessorSetTask

jmxGet=org.apache.catalina.ant.jmx.JMXAccessorGetTask

jmxInvoke=org.apache.catalina.ant.jmx.JMXAccessorInvokeTask

jmxQuery=org.apache.catalina.ant.jmx.JMXAccessorQueryTask

jmxCreate=org.apache.catalina.ant.jmx.JMXAccessorCreateTask

jmxUnregister=org.apache.catalina.ant.jmx.JMXAccessorUnregisterTask

jmxEquals=org.apache.catalina.ant.jmx.JMXAccessorEqualsCondition

jmxCondition=org.apache.catalina.ant.jmx.JMXAccessorCondition

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/jmx/jmxaccessor.tasks
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

# contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

# this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

# The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

# (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

# the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

#

#     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

# Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

# WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

# See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

# limitations under the License.

 

# Pure catalina tasks

deploy=org.apache.catalina.ant.DeployTask

list=org.apache.catalina.ant.ListTask

reload=org.apache.catalina.ant.ReloadTask

sessions=org.apache.catalina.ant.SessionsTask

resources=org.apache.catalina.ant.ResourcesTask

start=org.apache.catalina.ant.StartTask

stop=org.apache.catalina.ant.StopTask

undeploy=org.apache.catalina.ant.UndeployTask

validator=org.apache.catalina.ant.ValidatorTask

 

#Jk Task

jkstatus=org.apache.catalina.ant.JKStatusUpdateTask

jkupdate=org.apache.catalina.ant.JKStatusUpdateTask

 

# Manager JMX

jmxManagerSet=org.apache.catalina.ant.JMXSetTask

jmxManagerGet=org.apache.catalina.ant.JMXGetTask

jmxManagerQuery=org.apache.catalina.ant.JMXQueryTask

 

# Jasper tasks

jasper=org.apache.jasper.JspC

jasper2=org.apache.jasper.JspC

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/catalina.tasks

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more
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* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/DataSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/util/Enumerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/ContextHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/TldLocationsCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/ApplicationServletRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/TextOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/StandardPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/persistence/PersistenceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/juli/AsyncFileHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/NamingResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/HostRuleSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/MBeanUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/factory/ResourceEnvFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/runtime/JspWriterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/ApplicationHttpRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/juli/logging/LogFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/el/JspValueExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/loader/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/ByteArrayServletOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/Compiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/ApplicationParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/TldRuleSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/BaseModelMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/authenticator/BasicAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/jmx/JMXAccessorInvokeTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/runtime/ProtectedFunctionMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/loader/JdbcLeakPrevention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/jmx/ClusterJmxHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/Valve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/ResponseIncludeWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/io/ChannelData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/StartTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/backend/Sender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/ByteArrayOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/BeanRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/WebXml.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/ServiceRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/AntCompiler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/interceptors/MessageDispatch15Interceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/RealmRuleSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/CallParamRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/ContextEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/ContextLocalEjb.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/SchemaResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/ParameterInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/annotation/HttpConstraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/users/MemoryUserDatabaseFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/ChannelListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/GlobalResourcesLifecycleListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/deploy/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/tagplugins/jstl/core/ForEach.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/users/MemoryGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/MemoryRealm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/ClusterRuleSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/tagplugins/jstl/core/Set.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/ListTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/jmx/JMXAccessorTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/lang/VariableMapperImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/ContextResourceLink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/ELParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/DataSourceRealm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/Constants.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/JAASMemoryLoginModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/ContextEjb.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/MapELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/el/ELContextWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/BeanELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/EngineConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/FeatureInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/LifecycleListenerRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/ArithmeticNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/Injectable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/JKStatusUpdateTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/UserDatabaseRealm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/TldLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/MembershipService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/session/PersistentManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/filters/RequestFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/FilterMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/JarResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/ContextRuleSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/tagplugins/jstl/core/If.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/tcp/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/Response.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/tagplugins/jstl/core/Remove.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/security/SecurityClassLoad.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/resources/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/servlet/JspServletWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/ContextTransaction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/ChannelSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/CustomObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/RpcCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/modules/MbeansDescriptorsDigesterSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/membership/StaticMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/SetAllPropertiesRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/SetPropertiesRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/ApplicationContextFacade.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/factory/SendMailFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/manager/ManagerServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/FileUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/annotation/security/DeclareRoles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/EjbRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/BaseRedirectorHelperTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/ArrayStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/resources/DirContextURLStreamHandlerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/servlet/JspServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/resources/ImmutableNameNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/ApplicationHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/ContainerBase.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/TagFileProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/ErrorPage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/JMXSetTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/ErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/NameParserImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/xml/ws/WebServiceRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/ELContextListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/Heartbeat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/util/ExceptionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/ChannelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/NamingRuleSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/manager/JspHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/HandlerRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/ExtensionValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/ResourceLinkRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/tagplugins/jstl/core/Out.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/deploy/WarWatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/ChannelReceiver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/filters/AddDefaultCharsetFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/factory/TransactionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/SmapUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/ContextResourceMBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/LifecycleBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/bio/BioReplicationTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/resources/ProxyDirContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/backend/TcpSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/ImplicitTagLibraryInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/tagplugins/jstl/core/Catch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/tagplugins/jstl/core/Import.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/PropertyNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/manager/StatusManagerServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/el/VariableResolverImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/membership/McastServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/manager/host/HTMLHostManagerServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/annotation/security/DenyAll.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/ManagedChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/IOUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/NamingContextListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/StandardService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/SecurityRoleRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/WebRuleSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/filters/RequestDumperFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/backend/HeartbeatListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/runtime/JspFragmentHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/AbstractObjectCreationFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/UserDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/ChannelInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/FunctionMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/tagplugins/jstl/core/Url.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/PropertyNotWritableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/session/StandardSessionFacade.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/juli/JdkLoggerFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/ApplicationFilterConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/CharsetMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/juli/ClassLoaderLogManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/resources/RecyclableNamingEnumeration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/ELContextEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/resources/ResourceAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/resources/WARDirContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/session/ManagerBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/MembershipListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/resources/DirContextURLStreamHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/manager/host/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/RulesBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/interceptors/FragmentationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/ContextResourceLinkMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/annotation/PreDestroy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/modules/MbeansDescriptorsDOMSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/session/Constants.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/el/ExpressionEvaluatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/StandardContextValve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/NamingResourcesMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/ResourceRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/MemoryUserDatabaseMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/JndiPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/HomesUserDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/MemoryRuleSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/tcp/ReplicationValve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/session/StoreBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/ClassNameMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/filters/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/JspConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/loader/StandardClassLoaderMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/ExpressionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/SmapGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/StringParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/users/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/InterceptorPayload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/ResourceSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/lang/FunctionMapperImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/TagLibraryInfoImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/JmxRemoteLifecycleListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/LifecycleSupport.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/ResourceBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/lang/ELSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/ValidatorTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/annotation/Generated.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/runtime/JspFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/JspReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/tagplugins/jstl/core/ForTokens.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/MethodNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/AbstractCatalinaCommandTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/ReloadTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/ClusterValve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/membership/Membership.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/annotation/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/runtime/JspSourceDependent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/XercesParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/Registry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/persistence/PersistenceUnits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/StopTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/jmx/JMXAccessorEqualsCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/deploy/FileChangeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/ApplicationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/util/ReflectionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/DeployTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/BaseAttributeFilter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/session/SessionMessageImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/annotation/security/RunAs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/Rules.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/el/JspPropertyNotWritableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/runtime/InstanceManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/el/ELResolverImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/tagplugins/jstl/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/SetPropertyRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/ContextResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/URLEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/bio/util/SingleRemoveSynchronizedAddLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/ApplicationFilterChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/MIME2Java.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/ApplicationTaglibDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/PathCallParamRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/TagConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/JMXQueryTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/FactoryCreateRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/MultipartDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/el/JspPropertyNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/loader/ResourceEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/xmlparser/TreeNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/ExtendedRpcCallback.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/servlet/JasperLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/factory/webservices/ServiceRefFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/tagplugin/TagPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/Strftime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/IOTools.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/NamingContextBindingsEnumeration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/OperationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/SessionIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/util/IDynamicProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/persistence/PersistenceContexts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/bio/util/FastQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/ErrorDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/session/JvmRouteBinderValve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/ApplicationJspPropertyGroupDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/ServletWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/ApplicationResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/ValueExpressionLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/jmx/JMXAccessorGetTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/CatalinaProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/FindLeaksTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/RxTaskPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/util/UUIDGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/Localizer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/ContextMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/SenderState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/ArrayELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/StandardWrapperFacade.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/XmlErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/users/MemoryRole.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/authenticator/SingleSignOnEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/deploy/FileMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/RpcMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/RealmBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/ELNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/ServiceMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/session/SerializablePrincipal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/JasperException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/factory/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/ejb/EJB.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/ParserFeatureSetterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/ExpandWar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/RegistryMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/jmx/JMXAccessorCreateTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/juli/logging/Log.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/FixedNotificationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/users/AbstractGroup.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/manager/DummyProxySession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/MultiPointSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/DOMWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/jmx/JMXAccessorSetTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/NodeCreateRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/NamingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/ValueExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/TldConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/CallMethodRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/factory/DataSourceLinkFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/JarScannerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/runtime/JspRuntimeLibrary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/juli/logging/LogConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/jmx/JMXAccessorUnregisterTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/MethodExpressionLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/SetNextNamingRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/filters/FilterBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/factory/ResourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/util/Logs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/MessageDestination.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/tcp/SimpleTcpCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/Digester.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/interceptors/SimpleCoordinator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/io/ListenCallback.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/TomcatCSS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/MethodExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/Tomcat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/ErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/lang/FunctionMapperFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/ApplicationJspConfigDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/InjectionTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/EmbeddedServletOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/JavacErrorDetail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/ThresholdingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/io/ReplicationStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/ConnectorMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/backend/MultiCastSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/el/FunctionMapperImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/CompositeELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/ObjectCreateRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/CatalinaCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/WebAnnotationSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/ContextResourceEnvRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/annotation/WebListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/factory/MailSessionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/annotation/PostConstruct.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/persistence/PersistenceContextType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/tipis/Streamable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/ContextAccessController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/UndeployTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/ResourcesTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/WithDefaultsRulesWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/descriptor/TaglibDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/StandardEngineValve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/xmlparser/UCSReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/ListELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/interceptors/OrderInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/tagplugins/jstl/core/Redirect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/Extension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/session/FileStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/session/DeltaManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/tagplugins/jstl/core/Otherwise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/BooleanNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/el/ExpressionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/session/StandardManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/SessionsTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/juli/OneLineFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/RuleSetBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/tagplugins/jstl/core/Choose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/juli/logging/DirectJDKLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/xmlparser/UTF8Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/GroupMBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/membership/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/tagplugins/jstl/core/Param.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/juli/FileHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/SetRootRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/el/JspELException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/Mark.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/jmx/Arg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/ConnectorCreateRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/servlet/JspCServletContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/ServletDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/runtime/HttpJspBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/LockOutRealm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/descriptor/JspPropertyGroupDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/session/JDBCStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/resources/jndi/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/ChannelCoordinator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/interceptors/MessageDispatchInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/ejb/EJBs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/ApplicationSessionCookieConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/SetTopRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/ContextService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/deploy/FileMessageFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/authenticator/SavedRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/RuleSet.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/annotation/ServletSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/authenticator/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/bio/util/LinkObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/DefaultErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/el/JspMethodExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/BaseNotificationBroadcaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/annotation/HttpMethodConstraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/NamingContextEnumeration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/modules/MbeansDescriptorsIntrospectionSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/ManifestResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/ObjectCreationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/ApplicationFilterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/authenticator/SingleSignOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/users/MemoryUserDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/AbstractCatalinaTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/annotation/WebServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/DeferredFileOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/PasswdUserDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/interceptors/DomainFilterInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/AttributeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/AccessLogAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/JAASCallbackHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/manager/StatusTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/session/PersistentManagerBase.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/io/XByteBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/annotation/WebFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/tagplugin/TagPluginContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/factory/OpenEjbFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/UserMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/StandardEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/ClassLoaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/lang/VariableMapperFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/runtime/JspContextWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/runtime/PerThreadTagHandlerPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/ThreadLocalLeakPreventionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/Options.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/ParserController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/ContextName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/MethodExpressionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/FilterDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/resources/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/SessionCookieConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/Base64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/runtime/ServletResponseWrapperInclude.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/session/DeltaRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/InstanceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/PageDataImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/util/ExecutorFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/annotation/HandlesTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/session/SessionMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/NotificationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/authenticator/SpnegoAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/util/TcclThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/ResourceBundleELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/xml/ws/WebServiceRefs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/resources/BaseDirContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/CombinedRealm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/loader/StandardClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/NodeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/ParameterMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/JMXGetTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/RoleMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/ELContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/Dumper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/MessageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/Rule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/ExpressionFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/GenericParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/xmlparser/ASCIIReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/NamingEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/UserConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/manager/util/ReverseComparator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/SecurityCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/runtime/BodyContentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/ContextBindings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/Tool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/JasperTagInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/DateTool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/ConstructorInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/StandardWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/ELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/ELFunctionMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/factory/ResourceLinkFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/interceptors/TcpPingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/GenericPrincipal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/ServerinfoTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/Expression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/RequestUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/MBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/ManagedBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/SetNextRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/manager/host/HostManagerServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/interceptors/GzipInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/annotation/WebInitParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/el/ELContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/Embedded.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/factory/BeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/authenticator/SSLAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/XMLWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/factory/EjbFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/users/MemoryUser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/annotation/security/RolesAllowed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/TransactionRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/LoginConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/ClusterSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/security/SecurityUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/resources/ResourceCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/StandardWrapperValve.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/ContextEnvironmentMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/ApplicationDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/xmlparser/ParserUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/jmx/JMXAccessorQueryTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/LifecycleMBeanBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/ValueExpressionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/users/AbstractUser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/DigesterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/ValueReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/SessionConfig.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/ObjectParamRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/JDTCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/tagplugins/jstl/core/When.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/juli/VerbatimFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/annotation/security/PermitAll.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/el/JspMethodNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/session/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/java/javaURLContextFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/ClusterManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/util/MessageFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/ScriptingVariabler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/CopyParentClassLoaderRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/descriptor/JspConfigDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/manager/HTMLManagerServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/authenticator/AuthenticatorBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/StandardServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/ServletSecurityElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/filters/RemoteAddrFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/persistence/PersistenceUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/Enumerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/UniqueId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/transport/AbstractRxTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/JarURLResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/Constants.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/fileupload/FileDeleteStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/ApplicationFilterRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/StandardThreadExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/SetContextPropertiesRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/factory/webservices/ServiceProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/manager/JMXProxyServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/StandardContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/jmx/JMXAccessorCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/backend/CollectedInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/annotation/MultipartConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/manager/util/BaseSessionComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/ELException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/RpcChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/ContainerMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/SmapStratum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/users/AbstractRole.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/MessageDestinationRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/resources/CacheEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/compiler/JspRuntimeContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/interceptors/NonBlockingCoordinator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/lang/EvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/util/MD5Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/manager/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/annotation/Resources.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/runtime/TagHandlerPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/backend/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/ResourceEnvRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/group/interceptors/ThroughputInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/el/VariableMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/session/ClusterManagerBase.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ConstantMethodType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ConstantMethodHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/ConstantInvokeDynamic.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

 contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

 this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

 The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

 the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/juli/logging/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/modules/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/java/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/util/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/resources/jspxml.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/resources/jsp_2_1.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/jmx/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/users/mbeans-descriptors.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/session/mbeans-descriptors.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/resources/xml.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/resources/web-jsptaglibrary_2_1.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans-descriptors.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ssi/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/resources/XMLSchema.dtd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/membership/mbeans-descriptors.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/authenticator/mbeans-descriptors.xml
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/el/parser/ELParser.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/resources/datatypes.dtd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/resources/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/classfile/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/tagplugins/jstl/tagPlugins.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/startup/mbeans-descriptors.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/session/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/resources/jsp_2_0.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/el/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/file/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/session/mbeans-descriptors.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/resources/web-jsptaglibrary_1_2.dtd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/mbeans-descriptors.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/connector/mbeans-descriptors.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/mbeans-descriptors.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/resources/j2ee_web_services_client_1_1.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/authenticator/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/tribes/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/deploy/mbeans-descriptors.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/resources/web-jsptaglibrary_1_1.dtd
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/http/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/resources/web-app_2_4.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/resources/web-jsptaglibrary_2_0.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/realm/mbeans-descriptors.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ha/tcp/mbeans-descriptors.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/resources/jspxml.dtd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/servlet/mbeans-descriptors.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/mbeans/mbeans-descriptors.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/resources/j2ee_1_4.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/valves/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/servlets/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/loader/mbeans-descriptors.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/antlib.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/resources/j2ee_web_services_1_1.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/resources/web-app_2_5.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/naming/factory/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/digester/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/http/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/modeler/mbeans-descriptors.dtd

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/bcel/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/ant/jmx/antlib.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/scan/package.html
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/buf/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/authenticator/mbeans-descriptors.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/deploy/mbeans-descriptors.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/util/codec/binary/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

// upgraded using Tomcat's proprietary HTTP upgrade mechanism.

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/coyote/ajp/AbstractAjpProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * Proprietary method to evaluate EL expressions. XXX - This method should

    * go away once the EL interpreter moves out of JSTL and into its own

    * project. For now, this is necessary because the standard machinery is too

    * slow.

    *

    * @param expression

    *            The expression to be evaluated

    * @param expectedType

    *            The expected resulting type

    * @param pageContext

    *            The page context

    * @param functionMap

    *            Maps prefix and name to Method

    * @return The result of the evaluation

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/jasper/runtime/PageContextImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright 2003-2009 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the

GNU General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common

Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the

"License").  You may not use this file except in compliance with

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as
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provided by Sun in the GPL Version 2 section of the License file

CONFIDENTIAL. NONE means that the application does not

changed in transit. CONFIDENTIAL means that the application

CONFIDENTIAL flag will indicate that the use of SSL is

<xsd:enumeration value="CONFIDENTIAL"/>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/resources/web-common_3_0.xsd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/ServletRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/AsyncContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/FilterRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/core/AsyncListenerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/http/HttpSessionActivationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/TryCatchFinally.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/TagExtraInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/http/HttpUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/ServletRequestAttributeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-
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master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/el/ImplicitObjectELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/ServletRequestListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/DynamicAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/el/FunctionMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/SessionTrackingMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/PageData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/JspPage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/TagLibraryValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/SimpleTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/JspContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/FunctionInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/buildutil/CheckEol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/MultipartConfigElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/HttpMethodConstraintElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/SimpleTagSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/JspException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/JspTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/JspFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/JspEngineInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/el/ELParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/IterationTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/filters/SetCharacterEncodingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/el/Expression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-
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master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/PageContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/Registration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/TagSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/AsyncEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/HttpConstraintElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/TagInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/DispatcherType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/org/apache/tomcat/buildutil/Txt2Html.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/AsyncListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/ServletContainerInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/TagFileInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/HttpJspPage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/JspFragment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/jsp/tagext/TagData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1020153244_1608803635.62/0/tomcat-master-1-zip/tomcat-

master/src/main/java/javax/servlet/http/Part.java

 

1.31 checker-qual 2.10.0 
1.31.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.32 java-jwt 3.9.0 
1.32.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.33 error_prone_annotations 2.3.4 
1.33.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Immutable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/ForOverride.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Var.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/SuppressPackageLocation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/IncompatibleModifiers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CanIgnoreReturnValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompileTimeConstant.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LazyInit.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RequiredModifiers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/DoNotCall.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/GuardedBy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/OverridingMethodsMustInvokeSuper.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CheckReturnValue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/UnlockMethod.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/NoAllocation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LockMethod.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatString.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/DoNotMock.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompatibleWith.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RestrictedApi.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/MustBeClosed.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatMethod.java

 

1.34 apache-felix-file-install 3.6.6 
1.34.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Felix File Install

Copyright 2006-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.35 servlet 1.0.0-v20070606 
1.35.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 (&quot;EPL&quot;).  A copy of

the EPL is available'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '# All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials #

are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

 

1.36 eclipse-osgi-util 3.5.300 
1.36.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.37 eclipse-equinox-ds 1.6.100 
1.37.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.38 spring-security-web 5.4.2 
1.38.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/RequestHeaderRequestMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/frameoptions/XFrameOptionsHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/ContentSecurityPolicyHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/logout/HeaderWriterServerLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/IpAddressMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/HstsHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/MediaTypeRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/www/BasicAuthenticationConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/ConcurrentSessionFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/CompositeHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/method/annotation/CurrentSecurityContextArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/RequestMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/AbstractAuthenticationTargetUrlRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/XXssProtectionHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/HeaderWriterFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/ClearSiteDataHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/csrf/CookieServerCsrfTokenRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/ClearSiteDataServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/reactive/result/method/annotation/CurrentSecurityContextArgumentResolver.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/LogoutSuccessEventPublishingLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/FeaturePolicyHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/StaticHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/CookieClearingLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/ReactivePreAuthenticatedAuthenticationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/ConcurrentSessionControlAuthenticationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/intercept/RequestKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/ExpressionBasedFilterInvocationSecurityMetadataSource.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/AuthenticationConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/AntPathRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/transport/HttpsRedirectWebFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/HpkpHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/AuthenticationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/AuthenticationEntryPointFailureHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/ReferrerPolicyHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/HeaderWriterLogoutHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2020 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/firewall/StrictHttpFirewall.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/DelegatingAuthenticationFailureHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/support/SecurityWebApplicationContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/EvaluationContextPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/AbstractVariableEvaluationContextPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/DelegatingAccessDeniedHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/util/matcher/OrServerWebExchangeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/logout/LogoutWebFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/DelegatingServerAuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/firewall/HttpStatusRequestRejectedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/HttpSessionIdChangedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/firewall/RequestRejectedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/firewall/DefaultRequestRejectedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/DefaultServerRedirectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/context/WebSessionServerSecurityContextRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/CookieRequestCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/AuthenticationConverterServerWebExchangeMatcher.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authorization/AuthorizationWebFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/SwitchUserWebFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/util/matcher/AndServerWebExchangeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authorization/DelegatingReactiveAuthorizationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/AnonymousAuthenticationWebFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/SessionFixationProtectionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/savedrequest/WebSessionServerRequestCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/csrf/CsrfWebFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/AuthenticationWebFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/util/matcher/NegatedServerWebExchangeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/savedrequest/CookieServerRequestCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/util/matcher/PathPatternParserServerWebExchangeMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authorization/AuthorizationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/csrf/ServerCsrfTokenRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/util/matcher/ServerWebExchangeMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/CompositeServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/ServerAuthenticationSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/ServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/PersistentTokenBasedRememberMeServices.jav
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a

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/logout/ServerLogoutSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/RedirectServerAuthenticationSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/context/NoOpServerSecurityContextRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/ServerAuthenticationFailureHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/ui/LoginPageGeneratingWebFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/HttpBasicServerAuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/StrictTransportSecurityServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/RedirectServerAuthenticationFailureHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/ui/LogoutPageGeneratingWebFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/ServerFormLoginAuthenticationConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/ContentTypeOptionsServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/context/SecurityContextServerWebExchangeWebFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/ServerRedirectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/context/ReactorContextWebFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/RedirectServerAuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/util/matcher/MediaTypeServerWebExchangeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/ServerAuthenticationEntryPointFailureHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/context/SecurityContextServerWebExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/savedrequest/NoOpServerRequestCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/csrf/DefaultCsrfToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/WebFilterChainServerAuthenticationSuccessHandler.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/XFrameOptionsServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/savedrequest/ServerRequestCacheWebFilter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authorization/HttpStatusServerAccessDeniedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/util/matcher/ServerWebExchangeMatcherEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/SecurityWebFilterChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authorization/ExceptionTranslationWebFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/XContentTypeOptionsServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/logout/RedirectServerLogoutSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/logout/SecurityContextServerLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/csrf/CsrfException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/ServerAuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/csrf/WebSessionServerCsrfTokenRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/HttpHeaderWriterWebFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/csrf/CsrfToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authorization/ServerAccessDeniedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/WebFilterChainProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/util/matcher/ServerWebExchangeMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/WebFilterExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/savedrequest/ServerRequestCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/logout/ServerLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/AbstractRememberMeServices.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/CacheControlServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/context/ServerSecurityContextRepository.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2009-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/ELRequestMatcherContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006, 2009 Acegi Technology Pty Limited

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/www/DigestAuthenticationFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/RequestVariablesExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/servlet/util/matcher/MvcRequestMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/DefaultCsrfTokenMixin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/DefaultSavedRequestMixin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/SessionInformationExpiredStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/CookieDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/WebAuthenticationDetailsMixin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/SavedCookieMixin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/WebServletJackson2Module.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/CookieMixin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/PreAuthenticatedAuthenticationTokenMixin.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/WebJackson2Module.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006 Acegi Technology Pty Limited

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/LogoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/www/NonceExpiredException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/WebAuthenticationDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/RememberMeServices.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/PortMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/servletapi/SecurityContextHolderAwareRequestFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/PortMapperImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/FilterChainProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/FilterInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/www/BasicAuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/intercept/FilterSecurityInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/ChannelProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/Enumerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/AccessDeniedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/LogoutFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/intercept/DefaultFilterInvocationSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/DefaultWebInvocationPrivilegeEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/HttpSessionDestroyedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/AuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/SavedRequestAwareWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/FastHttpDateFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/AccessDeniedHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/switchuser/SwitchUserGrantedAuthority.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/switchuser/AuthenticationSwitchUserEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/SecurityContextLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/ChannelProcessingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/RetryWithHttpsEntryPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/www/BasicAuthenticationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/HttpSessionCreatedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/PortResolverImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/switchuser/SwitchUserFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/www/DigestAuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/UrlUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/NullRememberMeServices.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/PortResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/TokenBasedRememberMeServices.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/SimpleSavedRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/ChannelDecisionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/WebInvocationPrivilegeEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/LoginUrlAuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/ChannelDecisionManagerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/AbstractAuthenticationProcessingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/UsernamePasswordAuthenticationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/RememberMeAuthenticationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/DefaultSavedRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/intercept/FilterInvocationSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/AnonymousAuthenticationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/HttpSessionEventPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/servletapi/SecurityContextHolderAwareRequestWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/InsecureChannelProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/WebAuthenticationDetailsSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/SecureChannelProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/ChannelEntryPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/RetryWithHttpEntryPoint.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/WebExpressionConfigAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/debug/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/RedirectUrlBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/AbstractRetryEntryPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/HttpStatusReturningLogoutSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/SessionAuthenticationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/InMemoryTokenRepositoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/DefaultWebSecurityExpressionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/servletapi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/websphere/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/TextEscapeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/request/async/WebAsyncManagerIntegrationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/firewall/RequestWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/firewall/HttpFirewall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/SavedRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/OrRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/NegatedRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/AuthenticationFailureHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/PreAuthenticatedAuthenticationProvider.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/frameoptions/RegExpAllowFromStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/AndRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/PersistentRememberMeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/frameoptions/AllowFromStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/websphere/WebSpherePreAuthenticatedWebAuthentic

ationDetailsSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/firewall/DefaultHttpFirewall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/switchuser/SwitchUserAuthorityChanger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/www/DigestAuthUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/WebExpressionVoter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/websphere/WASUsernameAndGroupsExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/j2ee/J2eePreAuthenticatedProcessingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/SimpleRedirectSessionInformationExpiredStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/LogoutSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/HttpStatusEntryPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/x509/SubjectDnX509PrincipalExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/RequestAttributeAuthenticationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/NullAuthenticatedSessionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/j2ee/J2eeBasedPreAuthenticatedWebAuthenticationD

etailsSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/InvalidCookieException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/x509/X509AuthenticationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/CompositeLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/RequestHeaderAuthenticationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/x509/X509PrincipalExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/PreAuthenticatedGrantedAuthoritiesUserDetailsServic

e.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/www/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/ThrowableCauseExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/HttpSessionRequestCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/websphere/DefaultWASUsernameAndGroupsExtracto

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/NullRequestCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/CookieTheftException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/websphere/WebSpherePreAuthenticatedProcessingFilt

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/Header.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/WebAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/AuthenticationSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/RequestCacheAwareFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/HttpRequestResponseHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/OnCommittedResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/HttpSessionSecurityContextRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jaasapi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/SimpleRedirectInvalidSessionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/RedirectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/DefaultRedirectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/DefaultSecurityFilterChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/SecurityContextRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/RememberMeAuthenticationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/firewall/RequestRejectedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/SessionAuthenticationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/NullSecurityContextRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/InvalidSessionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/x509/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/servletapi/HttpServlet3RequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/PreAuthenticatedGrantedAuthoritiesWebAuthenticatio

nDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/frameoptions/StaticAllowFromStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/SavedRequestAwareAuthenticationSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/switchuser/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/firewall/FirewalledRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/PreAuthenticatedCredentialsNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/ui/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/debug/DebugFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/SaveContextOnUpdateOrErrorResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/SecurityContextPersistenceFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/PreAuthenticatedAuthenticationToken.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/SavedCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/Http403ForbiddenEntryPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/RegexRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/DelegatingLogoutSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/intercept/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/SecurityFilterChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/j2ee/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/RequestCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/servletapi/HttpServletRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/SimpleUrlLogoutSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/SessionManagementFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/PersistentTokenRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/SimpleUrlAuthenticationSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/WebSecurityExpressionRoot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/RegisterSessionAuthenticationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/j2ee/WebXmlMappableAttributesRetriever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/frameoptions/AbstractRequestParameterAllowFromStrategy.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/frameoptions/WhiteListedAllowFromStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/ThrowableAnalyzer.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/JdbcTokenRepositoryImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/ExceptionTranslationFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/http/SecurityHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/ServerHttpBasicAuthenticationConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/reactive/result/view/CsrfRequestDataValueProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/request/async/SecurityContextCallableProcessingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/ServerX509AuthenticationConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/ForwardAuthenticationFailureHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/DelegatingServerAuthenticationSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/MatcherSecurityWebFilterChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/FeaturePolicyServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/logout/DelegatingServerLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/XXssProtectionServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/HttpStatusServerEntryPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/ExceptionMappingAuthenticationFailureHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/SimpleUrlAuthenticationFailureHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/ReferrerPolicyServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/ContentSecurityPolicyServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/ServerAuthenticationConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/StaticServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/ForwardAuthenticationSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/csrf/CsrfServerLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/ui/DefaultLogoutPageGeneratingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/ui/DefaultLoginPageGeneratingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/AbstractPreAuthenticatedProcessingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/ServerFormLoginAuthenticationConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/RequestMatcherDelegatingAccessDeniedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/ServerHttpBasicAuthenticationConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/firewall/FirewalledResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/ForwardLogoutSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/reactive/result/method/annotation/AuthenticationPrincipalArgumentResolver.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authorization/ServerWebExchangeDelegatingServerAccessDeniedHan

dler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/logout/HttpStatusReturningServerLogoutSuccessHandle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/CacheControlHeadersWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/jackson2/DefaultCsrfServerTokenMixin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/PreAuthenticatedAuthenticationTokenDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/jackson2/WebServerJackson2Module.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/DelegatingEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CookieCsrfTokenRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/SessionInformationExpiredEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/LazyCsrfTokenRepository.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jaasapi/JaasApiIntegrationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/DelegatingAuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/ELRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/RequestMatcherEditor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/MissingCsrfTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfTokenRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/HttpSessionCsrfTokenRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/method/annotation/CsrfTokenArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/CompositeSessionAuthenticationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/bind/annotation/AuthenticationPrincipal.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/DefaultCsrfToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/HeaderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfAuthenticationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/AbstractSessionFixationProtectionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/AnyRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/XContentTypeOptionsHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/AbstractSecurityWebApplicationInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/bind/support/AuthenticationPrincipalArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/InvalidCsrfTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/SessionFixationProtectionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/DelegatingRequestMatcherHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/InvalidSessionAccessDeniedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/method/annotation/AuthenticationPrincipalArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/servlet/support/csrf/CsrfRequestDataValueProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226318_1608791865.59/0/spring-security-web-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/ChangeSessionIdAuthenticationStrategy.java

 

1.39 spring-security-core 5.4.2 
1.39.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UserDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UsernamePasswordAuthenticationTokenDeserializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Base64 encoder which is a reduced version of Robert Harder's public domain

* implementation (version 2.3.7). See <a href=

* "http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/</a>

* for more information.

* <p>

* For internal use only.

*

* @author Luke Taylor

* @since 3.0

* @deprecated Use java.util.Base64

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/codec/Base64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* A token issued by {@link TokenService}.

*

* <p>

* It is important that the keys assigned to tokens are sufficiently randomised and

* secured that they can serve as identifying a unique user session. Implementations of

* {@link TokenService} are free to use encryption or encoding strategies of their choice.

* It is strongly recommended that keys are of sufficient length to balance safety against

* persistence cost. In relation to persistence cost, it is strongly recommended that

* returned keys are small enough for encoding in a cookie.

* </p>

*

* @author Ben Alex

* @since 2.0.1

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/token/Token.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/ReactiveAuthenticationManagerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UserDetailsPasswordService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/token/SecureRandomFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/ExpressionBasedPreInvocationAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/LogoutSuccessEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/argon2/Argon2PasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/scrypt/SCryptPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/argon2/Argon2EncodingUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/converter/RsaKeyConverters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/ReactiveAuthenticationManagerResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/UserDetailsRepositoryReactiveAuthenticationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/annotation/CurrentSecurityContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AbstractUserDetailsReactiveAuthenticationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationManagerResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/hierarchicalroles/RoleHierarchyImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

// purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

// copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/bcrypt/BCrypt.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/Transient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/ReactiveUserDetailsPasswordService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/Base64StringKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/DelegatingPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/provisioning/JdbcUserDetailsManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/scheduling/DelegatingSecurityContextTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/token/KeyBasedPersistenceTokenService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PrePostAdviceReactiveMethodInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/BadCredentialsExceptionMixin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/concurrent/DelegatingSecurityContextRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/concurrent/DelegatingSecurityContextCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/Md4PasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/MessageDigestPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UnmodifiableListDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UnmodifiableListMixin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/Pbkdf2PasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/CachingUserDetailsService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/LdapShaPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/DelegatingReactiveAuthenticationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authorization/AuthorityReactiveAuthorizationManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UnmodifiableSetMixin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UsernamePasswordAuthenticationTokenMixin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UnmodifiableSetDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/SimpleGrantedAuthorityMixin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UserMixin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/RememberMeAuthenticationTokenMixin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/AnonymousAuthenticationTokenMixin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/CoreJackson2Module.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * @param authentication represents the user in question. Should not be null.

	 * @param targetDomainObject the domain object for which permissions should be

	 * checked. May be null in which case implementations should return false, as the null

	 * condition can be checked explicitly in the expression.

	 * @param permission a representation of the permission object as supplied by the

	 * expression system. Not null.

	 * @return true if the permission is granted, false otherwise

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/PermissionEvaluator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/Encryptors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/MethodSecurityEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/session/SessionDestroyedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/DefaultMethodSecurityExpressionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/session/SessionCreationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/session/SessionIdChangedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/DefaultAuthenticationEventPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/ProviderManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/session/AbstractSessionEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/SecurityJackson2Modules.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * Determines if the {@link #getAuthentication()} has permission to access the target

	 * given the permission

	 * @param target the target domain object to check permission on

	 * @param permission the permission to check on the domain object (i.e. "read",

	 * "write", etc).

	 * @return true if permission is granted to the {@link #getAuthentication()}, else

	 * false

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/SecurityExpressionOperations.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006 Acegi Technology Pty Limited

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/UnanimousBased.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/BadCredentialsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/session/SessionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/rcp/RemoteAuthenticationManagerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/Authentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/MethodInvocationPrivilegeEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/dao/DaoAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/UsernamePasswordAuthenticationToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/RunAsUserToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UsernameNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/InterceptorStatusToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AbstractAuthenticationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationTrustResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/method/MethodSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/SecurityContextHolderStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/InheritableThreadLocalSecurityContextHolderStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/RoleVoter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/LockedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/SecurityContextHolder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureProxyUntrustedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/rcp/RemoteAuthenticationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/RunAsManagerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UserDetailsService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/rcp/RemoteAuthenticationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureLockedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/event/JaasAuthenticationFailedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/AuthenticationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AbstractAuthenticationToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/AffirmativeBased.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/RememberMeAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/AccessDeniedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/NullRunAsManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureBadCredentialsEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/SecurityContextLoginModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasPasswordCallbackHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/AbstractAclVoter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/DefaultLoginExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/aopalliance/MethodSecurityMetadataSourceAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/AuthorizationServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/ConsensusBased.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/event/JaasAuthenticationSuccessEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/AccessDecisionVoter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/util/SimpleMethodInvocation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/annotation/SecuredAnnotationSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasGrantedAuthority.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/CredentialsExpiredException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureProviderNotFoundEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/PublicInvocationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureExpiredEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasAuthenticationToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/AbstractAuthorizationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/InsufficientAuthenticationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/SecurityContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/SecurityContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AccountExpiredException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AnonymousAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationTrustResolverImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/User.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureDisabledEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureCredentialsExpiredEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/method/AbstractMethodSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/SpringSecurityMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationSuccessEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/AfterInvocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasNameCallbackHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/TestingAuthenticationToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureServiceExceptionEvent.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/RunAsImplAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/rcp/RemoteAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/util/InMemoryResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/session/SessionRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/aopalliance/MethodSecurityInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasAuthenticationCallbackHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AnonymousAuthenticationToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/AfterInvocationProviderManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/LoggerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/AuthorizedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/cache/EhCacheBasedUserCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/memory/UserAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UserCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/RememberMeAuthenticationToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/jdbc/JdbcDaoImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/SecurityConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/AuthenticatedVoter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/DisabledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/annotation/Jsr250MethodSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/GrantedAuthority.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/LoginExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AbstractAuthenticationFailureEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/dao/AbstractUserDetailsAuthenticationProvider.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/cache/NullUserCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/LoggerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/AccessDecisionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/AuthenticationCredentialsNotFoundEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/method/MapBasedMethodSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationDetailsSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/session/SessionInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/AbstractSecurityInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/annotation/Secured.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/AbstractAccessDecisionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/ConfigAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/util/MethodInvocationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UserDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/AuthorizationFailureEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/aspectj/AspectJCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/SecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationCredentialsNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/event/JaasAuthenticationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/util/FieldUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/InteractiveAuthenticationSuccessEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/TestingAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/RunAsManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationProvider.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/ProviderNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/AuthorityGranter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/ThreadLocalSecurityContextHolderStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/GlobalSecurityContextHolderStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/memory/UserAttributeEditor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006 Acegi Technology Pty Limited

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Reviews the <code>Object</code> returned from a secure object invocation, being able to

* modify the <code>Object</code> or throw an {@link AccessDeniedException}.

* <p>

* Typically used to ensure the principal is permitted to access the domain object

* instance returned by a service layer bean. Can also be used to mutate the domain object

* instance so the principal is only able to access authorised bean properties or

* <code>Collection</code> elements.

* <p>

* Special consideration should be given to using an <code>AfterInvocationManager</code>

* on bean methods that modify a database. Typically an

* <code>AfterInvocationManager</code> is used with read-only methods, such as

* <code>public DomainObject getById(id)</code>. If used with methods that modify a

* database, a transaction manager should be used to ensure any

* <code>AccessDeniedException</code> will cause a rollback of the changes made by the

* transaction.

* </p>

*

* @author Ben Alex
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/AfterInvocationManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/SpringSecurityCoreVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/ReactiveUserDetailsService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authorization/ReactiveAuthorizationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/PasswordEncoderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authorization/AuthorizationDecision.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/Md4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/factory/PasswordEncoderFactories.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/ReactiveAuthenticationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/ReactiveSecurityContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authorization/AuthenticatedReactiveAuthorizationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/MapReactiveUserDetailsService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/AuthenticatedPrincipal.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/parameters/P.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/Digester.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/mapping/MappableAttributesRetriever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/hierarchicalroles/RoleHierarchyAuthoritiesMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PreAuthorize.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/SecurityExpressionRoot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/PreInvocationExpressionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/AbstractSecurityExpressionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/scheduling/DelegatingSecurityContextSchedulingTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/token/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/mapping/NullAuthoritiesMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/annotation/Jsr250Voter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PostAuthorize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/method/P.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/jdbc/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/MethodSecurityExpressionOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/AuthorityUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/dao/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/memory/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/mapping/MapBasedAttributes2GrantedAuthoritiesMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PostInvocationAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PreInvocationAuthorizationAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/parameters/DefaultSecurityParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PreInvocationAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/mapping/SimpleAttributes2GrantedAuthoritiesMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/mapping/SimpleMappableAttributesRetriever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/provisioning/UserDetailsManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/aspectj/AspectJMethodSecurityInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PostInvocationAuthorizationAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/SimpleGrantedAuthority.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PreFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/provisioning/GroupManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/memory/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/MethodSecurityExpressionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/mapping/Attributes2GrantedAuthoritiesMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PostInvocationAdviceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/AbstractPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/annotation/Jsr250SecurityConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/mapping/GrantedAuthoritiesMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/CredentialsContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/method/AbstractFallbackMethodSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/aspectj/MethodInvocationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/aopalliance/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/provisioning/MutableUserDetails.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PreInvocationAuthorizationAdviceVoter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PostFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/token/Sha512DigestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/codec/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UserDetailsByNameServiceWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/task/DelegatingSecurityContextAsyncTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/provisioning/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/mapping/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UserDetailsChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/RoleHierarchyVoter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/hierarchicalroles/NullRoleHierarchy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/GrantedAuthoritiesContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/event/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/MethodSecurityExpressionRoot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/task/DelegatingSecurityContextTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/ExpressionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/codec/Hex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AccountStatusUserDetailsChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/cache/SpringCacheBasedUserCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/concurrent/DelegatingSecurityContextExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/aspectj/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationEventPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/provisioning/MutableUser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/token/DefaultToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/concurrent/DelegatingSecurityContextExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/session/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/method/DelegatingMethodSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/ComparableVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/provisioning/InMemoryUserDetailsManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/token/TokenService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/ExpressionBasedPostInvocationAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/DenyAllPermissionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AccountStatusException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/InternalAuthenticationServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/hierarchicalroles/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PrePostInvocationAttributeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PrePostAnnotationSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/AuthenticationUserDetailsService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/cache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/rcp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/concurrent/DelegatingSecurityContextScheduledExecutorService.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/hierarchicalroles/CycleInRoleHierarchyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/concurrent/AbstractDelegatingSecurityContextSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/codec/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/SecurityExpressionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/annotation/AnnotationMetadataExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/context/DelegatingApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/AbstractExpressionBasedMethodConfigAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/annotation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/mapping/SimpleAuthorityMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/hierarchicalroles/RoleHierarchy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/ExpressionBasedAnnotationAttributeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/method/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/PostInvocationExpressionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/PermissionCacheOptimizer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/BytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/PasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/HexEncodingTextEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/StringKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/TextEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/SharedKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/NoOpPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/SecureRandomBytesKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/BouncyCastleAesBytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/KeyGenerators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/BouncyCastleAesGcmBytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/BouncyCastleAesCbcBytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/AesBytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/StandardPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/util/EncodingUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/HexEncodingStringKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/BytesKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/CipherUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/memory/InMemoryConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/AbstractJaasAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/DefaultJaasAuthenticationProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/bcrypt/BCryptPasswordEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/parameters/AnnotationParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/annotation/AuthenticationPrincipal.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226336_1608791848.67/0/spring-security-core-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/hierarchicalroles/RoleHierarchyUtils.java

 

1.40 swagger-core 2.1.1 
1.40.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2018 SmartBear Software

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at [apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0](http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.
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1.41 swagger 2.1.1 
1.41.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

(function(){function

e(){e.history=e.history||[],e.history.push(arguments),this.console&&console.log(Array.prototype.slice.call(argument

s)[0])}!function(){var

e=Handlebars.template,t=Handlebars.templates=Handlebars.templates||{};t.apikey_auth=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a;return'                <span

class="key_auth__value">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.value:t,

{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</span>\n"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'                <input

placeholder="api_key" class="auth_input input_apiKey_entry" name="apiKey" type="text"/>\n'},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'<div class="key_input_container">\n

<h3 class="auth__title">Api key authorization</h3>\n    <div

class="auth__description">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",ha

sh:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</div>\n    <div>\n        <div class="key_auth__field">\n            <span

class="key_auth__label">name:</span>\n            <span

class="key_auth__value">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},dat

a:i}))?a:"")+'</span>\n        </div>\n        <div class="key_auth__field">\n            <span

class="key_auth__label">in:</span>\n            <span

class="key_auth__value">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t["in"]:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},dat

a:i}))?a:"")+'</span>\n        </div>\n        <div class="key_auth__field">\n            <span

class="key_auth__label">value:</span>\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isLogout:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.pro

gram(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(3,i,0),data:i}))?a:"")+"        </div>\n

</div>\n</div>\n"},useData:!0}),t.auth_button=e({compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"<a

class='authorize__btn'

href=\"#\">Authorize</a>\n"},useData:!0}),t.auth_button_operation=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"

authorize__btn_operation_login\n"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"

authorize__btn_operation_logout\n"},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'        <ul class="authorize-

scopes">\n'+(null!=(a=n.each.call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.scopes:t,{name:"each",hash:{},fn:e.program(6,i,0),inverse:e

.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"        </ul>\n"},6:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'

<li class="authorize__scope"

title="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'"

>'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.scope:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</li>\n"},co

mpiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{};return'<div class="authorize__btn

authorize__btn_operation\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isLogout:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inv

erse:e.program(3,i,0),data:i}))?a:"")+'">\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.scopes:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.progra

m(5,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"</div>\n"},useData:!0}),t.auth_view=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'

<button type="button" class="auth__button auth_submit__button" data-sw-

translate>Authorize</button>\n'},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'            <button type="button" class="auth__button

auth_logout__button" data-sw-translate>Logout</button>\n'},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{};return'<div class="auth_container">\n\n    <div class="auth_inner"></div>\n    <div

class="auth_submit">\n'+(null!=(a=n.unless.call(o,null!=t?t.isLogout:t,{name:"unless",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),i

nverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isAuthorized:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0

),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"    </div>\n\n</div>\n"},useData:!0}),t.basic_auth=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){return" -

authorized"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'                <span
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class="basic_auth__value">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.usernam

e:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</span>\n"},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'                <input required

placeholder="username" class="basic_auth__username auth_input" name="username"

type="text"/>\n'},7:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'            <div class="auth_label">\n                <span

class="basic_auth__label" data-sw-translate>password:</span>\n                <input required placeholder="password"

class="basic_auth__password auth_input" name="password" type="password"/></label>\n

</div>\n'},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{};return"<div

class='basic_auth_container'>\n    <h3 class=\"auth__title\">Basic

authentication"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isLogout:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.noop,d

ata:i}))?a:"")+'</h3>\n    <form class="basic_input_container">\n        <div

class="auth__description">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{na

me:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</div>\n        <div class="auth_label">\n            <span

class="basic_auth__label" data-sw-

translate>username:</span>\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isLogout:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0),i

nverse:e.program(5,i,0),data:i}))?a:"")+"

</div>\n"+(null!=(a=n.unless.call(o,null!=t?t.isLogout:t,{name:"unless",hash:{},fn:e.program(7,i,0),inverse:e.noop,

data:i}))?a:"")+"    </form>\n</div>\n"},useData:!0}),t.content_type=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n.each.call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.produces:t,{name:"each",hash:{},fn:e.program(2,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:

i}))?a:""},2:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'\t<option

value="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'">'+(null!=(a=(n.s

anitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</option>\n"},4:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'

<option value="application/json">application/json</option>\n'},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'<label data-sw-translate

for="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.contentTypeId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+

'">Response Content Type</label>\n<select name="contentType"

id="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.contentTypeId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'

">\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.produces:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(4,i,0),d

ata:i}))?a:"")+"</select>\n"},useData:!0}),t.main=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'  <div

class="info_title">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.title:a,{name:"sanitize"

,hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</div>\n  <div class="info_description

markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.description:a,{name:"sanitiz

e",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</div>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.externalDocs:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.progr

am(2,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.termsOfServiceUrl:a,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(4,i,0),in

verse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.contact:a)?a.name:a,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program

(6,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.contact:a)?a.url:a,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(8,

i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.contact:a)?a.email:a,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program

(10,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.license:a,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(12,i,0),inverse:e.no

op,data:i}))?a:"")+"\n"},2:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"

<p>"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.externalDocs:t)?a.description:a,{name:"sanitiz

e",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</p>\n  <a

href="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.externalDocs:t)?a.url:a,{name:"escape",hash:{

},data:i}))?a:"")+'"
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target="_blank">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.externalDocs:t)?a.url:a,{name:"esc

ape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</a>\n"},4:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'<div class="info_tos"><a target="_blank"

href="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.termsOfSer

viceUrl:a,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'" data-sw-translate>Terms of

service</a></div>'},6:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"<div><div class='info_name' style=\"display: inline\" data-sw-

translate>Created by </div>

"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.contact:

a)?a.name:a,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</div>"},8:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"<div class='info_url' data-sw-translate>See more at <a

href=\""+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.contact:a)?a.url:a,{name:"

escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a

.contact:a)?a.url:a,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</a></div>"},10:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'<div class=\'info_email\'><a target="_parent"

href="mailto:'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.contact:a)?a.email:a,

{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"?subject="+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.i

nfo:t)?a.title:a,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'" data-sw-translate>Contact the

developer</a></div>'},12:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"<div

class='info_license'><a target=\"_blank\"

href='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.license:a)?a.url:a,{name:"es

cape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.l

icense:a)?a.name:a,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</a></div>"},14:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'  ,

<span style="font-variant: small-caps" data-sw-translate>api version</span>:

'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.version:a,{name:"

escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"\n    "},16:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'    <span

style="float:right"><a target="_blank"

href="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.validatorUrl:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"

/debug?url="+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.url:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'"><

img id="validator"

src="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.validatorUrl:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"?

url="+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.url:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'"></a>\n

</span>\n'},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{};return"<div class='info'

id='api_info'>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.info:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data

:i}))?a:"")+"</div>\n<div class='container' id='resources_container'>\n  <div class='authorize-wrapper'></div>\n\n

<ul id='resources'></ul>\n\n  <div class=\"footer\">\n    <h4 style=\"color: #999\">[ <span style=\"font-variant:

small-caps\">base url</span>:

"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(o,null!=t?t.basePath:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a

:"")+"\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.version:a,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(14,i,0),inve

rse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"]\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.validatorUrl:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(16,

i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"    </h4>\n

</div>\n</div>\n"},useData:!0}),t.oauth2=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"<p>Authorization URL:

"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.authorizationUrl:t,{name:"sanitize

",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</p>"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"<p>Token URL:

"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.tokenUrl:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:

{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</p>"},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'        <p>Please input username and password for password

flow authorization</p>\n        <fieldset>\n            <div><label>Username: <input class="oauth-username"

type="text" name="username"></label></div>\n            <div><label>Password: <input class="oauth-password"

type="password" name="password"></label></div>\n        </fieldset>\n'},7:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"

<p>Setup client
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authentication."+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.requireClientAuthenticaiton:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.p

rogram(8,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+'</p>\n        <fieldset>\n            <div><label>Type:\n                <select

class="oauth-client-authentication-type" name="client-authentication-type">\n                    <option value="none"

selected>None or other</option>\n                    <option value="basic">Basic auth</option>\n                    <option

value="request-body">Request body</option>\n                </select>\n            </label></div>\n            <div

class="oauth-client-authentication" hidden>\n                <div><label>ClientId: <input class="oauth-client-id"

type="text" name="client-id"></label></div>\n                <div><label>Secret: <input class="oauth-client-secret"

type="text" name="client-secret"></label></div>\n            </div>\n

</fieldset>\n'},8:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"(Required)"},10:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'            <li>\n                <input class="oauth-scope" type="checkbox"

data-scope="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.scope:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'"

oauthtype="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.OAuthSchemeKey:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data

:i}))?a:"")+'"/>\n

<label>'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.scope:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</labe

l><br/>\n                <span class="api-scope-

desc">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"\

n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.OAuthSchemeKey:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(11,i,0),inverse:e.noop,dat

a:i}))?a:"")+"                </span>\n            </li>\n"},11:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"

("+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.OAuthSchemeKey:t,{name:"escap

e",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+")\n"},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'<div>\n    <h3 class="auth__title">OAuth2.0</h3>\n

<p>'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"

</p>\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.authorizationUrl:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i})

)?a:"")+"\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.tokenUrl:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+

"\n    <p>flow:

"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.flow:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</p>\n"+(null

!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isPasswordFlow:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(5,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")

+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.clientAuthentication:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(7,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:

i}))?a:"")+"    <p><strong>

"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.appName:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'

</strong> API requires the following scopes. Select which ones you want to grant to Swagger UI.</p>\n

<p>Scopes are used to grant an application different levels of access to data on behalf of the end user. Each API

may declare one or more scopes.\n        <a href="#">Learn how to use</a>\n    </p>\n    <ul class="api-popup-

scopes">\n'+(null!=(a=n.each.call(o,null!=t?t.scopes:t,{name:"each",hash:{},fn:e.program(10,i,0),inverse:e.noop,dat

a:i}))?a:"")+"

</ul>\n</div>"},useData:!0}),t.operation=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"deprecated"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"

     <h4><span data-sw-translate>Warning: Deprecated</span></h4>\n"},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'

<h4><span data-sw-translate>Implementation Notes</span></h4>\n        <div

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.description:t,{

name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</div>\n"},7:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"            <div class='authorize-

wrapper authorize-wrapper_operation'></div>\n"},9:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{};return'          <div

class="response-class">\n            <h4><span data-sw-translate>Response Class</span> (<span data-sw-

translate>Status</span>

'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(o,null!=t?t.successCode:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i})

)?a:"")+")</h4>\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.successDescription:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(10,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data
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:i}))?a:"")+'\n            <p><span class="model-signature" /></p>\n            <br/>\n            <div class="response-

content-type" />\n            </div>\n'},10:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'<div

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.successDescri

ption:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</div>"},12:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'          <h4 data-sw-

translate>Headers</h4>\n          <table class="headers">\n            <thead>\n              <tr>\n                <th

style="width: 100px; max-width: 100px" data-sw-translate>Header</th>\n                <th style="width: 310px; max-

width: 310px" data-sw-translate>Description</th>\n                <th style="width: 200px; max-width: 200px" data-sw-

translate>Type</th>\n                <th style="width: 320px; max-width: 320px" data-sw-translate>Other</th>\n

 </tr>\n            </thead>\n

<tbody>\n'+(null!=(a=n.each.call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.headers:t,{name:"each",hash:{},fn:e.program(13,i,0),inverse

:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"            </tbody>\n          </table>\n"},13:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o,s=null!=t?t:{},l=n.helperMissing;return"              <tr>\n

<td>"+e.escapeExpression((o=null!=(o=n.key||i&&i.key)?o:l,"function"==typeof

o?o.call(s,{name:"key",hash:{},data:i}):o))+"</td>\n

<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||l).call(s,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"

</td>\n

<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||l).call(s,null!=t?t.type:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</td>\n

<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||l).call(s,null!=t?t.other:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</td>\n   

          </tr>\n"},15:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'          <h4 data-sw-translate>Parameters</h4>\n          <table

class=\'fullwidth parameters\'>\n          <thead>\n            <tr>\n            <th style="width: 100px; max-width: 100px"

data-sw-translate>Parameter</th>\n            <th style="width: 310px; max-width: 310px" data-sw-

translate>Value</th>\n            <th style="width: 200px; max-width: 200px" data-sw-translate>Description</th>\n

      <th style="width: 100px; max-width: 100px" data-sw-translate>Parameter Type</th>\n            <th style="width:

220px; max-width: 230px" data-sw-translate>Data Type</th>\n            </tr>\n          </thead>\n          <tbody

class="operation-params">\n\n          </tbody>\n          </table>\n'},17:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"          <div

style='margin:0;padding:0;display:inline'></div>\n          <h4 data-sw-translate>Response Messages</h4>\n

<table class='fullwidth response-messages'>\n            <thead>\n            <tr>\n              <th data-sw-translate>HTTP

Status Code</th>\n              <th data-sw-translate>Reason</th>\n              <th data-sw-translate>Response

Model</th>\n              <th data-sw-translate>Headers</th>\n            </tr>\n            </thead>\n            <tbody

class=\"operation-status\">\n            </tbody>\n

</table>\n"},19:function(e,t,n,r,i){return""},21:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"          <div class='sandbox_header'>\n

 <input class='submit' type='submit' value='Try it out!' data-sw-translate/>\n            <a href='#'

class='response_hider' style='display:none' data-sw-translate>Hide Response</a>\n            <span

class='response_throbber' style='display:none'></span>\n          </div>\n"},23:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"          <h4

data-sw-translate>Request Headers</h4>\n          <div class='block request_headers'></div>\n"},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing,l=e.escapeExpression;return"  <ul

class='operations' >\n    <li

class='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.method:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"

operation'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.parentId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"_"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.nickname:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>\n      <div

class='heading'>\n        <h3>\n          <span class='http_method'>\n          <a

href='#!/"+l((n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.encodedParentId:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+"/"+l(

(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.nickname:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+'\'

class="toggleOperation">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.method:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},da

ta:i}))?a:"")+"</a>\n          </span>\n          <span class='path'>\n          <a

href='#!/"+l((n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.encodedParentId:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+"/"+l(

(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.nickname:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+"'
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class=\"toggleOperation

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.deprecated:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:""

)+'">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.path:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</a>\n

   </span>\n        </h3>\n        <ul class='options'>\n          <li>\n          <a

href='#!/"+l((n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.encodedParentId:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+"/"+l(

(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.nickname:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+'\'

class="toggleOperation"><span

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.summary:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i

}))?a:"")+"</span></a>\n          </li>\n        </ul>\n      </div>\n      <div class='content'

id='"+l((n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.encodedParentId:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+"_"+l((n.s

anitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.nickname:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+"_content'

style='display:none'>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.deprecated:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0),inver

se:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(5,i,0),inver

se:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.security:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(7,i,0),inverse:

e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.type:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(9,i,0),inverse:e.noop

,data:i}))?a:"")+"\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.headers:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(12,i,0),inverse:e.n

oop,data:i}))?a:"")+"\n        <form accept-charset='UTF-8' class='sandbox'>\n          <div

style='margin:0;padding:0;display:inline'></div>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.parameters:t,{name:"if",hash:

{},fn:e.program(15,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.responseMessages:t,{name:"

if",hash:{},fn:e.program(17,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isReadOnly:t,{name

:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(19,i,0),inverse:e.program(21,i,0),data:i}))?a:"")+"        </form>\n        <div

class='response' style='display:none'>\n          <h4 class='curl'>Curl</h4>\n          <div class='block curl'></div>\n

    <h4 data-sw-translate>Request URL</h4>\n          <div class='block

request_url'></div>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.showRequestHeaders:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(23

,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"          <h4 data-sw-translate>Response Body</h4>\n          <div class='block

response_body'></div>\n          <h4 data-sw-translate>Response Code</h4>\n          <div class='block

response_code'></div>\n          <h4 data-sw-translate>Response Headers</h4>\n          <div class='block

response_headers'></div>\n        </div>\n      </div>\n    </li>\n

</ul>\n"},useData:!0}),t.param=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.isFile:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(2,i,0),inverse:e.program(4,i,0),da

ta:i}))?a:""},2:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'\t\t\t<input type="file"

name=\''+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'\'/>\n\t\t

\t<div class="parameter-content-type" />\n'},4:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(5,i,0),inverse:e.program(7,i,

0),data:i}))?a:""},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"\t\t\t\t<div

class=\"editor_holder\"></div>\n\t\t\t\t<textarea class='body-textarea'

name='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</textarea>\n

       <br />\n        <div class="parameter-content-type" />\n'},7:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"\t\t\t\t<textarea class='body-textarea'

name='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'\'></tex

tarea>\n\t\t\t\t<div class="editor_holder"></div>\n\t\t\t\t<br />\n\t\t\t\t<div class="parameter-content-type"

/>\n'},9:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.isFile:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(2,i,0),inverse:e.program(10,i,0),

data:i}))?a:""},10:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return
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null!=(a=(n.renderTextParam||t&&t.renderTextParam||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},t,{name:"renderTextParam

",hash:{},fn:e.program(11,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:""},11:function(e,t,n,r,i){return""},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"<td class='code'><label

for='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</label></td>\n<

td>\n\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isBody:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(9,i,0),

data:i}))?a:"")+'\n</td>\n<td

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},d

ata:i}))?a:"")+"</td>\n<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.paramType:t,{name:"escape",hash

:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td>\n\t<span class="model-

signature"></span>\n</td>\n'},useData:!0}),t.param_list=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"

required"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){return' multiple="multiple"'},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){return" required

"},7:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"      <option

"+(null!=(a=n.unless.call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.hasDefault:t,{name:"unless",hash:{},fn:e.program(8,i,0),inverse:e.no

op,data:i}))?a:"")+" value=''></option>\n"},8:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'  selected="" '},10:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"\n      <option

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isDefault:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(11,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")

+"

value='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.value:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>

"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.value:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isDefault:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(13,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")

+" </option>\n\n"},11:function(e,t,n,r,i){return' selected=""  '},13:function(e,t,n,r,i){return" (default)

"},15:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"<strong>"},17:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"</strong>"},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o,s=null!=t?t:{},l=n.helperMissing;return"<td

class='code"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(s,null!=t?t.required:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:

i}))?a:"")+"'><label

for='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||l).call(s,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||l).call(s,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</label></td>\

n<td>\n  <select

"+(null!=(a=(n.isArray||t&&t.isArray||l).call(s,t,{name:"isArray",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i})

)?a:"")+' class="parameter

'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(s,null!=t?t.required:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(5,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+'"

name="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||l).call(s,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'"

id="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||l).call(s,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'">\n\n'+

(null!=(a=n.unless.call(s,null!=t?t.required:t,{name:"unless",hash:{},fn:e.program(7,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"

")+"\n"+(null!=(a=n.each.call(s,null!=(a=null!=t?t.allowableValues:t)?a.descriptiveValues:a,{name:"each",hash:{},f

n:e.program(10,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+'\n  </select>\n</td>\n<td

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(s,null!=t?t.required:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(15,i,0),inverse:e.

noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(o=null!=(o=n.description||(null!=t?t.description:t))?o:l,a="function"==typeof

o?o.call(s,{name:"description",hash:{},data:i}):o)?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(s,null!=t?t.required:t,{name:"if",hash

:{},fn:e.program(17,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"</td>\n<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||l).call(s,nul

l!=t?t.paramType:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td><span class="model-

signature"></span></td>\n'},useData:!0}),t.param_readonly=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"        <textarea class='body-textarea' readonly='readonly'

name='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</textarea

>\n        <div class="parameter-content-type" />\n'},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){
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var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(4,i,0),inverse:e.program(6,i,

0),data:i}))?a:""},4:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"

"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"sanitize",hash

:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"\n"},6:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"            (empty)\n"},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"<td class='code'><label

for='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</label></td>\

n<td>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isBody:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(3,i,0),

data:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},d

ata:i}))?a:"")+"</td>\n<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.paramType:t,{name:"escape",hash

:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td><span class="model-

signature"></span></td>\n'},useData:!0}),t.param_readonly_required=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"        <textarea class='body-textarea' readonly='readonly'

placeholder='(required)'

name='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</textarea

>\n"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(4,i,0),inverse:e.program(6,i,

0),data:i}))?a:""},4:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"

"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"sanitize",hash

:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"\n"},6:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"            (empty)\n"},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"<td class='code required'><label

for='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</label></td>\

n<td>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isBody:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(3,i,0),

data:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},d

ata:i}))?a:"")+"</td>\n<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.paramType:t,{name:"escape",hash

:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td><span class="model-

signature"></span></td>\n'},useData:!0}),t.param_required=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.isFile:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(2,i,0),inverse:e.program(4,i,0),da

ta:i}))?a:""},2:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'\t\t\t<input type="file"

name=\''+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'/>\n"},

4:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(5,i,0),inverse:e.program(7,i,

0),data:i}))?a:""},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"\t\t\t\t<div

class=\"editor_holder\"></div>\n\t\t\t\t<textarea class='body-textarea required' placeholder='(required)'

name='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id=\""+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'">'+(n

ull!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</textarea

>\n        <br />\n        <div class="parameter-content-type" />\n'},7:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"\t\t\t\t<textarea class='body-textarea required' placeholder='(required)'

name='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'\'></tex
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tarea>\n\t\t\t\t<div class="editor_holder"></div>\n\t\t\t\t<br />\n\t\t\t\t<div class="parameter-content-type"

/>\n'},9:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.isFile:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(10,i,0),inverse:e.program(12,i,0)

,data:i}))?a:""},10:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"\t\t\t<input class='parameter

required' type='file'

name='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'/>\n"},

12:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=(n.renderTextParam||t&&t.renderTextParam||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},t,{name:"renderTextParam

",hash:{},fn:e.program(13,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:""},13:function(e,t,n,r,i){return""},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"<td class='code required'><label

for='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</label></td>\n<

td>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isBody:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(9,i,0),da

ta:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td>\n\t<strong><span

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},d

ata:i}))?a:"")+"</span></strong>\n</td>\n<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.paramType:t,{

name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td><span class="model-

signature"></span></td>\n'},useData:!0}),t.parameter_content_type=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n.each.call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.consumes:t,{name:"each",hash:{},fn:e.program(2,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data

:i}))?a:""},2:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'  <option

value="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'">'+(null!=(a=(n.s

anitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</option>\n"},4:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'

<option value="application/json">application/json</option>\n'},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o,s=null!=t?t:{},l=n.helperMissing;return'<label

for="'+e.escapeExpression((o=null!=(o=n.parameterContentTypeId||(null!=t?t.parameterContentTypeId:t))?o:l,"func

tion"==typeof o?o.call(s,{name:"parameterContentTypeId",hash:{},data:i}):o))+'" data-sw-translate>Parameter

content type:</label>\n<select name="parameterContentType"

id="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||l).call(s,null!=t?t.parameterContentTypeId:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},dat

a:i}))?a:"")+'">\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(s,null!=t?t.consumes:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.pro

gram(4,i,0),data:i}))?a:"")+"</select>\n"},useData:!0}),t.popup=e({compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'<div class="api-popup-dialog-wrapper">\n    <div class="api-popup-

title">'+e.escapeExpression((a=null!=(a=n.title||(null!=t?t.title:t))?a:n.helperMissing,"function"==typeof

a?a.call(null!=t?t:{},{name:"title",hash:{},data:i}):a))+'</div>\n    <div class="api-popup-content"></div>\n    <p

class="error-msg"></p>\n    <div class="api-popup-actions">\n        <button class="api-popup-cancel api-button

gray" type="button">Cancel</button>\n    </div>\n</div>\n<div class="api-popup-dialog-

shadow"></div>'},useData:!0}),t.resource=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){return" : "},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"

<li>\n      <a

href='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.url:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:

{},data:i}))?a:"")+"' data-sw-translate>Raw</a>\n    </li>\n"},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o,s,l=null!=t?t:{},u=n.helperMissing,c="<div class='heading'>\n  <h2>\n    <a

href='#!/"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'\'

class="toggleEndpointList" data-

id="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'">'+(null!

=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</a> ";return

o=null!=(o=n.summary||(null!=t?t.summary:t))?o:u,s={name:"summary",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.noop,

data:i},a="function"==typeof

o?o.call(l,s):o,n.summary||(a=n.blockHelperMissing.call(t,a,s)),null!=a&&(c+=a),c+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanit
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ize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.summary:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"\n  </h2>\n  <ul class='options'>\n

<li>\n      <a

href='#!/"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='endpointListTogger_"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i

}))?a:"")+'\' class="toggleEndpointList" data-

id="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'" data-sw-

translate>Show/Hide</a>\n    </li>\n    <li>\n      <a href=\'#\' class="collapseResource" data-

id="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'" data-sw-

translate>\n        List Operations\n      </a>\n    </li>\n    <li>\n      <a href=\'#\' class="expandResource" data-

id="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'" data-sw-

translate>\n        Expand Operations\n      </a>\n

</li>\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(l,null!=t?t.url:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+

"  </ul>\n</div>\n<ul class='endpoints'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"_endpoint

_list' style='display:none'>\n\n</ul>\n"},useData:!0}),t.response_content_type=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n.each.call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.produces:t,{name:"each",hash:{},fn:e.program(2,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:

i}))?a:""},2:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'  <option

value="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'">'+(null!=(a=(n.s

anitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</option>\n"},4:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'

<option value="application/json">application/json</option>\n'},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o,s=null!=t?t:{},l=n.helperMissing,u="function",c=e.escapeExpression;return'<label data-sw-translate

for="'+c((o=null!=(o=n.responseContentTypeId||(null!=t?t.responseContentTypeId:t))?o:l,typeof

o===u?o.call(s,{name:"responseContentTypeId",hash:{},data:i}):o))+'">Response Content Type</label>\n<select

name="responseContentType"

id="'+c((o=null!=(o=n.responseContentTypeId||(null!=t?t.responseContentTypeId:t))?o:l,typeof

o===u?o.call(s,{name:"responseContentTypeId",hash:{},data:i}):o))+'">\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(s,null!=t?t.produc

es:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(4,i,0),data:i}))?a:"")+"</select>\n"},useData:!0}),t.sig

nature=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{};return'\n<div>\n<ul class="signature-nav">\n  <li><a

class="description-link" href="#" data-sw-translate>Model</a></li>\n  <li><a class="snippet-link" href="#" data-

sw-translate>Example Value</a></li>\n</ul>\n<div>\n\n<div class="signature-container">\n  <div

class="description">\n

'+e.escapeExpression((n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(o,null!=t?t.signature:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{

},data:i}))+'\n  </div>\n\n  <div

class="snippet">\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.sampleJSON:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(2,i,0),inverse:

e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.sampleXML:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(5,i,0),invers

e:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"  </div>\n</div>\n"},2:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{};return'      <div

class="snippet_json">\n

<pre><code>'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(o,null!=t?t.sampleJSON:t,{name:"escape",ha

sh:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</code></pre>\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isParam:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"

\n      </div>\n"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'<small class="notice" data-sw-

translate></small>'},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{};return'    <div class="snippet_xml">\n

<pre><code>'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(o,null!=t?t.sampleXML:t,{name:"escape",ha

sh:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</code></pre>\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isParam:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"

\n    </div>\n"},7:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"

"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.signature:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},

data:i}))?a:"")+"\n"},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return
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null!=(a=(n.ifCond||t&&t.ifCond||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.sampleJSON:t,"||",null!=t?t.sampleXM

L:t,{name:"ifCond",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(7,i,0),data:i}))?a:""},useData:!0}),t.status_code=

e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o,s=null!=t?t:{},l=n.helperMissing;return"      <tr>\n

<td>"+e.escapeExpression((o=null!=(o=n.key||i&&i.key)?o:l,"function"==typeof

o?o.call(s,{name:"key",hash:{},data:i}):o))+"</td>\n

<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||l).call(s,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"

</td>\n

<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||l).call(s,null!=t?t.type:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</td>\n

</tr>\n"},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"<td

width='15%'

class='code'>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.code:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'

</td>\n<td

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.message:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}

))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td width=\'50%\'><span class="model-signature" /></td>\n<td class="headers">\n  <table>\n

<tbody>\n'+(null!=(a=n.each.call(o,null!=t?t.headers:t,{name:"each",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data

:i}))?a:"")+"    </tbody>\n  </table>\n</td>"},useData:!0})}(),$(function(){$.fn.vAlign=function(){return

this.each(function(){var e=$(this).height(),t=$(this).parent().height(),n=(t-e)/2;$(this).css("margin-

top",n)})},$.fn.stretchFormtasticInputWidthToParent=function(){return this.each(function(){var

e=$(this).closest("form").innerWidth(),t=parseInt($(this).closest("form").css("padding-

left"),10)+parseInt($(this).closest("form").css("padding-right"),10),n=parseInt($(this).css("padding-

left"),10)+parseInt($(this).css("padding-right"),10);$(this).css("width",e-t-n)})},$("form.formtastic li.string input,

form.formtastic textarea").stretchFormtasticInputWidthToParent(),$("ul.downplayed li div.content

p").vAlign(),$("form.sandbox").submit(function(){var e=!0;return

$(this).find("input.required").each(function(){$(this).removeClass("error"),""===$(this).val()&&($(this).addClass("

error"),$(this).wiggle(),e=!1)}),e})}),Function.prototype.bind&&console&&"object"==typeof

console.log&&["log","info","warn","error","assert","dir","clear","profile","profileEnd"].forEach(function(e){consol

e[e]=this.bind(console[e],console)},Function.prototype.call),window.Docs={shebang:function(){var

e=$.param.fragment().split("/");switch(e.shift(),e.length){case 1:if(e[0].length>0){var

t="resource_"+e[0];Docs.expandEndpointListForResource(e[0]),$("#"+t).slideto({highlight:!1})}break;case

2:Docs.expandEndpointListForResource(e[0]),$("#"+t).slideto({highlight:!1});var

n=e.join("_"),r=n+"_content";Docs.expandOperation($("#"+r)),$("#"+n).slideto({highlight:!1})}},toggleEndpointLi

stForResource:function(e){var t=$("li#resource_"+Docs.escapeResourceName(e)+"

ul.endpoints");t.is(":visible")?($.bbq.pushState("#/",2),Docs.collapseEndpointListForResource(e)):($.bbq.pushState(

"#/"+e,2),Docs.expandEndpointListForResource(e))},expandEndpointListForResource:function(e){var

e=Docs.escapeResourceName(e);if(""==e)return void $(".resource

ul.endpoints").slideDown();$("li#resource_"+e).addClass("active");var t=$("li#resource_"+e+"

ul.endpoints");t.slideDown()},collapseEndpointListForResource:function(e){var

e=Docs.escapeResourceName(e);if(""==e)return void $(".resource

ul.endpoints").slideUp();$("li#resource_"+e).removeClass("active");var t=$("li#resource_"+e+"

ul.endpoints");t.slideUp()},expandOperationsForResource:function(e){return

Docs.expandEndpointListForResource(e),""==e?void $(".resource ul.endpoints li.operation

div.content").slideDown():void $("li#resource_"+Docs.escapeResourceName(e)+" li.operation

div.content").each(function(){Docs.expandOperation($(this))})},collapseOperationsForResource:function(e){return

Docs.expandEndpointListForResource(e),""==e?void $(".resource ul.endpoints li.operation

div.content").slideUp():void $("li#resource_"+Docs.escapeResourceName(e)+" li.operation

div.content").each(function(){Docs.collapseOperation($(this))})},escapeResourceName:function(e){return

e.replace(/[!"#$%&'()*+,.\/:;<=>?@\[\\\]\^`{|}~]/g,"\\$&")},expandOperation:function(e){e.slideDown()},collapseO

peration:function(e){e.slideUp()}},function(e,t){"use strict";"function"==typeof
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define&&define.amd?define(t):"object"==typeof

exports?module.exports=t():e.returnExports=t()}(this,function(){var

e,t,n=Array,r=n.prototype,i=Object,a=i.prototype,o=Function,s=o.prototype,l=String,u=l.prototype,c=Number,p=c.p

rototype,h=r.slice,f=r.splice,d=r.push,m=r.unshift,g=r.concat,y=r.join,v=s.call,b=s.apply,w=Math.max,_=Math.min,

x=a.toString,A="function"==typeof Symbol&&"symbol"==typeof

Symbol.toStringTag,S=Function.prototype.toString,j=/^\s*class /,E=function(e){try{var

t=S.call(e),n=t.replace(/\/\/.*\n/g,""),r=n.replace(/\/\*[.\s\S]*\*\//g,""),i=r.replace(/\n/gm," ").replace(/ {2}/g,"

");return j.test(i)}catch(a){return!1}},O=function(e){try{return!E(e)&&(S.call(e),!0)}catch(t){return!1}},k="[object

Function]",T="[object GeneratorFunction]",e=function(e){if(!e)return!1;if("function"!=typeof e&&"object"!=typeof

e)return!1;if(A)return O(e);if(E(e))return!1;var t=x.call(e);return

t===k||t===T},C=RegExp.prototype.exec,I=function(e){try{return C.call(e),!0}catch(t){return!1}},D="[object

RegExp]";t=function(e){return"object"==typeof e&&(A?I(e):x.call(e)===D)};var

L,M=String.prototype.valueOf,R=function(e){try{return M.call(e),!0}catch(t){return!1}},U="[object

String]";L=function(e){return"string"==typeof e||"object"==typeof e&&(A?R(e):x.call(e)===U)};var

P=i.defineProperty&&function(){try{var e={};i.defineProperty(e,"x",{enumerable:!1,value:e});for(var t in

e)return!1;return e.x===e}catch(n){return!1}}(),q=function(e){var t;return t=P?function(e,t,n,r){!r&&t in

e||i.defineProperty(e,t,{configurable:!0,enumerable:!1,writable:!0,value:n})}:function(e,t,n,r){!r&&t in

e||(e[t]=n)},function(n,r,i){for(var a in r)e.call(r,a)&&t(n,a,r[a],i)}}(a.hasOwnProperty),B=function(e){var t=typeof

e;return null===e||"object"!==t&&"function"!==t},z=c.isNaN||function(e){return

e!==e},N={ToInteger:function(e){var t=+e;return z(t)?t=0:0!==t&&t!==1/0&&t!==-(1/0)&&(t=(t>0||-

1)*Math.floor(Math.abs(t))),t},ToPrimitive:function(t){var n,r,i;if(B(t))return

t;if(r=t.valueOf,e(r)&&(n=r.call(t),B(n)))return n;if(i=t.toString,e(i)&&(n=i.call(t),B(n)))return n;throw new

TypeError},ToObject:function(e){if(null==e)throw new TypeError("can't convert "+e+" to object");return

i(e)},ToUint32:function(e){return e>>>0}},$=function(){};q(s,{bind:function(t){var n=this;if(!e(n))throw new

TypeError("Function.prototype.bind called on incompatible "+n);for(var r,a=h.call(arguments,1),s=function(){if(this

instanceof r){var e=b.call(n,this,g.call(a,h.call(arguments)));return i(e)===e?e:this}return

b.call(n,t,g.call(a,h.call(arguments)))},l=w(0,n.length-a.length),u=[],c=0;c<l;c++)d.call(u,"$"+c);return

r=o("binder","return function ("+y.call(u,",")+"){ return binder.apply(this, arguments);

}")(s),n.prototype&&($.prototype=n.prototype,r.prototype=new $,$.prototype=null),r}});var

F=v.bind(a.hasOwnProperty),V=v.bind(a.toString),H=v.bind(h),Y=b.bind(h),J=v.bind(u.slice),W=v.bind(u.split),Q=

v.bind(u.indexOf),G=v.bind(d),K=v.bind(a.propertyIsEnumerable),X=v.bind(r.sort),Z=n.isArray||function(e){return

"[object Array]"===V(e)},ee=1!==[].unshift(0);q(r,{unshift:function(){return

m.apply(this,arguments),this.length}},ee),q(n,{isArray:Z});var te=i("a"),ne="a"!==te[0]||!(0 in

te),re=function(e){var t=!0,n=!0,r=!1;if(e)try{e.call("foo",function(e,n,r){"object"!=typeof

r&&(t=!1)}),e.call([1],function(){"use strict";n="string"==typeof

this},"x")}catch(i){r=!0}return!!e&&!r&&t&&n};q(r,{forEach:function(t){var

n,r=N.ToObject(this),i=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):r,a=-

1,o=N.ToUint32(i.length);if(arguments.length>1&&(n=arguments[1]),!e(t))throw new

TypeError("Array.prototype.forEach callback must be a function");for(;++a<o;)a in i&&("undefined"==typeof

n?t(i[a],a,r):t.call(n,i[a],a,r))}},!re(r.forEach)),q(r,{map:function(t){var

r,i=N.ToObject(this),a=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):i,o=N.ToUint32(a.length),s=n(o);if(arguments.length>1&&(r=argu

ments[1]),!e(t))throw new TypeError("Array.prototype.map callback must be a function");for(var l=0;l<o;l++)l in

a&&("undefined"==typeof r?s[l]=t(a[l],l,i):s[l]=t.call(r,a[l],l,i));return s}},!re(r.map)),q(r,{filter:function(t){var

n,r,i=N.ToObject(this),a=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):i,o=N.ToUint32(a.length),s=[];if(arguments.length>1&&(r=argu

ments[1]),!e(t))throw new TypeError("Array.prototype.filter callback must be a function");for(var l=0;l<o;l++)l in

a&&(n=a[l],("undefined"==typeof r?t(n,l,i):t.call(r,n,l,i))&&G(s,n));return

s}},!re(r.filter)),q(r,{every:function(t){var

n,r=N.ToObject(this),i=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):r,a=N.ToUint32(i.length);if(arguments.length>1&&(n=arguments[
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1]),!e(t))throw new TypeError("Array.prototype.every callback must be a function");for(var o=0;o<a;o++)if(o in

i&&!("undefined"==typeof n?t(i[o],o,r):t.call(n,i[o],o,r)))return!1;return!0}},!re(r.every)),q(r,{some:function(t){var

n,r=N.ToObject(this),i=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):r,a=N.ToUint32(i.length);if(arguments.length>1&&(n=arguments[

1]),!e(t))throw new TypeError("Array.prototype.some callback must be a function");for(var o=0;o<a;o++)if(o in

i&&("undefined"==typeof n?t(i[o],o,r):t.call(n,i[o],o,r)))return!0;return!1}},!re(r.some));var

ie=!1;r.reduce&&(ie="object"==typeof r.reduce.call("es5",function(e,t,n,r){return r})),q(r,{reduce:function(t){var

n=N.ToObject(this),r=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):n,i=N.ToUint32(r.length);if(!e(t))throw new

TypeError("Array.prototype.reduce callback must be a function");if(0===i&&1===arguments.length)throw new

TypeError("reduce of empty array with no initial value");var a,o=0;if(arguments.length>=2)a=arguments[1];else

for(;;){if(o in r){a=r[o++];break}if(++o>=i)throw new TypeError("reduce of empty array with no initial

value")}for(;o<i;o++)o in r&&(a=t(a,r[o],o,n));return a}},!ie);var ae=!1;r.reduceRight&&(ae="object"==typeof

r.reduceRight.call("es5",function(e,t,n,r){return r})),q(r,{reduceRight:function(t){var

n=N.ToObject(this),r=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):n,i=N.ToUint32(r.length);if(!e(t))throw new

TypeError("Array.prototype.reduceRight callback must be a function");if(0===i&&1===arguments.length)throw

new TypeError("reduceRight of empty array with no initial value");var a,o=i-

1;if(arguments.length>=2)a=arguments[1];else for(;;){if(o in r){a=r[o--];break}if(--o<0)throw new

TypeError("reduceRight of empty array with no initial value")}if(o<0)return a;do o in r&&(a=t(a,r[o],o,n));while(o-

-);return a}},!ae);var oe=r.indexOf&&[0,1].indexOf(1,2)!==-1;q(r,{indexOf:function(e){var

t=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):N.ToObject(this),n=N.ToUint32(t.length);if(0===n)return-1;var

r=0;for(arguments.length>1&&(r=N.ToInteger(arguments[1])),r=r>=0?r:w(0,n+r);r<n;r++)if(r in

t&&t[r]===e)return r;return-1}},oe);var se=r.lastIndexOf&&[0,1].lastIndexOf(0,-3)!==-

1;q(r,{lastIndexOf:function(e){var

t=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):N.ToObject(this),n=N.ToUint32(t.length);if(0===n)return-1;var r=n-

1;for(arguments.length>1&&(r=_(r,N.ToInteger(arguments[1]))),r=r>=0?r:n-Math.abs(r);r>=0;r--)if(r in

t&&e===t[r])return r;return-1}},se);var le=function(){var e=[1,2],t=e.splice();return

2===e.length&&Z(t)&&0===t.length}();q(r,{splice:function(e,t){return

0===arguments.length?[]:f.apply(this,arguments)}},!le);var ue=function(){var e={};return

r.splice.call(e,0,0,1),1===e.length}();q(r,{splice:function(e,t){if(0===arguments.length)return[];var

n=arguments;return this.length=w(N.ToInteger(this.length),0),arguments.length>0&&"number"!=typeof

t&&(n=H(arguments),n.length<2?G(n,this.length-e):n[1]=N.ToInteger(t)),f.apply(this,n)}},!ue);var

ce=function(){var e=new n(1e5);return e[8]="x",e.splice(1,1),7===e.indexOf("x")}(),pe=function(){var

e=256,t=[];return t[e]="a",t.splice(e+1,0,"b"),"a"===t[e]}();q(r,{splice:function(e,t){for(var

n,r=N.ToObject(this),i=[],a=N.ToUint32(r.length),o=N.ToInteger(e),s=o<0?w(a+o,0):_(o,a),u=_(w(N.ToInteger(t),0

),a-s),c=0;c<u;)n=l(s+c),F(r,n)&&(i[c]=r[n]),c+=1;var p,h=H(arguments,2),f=h.length;if(f<u){c=s;for(var d=a-

u;c<d;)n=l(c+u),p=l(c+f),F(r,n)?r[p]=r[n]:delete r[p],c+=1;c=a;for(var m=a-u+f;c>m;)delete r[c-1],c-=1}else

if(f>u)for(c=a-u;c>s;)n=l(c+u-1),p=l(c+f-1),F(r,n)?r[p]=r[n]:delete r[p],c-=1;c=s;for(var

g=0;g<h.length;++g)r[c]=h[g],c+=1;return r.length=a-u+f,i}},!ce||!pe);var

he,fe=r.join;try{he="1,2,3"!==Array.prototype.join.call("123",",")}catch(de){he=!0}he&&q(r,{join:function(e){var

t="undefined"==typeof e?",":e;return fe.call(L(this)?W(this,""):this,t)}},he);var me="1,2"!==[1,2].join(void

0);me&&q(r,{join:function(e){var t="undefined"==typeof e?",":e;return fe.call(this,t)}},me);var

ge=function(e){for(var

t=N.ToObject(this),n=N.ToUint32(t.length),r=0;r<arguments.length;)t[n+r]=arguments[r],r+=1;return

t.length=n+r,n+r},ye=function(){var e={},t=Array.prototype.push.call(e,void 0);return

1!==t||1!==e.length||"undefined"!=typeof e[0]||!F(e,0)}();q(r,{push:function(e){return

Z(this)?d.apply(this,arguments):ge.apply(this,arguments)}},ye);var ve=function(){var e=[],t=e.push(void 0);return

1!==t||1!==e.length||"undefined"!=typeof e[0]||!F(e,0)}();q(r,{push:ge},ve),q(r,{slice:function(e,t){var

n=L(this)?W(this,""):this;return Y(n,arguments)}},ne);var

be=function(){try{return[1,2].sort(null),[1,2].sort({}),!0}catch(e){}return!1}(),we=function(){try{return[1,2].sort(/a
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/),!1}catch(e){}return!0}(),_e=function(){try{return[1,2].sort(void

0),!0}catch(e){}return!1}();q(r,{sort:function(t){if("undefined"==typeof t)return X(this);if(!e(t))throw new

TypeError("Array.prototype.sort callback must be a function");return X(this,t)}},be||!_e||!we);var

xe=!K({toString:null},"toString"),Ae=K(function(){},"prototype"),Se=!F("x","0"),je=function(e){var

t=e.constructor;return

t&&t.prototype===e},Ee={$window:!0,$console:!0,$parent:!0,$self:!0,$frame:!0,$frames:!0,$frameElement:!0,$we

bkitIndexedDB:!0,$webkitStorageInfo:!0,$external:!0},Oe=function(){if("undefined"==typeof

window)return!1;for(var e in window)try{!Ee["$"+e]&&F(window,e)&&null!==window[e]&&"object"==typeof

window[e]&&je(window[e])}catch(t){return!0}return!1}(),ke=function(e){if("undefined"==typeof

window||!Oe)return je(e);try{return

je(e)}catch(t){return!1}},Te=["toString","toLocaleString","valueOf","hasOwnProperty","isPrototypeOf","propertyIs

Enumerable","constructor"],Ce=Te.length,Ie=function(e){return"[object

Arguments]"===V(e)},De=function(t){return null!==t&&"object"==typeof t&&"number"==typeof

t.length&&t.length>=0&&!Z(t)&&e(t.callee)},Le=Ie(arguments)?Ie:De;q(i,{keys:function(t){var

n=e(t),r=Le(t),i=null!==t&&"object"==typeof t,a=i&&L(t);if(!i&&!n&&!r)throw new TypeError("Object.keys

called on a non-object");var o=[],s=Ae&&n;if(a&&Se||r)for(var u=0;u<t.length;++u)G(o,l(u));if(!r)for(var c in

t)s&&"prototype"===c||!F(t,c)||G(o,l(c));if(xe)for(var p=ke(t),h=0;h<Ce;h++){var

f=Te[h];p&&"constructor"===f||!F(t,f)||G(o,f)}return o}});var Me=i.keys&&function(){return

2===i.keys(arguments).length}(1,2),Re=i.keys&&function(){var e=i.keys(arguments);return

1!==arguments.length||1!==e.length||1!==e[0]}(1),Ue=i.keys;q(i,{keys:function(e){return

Ue(Le(e)?H(e):e)}},!Me||Re);var Pe,qe,Be=0!==new Date((-0xc782b5b342b24)).getUTCMonth(),ze=new Date((-

0x55d318d56a724)),Ne=new Date(14496624e5),$e="Mon, 01 Jan -45875 11:59:59

GMT"!==ze.toUTCString(),Fe=ze.getTimezoneOffset();Fe<-720?(Pe="Tue Jan 02 -

45875"!==ze.toDateString(),qe=!/^Thu Dec 10 2015 \d\d:\d\d:\d\d GMT[-\+]\d\d\d\d(?:

|$)/.test(Ne.toString())):(Pe="Mon Jan 01 -45875"!==ze.toDateString(),qe=!/^Wed Dec 09 2015 \d\d:\d\d:\d\d

GMT[-\+]\d\d\d\d(?: |$)/.test(Ne.toString()));var

Ve=v.bind(Date.prototype.getFullYear),He=v.bind(Date.prototype.getMonth),Ye=v.bind(Date.prototype.getDate),Je

=v.bind(Date.prototype.getUTCFullYear),We=v.bind(Date.prototype.getUTCMonth),Qe=v.bind(Date.prototype.get

UTCDate),Ge=v.bind(Date.prototype.getUTCDay),Ke=v.bind(Date.prototype.getUTCHours),Xe=v.bind(Date.proto

type.getUTCMinutes),Ze=v.bind(Date.prototype.getUTCSeconds),et=v.bind(Date.prototype.getUTCMilliseconds),tt

=["Sun","Mon","Tue","Wed","Thu","Fri","Sat"],nt=["Jan","Feb","Mar","Apr","May","Jun","Jul","Aug","Sep","Oct

","Nov","Dec"],rt=function(e,t){return Ye(new

Date(t,e,0))};q(Date.prototype,{getFullYear:function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof Date))throw new TypeError("this

is not a Date object.");var e=Ve(this);return e<0&&He(this)>11?e+1:e},getMonth:function(){if(!(this&&this

instanceof Date))throw new TypeError("this is not a Date object.");var e=Ve(this),t=He(this);return

e<0&&t>11?0:t},getDate:function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof Date))throw new TypeError("this is not a Date

object.");var e=Ve(this),t=He(this),n=Ye(this);if(e<0&&t>11){if(12===t)return n;var r=rt(0,e+1);return r-

n+1}return n},getUTCFullYear:function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof Date))throw new TypeError("this is not a Date

object.");var e=Je(this);return e<0&&We(this)>11?e+1:e},getUTCMonth:function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof

Date))throw new TypeError("this is not a Date object.");var e=Je(this),t=We(this);return

e<0&&t>11?0:t},getUTCDate:function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof Date))throw new TypeError("this is not a Date

object.");var e=Je(this),t=We(this),n=Qe(this);if(e<0&&t>11){if(12===t)return n;var r=rt(0,e+1);return r-

n+1}return n}},Be),q(Date.prototype,{toUTCString:function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof Date))throw new

TypeError("this is not a Date object.");var

e=Ge(this),t=Qe(this),n=We(this),r=Je(this),i=Ke(this),a=Xe(this),o=Ze(this);return tt[e]+", "+(t<10?"0"+t:t)+"

"+nt[n]+" "+r+" "+(i<10?"0"+i:i)+":"+(a<10?"0"+a:a)+":"+(o<10?"0"+o:o)+"

GMT"}},Be||$e),q(Date.prototype,{toDateString:function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof Date))throw new

TypeError("this is not a Date object.");var
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e=this.getDay(),t=this.getDate(),n=this.getMonth(),r=this.getFullYear();return tt[e]+" "+nt[n]+" "+(t<10?"0"+t:t)+"

"+r}},Be||Pe),(Be||qe)&&(Date.prototype.toString=function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof Date))throw new

TypeError("this is not a Date object.");var

e=this.getDay(),t=this.getDate(),n=this.getMonth(),r=this.getFullYear(),i=this.getHours(),a=this.getMinutes(),o=this

.getSeconds(),s=this.getTimezoneOffset(),l=Math.floor(Math.abs(s)/60),u=Math.floor(Math.abs(s)%60);

return tt[e]+" "+nt[n]+" "+(t<10?"0"+t:t)+" "+r+" "+(i<10?"0"+i:i)+":"+(a<10?"0"+a:a)+":"+(o<10?"0"+o:o)+"

GMT"+(s>0?"-

":"+")+(l<10?"0"+l:l)+(u<10?"0"+u:u)},P&&i.defineProperty(Date.prototype,"toString",{configurable:!0,enumerabl

e:!1,writable:!0}));var it=-621987552e5,at="-000001",ot=Date.prototype.toISOString&&new

Date(it).toISOString().indexOf(at)===-1,st=Date.prototype.toISOString&&"1969-12-31T23:59:59.999Z"!==new

Date((-

1)).toISOString(),lt=v.bind(Date.prototype.getTime);q(Date.prototype,{toISOString:function(){if(!isFinite(this)||!isF

inite(lt(this)))throw new RangeError("Date.prototype.toISOString called on non-finite value.");var

e=Je(this),t=We(this);e+=Math.floor(t/12),t=(t%12+12)%12;var

n=[t+1,Qe(this),Ke(this),Xe(this),Ze(this)];e=(e<0?"-":e>9999?"+":"")+J("00000"+Math.abs(e),0<=e&&e<=9999?-

4:-6);for(var r=0;r<n.length;++r)n[r]=J("00"+n[r],-2);return e+"-"+H(n,0,2).join("-

")+"T"+H(n,2).join(":")+"."+J("000"+et(this),-3)+"Z"}},ot||st);var ut=function(){try{return

Date.prototype.toJSON&&null===new Date(NaN).toJSON()&&new Date(it).toJSON().indexOf(at)!==-

1&&Date.prototype.toJSON.call({toISOString:function(){return!0}})}catch(e){return!1}}();ut||(Date.prototype.toJ

SON=function(t){var n=i(this),r=N.ToPrimitive(n);if("number"==typeof r&&!isFinite(r))return null;var

a=n.toISOString;if(!e(a))throw new TypeError("toISOString property is not callable");return a.call(n)});var

ct=1e15===Date.parse("+033658-09-27T01:46:40.000Z"),pt=!isNaN(Date.parse("2012-04-

04T24:00:00.500Z"))||!isNaN(Date.parse("2012-11-31T23:59:59.000Z"))||!isNaN(Date.parse("2012-12-

31T23:59:60.000Z")),ht=isNaN(Date.parse("2000-01-01T00:00:00.000Z"));if(ht||pt||!ct){var ft=Math.pow(2,31)-

1,dt=z(new Date(1970,0,1,0,0,0,ft+1).getTime());Date=function(e){var t=function(n,r,i,a,o,s,u){var

c,p=arguments.length;if(this instanceof e){var h=s,f=u;if(dt&&p>=7&&u>ft){var

d=Math.floor(u/ft)*ft,m=Math.floor(d/1e3);h+=m,f-=1e3*m}c=1===p&&l(n)===n?new e(t.parse(n)):p>=7?new

e(n,r,i,a,o,h,f):p>=6?new e(n,r,i,a,o,h):p>=5?new e(n,r,i,a,o):p>=4?new e(n,r,i,a):p>=3?new e(n,r,i):p>=2?new

e(n,r):p>=1?new e(n instanceof e?+n:n):new e}else c=e.apply(this,arguments);return

B(c)||q(c,{constructor:t},!0),c},n=new RegExp("^(\\d{4}|[+-]\\d{6})(?:-(\\d{2})(?:-

(\\d{2})(?:T(\\d{2}):(\\d{2})(?::(\\d{2})(?:(\\.\\d{1,}))?)?(Z|(?:([-

+])(\\d{2}):(\\d{2})))?)?)?)?$"),r=[0,31,59,90,120,151,181,212,243,273,304,334,365],i=function(e,t){var

n=t>1?1:0;return r[t]+Math.floor((e-1969+n)/4)-Math.floor((e-1901+n)/100)+Math.floor((e-1601+n)/400)+365*(e-

1970)},a=function(t){var n=0,r=t;if(dt&&r>ft){var i=Math.floor(r/ft)*ft,a=Math.floor(i/1e3);n+=a,r-=1e3*a}return

c(new e(1970,0,1,0,0,n,r))};for(var o in

e)F(e,o)&&(t[o]=e[o]);q(t,{now:e.now,UTC:e.UTC},!0),t.prototype=e.prototype,q(t.prototype,{constructor:t},!0);va

r s=function(t){var r=n.exec(t);if(r){var o,s=c(r[1]),l=c(r[2]||1)-1,u=c(r[3]||1)-

1,p=c(r[4]||0),h=c(r[5]||0),f=c(r[6]||0),d=Math.floor(1e3*c(r[7]||0)),m=Boolean(r[4]&&!r[8]),g="-"===r[9]?1:-

1,y=c(r[10]||0),v=c(r[11]||0),b=h>0||f>0||d>0;return p<(b?24:25)&&h<60&&f<60&&d<1e3&&l>-

1&&l<12&&y<24&&v<60&&u>-1&&u<i(s,l+1)-

i(s,l)&&(o=60*(24*(i(s,l)+u)+p+y*g),o=1e3*(60*(o+h+v*g)+f)+d,m&&(o=a(o)),-

864e13<=o&&o<=864e13)?o:NaN}return e.parse.apply(this,arguments)};return

q(t,{parse:s}),t}(Date)}Date.now||(Date.now=function(){return(new Date).getTime()});var

mt=p.toFixed&&("0.000"!==8e-

5.toFixed(3)||"1"!==.9.toFixed(0)||"1.25"!==1.255.toFixed(2)||"1000000000000000128"!==(0xde0b6b3a7640080).to

Fixed(0)),gt={base:1e7,size:6,data:[0,0,0,0,0,0],multiply:function(e,t){for(var n=-

1,r=t;++n<gt.size;)r+=e*gt.data[n],gt.data[n]=r%gt.base,r=Math.floor(r/gt.base)},divide:function(e){for(var

t=gt.size,n=0;--t>=0;)n+=gt.data[t],gt.data[t]=Math.floor(n/e),n=n%e*gt.base},numToString:function(){for(var
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e=gt.size,t="";--e>=0;)if(""!==t||0===e||0!==gt.data[e]){var n=l(gt.data[e]);""===t?t=n:t+=J("0000000",0,7-

n.length)+n}return t},pow:function Ut(e,t,n){return 0===t?n:t%2===1?Ut(e,t-

1,n*e):Ut(e*e,t/2,n)},log:function(e){for(var t=0,n=e;n>=4096;)t+=12,n/=4096;for(;n>=2;)t+=1,n/=2;return

t}},yt=function(e){var t,n,r,i,a,o,s,u;if(t=c(e),t=z(t)?0:Math.floor(t),t<0||t>20)throw new

RangeError("Number.toFixed called with invalid number of decimals");if(n=c(this),z(n))return"NaN";if(n<=-

1e21||n>=1e21)return l(n);if(r="",n<0&&(r="-",n=-n),i="0",n>1e-21)if(a=gt.log(n*gt.pow(2,69,1))-

69,o=a<0?n*gt.pow(2,-a,1):n/gt.pow(2,a,1),o*=4503599627370496,a=52-

a,a>0){for(gt.multiply(0,o),s=t;s>=7;)gt.multiply(1e7,0),s-=7;for(gt.multiply(gt.pow(10,s,1),0),s=a-

1;s>=23;)gt.divide(1<<23),s-=23;gt.divide(1<<s),gt.multiply(1,1),gt.divide(2),i=gt.numToString()}else

gt.multiply(0,o),gt.multiply(1<<-a,0),i=gt.numToString()+J("0.00000000000000000000",2,2+t);return

t>0?(u=i.length,i=u<=t?r+J("0.0000000000000000000",0,t-u+2)+i:r+J(i,0,u-t)+"."+J(i,u-

t)):i=r+i,i};q(p,{toFixed:yt},mt);var vt=function(){try{return"1"===1..toPrecision(void

0)}catch(e){return!0}}(),bt=p.toPrecision;q(p,{toPrecision:function(e){return"undefined"==typeof

e?bt.call(this):bt.call(this,e)}},vt),2!=="ab".split(/(?:ab)*/).length||4!==".".split(/(.?)(.?)/).length||"t"==="tesst".split(/

(s)*/)[1]||4!=="test".split(/(?:)/,-1).length||"".split(/.?/).length||".".split(/()()/).length>1?!function(){var

e="undefined"==typeof/()??/.exec("")[1],n=Math.pow(2,32)-1;u.split=function(r,i){var

a=String(this);if("undefined"==typeof r&&0===i)return[];if(!t(r))return W(this,r,i);var

o,s,l,u,c=[],p=(r.ignoreCase?"i":"")+(r.multiline?"m":"")+(r.unicode?"u":"")+(r.sticky?"y":""),h=0,f=new

RegExp(r.source,p+"g");e||(o=new RegExp("^"+f.source+"$(?!\\s)",p));var m="undefined"==typeof

i?n:N.ToUint32(i);for(s=f.exec(a);s&&(l=s.index+s[0].length,!(l>h&&(G(c,J(a,h,s.index)),!e&&s.length>1&&s[0].r

eplace(o,function(){for(var e=1;e<arguments.length-2;e++)"undefined"==typeof arguments[e]&&(s[e]=void

0)}),s.length>1&&s.index<a.length&&d.apply(c,H(s,1)),u=s[0].length,h=l,c.length>=m)));)f.lastIndex===s.index&

&f.lastIndex++,s=f.exec(a);return

h===a.length?!u&&f.test("")||G(c,""):G(c,J(a,h)),c.length>m?H(c,0,m):c}}():"0".split(void

0,0).length&&(u.split=function(e,t){return"undefined"==typeof e&&0===t?[]:W(this,e,t)});var

wt=u.replace,_t=function(){var

e=[];return"x".replace(/x(.)?/g,function(t,n){G(e,n)}),1===e.length&&"undefined"==typeof

e[0]}();_t||(u.replace=function(n,r){var i=e(r),a=t(n)&&/\)[*?]/.test(n.source);if(i&&a){var o=function(e){var

t=arguments.length,i=n.lastIndex;n.lastIndex=0;var a=n.exec(e)||[];return n.lastIndex=i,G(a,arguments[t-

2],arguments[t-1]),r.apply(this,a)};return wt.call(this,n,o)}return wt.call(this,n,r)});var

xt=u.substr,At="".substr&&"b"!=="0b".substr(-1);q(u,{substr:function(e,t){var n=e;return

e<0&&(n=w(this.length+e,0)),xt.call(this,n,t)}},At);var St="\t\n\x0B\f\r

\u2028\u2029\ufeff",jt="",Et="["+St+"]",Ot=new RegExp("^"+Et+Et+"*"),kt=new

RegExp(Et+Et+"*$"),Tt=u.trim&&(St.trim()||!jt.trim());q(u,{trim:function(){if("undefined"==typeof

this||null===this)throw new TypeError("can't convert "+this+" to object");return

l(this).replace(Ot,"").replace(kt,"")}},Tt);var

Ct=v.bind(String.prototype.trim),It=u.lastIndexOf&&"abc".lastIndexOf("",2)!==-

1;q(u,{lastIndexOf:function(e){if("undefined"==typeof this||null===this)throw new TypeError("can't convert

"+this+" to object");for(var

t=l(this),n=l(e),r=arguments.length>1?c(arguments[1]):NaN,i=z(r)?1/0:N.ToInteger(r),a=_(w(i,0),t.length),o=n.lengt

h,s=a+o;s>0;){s=w(0,s-o);var u=Q(J(t,s,a+o),n);if(u!==-1)return s+u}return-1}},It);var

Dt=u.lastIndexOf;if(q(u,{lastIndexOf:function(e){return

Dt.apply(this,arguments)}},1!==u.lastIndexOf.length),8===parseInt(St+"08")&&22===parseInt(St+"0x16")||(parseI

nt=function(e){var t=/^[\-+]?0[xX]/;return function(n,r){var i=Ct(String(n)),a=c(r)||(t.test(i)?16:10);return

e(i,a)}}(parseInt)),1/parseFloat("-0")!==-(1/0)&&(parseFloat=function(e){return function(t){var

n=Ct(String(t)),r=e(n);return 0===r&&"-"===J(n,0,1)?-0:r}}(parseFloat)),"RangeError: test"!==String(new

RangeError("test"))){var Lt=function(){if("undefined"==typeof this||null===this)throw new TypeError("can't

convert "+this+" to object");var e=this.name;"undefined"==typeof e?e="Error":"string"!=typeof e&&(e=l(e));var
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t=this.message;return"undefined"==typeof t?t="":"string"!=typeof t&&(t=l(t)),e?t?e+":

"+t:e:t};Error.prototype.toString=Lt}if(P){var Mt=function(e,t){if(K(e,t)){var

n=Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(e,t);n.configurable&&(n.enumerable=!1,Object.defineProperty(e,t,n))}};Mt(Er

ror.prototype,"message"),""!==Error.prototype.message&&(Error.prototype.message=""),Mt(Error.prototype,"name

")}if("/a/gim"!==String(/a/gim)){var Rt=function(){var e="/"+this.source+"/";return

this.global&&(e+="g"),this.ignoreCase&&(e+="i"),this.multiline&&(e+="m"),e};RegExp.prototype.toString=Rt}})

,Handlebars.registerHelper("sanitize",function(e){var t;return void

0===e?"":(t=sanitizeHtml(e,{allowedTags:["div","span","b","i","em","strong","a","br","table","tbody","tr","th","td"

],allowedAttributes:{div:["class"],span:["class"],table:["class"],td:["class"],th:["colspan"],a:["href"]}}),new

Handlebars.SafeString(t))}),Handlebars.registerHelper("renderTextParam",function(e){var

t,n="text",r="",i=e.type||e.schema&&e.schema.type||"",a="array"===i.toLowerCase()||e.allowMultiple,o=a&&Array

.isArray(e["default"])?e["default"].join("\n"):e["default"],s=Handlebars.Utils.escapeExpression(e.name),l=Handleba

rs.Utils.escapeExpression(e.valueId);i=Handlebars.Utils.escapeExpression(i);var

u=Object.keys(e).filter(function(e){return null!==e.match(/^X-data-/i)}).reduce(function(t,n){return t+="

"+n.substring(2,n.length)+"='"+e[n]+"'"},"");if(e.format&&"password"===e.format&&(n="password"),l&&(r="

id='"+l+"'"),o=o?sanitizeHtml(o):"",a)t="<textarea class='body-textarea"+(e.required?" required":"")+"'

name='"+s+"'"+r+u,t+=" placeholder='Provide multiple values in new lines"+(e.required?" (at least one

required).":".")+"'>",t+=o+"</textarea>";else{var c="parameter";e.required&&(c+=" required"),t="<input

class='"+c+"' minlength='"+(e.required?1:0)+"'",t+=" name='"+s+"'

placeholder='"+(e.required?"(required)":"")+"'"+r+u,t+=" type='"+n+"' value='"+o+"'/>"}return new

Handlebars.SafeString(t)}),Handlebars.registerHelper("ifCond",function(e,t,n,r){switch(t){case"==":return

e==n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);case"===":return e===n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);case"<":return

e<n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);case"<=":return e<=n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);case">":return

e>n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);case">=":return e>=n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);case"&&":return

e&&n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);case"||":return e||n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);default:return

r.inverse(this)}}),Handlebars.registerHelper("escape",function(e){var

t=Handlebars.Utils.escapeExpression(e);return new Handlebars.SafeString(t)}),function(e){if("object"==typeof

exports&&"undefined"!=typeof module)module.exports=e();else if("function"==typeof

define&&define.amd)define([],e);else{var t;t="undefined"!=typeof window?window:"undefined"!=typeof

global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:this,t.sanitizeHtml=e()}}(function(){return function e(t,n,r){function

i(o,s){if(!n[o]){if(!t[o]){var l="function"==typeof require&&require;if(!s&&l)return l(o,!0);if(a)return a(o,!0);var

u=new Error("Cannot find module '"+o+"'");throw u.code="MODULE_NOT_FOUND",u}var

c=n[o]={exports:{}};t[o][0].call(c.exports,function(e){var n=t[o][1][e];return i(n?n:e)},c,c.exports,e,t,n,r)}return

n[o].exports}for(var a="function"==typeof require&&require,o=0;o<r.length;o++)i(r[o]);return

i}({1:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){e&&Object.keys(e).forEach(function(n){t(e[n],n)})}function

i(e,t){return{}.hasOwnProperty.call(e,t)}function a(e,t,n){function c(e,t){var

n=this;this.tag=e,this.attribs=t||{},this.tagPosition=d.length,this.text="",this.updateParentNodeText=function(){if(x.l

ength){var e=x[x.length-1];e.text+=n.text}}}function p(e){return"string"!=typeof

e&&(e+=""),e.replace(/\&/g,"&amp;").replace(/</g,"&lt;").replace(/\>/g,"&gt;").replace(/\"/g,"&quot;")}function

h(e,n){n=n.replace(/[\x00-\x20]+/g,""),n=n.replace(/<\!\-\-.*?\-\-\>/g,"");var r=n.match(/^([a-zA-

Z]+)\:/);if(!r)return!1;var a=r[1].toLowerCase();return

i(t.allowedSchemesByTag,e)?t.allowedSchemesByTag[e].indexOf(a)===-

1:!t.allowedSchemes||t.allowedSchemes.indexOf(a)===-1}function f(e,t){return

t?(e=e.split(/\s+/),e.filter(function(e){return t.indexOf(e)!==-1}).join(" ")):e}var

d="";t?(t=s(a.defaults,t),t.parser?t.parser=s(u,t.parser):t.parser=u):(t=a.defaults,t.parser=u);var

m,g,y=t.nonTextTags||["script","style","textarea"];t.allowedAttributes&&(m={},g={},r(t.allowedAttributes,function

(e,t){m[t]=[];var

n=[];e.forEach(function(e){e.indexOf("*")>=0?n.push(l(e).replace(/\\\*/g,".*")):m[t].push(e)}),g[t]=new
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RegExp("^("+n.join("|")+")$")}));var

v={};r(t.allowedClasses,function(e,t){m&&(i(m,t)||(m[t]=[]),m[t].push("class")),v[t]=e});var

b,w={};r(t.transformTags,function(e,t){var n;"function"==typeof e?n=e:"string"==typeof

e&&(n=a.simpleTransform(e)),"*"===t?b=n:w[t]=n});var _=0,x=[],A={},S={},j=!1,E=0,O=new

o.Parser({onopentag:function(e,n){if(j)return void E++;var a=new c(e,n);x.push(a);var

o,s=!1,l=!!a.text;i(w,e)&&(o=w[e](e,n),a.attribs=n=o.attribs,void

0!==o.text&&(a.innerText=o.text),e!==o.tagName&&(a.name=e=o.tagName,S[_]=o.tagName)),b&&(o=b(e,n),a.att

ribs=n=o.attribs,e!==o.tagName&&(a.name=e=o.tagName,S[_]=o.tagName)),t.allowedTags&&t.allowedTags.index

Of(e)===-1&&(s=!0,y.indexOf(e)!==-

1&&(j=!0,E=1),A[_]=!0),_++,s||(d+="<"+e,(!m||i(m,e)||m["*"])&&r(n,function(t,n){if(!m||i(m,e)&&m[e].indexOf(n

)!==-1||m["*"]&&m["*"].indexOf(n)!==-

1||i(g,e)&&g[e].test(n)||g["*"]&&g["*"].test(n)){if(("href"===n||"src"===n)&&h(e,t))return void delete

a.attribs[n];if("class"===n&&(t=f(t,v[e]),!t.length))return void delete a.attribs[n];d+="

"+n,t.length&&(d+='="'+p(t)+'"')}else delete a.attribs[n]}),t.selfClosing.indexOf(e)!==-1?d+="

/>":(d+=">",!a.innerText||l||t.textFilter||(d+=a.innerText)))},ontext:function(e){if(!j){var n,r=x[x.length-

1];if(r&&(n=r.tag,e=void 0!==r.innerText?r.innerText:e),"script"===n||"style"===n)d+=e;else{var

i=p(e);d+=t.textFilter?t.textFilter(i):i}if(x.length){var a=x[x.length-

1];a.text+=e}}},onclosetag:function(e){if(j){if(E--,E)return;j=!1}var n=x.pop();if(n){if(j=!1,_--,A[_])return delete

A[_],void n.updateParentNodeText();if(S[_]&&(e=S[_],delete S[_]),t.exclusiveFilter&&t.exclusiveFilter(n))return

void(d=d.substr(0,n.tagPosition));n.updateParentNodeText(),t.selfClosing.indexOf(e)===-

1&&(d+="</"+e+">")}}},t.parser);return O.write(e),O.end(),d}var o=e("htmlparser2"),s=e("xtend"),l=e("regexp-

quote");t.exports=a;var

u={decodeEntities:!0};a.defaults={allowedTags:["h3","h4","h5","h6","blockquote","p","a","ul","ol","nl","li","b","i"

,"strong","em","strike","code","hr","br","div","table","thead","caption","tbody","tr","th","td","pre"],allowedAttribut

es:{a:["href","name","target"],img:["src"]},selfClosing:["img","br","hr","area","base","basefont","input","link","met

a"],allowedSchemes:["http","https","ftp","mailto"],allowedSchemesByTag:{}},a.simpleTransform=function(e,t,n){r

eturn n=void 0===n||n,t=t||{},function(r,i){var a;if(n)for(a in t)i[a]=t[a];else

i=t;return{tagName:e,attribs:i}}}},{htmlparser2:36,"regexp-quote":54,xtend:58}],2:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";function r(){for(var

e="ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789+/",t=0,n=e.length;t<n;++t)

l[t]=e[t],u[e.charCodeAt(t)]=t;u["-".charCodeAt(0)]=62,u["_".charCodeAt(0)]=63}function i(e){var

t,n,r,i,a,o,s=e.length;if(s%4>0)throw new Error("Invalid string. Length must be a multiple of 4");a="="===e[s-

2]?2:"="===e[s-1]?1:0,o=new c(3*s/4-a),r=a>0?s-4:s;var

l=0;for(t=0,n=0;t<r;t+=4,n+=3)i=u[e.charCodeAt(t)]<<18|u[e.charCodeAt(t+1)]<<12|u[e.charCodeAt(t+2)]<<6|u[e.

charCodeAt(t+3)],o[l++]=i>>16&255,o[l++]=i>>8&255,o[l++]=255&i;return

2===a?(i=u[e.charCodeAt(t)]<<2|u[e.charCodeAt(t+1)]>>4,o[l++]=255&i):1===a&&(i=u[e.charCodeAt(t)]<<10|u[

e.charCodeAt(t+1)]<<4|u[e.charCodeAt(t+2)]>>2,o[l++]=i>>8&255,o[l++]=255&i),o}function a(e){return

l[e>>18&63]+l[e>>12&63]+l[e>>6&63]+l[63&e]}function o(e,t,n){for(var

r,i=[],o=t;o<n;o+=3)r=(e[o]<<16)+(e[o+1]<<8)+e[o+2],i.push(a(r));return i.join("")}function s(e){for(var

t,n=e.length,r=n%3,i="",a=[],s=16383,u=0,c=n-r;u<c;u+=s)a.push(o(e,u,u+s>c?c:u+s));return 1===r?(t=e[n-

1],i+=l[t>>2],i+=l[t<<4&63],i+="=="):2===r&&(t=(e[n-2]<<8)+e[n-

1],i+=l[t>>10],i+=l[t>>4&63],i+=l[t<<2&63],i+="="),a.push(i),a.join("")}n.toByteArray=i,n.fromByteArray=s;var

l=[],u=[],c="undefined"!=typeof

Uint8Array?Uint8Array:Array;r()},{}],3:[function(e,t,n){},{}],4:[function(e,t,n){(function(t){"use strict";var

r=e("buffer"),i=r.Buffer,a=r.SlowBuffer,o=r.kMaxLength||2147483647;n.alloc=function(e,t,n){if("function"==typeo

f i.alloc)return i.alloc(e,t,n);if("number"==typeof n)throw new TypeError("encoding must not be

number");if("number"!=typeof e)throw new TypeError("size must be a number");if(e>o)throw new

RangeError("size is too large");var r=n,a=t;void 0===a&&(r=void 0,a=0);var s=new i(e);if("string"==typeof
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a)for(var l=new i(a,r),u=l.length,c=-1;++c<e;)s[c]=l[c%u];else s.fill(a);return

s},n.allocUnsafe=function(e){if("function"==typeof i.allocUnsafe)return i.allocUnsafe(e);if("number"!=typeof

e)throw new TypeError("size must be a number");if(e>o)throw new RangeError("size is too large");return new

i(e)},n.from=function(e,n,r){if("function"==typeof i.from&&(!t.Uint8Array||Uint8Array.from!==i.from))return

i.from(e,n,r);if("number"==typeof e)throw new TypeError('"value" argument must not be a

number');if("string"==typeof e)return new i(e,n);if("undefined"!=typeof ArrayBuffer&&e instanceof

ArrayBuffer){var a=n;if(1===arguments.length)return new i(e);"undefined"==typeof a&&(a=0);var

o=r;if("undefined"==typeof o&&(o=e.byteLength-a),a>=e.byteLength)throw new RangeError("'offset' is out of

bounds");if(o>e.byteLength-a)throw new RangeError("'length' is out of bounds");return new

i(e.slice(a,a+o))}if(i.isBuffer(e)){var s=new i(e.length);return

e.copy(s,0,0,e.length),s}if(e){if(Array.isArray(e)||"undefined"!=typeof ArrayBuffer&&e.buffer instanceof

ArrayBuffer||"length"in e)return new i(e);if("Buffer"===e.type&&Array.isArray(e.data))return new i(e.data)}throw

new TypeError("First argument must be a string, Buffer, ArrayBuffer, Array, or array-like

object.")},n.allocUnsafeSlow=function(e){if("function"==typeof i.allocUnsafeSlow)return

i.allocUnsafeSlow(e);if("number"!=typeof e)throw new TypeError("size must be a number");if(e>=o)throw new

RangeError("size is too large");return new a(e)}}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof global?global:"undefined"!=typeof

self?self:"undefined"!=typeof window?window:{})},{buffer:5}],5:[function(e,t,n){(function(t){"use strict";function

r(){try{var e=new Uint8Array(1);return e.__proto__={__proto__:Uint8Array.prototype,foo:function(){return

42}},42===e.foo()&&"function"==typeof

e.subarray&&0===e.subarray(1,1).byteLength}catch(t){return!1}}function i(){return

o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?2147483647:1073741823}function a(e,t){if(i()<t)throw new RangeError("Invalid

typed array length");return o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(e=new

Uint8Array(t),e.__proto__=o.prototype):(null===e&&(e=new o(t)),e.length=t),e}function

o(e,t,n){if(!(o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT||this instanceof o))return new o(e,t,n);if("number"==typeof

e){if("string"==typeof t)throw new Error("If encoding is specified then the first argument must be a string");return

c(this,e)}return s(this,e,t,n)}function s(e,t,n,r){if("number"==typeof t)throw new TypeError('"value" argument must

not be a number');return"undefined"!=typeof ArrayBuffer&&t instanceof ArrayBuffer?f(e,t,n,r):"string"==typeof

t?p(e,t,n):d(e,t)}function l(e){if("number"!=typeof e)throw new TypeError('"size" argument must be a

number');if(e<0)throw new RangeError('"size" argument must not be negative')}function u(e,t,n,r){return

l(t),t<=0?a(e,t):void 0!==n?"string"==typeof r?a(e,t).fill(n,r):a(e,t).fill(n):a(e,t)}function

c(e,t){if(l(t),e=a(e,t<0?0:0|m(t)),!o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT)for(var n=0;n<t;++n)e[n]=0;return e}function

p(e,t,n){if("string"==typeof n&&""!==n||(n="utf8"),!o.isEncoding(n))throw new TypeError('"encoding" must be a

valid string encoding');var r=0|y(t,n);e=a(e,r);var i=e.write(t,n);return i!==r&&(e=e.slice(0,i)),e}function h(e,t){var

n=t.length<0?0:0|m(t.length);e=a(e,n);for(var r=0;r<n;r+=1)e[r]=255&t[r];return e}function

f(e,t,n,r){if(t.byteLength,n<0||t.byteLength<n)throw new RangeError("'offset' is out of

bounds");if(t.byteLength<n+(r||0))throw new RangeError("'length' is out of bounds");return t=void 0===n&&void

0===r?new Uint8Array(t):void 0===r?new Uint8Array(t,n):new

Uint8Array(t,n,r),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(e=t,e.__proto__=o.prototype):e=h(e,t),e}function

d(e,t){if(o.isBuffer(t)){var n=0|m(t.length);return

e=a(e,n),0===e.length?e:(t.copy(e,0,0,n),e)}if(t){if("undefined"!=typeof ArrayBuffer&&t.buffer instanceof

ArrayBuffer||"length"in t)return"number"!=typeof

t.length||G(t.length)?a(e,0):h(e,t);if("Buffer"===t.type&&Z(t.data))return h(e,t.data)}throw new TypeError("First

argument must be a string, Buffer, ArrayBuffer, Array, or array-like object.")}function m(e){if(e>=i())throw new

RangeError("Attempt to allocate Buffer larger than maximum size: 0x"+i().toString(16)+" bytes");return

0|e}function g(e){return+e!=e&&(e=0),o.alloc(+e)}function y(e,t){if(o.isBuffer(e))return

e.length;if("undefined"!=typeof ArrayBuffer&&"function"==typeof

ArrayBuffer.isView&&(ArrayBuffer.isView(e)||e instanceof ArrayBuffer))return e.byteLength;"string"!=typeof

e&&(e=""+e);var n=e.length;if(0===n)return 0;for(var r=!1;;)switch(t){case"ascii":case"latin1":case"binary":return
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n;case"utf8":case"utf-8":case void 0:return H(e).length;case"ucs2":case"ucs-2":case"utf16le":case"utf-16le":return

2*n;case"hex":return n>>>1;case"base64":return W(e).length;default:if(r)return

H(e).length;t=(""+t).toLowerCase(),r=!0}}function v(e,t,n){var r=!1;if((void

0===t||t<0)&&(t=0),t>this.length)return"";if((void

0===n||n>this.length)&&(n=this.length),n<=0)return"";if(n>>>=0,t>>>=0,n<=t)return"";for(e||(e="utf8");;)switch(e

){case"hex":return L(this,t,n);case"utf8":case"utf-8":return T(this,t,n);case"ascii":return

I(this,t,n);case"latin1":case"binary":return D(this,t,n);case"base64":return k(this,t,n);case"ucs2":case"ucs-

2":case"utf16le":case"utf-16le":return M(this,t,n);default:if(r)throw new TypeError("Unknown encoding:

"+e);e=(e+"").toLowerCase(),r=!0}}function b(e,t,n){var r=e[t];e[t]=e[n],e[n]=r}function

w(e,t,n,r,i){if(0===e.length)return-1;if("string"==typeof n?(r=n,n=0):n>2147483647?n=2147483647:n<-

2147483648&&(n=-2147483648),n=+n,isNaN(n)&&(n=i?0:e.length-

1),n<0&&(n=e.length+n),n>=e.length){if(i)return-1;n=e.length-1}else if(n<0){if(!i)return-

1;n=0}if("string"==typeof t&&(t=o.from(t,r)),o.isBuffer(t))return 0===t.length?-1:_(e,t,n,r,i);if("number"==typeof

t)return t=255&t,o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT&&"function"==typeof

Uint8Array.prototype.indexOf?i?Uint8Array.prototype.indexOf.call(e,t,n):Uint8Array.prototype.lastIndexOf.call(e,t

,n):_(e,[t],n,r,i);throw new TypeError("val must be string, number or Buffer")}function _(e,t,n,r,i){function

a(e,t){return 1===o?e[t]:e.readUInt16BE(t*o)}var o=1,s=e.length,l=t.length;if(void

0!==r&&(r=String(r).toLowerCase(),"ucs2"===r||"ucs-2"===r||"utf16le"===r||"utf-

16le"===r)){if(e.length<2||t.length<2)return-1;o=2,s/=2,l/=2,n/=2}var u;if(i){var c=-

1;for(u=n;u<s;u++)if(a(e,u)===a(t,c===-1?0:u-c)){if(c===-1&&(c=u),u-c+1===l)return c*o}else c!==-1&&(u-=u-

c),c=-1}else for(n+l>s&&(n=s-l),u=n;u>=0;u--){for(var

p=!0,h=0;h<l;h++)if(a(e,u+h)!==a(t,h)){p=!1;break}if(p)return u}return-1}function x(e,t,n,r){n=Number(n)||0;var

i=e.length-n;r?(r=Number(r),r>i&&(r=i)):r=i;var a=t.length;if(a%2!==0)throw new TypeError("Invalid hex

string");r>a/2&&(r=a/2);for(var o=0;o<r;++o){var s=parseInt(t.substr(2*o,2),16);if(isNaN(s))return

o;e[n+o]=s}return o}function A(e,t,n,r){return Q(H(t,e.length-n),e,n,r)}function S(e,t,n,r){return

Q(Y(t),e,n,r)}function j(e,t,n,r){return S(e,t,n,r)}function E(e,t,n,r){return Q(W(t),e,n,r)}function O(e,t,n,r){return

Q(J(t,e.length-n),e,n,r)}function k(e,t,n){return

0===t&&n===e.length?K.fromByteArray(e):K.fromByteArray(e.slice(t,n))}function

T(e,t,n){n=Math.min(e.length,n);for(var r=[],i=t;i<n;){var

a=e[i],o=null,s=a>239?4:a>223?3:a>191?2:1;if(i+s<=n){var l,u,c,p;switch(s){case 1:a<128&&(o=a);break;case

2:l=e[i+1],128===(192&l)&&(p=(31&a)<<6|63&l,p>127&&(o=p));break;case

3:l=e[i+1],u=e[i+2],128===(192&l)&&128===(192&u)&&(p=(15&a)<<12|(63&l)<<6|63&u,p>2047&&(p<55296|

|p>57343)&&(o=p));break;case

4:l=e[i+1],u=e[i+2],c=e[i+3],128===(192&l)&&128===(192&u)&&128===(192&c)&&(p=(15&a)<<18|(63&l)<<

12|(63&u)<<6|63&c,p>65535&&p<1114112&&(o=p))}}null===o?(o=65533,s=1):o>65535&&(o-

=65536,r.push(o>>>10&1023|55296),o=56320|1023&o),r.push(o),i+=s}return C(r)}function C(e){var

t=e.length;if(t<=ee)return String.fromCharCode.apply(String,e);for(var

n="",r=0;r<t;)n+=String.fromCharCode.apply(String,e.slice(r,r+=ee));return n}function I(e,t,n){var

r="";n=Math.min(e.length,n);for(var i=t;i<n;++i)r+=String.fromCharCode(127&e[i]);return r}function D(e,t,n){var

r="";n=Math.min(e.length,n);for(var i=t;i<n;++i)r+=String.fromCharCode(e[i]);return r}function L(e,t,n){var

r=e.length;(!t||t<0)&&(t=0),(!n||n<0||n>r)&&(n=r);for(var i="",a=t;a<n;++a)i+=V(e[a]);return i}function

M(e,t,n){for(var r=e.slice(t,n),i="",a=0;a<r.length;a+=2)i+=String.fromCharCode(r[a]+256*r[a+1]);return

i}function R(e,t,n){if(e%1!==0||e<0)throw new RangeError("offset is not uint");if(e+t>n)throw new

RangeError("Trying to access beyond buffer length")}function U(e,t,n,r,i,a){if(!o.isBuffer(e))throw new

TypeError('"buffer" argument must be a Buffer instance');if(t>i||t<a)throw new RangeError('"value" argument is out

of bounds');if(n+r>e.length)throw new RangeError("Index out of range")}function

P(e,t,n,r){t<0&&(t=65535+t+1);for(var i=0,a=Math.min(e.length-n,2);i<a;++i)e[n+i]=(t&255<<8*(r?i:1-

i))>>>8*(r?i:1-i)}function q(e,t,n,r){t<0&&(t=4294967295+t+1);for(var i=0,a=Math.min(e.length-
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n,4);i<a;++i)e[n+i]=t>>>8*(r?i:3-i)&255}function B(e,t,n,r,i,a){if(n+r>e.length)throw new RangeError("Index out

of range");if(n<0)throw new RangeError("Index out of range")}function z(e,t,n,r,i){return

i||B(e,t,n,4,3.4028234663852886e38,-3.4028234663852886e38),X.write(e,t,n,r,23,4),n+4}function

N(e,t,n,r,i){return i||B(e,t,n,8,1.7976931348623157e308,-

1.7976931348623157e308),X.write(e,t,n,r,52,8),n+8}function

$(e){if(e=F(e).replace(te,""),e.length<2)return"";for(;e.length%4!==0;)e+="=";return e}function F(e){return

e.trim?e.trim():e.replace(/^\s+|\s+$/g,"")}function V(e){return e<16?"0"+e.toString(16):e.toString(16)}function

H(e,t){t=t||1/0;for(var

n,r=e.length,i=null,a=[],o=0;o<r;++o){if(n=e.charCodeAt(o),n>55295&&n<57344){if(!i){if(n>56319){(t-=3)>-

1&&a.push(239,191,189);continue}if(o+1===r){(t-=3)>-

1&&a.push(239,191,189);continue}i=n;continue}if(n<56320){(t-=3)>-1&&a.push(239,191,189),i=n;continue}n=(i-

55296<<10|n-56320)+65536}else i&&(t-=3)>-1&&a.push(239,191,189);if(i=null,n<128){if((t-

=1)<0)break;a.push(n)}else if(n<2048){if((t-=2)<0)break;a.push(n>>6|192,63&n|128)}else if(n<65536){if((t-

=3)<0)break;a.push(n>>12|224,n>>6&63|128,63&n|128)}else{if(!(n<1114112))throw new Error("Invalid code

point");if((t-=4)<0)break;a.push(n>>18|240,n>>12&63|128,n>>6&63|128,63&n|128)}}return a}function

Y(e){for(var t=[],n=0;n<e.length;++n)t.push(255&e.charCodeAt(n));return t}function J(e,t){for(var

n,r,i,a=[],o=0;o<e.length&&!((t-=2)<0);++o)n=e.charCodeAt(o),r=n>>8,i=n%256,a.push(i),a.push(r);return

a}function W(e){return K.toByteArray($(e))}function Q(e,t,n,r){for(var

i=0;i<r&&!(i+n>=t.length||i>=e.length);++i)t[i+n]=e[i];return i}function G(e){return e!==e}var K=e("base64-

js"),X=e("ieee754"),Z=e("isarray");n.Buffer=o,n.SlowBuffer=g,n.INSPECT_MAX_BYTES=50,o.TYPED_ARRA

Y_SUPPORT=void

0!==t.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?t.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT:r(),n.kMaxLength=i(),o.poolSize=8192,o._aug

ment=function(e){return e.__proto__=o.prototype,e},o.from=function(e,t,n){return

s(null,e,t,n)},o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT&&(o.prototype.__proto__=Uint8Array.prototype,o.__proto__=Uint8

Array,"undefined"!=typeof

Symbol&&Symbol.species&&o[Symbol.species]===o&&Object.defineProperty(o,Symbol.species,{value:null,conf

igurable:!0})),o.alloc=function(e,t,n){return u(null,e,t,n)},o.allocUnsafe=function(e){return

c(null,e)},o.allocUnsafeSlow=function(e){return

c(null,e)},o.isBuffer=function(e){return!(null==e||!e._isBuffer)},o.compare=function(e,t){if(!o.isBuffer(e)||!o.isBuff

er(t))throw new TypeError("Arguments must be Buffers");if(e===t)return 0;for(var

n=e.length,r=t.length,i=0,a=Math.min(n,r);i<a;++i)if(e[i]!==t[i]){n=e[i],r=t[i];break}return n<r?-

1:r<n?1:0},o.isEncoding=function(e){switch(String(e).toLowerCase()){case"hex":case"utf8":case"utf-

8":case"ascii":case"latin1":case"binary":case"base64":case"ucs2":case"ucs-2":case"utf16le":case"utf-

16le":return!0;default:return!1}},o.concat=function(e,t){if(!Z(e))throw new TypeError('"list" argument must be an

Array of Buffers');if(0===e.length)return o.alloc(0);var n;if(void

0===t)for(t=0,n=0;n<e.length;++n)t+=e[n].length;var r=o.allocUnsafe(t),i=0;for(n=0;n<e.length;++n){var

a=e[n];if(!o.isBuffer(a))throw new TypeError('"list" argument must be an Array of

Buffers');a.copy(r,i),i+=a.length}return

r},o.byteLength=y,o.prototype._isBuffer=!0,o.prototype.swap16=function(){var e=this.length;if(e%2!==0)throw

new RangeError("Buffer size must be a multiple of 16-bits");for(var t=0;t<e;t+=2)b(this,t,t+1);return

this},o.prototype.swap32=function(){var e=this.length;if(e%4!==0)throw new RangeError("Buffer size must be a

multiple of 32-bits");for(var t=0;t<e;t+=4)b(this,t,t+3),b(this,t+1,t+2);return

this},o.prototype.swap64=function(){var e=this.length;if(e%8!==0)throw new RangeError("Buffer size must be a

multiple of 64-bits");for(var t=0;t<e;t+=8)b(this,t,t+7),b(this,t+1,t+6),b(this,t+2,t+5),b(this,t+3,t+4);return

this},o.prototype.toString=function(){var e=0|this.length;return

0===e?"":0===arguments.length?T(this,0,e):v.apply(this,arguments)},o.prototype.equals=function(e){if(!o.isBuffer

(e))throw new TypeError("Argument must be a Buffer");return

this===e||0===o.compare(this,e)},o.prototype.inspect=function(){var e="",t=n.INSPECT_MAX_BYTES;return
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this.length>0&&(e=this.toString("hex",0,t).match(/.{2}/g).join(" "),this.length>t&&(e+=" ... ")),"<Buffer

"+e+">"},o.prototype.compare=function(e,t,n,r,i){if(!o.isBuffer(e))throw new TypeError("Argument must be a

Buffer");if(void 0===t&&(t=0),void 0===n&&(n=e?e.length:0),void 0===r&&(r=0),void

0===i&&(i=this.length),t<0||n>e.length||r<0||i>this.length)throw new RangeError("out of range

index");if(r>=i&&t>=n)return 0;if(r>=i)return-1;if(t>=n)return

1;if(t>>>=0,n>>>=0,r>>>=0,i>>>=0,this===e)return 0;for(var a=i-r,s=n-

t,l=Math.min(a,s),u=this.slice(r,i),c=e.slice(t,n),p=0;p<l;++p)if(u[p]!==c[p]){a=u[p],s=c[p];break}return a<s?-

1:s<a?1:0},o.prototype.includes=function(e,t,n){return this.indexOf(e,t,n)!==-

1},o.prototype.indexOf=function(e,t,n){return w(this,e,t,n,!0)},o.prototype.lastIndexOf=function(e,t,n){return

w(this,e,t,n,!1)},o.prototype.write=function(e,t,n,r){if(void 0===t)r="utf8",n=this.length,t=0;else if(void

0===n&&"string"==typeof t)r=t,n=this.length,t=0;else{if(!isFinite(t))throw new Error("Buffer.write(string,

encoding, offset[, length]) is no longer supported");t=0|t,isFinite(n)?(n=0|n,void 0===r&&(r="utf8")):(r=n,n=void

0)}var i=this.length-t;if((void 0===n||n>i)&&(n=i),e.length>0&&(n<0||t<0)||t>this.length)throw new

RangeError("Attempt to write outside buffer bounds");r||(r="utf8");for(var a=!1;;)switch(r){case"hex":return

x(this,e,t,n);case"utf8":case"utf-8":return A(this,e,t,n);case"ascii":return

S(this,e,t,n);case"latin1":case"binary":return j(this,e,t,n);case"base64":return E(this,e,t,n);case"ucs2":case"ucs-

2":case"utf16le":case"utf-16le":return O(this,e,t,n);default:if(a)throw new TypeError("Unknown encoding:

"+r);r=(""+r).toLowerCase(),a=!0}},o.prototype.toJSON=function(){return{type:"Buffer",data:Array.prototype.slice

.call(this._arr||this,0)}};var ee=4096;o.prototype.slice=function(e,t){var n=this.length;e=~~e,t=void

0===t?n:~~t,e<0?(e+=n,e<0&&(e=0)):e>n&&(e=n),t<0?(t+=n,t<0&&(t=0)):t>n&&(t=n),

t<e&&(t=e);var r;if(o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT)r=this.subarray(e,t),r.__proto__=o.prototype;else{var i=t-

e;r=new o(i,(void 0));for(var a=0;a<i;++a)r[a]=this[a+e]}return

r},o.prototype.readUIntLE=function(e,t,n){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||R(e,t,this.length);for(var

r=this[e],i=1,a=0;++a<t&&(i*=256);)r+=this[e+a]*i;return

r},o.prototype.readUIntBE=function(e,t,n){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||R(e,t,this.length);for(var r=this[e+--

t],i=1;t>0&&(i*=256);)r+=this[e+--t]*i;return r},o.prototype.readUInt8=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,1,this.length),this[e]},o.prototype.readUInt16LE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,2,this.length),this[e]|this[e+1]<<8},o.prototype.readUInt16BE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,2,this.length),this[e]<<8|this[e+1]},o.prototype.readUInt32LE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,4,this.length),(this[e]|this[e+1]<<8|this[e+2]<<16)+16777216*this[e+3]},o.prototype.readUInt32BE=function

(e,t){return

t||R(e,4,this.length),16777216*this[e]+(this[e+1]<<16|this[e+2]<<8|this[e+3])},o.prototype.readIntLE=function(e,t,n

){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||R(e,t,this.length);for(var r=this[e],i=1,a=0;++a<t&&(i*=256);)r+=this[e+a]*i;return

i*=128,r>=i&&(r-

=Math.pow(2,8*t)),r},o.prototype.readIntBE=function(e,t,n){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||R(e,t,this.length);for(var

r=t,i=1,a=this[e+--r];r>0&&(i*=256);)a+=this[e+--r]*i;return i*=128,a>=i&&(a-

=Math.pow(2,8*t)),a},o.prototype.readInt8=function(e,t){return t||R(e,1,this.length),128&this[e]?(255-this[e]+1)*-

1:this[e]},o.prototype.readInt16LE=function(e,t){t||R(e,2,this.length);var n=this[e]|this[e+1]<<8;return

32768&n?4294901760|n:n},o.prototype.readInt16BE=function(e,t){t||R(e,2,this.length);var

n=this[e+1]|this[e]<<8;return 32768&n?4294901760|n:n},o.prototype.readInt32LE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,4,this.length),this[e]|this[e+1]<<8|this[e+2]<<16|this[e+3]<<24},o.prototype.readInt32BE=function(e,t){retur

n

t||R(e,4,this.length),this[e]<<24|this[e+1]<<16|this[e+2]<<8|this[e+3]},o.prototype.readFloatLE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,4,this.length),X.read(this,e,!0,23,4)},o.prototype.readFloatBE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,4,this.length),X.read(this,e,!1,23,4)},o.prototype.readDoubleLE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,8,this.length),X.read(this,e,!0,52,8)},o.prototype.readDoubleBE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,8,this.length),X.read(this,e,!1,52,8)},o.prototype.writeUIntLE=function(e,t,n,r){if(e=+e,t=0|t,n=0|n,!r){var

i=Math.pow(2,8*n)-1;U(this,e,t,n,i,0)}var a=1,o=0;for(this[t]=255&e;++o<n&&(a*=256);)this[t+o]=e/a&255;return
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t+n},o.prototype.writeUIntBE=function(e,t,n,r){if(e=+e,t=0|t,n=0|n,!r){var i=Math.pow(2,8*n)-

1;U(this,e,t,n,i,0)}var a=n-1,o=1;for(this[t+a]=255&e;--a>=0&&(o*=256);)this[t+a]=e/o&255;return

t+n},o.prototype.writeUInt8=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,1,255,0),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT||(e=Math.floor(e)),this[t]=255&e,t+1},o.prototype.

writeUInt16LE=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,2,65535,0),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=255&e,this[t+1]=e>>>8):P(this,e,t,!0),t+

2},o.prototype.writeUInt16BE=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,2,65535,0),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>8,this[t+1]=255&e):P(this,e,t,!1),t+

2},o.prototype.writeUInt32LE=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,4,4294967295,0),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t+3]=e>>>24,this[t+2]=e>>>16,this[t

+1]=e>>>8,this[t]=255&e):q(this,e,t,!0),t+4},o.prototype.writeUInt32BE=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,4,4294967295,0),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>24,this[t+1]=e>>>16,this[t+2

]=e>>>8,this[t+3]=255&e):q(this,e,t,!1),t+4},o.prototype.writeIntLE=function(e,t,n,r){if(e=+e,t=0|t,!r){var

i=Math.pow(2,8*n-1);U(this,e,t,n,i-1,-i)}var

a=0,o=1,s=0;for(this[t]=255&e;++a<n&&(o*=256);)e<0&&0===s&&0!==this[t+a-1]&&(s=1),this[t+a]=(e/o>>0)-

s&255;return t+n},o.prototype.writeIntBE=function(e,t,n,r){if(e=+e,t=0|t,!r){var i=Math.pow(2,8*n-

1);U(this,e,t,n,i-1,-i)}var a=n-1,o=1,s=0;for(this[t+a]=255&e;--

a>=0&&(o*=256);)e<0&&0===s&&0!==this[t+a+1]&&(s=1),this[t+a]=(e/o>>0)-s&255;return

t+n},o.prototype.writeInt8=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,1,127,-

128),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT||(e=Math.floor(e)),e<0&&(e=255+e+1),this[t]=255&e,t+1},o.prototype.writeI

nt16LE=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,2,32767,-

32768),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=255&e,this[t+1]=e>>>8):P(this,e,t,!0),t+2},o.prototype.writeInt16

BE=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,2,32767,-

32768),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>8,this[t+1]=255&e):P(this,e,t,!1),t+2},o.prototype.writeInt32

LE=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,4,2147483647,-

2147483648),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=255&e,this[t+1]=e>>>8,this[t+2]=e>>>16,this[t+3]=e>>>24

):q(this,e,t,!0),t+4},o.prototype.writeInt32BE=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,4,2147483647,-

2147483648),e<0&&(e=4294967295+e+1),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>24,this[t+1]=e>>>16,this

[t+2]=e>>>8,this[t+3]=255&e):q(this,e,t,!1),t+4},o.prototype.writeFloatLE=function(e,t,n){return

z(this,e,t,!0,n)},o.prototype.writeFloatBE=function(e,t,n){return

z(this,e,t,!1,n)},o.prototype.writeDoubleLE=function(e,t,n){return

N(this,e,t,!0,n)},o.prototype.writeDoubleBE=function(e,t,n){return

N(this,e,t,!1,n)},o.prototype.copy=function(e,t,n,r){if(n||(n=0),r||0===r||(r=this.length),t>=e.length&&(t=e.length),t||

(t=0),r>0&&r<n&&(r=n),r===n)return 0;if(0===e.length||0===this.length)return 0;if(t<0)throw new

RangeError("targetStart out of bounds");if(n<0||n>=this.length)throw new RangeError("sourceStart out of

bounds");if(r<0)throw new RangeError("sourceEnd out of bounds");r>this.length&&(r=this.length),e.length-t<r-

n&&(r=e.length-t+n);var i,a=r-n;if(this===e&&n<t&&t<r)for(i=a-1;i>=0;--i)e[i+t]=this[i+n];else

if(a<1e3||!o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT)for(i=0;i<a;++i)e[i+t]=this[i+n];else

Uint8Array.prototype.set.call(e,this.subarray(n,n+a),t);return

a},o.prototype.fill=function(e,t,n,r){if("string"==typeof e){if("string"==typeof

t?(r=t,t=0,n=this.length):"string"==typeof n&&(r=n,n=this.length),1===e.length){var

i=e.charCodeAt(0);i<256&&(e=i)}if(void 0!==r&&"string"!=typeof r)throw new TypeError("encoding must be a

string");if("string"==typeof r&&!o.isEncoding(r))throw new TypeError("Unknown encoding:

"+r)}else"number"==typeof e&&(e=255&e);if(t<0||this.length<t||this.length<n)throw new RangeError("Out of

range index");if(n<=t)return this;t>>>=0,n=void 0===n?this.length:n>>>0,e||(e=0);var a;if("number"==typeof

e)for(a=t;a<n;++a)this[a]=e;else{var s=o.isBuffer(e)?e:H(new o(e,r).toString()),l=s.length;for(a=0;a<n-

t;++a)this[a+t]=s[a%l]}return this};var te=/[^+\/0-9A-Za-z-_]/g}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof

global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:"undefined"!=typeof window?window:{})},{"base64-
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js":2,ieee754:37,isarray:40}],6:[function(e,t,n){(function(e){function t(e){return

Array.isArray?Array.isArray(e):"[object Array]"===g(e)}function r(e){return"boolean"==typeof e}function

i(e){return null===e}function a(e){return null==e}function o(e){return"number"==typeof e}function

s(e){return"string"==typeof e}function l(e){return"symbol"==typeof e}function u(e){return void 0===e}function

c(e){return"[object RegExp]"===g(e)}function p(e){return"object"==typeof e&&null!==e}function

h(e){return"[object Date]"===g(e)}function f(e){return"[object Error]"===g(e)||e instanceof Error}function

d(e){return"function"==typeof e}function m(e){return null===e||"boolean"==typeof e||"number"==typeof

e||"string"==typeof e||"symbol"==typeof e||"undefined"==typeof e}function g(e){return

Object.prototype.toString.call(e)}n.isArray=t,n.isBoolean=r,n.isNull=i,n.isNullOrUndefined=a,n.isNumber=o,n.isSt

ring=s,n.isSymbol=l,n.isUndefined=u,n.isRegExp=c,n.isObject=p,n.isDate=h,n.isError=f,n.isFunction=d,n.isPrimiti

ve=m,n.isBuffer=e.isBuffer}).call(this,{isBuffer:e("../../is-buffer/index.js")})},{"../../is-

buffer/index.js":39}],7:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){if(e){var n,r="";for(var i in e)n=e[i],r&&(r+="

"),r+=!n&&p[i]?i:i+'="'+(t.decodeEntities?c.encodeXML(n):n)+'"';return r}}function

i(e,t){"svg"===e.name&&(t={decodeEntities:t.decodeEntities,xmlMode:!0});var

n="<"+e.name,i=r(e.attribs,t);return i&&(n+="

"+i),!t.xmlMode||e.children&&0!==e.children.length?(n+=">",e.children&&(n+=d(e.children,t)),f[e.name]&&!t.xml

Mode||(n+="</"+e.name+">")):n+="/>",n}function a(e){return"<"+e.data+">"}function o(e,t){var

n=e.data||"";return!t.decodeEntities||e.parent&&e.parent.name in h||(n=c.encodeXML(n)),n}function

s(e){return"<![CDATA["+e.children[0].data+"]]>"}function l(e){return"<!--"+e.data+"-->"}var

u=e("domelementtype"),c=e("entities"),p={__proto__:null,allowfullscreen:!0,async:!0,autofocus:!0,autoplay:!0,chec

ked:!0,controls:!0,"default":!0,defer:!0,disabled:!0,hidden:!0,ismap:!0,loop:!0,multiple:!0,muted:!0,open:!0,readonly

:!0,required:!0,reversed:!0,scoped:!0,seamless:!0,selected:!0,typemustmatch:!0},h={__proto__:null,style:!0,script:!0

,xmp:!0,iframe:!0,noembed:!0,noframes:!0,plaintext:!0,noscript:!0},f={__proto__:null,area:!0,base:!0,basefont:!0,br

:!0,col:!0,command:!0,embed:!0,frame:!0,hr:!0,img:!0,input:!0,isindex:!0,keygen:!0,link:!0,meta:!0,param:!0,source

:!0,track:!0,wbr:!0},d=t.exports=function(e,t){Array.isArray(e)||e.cheerio||(e=[e]),t=t||{};for(var

n="",r=0;r<e.length;r++){var

c=e[r];n+="root"===c.type?d(c.children,t):u.isTag(c)?i(c,t):c.type===u.Directive?a(c):c.type===u.Comment?l(c):c.t

ype===u.CDATA?s(c):o(c,t)}return

n}},{domelementtype:8,entities:20}],8:[function(e,t,n){t.exports={Text:"text",Directive:"directive",Comment:"com

ment",Script:"script",Style:"style",Tag:"tag",CDATA:"cdata",isTag:function(e){return"tag"===e.type||"script"===e.

type||"style"===e.type}}},{}],9:[function(e,t,n){t.exports={Text:"text",Directive:"directive",Comment:"comment",

Script:"script",Style:"style",Tag:"tag",CDATA:"cdata",Doctype:"doctype",isTag:function(e){return"tag"===e.type||

"script"===e.type||"style"===e.type}}},{}],10:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){"object"==typeof

e?(n=t,t=e,e=null):"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=l),this._callback=e,this._options=t||l,this._elementCB=n,this.dom=[],this._done=!1,this._tagStack=[],this.

_parser=this._parser||null}var

i=e("domelementtype"),a=/\s+/g,o=e("./lib/node"),s=e("./lib/element"),l={normalizeWhitespace:!1,withStartIndices:

!1};r.prototype.onparserinit=function(e){this._parser=e},r.prototype.onreset=function(){r.call(this,this._callback,this

._options,this._elementCB)},r.prototype.onend=function(){this._done||(this._done=!0,this._parser=null,this._handle

Callback(null))},r.prototype._handleCallback=r.prototype.onerror=function(e){if("function"==typeof

this._callback)this._callback(e,this.dom);else if(e)throw e},r.prototype.onclosetag=function(){var

e=this._tagStack.pop();this._elementCB&&this._elementCB(e)},r.prototype._addDomElement=function(e){var

t=this._tagStack[this._tagStack.length-1],n=t?t.children:this.dom,r=n[n.length-

1];e.next=null,this._options.withStartIndices&&(e.startIndex=this._parser.startIndex),this._options.withDomLvl1&

&(e.__proto__="tag"===e.type?s:o),r?(e.prev=r,r.next=e):e.prev=null,n.push(e),e.parent=t||null},r.prototype.onopen

tag=function(e,t){var

n={type:"script"===e?i.Script:"style"===e?i.Style:i.Tag,name:e,attribs:t,children:[]};this._addDomElement(n),this.

_tagStack.push(n)},r.prototype.ontext=function(e){var
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t,n=this._options.normalizeWhitespace||this._options.ignoreWhitespace;!this._tagStack.length&&this.dom.length&

&(t=this.dom[this.dom.length-1]).type===i.Text?n?t.data=(t.data+e).replace(a,"

"):t.data+=e:this._tagStack.length&&(t=this._tagStack[this._tagStack.length-1])&&(t=t.children[t.children.length-

1])&&t.type===i.Text?n?t.data=(t.data+e).replace(a," "):t.data+=e:(n&&(e=e.replace(a,"

")),this._addDomElement({data:e,type:i.Text}))},r.prototype.oncomment=function(e){var

t=this._tagStack[this._tagStack.length-1];if(t&&t.type===i.Comment)return void(t.data+=e);var

n={data:e,type:i.Comment};this._addDomElement(n),this._tagStack.push(n)},r.prototype.oncdatastart=function(){v

ar

e={children:[{data:"",type:i.Text}],type:i.CDATA};this._addDomElement(e),this._tagStack.push(e)},r.prototype.on

commentend=r.prototype.oncdataend=function(){this._tagStack.pop()},r.prototype.onprocessinginstruction=functio

n(e,t){this._addDomElement({name:e,data:t,type:i.Directive})},t.exports=r},{"./lib/element":11,"./lib/node":12,dom

elementtype:9}],11:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("./node"),i=t.exports=Object.create(r),a={tagName:"name"};Object.keys(a).forEach(function(e){var

t=a[e];Object.defineProperty(i,e,{get:function(){return this[t]||null},set:function(e){return

this[t]=e,e}})})},{"./node":12}],12:[function(e,t,n){var r=t.exports={get firstChild(){var e=this.children;return

e&&e[0]||null},get lastChild(){var e=this.children;return e&&e[e.length-1]||null},get nodeType(){return

a[this.type]||a.element}},i={tagName:"name",childNodes:"children",parentNode:"parent",previousSibling:"prev",ne

xtSibling:"next",nodeValue:"data"},a={element:1,text:3,cdata:4,comment:8};Object.keys(i).forEach(function(e){va

r t=i[e];Object.defineProperty(r,e,{get:function(){return this[t]||null},set:function(e){return

this[t]=e,e}})})},{}],13:[function(e,t,n){var

r=t.exports;[e("./lib/stringify"),e("./lib/traversal"),e("./lib/manipulation"),e("./lib/querying"),e("./lib/legacy"),e("./lib/

helpers")].forEach(function(e){Object.keys(e).forEach(function(t){r[t]=e[t].bind(r)})})},{"./lib/helpers":14,"./lib/leg

acy":15,"./lib/manipulation":16,"./lib/querying":17,"./lib/stringify":18,"./lib/traversal":19}],14:[function(e,t,n){n.rem

oveSubsets=function(e){for(var t,n,r,i=e.length;--i>-1;){for(t=n=e[i],e[i]=null,r=!0;n;){if(e.indexOf(n)>-

1){r=!1,e.splice(i,1);break}n=n.parent}r&&(e[i]=t)}return e};var

r={DISCONNECTED:1,PRECEDING:2,FOLLOWING:4,CONTAINS:8,CONTAINED_BY:16},i=n.compareDocu

mentPosition=function(e,t){var n,i,a,o,s,l,u=[],c=[];if(e===t)return

0;for(n=e;n;)u.unshift(n),n=n.parent;for(n=t;n;)c.unshift(n),n=n.parent;for(l=0;u[l]===c[l];)l++;return

0===l?r.DISCONNECTED:(i=u[l-

1],a=i.children,o=u[l],s=c[l],a.indexOf(o)>a.indexOf(s)?i===t?r.FOLLOWING|r.CONTAINED_BY:r.FOLLOWIN

G:i===e?r.PRECEDING|r.CONTAINS:r.PRECEDING)};n.uniqueSort=function(e){var

t,n,a=e.length;for(e=e.slice();--a>-1;)t=e[a],n=e.indexOf(t),n>-1&&n<a&&e.splice(a,1);return

e.sort(function(e,t){var n=i(e,t);return n&r.PRECEDING?-

1:n&r.FOLLOWING?1:0}),e}},{}],15:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){return"function"==typeof

t?function(n){return n.attribs&&t(n.attribs[e])}:function(n){return n.attribs&&n.attribs[e]===t}}function

i(e,t){return function(n){return e(n)||t(n)}}var

a=e("domelementtype"),o=n.isTag=a.isTag;n.testElement=function(e,t){for(var n in

e)if(e.hasOwnProperty(n)){if("tag_name"===n){if(!o(t)||!e.tag_name(t.name))return!1}else

if("tag_type"===n){if(!e.tag_type(t.type))return!1}else

if("tag_contains"===n){if(o(t)||!e.tag_contains(t.data))return!1}else

if(!t.attribs||!e[n](t.attribs[n]))return!1}else;return!0};var s={tag_name:function(e){return"function"==typeof

e?function(t){return o(t)&&e(t.name)}:"*"===e?o:function(t){return

o(t)&&t.name===e}},tag_type:function(e){return"function"==typeof e?function(t){return

e(t.type)}:function(t){return t.type===e}},tag_contains:function(e){return"function"==typeof

e?function(t){return!o(t)&&e(t.data)}:function(t){return!o(t)&&t.data===e}}};n.getElements=function(e,t,n,a){var

o=Object.keys(e).map(function(t){var n=e[t];return t in s?s[t](n):r(t,n)});return

0===o.length?[]:this.filter(o.reduce(i),t,n,a)},n.getElementById=function(e,t,n){return

Array.isArray(t)||(t=[t]),this.findOne(r("id",e),t,n!==!1)},n.getElementsByTagName=function(e,t,n,r){return
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this.filter(s.tag_name(e),t,n,r)},n.getElementsByTagType=function(e,t,n,r){return

this.filter(s.tag_type(e),t,n,r)}},{domelementtype:9}],16:[function(e,t,n){n.removeElement=function(e){if(e.prev&

&(e.prev.next=e.next),e.next&&(e.next.prev=e.prev),e.parent){var

t=e.parent.children;t.splice(t.lastIndexOf(e),1)}},n.replaceElement=function(e,t){var

n=t.prev=e.prev;n&&(n.next=t);var r=t.next=e.next;r&&(r.prev=t);var i=t.parent=e.parent;if(i){var

a=i.children;a[a.lastIndexOf(e)]=t}},n.appendChild=function(e,t){if(t.parent=e,1!==e.children.push(t)){var

n=e.children[e.children.length-2];n.next=t,t.prev=n,t.next=null}},n.append=function(e,t){var

n=e.parent,r=e.next;if(t.next=r,t.prev=e,e.next=t,t.parent=n,r){if(r.prev=t,n){var

i=n.children;i.splice(i.lastIndexOf(r),0,t)}}else n&&n.children.push(t)},n.prepend=function(e,t){var

n=e.parent;if(n){var

r=n.children;r.splice(r.lastIndexOf(e),0,t)}e.prev&&(e.prev.next=t),t.parent=n,t.prev=e.prev,t.next=e,e.prev=t}},{}],

17:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,r){return Array.isArray(t)||(t=[t]),"number"==typeof

r&&isFinite(r)||(r=1/0),i(e,t,n!==!1,r)}function i(e,t,n,r){for(var

a,o=[],s=0,l=t.length;s<l&&!(e(t[s])&&(o.push(t[s]),--

r<=0))&&(a=t[s].children,!(n&&a&&a.length>0&&(a=i(e,a,n,r),o=o.concat(a),r-=a.length,r<=0)));s++);return

o}function a(e,t){for(var n=0,r=t.length;n<r;n++)if(e(t[n]))return t[n];return null}function o(e,t){for(var

n=null,r=0,i=t.length;r<i&&!n;r++)u(t[r])&&(e(t[r])?n=t[r]:t[r].children.length>0&&(n=o(e,t[r].children)));return

n}function s(e,t){for(var

n=0,r=t.length;n<r;n++)if(u(t[n])&&(e(t[n])||t[n].children.length>0&&s(e,t[n].children)))return!0;return!1}function

l(e,t){for(var

n=[],r=0,i=t.length;r<i;r++)u(t[r])&&(e(t[r])&&n.push(t[r]),t[r].children.length>0&&(n=n.concat(l(e,t[r].children)))

);return n}var

u=e("domelementtype").isTag;t.exports={filter:r,find:i,findOneChild:a,findOne:o,existsOne:s,findAll:l}},{domelem

enttype:9}],18:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){return e.children?e.children.map(function(e){return

o(e,t)}).join(""):""}function i(e){return

Array.isArray(e)?e.map(i).join(""):s(e)||e.type===a.CDATA?i(e.children):e.type===a.Text?e.data:""}var

a=e("domelementtype"),o=e("dom-

serializer"),s=a.isTag;t.exports={getInnerHTML:r,getOuterHTML:o,getText:i}},{"dom-

serializer":7,domelementtype:9}],19:[function(e,t,n){var r=n.getChildren=function(e){return

e.children},i=n.getParent=function(e){return e.parent};n.getSiblings=function(e){var t=i(e);return

t?r(t):[e]},n.getAttributeValue=function(e,t){return

e.attribs&&e.attribs[t]},n.hasAttrib=function(e,t){return!!e.attribs&&hasOwnProperty.call(e.attribs,t)},n.getName=f

unction(e){return e.name}},{}],20:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("./lib/encode.js"),i=e("./lib/decode.js");n.decode=function(e,t){return(!t||t<=0?i.XML:i.HTML)(e)},n.decodeStri

ct=function(e,t){return(!t||t<=0?i.XML:i.HTMLStrict)(e)},n.encode=function(e,t){return(!t||t<=0?r.XML:r.HTML)(

e)},n.encodeXML=r.XML,n.encodeHTML4=n.encodeHTML5=n.encodeHTML=r.HTML,n.decodeXML=n.decode

XMLStrict=i.XML,n.decodeHTML4=n.decodeHTML5=n.decodeHTML=i.HTML,n.decodeHTML4Strict=n.decode

HTML5Strict=n.decodeHTMLStrict=i.HTMLStrict,n.escape=r.escape},{"./lib/decode.js":21,"./lib/encode.js":23}],2

1:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var t=Object.keys(e).join("|"),n=a(e);t+="|#[xX][\\da-fA-F]+|#\\d+";var r=new

RegExp("&(?:"+t+");","g");return function(e){return String(e).replace(r,n)}}function i(e,t){return e<t?1:-1}function

a(e){return

function(t){return"#"===t.charAt(1)?u("X"===t.charAt(2)||"x"===t.charAt(2)?parseInt(t.substr(3),16):parseInt(t.sub

str(2),10)):e[t.slice(1,-1)]}}var

o=e("../maps/entities.json"),s=e("../maps/legacy.json"),l=e("../maps/xml.json"),u=e("./decode_codepoint.js"),c=r(l),p

=r(o),h=function(){function e(e){return";"!==e.substr(-1)&&(e+=";"),c(e)}for(var

t=Object.keys(s).sort(i),n=Object.keys(o).sort(i),r=0,l=0;r<n.length;r++)t[l]===n[r]?(n[r]+=";?",l++):n[r]+=";";var

u=new RegExp("&(?:"+n.join("|")+"|#[xX][\\da-fA-F]+;?|#\\d+;?)","g"),c=a(o);return function(t){return

String(t).replace(u,e)}}();t.exports={XML:c,HTML:h,HTMLStrict:p}},{"../maps/entities.json":25,"../maps/legacy.js
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on":26,"../maps/xml.json":27,"./decode_codepoint.js":22}],22:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){if(e>=55296&&e<=57343||e>1114111)return"";e in i&&(e=i[e]);var t="";return e>65535&&(e-

=65536,t+=String.fromCharCode(e>>>10&1023|55296),e=56320|1023&e),t+=String.fromCharCode(e)}var

i=e("../maps/decode.json");t.exports=r},{"../maps/decode.json":24}],23:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return

Object.keys(e).sort().reduce(function(t,n){return t[e[n]]="&"+n+";",t},{})}function i(e){var t=[],n=[];return

Object.keys(e).forEach(function(e){1===e.length?t.push("\\"+e):n.push(e)}),n.unshift("["+t.join("")+"]"),new

RegExp(n.join("|"),"g")}function a(e){return"&#x"+e.charCodeAt(0).toString(16).toUpperCase()+";"}function

o(e){var t=e.charCodeAt(0),n=e.charCodeAt(1),r=1024*(t-55296)+n-

56320+65536;return"&#x"+r.toString(16).toUpperCase()+";"}function s(e,t){function n(t){return e[t]}return

function(e){return e.replace(t,n).replace(d,o).replace(f,a)}}function l(e){return

e.replace(m,a).replace(d,o).replace(f,a)}var u=r(e("../maps/xml.json")),c=i(u);n.XML=s(u,c);var

p=r(e("../maps/entities.json")),h=i(p);n.HTML=s(p,h);var f=/[^\0-\x7F]/g,d=/[\uD800-\uDBFF][\uDC00-

\uDFFF]/g,m=i(u);n.escape=l},{"../maps/entities.json":25,"../maps/xml.json":27}],24:[function(e,t,n){t.exports={0:6

5533,128:8364,130:8218,131:402,132:8222,133:8230,134:8224,135:8225,136:710,137:8240,138:352,139:8249,140

:338,142:381,145:8216,146:8217,147:8220,148:8221,149:8226,150:8211,151:8212,152:732,153:8482,154:353,155:

8250,156:339,158:382,159:376}},{}],25:[function(e,t,n){t.exports={Aacute:"",aacute:"",Abreve:"",abreve:"",ac:"",a

cd:"",acE:"",Acirc:"",acirc:"",acute:"",Acy:"",acy:"",AElig:"",aelig:"",af:"",Afr:"",afr:"",Agrave:"",agrave:"",alefsy

m:"",aleph:"",Alpha:"",alpha:"",Amacr:"",amacr:"",amalg:"",amp:"&",AMP:"&",andand:"",And:"",and:"",andd:"",a

ndslope:"",andv:"",ang:"",ange:"",angle:"",angmsdaa:"",angmsdab:"",angmsdac:"",angmsdad:"",angmsdae:"",angms

daf:"",angmsdag:"",angmsdah:"",angmsd:"",angrt:"",angrtvb:"",angrtvbd:"",angsph:"",angst:"",angzarr:"",Aogon:"",

aogon:"",Aopf:"",aopf:"",apacir:"",ap:"",apE:"",ape:"",apid:"",apos:"'",ApplyFunction:"",approx:"",approxeq:"",Ari

ng:"",aring:"",Ascr:"",ascr:"",Assign:"",ast:"*",asymp:"",asympeq:"",Atilde:"",atilde:"",Auml:"",auml:"",awconint:"

",awint:"",backcong:"",backepsilon:"",backprime:"",backsim:"",backsimeq:"",Backslash:"",Barv:"",barvee:"",barwe

d:"",Barwed:"",barwedge:"",bbrk:"",bbrktbrk:"",bcong:"",Bcy:"",bcy:"",bdquo:"",becaus:"",because:"",Because:"",b

emptyv:"",bepsi:"",bernou:"",Bernoullis:"",Beta:"",beta:"",beth:"",between:"",Bfr:"",bfr:"",bigcap:"",bigcirc:"",bigc

up:"",bigodot:"",bigoplus:"",bigotimes:"",bigsqcup:"",bigstar:"",bigtriangledown:"",bigtriangleup:"",biguplus:"",big

vee:"",bigwedge:"",bkarow:"",blacklozenge:"",blacksquare:"",blacktriangle:"",blacktriangledown:"",blacktrianglelef

t:"",blacktriangleright:"",blank:"",blk12:"",blk14:"",blk34:"",block:"",bne:"=",bnequiv:"",bNot:"",bnot:"",Bopf:"",b

opf:"",bot:"",bottom:"",bowtie:"",boxbox:"",boxdl:"",boxdL:"",boxDl:"",boxDL:"",boxdr:"",boxdR:"",boxDr:"",box

DR:"",boxh:"",boxH:"",boxhd:"",boxHd:"",boxhD:"",boxHD:"",boxhu:"",boxHu:"",boxhU:"",boxHU:"",boxminus:

"",boxplus:"",boxtimes:"",boxul:"",boxuL:"",boxUl:"",boxUL:"",boxur:"",boxuR:"",boxUr:"",boxUR:"",boxv:"",bo

xV:"",boxvh:"",boxvH:"",boxVh:"",boxVH:"",boxvl:"",boxvL:"",boxVl:"",boxVL:"",boxvr:"",boxvR:"",boxVr:"",b

oxVR:"",bprime:"",breve:"",Breve:"",brvbar:"",bscr:"",Bscr:"",bsemi:"",bsim:"",bsime:"",bsolb:"",bsol:"\\",bsolhsub

:"",bull:"",bullet:"",bump:"",bumpE:"",bumpe:"",Bumpeq:"",bumpeq:"",Cacute:"",cacute:"",capand:"",capbrcup:"",c

apcap:"",cap:"",Cap:"",capcup:"",capdot:"",CapitalDifferentialD:"",caps:"",caret:"",caron:"",Cayleys:"",ccaps:"",Cc

aron:"",ccaron:"",Ccedil:"",ccedil:"",Ccirc:"",ccirc:"",Cconint:"",ccups:"",ccupssm:"",Cdot:"",cdot:"",cedil:"",Cedill

a:"",cemptyv:"",cent:"",centerdot:"",CenterDot:"",cfr:"",Cfr:"",CHcy:"",chcy:"",check:"",checkmark:"",Chi:"",chi:""

,circ:"",circeq:"",circlearrowleft:"",circlearrowright:"",circledast:"",circledcirc:"",circleddash:"",CircleDot:"",circled

R:"",circledS:"",CircleMinus:"",CirclePlus:"",CircleTimes:"",cir:"",cirE:"",cire:"",cirfnint:"",cirmid:"",cirscir:"",Clo

ckwiseContourIntegral:"",CloseCurlyDoubleQuote:"",CloseCurlyQuote:"",clubs:"",clubsuit:"",colon:":",Colon:"",C

olone:"",colone:"",coloneq:"",comma:",",commat:"@",comp:"",compfn:"",complement:"",complexes:"",cong:"",con

gdot:"",Congruent:"",conint:"",Conint:"",ContourIntegral:"",copf:"",Copf:"",coprod:"",Coproduct:"",copy:"",COPY:

"",copysr:"",CounterClockwiseContourIntegral:"",crarr:"",cross:"",Cross:"",Cscr:"",cscr:"",csub:"",csube:"",csup:"",

csupe:"",ctdot:"",cudarrl:"",cudarrr:"",cuepr:"",cuesc:"",cularr:"",cularrp:"",cupbrcap:"",cupcap:"",CupCap:"",cup:""

,Cup:"",cupcup:"",cupdot:"",cupor:"",cups:"",curarr:"",curarrm:"",curlyeqprec:"",curlyeqsucc:"",curlyvee:"",curlywe

dge:"",curren:"",curvearrowleft:"",curvearrowright:"",cuvee:"",cuwed:"",cwconint:"",cwint:"",cylcty:"",dagger:"",D

agger:"",daleth:"",darr:"",Darr:"",dArr:"",dash:"",Dashv:"",dashv:"",dbkarow:"",dblac:"",Dcaron:"",dcaron:"",Dcy:"

",dcy:"",ddagger:"",ddarr:"",DD:"",dd:"",DDotrahd:"",ddotseq:"",deg:"",Del:"",Delta:"",delta:"",demptyv:"",dfisht:"
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",Dfr:"",dfr:"",dHar:"",dharl:"",dharr:"",DiacriticalAcute:"",DiacriticalDot:"",DiacriticalDoubleAcute:"",Diacritical

Grave:"`",DiacriticalTilde:"",diam:"",diamond:"",Diamond:"",diamondsuit:"",diams:"",die:"",DifferentialD:"",diga

mma:"",disin:"",div:"",divide:"",divideontimes:"",divonx:"",DJcy:"",djcy:"",dlcorn:"",dlcrop:"",dollar:"$",Dopf:"",d

opf:"",Dot:"",dot:"",DotDot:"",doteq:"",doteqdot:"",DotEqual:"",dotminus:"",dotplus:"",dotsquare:"",doublebarwed

ge:"",DoubleContourIntegral:"",DoubleDot:"",DoubleDownArrow:"",DoubleLeftArrow:"",DoubleLeftRightArrow:"

",DoubleLeftTee:"",DoubleLongLeftArrow:"",DoubleLongLeftRightArrow:"",DoubleLongRightArrow:"",DoubleR

ightArrow:"",DoubleRightTee:"",DoubleUpArrow:"",DoubleUpDownArrow:"",DoubleVerticalBar:"",DownArrow

Bar:"",downarrow:"",DownArrow:"",Downarrow:"",DownArrowUpArrow:"",DownBreve:"",downdownarrows:"",d

ownharpoonleft:"",downharpoonright:"",DownLeftRightVector:"",DownLeftTeeVector:"",DownLeftVectorBar:"",

DownLeftVector:"",DownRightTeeVector:"",DownRightVectorBar:"",DownRightVector:"",DownTeeArrow:"",Do

wnTee:"",drbkarow:"",drcorn:"",drcrop:"",Dscr:"",dscr:"",DScy:"",dscy:"",dsol:"",Dstrok:"",dstrok:"",dtdot:"",dtri:"

",dtrif:"",duarr:"",duhar:"",dwangle:"",DZcy:"",dzcy:"",dzigrarr:"",Eacute:"",eacute:"",easter:"",Ecaron:"",ecaron:"",

Ecirc:"",ecirc:"",ecir:"",ecolon:"",Ecy:"",ecy:"",eDDot:"",Edot:"",edot:"",eDot:"",ee:"",efDot:"",Efr:"",efr:"",eg:"",E

grave:"",egrave:"",egs:"",egsdot:"",el:"",Element:"",elinters:"",ell:"",els:"",elsdot:"",Emacr:"",emacr:"",empty:"",em

ptyset:"",EmptySmallSquare:"",emptyv:"",EmptyVerySmallSquare:"",emsp13:"",emsp14:"",emsp:"",ENG:"",eng:""

,ensp:"",Eogon:"",eogon:"",Eopf:"",eopf:"",epar:"",eparsl:"",eplus:"",epsi:"",Epsilon:"",epsilon:"",epsiv:"",eqcirc:"",

eqcolon:"",eqsim:"",eqslantgtr:"",eqslantless:"",Equal:"",equals:"=",EqualTilde:"",equest:"",Equilibrium:"",equiv:"",

equivDD:"",eqvparsl:"",erarr:"",erDot:"",escr:"",Escr:"",esdot:"",Esim:"",esim:"",Eta:"",eta:"",ETH:"",eth:"",Euml:"

",euml:"",euro:"",excl:"!",exist:"",Exists:"",expectation:"",exponentiale:"",ExponentialE:"",fallingdotseq:"",Fcy:"",f

cy:"",female:"",ffilig:"",fflig:"",ffllig:"",Ffr:"",ffr:"",filig:"",FilledSmallSquare:"",FilledVerySmallSquare:"",fjlig:"fj

",flat:"",fllig:"",fltns:"",fnof:"",Fopf:"",fopf:"",forall:"",ForAll:"",fork:"",forkv:"",Fouriertrf:"",fpartint:"",frac12:"",f

rac13:"",frac14:"",frac15:"",frac16:"",frac18:"",frac23:"",frac25:"",frac34:"",frac35:"",frac38:"",frac45:"",frac56:"",f

rac58:"",frac78:"",frasl:"",frown:"",fscr:"",Fscr:"",gacute:"",Gamma:"",gamma:"",Gammad:"",gammad:"",gap:"",Gb

reve:"",gbreve:"",Gcedil:"",Gcirc:"",gcirc:"",Gcy:"",gcy:"",Gdot:"",gdot:"",ge:"",gE:"",gEl:"",gel:"",geq:"",geqq:"",

geqslant:"",gescc:"",ges:"",gesdot:"",gesdoto:"",gesdotol:"",gesl:"",gesles:"",Gfr:"",gfr:"",gg:"",Gg:"",ggg:"",gimel:"

",GJcy:"",gjcy:"",gla:"",gl:"",glE:"",glj:"",gnap:"",gnapprox:"",gne:"",gnE:"",gneq:"",gneqq:"",gnsim:"",Gopf:"",go

pf:"",grave:"`",GreaterEqual:"",GreaterEqualLess:"",GreaterFullEqual:"",GreaterGreater:"",GreaterLess:"",GreaterS

lantEqual:"",GreaterTilde:"",Gscr:"",gscr:"",gsim:"",gsime:"",gsiml:"",gtcc:"",gtcir:"",gt:">",GT:">",Gt:"",gtdot:"",

gtlPar:"",gtquest:"",gtrapprox:"",gtrarr:"",gtrdot:"",gtreqless:"",gtreqqless:"",gtrless:"",gtrsim:"",gvertneqq:"",gvnE:"

",Hacek:"",hairsp:"",half:"",hamilt:"",HARDcy:"",hardcy:"",harrcir:"",harr:"",hArr:"",harrw:"",Hat:"^",hbar:"",Hcirc

:"",hcirc:"",hearts:"",heartsuit:"",hellip:"",hercon:"",hfr:"",Hfr:"",HilbertSpace:"",hksearow:"",hkswarow:"",hoarr:"",

homtht:"",hookleftarrow:"",hookrightarrow:"",hopf:"",Hopf:"",horbar:"",HorizontalLine:"",hscr:"",Hscr:"",hslash:""

,Hstrok:"",hstrok:"",HumpDownHump:"",HumpEqual:"",hybull:"",hyphen:"",Iacute:"",iacute:"",ic:"",Icirc:"",icirc:"

",Icy:"",icy:"",Idot:"",IEcy:"",iecy:"",iexcl:"",iff:"",ifr:"",Ifr:"",Igrave:"",igrave:"",ii:"",iiiint:"",iiint:"",iinfin:"",iiota:

"",IJlig:"",ijlig:"",Imacr:"",imacr:"",image:"",ImaginaryI:"",imagline:"",imagpart:"",imath:"",Im:"",imof:"",imped:""

,Implies:"",incare:"","in":"",infin:"",infintie:"",inodot:"",intcal:"","int":"",Int:"",integers:"",Integral:"",intercal:"",Inte

rsection:"",intlarhk:"",intprod:"",InvisibleComma:"",InvisibleTimes:"",IOcy:"",iocy:"",Iogon:"",iogon:"",Iopf:"",iop

f:"",Iota:"",iota:"",iprod:"",iquest:"",iscr:"",Iscr:"",isin:"",isindot:"",isinE:"",isins:"",isinsv:"",isinv:"",it:"",Itilde:"",it

ilde:"",Iukcy:"",iukcy:"",Iuml:"",iuml:"",Jcirc:"",jcirc:"",Jcy:"",jcy:"",Jfr:"",jfr:"",jmath:"",Jopf:"",jopf:"",Jscr:"",jscr

:"",Jsercy:"",jsercy:"",Jukcy:"",jukcy:"",Kappa:"",kappa:"",kappav:"",Kcedil:"",kcedil:"",Kcy:"",kcy:"",Kfr:"",kfr:""

,kgreen:"",KHcy:"",khcy:"",KJcy:"",kjcy:"",Kopf:"",kopf:"",Kscr:"",kscr:"",lAarr:"",Lacute:"",lacute:"",laemptyv:""

,lagran:"",Lambda:"",lambda:"",lang:"",Lang:"",langd:"",langle:"",lap:"",Laplacetrf:"",laquo:"",larrb:"",larrbfs:"",lar

r:"",Larr:"",lArr:"",larrfs:"",larrhk:"",larrlp:"",larrpl:"",larrsim:"",larrtl:"",latail:"",lAtail:"",lat:"",late:"",lates:"",lbarr

:"",lBarr:"",lbbrk:"",lbrace:"{",lbrack:"[",lbrke:"",lbrksld:"",lbrkslu:"",Lcaron:"",lcaron:"",Lcedil:"",lcedil:"",lceil:""

,lcub:"{",Lcy:"",lcy:"",ldca:"",ldquo:"",ldquor:"",ldrdhar:"",ldrushar:"",ldsh:"",le:"",lE:"",LeftAngleBracket:"",Left

ArrowBar:"",leftarrow:"",LeftArrow:"",Leftarrow:"",LeftArrowRightArrow:"",leftarrowtail:"",LeftCeiling:"",LeftD

oubleBracket:"",LeftDownTeeVector:"",LeftDownVectorBar:"",LeftDownVector:"",LeftFloor:"",leftharpoondown:

"",leftharpoonup:"",leftleftarrows:"",leftrightarrow:"",LeftRightArrow:"",Leftrightarrow:"",leftrightarrows:"",leftrig
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htharpoons:"",leftrightsquigarrow:"",LeftRightVector:"",LeftTeeArrow:"",LeftTee:"",LeftTeeVector:"",leftthreetime

s:"",LeftTriangleBar:"",LeftTriangle:"",LeftTriangleEqual:"",LeftUpDownVector:"",LeftUpTeeVector:"",LeftUpVe

ctorBar:"",LeftUpVector:"",LeftVectorBar:"",LeftVector:"",lEg:"",leg:"",leq:"",leqq:"",leqslant:"",lescc:"",les:"",les

dot:"",lesdoto:"",lesdotor:"",lesg:"",lesges:"",lessapprox:"",lessdot:"",lesseqgtr:"",lesseqqgtr:"",LessEqualGreater:"",

LessFullEqual:"",LessGreater:"",lessgtr:"",LessLess:"",lesssim:"",LessSlantEqual:"",LessTilde:"",lfisht:"",lfloor:"",

Lfr:"",lfr:"",lg:"",lgE:"",lHar:"",lhard:"",lharu:"",lharul:"",lhblk:"",LJcy:"",ljcy:"",llarr:"",ll:"",Ll:"",llcorner:"",Lleft

arrow:"",llhard:"",

lltri:"",Lmidot:"",lmidot:"",lmoustache:"",lmoust:"",lnap:"",lnapprox:"",lne:"",lnE:"",lneq:"",lneqq:"",lnsim:"",loang

:"",loarr:"",lobrk:"",longleftarrow:"",LongLeftArrow:"",Longleftarrow:"",longleftrightarrow:"",LongLeftRightArro

w:"",Longleftrightarrow:"",longmapsto:"",longrightarrow:"",LongRightArrow:"",Longrightarrow:"",looparrowleft:"

",looparrowright:"",lopar:"",Lopf:"",lopf:"",loplus:"",lotimes:"",lowast:"",lowbar:"_",LowerLeftArrow:"",LowerRig

htArrow:"",loz:"",lozenge:"",lozf:"",lpar:"(",lparlt:"",lrarr:"",lrcorner:"",lrhar:"",lrhard:"",lrm:"",lrtri:"",lsaquo:"",lsc

r:"",Lscr:"",lsh:"",Lsh:"",lsim:"",lsime:"",lsimg:"",lsqb:"[",lsquo:"",lsquor:"",Lstrok:"",lstrok:"",ltcc:"",ltcir:"",lt:"<",

LT:"<",Lt:"",ltdot:"",lthree:"",ltimes:"",ltlarr:"",ltquest:"",ltri:"",ltrie:"",ltrif:"",ltrPar:"",lurdshar:"",luruhar:"",lvertne

qq:"",lvnE:"",macr:"",male:"",malt:"",maltese:"",Map:"",map:"",mapsto:"",mapstodown:"",mapstoleft:"",mapstoup:

"",marker:"",mcomma:"",Mcy:"",mcy:"",mdash:"",mDDot:"",measuredangle:"",MediumSpace:"",Mellintrf:"",Mfr:"

",mfr:"",mho:"",micro:"",midast:"*",midcir:"",mid:"",middot:"",minusb:"",minus:"",minusd:"",minusdu:"",MinusPl

us:"",mlcp:"",mldr:"",mnplus:"",models:"",Mopf:"",mopf:"",mp:"",mscr:"",Mscr:"",mstpos:"",Mu:"",mu:"",multima

p:"",mumap:"",nabla:"",Nacute:"",nacute:"",nang:"",nap:"",napE:"",napid:"",napos:"",napprox:"",natural:"",naturals:

"",natur:"",nbsp:"",nbump:"",nbumpe:"",ncap:"",Ncaron:"",ncaron:"",Ncedil:"",ncedil:"",ncong:"",ncongdot:"",ncup

:"",Ncy:"",ncy:"",ndash:"",nearhk:"",nearr:"",neArr:"",nearrow:"",ne:"",nedot:"",NegativeMediumSpace:"",Negative

ThickSpace:"",NegativeThinSpace:"",NegativeVeryThinSpace:"",nequiv:"",nesear:"",nesim:"",NestedGreaterGreate

r:"",NestedLessLess:"",NewLine:"\n",nexist:"",nexists:"",Nfr:"",nfr:"",ngE:"",nge:"",ngeq:"",ngeqq:"",ngeqslant:"",

nges:"",nGg:"",ngsim:"",nGt:"",ngt:"",ngtr:"",nGtv:"",nharr:"",nhArr:"",nhpar:"",ni:"",nis:"",nisd:"",niv:"",NJcy:"",n

jcy:"",nlarr:"",nlArr:"",nldr:"",nlE:"",nle:"",nleftarrow:"",nLeftarrow:"",nleftrightarrow:"",nLeftrightarrow:"",nleq:"

",nleqq:"",nleqslant:"",nles:"",nless:"",nLl:"",nlsim:"",nLt:"",nlt:"",nltri:"",nltrie:"",nLtv:"",nmid:"",NoBreak:"",Non

BreakingSpace:"",nopf:"",Nopf:"",Not:"",not:"",NotCongruent:"",NotCupCap:"",NotDoubleVerticalBar:"",NotElem

ent:"",NotEqual:"",NotEqualTilde:"",NotExists:"",NotGreater:"",NotGreaterEqual:"",NotGreaterFullEqual:"",NotGr

eaterGreater:"",NotGreaterLess:"",NotGreaterSlantEqual:"",NotGreaterTilde:"",NotHumpDownHump:"",NotHump

Equal:"",notin:"",notindot:"",notinE:"",notinva:"",notinvb:"",notinvc:"",NotLeftTriangleBar:"",NotLeftTriangle:"",

NotLeftTriangleEqual:"",NotLess:"",NotLessEqual:"",NotLessGreater:"",NotLessLess:"",NotLessSlantEqual:"",Not

LessTilde:"",NotNestedGreaterGreater:"",NotNestedLessLess:"",notni:"",notniva:"",notnivb:"",notnivc:"",NotPrece

des:"",NotPrecedesEqual:"",NotPrecedesSlantEqual:"",NotReverseElement:"",NotRightTriangleBar:"",NotRightTri

angle:"",NotRightTriangleEqual:"",NotSquareSubset:"",NotSquareSubsetEqual:"",NotSquareSuperset:"",NotSquare

SupersetEqual:"",NotSubset:"",NotSubsetEqual:"",NotSucceeds:"",NotSucceedsEqual:"",NotSucceedsSlantEqual:""

,NotSucceedsTilde:"",NotSuperset:"",NotSupersetEqual:"",NotTilde:"",NotTildeEqual:"",NotTildeFullEqual:"",Not

TildeTilde:"",NotVerticalBar:"",nparallel:"",npar:"",nparsl:"",npart:"",npolint:"",npr:"",nprcue:"",nprec:"",npreceq:"

",npre:"",nrarrc:"",nrarr:"",nrArr:"",nrarrw:"",nrightarrow:"",nRightarrow:"",nrtri:"",nrtrie:"",nsc:"",nsccue:"",nsce:"

",Nscr:"",nscr:"",nshortmid:"",nshortparallel:"",nsim:"",nsime:"",nsimeq:"",nsmid:"",nspar:"",nsqsube:"",nsqsupe:""

,nsub:"",nsubE:"",nsube:"",nsubset:"",nsubseteq:"",nsubseteqq:"",nsucc:"",nsucceq:"",nsup:"",nsupE:"",nsupe:"",nsu

pset:"",nsupseteq:"",nsupseteqq:"",ntgl:"",Ntilde:"",ntilde:"",ntlg:"",ntriangleleft:"",ntrianglelefteq:"",ntriangleright:

"",ntrianglerighteq:"",Nu:"",nu:"",num:"#",numero:"",numsp:"",nvap:"",nvdash:"",nvDash:"",nVdash:"",nVDash:"",

nvge:"",nvgt:">",nvHarr:"",nvinfin:"",nvlArr:"",nvle:"",nvlt:"<",nvltrie:"",nvrArr:"",nvrtrie:"",nvsim:"",nwarhk:"",n

warr:"",nwArr:"",nwarrow:"",nwnear:"",Oacute:"",oacute:"",oast:"",Ocirc:"",ocirc:"",ocir:"",Ocy:"",ocy:"",odash:"",

Odblac:"",odblac:"",odiv:"",odot:"",odsold:"",OElig:"",oelig:"",ofcir:"",Ofr:"",ofr:"",ogon:"",Ograve:"",ograve:"",og

t:"",ohbar:"",ohm:"",oint:"",olarr:"",olcir:"",olcross:"",oline:"",olt:"",Omacr:"",omacr:"",Omega:"",omega:"",Omicro

n:"",omicron:"",omid:"",ominus:"",Oopf:"",oopf:"",opar:"",OpenCurlyDoubleQuote:"",OpenCurlyQuote:"",operp:""

,oplus:"",orarr:"",Or:"",or:"",ord:"",order:"",orderof:"",ordf:"",ordm:"",origof:"",oror:"",orslope:"",orv:"",oS:"",Oscr
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:"",oscr:"",Oslash:"",oslash:"",osol:"",Otilde:"",otilde:"",otimesas:"",Otimes:"",otimes:"",Ouml:"",ouml:"",ovbar:"",

OverBar:"",OverBrace:"",OverBracket:"",OverParenthesis:"",para:"",parallel:"",par:"",parsim:"",parsl:"",part:"",Part

ialD:"",Pcy:"",pcy:"",percnt:"%",period:".",permil:"",perp:"",pertenk:"",Pfr:"",pfr:"",Phi:"",phi:"",phiv:"",phmmat:"

",phone:"",Pi:"",pi:"",pitchfork:"",piv:"",planck:"",planckh:"",plankv:"",plusacir:"",plusb:"",pluscir:"",plus:"+",plusd

o:"",plusdu:"",pluse:"",PlusMinus:"",plusmn:"",plussim:"",plustwo:"",pm:"",Poincareplane:"",pointint:"",popf:"",Po

pf:"",pound:"",prap:"",Pr:"",pr:"",prcue:"",precapprox:"",prec:"",preccurlyeq:"",Precedes:"",PrecedesEqual:"",Prece

desSlantEqual:"",PrecedesTilde:"",preceq:"",precnapprox:"",precneqq:"",precnsim:"",pre:"",prE:"",precsim:"",prime

:"",Prime:"",primes:"",prnap:"",prnE:"",prnsim:"",prod:"",Product:"",profalar:"",profline:"",profsurf:"",prop:"",Prop

ortional:"",Proportion:"",propto:"",prsim:"",prurel:"",Pscr:"",pscr:"",Psi:"",psi:"",puncsp:"",Qfr:"",qfr:"",qint:"",qopf

:"",Qopf:"",qprime:"",Qscr:"",qscr:"",quaternions:"",quatint:"",quest:"?",questeq:"",quot:'"',QUOT:'"',rAarr:"",race:"

",Racute:"",racute:"",radic:"",raemptyv:"",rang:"",Rang:"",rangd:"",range:"",rangle:"",raquo:"",rarrap:"",rarrb:"",rarr

bfs:"",rarrc:"",rarr:"",Rarr:"",rArr:"",rarrfs:"",rarrhk:"",rarrlp:"",rarrpl:"",rarrsim:"",Rarrtl:"",rarrtl:"",rarrw:"",ratail:"

",rAtail:"",ratio:"",rationals:"",rbarr:"",rBarr:"",RBarr:"",rbbrk:"",rbrace:"}",rbrack:"]",rbrke:"",rbrksld:"",rbrkslu:"",

Rcaron:"",rcaron:"",Rcedil:"",rcedil:"",rceil:"",rcub:"}",Rcy:"",rcy:"",rdca:"",rdldhar:"",rdquo:"",rdquor:"",rdsh:"",r

eal:"",realine:"",realpart:"",reals:"",Re:"",rect:"",reg:"",REG:"",ReverseElement:"",ReverseEquilibrium:"",ReverseU

pEquilibrium:"",rfisht:"",rfloor:"",rfr:"",Rfr:"",rHar:"",rhard:"",rharu:"",rharul:"",Rho:"",rho:"",rhov:"",RightAngleB

racket:"",RightArrowBar:"",rightarrow:"",RightArrow:"",Rightarrow:"",RightArrowLeftArrow:"",rightarrowtail:"",

RightCeiling:"",RightDoubleBracket:"",RightDownTeeVector:"",RightDownVectorBar:"",RightDownVector:"",Rig

htFloor:"",rightharpoondown:"",rightharpoonup:"",rightleftarrows:"",rightleftharpoons:"",rightrightarrows:"",rightsq

uigarrow:"",RightTeeArrow:"",RightTee:"",RightTeeVector:"",rightthreetimes:"",RightTriangleBar:"",RightTriangl

e:"",RightTriangleEqual:"",RightUpDownVector:"",RightUpTeeVector:"",RightUpVectorBar:"",RightUpVector:"",

RightVectorBar:"",RightVector:"",ring:"",risingdotseq:"",rlarr:"",rlhar:"",rlm:"",rmoustache:"",rmoust:"",rnmid:"",r

oang:"",roarr:"",robrk:"",ropar:"",ropf:"",Ropf:"",roplus:"",rotimes:"",RoundImplies:"",rpar:")",rpargt:"",rppolint:"",

rrarr:"",Rrightarrow:"",rsaquo:"",rscr:"",Rscr:"",rsh:"",Rsh:"",rsqb:"]",rsquo:"",rsquor:"",rthree:"",rtimes:"",rtri:"",rtr

ie:"",rtrif:"",rtriltri:"",RuleDelayed:"",ruluhar:"",rx:"",Sacute:"",sacute:"",sbquo:"",scap:"",Scaron:"",scaron:"",Sc:"",

sc:"",sccue:"",sce:"",scE:"",Scedil:"",scedil:"",Scirc:"",scirc:"",scnap:"",scnE:"",scnsim:"",scpolint:"",scsim:"",Scy:"

",scy:"",sdotb:"",sdot:"",sdote:"",searhk:"",searr:"",seArr:"",searrow:"",sect:"",semi:";",seswar:"",setminus:"",setmn:

"",sext:"",Sfr:"",sfr:"",sfrown:"",sharp:"",SHCHcy:"",shchcy:"",SHcy:"",shcy:"",ShortDownArrow:"",ShortLeftArro

w:"",shortmid:"",shortparallel:"",ShortRightArrow:"",ShortUpArrow:"",shy:"",Sigma:"",sigma:"",sigmaf:"",sigmav:

"",sim:"",simdot:"",sime:"",simeq:"",simg:"",simgE:"",siml:"",simlE:"",simne:"",simplus:"",simrarr:"",slarr:"",Small

Circle:"",smallsetminus:"",smashp:"",smeparsl:"",smid:"",smile:"",smt:"",smte:"",smtes:"",SOFTcy:"",softcy:"",solb

ar:"",solb:"",sol:"/",Sopf:"",sopf:"",spades:"",spadesuit:"",spar:"",sqcap:"",sqcaps:"",sqcup:"",sqcups:"",Sqrt:"",sqsu

b:"",sqsube:"",sqsubset:"",sqsubseteq:"",sqsup:"",sqsupe:"",sqsupset:"",sqsupseteq:"",square:"",Square:"",SquareInt

ersection:"",SquareSubset:"",SquareSubsetEqual:"",SquareSuperset:"",SquareSupersetEqual:"",SquareUnion:"",squa

rf:"",squ:"",squf:"",srarr:"",Sscr:"",sscr:"",ssetmn:"",ssmile:"",sstarf:"",Star:"",star:"",starf:"",straightepsilon:"",strai

ghtphi:"",strns:"",sub:"",Sub:"",subdot:"",subE:"",sube:"",subedot:"",submult:"",subnE:"",subne:"",subplus:"",subrar

r:"",subset:"",Subset:"",subseteq:"",subseteqq:"",SubsetEqual:"",subsetneq:"",subsetneqq:"",subsim:"",subsub:"",sub

sup:"",succapprox:"",succ:"",succcurlyeq:"",Succeeds:"",SucceedsEqual:"",SucceedsSlantEqual:"",SucceedsTilde:""

,succeq:"",succnapprox:"",succneqq:"",succnsim:"",succsim:"",SuchThat:"",sum:"",Sum:"",sung:"",sup1:"",sup2:"",

sup3:"",sup:"",Sup:"",supdot:"",supdsub:"",supE:"",supe:"",supedot:"",Superset:"",SupersetEqual:"",suphsol:"",suph

sub:"",suplarr:"",supmult:"",supnE:"",supne:"",supplus:"",supset:"",Supset:"",supseteq:"",supseteqq:"",supsetneq:"",

supsetneqq:"",supsim:"",supsub:"",supsup:"",swarhk:"",swarr:"",swArr:"",swarrow:"",swnwar:"",szlig:"",Tab:"\t",ta

rget:"",Tau:"",tau:"",tbrk:"",Tcaron:"",tcaron:"",Tcedil:"",tcedil:"",Tcy:"",tcy:"",tdot:"",telrec:"",Tfr:"",tfr:"",there4:

"",therefore:"",Therefore:"",Theta:"",theta:"",thetasym:"",thetav:"",thickapprox:"",thicksim:"",ThickSpace:"",ThinS

pace:"",thinsp:"",thkap:"",thksim:"",THORN:"",thorn:"",tilde:"",Tilde:"",TildeEqual:"",TildeFullEqual:"",TildeTild

e:"",timesbar:"",timesb:"",times:"",timesd:"",tint:"",toea:"",topbot:"",topcir:"",top:"",Topf:"",topf:"",topfork:"",tosa:

"",tprime:"",trade:"",TRADE:"",triangle:"",triangledown:"",triangleleft:"",trianglelefteq:"",triangleq:"",triangleright:

"",trianglerighteq:"",tridot:"",trie:"",triminus:"",TripleDot:"",triplus:"",trisb:"",tritime:"",trpezium:"",Tscr:"",tscr:"",
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TScy:"",tscy:"",TSHcy:"",tshcy:"",Tstrok:"",tstrok:"",twixt:"",twoheadleftarrow:"",twoheadrightarrow:"",Uacute:"",

uacute:"",uarr:"",Uarr:"",uArr:"",Uarrocir:"",Ubrcy:"",ubrcy:"",Ubreve:"",ubreve:"",Ucirc:"",ucirc:"",Ucy:"",ucy:"",

udarr:"",Udblac:"",udblac:"",udhar:"",ufisht:"",Ufr:"",ufr:"",Ugrave:"",ugrave:"",uHar:"",uharl:"",uharr:"",uhblk:"",

ulcorn:"",ulcorner:"",ulcrop:"",ultri:"",Umacr:"",umacr:"",uml:"",UnderBar:"_",UnderBrace:"",UnderBracket:"",Un

derParenthesis:"",Union:"",UnionPlus:"",Uogon:"",uogon:"",Uopf:"",uopf:"",UpArrowBar:"",uparrow:"",UpArrow:

"",Uparrow:"",UpArrowDownArrow:"",updownarrow:"",UpDownArrow:"",Updownarrow:"",UpEquilibrium:"",uph

arpoonleft:"",upharpoonright:"",uplus:"",UpperLeftArrow:"",UpperRightArrow:"",upsi:"",Upsi:"",upsih:"",Upsilon:

"",upsilon:"",UpTeeArrow:"",UpTee:"",upuparrows:"",urcorn:"",urcorner:"",urcrop:"",Uring:"",uring:"",urtri:"",Usc

r:"",uscr:"",utdot:"",Utilde:"",utilde:"",utri:"",utrif:"",uuarr:"",Uuml:"",uuml:"",uwangle:"",vangrt:"",varepsilon:"",v

arkappa:"",varnothing:"",varphi:"",varpi:"",varpropto:"",varr:"",vArr:"",varrho:"",varsigma:"",varsubsetneq:"",varsu

bsetneqq:"",varsupsetneq:"",varsupsetneqq:"",vartheta:"",vartriangleleft:"",vartriangleright:"",vBar:"",Vbar:"",vBarv

:"",Vcy:"",vcy:"",vdash:"",vDash:"",Vdash:"",VDash:"",Vdashl:"",veebar:"",vee:"",Vee:"",veeeq:"",vellip:"",verbar:

"|",Verbar:"",vert:"|",Vert:"",VerticalBar:"",VerticalLine:"|",VerticalSeparator:"",VerticalTilde:"",VeryThinSpace:""

,Vfr:"",vfr:"",vltri:"",vnsub:"",vnsup:"",Vopf:"",vopf:"",vprop:"",vrtri:"",Vscr:"",vscr:"",vsubnE:"",vsubne:"",vsupn

E:"",vsupne:"",Vvdash:"",vzigzag:"",Wcirc:"",wcirc:"",wedbar:"",wedge:"",Wedge:"",wedgeq:"",weierp:"",Wfr:"",

wfr:"",Wopf:"",wopf:"",wp:"",wr:"",wreath:"",Wscr:"",wscr:"",xcap:"",xcirc:"",xcup:"",xdtri:"",Xfr:"",xfr:"",xharr:"

",xhArr:"",Xi:"",xi:"",xlarr:"",xlArr:"",xmap:"",xnis:"",xodot:"",Xopf:"",xopf:"",xoplus:"",xotime:"",xrarr:"",xrArr:"

",Xscr:"",xscr:"",xsqcup:"",xuplus:"",xutri:"",xvee:"",xwedge:"",Yacute:"",yacute:"",YAcy:"",yacy:"",Ycirc:"",ycirc

:"",Ycy:"",ycy:"",yen:"",Yfr:"",yfr:"",YIcy:"",yicy:"",Yopf:"",yopf:"",Yscr:"",yscr:"",YUcy:"",yucy:"",yuml:"",Yu

ml:"",Zacute:"",zacute:"",Zcaron:"",zcaron:"",Zcy:"",zcy:"",Zdot:"",zdot:"",zeetrf:"",ZeroWidthSpace:"",Zeta:"",zet

a:"",zfr:"",Zfr:"",ZHcy:"",zhcy:"",zigrarr:"",zopf:"",Zopf:"",Zscr:"",zscr:"",zwj:"",zwnj:""}},{}],26:[function(e,t,n){

t.exports={Aacute:"",aacute:"",Acirc:"",acirc:"",acute:"",AElig:"",aelig:"",Agrave:"",agrave:"",amp:"&",AMP:"&",

Aring:"",aring:"",Atilde:"",atilde:"",Auml:"",auml:"",brvbar:"",Ccedil:"",ccedil:"",cedil:"",cent:"",copy:"",COPY:"",

curren:"",deg:"",divide:"",Eacute:"",eacute:"",Ecirc:"",ecirc:"",Egrave:"",egrave:"",ETH:"",eth:"",Euml:"",euml:"",fr

ac12:"",frac14:"",frac34:"",gt:">",GT:">",Iacute:"",iacute:"",Icirc:"",icirc:"",iexcl:"",Igrave:"",igrave:"",iquest:"",Iu

ml:"",iuml:"",laquo:"",lt:"<",LT:"<",macr:"",micro:"",middot:"",nbsp:"",not:"",Ntilde:"",ntilde:"",Oacute:"",oacute:"

",Ocirc:"",ocirc:"",Ograve:"",ograve:"",ordf:"",ordm:"",Oslash:"",oslash:"",Otilde:"",otilde:"",Ouml:"",ouml:"",para:

"",plusmn:"",pound:"",quot:'"',QUOT:'"',raquo:"",reg:"",REG:"",sect:"",shy:"",sup1:"",sup2:"",sup3:"",szlig:"",THO

RN:"",thorn:"",times:"",Uacute:"",uacute:"",Ucirc:"",ucirc:"",Ugrave:"",ugrave:"",uml:"",Uuml:"",uuml:"",Yacute:"

",yacute:"",yen:"",yuml:""}},{}],27:[function(e,t,n){t.exports={amp:"&",apos:"'",gt:">",lt:"<",quot:'"'}},{}],28:[fun

ction(e,t,n){function r(){this._events=this._events||{},this._maxListeners=this._maxListeners||void 0}function

i(e){return"function"==typeof e}function a(e){return"number"==typeof e}function o(e){return"object"==typeof

e&&null!==e}function s(e){return void 0===e}t.exports=r,r.EventEmitter=r,r.prototype._events=void

0,r.prototype._maxListeners=void

0,r.defaultMaxListeners=10,r.prototype.setMaxListeners=function(e){if(!a(e)||e<0||isNaN(e))throw TypeError("n

must be a positive number");return this._maxListeners=e,this},r.prototype.emit=function(e){var

t,n,r,a,l,u;if(this._events||(this._events={}),"error"===e&&(!this._events.error||o(this._events.error)&&!this._events.

error.length)){if(t=arguments[1],t instanceof Error)throw t;var c=new Error('Uncaught, unspecified "error" event.

('+t+")");throw c.context=t,c}if(n=this._events[e],s(n))return!1;if(i(n))switch(arguments.length){case

1:n.call(this);break;case 2:n.call(this,arguments[1]);break;case

3:n.call(this,arguments[1],arguments[2]);break;default:a=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments,1),n.apply(this,a)}els

e

if(o(n))for(a=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments,1),u=n.slice(),r=u.length,l=0;l<r;l++)u[l].apply(this,a);return!0},r.

prototype.addListener=function(e,t){var n;if(!i(t))throw TypeError("listener must be a function");return

this._events||(this._events={}),this._events.newListener&&this.emit("newListener",e,i(t.listener)?t.listener:t),this._e

vents[e]?o(this._events[e])?this._events[e].push(t):this._events[e]=[this._events[e],t]:this._events[e]=t,o(this._events

[e])&&!this._events[e].warned&&(n=s(this._maxListeners)?r.defaultMaxListeners:this._maxListeners,n&&n>0&&

this._events[e].length>n&&(this._events[e].warned=!0,console.error("(node) warning: possible EventEmitter
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memory leak detected. %d listeners added. Use emitter.setMaxListeners() to increase

limit.",this._events[e].length),"function"==typeof

console.trace&&console.trace())),this},r.prototype.on=r.prototype.addListener,r.prototype.once=function(e,t){functi

on n(){this.removeListener(e,n),r||(r=!0,t.apply(this,arguments))}if(!i(t))throw TypeError("listener must be a

function");var r=!1;return n.listener=t,this.on(e,n),this},r.prototype.removeListener=function(e,t){var

n,r,a,s;if(!i(t))throw TypeError("listener must be a function");if(!this._events||!this._events[e])return

this;if(n=this._events[e],a=n.length,r=-1,n===t||i(n.listener)&&n.listener===t)delete

this._events[e],this._events.removeListener&&this.emit("removeListener",e,t);else if(o(n)){for(s=a;s--

>0;)if(n[s]===t||n[s].listener&&n[s].listener===t){r=s;break}if(r<0)return this;1===n.length?(n.length=0,delete

this._events[e]):n.splice(r,1),this._events.removeListener&&this.emit("removeListener",e,t)}return

this},r.prototype.removeAllListeners=function(e){var t,n;if(!this._events)return

this;if(!this._events.removeListener)return 0===arguments.length?this._events={}:this._events[e]&&delete

this._events[e],this;if(0===arguments.length){for(t in

this._events)"removeListener"!==t&&this.removeAllListeners(t);return

this.removeAllListeners("removeListener"),this._events={},this}if(n=this._events[e],i(n))this.removeListener(e,n);e

lse if(n)for(;n.length;)this.removeListener(e,n[n.length-1]);return delete

this._events[e],this},r.prototype.listeners=function(e){var t;return

t=this._events&&this._events[e]?i(this._events[e])?[this._events[e]]:this._events[e].slice():[]},r.prototype.listenerCo

unt=function(e){if(this._events){var t=this._events[e];if(i(t))return 1;if(t)return t.length}return

0},r.listenerCount=function(e,t){return e.listenerCount(t)}},{}],29:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){this._cbs=e||{},this.events=[]}t.exports=r;var

i=e("./").EVENTS;Object.keys(i).forEach(function(e){if(0===i[e])e="on"+e,r.prototype[e]=function(){this.events.p

ush([e]),this._cbs[e]&&this._cbs[e]()};else

if(1===i[e])e="on"+e,r.prototype[e]=function(t){this.events.push([e,t]),this._cbs[e]&&this._cbs[e](t)};else{if(2!==i

[e])throw Error("wrong number of

arguments");e="on"+e,r.prototype[e]=function(t,n){this.events.push([e,t,n]),this._cbs[e]&&this._cbs[e](t,n)}}}),r.pr

ototype.onreset=function(){this.events=[],this._cbs.onreset&&this._cbs.onreset()},r.prototype.restart=function(){thi

s._cbs.onreset&&this._cbs.onreset();for(var e=0,t=this.events.length;e<t;e++)if(this._cbs[this.events[e][0]]){var

n=this.events[e].length;1===n?this._cbs[this.events[e][0]]():2===n?this._cbs[this.events[e][0]](this.events[e][1]):thi

s._cbs[this.events[e][0]](this.events[e][1],this.events[e][2])}}},{"./":36}],30:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e,t){this.init(e,t)}function i(e,t){return c.getElementsByTagName(e,t,!0)}function a(e,t){return

c.getElementsByTagName(e,t,!0,1)[0]}function o(e,t,n){return

c.getText(c.getElementsByTagName(e,t,n,1)).trim()}function s(e,t,n,r,i){var a=o(n,r,i);a&&(e[t]=a)}var

l=e("./index.js"),u=l.DomHandler,c=l.DomUtils;e("inherits")(r,u),r.prototype.init=u;var

p=function(e){return"rss"===e||"feed"===e||"rdf:RDF"===e};r.prototype.onend=function(){var

e,t,n={},r=a(p,this.dom);r&&("feed"===r.name?(t=r.children,n.type="atom",s(n,"id","id",t),s(n,"title","title",t),(e=a(

"link",t))&&(e=e.attribs)&&(e=e.href)&&(n.link=e),s(n,"description","subtitle",t),(e=o("updated",t))&&(n.updated

=new Date(e)),s(n,"author","email",t,!0),n.items=i("entry",t).map(function(e){var t,n={};return

e=e.children,s(n,"id","id",e),s(n,"title","title",e),(t=a("link",e))&&(t=t.attribs)&&(t=t.href)&&(n.link=t),(t=o("summ

ary",e)||o("content",e))&&(n.description=t),(t=o("updated",e))&&(n.pubDate=new

Date(t)),n})):(t=a("channel",r.children).children,n.type=r.name.substr(0,3),n.id="",s(n,"title","title",t),s(n,"link","lin

k",t),s(n,"description","description",t),(e=o("lastBuildDate",t))&&(n.updated=new

Date(e)),s(n,"author","managingEditor",t,!0),n.items=i("item",r.children).map(function(e){var t,n={};return

e=e.children,s(n,"id","guid",e),s(n,"title","title",e),s(n,"link","link",e),s(n,"description","description",e),(t=o("pubDat

e",e))&&(n.pubDate=new Date(t)),n}))),this.dom=n,u.prototype._handleCallback.call(this,r?null:Error("couldn't

find root of feed"))},t.exports=r},{"./index.js":36,inherits:38}],31:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e,t){this._options=t||{},this._cbs=e||{},this._tagname="",this._attribname="",this._attribvalue="",this._attribs=null,

this._stack=[],this.startIndex=0,this.endIndex=null,this._lowerCaseTagNames="lowerCaseTags"in
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this._options?!!this._options.lowerCaseTags:!this._options.xmlMode,this._lowerCaseAttributeNames="lowerCaseA

ttributeNames"in

this._options?!!this._options.lowerCaseAttributeNames:!this._options.xmlMode,this._options.Tokenizer&&(i=this._

options.Tokenizer),this._tokenizer=new i(this._options,this),this._cbs.onparserinit&&this._cbs.onparserinit(this)}var

i=e("./Tokenizer.js"),a={input:!0,option:!0,optgroup:!0,select:!0,button:!0,datalist:!0,textarea:!0},o={tr:{tr:!0,th:!0,t

d:!0},th:{th:!0},td:{thead:!0,th:!0,td:!0},body:{head:!0,link:!0,script:!0},li:{li:!0},p:{p:!0},h1:{p:!0},h2:{p:!0},h3:{

p:!0},h4:{p:!0},h5:{p:!0},h6:{p:!0},select:a,input:a,output:a,button:a,datalist:a,textarea:a,option:{option:!0},optgrou

p:{optgroup:!0}},s={__proto__:null,area:!0,base:!0,basefont:!0,br:!0,col:!0,command:!0,embed:!0,frame:!0,hr:!0,im

g:!0,input:!0,isindex:!0,keygen:!0,link:!0,meta:!0,param:!0,source:!0,track:!0,wbr:!0,path:!0,circle:!0,ellipse:!0,line:

!0,rect:!0,use:!0,stop:!0,polyline:!0,polygon:!0},l=/\s|\//;e("inherits")(r,e("events").EventEmitter),r.prototype._updat

ePosition=function(e){null===this.endIndex?this._tokenizer._sectionStart<=e?this.startIndex=0:this.startIndex=this.

_tokenizer._sectionStart-

e:this.startIndex=this.endIndex+1,this.endIndex=this._tokenizer.getAbsoluteIndex()},r.prototype.ontext=function(e)

{this._updatePosition(1),this.endIndex--

,this._cbs.ontext&&this._cbs.ontext(e)},r.prototype.onopentagname=function(e){if(this._lowerCaseTagNames&&(e

=e.toLowerCase()),this._tagname=e,!this._options.xmlMode&&e in o)for(var t;(t=this._stack[this._stack.length-

1])in o[e];this.onclosetag(t));!this._options.xmlMode&&e in

s||this._stack.push(e),this._cbs.onopentagname&&this._cbs.onopentagname(e),this._cbs.onopentag&&(this._attribs=

{})},r.prototype.onopentagend=function(){this._updatePosition(1),this._attribs&&(this._cbs.onopentag&&this._cbs.

onopentag(this._tagname,this._attribs),this._attribs=null),!this._options.xmlMode&&this._cbs.onclosetag&&this._ta

gname in

s&&this._cbs.onclosetag(this._tagname),this._tagname=""},r.prototype.onclosetag=function(e){if(this._updatePositi

on(1),this._lowerCaseTagNames&&(e=e.toLowerCase()),!this._stack.length||e in

s&&!this._options.xmlMode)this._options.xmlMode||"br"!==e&&"p"!==e||(this.onopentagname(e),this._closeCurre

ntTag());else{var t=this._stack.lastIndexOf(e);if(t!==-1)if(this._cbs.onclosetag)for(t=this._stack.length-t;t--

;)this._cbs.onclosetag(this._stack.pop());else

this._stack.length=t;else"p"!==e||this._options.xmlMode||(this.onopentagname(e),this._closeCurrentTag())}},r.protot

ype.onselfclosingtag=function(){this._options.xmlMode||this._options.recognizeSelfClosing?this._closeCurrentTag(

):this.onopentagend()},r.prototype._closeCurrentTag=function(){var

e=this._tagname;this.onopentagend(),this._stack[this._stack.length-

1]===e&&(this._cbs.onclosetag&&this._cbs.onclosetag(e),this._stack.pop())},r.prototype.onattribname=function(e)

{this._lowerCaseAttributeNames&&(e=e.toLowerCase()),this._attribname=e},r.prototype.onattribdata=function(e){

this._attribvalue+=e},r.prototype.onattribend=function(){this._cbs.onattribute&&this._cbs.onattribute(this._attribna

me,this._attribvalue),this._attribs&&!Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty.call(this._attribs,this._attribname)&&(this._

attribs[this._attribname]=this._attribvalue),this._attribname="",this._attribvalue=""},r.prototype._getInstructionNam

e=function(e){var t=e.search(l),n=t<0?e:e.substr(0,t);return

this._lowerCaseTagNames&&(n=n.toLowerCase()),n},r.prototype.ondeclaration=function(e){if(this._cbs.onprocess

inginstruction){var

t=this._getInstructionName(e);this._cbs.onprocessinginstruction("!"+t,"!"+e)}},r.prototype.onprocessinginstruction=

function(e){if(this._cbs.onprocessinginstruction){var

t=this._getInstructionName(e);this._cbs.onprocessinginstruction("?"+t,"?"+e)}},r.prototype.oncomment=function(e)

{this._updatePosition(4),this._cbs.oncomment&&this._cbs.oncomment(e),this._cbs.oncommentend&&this._cbs.onc

ommentend()},r.prototype.oncdata=function(e){this._updatePosition(1),this._options.xmlMode||this._options.recogn

izeCDATA?(this._cbs.oncdatastart&&this._cbs.oncdatastart(),this._cbs.ontext&&this._cbs.ontext(e),this._cbs.oncda

taend&&this._cbs.oncdataend()):this.oncomment("[CDATA["+e+"]]")},r.prototype.onerror=function(e){this._cbs.o

nerror&&this._cbs.onerror(e)},r.prototype.onend=function(){if(this._cbs.onclosetag)for(var

e=this._stack.length;e>0;this._cbs.onclosetag(this._stack[--

e]));this._cbs.onend&&this._cbs.onend()},r.prototype.reset=function(){this._cbs.onreset&&this._cbs.onreset(),this._
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tokenizer.reset(),this._tagname="",this._attribname="",this._attribs=null,this._stack=[],this._cbs.onparserinit&&this.

_cbs.onparserinit(this)},r.prototype.parseComplete=function(e){this.reset(),this.end(e)},r.prototype.write=function(e

){this._tokenizer.write(e)},r.prototype.end=function(e){this._tokenizer.end(e)},r.prototype.pause=function(){this._t

okenizer.pause()},r.prototype.resume=function(){this._tokenizer.resume()},r.prototype.parseChunk=r.prototype.writ

e,r.prototype.done=r.prototype.end,t.exports=r},{"./Tokenizer.js":34,events:28,inherits:38}],32:[function(e,t,n){func

tion r(e){this._cbs=e||{}}t.exports=r;var

i=e("./").EVENTS;Object.keys(i).forEach(function(e){if(0===i[e])e="on"+e,r.prototype[e]=function(){this._cbs[e]

&&this._cbs[e]()};else

if(1===i[e])e="on"+e,r.prototype[e]=function(t){this._cbs[e]&&this._cbs[e](t)};else{if(2!==i[e])throw

Error("wrong number of

arguments");e="on"+e,r.prototype[e]=function(t,n){this._cbs[e]&&this._cbs[e](t,n)}}})},{"./":36}],33:[function(e,t,

n){function r(e){a.call(this,new i(this),e)}function i(e){this.scope=e}t.exports=r;var

a=e("./WritableStream.js");e("inherits")(r,a),r.prototype.readable=!0;var

o=e("../").EVENTS;Object.keys(o).forEach(function(e){if(0===o[e])i.prototype["on"+e]=function(){this.scope.emit

(e)};else if(1===o[e])i.prototype["on"+e]=function(t){this.scope.emit(e,t)};else{if(2!==o[e])throw Error("wrong

number of

arguments!");i.prototype["on"+e]=function(t,n){this.scope.emit(e,t,n)}}})},{"../":36,"./WritableStream.js":35,inherit

s:38}],34:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return" "===e||"\n"===e||"\t"===e||"\f"===e||"\r"===e}function i(e,t){return

function(n){n===e&&(this._state=t)}}function a(e,t,n){var r=e.toLowerCase();return

e===r?function(e){e===r?this._state=t:(this._state=n,this._index--

)}:function(i){i===r||i===e?this._state=t:(this._state=n,this._index--)}}function o(e,t){var n=e.toLowerCase();return

function(r){r===n||r===e?this._state=t:(this._state=m,this._index--)}}function

s(e,t){this._state=f,this._buffer="",this._sectionStart=0,this._index=0,this._bufferOffset=0,this._baseState=f,this._sp

ecial=me,this._cbs=t,this._running=!0,this._ended=!1,this._xmlMode=!(!e||!e.xmlMode),this._decodeEntities=!(!e||!

e.decodeEntities)}t.exports=s;var

l=e("entities/lib/decode_codepoint.js"),u=e("entities/maps/entities.json"),c=e("entities/maps/legacy.json"),p=e("entit

ies/maps/xml.json"),h=0,f=h++,d=h++,m=h++,g=h++,y=h++,v=h++,b=h++,w=h++,_=h++,x=h++,A=h++,S=h++,j

=h++,E=h++,O=h++,k=h++,T=h++,C=h++,I=h++,D=h++,L=h++,M=h++,R=h++,U=h++,P=h++,q=h++,B=h++,z=

h++,N=h++,$=h++,F=h++,V=h++,H=h++,Y=h++,J=h++,W=h++,Q=h++,G=h++,K=h++,X=h++,Z=h++,ee=h++,te

=h++,ne=h++,re=h++,ie=h++,ae=h++,oe=h++,se=h++,le=h++,ue=h++,ce=h++,pe=h++,he=h++,fe=h++,de=0,me=d

e++,ge=de++,ye=de++;s.prototype._stateText=function(e){"<"===e?(this._index>this._sectionStart&&this._cbs.ont

ext(this._getSection()),this._state=d,this._sectionStart=this._index):this._decodeEntities&&this._special===me&&"

&"===e&&(this._index>this._sectionStart&&this._cbs.ontext(this._getSection()),this._baseState=f,this._state=ue,th

is._sectionStart=this._index)},s.prototype._stateBeforeTagName=function(e){"/"===e?this._state=y:"<"===e?(this.

_cbs.ontext(this._getSection()),this._sectionStart=this._index):">"===e||this._special!==me||r(e)?this._state=f:"!"==

=e?(this._state=O,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):"?"===e?(this._state=T,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):(this._

state=this._xmlMode||"s"!==e&&"S"!==e?m:F,this._sectionStart=this._index)},s.prototype._stateInTagName=funct

ion(e){("/"===e||">"===e||r(e))&&(this._emitToken("onopentagname"),this._state=w,this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateBeforeCloseingTagName=function(e){r(e)||(">"===e?this._state=f:this._special!==me?"s"===e

||"S"===e?this._state=V:(this._state=f,this._index--

):(this._state=v,this._sectionStart=this._index))},s.prototype._stateInCloseingTagName=function(e){(">"===e||r(e))

&&(this._emitToken("onclosetag"),this._state=b,this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateAfterCloseingTagName=function(e){">"===e&&(this._state=f,this._sectionStart=this._index+1

)},s.prototype._stateBeforeAttributeName=function(e){">"===e?(this._cbs.onopentagend(),this._state=f,this._sectio

nStart=this._index+1):"/"===e?this._state=g:r(e)||(this._state=_,this._sectionStart=this._index)},s.prototype._stateIn

SelfClosingTag=function(e){">"===e?(this._cbs.onselfclosingtag(),this._state=f,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):r(

e)||(this._state=w,this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateInAttributeName=function(e){("="===e||"/"===e||">"===e||r(e))&&(this._cbs.onattribname(this
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._getSection()),this._sectionStart=-1,this._state=x,this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateAfterAttributeName=function(e){"="===e?this._state=A:"/"===e||">"===e?(this._cbs.onattribe

nd(),this._state=w,this._index--

):r(e)||(this._cbs.onattribend(),this._state=_,this._sectionStart=this._index)},s.prototype._stateBeforeAttributeValue=

function(e){'"'===e?(this._state=S,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):"'"===e?(this._state=j,this._sectionStart=this._i

ndex+1):r(e)||(this._state=E,this._sectionStart=this._index,this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateInAttributeValueDoubleQuotes=function(e){'"'===e?(this._emitToken("onattribdata"),this._cbs.

onattribend(),this._state=w):this._decodeEntities&&"&"===e&&(this._emitToken("onattribdata"),this._baseState=t

his._state,this._state=ue,this._sectionStart=this._index)},s.prototype._stateInAttributeValueSingleQuotes=function(e

){"'"===e?(this._emitToken("onattribdata"),this._cbs.onattribend(),this._state=w):this._decodeEntities&&"&"===e

&&(this._emitToken("onattribdata"),this._baseState=this._state,this._state=ue,this._sectionStart=this._index)},s.prot

otype._stateInAttributeValueNoQuotes=function(e){r(e)||">"===e?(this._emitToken("onattribdata"),this._cbs.onattri

bend(),this._state=w,this._index--

):this._decodeEntities&&"&"===e&&(this._emitToken("onattribdata"),this._baseState=this._state,this._state=ue,thi

s._sectionStart=this._index)},s.prototype._stateBeforeDeclaration=function(e){this._state="["===e?M:"-

"===e?C:k},s.prototype._stateInDeclaration=function(e){

">"===e&&(this._cbs.ondeclaration(this._getSection()),this._state=f,this._sectionStart=this._index+1)},s.prototype.

_stateInProcessingInstruction=function(e){">"===e&&(this._cbs.onprocessinginstruction(this._getSection()),this._s

tate=f,this._sectionStart=this._index+1)},s.prototype._stateBeforeComment=function(e){"-

"===e?(this._state=I,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):this._state=k},s.prototype._stateInComment=function(e){"-

"===e&&(this._state=D)},s.prototype._stateAfterComment1=function(e){"-

"===e?this._state=L:this._state=I},s.prototype._stateAfterComment2=function(e){">"===e?(this._cbs.oncomment(t

his._buffer.substring(this._sectionStart,this._index-2)),this._state=f,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):"-

"!==e&&(this._state=I)},s.prototype._stateBeforeCdata1=a("C",R,k),s.prototype._stateBeforeCdata2=a("D",U,k),s.

prototype._stateBeforeCdata3=a("A",P,k),s.prototype._stateBeforeCdata4=a("T",q,k),s.prototype._stateBeforeCdata

5=a("A",B,k),s.prototype._stateBeforeCdata6=function(e){"["===e?(this._state=z,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):

(this._state=k,this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateInCdata=function(e){"]"===e&&(this._state=N)},s.prototype._stateAfterCdata1=i("]",$),s.proto

type._stateAfterCdata2=function(e){">"===e?(this._cbs.oncdata(this._buffer.substring(this._sectionStart,this._index

-

2)),this._state=f,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):"]"!==e&&(this._state=z)},s.prototype._stateBeforeSpecial=funct

ion(e){"c"===e||"C"===e?this._state=H:"t"===e||"T"===e?this._state=te:(this._state=m,this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateBeforeSpecialEnd=function(e){this._special!==ge||"c"!==e&&"C"!==e?this._special!==ye||"t"!

==e&&"T"!==e?this._state=f:this._state=ae:this._state=G},s.prototype._stateBeforeScript1=o("R",Y),s.prototype._s

tateBeforeScript2=o("I",J),s.prototype._stateBeforeScript3=o("P",W),s.prototype._stateBeforeScript4=o("T",Q),s.pr

ototype._stateBeforeScript5=function(e){("/"===e||">"===e||r(e))&&(this._special=ge),this._state=m,this._index--

},s.prototype._stateAfterScript1=a("R",K,f),s.prototype._stateAfterScript2=a("I",X,f),s.prototype._stateAfterScript3

=a("P",Z,f),s.prototype._stateAfterScript4=a("T",ee,f),s.prototype._stateAfterScript5=function(e){">"===e||r(e)?(thi

s._special=me,this._state=v,this._sectionStart=this._index-6,this._index--

):this._state=f},s.prototype._stateBeforeStyle1=o("Y",ne),s.prototype._stateBeforeStyle2=o("L",re),s.prototype._stat

eBeforeStyle3=o("E",ie),s.prototype._stateBeforeStyle4=function(e){("/"===e||">"===e||r(e))&&(this._special=ye),

this._state=m,this._index--

},s.prototype._stateAfterStyle1=a("Y",oe,f),s.prototype._stateAfterStyle2=a("L",se,f),s.prototype._stateAfterStyle3=

a("E",le,f),s.prototype._stateAfterStyle4=function(e){">"===e||r(e)?(this._special=me,this._state=v,this._sectionStar

t=this._index-5,this._index--

):this._state=f},s.prototype._stateBeforeEntity=a("#",ce,pe),s.prototype._stateBeforeNumericEntity=a("X",fe,he),s.p

rototype._parseNamedEntityStrict=function(){if(this._sectionStart+1<this._index){var

e=this._buffer.substring(this._sectionStart+1,this._index),t=this._xmlMode?p:u;t.hasOwnProperty(e)&&(this._emit
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Partial(t[e]),this._sectionStart=this._index+1)}},s.prototype._parseLegacyEntity=function(){var

e=this._sectionStart+1,t=this._index-e;for(t>6&&(t=6);t>=2;){var

n=this._buffer.substr(e,t);if(c.hasOwnProperty(n))return this._emitPartial(c[n]),void(this._sectionStart+=t+1);t--

}},s.prototype._stateInNamedEntity=function(e){";"===e?(this._parseNamedEntityStrict(),this._sectionStart+1<this

._index&&!this._xmlMode&&this._parseLegacyEntity(),this._state=this._baseState):(e<"a"||e>"z")&&(e<"A"||e>"Z

")&&(e<"0"||e>"9")&&(this._xmlMode||this._sectionStart+1===this._index||(this._baseState!==f?"="!==e&&this._

parseNamedEntityStrict():this._parseLegacyEntity()),this._state=this._baseState,this._index--

)},s.prototype._decodeNumericEntity=function(e,t){var n=this._sectionStart+e;if(n!==this._index){var

r=this._buffer.substring(n,this._index),i=parseInt(r,t);this._emitPartial(l(i)),this._sectionStart=this._index}else

this._sectionStart--

;this._state=this._baseState},s.prototype._stateInNumericEntity=function(e){";"===e?(this._decodeNumericEntity(2

,10),this._sectionStart++):(e<"0"||e>"9")&&(this._xmlMode?this._state=this._baseState:this._decodeNumericEntity(

2,10),this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateInHexEntity=function(e){";"===e?(this._decodeNumericEntity(3,16),this._sectionStart++):(e<"

a"||e>"f")&&(e<"A"||e>"F")&&(e<"0"||e>"9")&&(this._xmlMode?this._state=this._baseState:this._decodeNumeric

Entity(3,16),this._index--

)},s.prototype._cleanup=function(){this._sectionStart<0?(this._buffer="",this._index=0,this._bufferOffset+=this._in

dex):this._running&&(this._state===f?(this._sectionStart!==this._index&&this._cbs.ontext(this._buffer.substr(this.

_sectionStart)),this._buffer="",this._bufferOffset+=this._index,this._index=0):this._sectionStart===this._index?(this

._buffer="",this._bufferOffset+=this._index,this._index=0):(this._buffer=this._buffer.substr(this._sectionStart),this._

index-

=this._sectionStart,this._bufferOffset+=this._sectionStart),this._sectionStart=0)},s.prototype.write=function(e){this.

_ended&&this._cbs.onerror(Error(".write() after

done!")),this._buffer+=e,this._parse()},s.prototype._parse=function(){for(;this._index<this._buffer.length&&this._r

unning;){var

e=this._buffer.charAt(this._index);this._state===f?this._stateText(e):this._state===d?this._stateBeforeTagName(e):t

his._state===m?this._stateInTagName(e):this._state===y?this._stateBeforeCloseingTagName(e):this._state===v?th

is._stateInCloseingTagName(e):this._state===b?this._stateAfterCloseingTagName(e):this._state===g?this._stateInS

elfClosingTag(e):this._state===w?this._stateBeforeAttributeName(e):this._state===_?this._stateInAttributeName(e)

:this._state===x?this._stateAfterAttributeName(e):this._state===A?this._stateBeforeAttributeValue(e):this._state==

=S?this._stateInAttributeValueDoubleQuotes(e):this._state===j?this._stateInAttributeValueSingleQuotes(e):this._st

ate===E?this._stateInAttributeValueNoQuotes(e):this._state===O?this._stateBeforeDeclaration(e):this._state===k?

this._stateInDeclaration(e):this._state===T?this._stateInProcessingInstruction(e):this._state===C?this._stateBefore

Comment(e):this._state===I?this._stateInComment(e):this._state===D?this._stateAfterComment1(e):this._state===

L?this._stateAfterComment2(e):this._state===M?this._stateBeforeCdata1(e):this._state===R?this._stateBeforeCdat

a2(e):this._state===U?this._stateBeforeCdata3(e):this._state===P?this._stateBeforeCdata4(e):this._state===q?this._

stateBeforeCdata5(e):this._state===B?this._stateBeforeCdata6(e):this._state===z?this._stateInCdata(e):this._state=

==N?this._stateAfterCdata1(e):this._state===$?this._stateAfterCdata2(e):this._state===F?this._stateBeforeSpecial(

e):this._state===V?this._stateBeforeSpecialEnd(e):this._state===H?this._stateBeforeScript1(e):this._state===Y?thi

s._stateBeforeScript2(e):this._state===J?this._stateBeforeScript3(e):this._state===W?this._stateBeforeScript4(e):thi

s._state===Q?this._stateBeforeScript5(e):this._state===G?this._stateAfterScript1(e):this._state===K?this._stateAft

erScript2(e):this._state===X?this._stateAfterScript3(e):this._state===Z?this._stateAfterScript4(e):this._state===ee?

this._stateAfterScript5(e):this._state===te?this._stateBeforeStyle1(e):this._state===ne?this._stateBeforeStyle2(e):th

is._state===re?this._stateBeforeStyle3(e):this._state===ie?this._stateBeforeStyle4(e):this._state===ae?this._stateAf

terStyle1(e):this._state===oe?this._stateAfterStyle2(e):this._state===se?this._stateAfterStyle3(e):this._state===le?t

his._stateAfterStyle4(e):this._state===ue?this._stateBeforeEntity(e):this._state===ce?this._stateBeforeNumericEntit

y(e):this._state===pe?this._stateInNamedEntity(e):this._state===he?this._stateInNumericEntity(e):this._state===fe

?this._stateInHexEntity(e):this._cbs.onerror(Error("unknown
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_state"),this._state),this._index++}this._cleanup()},s.prototype.pause=function(){this._running=!1},s.prototype.resu

me=function(){this._running=!0,this._index<this._buffer.length&&this._parse(),this._ended&&this._finish()},s.prot

otype.end=function(e){this._ended&&this._cbs.onerror(Error(".end() after

done!")),e&&this.write(e),this._ended=!0,this._running&&this._finish()},s.prototype._finish=function(){this._sectio

nStart<this._index&&this._handleTrailingData(),this._cbs.onend()},s.prototype._handleTrailingData=function(){var

e=this._buffer.substr(this._sectionStart);this._state===z||this._state===N||this._state===$?this._cbs.oncdata(e):this._

state===I||this._state===D||this._state===L?this._cbs.oncomment(e):this._state!==pe||this._xmlMode?this._state!==

he||this._xmlMode?this._state!==fe||this._xmlMode?this._state!==m&&this._state!==w&&this._state!==A&&this._

state!==x&&this._state!==_&&this._state!==j&&this._state!==S&&this._state!==E&&this._state!==v&&this._cbs.

ontext(e):(this._decodeNumericEntity(3,16),this._sectionStart<this._index&&(this._state=this._baseState,this._hand

leTrailingData())):(this._decodeNumericEntity(2,10),this._sectionStart<this._index&&(this._state=this._baseState,th

is._handleTrailingData())):(this._parseLegacyEntity(),this._sectionStart<this._index&&(this._state=this._baseState,t

his._handleTrailingData()))},s.prototype.reset=function(){s.call(this,{xmlMode:this._xmlMode,decodeEntities:this.

_decodeEntities},this._cbs)},s.prototype.getAbsoluteIndex=function(){return

this._bufferOffset+this._index},s.prototype._getSection=function(){return

this._buffer.substring(this._sectionStart,this._index)},s.prototype._emitToken=function(e){this._cbs[e](this._getSect

ion()),this._sectionStart=-

1},s.prototype._emitPartial=function(e){this._baseState!==f?this._cbs.onattribdata(e):this._cbs.ontext(e)}},{"entitie

s/lib/decode_codepoint.js":22,"entities/maps/entities.json":25,"entities/maps/legacy.json":26,"entities/maps/xml.json

":27}],35:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){var n=this._parser=new i(e,t),r=this._decoder=new

o;a.call(this,{decodeStrings:!1}),this.once("finish",function(){n.end(r.end())})}t.exports=r;var

i=e("./Parser.js"),a=e("stream").Writable||e("readable-

stream").Writable,o=e("string_decoder").StringDecoder,s=e("buffer").Buffer;e("inherits")(r,a),a.prototype._write=fu

nction(e,t,n){e instanceof

s&&(e=this._decoder.write(e)),this._parser.write(e),n()}},{"./Parser.js":31,buffer:5,inherits:38,"readable-

stream":3,stream:55,string_decoder:56}],36:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,n){return delete

t.exports[e],t.exports[e]=n,n}var

i=e("./Parser.js"),a=e("domhandler");t.exports={Parser:i,Tokenizer:e("./Tokenizer.js"),ElementType:e("domelement

type"),DomHandler:a,get FeedHandler(){return r("FeedHandler",e("./FeedHandler.js"))},get Stream(){return

r("Stream",e("./Stream.js"))},get WritableStream(){return r("WritableStream",e("./WritableStream.js"))},get

ProxyHandler(){return r("ProxyHandler",e("./ProxyHandler.js"))},get DomUtils(){return

r("DomUtils",e("domutils"))},get CollectingHandler(){return

r("CollectingHandler",e("./CollectingHandler.js"))},DefaultHandler:a,get RssHandler(){return

r("RssHandler",this.FeedHandler)},parseDOM:function(e,t){var n=new a(t);return new

i(n,t).end(e),n.dom},parseFeed:function(e,n){var r=new t.exports.FeedHandler(n);return new

i(r,n).end(e),r.dom},createDomStream:function(e,t,n){var r=new a(e,t,n);return new

i(r,t)},EVENTS:{attribute:2,cdatastart:0,cdataend:0,text:1,processinginstruction:2,comment:1,commentend:0,closeta

g:1,opentag:2,opentagname:1,error:1,end:0}}},{"./CollectingHandler.js":29,"./FeedHandler.js":30,"./Parser.js":31,"./

ProxyHandler.js":32,"./Stream.js":33,"./Tokenizer.js":34,"./WritableStream.js":35,domelementtype:9,domhandler:10

,domutils:13}],37:[function(e,t,n){n.read=function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o,s=8*i-r-1,l=(1<<s)-1,u=l>>1,c=-7,p=n?i-

1:0,h=n?-1:1,f=e[t+p];for(p+=h,a=f&(1<<-c)-1,f>>=-c,c+=s;c>0;a=256*a+e[t+p],p+=h,c-=8);for(o=a&(1<<-c)-

1,a>>=-c,c+=r;c>0;o=256*o+e[t+p],p+=h,c-=8);if(0===a)a=1-u;else{if(a===l)return o?NaN:(f?-

1:1)*(1/0);o+=Math.pow(2,r),a-=u}return(f?-1:1)*o*Math.pow(2,a-r)},n.write=function(e,t,n,r,i,a){var o,s,l,u=8*a-

i-1,c=(1<<u)-1,p=c>>1,h=23===i?Math.pow(2,-24)-Math.pow(2,-77):0,f=r?0:a-1,d=r?1:-

1,m=t<0||0===t&&1/t<0?1:0;for(t=Math.abs(t),isNaN(t)||t===1/0?(s=isNaN(t)?1:0,o=c):(o=Math.floor(Math.log(t)/

Math.LN2),t*(l=Math.pow(2,-o))<1&&(o--,l*=2),t+=o+p>=1?h/l:h*Math.pow(2,1-

p),t*l>=2&&(o++,l/=2),o+p>=c?(s=0,o=c):o+p>=1?(s=(t*l-1)*Math.pow(2,i),o+=p):(s=t*Math.pow(2,p-

1)*Math.pow(2,i),o=0));i>=8;e[n+f]=255&s,f+=d,s/=256,i-
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=8);for(o=o<<i|s,u+=i;u>0;e[n+f]=255&o,f+=d,o/=256,u-=8);e[n+f-

d]|=128*m}},{}],38:[function(e,t,n){"function"==typeof

Object.create?t.exports=function(e,t){e.super_=t,e.prototype=Object.create(t.prototype,{constructor:{value:e,enume

rable:!1,writable:!0,configurable:!0}})}:t.exports=function(e,t){e.super_=t;var

n=function(){};n.prototype=t.prototype,e.prototype=new

n,e.prototype.constructor=e}},{}],39:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return!!e.constructor&&"function"==typeof

e.constructor.isBuffer&&e.constructor.isBuffer(e)}function i(e){return"function"==typeof

e.readFloatLE&&"function"==typeof e.slice&&r(e.slice(0,0))}t.exports=function(e){return

null!=e&&(r(e)||i(e)||!!e._isBuffer)}},{}],40:[function(e,t,n){var

r={}.toString;t.exports=Array.isArray||function(e){return"[object

Array]"==r.call(e)}},{}],41:[function(e,t,n){(function(e){"use strict";function n(t,n,r,i){if("function"!=typeof

t)throw new TypeError('"callback" argument must be a function');var a,o,s=arguments.length;switch(s){case 0:case

1:return e.nextTick(t);case 2:return e.nextTick(function(){t.call(null,n)});case 3:return

e.nextTick(function(){t.call(null,n,r)});case 4:return e.nextTick(function(){t.call(null,n,r,i)});default:for(a=new

Array(s-1),o=0;o<a.length;)a[o++]=arguments[o];return

e.nextTick(function(){t.apply(null,a)})}}!e.version||0===e.version.indexOf("v0.")||0===e.version.indexOf("v1.")&

&0!==e.version.indexOf("v1.8.")?t.exports=n:t.exports=e.nextTick}).call(this,e("_process"))},{_process:42}],42:[fu

nction(e,t,n){function r(){throw new Error("setTimeout has not been defined")}function i(){throw new

Error("clearTimeout has not been defined")}function a(e){if(p===setTimeout)return

setTimeout(e,0);if((p===r||!p)&&setTimeout)return p=setTimeout,setTimeout(e,0);try{return

p(e,0)}catch(t){try{return p.call(null,e,0)}catch(t){return p.call(this,e,0)}}}function

o(e){if(h===clearTimeout)return clearTimeout(e);if((h===i||!h)&&clearTimeout)return

h=clearTimeout,clearTimeout(e);try{return h(e)}catch(t){try{return h.call(null,e)}catch(t){return

h.call(this,e)}}}function s(){g&&d&&(g=!1,d.length?m=d.concat(m):y=-1,m.length&&l())}function l(){if(!g){var

e=a(s);g=!0;for(var t=m.length;t;){for(d=m,m=[];++y<t;)d&&d[y].run();y=-

1,t=m.length}d=null,g=!1,o(e)}}function u(e,t){this.fun=e,this.array=t}function c(){}var

p,h,f=t.exports={};!function(){try{p="function"==typeof

setTimeout?setTimeout:r}catch(e){p=r}try{h="function"==typeof

clearTimeout?clearTimeout:i}catch(e){h=i}}();var d,m=[],g=!1,y=-1;f.nextTick=function(e){var t=new

Array(arguments.length-1);if(arguments.length>1)for(var n=1;n<arguments.length;n++)t[n-

1]=arguments[n];m.push(new

u(e,t)),1!==m.length||g||a(l)},u.prototype.run=function(){this.fun.apply(null,this.array)},f.title="browser",f.browser=

!0,f.env={},f.argv=[],f.version="",f.versions={},f.on=c,f.addListener=c,f.once=c,f.off=c,f.removeListener=c,f.remo

veAllListeners=c,f.emit=c,f.binding=function(e){throw new Error("process.binding is not

supported")},f.cwd=function(){return"/"},f.chdir=function(e){throw new Error("process.chdir is not

supported")},f.umask=function(){return

0}},{}],43:[function(e,t,n){t.exports=e("./lib/_stream_duplex.js")},{"./lib/_stream_duplex.js":44}],44:[function(e,t,n

){"use strict";function r(e){return this instanceof

r?(u.call(this,e),c.call(this,e),e&&e.readable===!1&&(this.readable=!1),e&&e.writable===!1&&(this.writable=!1),t

his.allowHalfOpen=!0,e&&e.allowHalfOpen===!1&&(this.allowHalfOpen=!1),void this.once("end",i)):new

r(e)}function i(){this.allowHalfOpen||this._writableState.ended||s(a,this)}function a(e){e.end()}var

o=Object.keys||function(e){var t=[];for(var n in e)t.push(n);return t};t.exports=r;var s=e("process-nextick-

args"),l=e("core-util-is");l.inherits=e("inherits");var

u=e("./_stream_readable"),c=e("./_stream_writable");l.inherits(r,u);for(var

p=o(c.prototype),h=0;h<p.length;h++){var

f=p[h];r.prototype[f]||(r.prototype[f]=c.prototype[f])}},{"./_stream_readable":46,"./_stream_writable":48,"core-util-

is":6,inherits:38,"process-nextick-args":41}],45:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){return this instanceof

r?void i.call(this,e):new r(e)}t.exports=r;var i=e("./_stream_transform"),a=e("core-util-
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is");a.inherits=e("inherits"),a.inherits(r,i),r.prototype._transform=function(e,t,n){n(null,e)}},{"./_stream_transform":

47,"core-util-is":6,inherits:38}],46:[function(e,t,n){(function(n){"use strict";function

r(e,t,n){return"function"==typeof

e.prependListener?e.prependListener(t,n):void(e._events&&e._events[t]?C(e._events[t])?e._events[t].unshift(n):e._e

vents[t]=[n,e._events[t]]:e.on(t,n))}function

i(t,n){z=z||e("./_stream_duplex"),t=t||{},this.objectMode=!!t.objectMode,n instanceof

z&&(this.objectMode=this.objectMode||!!t.readableObjectMode);var

r=t.highWaterMark,i=this.objectMode?16:16384;this.highWaterMark=r||0===r?r:i,this.highWaterMark=~~this.high

WaterMark,this.buffer=new

B,this.length=0,this.pipes=null,this.pipesCount=0,this.flowing=null,this.ended=!1,this.endEmitted=!1,this.reading=!

1,this.sync=!0,this.needReadable=!1,this.emittedReadable=!1,this.readableListening=!1,this.resumeScheduled=!1,th

is.defaultEncoding=t.defaultEncoding||"utf8",this.ranOut=!1,this.awaitDrain=0,this.readingMore=!1,this.decoder=n

ull,this.encoding=null,t.encoding&&(q||(q=e("string_decoder/").StringDecoder),this.decoder=new

q(t.encoding),this.encoding=t.encoding)}function a(t){return z=z||e("./_stream_duplex"),this instanceof

a?(this._readableState=new i(t,this),this.readable=!0,t&&"function"==typeof t.read&&(this._read=t.read),void

I.call(this)):new a(t)}function o(e,t,n,r,i){var a=c(t,n);if(a)e.emit("error",a);else if(null===n)t.reading=!1,p(e,t);else

if(t.objectMode||n&&n.length>0)if(t.ended&&!i){var o=new Error("stream.push() after

EOF");e.emit("error",o)}else if(t.endEmitted&&i){var l=new Error("stream.unshift() after end

event");e.emit("error",l)}else{var

u;!t.decoder||i||r||(n=t.decoder.write(n),u=!t.objectMode&&0===n.length),i||(t.reading=!1),u||(t.flowing&&0===t.len

gth&&!t.sync?(e.emit("data",n),e.read(0)):(t.length+=t.objectMode?1:n.length,i?t.buffer.unshift(n):t.buffer.push(n),t

.needReadable&&h(e))),d(e,t)}else i||(t.reading=!1);return s(t)}function

s(e){return!e.ended&&(e.needReadable||e.length<e.highWaterMark||0===e.length)}function l(e){return

e>=N?e=N:(e--,e|=e>>>1,e|=e>>>2,e|=e>>>4,e|=e>>>8,e|=e>>>16,e++),e}function u(e,t){return

e<=0||0===t.length&&t.ended?0:t.objectMode?1:e!==e?t.flowing&&t.length?t.buffer.head.data.length:t.length:(e>t.

highWaterMark&&(t.highWaterMark=l(e)),e<=t.length?e:t.ended?t.length:(t.needReadable=!0,0))}function

c(e,t){var n=null;return L.isBuffer(t)||"string"==typeof t||null===t||void 0===t||e.objectMode||(n=new

TypeError("Invalid non-string/buffer chunk")),n}function p(e,t){if(!t.ended){if(t.decoder){var

n=t.decoder.end();n&&n.length&&(t.buffer.push(n),t.length+=t.objectMode?1:n.length)}t.ended=!0,h(e)}}function

h(e){var

t=e._readableState;t.needReadable=!1,t.emittedReadable||(P("emitReadable",t.flowing),t.emittedReadable=!0,t.sync

?T(f,e):f(e))}function f(e){P("emit readable"),e.emit("readable"),w(e)}function

d(e,t){t.readingMore||(t.readingMore=!0,T(m,e,t))}function m(e,t){for(var

n=t.length;!t.reading&&!t.flowing&&!t.ended&&t.length<t.highWaterMark&&(P("maybeReadMore read

0"),e.read(0),n!==t.length);)n=t.length;t.readingMore=!1}function g(e){return function(){var

t=e._readableState;P("pipeOnDrain",t.awaitDrain),t.awaitDrain&&t.awaitDrain--

,0===t.awaitDrain&&D(e,"data")&&(t.flowing=!0,w(e))}}function y(e){P("readable nexttick read

0"),e.read(0)}function v(e,t){t.resumeScheduled||(t.resumeScheduled=!0,T(b,e,t))}function

b(e,t){t.reading||(P("resume read

0"),e.read(0)),t.resumeScheduled=!1,t.awaitDrain=0,e.emit("resume"),w(e),t.flowing&&!t.reading&&e.read(0)}func

tion w(e){var t=e._readableState;for(P("flow",t.flowing);t.flowing&&null!==e.read(););}function

_(e,t){if(0===t.length)return null;var n;return

t.objectMode?n=t.buffer.shift():!e||e>=t.length?(n=t.decoder?t.buffer.join(""):1===t.buffer.length?t.buffer.head.data:

t.buffer.concat(t.length),t.buffer.clear()):n=x(e,t.buffer,t.decoder),n}function x(e,t,n){var r;return

e<t.head.data.length?(r=t.head.data.slice(0,e),t.head.data=t.head.data.slice(e)):r=e===t.head.data.length?t.shift():n?A

(e,t):S(e,t),r}function A(e,t){var n=t.head,r=1,i=n.data;for(e-=i.length;n=n.next;){var

a=n.data,o=e>a.length?a.length:e;if(i+=o===a.length?a:a.slice(0,e),e-

=o,0===e){o===a.length?(++r,n.next?t.head=n.next:t.head=t.tail=null):(t.head=n,n.data=a.slice(o));break}++r}retur
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n t.length-=r,i}function S(e,t){var n=M.allocUnsafe(e),r=t.head,i=1;for(r.data.copy(n),e-

=r.data.length;r=r.next;){var a=r.data,o=e>a.length?a.length:e;if(a.copy(n,n.length-e,0,o),e-

=o,0===e){o===a.length?(++i,r.next?t.head=r.next:t.head=t.tail=null):(t.head=r,r.data=a.slice(o));break}++i}return

t.length-=i,n}function j(e){var t=e._readableState;if(t.length>0)throw new Error('"endReadable()" called on non-

empty stream');t.endEmitted||(t.ended=!0,T(E,t,e))}function

E(e,t){e.endEmitted||0!==e.length||(e.endEmitted=!0,t.readable=!1,t.emit("end"))}function O(e,t){for(var

n=0,r=e.length;n<r;n++)t(e[n],n)}function k(e,t){for(var n=0,r=e.length;n<r;n++)if(e[n]===t)return n;return-

1}t.exports=a;var T=e("process-nextick-args"),C=e("isarray");a.ReadableState=i;var

I,D=(e("events").EventEmitter,function(e,t){return

e.listeners(t).length});!function(){try{I=e("stream")}catch(t){}finally{I||(I=e("events").EventEmitter)}}();var

L=e("buffer").Buffer,M=e("buffer-shims"),R=e("core-util-is");R.inherits=e("inherits");var U=e("util"),P=void

0;P=U&&U.debuglog?U.debuglog("stream"):function(){};var

q,B=e("./internal/streams/BufferList");R.inherits(a,I);var z,z;a.prototype.push=function(e,t){var

n=this._readableState;return n.objectMode||"string"!=typeof

e||(t=t||n.defaultEncoding,t!==n.encoding&&(e=M.from(e,t),t="")),o(this,n,e,t,!1)},a.prototype.unshift=function(e){

var t=this._readableState;return o(this,t,e,"",!0)},a.prototype.isPaused=function(){return

this._readableState.flowing===!1},a.prototype.setEncoding=function(t){return

q||(q=e("string_decoder/").StringDecoder),this._readableState.decoder=new

q(t),this._readableState.encoding=t,this};var

N=8388608;a.prototype.read=function(e){P("read",e),e=parseInt(e,10);var

t=this._readableState,n=e;if(0!==e&&(t.emittedReadable=!1),0===e&&t.needReadable&&(t.length>=t.highWater

Mark||t.ended))return P("read:

emitReadable",t.length,t.ended),0===t.length&&t.ended?j(this):h(this),null;if(e=u(e,t),0===e&&t.ended)return

0===t.length&&j(this),null;var r=t.needReadable;P("need readable",r),(0===t.length||t.length-

e<t.highWaterMark)&&(r=!0,P("length less than watermark",r)),t.ended||t.reading?(r=!1,P("reading or

ended",r)):r&&(P("do

read"),t.reading=!0,t.sync=!0,0===t.length&&(t.needReadable=!0),this._read(t.highWaterMark),t.sync=!1,t.reading|

|(e=u(n,t)));var i;return i=e>0?_(e,t):null,null===i?(t.needReadable=!0,e=0):t.length-

=e,0===t.length&&(t.ended||(t.needReadable=!0),n!==e&&t.ended&&j(this)),null!==i&&this.emit("data",i),i},a.pr

ototype._read=function(e){this.emit("error",new Error("not

implemented"))},a.prototype.pipe=function(e,t){function i(e){P("onunpipe"),e===h&&o()}function

a(){P("onend"),e.end()}function

o(){P("cleanup"),e.removeListener("close",u),e.removeListener("finish",c),e.removeListener("drain",y),e.removeLis

tener("error",l),e.removeListener("unpipe",i),h.removeListener("end",a),h.removeListener("end",o),h.removeListene

r("data",s),v=!0,!f.awaitDrain||e._writableState&&!e._writableState.needDrain||y()}function

s(t){P("ondata"),b=!1;var

n=e.write(t);!1!==n||b||((1===f.pipesCount&&f.pipes===e||f.pipesCount>1&&k(f.pipes,e)!==-1)&&!v&&(P("false

write response, pause",h._readableState.awaitDrain),h._readableState.awaitDrain++,b=!0),h.pause())}function

l(t){P("onerror",t),p(),e.removeListener("error",l),0===D(e,"error")&&e.emit("error",t)}function

u(){e.removeListener("finish",c),p()}function c(){P("onfinish"),e.removeListener("close",u),p()}function

p(){P("unpipe"),h.unpipe(e)}var h=this,f=this._readableState;switch(f.pipesCount){case 0:f.pipes=e;break;case

1:f.pipes=[f.pipes,e];break;default:f.pipes.push(e)}f.pipesCount+=1,P("pipe count=%d opts=%j",f.pipesCount,t);var

d=(!t||t.end!==!1)&&e!==n.stdout&&e!==n.stderr,m=d?a:o;f.endEmitted?T(m):h.once("end",m),e.on("unpipe",i);va

r y=g(h);e.on("drain",y);var v=!1,b=!1;return

h.on("data",s),r(e,"error",l),e.once("close",u),e.once("finish",c),e.emit("pipe",h),f.flowing||(P("pipe

resume"),h.resume()),e},a.prototype.unpipe=function(e){var t=this._readableState;if(0===t.pipesCount)return

this;if(1===t.pipesCount)return

e&&e!==t.pipes?this:(e||(e=t.pipes),t.pipes=null,t.pipesCount=0,t.flowing=!1,e&&e.emit("unpipe",this),this);if(!e){
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var n=t.pipes,r=t.pipesCount;t.pipes=null,t.pipesCount=0,t.flowing=!1;for(var

i=0;i<r;i++)n[i].emit("unpipe",this);return this}var a=k(t.pipes,e);return a===-

1?this:(t.pipes.splice(a,1),t.pipesCount-

=1,1===t.pipesCount&&(t.pipes=t.pipes[0]),e.emit("unpipe",this),this)},a.prototype.on=function(e,t){var

n=I.prototype.on.call(this,e,t);if("data"===e)this._readableState.flowing!==!1&&this.resume();else

if("readable"===e){var

r=this._readableState;r.endEmitted||r.readableListening||(r.readableListening=r.needReadable=!0,r.emittedReadable

=!1,r.reading?r.length&&h(this,r):T(y,this))}return

n},a.prototype.addListener=a.prototype.on,a.prototype.resume=function(){var e=this._readableState;return

e.flowing||(P("resume"),e.flowing=!0,v(this,e)),this},a.prototype.pause=function(){return P("call pause

flowing=%j",this._readableState.flowing),!1!==this._readableState.flowing&&(P("pause"),this._readableState.flowi

ng=!1,this.emit("pause")),this},a.prototype.wrap=function(e){var

t=this._readableState,n=!1,r=this;e.on("end",function(){if(P("wrapped end"),t.decoder&&!t.ended){var

e=t.decoder.end();e&&e.length&&r.push(e)}r.push(null)}),e.on("data",function(i){if(P("wrapped

data"),t.decoder&&(i=t.decoder.write(i)),(!t.objectMode||null!==i&&void

0!==i)&&(t.objectMode||i&&i.length)){var a=r.push(i);a||(n=!0,e.pause())}});for(var i in e)void

0===this[i]&&"function"==typeof e[i]&&(this[i]=function(t){return function(){return

e[t].apply(e,arguments)}}(i));var a=["error","close","destroy","pause","resume"];return

O(a,function(t){e.on(t,r.emit.bind(r,t))}),r._read=function(t){P("wrapped

_read",t),n&&(n=!1,e.resume())},r},a._fromList=_}).call(this,e("_process"))},{"./_stream_duplex":44,"./internal/str

eams/BufferList":49,_process:42,buffer:5,"buffer-shims":4,"core-util-is":6,events:28,inherits:38,isarray:40,"process-

nextick-args":41,"string_decoder/":56,util:3}],47:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function

r(e){this.afterTransform=function(t,n){return

i(e,t,n)},this.needTransform=!1,this.transforming=!1,this.writecb=null,this.writechunk=null,this.writeencoding=null

}function i(e,t,n){var r=e._transformState;r.transforming=!1;var i=r.writecb;if(!i)return e.emit("error",new Error("no

writecb in Transform class"));r.writechunk=null,r.writecb=null,null!==n&&void 0!==n&&e.push(n),i(t);var

a=e._readableState;a.reading=!1,(a.needReadable||a.length<a.highWaterMark)&&e._read(a.highWaterMark)}functi

on a(e){if(!(this instanceof a))return new a(e);s.call(this,e),this._transformState=new r(this);var

t=this;this._readableState.needReadable=!0,this._readableState.sync=!1,e&&("function"==typeof

e.transform&&(this._transform=e.transform),"function"==typeof

e.flush&&(this._flush=e.flush)),this.once("prefinish",function(){"function"==typeof

this._flush?this._flush(function(e){o(t,e)}):o(t)})}function o(e,t){if(t)return e.emit("error",t);var

n=e._writableState,r=e._transformState;if(n.length)throw new Error("Calling transform done when ws.length !=

0");if(r.transforming)throw new Error("Calling transform done when still transforming");return

e.push(null)}t.exports=a;var s=e("./_stream_duplex"),l=e("core-util-

is");l.inherits=e("inherits"),l.inherits(a,s),a.prototype.push=function(e,t){return

this._transformState.needTransform=!1,s.prototype.push.call(this,e,t)},a.prototype._transform=function(e,t,n){throw

new Error("Not implemented")},a.prototype._write=function(e,t,n){var

r=this._transformState;if(r.writecb=n,r.writechunk=e,r.writeencoding=t,!r.transforming){var

i=this._readableState;(r.needTransform||i.needReadable||i.length<i.highWaterMark)&&this._read(i.highWaterMark)

}},a.prototype._read=function(e){var

t=this._transformState;null!==t.writechunk&&t.writecb&&!t.transforming?(t.transforming=!0,this._transform(t.writ

echunk,t.writeencoding,t.afterTransform)):t.needTransform=!0}},{"./_stream_duplex":44,"core-util-

is":6,inherits:38}],48:[function(e,t,n){(function(n){"use strict";function r(){}function

i(e,t,n){this.chunk=e,this.encoding=t,this.callback=n,this.next=null}function

a(t,n){C=C||e("./_stream_duplex"),t=t||{},this.objectMode=!!t.objectMode,n instanceof

C&&(this.objectMode=this.objectMode||!!t.writableObjectMode);var

r=t.highWaterMark,i=this.objectMode?16:16384;this.highWaterMark=r||0===r?r:i,this.highWaterMark=~~this.high
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WaterMark,this.needDrain=!1,this.ending=!1,this.ended=!1,this.finished=!1;var

a=t.decodeStrings===!1;this.decodeStrings=!a,this.defaultEncoding=t.defaultEncoding||"utf8",this.length=0,this.wri

ting=!1,this.corked=0,this.sync=!0,this.bufferProcessing=!1,this.onwrite=function(e){d(n,e)},this.writecb=null,this.

writelen=0,this.bufferedRequest=null,this.lastBufferedRequest=null,this.pendingcb=0,this.prefinished=!1,this.errorE

mitted=!1,this.bufferedRequestCount=0,this.corkedRequestsFree=new x(this)}function o(t){return

C=C||e("./_stream_duplex"),this instanceof o||this instanceof C?(this._writableState=new

a(t,this),this.writable=!0,t&&("function"==typeof t.write&&(this._write=t.write),"function"==typeof

t.writev&&(this._writev=t.writev)),void E.call(this)):new o(t)}function s(e,t){var n=new Error("write after

end");e.emit("error",n),A(t,n)}function l(e,t,n,r){var i=!0,a=!1;return null===n?a=new TypeError("May not write

null values to stream"):k.isBuffer(n)||"string"==typeof n||void 0===n||t.objectMode||(a=new TypeError("Invalid non-

string/buffer chunk")),a&&(e.emit("error",a),A(r,a),i=!1),i}function u(e,t,n){return

e.objectMode||e.decodeStrings===!1||"string"!=typeof t||(t=T.from(t,n)),t}function

c(e,t,n,r,a){n=u(t,n,r),k.isBuffer(n)&&(r="buffer");var o=t.objectMode?1:n.length;t.length+=o;var

s=t.length<t.highWaterMark;if(s||(t.needDrain=!0),t.writing||t.corked){var

l=t.lastBufferedRequest;t.lastBufferedRequest=new

i(n,r,a),l?l.next=t.lastBufferedRequest:t.bufferedRequest=t.lastBufferedRequest,t.bufferedRequestCount+=1}else

p(e,t,!1,o,n,r,a);return s}function

p(e,t,n,r,i,a,o){t.writelen=r,t.writecb=o,t.writing=!0,t.sync=!0,n?e._writev(i,t.onwrite):e._write(i,a,t.onwrite),t.sync=!

1}function h(e,t,n,r,i){--t.pendingcb,n?A(i,r):i(r),e._writableState.errorEmitted=!0,e.emit("error",r)}function

f(e){e.writing=!1,e.writecb=null,e.length-=e.writelen,e.writelen=0}function d(e,t){var

n=e._writableState,r=n.sync,i=n.writecb;if(f(n),t)h(e,n,r,t,i);else{var

a=v(n);a||n.corked||n.bufferProcessing||!n.bufferedRequest||y(e,n),r?S(m,e,n,a,i):m(e,n,a,i)}}function

m(e,t,n,r){n||g(e,t),t.pendingcb--,r(),w(e,t)}function

g(e,t){0===t.length&&t.needDrain&&(t.needDrain=!1,e.emit("drain"))}function y(e,t){t.bufferProcessing=!0;var

n=t.bufferedRequest;if(e._writev&&n&&n.next){var r=t.bufferedRequestCount,i=new

Array(r),a=t.corkedRequestsFree;a.entry=n;for(var

o=0;n;)i[o]=n,n=n.next,o+=1;p(e,t,!0,t.length,i,"",a.finish),t.pendingcb++,t.lastBufferedRequest=null,a.next?(t.corke

dRequestsFree=a.next,a.next=null):t.corkedRequestsFree=new x(t)}else{for(;n;){var

s=n.chunk,l=n.encoding,u=n.callback,c=t.objectMode?1:s.length;if(p(e,t,!1,c,s,l,u),n=n.next,t.writing)break;

}null===n&&(t.lastBufferedRequest=null)}t.bufferedRequestCount=0,t.bufferedRequest=n,t.bufferProcessing=!1}f

unction v(e){return e.ending&&0===e.length&&null===e.bufferedRequest&&!e.finished&&!e.writing}function

b(e,t){t.prefinished||(t.prefinished=!0,e.emit("prefinish"))}function w(e,t){var n=v(t);return

n&&(0===t.pendingcb?(b(e,t),t.finished=!0,e.emit("finish")):b(e,t)),n}function

_(e,t,n){t.ending=!0,w(e,t),n&&(t.finished?A(n):e.once("finish",n)),t.ended=!0,e.writable=!1}function x(e){var

t=this;this.next=null,this.entry=null,this.finish=function(n){var r=t.entry;for(t.entry=null;r;){var

i=r.callback;e.pendingcb--

,i(n),r=r.next}e.corkedRequestsFree?e.corkedRequestsFree.next=t:e.corkedRequestsFree=t}}t.exports=o;var

A=e("process-nextick-args"),S=!n.browser&&["v0.10","v0.9."].indexOf(n.version.slice(0,5))>-

1?setImmediate:A;o.WritableState=a;var j=e("core-util-is");j.inherits=e("inherits");var E,O={deprecate:e("util-

deprecate")};!function(){try{E=e("stream")}catch(t){}finally{E||(E=e("events").EventEmitter)}}();var

k=e("buffer").Buffer,T=e("buffer-shims");j.inherits(o,E);var C;a.prototype.getBuffer=function(){for(var

e=this.bufferedRequest,t=[];e;)t.push(e),e=e.next;return

t},function(){try{Object.defineProperty(a.prototype,"buffer",{get:O.deprecate(function(){return

this.getBuffer()},"_writableState.buffer is deprecated. Use _writableState.getBuffer instead.")})}catch(e){}}();var

C;o.prototype.pipe=function(){this.emit("error",new Error("Cannot pipe, not

readable"))},o.prototype.write=function(e,t,n){var i=this._writableState,a=!1;return"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),k.isBuffer(e)?t="buffer":t||(t=i.defaultEncoding),"function"!=typeof

n&&(n=r),i.ended?s(this,n):l(this,i,e,n)&&(i.pendingcb++,a=c(this,i,e,t,n)),a},o.prototype.cork=function(){var
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e=this._writableState;e.corked++},o.prototype.uncork=function(){var e=this._writableState;e.corked&&(e.corked--

,e.writing||e.corked||e.finished||e.bufferProcessing||!e.bufferedRequest||y(this,e))},o.prototype.setDefaultEncoding=f

unction(e){if("string"==typeof e&&(e=e.toLowerCase()),!(["hex","utf8","utf-

8","ascii","binary","base64","ucs2","ucs-2","utf16le","utf-16le","raw"].indexOf((e+"").toLowerCase())>-1))throw

new TypeError("Unknown encoding: "+e);return

this._writableState.defaultEncoding=e,this},o.prototype._write=function(e,t,n){n(new Error("not

implemented"))},o.prototype._writev=null,o.prototype.end=function(e,t,n){var

r=this._writableState;"function"==typeof e?(n=e,e=null,t=null):"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),null!==e&&void

0!==e&&this.write(e,t),r.corked&&(r.corked=1,this.uncork()),r.ending||r.finished||_(this,r,n)}}).call(this,e("_process

"))},{"./_stream_duplex":44,_process:42,buffer:5,"buffer-shims":4,"core-util-is":6,events:28,inherits:38,"process-

nextick-args":41,"util-deprecate":57}],49:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function

r(){this.head=null,this.tail=null,this.length=0}var i=(e("buffer").Buffer,e("buffer-

shims"));t.exports=r,r.prototype.push=function(e){var

t={data:e,next:null};this.length>0?this.tail.next=t:this.head=t,this.tail=t,++this.length},r.prototype.unshift=function(

e){var

t={data:e,next:this.head};0===this.length&&(this.tail=t),this.head=t,++this.length},r.prototype.shift=function(){if(0

!==this.length){var e=this.head.data;return 1===this.length?this.head=this.tail=null:this.head=this.head.next,--

this.length,e}},r.prototype.clear=function(){this.head=this.tail=null,this.length=0},r.prototype.join=function(e){if(0

===this.length)return"";for(var t=this.head,n=""+t.data;t=t.next;)n+=e+t.data;return

n},r.prototype.concat=function(e){if(0===this.length)return i.alloc(0);if(1===this.length)return

this.head.data;for(var t=i.allocUnsafe(e>>>0),n=this.head,r=0;n;)n.data.copy(t,r),r+=n.data.length,n=n.next;return

t}},{buffer:5,"buffer-

shims":4}],50:[function(e,t,n){t.exports=e("./lib/_stream_passthrough.js")},{"./lib/_stream_passthrough.js":45}],51:

[function(e,t,n){(function(r){var i=function(){try{return

e("stream")}catch(t){}}();n=t.exports=e("./lib/_stream_readable.js"),n.Stream=i||n,n.Readable=n,n.Writable=e("./lib

/_stream_writable.js"),n.Duplex=e("./lib/_stream_duplex.js"),n.Transform=e("./lib/_stream_transform.js"),n.PassThr

ough=e("./lib/_stream_passthrough.js"),!r.browser&&"disable"===r.env.READABLE_STREAM&&i&&(t.exports

=i)}).call(this,e("_process"))},{"./lib/_stream_duplex.js":44,"./lib/_stream_passthrough.js":45,"./lib/_stream_readabl

e.js":46,"./lib/_stream_transform.js":47,"./lib/_stream_writable.js":48,_process:42}],52:[function(e,t,n){t.exports=e(

"./lib/_stream_transform.js")},{"./lib/_stream_transform.js":47}],53:[function(e,t,n){t.exports=e("./lib/_stream_writa

ble.js")},{"./lib/_stream_writable.js":48}],54:[function(e,t,n){t.exports=function(e){return e.replace(/[-

\\^$*+?.()|[\]{}]/g,"\\$&")}},{}],55:[function(e,t,n){function r(){i.call(this)}t.exports=r;var

i=e("events").EventEmitter,a=e("inherits");a(r,i),r.Readable=e("readable-

stream/readable.js"),r.Writable=e("readable-stream/writable.js"),r.Duplex=e("readable-

stream/duplex.js"),r.Transform=e("readable-stream/transform.js"),r.PassThrough=e("readable-

stream/passthrough.js"),r.Stream=r,r.prototype.pipe=function(e,t){function

n(t){e.writable&&!1===e.write(t)&&u.pause&&u.pause()}function

r(){u.readable&&u.resume&&u.resume()}function a(){c||(c=!0,e.end())}function o(){c||(c=!0,"function"==typeof

e.destroy&&e.destroy())}function s(e){if(l(),0===i.listenerCount(this,"error"))throw e}function

l(){u.removeListener("data",n),e.removeListener("drain",r),u.removeListener("end",a),u.removeListener("close",o),

u.removeListener("error",s),e.removeListener("error",s),u.removeListener("end",l),u.removeListener("close",l),e.re

moveListener("close",l)}var

u=this;u.on("data",n),e.on("drain",r),e._isStdio||t&&t.end===!1||(u.on("end",a),u.on("close",o));var c=!1;return

u.on("error",s),e.on("error",s),u.on("end",l),u.on("close",l),e.on("close",l),e.emit("pipe",u),e}},{events:28,inherits:38

,"readable-stream/duplex.js":43,"readable-stream/passthrough.js":50,"readable-stream/readable.js":51,"readable-

stream/transform.js":52,"readable-stream/writable.js":53}],56:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){if(e&&!l(e))throw new

Error("Unknown encoding: "+e)}function i(e){return e.toString(this.encoding)}function
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a(e){this.charReceived=e.length%2,this.charLength=this.charReceived?2:0}function

o(e){this.charReceived=e.length%3,this.charLength=this.charReceived?3:0}var

s=e("buffer").Buffer,l=s.isEncoding||function(e){switch(e&&e.toLowerCase()){case"hex":case"utf8":case"utf-

8":case"ascii":case"binary":case"base64":case"ucs2":case"ucs-2":case"utf16le":case"utf-

16le":case"raw":return!0;default:return!1}},u=n.StringDecoder=function(e){switch(this.encoding=(e||"utf8").toLow

erCase().replace(/[-

_]/,""),r(e),this.encoding){case"utf8":this.surrogateSize=3;break;case"ucs2":case"utf16le":this.surrogateSize=2,this.

detectIncompleteChar=a;break;case"base64":this.surrogateSize=3,this.detectIncompleteChar=o;break;default:return

void(this.write=i)}this.charBuffer=new

s(6),this.charReceived=0,this.charLength=0};u.prototype.write=function(e){for(var t="";this.charLength;){var

n=e.length>=this.charLength-this.charReceived?this.charLength-

this.charReceived:e.length;if(e.copy(this.charBuffer,this.charReceived,0,n),this.charReceived+=n,this.charReceived

<this.charLength)return"";e=e.slice(n,e.length),t=this.charBuffer.slice(0,this.charLength).toString(this.encoding);var

r=t.charCodeAt(t.length-

1);if(!(r>=55296&&r<=56319)){if(this.charReceived=this.charLength=0,0===e.length)return

t;break}this.charLength+=this.surrogateSize,t=""}this.detectIncompleteChar(e);var

i=e.length;this.charLength&&(e.copy(this.charBuffer,0,e.length-this.charReceived,i),i-

=this.charReceived),t+=e.toString(this.encoding,0,i);var i=t.length-

1,r=t.charCodeAt(i);if(r>=55296&&r<=56319){var a=this.surrogateSize;return

this.charLength+=a,this.charReceived+=a,this.charBuffer.copy(this.charBuffer,a,0,a),e.copy(this.charBuffer,0,0,a),t.

substring(0,i)}return t},u.prototype.detectIncompleteChar=function(e){for(var t=e.length>=3?3:e.length;t>0;t--){var

n=e[e.length-

t];if(1==t&&n>>5==6){this.charLength=2;break}if(t<=2&&n>>4==14){this.charLength=3;break}if(t<=3&&n>>3

==30){this.charLength=4;break}}this.charReceived=t},u.prototype.end=function(e){var

t="";if(e&&e.length&&(t=this.write(e)),this.charReceived){var

n=this.charReceived,r=this.charBuffer,i=this.encoding;t+=r.slice(0,n).toString(i)}return

t}},{buffer:5}],57:[function(e,t,n){(function(e){function n(e,t){function n(){if(!i){if(r("throwDeprecation"))throw

new Error(t);r("traceDeprecation")?console.trace(t):console.warn(t),i=!0}return

e.apply(this,arguments)}if(r("noDeprecation"))return e;var i=!1;return n}function

r(t){try{if(!e.localStorage)return!1}catch(n){return!1}var r=e.localStorage[t];return

null!=r&&"true"===String(r).toLowerCase()}t.exports=n}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof

global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:"undefined"!=typeof

window?window:{})},{}],58:[function(e,t,n){function r(){for(var e={},t=0;t<arguments.length;t++){var

n=arguments[t];for(var r in n)i.call(n,r)&&(e[r]=n[r])}return e}t.exports=r;var

i=Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty},{}]},{},[1])(1)}),function(e){if("object"==typeof

exports&&"undefined"!=typeof module)module.exports=e();else if("function"==typeof

define&&define.amd)define([],e);else{var t;t="undefined"!=typeof window?window:"undefined"!=typeof

global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:this,t.SwaggerClient=e()}}(function(){var t;return function

n(e,t,r){function i(o,s){if(!t[o]){if(!e[o]){var l="function"==typeof require&&require;if(!s&&l)return

l(o,!0);if(a)return a(o,!0);var u=new Error("Cannot find module '"+o+"'");throw

u.code="MODULE_NOT_FOUND",u}var c=t[o]={exports:{}};e[o][0].call(c.exports,function(t){var

n=e[o][1][t];return i(n?n:t)},c,c.exports,n,e,t,r)}return t[o].exports}for(var a="function"==typeof

require&&require,o=0;o<r.length;o++)i(r[o]);return i}({1:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var

r=e("./lib/auth"),i=e("./lib/helpers"),a=e("./lib/client"),o=function(e,t){return i.log('This is deprecated, use "new

SwaggerClient" instead.'),new a(e,t)};Array.prototype.indexOf||(Array.prototype.indexOf=function(e,t){for(var

n=t||0,r=this.length;n<r;n++)if(this[n]===e)return n;return-

1}),String.prototype.trim||(String.prototype.trim=function(){return

this.replace(/^\s+|\s+$/g,"")}),String.prototype.endsWith||(String.prototype.endsWith=function(e){return
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this.indexOf(e,this.length-e.length)!==-

1}),t.exports=a,a.ApiKeyAuthorization=r.ApiKeyAuthorization,a.PasswordAuthorization=r.PasswordAuthorization,

a.CookieAuthorization=r.CookieAuthorization,a.SwaggerApi=o,a.SwaggerClient=o,a.SchemaMarkup=e("./lib/sche

ma-markup")},{"./lib/auth":2,"./lib/client":3,"./lib/helpers":4,"./lib/schema-markup":7}],2:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";var r=e("./helpers"),i=e("btoa"),a=e("cookiejar").CookieJar,o={each:e("lodash-

compat/collection/each"),includes:e("lodash-compat/collection/includes"),isObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isObject"),isArray:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isArray")},s=t.exports.SwaggerAuthorizations=function(e){this.authz=e||{}};s.prototype.add=function(

e,t){if(o.isObject(e))for(var n in e)this.authz[n]=e[n];else"string"==typeof e&&(this.authz[e]=t);return

t},s.prototype.remove=function(e){return delete this.authz[e]},s.prototype.apply=function(e,t){var

n=!0,r=!t,i=[],a=e.clientAuthorizations||this.authz;return o.each(t,function(e,t){"string"==typeof

t&&i.push(t),o.each(e,function(e,t){i.push(t)})}),o.each(a,function(t,a){if(r||o.includes(i,a)){var

s=t.apply(e);n=n&&!!s}}),n};var

l=t.exports.ApiKeyAuthorization=function(e,t,n){this.name=e,this.value=t,this.type=n};l.prototype.apply=function(

e){if("query"===this.type){var t;if(e.url.indexOf("?")>0){t=e.url.substring(e.url.indexOf("?")+1);var

n=t.split("&");if(n&&n.length>0)for(var r=0;r<n.length;r++){var

i=n[r].split("=");if(i&&i.length>0&&i[0]===this.name)return!1}}return

e.url.indexOf("?")>0?e.url=e.url+"&"+this.name+"="+this.value:e.url=e.url+"?"+this.name+"="+this.value,!0}if("h

eader"===this.type)return"undefined"==typeof e.headers[this.name]&&(e.headers[this.name]=this.value),!0};var

u=t.exports.CookieAuthorization=function(e){this.cookie=e};u.prototype.apply=function(e){return

e.cookieJar=e.cookieJar||new a,e.cookieJar.setCookie(this.cookie),!0};var

c=t.exports.PasswordAuthorization=function(e,t){3===arguments.length&&(r.log("PasswordAuthorization: the

'name' argument has been removed, pass only username and

password"),e=arguments[1],t=arguments[2]),this.username=e,this.password=t};c.prototype.apply=function(e){retur

n"undefined"==typeof e.headers.Authorization&&(e.headers.Authorization="Basic

"+i(this.username+":"+this.password)),!0}},{"./helpers":4,btoa:13,cookiejar:18,"lodash-

compat/collection/each":52,"lodash-compat/collection/includes":55,"lodash-compat/lang/isArray":140,"lodash-

compat/lang/isObject":144}],3:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var r={bind:e("lodash-

compat/function/bind"),cloneDeep:e("lodash-compat/lang/cloneDeep"),find:e("lodash-

compat/collection/find"),forEach:e("lodash-compat/collection/forEach"),indexOf:e("lodash-

compat/array/indexOf"),isArray:e("lodash-compat/lang/isArray"),isObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isObject"),isFunction:e("lodash-compat/lang/isFunction"),isPlainObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isPlainObject"),isUndefined:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isUndefined")},i=e("./auth"),a=e("./helpers"),o=e("./types/model"),s=e("./types/operation"),l=e("./types

/operationGroup"),u=e("./resolver"),c=e("./http"),p=e("./spec-

converter"),h=e("q"),f=["apis","authorizationScheme","authorizations","basePath","build","buildFrom1_1Spec","bu

ildFrom1_2Spec","buildFromSpec","clientAuthorizations","convertInfo","debug","defaultErrorCallback","defaultSu

ccessCallback","enableCookies","fail","failure","finish","help","host","idFromOp","info","initialize","isBuilt","isVa

lid","modelPropertyMacro","models","modelsArray","options","parameterMacro","parseUri","progress","resourceC

ount","sampleModels","selfReflect","setConsolidatedModels","spec","supportedSubmitMethods","swaggerRequest

Headers","tagFromLabel","title","url","useJQuery","jqueryAjaxCache"],d=["apis","asCurl","description","externalD

ocs","help","label","name","operation","operations","operationsArray","path","tag"],m=["delete","get","head","opti

ons","patch","post","put"],g=t.exports=function(e,t){return

this.authorizations=null,this.authorizationScheme=null,this.basePath=null,this.debug=!1,this.enableCookies=!1,this.

info=null,this.isBuilt=!1,this.isValid=!1,this.modelsArray=[],this.resourceCount=0,this.url=null,this.useJQuery=!1,t

his.jqueryAjaxCache=!1,this.swaggerObject={},this.deferredClient=void 0,this.clientAuthorizations=new

i.SwaggerAuthorizations,"undefined"!=typeof

e?this.initialize(e,t):this};g.prototype.initialize=function(e,t){if(this.models={},this.sampleModels={},"string"==typ
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eof e?this.url=e:r.isObject(e)&&(t=e,this.url=t.url),this.url&&this.url.indexOf("http:")===-

1&&this.url.indexOf("https:")===-1&&"undefined"!=typeof

window&&window&&window.location&&(this.url=window.location.origin+this.url),t=t||{},this.clientAuthorizatio

ns.add(t.authorizations),this.swaggerRequestHeaders=t.swaggerRequestHeaders||"application/json;charset=utf-

8,*/*",this.defaultSuccessCallback=t.defaultSuccessCallback||null,this.defaultErrorCallback=t.defaultErrorCallback||

null,this.modelPropertyMacro=t.modelPropertyMacro||null,this.connectionAgent=t.connectionAgent||null,this.param

eterMacro=t.parameterMacro||null,this.usePromise=t.usePromise||null,this.timeout=t.timeout||null,this.fetchSpecTim

eout="undefined"!=typeof

t.fetchSpecTimeout?t.fetchSpecTimeout:t.timeout||null,this.usePromise&&(this.deferredClient=h.defer()),"function"

==typeof

t.success&&(this.success=t.success),t.useJQuery&&(this.useJQuery=t.useJQuery),t.jqueryAjaxCache&&(this.jquer

yAjaxCache=t.jqueryAjaxCache),t.enableCookies&&(this.enableCookies=t.enableCookies),this.options=t||{},this.o

ptions.timeout=this.timeout,this.options.fetchSpecTimeout=this.fetchSpecTimeout,this.supportedSubmitMethods=t.

supportedSubmitMethods||[],this.failure=t.failure||function(e){throw

e},this.progress=t.progress||function(){},this.spec=r.cloneDeep(t.spec),t.scheme&&(this.scheme=t.scheme),this.use

Promise||"function"==typeof t.success)return

this.ready=!0,this.build()},g.prototype.build=function(e){if(this.isBuilt)return this;var

t=this;this.spec?this.progress("fetching resource list; Please wait."):this.progress("fetching resource list: "+this.url+";

Please wait.");var

n={useJQuery:this.useJQuery,jqueryAjaxCache:this.jqueryAjaxCache,connectionAgent:this.connectionAgent,enabl

eCookies:this.enableCookies,url:this.url,method:"get",headers:{accept:this.swaggerRequestHeaders},on:{error:funct

ion(e){return"http"!==t.url.substring(0,4)?t.fail("Please specify the protocol for

"+t.url):!e.errObj||"ECONNABORTED"!==e.errObj.code&&e.errObj.message.indexOf("timeout")===-

1?0===e.status?t.fail("Can't read from server.  It may not have the appropriate access-control-origin

settings."):404===e.status?t.fail("Can't read swagger JSON from "+t.url):t.fail(e.status+" : "+e.statusText+"

"+t.url):t.fail("Request timed out after "+t.fetchSpecTimeout+"ms")},response:function(e){var n=e.obj;if(!n)return

t.fail("failed to parse JSON/YAML

response");if(t.swaggerVersion=n.swaggerVersion,t.swaggerObject=n,n.swagger&&2===parseInt(n.swagger))t.swa

ggerVersion=n.swagger,(new u).resolve(n,t.url,t.buildFromSpec,t),t.isValid=!0;else{var r=new

p;t.oldSwaggerObject=t.swaggerObject,r.setDocumentationLocation(t.url),r.convert(n,t.clientAuthorizations,t.option

s,function(e){t.swaggerObject=e,(new

u).resolve(e,t.url,t.buildFromSpec,t),t.isValid=!0})}}}};if(this.fetchSpecTimeout&&(n.timeout=this.fetchSpecTime

out),this.spec)t.swaggerObject=this.spec,setTimeout(function(){(new

u).resolve(t.spec,t.url,t.buildFromSpec,t)},10);else{if(this.clientAuthorizations.apply(n),e)return n;(new

c).execute(n,this.options)}return

this.usePromise?this.deferredClient.promise:this},g.prototype.buildFromSpec=function(e){if(this.isBuilt)return

this;this.apis={},this.apisArray=[],this.basePath=e.basePath||"",this.consumes=e.consumes,this.host=e.host||"",this.in

fo=e.info||{},this.produces=e.produces,this.schemes=e.schemes||[],this.securityDefinitions=r.cloneDeep(e.securityD

efinitions),this.security=e.security,this.title=e.title||"";var

t,n,i,u,c={},p=this;if(e.externalDocs&&(this.externalDocs=e.externalDocs),this.authSchemes=this.securityDefinitio

ns,this.securityDefinitions)for(t in this.securityDefinitions){var

h=this.securityDefinitions[t];h.vendorExtensions={};for(var g in h)if(a.extractExtensions(g,h),"scopes"===g){var

y=h[g];if("object"==typeof y){y.vendorExtensions={};for(var v in y)a.extractExtensions(v,y),0===v.indexOf("x-

")&&delete y[v]}}}if(Array.isArray(e.tags))for(c={},n=0;n<e.tags.length;n++){var

b=r.cloneDeep(e.tags[n]);c[b.name]=b;for(u in b){if("externalDocs"===u&&"object"==typeof b[u])for(var w in

b[u])a.extractExtensions(w,b[u]);a.extractExtensions(u,b)}}if("string"==typeof

this.url){if(i=this.parseUri(this.url),"undefined"==typeof this.scheme&&"undefined"==typeof

this.schemes||0===this.schemes.length)"undefined"!=typeof
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window?this.scheme=window.location.protocol.replace(":",""):this.scheme=i.scheme||"http";else

if("undefined"!=typeof window&&0===window.location.protocol.indexOf("chrome-

extension"))this.scheme=i.scheme;else if("undefined"==typeof this.scheme)if("undefined"!=typeof window){var

_=window.location.protocol.replace(":","");"https"===_&&this.schemes.indexOf(_)===-1?(a.log("Cannot call a

http server from https inside a browser!"),this.scheme="http"):this.schemes.indexOf(_)!==-

1?this.scheme=_:this.schemes.indexOf("https")!==-1?this.scheme="https":this.scheme="http"}else

this.scheme=this.schemes[0]||i.scheme;"undefined"!=typeof

this.host&&""!==this.host||(this.host=i.host,i.port&&(this.host=this.host+":"+i.port))}else"undefined"==typeof

this.schemes||0===this.schemes.length?this.scheme="http":"undefined"==typeof

this.scheme&&(this.scheme=this.schemes[0]);this.definitions=e.definitions;for(t in this.definitions){var x=new

o(t,this.definitions[t],this.models,this.modelPropertyMacro);x&&(this.models[t]=x)}p.apis.help=r.bind(p.help,p),r.f

orEach(e.paths,function(e,t){r.isPlainObject(e)&&r.forEach(m,function(n){var

i=e[n];if(!r.isUndefined(i)){if(!r.isPlainObject(i))return void a.log("The '"+n+"' operation for '"+t+"' path is not an

Operation Object");var o=i.tags;!r.isUndefined(o)&&r.isArray(o)&&0!==o.length||(o=i.tags=["default"]);var

h=p.idFromOp(t,n,i),m=new

s(p,i.scheme,h,n,t,i,p.definitions,p.models,p.clientAuthorizations);m.connectionAgent=p.connectionAgent,m.vendor

Extensions={};for(u in

i)a.extractExtensions(u,m,i[u]);if(m.externalDocs=i.externalDocs,m.externalDocs){m.externalDocs=r.cloneDeep(m.

externalDocs),m.externalDocs.vendorExtensions={};for(u in

m.externalDocs)a.extractExtensions(u,m.externalDocs)}r.forEach(o,function(e){var t=r.indexOf(f,e)>-

1?"_"+e:e,n=r.indexOf(d,e)>-1?"_"+e:e,i=p[t];if(t!==e&&a.log("The '"+e+"' tag conflicts with a SwaggerClient

function/property name.  Use 'client."+t+"' or 'client.apis."+e+"' instead of 'client."+e+"'."),n!==e&&a.log("The

'"+e+"' tag conflicts with a SwaggerClient operation function/property name.  Use 'client.apis."+n+"' instead of

'client.apis."+e+"'."),r.indexOf(d,h)>-1&&(a.log("The '"+h+"' operationId conflicts with a SwaggerClient operation

function/property name.  Use 'client.apis."+n+"._"+h+"' instead of

'client.apis."+n+"."+h+"'."),h="_"+h,m.nickname=h),r.isUndefined(i)){i=p[t]=p.apis[n]={},i.operations={},i.label=n

,i.apis={};var

o=c[e];r.isUndefined(o)||(i.description=o.description,i.externalDocs=o.externalDocs,i.vendorExtensions=o.vendorEx

tensions),p[t].help=r.bind(p.help,i),p.apisArray.push(new

l(e,i.description,i.externalDocs,m))}h=p.makeUniqueOperationId(h,p.apis[n]),r.isFunction(i.help)||(i.help=r.bind(p.h

elp,i)),p.apis[n][h]=i[h]=r.bind(m.execute,m),p.apis[n][h].help=i[h].help=r.bind(m.help,m),p.apis[n][h].asCurl=i[h].

asCurl=r.bind(m.asCurl,m),i.apis[h]=i.operations[h]=m;var s=r.find(p.apisArray,function(t){return

t.tag===e});s&&s.operationsArray.push(m)})}})});var A=[];return r.forEach(Object.keys(c),function(e){var t;for(t

in p.apisArray){var

n=p.apisArray[t];n&&e===n.name&&(A.push(n),p.apisArray[t]=null)}}),r.forEach(p.apisArray,function(e){e&&A

.push(e)}),p.apisArray=A,r.forEach(e.definitions,function(e,t){e.id=t.toLowerCase(),e.name=t,p.modelsArray.push(

e)}),this.isBuilt=!0,this.usePromise?(this.isValid=!0,this.isBuilt=!0,this.deferredClient.resolve(this),this.deferredCli

ent.promise):(this.success&&this.success(),this)},g.prototype.makeUniqueOperationId=function(e,t){for(var

n=0,i=e;;){var a=!1;if(r.forEach(t.operations,function(e){e.nickname===i&&(a=!0)}),!a)return

i;i=e+"_"+n,n++}return e},g.prototype.parseUri=function(e){var

t=/^(((([^:\/#\?]+:)?(?:(\/\/)((?:(([^:@\/#\?]+)(?:\:([^:@\/#\?]+))?)@)?(([^:\/#\?\]\[]+|\[[^\/\]@#?]+\])(?:\:([0-

9]+))?))?)?)?((\/?(?:[^\/\?#]+\/+)*)([^\?#]*)))?(\?[^#]+)?)(#.*)?/,n=t.exec(e);return{scheme:n[4]?n[4].replace(":",""):

void 0,host:n[11],port:n[12],path:n[15]}},g.prototype.help=function(e){var t="";return this instanceof

g?r.forEach(this.apis,function(e,n){r.isPlainObject(e)&&(t+="operations for the '"+n+"'

tag\n",r.forEach(e.operations,function(e,n){t+="  * "+n+": "+e.summary+"\n"}))}):(this instanceof

l||r.isPlainObject(this))&&(t+="operations for the '"+this.label+"' tag\n",r.forEach(this.apis,function(e,n){t+="  *

"+n+": "+e.summary+"\n"})),e?t:(a.log(t),t)},g.prototype.tagFromLabel=function(e){return

e},g.prototype.idFromOp=function(e,t,n){n&&n.operationId||(n=n||{},n.operationId=t+"_"+e);var
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r=n.operationId.replace(/[\s!@#$%^&*()_+=\[{\]};:<>|.\/?,\\'""-]/g,"_")||e.substring(1)+"_"+t;return

r=r.replace(/((_){2,})/g,"_"),r=r.replace(/^(_)*/g,""),r=r.replace(/([_])*$/g,"")},g.prototype.setHost=function(e){this.

host=e,this.apis&&r.forEach(this.apis,function(t){t.operations&&r.forEach(t.operations,function(t){t.host=e})})},g.

prototype.setBasePath=function(e){this.basePath=e,this.apis&&r.forEach(this.apis,function(t){t.operations&&r.forE

ach(t.operations,function(t){t.basePath=e})})},g.prototype.setSchemes=function(e){this.schemes=e,e&&e.length>0

&&this.apis&&r.forEach(this.apis,function(t){t.operations&&r.forEach(t.operations,function(t){t.scheme=e[0]})})}

,g.prototype.fail=function(e){return

this.usePromise?(this.deferredClient.reject(e),this.deferredClient.promise):void(this.failure?this.failure(e):this.failure

(e))}},{"./auth":2,"./helpers":4,"./http":5,"./resolver":6,"./spec-

converter":8,"./types/model":9,"./types/operation":10,"./types/operationGroup":11,"lodash-

compat/array/indexOf":49,"lodash-compat/collection/find":53,"lodash-compat/collection/forEach":54,"lodash-

compat/function/bind":58,"lodash-compat/lang/cloneDeep":138,"lodash-compat/lang/isArray":140,"lodash-

compat/lang/isFunction":142,"lodash-compat/lang/isObject":144,"lodash-compat/lang/isPlainObject":145,"lodash-

compat/lang/isUndefined":148,q:157}],4:[function(e,t,n){(function(n){"use strict";var r={isPlainObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isPlainObject"),indexOf:e("lodash-compat/array/indexOf")};t.exports.__bind=function(e,t){return

function(){return e.apply(t,arguments)}};var

i=t.exports.log=function(){console&&"test"!==n.env.NODE_ENV&&console.log(Array.prototype.slice.call(argum

ents)[0])};t.exports.fail=function(e){i(e)},t.exports.optionHtml=function(e,t){return'<tr><td

class="optionName">'+e+":</td><td>"+t+"</td></tr>"};var a=t.exports.resolveSchema=function(e){return

r.isPlainObject(e.schema)&&(e=a(e.schema)),e};t.exports.simpleRef=function(e){return"undefined"==typeof

e?null:0===e.indexOf("#/definitions/")?e.substring("#/definitions/".length):e},t.exports.extractExtensions=function(

e,t,n){e&&t&&"string"==typeof e&&0===e.indexOf("x-

")&&(t.vendorExtensions=t.vendorExtensions||{},n?t.vendorExtensions[e]=n:t.vendorExtensions[e]=t[e])}}).call(thi

s,e("_process"))},{_process:12,"lodash-compat/array/indexOf":49,"lodash-

compat/lang/isPlainObject":145}],5:[function(t,n,r){(function(r){"use strict";var

i=t("./helpers"),a=t("superagent"),o=t("js-yaml"),s={isObject:t("lodash-compat/lang/isObject"),keys:t("lodash-

compat/object/keys")},l=function(){this.type="JQueryHttpClient"},u=function(){this.type="SuperagentHttpClient"}

,c=n.exports=function(){};c.prototype.execute=function(t,n){var r;r=n&&n.client?n.client:new

u(n),r.opts=n||{},n&&n.requestAgent&&(a=n.requestAgent);var i=!1;if("undefined"!=typeof

window&&"undefined"!=typeof

window.jQuery&&(i=!0),"options"===t.method.toLowerCase()&&"SuperagentHttpClient"===r.type&&(e("forcing

jQuery as OPTIONS are not supported by

SuperAgent"),t.useJQuery=!0),this.isInternetExplorer()&&(t.useJQuery===!1||!i))throw new Error("Unsupported

configuration! JQuery is required but not

available");(t&&t.useJQuery===!0||this.isInternetExplorer()&&i)&&(r=new l(n));var

o=t.on.response,c=t.on.error,p=function(e){return

n&&n.requestInterceptor&&(e=n.requestInterceptor.apply(e)),e},h=function(e){return

n&&n.responseInterceptor&&(e=n.responseInterceptor.apply(e,[t])),o(e)},f=function(e){n&&n.responseInterceptor

&&(e=n.responseInterceptor.apply(e,[t])),c(e)};return

t.on.error=function(e){f(e)},t.on.response=function(e){e&&e.status>=400?f(e):h(e)},s.isObject(t)&&s.isObject(t.bo

dy)&&t.body.type&&"formData"===t.body.type&&n.useJQuery&&(t.contentType=!1,t.processData=!1,delete

t.headers["Content-

Type"]),t=p(t)||t,t.beforeSend?t.beforeSend(function(e){r.execute(e||t)}):r.execute(t),t.deferred?t.deferred.promise:t},

c.prototype.isInternetExplorer=function(){var e=!1;if("undefined"!=typeof navigator&&navigator.userAgent){var

t=navigator.userAgent.toLowerCase();if(t.indexOf("msie")!==-1){var

n=parseInt(t.split("msie")[1]);n<=8&&(e=!0)}}return e},l.prototype.execute=function(e){var

t=this.jQuery||"undefined"!=typeof window&&window.jQuery,n=e.on,r=e;if("undefined"==typeof t||t===!1)throw

new Error("Unsupported configuration! JQuery is required but not available");return
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e.type=e.method,e.cache=e.jqueryAjaxCache,e.data=e.body,delete e.jqueryAjaxCache,delete e.useJQuery,delete

e.body,e.complete=function(e){for(var t={},a=e.getAllResponseHeaders().split("\n"),s=0;s<a.length;s++){var

l=a[s].trim();if(0!==l.length){var u=l.indexOf(":");if(u!==-1){var

c=l.substring(0,u).trim(),p=l.substring(u+1).trim();t[c]=p}else t[l]=null}}var

h={url:r.url,method:r.method,status:e.status,statusText:e.statusText,data:e.responseText,headers:t};try{var

f=e.responseJSON||o.safeLoad(e.responseText);h.obj="string"==typeof f?{}:f}catch(d){i.log("unable to parse

JSON/YAML

content")}if(h.obj=h.obj||null,e.status>=200&&e.status<300)n.response(h);else{if(!(0===e.status||e.status>=400&&

e.status<599))return n.response(h);n.error(h)}},t.support.cors=!0,t.ajax(e)},u.prototype.execute=function(e){var

t=e.method.toLowerCase(),n=e.timeout;"delete"===t&&(t="del");var

l=e.headers||{},u=a[t](e.url);e.connectionAgent&&u.agent(e.connectionAgent),n&&u.timeout(n),e.enableCookies&

&u.withCredentials();var

c=e.headers.Accept;if(this.binaryRequest(c)&&u.on("request",function(){this.xhr&&(this.xhr.responseType="blob"

)}),e.body)if(s.isObject(e.body)){var p=e.headers["Content-Type"]||"";if(0===p.indexOf("multipart/form-

data"))if(delete l["Content-Type"],"[object FormData]"==={}.toString.apply(e.body))u.send(e.body);else{var

h,f,d;for(h in e.body)if(f=e.body[h],Array.isArray(f))for(d in f)u.field(h,d);else u.field(h,f)}else

s.isObject(e.body)&&(e.body=JSON.stringify(e.body),u.send(e.body))}else u.send(e.body);var m;for(m in

l)u.set(m,l[m]);"function"==typeof u.buffer&&u.buffer(),u.end(function(t,n){n=n||{status:0,headers:{error:"no

response from server"}};var

a,l={url:e.url,method:e.method,headers:n.headers};if(!t&&n.error&&(t=n.error),t&&e.on&&e.on.error){if(l.errObj

=t,l.status=n?n.status:500,l.statusText=n?n.text:t.message,n.headers&&n.headers["content-

type"]&&n.headers["content-

type"].indexOf("application/json")>=0)try{l.obj=JSON.parse(l.statusText)}catch(u){l.obj=null}a=e.on.error}else

if(n&&e.on&&e.on.response){var c;if(n.body&&s.keys(n.body).length>0)c=n.body;else

try{c=o.safeLoad(n.text),c="string"==typeof c?null:c}catch(u){i.log("cannot parse JSON/YAML

content")}"function"==typeof r&&r.isBuffer(c)?l.data=c:l.obj="object"==typeof

c?c:null,l.status=n.status,l.statusText=n.text,a=e.on.response}n.xhr&&n.xhr.response?l.data=n.xhr.response:l.data||(l

.data=l.statusText),a&&a(l)})},u.prototype.binaryRequest=function(e){return!!e&&(/^image/i.test(e)||/^application\/

pdf/.test(e)||/^application\/octet-stream/.test(e))}}).call(this,t("buffer").Buffer)},{"./helpers":4,buffer:14,"js-

yaml":19,"lodash-compat/lang/isObject":144,"lodash-

compat/object/keys":149,superagent:158}],6:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){var t={},n=/[a-

z]+:\/\//i.exec(e);n&&(t.proto=n[0].slice(0,-

3),e=e.slice(t.proto.length+1)),"//"===e.slice(0,2)&&(t.domain=e.slice(2).split("/")[0],e=e.slice(2+t.domain.length))

;var r=e.split("#");return r[0].length&&(t.path=r[0]),r.length>1&&(t.fragment=r.slice(1).join("#")),t}function

i(e){var t=e.path;return void 0===t&&(t=""),void 0!==e.fragment&&(t+="#"+e.fragment),void

0!==e.domain&&("/"===t.slice(0,1)&&(t=t.slice(1)),t="//"+e.domain+"/"+t,void

0!==e.proto&&(t=e.proto+":"+t)),t}function a(e,t){var n=r(t);if(void 0!==n.domain)return t;var a=r(e);if(void

0===n.path)a.fragment=n.fragment;else if("/"===n.path.slice(0,1))a.path=n.path,a.fragment=n.fragment;else{var

o=void

0===a.path?[]:a.path.split("/"),s=n.path.split("/");for(o.length&&o.pop();".."===s[0]||"."===s[0];)".."===s[0]&&o.p

op(),s.shift();a.path=o.concat(s).join("/"),a.fragment=n.fragment}return i(a)}var o=e("./http"),s={isObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isObject"),cloneDeep:e("lodash-compat/lang/cloneDeep"),isArray:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isArray"),isString:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isString")},l=t.exports=function(){this.failedUrls=[],this.resolverCache={},this.pendingUrls={}};l.prot

otype.processAllOf=function(e,t,n,r,i,a){var o,s,l;n["x-resolved-from"]=["#/definitions/"+t];var

u=n.allOf;for(u.sort(function(e,t){return e.$ref&&t.$ref?0:e.$ref?-

1:1}),o=0;o<u.length;o++)l=u[o],s="/definitions/"+t+"/allOf",this.resolveInline(e,a,l,r,i,s);

},l.prototype.resolve=function(e,t,n,r){this.spec=e;var i,a,l=t,u=n,c=r,p={};"function"==typeof
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t&&(l=null,u=t,c=n);var

h,f=l;this.scope=c||this,this.iteration=this.iteration||0,this.scope.options&&this.scope.options.requestInterceptor&&(

p.requestInterceptor=this.scope.options.requestInterceptor),this.scope.options&&this.scope.options.responseIntercep

tor&&(p.responseInterceptor=this.scope.options.responseInterceptor);var

d,m,g,y,v,b,w,_=0,x={},A={},S=[];e.definitions=e.definitions||{};for(d in e.definitions){var

j=e.definitions[d];if(j.$ref)this.resolveInline(l,e,j,S,A,j);else{for(y in

j.properties)g=j.properties[y],s.isArray(g.allOf)?this.processAllOf(l,d,g,S,A,e):this.resolveTo(l,g,S,"/definitions");j.a

llOf&&this.processAllOf(l,d,j,S,A,e)}}e.parameters=e.parameters||{};for(d in

e.parameters){if(v=e.parameters[d],"body"===v["in"]&&v.schema)if(s.isArray(v.schema.allOf)){h="inline_model"

;var E=h;for(b=!1,w=0;!b;){if("undefined"==typeof

e.definitions[E]){b=!0;break}E=h+"_"+w,w++}e.definitions[E]={allOf:v.schema.allOf},delete

v.schema.allOf,v.schema.$ref="#/definitions/"+E,this.processAllOf(l,E,e.definitions[E],S,A,e)}else

this.resolveTo(l,v.schema,S,i);v.$ref&&this.resolveInline(l,e,v,S,A,v.$ref)}for(d in e.paths){var

O,k,T;if(m=e.paths[d],"object"==typeof m){for(O in

m)if("$ref"===O)i="/paths"+d,this.resolveInline(l,e,m,S,A,i);else{k=m[O];var

C=m.parameters||[],I=k.parameters||[];C.forEach(function(e){I.unshift(e)}),"parameters"!==O&&s.isObject(k)&&(k

.parameters=k.parameters||I);for(a in

I){if(v=I[a],i="/paths"+d+"/"+O+"/parameters","body"===v["in"]&&v.schema)if(s.isArray(v.schema.allOf)){for(h=

"inline_model",d=h,b=!1,w=0;!b;){if("undefined"==typeof

e.definitions[d]){b=!0;break}d=h+"_"+w,w++}e.definitions[d]={allOf:v.schema.allOf},delete

v.schema.allOf,v.schema.$ref="#/definitions/"+d,this.processAllOf(l,d,e.definitions[d],S,A,e)}else

this.resolveTo(l,v.schema,S,i);v.$ref&&this.resolveInline(l,e,v,S,A,v.$ref)}for(T in k.responses){var

D=k.responses[T];if(i="/paths"+d+"/"+O+"/responses/"+T,s.isObject(D)&&(D.$ref&&this.resolveInline(l,e,D,S,A,i

),D.schema)){var

L=D;if(s.isArray(L.schema.allOf)){for(h="inline_model",d=h,b=!1,w=0;!b;){if("undefined"==typeof

e.definitions[d]){b=!0;break}d=h+"_"+w,w++}e.definitions[d]={allOf:L.schema.allOf},delete

L.schema.allOf,delete

L.schema.type,L.schema.$ref="#/definitions/"+d,this.processAllOf(l,d,e.definitions[d],S,A,e)}else"array"===L.sche

ma.type?L.schema.items&&L.schema.items.$ref&&this.resolveInline(l,e,L.schema.items,S,A,i):this.resolveTo(l,D.s

chema,S,i)}}}m.parameters=[]}}var M,R=0,U=[],P=S;for(a=0;a<P.length;a++){var

q=P[a];if(l===q.root){if("ref"===q.resolveAs){var

B,z=((q.root||"")+"/"+q.key).split("/"),N=[],$="";if(q.key.indexOf("../")>=0){for(var

F=0;F<z.length;F++)".."===z[F]?N=N.slice(0,N.length-

1):N.push(z[F]);for(B=0;B<N.length;B++)B>0&&($+="/"),$+=N[B];q.root=$,U.push(q)}else

if(M=q.key.split("#"),2===M.length){0!==M[0].indexOf("http:")&&0!==M[0].indexOf("https:")||(q.root=M[0]),i=

M[1].split("/");var V,H=e;for(B=0;B<i.length;B++){var Y=i[B];if(""!==Y){if(H=H[Y],"undefined"==typeof

H){V=null;break}V=H}}null===V&&U.push(q)}}else

if("inline"===q.resolveAs){if(q.key&&q.key.indexOf("#")===-

1&&"/"!==q.key.charAt(0)){for(M=q.root.split("/"),i="",a=0;a<M.length-

1;a++)i+=M[a]+"/";i+=q.key,q.root=i,q.location=""}U.push(q)}}else U.push(q)}R=U.length;for(var

J={},W=0;W<U.length;W++)!function(e,t,n,r,i){if(e.root&&e.root!==l)if(n.failedUrls.indexOf(e.root)===-1){var

a={useJQuery:!1,url:e.root,method:"get",headers:{accept:n.scope.swaggerRequestHeaders||"application/json"},on:{

error:function(i){_+=1,console.log("failed url: "+a.url),n.failedUrls.push(a.url),r&&delete

r[e.root],A[e.key]={root:e.root,location:e.location},_===R&&n.finish(t,f,S,x,A,u)},response:function(i){var

a=i.obj;r&&delete

r[e.root],n.resolverCache&&(n.resolverCache[e.root]=a),n.resolveItem(a,e.root,S,x,A,e),_+=1,_===R&&n.finish(t,f

,S,x,A,u)}}};c&&c.fetchSpecTimeout&&(a.timeout=c.fetchSpecTimeout),c&&c.clientAuthorizations&&c.clientAu

thorizations.apply(a),function h(){setTimeout(function(){if(r[a.url])h();else{var
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e=n.resolverCache[a.url];s.isObject(e)?a.on.response({obj:e}):(r[a.url]=!0,(new o).execute(a,p))}},0)}()}else

_+=1,A[e.key]={root:e.root,location:e.location},_===R&&n.finish(t,f,S,x,A,u);else

n.resolveItem(t,f,S,x,A,e),_+=1,_===R&&n.finish(t,l,S,x,A,u,!0)}(U[W],e,this,J,W);0===Object.keys(U).length&&

this.finish(e,f,S,x,A,u)},l.prototype.resolveItem=function(e,t,n,r,i,a){var

o=a.location,s=e,l=o.split("/");if(""!==o)for(var u=0;u<l.length;u++){var c=l[u];if(c.indexOf("~1")!==-

1&&(c=l[u].replace(/~0/g,"~").replace(/~1/g,"/"),"/"!==c.charAt(0)&&(c="/"+c)),"undefined"==typeof

s||null===s)break;if(""===c&&u===l.length-1&&l.length>1){s=null;break}c.length>0&&(s=s[c])}var

p=a.key;l=a.key.split("/");var h=l[l.length-

1];h.indexOf("#")>=0&&(h=h.split("#")[1]),null!==s&&"undefined"!=typeof

s?r[p]={name:h,obj:s,key:a.key,root:a.root}:i[p]={root:a.root,location:a.location}},l.prototype.finish=function(e,t,n,

r,i,a,o){var s,l;for(s in n){var

u=n[s],c=u.key,p=r[c];if(p)if(e.definitions=e.definitions||{},"ref"===u.resolveAs){if(o!==!0)for(c in

p.obj)l=this.retainRoot(c,p.obj[c],u.root),p.obj[c]=l;e.definitions[p.name]=p.obj,u.obj.$ref="#/definitions/"+p.name}

else if("inline"===u.resolveAs){var h=u.obj;h["x-resolved-from"]=[u.key],delete h.$ref;for(c in

p.obj)l=p.obj[c],o!==!0&&(l=this.retainRoot(c,p.obj[c],u.root)),h[c]=l}}var

f=this.countUnresolvedRefs(e);0===f||this.iteration>5?(this.resolveAllOf(e.definitions),this.resolverCache=null,a.ca

ll(this.scope,e,i)):(this.iteration+=1,this.resolve(e,t,a,this.scope))},l.prototype.countUnresolvedRefs=function(e){var

t,n=this.getRefs(e),r=[],i=[];for(t in

n)0===t.indexOf("#")?r.push(t.substring(1)):i.push(t);for(t=0;t<r.length;t++)for(var

a=r[t],o=a.split("/"),s=e,l=0;l<o.length;l++){var u=o[l];if(""!==u&&(s=s[u],"undefined"==typeof

s)){i.push(a);break}}return i.length},l.prototype.getRefs=function(e,t){t=t||e;var n={};for(var r in

t)if(t.hasOwnProperty(r)){var i=t[r];if("$ref"===r&&"string"==typeof i)n[i]=null;else if(s.isObject(i)){var

a=this.getRefs(i);for(var o in a)n[o]=null}}return n},l.prototype.retainRoot=function(e,t,n){if(s.isObject(t))for(var r

in t){var i=t[r];"$ref"===r&&"string"==typeof i?t[r]=a(n,i):s.isObject(i)&&this.retainRoot(r,i,n)}else

s.isString(t)&&"$ref"===e&&(t=a(n,t));return t},l.prototype.resolveInline=function(e,t,n,r,i,a){var

o,s,l,u,c=n.$ref,p=n.$ref,h=!1;if(e=e||"",p){if(0===p.indexOf("../")){for(s=p.split("../"),l=e.split("/"),p="",o=0;o<s.le

ngth;o++)""===s[o]?l=l.slice(0,l.length-1):p+=s[o];for(e="",o=0;o<l.length-

1;o++)o>0&&(e+="/"),e+=l[o];h=!0}if(p.indexOf("#")>=0)if(0===p.indexOf("/"))u=p.split("#"),s=e.split("//"),l=s[1

].split("/"),e=s[0]+"//"+l[0]+u[0],a=u[1];else{if(u=p.split("#"),""!==u[0]){if(l=e.split("/"),l=l.slice(0,l.length-

1),!h){e="";for(var

f=0;f<l.length;f++)f>0&&(e+="/"),e+=l[f]}e+="/"+p.split("#")[0]}a=u[1]}if(0===p.indexOf("http:")||0===p.indexO

f("https:"))p.indexOf("#")>=0?(e=p.split("#")[0],a=p.split("#")[1]):(e=p,a=""),r.push({obj:n,resolveAs:"inline",root:

e,key:c,location:a});else

if(0===p.indexOf("#"))a=p.split("#")[1],r.push({obj:n,resolveAs:"inline",root:e,key:c,location:a});else

if(0===p.indexOf("/")&&p.indexOf("#")===-1){a=p;var

d=e.match(/^https?\:\/\/([^\/?#]+)(?:[\/?#]|$)/i);d&&(e=d[0]+p.substring(1),a=""),r.push({obj:n,resolveAs:"inline",ro

ot:e,key:c,location:a})}else

r.push({obj:n,resolveAs:"inline",root:e,key:c,location:a})}else"array"===n.type&&this.resolveTo(e,n.items,r,a)},l.p

rototype.resolveTo=function(e,t,n,r){var i,a,o=t.$ref,l=e;if("undefined"!=typeof

o&&null!==o){if(o.indexOf("#")>=0){var u=o.split("#");if(u[0]&&0===o.indexOf("/"));else

if(!u[0]||0!==u[0].indexOf("http:")&&0!==u[0].indexOf("https:")){if(u[0]&&u[0].length>0){for(i=e.split("/"),l="",a

=0;a<i.length-1;a++)l+=i[a]+"/";l+=u[0]}}else l=u[0],o=u[1];r=u[1]}else

if(0===o.indexOf("http:")||0===o.indexOf("https:"))l=o,r="";else{for(i=e.split("/"),l="",a=0;a<i.length-

1;a++)l+=i[a]+"/";l+=o,r=""}n.push({obj:t,resolveAs:"ref",root:l,key:o,location:r})}else if("array"===t.type){var

c=t.items;this.resolveTo(e,c,n,r)}else if(t&&(t.properties||t.additionalProperties)){var

p=this.uniqueName("inline_model");t.title&&(p=this.uniqueName(t.title)),delete

t.title,this.spec.definitions[p]=s.cloneDeep(t),t.$ref="#/definitions/"+p,delete t.type,delete

t.properties}},l.prototype.uniqueName=function(e){for(var t=e,n=0;;){if(!s.isObject(this.spec.definitions[t]))return
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t;t=e+"_"+n,n++}},l.prototype.resolveAllOf=function(e,t,n){n=n||0,t=t||e;var r;for(var i in

t)if(t.hasOwnProperty(i)){var a=t[i];if(null===a)throw new TypeError("Swagger 2.0 does not support null types

("+t+").  See https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-spec/issues/229.");if("object"==typeof

a&&this.resolveAllOf(e,a,n+1),a&&"undefined"!=typeof a.allOf){var o=a.allOf;if(s.isArray(o)){var

l=s.cloneDeep(a);delete l.allOf,l["x-composed"]=!0,"undefined"!=typeof a["x-resolved-from"]&&(l["x-resolved-

from"]=a["x-resolved-from"]);for(var u=0;u<o.length;u++){var c=o[u],p="self";"undefined"!=typeof c["x-resolved-

from"]&&(p=c["x-resolved-from"][0]);for(var h in c)if(l.hasOwnProperty(h))if("properties"===h){var f=c[h];for(r

in f){l.properties[r]=s.cloneDeep(f[r]);var d=f[r]["x-resolved-from"];"undefined"!=typeof

d&&"self"!==d||(d=p),l.properties[r]["x-resolved-from"]=d}}else if("required"===h){for(var

m=l.required.concat(c[h]),g=0;g<m.length;++g)for(var y=g+1;y<m.length;++y)m[g]===m[y]&&m.splice(y--

,1);l.required=m}else"x-resolved-from"===h&&l["x-resolved-from"].push(p);else

if(l[h]=s.cloneDeep(c[h]),"properties"===h)for(r in l[h])l[h][r]["x-resolved-

from"]=p}t[i]=l}}}}},{"./http":5,"lodash-compat/lang/cloneDeep":138,"lodash-compat/lang/isArray":140,"lodash-

compat/lang/isObject":144,"lodash-compat/lang/isString":146}],7:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var

r=e("./helpers"),i={isPlainObject:e("lodash-compat/lang/isPlainObject"),isUndefined:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isUndefined"),isArray:e("lodash-compat/lang/isArray"),isObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isObject"),isEmpty:e("lodash-compat/lang/isEmpty"),map:e("lodash-

compat/collection/map"),indexOf:e("lodash-compat/array/indexOf"),cloneDeep:e("lodash-

compat/lang/cloneDeep"),keys:e("lodash-compat/object/keys"),forEach:e("lodash-

compat/collection/forEach")},a=t.exports.optionHtml=function(e,t){return'<tr><td

class="optionName">'+e+":</td><td>"+t+"</td></tr>"};t.exports.typeFromJsonSchema=function(e,t){var

n;return"integer"===e&&"int32"===t?n="integer":"integer"===e&&"int64"===t?n="long":"integer"===e&&"und

efined"==typeof t?n="long":"string"===e&&"date-time"===t?n="date-

time":"string"===e&&"date"===t?n="date":"number"===e&&"float"===t?n="float":"number"===e&&"double"=

==t?n="double":"number"===e&&"undefined"==typeof

t?n="double":"boolean"===e?n="boolean":"string"===e&&(n="string"),n};var

o=t.exports.getStringSignature=function(e,t){var n="";return"undefined"!=typeof

e.$ref?n+=r.simpleRef(e.$ref):"undefined"==typeof

e.type?n+="object":"array"===e.type?t?n+=o(e.items||e.$ref||{}):(n+="Array[",n+=o(e.items||e.$ref||{}),n+="]"):n+

="integer"===e.type&&"int32"===e.format?"integer":"integer"===e.type&&"int64"===e.format?"long":"integer"=

==e.type&&"undefined"==typeof e.format?"long":"string"===e.type&&"date-time"===e.format?"date-

time":"string"===e.type&&"date"===e.format?"date":"string"===e.type&&"undefined"==typeof

e.format?"string":"number"===e.type&&"float"===e.format?"float":"number"===e.type&&"double"===e.format?"

double":"number"===e.type&&"undefined"==typeof

e.format?"double":"boolean"===e.type?"boolean":e.$ref?r.simpleRef(e.$ref):e.type,n},s=t.exports.schemaToJSON=

function(e,t,n,a){e=r.resolveSchema(e),"function"!=typeof a&&(a=function(e){return(e||{})["default"]}),n=n||{};var

o,l,u=e.type||"object",c=e.format;return

i.isUndefined(e.example)?i.isUndefined(e.items)&&i.isArray(e["enum"])&&(l=e["enum"][0]):l=e.example,i.isUnde

fined(l)&&(e.$ref?(o=t[r.simpleRef(e.$ref)],i.isUndefined(o)||(i.isUndefined(n[o.name])?(n[o.name]=o,l=s(o.definiti

on,t,n,a),delete n[o.name]):l="array"===o.type?[]:{})):i.isUndefined(e["default"])?"string"===u?l="date-

time"===c?(new Date).toISOString():"date"===c?(new

Date).toISOString().split("T")[0]:"string":"integer"===u?l=0:"number"===u?l=0:"boolean"===u?l=!0:"object"===

u?(l={},i.forEach(e.properties,function(e,r){var

o=i.cloneDeep(e);o["default"]=a(e),l[r]=s(o,t,n,a)})):"array"===u&&(l=[],i.isArray(e.items)?i.forEach(e.items,funct

ion(e){l.push(s(e,t,n,a))}):i.isPlainObject(e.items)?l.push(s(e.items,t,n,a)):i.isUndefined(e.items)?l.push({}):r.log("A

rray type's 'items' property is not an array or an object, cannot

process")):l=e["default"]),l};t.exports.schemaToHTML=function(e,t,n,o){function s(e,t,a){var o,s=t;return

e.$ref?(s=e.title||r.simpleRef(e.$ref),o=n[s]):i.isUndefined(t)&&(s=e.title||"Inline Model "+
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++m,o={definition:e}),a!==!0&&(f[s]=i.isUndefined(o)?{}:o.definition),s}function l(e){var t='<span

class="propType">',n=e.type||"object";return

e.$ref?t+=s(e,r.simpleRef(e.$ref)):"object"===n?t+=i.isUndefined(e.properties)?"object":s(e):"array"===n?(t+="Arr

ay[",i.isArray(e.items)?t+=i.map(e.items,s).join(","):i.isPlainObject(e.items)?t+=i.isUndefined(e.items.$ref)?i.isUnd

efined(e.items.type)||i.indexOf(["array","object"],e.items.type)!==-

1?s(e.items):e.items.type:s(e.items,r.simpleRef(e.items.$ref)):(r.log("Array type's 'items' schema is not an array or

an object, cannot process"),t+="object"),t+="]"):t+=e.type,t+="</span>"}function u(e,t){var

n="",r=e.type||"object",o="array"===r;switch(o&&(r=i.isPlainObject(e.items)&&!i.isUndefined(e.items.type)?e.ite

ms.type:"object"),i.isUndefined(e["default"])||(n+=a("Default",e["default"])),r){case"string":e.minLength&&(n+=a(

"Min. Length",e.minLength)),e.maxLength&&(n+=a("Max. Length",e.maxLength)),e.pattern&&(n+=a("Reg.

Exp.",e.pattern));break;case"integer":case"number":e.minimum&&(n+=a("Min.

Value",e.minimum)),e.exclusiveMinimum&&(n+=a("Exclusive Min.","true")),e.maximum&&(n+=a("Max.

Value",e.maximum)),e.exclusiveMaximum&&(n+=a("Exclusive Max.","true")),e.multipleOf&&(n+=a("Multiple

Of",e.multipleOf))}if(o&&(e.minItems&&(n+=a("Min. Items",e.minItems)),e.maxItems&&(n+=a("Max.

Items",e.maxItems)),e.uniqueItems&&(n+=a("Unique Items","true")),e.collectionFormat&&(n+=a("Coll.

Format",e.collectionFormat))),i.isUndefined(e.items)&&i.isArray(e["enum"])){var

s;s="number"===r||"integer"===r?e["enum"].join(", "):'"'+e["enum"].join('", "')+'"',n+=a("Enum",s)}return

n.length>0&&(t='<span class="propWrap">'+t+'<table class="optionsWrapper"><tr><th

colspan="2">'+r+"</th></tr>"+n+"</table></span>"),t}function c(e,t){var

a=e.type||"object",c="array"===e.type,f=p+t+"

"+(c?"[":"{")+h;if(t&&d.push(t),c)i.isArray(e.items)?f+="<div>"+i.map(e.items,function(e){var

t=e.type||"object";return i.isUndefined(e.$ref)?i.indexOf(["array","object"],t)>-

1?"object"===t&&i.isUndefined(e.properties)?"object":s(e):u(e,t):s(e,r.simpleRef(e.$ref))}).join(",</div><div>"):i.i

sPlainObject(e.items)?f+=i.isUndefined(e.items.$ref)?i.indexOf(["array","object"],e.items.type||"object")>-

1?(i.isUndefined(e.items.type)||"object"===e.items.type)&&i.isUndefined(e.items.properties)?"<div>object</div>":

"<div>"+s(e.items)+"</div>":"<div>"+u(e.items,e.items.type)+"</div>":"<div>"+s(e.items,r.simpleRef(e.items.$ref

))+"</div>":(r.log("Array type's 'items' property is not an array or an object, cannot

process"),f+="<div>object</div>");else if(e.$ref)f+="<div>"+s(e,t)+"</div>";else

if("object"===a){if(i.isPlainObject(e.properties)){var m=i.map(e.properties,function(t,a){var

s,c,p=i.indexOf(e.required,a)>=0,h=i.cloneDeep(t),f=p?"required":"",d='<span class="propName

'+f+'">'+a+"</span> (";return

h["default"]=o(h),h=r.resolveSchema(h),c=t.description||h.description,i.isUndefined(h.$ref)||(s=n[r.simpleRef(h.$ref

)],i.isUndefined(s)||i.indexOf([void 0,"array","object"],s.definition.type)!==-

1||(h=r.resolveSchema(s.definition))),d+=l(h),p||(d+=', <span

class="propOptKey">optional</span>'),t.readOnly&&(d+=', <span class="propReadOnly">read

only</span>'),d+=")",i.isUndefined(c)||(d+=': <span class="propDesc">'+c+"</span>"),h["enum"]&&(d+=' = <span

class="propVals">[\''+h["enum"].join("', '")+"']</span>"),"<div"+(t.readOnly?'

class="readOnly"':"")+">"+u(h,d)}).join(",</div>");m&&(f+=m+"</div>")}}else

f+="<div>"+u(e,a)+"</div>";return f+p+(c?"]":"}")+h}var p='<span

class="strong">',h="</span>";if(i.isObject(arguments[0])&&(e=void

0,t=arguments[0],n=arguments[1],o=arguments[2]),n=n||{},t=r.resolveSchema(t),i.isEmpty(t))return

p+"Empty"+h;if("string"==typeof t.$ref&&(e=r.simpleRef(t.$ref),t=n[e],"undefined"==typeof t))return p+e+" is not

defined!"+h;"string"!=typeof e&&(e=t.title||"Inline Model"),t.definition&&(t=t.definition),"function"!=typeof

o&&(o=function(e){return(e||{})["default"]});for(var

f={},d=[],m=0,g=c(t,e);i.keys(f).length>0;)i.forEach(f,function(e,t){var n=i.indexOf(d,t)>-1;delete

f[t],n||(d.push(t),g+="<br />"+c(e,t))});return g}},{"./helpers":4,"lodash-compat/array/indexOf":49,"lodash-

compat/collection/forEach":54,"lodash-compat/collection/map":56,"lodash-compat/lang/cloneDeep":138,"lodash-

compat/lang/isArray":140,"lodash-compat/lang/isEmpty":141,"lodash-compat/lang/isObject":144,"lodash-
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compat/lang/isPlainObject":145,"lodash-compat/lang/isUndefined":148,"lodash-

compat/object/keys":149}],8:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var r=e("./http"),i={isObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isObject")},a=t.exports=function(){this.errors=[],this.warnings=[],this.modelMap={}};a.prototype.set

DocumentationLocation=function(e){this.docLocation=e},a.prototype.convert=function(e,t,n,r){if(!e||!Array.isArray

(e.apis))return this.finish(r,null);this.clientAuthorizations=t;var

i={swagger:"2.0"};i.originalVersion=e.swaggerVersion,this.apiInfo(e,i),this.securityDefinitions(e,i),e.basePath&&t

his.setDocumentationLocation(e.basePath);var a,o=!1;for(a=0;a<e.apis.length;a++){var

s=e.apis[a];Array.isArray(s.operations)&&(o=!0)}o?(this.declaration(e,i),this.finish(r,i)):this.resourceListing(e,i,n,r)

},a.prototype.declaration=function(e,t){var

n,r,a,o;if(e.apis){0===e.basePath.indexOf("http://")?(a=e.basePath.substring("http://".length),o=a.indexOf("/"),o>0?

(t.host=a.substring(0,o),t.basePath=a.substring(o)):(t.host=a,t.basePath="/")):0===e.basePath.indexOf("https://")?(a

=e.basePath.substring("https://".length),o=a.indexOf("/"),o>0?(t.host=a.substring(0,o),t.basePath=a.substring(o)):(t.

host=a,t.basePath="/")):t.basePath=e.basePath;var

s;if(e.authorizations&&(s=e.authorizations),e.consumes&&(t.consumes=e.consumes),e.produces&&(t.produces=e.p

roduces),i.isObject(e))for(n in e.models){var

l=e.models[n],u=l.id||n;this.modelMap[u]=n}for(r=0;r<e.apis.length;r++){var

c=e.apis[r],p=c.path,h=c.operations;this.operations(p,e.resourcePath,h,s,t)}var

f=e.models||{};this.models(f,t)}},a.prototype.models=function(e,t){if(i.isObject(e)){var

n;t.definitions=t.definitions||{};for(n in e){var r,a=e[n],o=[],s={properties:{}};for(r in a.properties){var

l=a.properties[r],u={};this.dataType(l,u),l.description&&(u.description=l.description),l["enum"]&&(u["enum"]=l["e

num"]),"boolean"==typeof l.required&&l.required===!0&&o.push(r),"string"==typeof

l.required&&"true"===l.required&&o.push(r),s.properties[r]=u}o.length>0?s.required=o:s.required=a.required,t.def

initions[n]=s}}},a.prototype.extractTag=function(e){var t=e||"default";return

0!==t.indexOf("http:")&&0!==t.indexOf("https:")||(t=t.split(["/"]),t=t[t.length-

1].substring()),t.endsWith(".json")&&(t=t.substring(0,t.length-

".json".length)),t.replace("/","")},a.prototype.operations=function(e,t,n,r,i){if(Array.isArray(n)){var

a;i.paths||(i.paths={});var o=i.paths[e]||{},s=this.extractTag(t);i.tags=i.tags||[];var

l=!1;for(a=0;a<i.tags.length;a++){var

u=i.tags[a];u.name===s&&(l=!0)}for(l||i.tags.push({name:s}),a=0;a<n.length;a++){var

c=n[a],p=(c.method||c.httpMethod).toLowerCase(),h={tags:[s]},f=c.authorizations;if(f&&0===Object.keys(f).lengt

h&&(f=r),"undefined"!=typeof f){var d;for(var m in f){h.security=h.security||[];var g=f[m];if(g){var y=[];for(var v

in g)y.push(g[v].scope);d={},d[m]=y,h.security.push(d)}else

d={},d[m]=[],h.security.push(d)}}c.consumes?h.consumes=c.consumes:i.consumes&&(h.consumes=i.consumes),c.

produces?h.produces=c.produces:i.produces&&(h.produces=i.produces),c.summary&&(h.summary=c.summary),c.n

otes&&(h.description=c.notes),c.nickname&&(h.operationId=c.nickname),c.deprecated&&(h.deprecated=c.depreca

ted),this.authorizations(f,i),this.parameters(h,c.parameters,i),this.responseMessages(h,c,i),o[p]=h}i.paths[e]=o}},a.pr

ototype.responseMessages=function(e,t){if(i.isObject(t)){var

n={};this.dataType(t,n),!n.schema&&n.type&&(n={schema:n}),e.responses=e.responses||{};var

r=!1;if(Array.isArray(t.responseMessages)){var a,o=t.responseMessages;for(a=0;a<o.length;a++){var

s=o[a],l={description:s.message};200===s.code&&(r=!0),s.responseModel&&(l.schema={$ref:"#/definitions/"+s.re

sponseModel}),e.responses[""+s.code]=l}}r?e.responses["default"]=n:e.responses[200]=n}},a.prototype.authorizati

ons=function(e){!i.isObject(e)},a.prototype.parameters=function(e,t){if(Array.isArray(t)){var

n;for(n=0;n<t.length;n++){var

r=t[n],i={};if(i.name=r.name,i.description=r.description,i.required=r.required,i["in"]=r.paramType,"body"===i["in"

]&&(i.name="body"),"form"===i["in"]&&(i["in"]="formData"),r["enum"]&&(i["enum"]=r["enum"]),r.allowMultip

le===!0||"true"===r.allowMultiple){var a={};if(this.dataType(r,a),i.type="array",i.items=a,r.allowableValues){var

o=r.allowableValues;"LIST"===o.valueType&&(i["enum"]=o.values)}}else this.dataType(r,i);"undefined"!=typeof

r.defaultValue&&(i["default"]=r.defaultValue),e.parameters=e.parameters||[],e.parameters.push(i)}}},a.prototype.da
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taType=function(e,t){if(i.isObject(e)){e.minimum&&(t.minimum=e.minimum),e.maximum&&(t.maximum=e.maxi

mum),e.format&&(t.format=e.format),"undefined"!=typeof e.defaultValue&&(t["default"]=e.defaultValue);var

n=this.toJsonSchema(e);n&&(t=t||{},n.type&&(t.type=n.type),n.format&&(t.format=n.format),n.$ref&&(t.schema=

{$ref:n.$ref}),n.items&&(t.items=n.items))}},a.prototype.toJsonSchema=function(e){if(!e)return"object";var

t=e.type||e.dataType||e.responseClass||"",n=t.toLowerCase(),r=(e.format||"").toLowerCase();if(0===n.indexOf("list["

)){var i=t.substring(5,t.length-

1),a=this.toJsonSchema({type:i});return{type:"array",items:a}}if("int"===n||"integer"===n&&"int32"===r)return{t

ype:"integer",format:"int32"};if("long"===n||"integer"===n&&"int64"===r)return{type:"integer",format:"int64"};if

("integer"===n)return{type:"integer",format:"int64"};if("float"===n||"number"===n&&"float"===r)return{type:"n

umber",format:"float"};if("double"===n||"number"===n&&"double"===r)return{type:"number",format:"double"};i

f("string"===n&&"date-time"===r||"date"===n)return{type:"string",format:"date-

time"};if("string"===n)return{type:"string"};if("file"===n)return{type:"file"};if("boolean"===n)return{type:"boole

an"};if("boolean"===n)return{type:"boolean"};if("array"===n||"list"===n){if(e.items){var

o=this.toJsonSchema(e.items);return{type:"array",items:o}}return{type:"array",items:{type:"object"}}}return

e.$ref?{$ref:this.modelMap[e.$ref]?"#/definitions/"+this.modelMap[e.$ref]:e.$ref}:"void"===n||""===n?{}:this.mo

delMap[e.type]?{$ref:"#/definitions/"+this.modelMap[e.type]}:{type:e.type}},a.prototype.resourceListing=function

(e,t,n,i){var

a,o=0,s=this,l=e.apis.length,u=t,c={};n&&n.requestInterceptor&&(c.requestInterceptor=n.requestInterceptor),n&&

n.responseInterceptor&&(c.responseInterceptor=n.responseInterceptor);var

p="application/json";for(n&&n.swaggerRequestHeaders&&(p=n.swaggerRequestHeaders),0===l&&this.finish(i,t),

a=0;a<l;a++){var

h=e.apis[a],f=h.path,d=this.getAbsolutePath(e.swaggerVersion,this.docLocation,f);h.description&&(t.tags=t.tags||[],

t.tags.push({name:this.extractTag(h.path),description:h.description||""}));var

m={url:d,headers:{accept:p},on:{},method:"get",timeout:n.timeout};m.on.response=function(e){o+=1;var

t=e.obj;t&&s.declaration(t,u),o===l&&s.finish(i,u)},m.on.error=function(e){console.error(e),o+=1,o===l&&s.finis

h(i,u)},this.clientAuthorizations&&"function"==typeof

this.clientAuthorizations.apply&&this.clientAuthorizations.apply(m),(new

r).execute(m,c)}},a.prototype.getAbsolutePath=function(e,t,n){if("1.0"===e&&t.endsWith(".json")){var

r=t.lastIndexOf("/");r>0&&(t=t.substring(0,r))}var i=t;return

0===n.indexOf("http:")||0===n.indexOf("https:")?i=n:(t.endsWith("/")&&(i=t.substring(0,t.length-

1)),i+=n),i=i.replace("{format}","json")},a.prototype.securityDefinitions=function(e,t){if(e.authorizations){var

n;for(n in e.authorizations){var

r=!1,i={vendorExtensions:{}},a=e.authorizations[n];if("apiKey"===a.type)i.type="apiKey",i["in"]=a.passAs,i.name

=a.keyname||n,r=!0;else if("basicAuth"===a.type)i.type="basicAuth",r=!0;else if("oauth2"===a.type){var

o,s=a.scopes||[],l={};for(o in s){var

u=s[o];l[u.scope]=u.description}if(i.type="oauth2",o>0&&(i.scopes=l),a.grantTypes){if(a.grantTypes.implicit){var

c=a.grantTypes.implicit;i.flow="implicit",i.authorizationUrl=c.loginEndpoint,r=!0}if(a.grantTypes.authorization_co

de&&!i.flow){var

p=a.grantTypes.authorization_code;i.flow="accessCode",i.authorizationUrl=p.tokenRequestEndpoint.url,i.tokenUrl

=p.tokenEndpoint.url,r=!0}}}r&&(t.securityDefinitions=t.securityDefinitions||{},t.securityDefinitions[n]=i)}}},a.pr

ototype.apiInfo=function(e,t){if(e.info){var

n=e.info;t.info={},n.contact&&(t.info.contact={},t.info.contact.email=n.contact),n.description&&(t.info.description

=n.description),n.title&&(t.info.title=n.title),n.termsOfServiceUrl&&(t.info.termsOfService=n.termsOfServiceUrl),(

n.license||n.licenseUrl)&&(t.license={},n.license&&(t.license.name=n.license),n.licenseUrl&&(t.license.url=n.licen

seUrl))}else this.warnings.push("missing info section")},a.prototype.finish=function(e,t){e(t)}},{"./http":5,"lodash-

compat/lang/isObject":144}],9:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var r=(e("../helpers").log,{isPlainObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isPlainObject"),isString:e("lodash-compat/lang/isString")}),i=e("../schema-markup.js"),a=e("js-

yaml"),o=t.exports=function(e,t,n,r){return
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this.definition=t||{},this.isArray="array"===t.type,this.models=n||{},this.name=e||t.title||"Inline

Model",this.modelPropertyMacro=r||function(e){return

e["default"]},this};o.prototype.createJSONSample=o.prototype.getSampleValue=function(e){return

e=e||{},e[this.name]=this,this.examples&&r.isPlainObject(this.examples)&&this.examples["application/json"]?(this

.definition.example=this.examples["application/json"],r.isString(this.definition.example)&&(this.definition.example

=a.safeLoad(this.definition.example))):this.definition.example||(this.definition.example=this.examples),i.schemaToJ

SON(this.definition,this.models,e,this.modelPropertyMacro)},o.prototype.getMockSignature=function(){return

i.schemaToHTML(this.name,this.definition,this.models,this.modelPropertyMacro)}},{"../helpers":4,"../schema-

markup.js":7,"js-yaml":19,"lodash-compat/lang/isPlainObject":145,"lodash-

compat/lang/isString":146}],10:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e,t){if(i.isEmpty(t))return e[0];for(var

n=0,r=t.length;n<r;n++)if(e.indexOf(t[n])>-1)return t[n];return e[0]}var i={cloneDeep:e("lodash-

compat/lang/cloneDeep"),isUndefined:e("lodash-compat/lang/isUndefined"),isEmpty:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isEmpty"),isObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isObject")},a=e("../helpers"),o=e("./model"),s=e("../http"),l=e("q"),u=t.exports=function(e,t,n,r,i,s,l,u,c)

{var

p=[];e=e||{},s=s||{},e&&e.options&&(this.client=e.options.client||null,this.requestInterceptor=e.options.requestInter

ceptor||null,this.responseInterceptor=e.options.responseInterceptor||null,this.requestAgent=e.options.requestAgent),t

his.authorizations=s.security,this.basePath=e.basePath||"/",this.clientAuthorizations=c,this.consumes=s.consumes||e.

consumes||["application/json"],this.produces=s.produces||e.produces||["application/json"],this.deprecated=s.deprecat

ed,this.description=s.description,this.host=e.host,this.method=r||p.push("Operation "+n+" is missing

method."),this.models=u||{},this.nickname=n||p.push("Operations must have a

nickname."),this.operation=s,this.operations={},this.parameters=null!==s?s.parameters||[]:{},this.parent=e,this.path

=i||p.push("Operation "+this.nickname+" is missing

path."),this.responses=s.responses||{},this.scheme=t||e.scheme||"http",this.schemes=s.schemes||e.schemes,this.securit

y=s.security||e.security,this.summary=s.summary||"",this.timeout=e.timeout,this.type=null,this.useJQuery=e.useJQu

ery,this.jqueryAjaxCache=e.jqueryAjaxCache,this.enableCookies=e.enableCookies;var

h;if(this.host||("undefined"!=typeof

window?this.host=window.location.host:this.host="localhost"),this.parameterMacro=e.parameterMacro||function(e,t

){return t["default"]},this.inlineModels=[],"/"!==this.basePath&&"/"===this.basePath.slice(-

1)&&(this.basePath=this.basePath.slice(0,-1)),"string"==typeof

this.deprecated)switch(this.deprecated.toLowerCase()){case"true":case"yes":case"1":this.deprecated=!0;break;case"

false":case"no":case"0":case null:this.deprecated=!1;break;default:this.deprecated=Boolean(this.deprecated)}var

f,d;if(l)for(h in l)d=new o(h,l[h],this.models,e.modelPropertyMacro),d&&(this.models[h]=d);else

l={};for(f=0;f<this.parameters.length;f++){var

m,g=this.parameters[f];g["default"]=this.parameterMacro(this,g),"array"===g.type&&(g.isList=!0,g.allowMultiple=

!0);var

y=this.getType(g);y&&"boolean"===y.toString().toLowerCase()&&(g.allowableValues={},g.isList=!0,g["enum"]=

[!0,!1]);for(h in g)a.extractExtensions(h,g);"undefined"!=typeof g["x-example"]&&(m=g["x-

example"],g["default"]=m),g["x-examples"]&&(m=g["x-examples"]["default"],"undefined"!=typeof

m&&(g["default"]=m));var v=g["enum"]||g.items&&g.items["enum"];if("undefined"!=typeof v){var

b;for(g.allowableValues={},g.allowableValues.values=[],g.allowableValues.descriptiveValues=[],b=0;b<v.length;b

++){var

w=v[b],_=w===g["default"]||w+""===g["default"];g.allowableValues.values.push(w),g.allowableValues.descriptive

Values.push({value:w+"",isDefault:_})}}"array"===g.type&&(y=[y],"undefined"==typeof

g.allowableValues&&(delete g.isList,delete

g.allowMultiple)),g.modelSignature={type:y,definitions:this.models},g.signature=this.getModelSignature(y,this.mo

dels).toString(),g.sampleJSON=this.getModelSampleJSON(y,this.models),g.responseClassSignature=g.signature}va

r
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x,A,S,j=this.responses;j[200]?(S=j[200],A="200"):j[201]?(S=j[201],A="201"):j[202]?(S=j[202],A="202"):j[203]?(S

=j[203],A="203"):j[204]?(S=j[204],A="204"):j[205]?(S=j[205],A="205"):j[206]?(S=j[206],A="206"):j["default"]&

&(S=j["default"],A="default");for(x in j)if(a.extractExtensions(x,j),"string"==typeof x&&x.indexOf("x-")===-

1){var E=j[x];if("object"==typeof E&&"object"==typeof E.headers){var O=E.headers;for(var k in O){var

T=O[k];if("object"==typeof T)for(var C in T)a.extractExtensions(C,T)}}}if(S)for(x in

S)a.extractExtensions(x,S);if(S&&S.schema){var I,D=this.resolveModel(S.schema,l);delete

j[A],D?(this.successResponse={},I=this.successResponse[A]=D):S.schema.type&&"object"!==S.schema.type&&"a

rray"!==S.schema.type?(this.successResponse={},I=this.successResponse[A]=S.schema):(this.successResponse={},

I=this.successResponse[A]=new o((void

0),S.schema||{},this.models,e.modelPropertyMacro)),I&&(I.vendorExtensions=S.vendorExtensions,S.description&

&(I.description=S.description),S.examples&&(I.examples=S.examples),S.headers&&(I.headers=S.headers)),this.typ

e=S}return

p.length>0&&this.resource&&this.resource.api&&this.resource.api.fail&&this.resource.api.fail(p),this};u.prototype

.isDefaultArrayItemValue=function(e,t){return

t["default"]&&Array.isArray(t["default"])?t["default"].indexOf(e)!==-

1:e===t["default"]},u.prototype.getType=function(e){var

t,n=e.type,r=e.format,i=!1;"integer"===n&&"int32"===r?t="integer":"integer"===n&&"int64"===r?t="long":"inte

ger"===n?t="integer":"string"===n?t="date-time"===r?"date-

time":"date"===r?"date":"string":"number"===n&&"float"===r?t="float":"number"===n&&"double"===r?t="dou

ble":"number"===n?t="double":"boolean"===n?t="boolean":"array"===n?(i=!0,e.items&&(t=this.getType(e.items)

)):"file"===n&&(t="file"),e.$ref&&(t=a.simpleRef(e.$ref));var o=e.schema;if(o){var s=o.$ref;

return s?(s=a.simpleRef(s),i?[s]:s):"object"===o.type?this.addInlineModel(o):this.getType(o)}return

i?[t]:t},u.prototype.addInlineModel=function(e){var t=this.inlineModels.length,n=this.resolveModel(e,{});return

n?(this.inlineModels.push(n),"Inline Model "+t):null},u.prototype.getInlineModel=function(e){if(/^Inline Model

\d+$/.test(e)){var t=parseInt(e.substr("Inline Model".length).trim(),10),n=this.inlineModels[t];return n}return

null},u.prototype.resolveModel=function(e,t){if("undefined"!=typeof e.$ref){var

n=e.$ref;if(0===n.indexOf("#/definitions/")&&(n=n.substring("#/definitions/".length)),t[n])return new

o(n,t[n],this.models,this.parent.modelPropertyMacro)}else if(e&&"object"==typeof

e&&("object"===e.type||i.isUndefined(e.type)))return new o((void

0),e,this.models,this.parent.modelPropertyMacro);return null},u.prototype.help=function(e){for(var

t=this.nickname+": "+this.summary+"\n",n=0;n<this.parameters.length;n++){var

r=this.parameters[n],i=r.signature;t+="\n  * "+r.name+" ("+i+"): "+r.description}return"undefined"==typeof

e&&a.log(t),t},u.prototype.getModelSignature=function(e,t){var n,r;return e instanceof

Array&&(r=!0,e=e[0]),"undefined"==typeof

e?(e="undefined",n=!0):t[e]?(e=t[e],n=!1):this.getInlineModel(e)?(e=this.getInlineModel(e),n=!1):n=!0,n?r?"Array[

"+e+"]":e.toString():r?"Array["+e.getMockSignature()+"]":e.getMockSignature()},u.prototype.supportHeaderParam

s=function(){return!0},u.prototype.supportedSubmitMethods=function(){return

this.parent.supportedSubmitMethods},u.prototype.getHeaderParams=function(e){for(var

t=this.setContentTypes(e,{}),n={},r=0;r<this.parameters.length;r++){var

i=this.parameters[r];"header"===i["in"]&&(n[i.name.toLowerCase()]=i)}for(var a in e){var

o=n[a.toLowerCase()];if("undefined"!=typeof o){var

s=e[a];Array.isArray(s)&&(s=s.toString()),t[o.name]=s}}return t},u.prototype.urlify=function(e,t){for(var

n={},r=this.path.replace(/#.*/,""),i="",a=0;a<this.parameters.length;a++){var

o=this.parameters[a];if("undefined"!=typeof e[o.name]){var

s;if("string"===o.type&&"password"===o.format&&t&&(s=!0),"path"===o["in"]){var l=new

RegExp("{"+o.name+"}","gi"),u=e[o.name];u=Array.isArray(u)?this.encodePathCollection(o.collectionFormat,o.na

me,u,s):this.encodePathParam(u,s),r=r.replace(l,u)}else if("query"===o["in"]&&"undefined"!=typeof

e[o.name])if(i+=""===i&&r.indexOf("?")<0?"?":"&","undefined"!=typeof o.collectionFormat){var
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c=e[o.name];i+=Array.isArray(c)?this.encodeQueryCollection(o.collectionFormat,o.name,c,s):this.encodeQueryKey

(o.name)+"="+this.encodeQueryParam(e[o.name],s)}else

i+=this.encodeQueryKey(o.name)+"="+this.encodeQueryParam(e[o.name],s);else"formData"===o["in"]&&(n[o.na

me]=e[o.name])}}var

p=this.scheme+"://"+this.host;return"/"!==this.basePath&&(p+=this.basePath),p+r+i},u.prototype.getMissingParam

s=function(e){var t,n=[];for(t=0;t<this.parameters.length;t++){var

r=this.parameters[t];r.required===!0&&"undefined"==typeof e[r.name]&&(n=r.name)}return

n},u.prototype.getBody=function(e,t,n){for(var

r,i,a,o,s,l={},u=!1,p=0;p<this.parameters.length;p++)if(i=this.parameters[p],"undefined"!=typeof t[i.name]){var

h;"string"===i.type&&"password"===i.format&&(h="password"),"body"===i["in"]?a=t[i.name]:"formData"===i["

in"]&&(l[i.name]={param:i,value:t[i.name],password:h},r=!0)}else"body"===i["in"]&&(u=!0);if(u&&"undefined"

==typeof a){var f=e["Content-Type"];f&&0===f.indexOf("application/json")&&(a="{}")}var d=!1;if(e["Content-

Type"]&&e["Content-Type"].indexOf("multipart/form-data")>=0&&(d=!0),r&&!d){var m="";for(o in

l){i=l[o].param,s=l[o].value;var g;n&&n.maskPasswords&&(g=l[o].password),"undefined"!=typeof

s&&(Array.isArray(s)?(""!==m&&(m+="&"),m+=this.encodeQueryCollection(i.collectionFormat,o,s,g)):(""!==m&

&(m+="&"),m+=encodeURIComponent(o)+"="+c(encodeURIComponent(s),g)))}a=m}else if(d){var

y;if("function"==typeof FormData){y=new FormData,y.type="formData";for(o in

l)if(i=l[o].param,s=t[o],"undefined"!=typeof s)if("[object File]"==={}.toString.apply(s))y.append(o,s);else

if("file"===s.type&&s.value)y.append(o,s.value);else

if(Array.isArray(s))if("multi"===i.collectionFormat){y["delete"](o);for(var v in s)y.append(o,s[v])}else

y.append(o,this.encodeQueryCollection(i.collectionFormat,o,s).split("=").slice(1).join("="));else

y.append(o,s);a=y}else{y={};for(o in l)if(s=t[o],Array.isArray(s)){var

b,w=i.collectionFormat||"multi";if("ssv"===w)b=" ";else if("pipes"===w)b="|";else

if("tsv"===w)b="\t";else{if("multi"===w){y[o]=s;break}b=","}var

_;s.forEach(function(e){_?_+=b:_="",_+=e}),y[o]=_}else y[o]=s;a=y}e["Content-Type"]="multipart/form-

data"}return a},u.prototype.getModelSampleJSON=function(e,t){var n,r,a;if(t=t||{},n=e instanceof

Array,a=n?e[0]:e,t[a]?r=t[a].createJSONSample():this.getInlineModel(a)&&(r=this.getInlineModel(a).createJSONS

ample()),r){if(r=n?[r]:r,"string"==typeof r)return r;if(i.isObject(r)){var o=r;if(r instanceof

Array&&r.length>0&&(o=r[0]),o.nodeName&&"Node"==typeof o){var s=(new

XMLSerializer).serializeToString(o);return this.formatXml(s)}return JSON.stringify(r,null,2)}return

r}},u.prototype["do"]=function(e,t,n,r,i){return this.execute(e,t,n,r,i)},u.prototype.execute=function(e,t,n,r,o){var

u,c,p,h,f=e||{},d={};i.isObject(t)&&(d=t,u=n,c=r),h="undefined"!=typeof

d.timeout?d.timeout:this.timeout,this.client&&(d.client=this.client),this.requestAgent&&(d.requestAgent=this.reque

stAgent),!d.requestInterceptor&&this.requestInterceptor&&(d.requestInterceptor=this.requestInterceptor),!d.respons

eInterceptor&&this.responseInterceptor&&(d.responseInterceptor=this.responseInterceptor),"function"==typeof

t&&(u=t,c=n),this.parent.usePromise?p=l.defer():(u=u||this.parent.defaultSuccessCallback||a.log,c=c||this.parent.def

aultErrorCallback||a.log),"undefined"==typeof d.useJQuery&&(d.useJQuery=this.useJQuery),"undefined"==typeof

d.jqueryAjaxCache&&(d.jqueryAjaxCache=this.jqueryAjaxCache),"undefined"==typeof

d.enableCookies&&(d.enableCookies=this.enableCookies);var m=this.getMissingParams(f);if(m.length>0){var

g="missing required params: "+m;return a.fail(g),this.parent.usePromise?(p.reject(g),p.promise):(c(g,o),{})}var

y,v=this.getHeaderParams(f),b=this.setContentTypes(f,d),w={};for(y in v)w[y]=v[y];for(y in b)w[y]=b[y];var

_=this.getBody(b,f,d),x=this.urlify(f,d.maskPasswords);if(x.indexOf(".{format}")>0&&w){var

A=w.Accept||w.accept;A&&A.indexOf("json")>0?x=x.replace(".{format}",".json"):A&&A.indexOf("xml")>0&&(

x=x.replace(".{format}",".xml"))}var

S={url:x,method:this.method.toUpperCase(),body:_,enableCookies:d.enableCookies,useJQuery:d.useJQuery,jquery

AjaxCache:d.jqueryAjaxCache,deferred:p,headers:w,clientAuthorizations:d.clientAuthorizations,operation:this,conn

ectionAgent:this.connectionAgent,on:{response:function(e){return

p?(p.resolve(e),p.promise):u(e,o)},error:function(e){return p?(p.reject(e),p.promise):c(e,o)}}};return
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h&&(S.timeout=h),this.clientAuthorizations.apply(S,this.operation.security),d.mock===!0?S:(new

s).execute(S,d)},u.prototype.setContentTypes=function(e,t){var

n,i,o=this.parameters,s=e.parameterContentType||r(this.consumes,["application/json","application/yaml"]),l=t.respon

seContentType||r(this.produces,["application/json","application/yaml"]),u=[],c=[],p={};for(i=0;i<o.length;i++){var

h=o[i];if("formData"===h["in"])"file"===h.type?u.push(h):c.push(h);else if("header"===h["in"]&&t){var

f=h.name,d=t[h.name];"undefined"!=typeof t[h.name]&&(p[f]=d)}else"body"===h["in"]&&"undefined"!=typeof

e[h.name]&&(n=e[h.name])}var

m=n||u.length||c.length;if("post"===this.method||"put"===this.method||"patch"===this.method||("delete"===this.met

hod||"get"===this.method)&&m){if(t.requestContentType&&(s=t.requestContentType),c.length>0){if(s=void

0,t.requestContentType)s=t.requestContentType;else if(u.length>0)s="multipart/form-data";else

if(this.consumes&&this.consumes.length>0)for(var g in this.consumes){var

y=this.consumes[g];0!==y.indexOf("application/x-www-form-urlencoded")&&0!==y.indexOf("multipart/form-

data")||(s=y)}"undefined"==typeof s&&(s="application/x-www-form-urlencoded")}}else s=null;return

s&&this.consumes&&this.consumes.indexOf(s)===-1&&a.log("server doesn't consume "+s+", try

"+JSON.stringify(this.consumes)),this.matchesAccept(l)||a.log("server can't produce

"+l),s&&""!==n||"application/x-www-form-urlencoded"===s?p["Content-

Type"]=s:this.consumes&&this.consumes.length>0&&"application/x-www-form-

urlencoded"===this.consumes[0]&&(p["Content-

Type"]=this.consumes[0]),l&&(p.Accept=l),p},u.prototype.matchesAccept=function(e){return!e||!this.produces||(thi

s.produces.indexOf(e)!==-1||this.produces.indexOf("*/*")!==-1)},u.prototype.asCurl=function(e,t){var

n={mock:!0,maskPasswords:!0};if("object"==typeof t)for(var r in t)n[r]=t[r];var

a=this.execute(e,n);this.clientAuthorizations.apply(a,this.operation.security);var o=[];if(o.push("-X

"+this.method.toUpperCase()),"undefined"!=typeof a.headers){var s;for(s in a.headers){var

l=a.headers[s];"string"==typeof l&&(l=l.replace(/\'/g,"\\u0027")),o.push("--header '"+s+": "+l+"'")}}var

u=!1,p=!1,h=a.headers["Content-Type"];if(h&&0===h.indexOf("application/x-www-form-

urlencoded")?u=!0:h&&0===h.indexOf("multipart/form-data")&&(u=!0,p=!0),a.body){var

f;if(i.isObject(a.body)){if(p){p=!0;for(var d=0;d<this.parameters.length;d++){var

m=this.parameters[d];if("formData"===m["in"]){f||(f="");var g;if(g="function"==typeof FormData&&a.body

instanceof FormData?a.body.getAll(m.name):a.body[m.name])if("file"===m.type)g.name&&(f+="-F

"+m.name+'=@"'+g.name+'" ');else if(Array.isArray(g))if("multi"===m.collectionFormat)for(var y in g)f+="-F

"+this.encodeQueryKey(m.name)+"="+c(g[y],m.format)+" ";else f+="-F

"+this.encodeQueryCollection(m.collectionFormat,m.name,c(g,m.format))+" ";else f+="-F

"+this.encodeQueryKey(m.name)+"="+c(g,m.format)+" "}}}f||(f=JSON.stringify(a.body))}else

f=a.body;f=f.replace(/\'/g,"%27").replace(/\n/g," \\ \n "),u||(f=f.replace(/&/g,"%26")),p?o.push(f):o.push("-d

'"+f.replace(/@/g,"%40")+"'")}return"curl "+o.join(" ")+"

'"+a.url+"'"},u.prototype.encodePathCollection=function(e,t,n,r){var

i,a="",o="";for(o="ssv"===e?"%20":"tsv"===e?"%09":"pipes"===e?"|":",",i=0;i<n.length;i++)0===i?a=this.encode

QueryParam(n[i],r):a+=o+this.encodeQueryParam(n[i],r);return

a},u.prototype.encodeQueryCollection=function(e,t,n,r){var

i,a="";if(e=e||"default","default"===e||"multi"===e)for(i=0;i<n.length;i++)i>0&&(a+="&"),a+=this.encodeQueryKe

y(t)+"="+c(this.encodeQueryParam(n[i]),r);else{var o="";if("csv"===e)o=",";else if("ssv"===e)o="%20";else

if("tsv"===e)o="%09";else if("pipes"===e)o="|";else

if("brackets"===e)for(i=0;i<n.length;i++)0!==i&&(a+="&"),a+=this.encodeQueryKey(t)+"[]="+c(this.encodeQuer

yParam(n[i]),r);if(""!==o)for(i=0;i<n.length;i++)0===i?a=this.encodeQueryKey(t)+"="+this.encodeQueryParam(n[i

]):a+=o+this.encodeQueryParam(n[i])}return a},u.prototype.encodeQueryKey=function(e){return

encodeURIComponent(e).replace("%5B","[").replace("%5D","]").replace("%24","$")},u.prototype.encodeQueryPar

am=function(e,t){return t?"******":encodeURIComponent(e)},u.prototype.encodePathParam=function(e,t){return

encodeURIComponent(e,t)};var c=function(e,t){return"string"==typeof
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t&&"password"===t?"******":e}},{"../helpers":4,"../http":5,"./model":9,"lodash-

compat/lang/cloneDeep":138,"lodash-compat/lang/isEmpty":141,"lodash-compat/lang/isObject":144,"lodash-

compat/lang/isUndefined":148,q:157}],11:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var

r=t.exports=function(e,t,n,r){this.description=t,this.externalDocs=n,this.name=e,this.operation=r,this.operationsArra

y=[],this.path=e,this.tag=e};r.prototype.sort=function(){}},{}],12:[function(e,t,n){function r(){if(!s){s=!0;for(var

e,t=o.length;t;){e=o,o=[];for(var n=-1;++n<t;)e[n]();t=o.length}s=!1}}function i(){}var

a=t.exports={},o=[],s=!1;a.nextTick=function(e){o.push(e),s||setTimeout(r,0)},a.title="browser",a.browser=!0,a.env

={},a.argv=[],a.version="",a.versions={},a.on=i,a.addListener=i,a.once=i,a.off=i,a.removeListener=i,a.removeAllLi

steners=i,a.emit=i,a.binding=function(e){throw new Error("process.binding is not

supported")},a.cwd=function(){return"/"},a.chdir=function(e){throw new Error("process.chdir is not

supported")},a.umask=function(){return 0}},{}],13:[function(e,t,n){(function(e){!function(){"use strict";function

n(t){var n;return n=t instanceof e?t:new

e(t.toString(),"binary"),n.toString("base64")}t.exports=n}()}).call(this,e("buffer").Buffer)},{buffer:14}],14:[functio

n(e,t,n){function r(){return i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?2147483647:1073741823}function i(e){return this

instanceof i?(this.length=0,this.parent=void 0,"number"==typeof e?a(this,e):"string"==typeof

e?o(this,e,arguments.length>1?arguments[1]:"utf8"):s(this,e)):arguments.length>1?new i(e,arguments[1]):new

i(e)}function a(e,t){if(e=d(e,t<0?0:0|m(t)),!i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT)for(var n=0;n<t;n++)e[n]=0;return

e}function o(e,t,n){"string"==typeof n&&""!==n||(n="utf8");var r=0|y(t,n);return e=d(e,r),e.write(t,n),e}function

s(e,t){if(i.isBuffer(t))return l(e,t);if(Q(t))return u(e,t);if(null==t)throw new TypeError("must start with number,

buffer, array or string");if("undefined"!=typeof ArrayBuffer){if(t.buffer instanceof ArrayBuffer)return c(e,t);if(t

instanceof ArrayBuffer)return p(e,t)}return t.length?h(e,t):f(e,t)}function l(e,t){var n=0|m(t.length);return

e=d(e,n),t.copy(e,0,0,n),e}function u(e,t){var n=0|m(t.length);e=d(e,n);for(var r=0;r<n;r+=1)e[r]=255&t[r];return

e}function c(e,t){var n=0|m(t.length);e=d(e,n);for(var r=0;r<n;r+=1)e[r]=255&t[r];return e}function p(e,t){return

i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(t.byteLength,e=i._augment(new Uint8Array(t))):e=c(e,new

Uint8Array(t)),e}function h(e,t){var n=0|m(t.length);e=d(e,n);for(var r=0;r<n;r+=1)e[r]=255&t[r];return e}function

f(e,t){var n,r=0;"Buffer"===t.type&&Q(t.data)&&(n=t.data,r=0|m(n.length)),e=d(e,r);for(var

i=0;i<r;i+=1)e[i]=255&n[i];return e}function d(e,t){i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?e=i._augment(new

Uint8Array(t)):(e.length=t,e._isBuffer=!0);var n=0!==t&&t<=i.poolSize>>>1;return n&&(e.parent=G),e}function

m(e){if(e>=r())throw new RangeError("Attempt to allocate Buffer larger than maximum size:

0x"+r().toString(16)+" bytes");return 0|e}function g(e,t){if(!(this instanceof g))return new g(e,t);var n=new

i(e,t);return delete n.parent,n}function y(e,t){"string"!=typeof e&&(e=""+e);var n=e.length;if(0===n)return

0;for(var r=!1;;)switch(t){case"ascii":case"binary":case"raw":case"raws":return n;case"utf8":case"utf-8":return

$(e).length;case"ucs2":case"ucs-2":case"utf16le":case"utf-16le":return 2*n;case"hex":return

n>>>1;case"base64":return H(e).length;default:if(r)return $(e).length;t=(""+t).toLowerCase(),r=!0}}function

v(e,t,n){var r=!1;if(t=0|t,n=void

0===n||n===1/0?this.length:0|n,e||(e="utf8"),t<0&&(t=0),n>this.length&&(n=this.length),n<=t)return"";for(;;)switc

h(e){case"hex":return C(this,t,n);case"utf8":case"utf-8":return E(this,t,n);case"ascii":return

k(this,t,n);case"binary":return T(this,t,n);case"base64":return j(this,t,n);case"ucs2":case"ucs-

2":case"utf16le":case"utf-16le":return I(this,t,n);default:if(r)throw new TypeError("Unknown encoding:

"+e);e=(e+"").toLowerCase(),r=!0}}function b(e,t,n,r){n=Number(n)||0;var i=e.length-

n;r?(r=Number(r),r>i&&(r=i)):r=i;var a=t.length;if(a%2!==0)throw new Error("Invalid hex

string");r>a/2&&(r=a/2);for(var o=0;o<r;o++){var s=parseInt(t.substr(2*o,2),16);if(isNaN(s))throw new

Error("Invalid hex string");e[n+o]=s}return o}function w(e,t,n,r){return Y($(t,e.length-n),e,n,r)}function

_(e,t,n,r){return Y(F(t),e,n,r)}function x(e,t,n,r){return _(e,t,n,r)}function A(e,t,n,r){return Y(H(t),e,n,r)}function

S(e,t,n,r){return Y(V(t,e.length-n),e,n,r)}function j(e,t,n){return

0===t&&n===e.length?J.fromByteArray(e):J.fromByteArray(e.slice(t,n))}function

E(e,t,n){n=Math.min(e.length,n);for(var r=[],i=t;i<n;){var

a=e[i],o=null,s=a>239?4:a>223?3:a>191?2:1;if(i+s<=n){var l,u,c,p;switch(s){case 1:a<128&&(o=a);break;case
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2:l=e[i+1],128===(192&l)&&(p=(31&a)<<6|63&l,p>127&&(o=p));break;case

3:l=e[i+1],u=e[i+2],128===(192&l)&&128===(192&u)&&(p=(15&a)<<12|(63&l)<<6|63&u,p>2047&&(p<55296|

|p>57343)&&(o=p));break;case

4:l=e[i+1],u=e[i+2],c=e[i+3],128===(192&l)&&128===(192&u)&&128===(192&c)&&(p=(15&a)<<18|(63&l)<<

12|(63&u)<<6|63&c,p>65535&&p<1114112&&(o=p))}}null===o?(o=65533,s=1):o>65535&&(o-

=65536,r.push(o>>>10&1023|55296),o=56320|1023&o),r.push(o),i+=s}return O(r)}function O(e){var

t=e.length;if(t<=K)return String.fromCharCode.apply(String,e);for(var

n="",r=0;r<t;)n+=String.fromCharCode.apply(String,e.slice(r,r+=K));return n}function k(e,t,n){var

r="";n=Math.min(e.length,n);for(var i=t;i<n;i++)r+=String.fromCharCode(127&e[i]);return r}function T(e,t,n){var

r="";n=Math.min(e.length,n);for(var i=t;i<n;i++)r+=String.fromCharCode(e[i]);return r}function C(e,t,n){var

r=e.length;(!t||t<0)&&(t=0),(!n||n<0||n>r)&&(n=r);for(var i="",a=t;a<n;a++)i+=N(e[a]);return i}function

I(e,t,n){for(var r=e.slice(t,n),i="",a=0;a<r.length;a+=2)i+=String.fromCharCode(r[a]+256*r[a+1]);return i}function

D(e,t,n){if(e%1!==0||e<0)throw new RangeError("offset is not uint");if(e+t>n)throw new RangeError("Trying to

access beyond buffer length")}function L(e,t,n,r,a,o){if(!i.isBuffer(e))throw new TypeError("buffer must be a

Buffer instance");if(t>a||t<o)throw new RangeError("value is out of bounds");if(n+r>e.length)throw new

RangeError("index out of range")}function M(e,t,n,r){t<0&&(t=65535+t+1);for(var i=0,a=Math.min(e.length-

n,2);i<a;i++)e[n+i]=(t&255<<8*(r?i:1-i))>>>8*(r?i:1-i)}function R(e,t,n,r){t<0&&(t=4294967295+t+1);for(var

i=0,a=Math.min(e.length-n,4);i<a;i++)e[n+i]=t>>>8*(r?i:3-i)&255}function U(e,t,n,r,i,a){if(t>i||t<a)throw new

RangeError("value is out of bounds");if(n+r>e.length)throw new RangeError("index out of range");if(n<0)throw

new RangeError("index out of range")}function P(e,t,n,r,i){return i||U(e,t,n,4,3.4028234663852886e38,-

3.4028234663852886e38),W.write(e,t,n,r,23,4),n+4}function q(e,t,n,r,i){return

i||U(e,t,n,8,1.7976931348623157e308,-1.7976931348623157e308),W.write(e,t,n,r,52,8),n+8}function

B(e){if(e=z(e).replace(Z,""),e.length<2)return"";for(;e.length%4!==0;)e+="=";return e}function z(e){return

e.trim?e.trim():e.replace(/^\s+|\s+$/g,"")}function N(e){return e<16?"0"+e.toString(16):e.toString(16)}function

$(e,t){t=t||1/0;for(var

n,r=e.length,i=null,a=[],o=0;o<r;o++){if(n=e.charCodeAt(o),n>55295&&n<57344){if(!i){if(n>56319){(t-=3)>-

1&&a.push(239,191,189);continue}if(o+1===r){(t-=3)>-

1&&a.push(239,191,189);continue}i=n;continue}if(n<56320){(t-=3)>-1&&a.push(239,191,189),i=n;continue}n=i-

55296<<10|n-56320|65536}else i&&(t-=3)>-1&&a.push(239,191,189);if(i=null,n<128){if((t-

=1)<0)break;a.push(n)}else if(n<2048){if((t-=2)<0)break;a.push(n>>6|192,63&n|128)}else if(n<65536){if((t-

=3)<0)break;a.push(n>>12|224,n>>6&63|128,63&n|128)}else{if(!(n<1114112))throw new Error("Invalid code

point");if((t-=4)<0)break;a.push(n>>18|240,n>>12&63|128,n>>6&63|128,63&n|128)}}return a}function

F(e){for(var t=[],n=0;n<e.length;n++)t.push(255&e.charCodeAt(n));return t}function V(e,t){for(var

n,r,i,a=[],o=0;o<e.length&&!((t-=2)<0);o++)n=e.charCodeAt(o),r=n>>8,i=n%256,a.push(i),a.push(r);return

a}function H(e){return J.toByteArray(B(e))}function Y(e,t,n,r){for(var

i=0;i<r&&!(i+n>=t.length||i>=e.length);i++)t[i+n]=e[i];return i}var J=e("base64-js"),W=e("ieee754"),Q=e("is-

array");n.Buffer=i,n.SlowBuffer=g,n.INSPECT_MAX_BYTES=50,i.poolSize=8192;var

G={};i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT=function(){function e(){}try{var t=new Uint8Array(1);return

t.foo=function(){return 42},t.constructor=e,42===t.foo()&&t.constructor===e&&"function"==typeof

t.subarray&&0===t.subarray(1,1).byteLength}catch(n){return!1}}(),i.isBuffer=function(e){return!(null==e||!e._isB

uffer)},i.compare=function(e,t){if(!i.isBuffer(e)||!i.isBuffer(t))throw new TypeError("Arguments must be

Buffers");if(e===t)return 0;for(var n=e.length,r=t.length,a=0,o=Math.min(n,r);a<o&&e[a]===t[a];)++a;return

a!==o&&(n=e[a],r=t[a]),n<r?-

1:r<n?1:0},i.isEncoding=function(e){switch(String(e).toLowerCase()){case"hex":case"utf8":case"utf-

8":case"ascii":case"binary":case"base64":case"raw":case"ucs2":case"ucs-2":case"utf16le":case"utf-

16le":return!0;default:return!1}},i.concat=function(e,t){if(!Q(e))throw new TypeError("list argument must be an

Array of Buffers.");if(0===e.length)return new i(0);var n;if(void

0===t)for(t=0,n=0;n<e.length;n++)t+=e[n].length;var r=new i(t),a=0;for(n=0;n<e.length;n++){var
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o=e[n];o.copy(r,a),a+=o.length}return r},i.byteLength=y,i.prototype.length=void 0,i.prototype.parent=void

0,i.prototype.toString=function(){var e=0|this.length;return

0===e?"":0===arguments.length?E(this,0,e):v.apply(this,arguments)},i.prototype.equals=function(e){if(!i.isBuffer(

e))throw new TypeError("Argument must be a Buffer");return

this===e||0===i.compare(this,e)},i.prototype.inspect=function(){var e="",t=n.INSPECT_MAX_BYTES;return

this.length>0&&(e=this.toString("hex",0,t).match(/.{2}/g).join(" "),this.length>t&&(e+=" ... ")),"<Buffer

"+e+">"},i.prototype.compare=function(e){if(!i.isBuffer(e))throw new TypeError("Argument must be a

Buffer");return this===e?0:i.compare(this,e)},i.prototype.indexOf=function(e,t){function n(e,t,n){for(var r=-

1,i=0;n+i<e.length;i++)if(e[n+i]===t[r===-1?0:i-r]){if(r===-1&&(r=i),i-r+1===t.length)return n+r}else r=-

1;return-1}if(t>2147483647?t=2147483647:t<-2147483648&&(t=-2147483648),t>>=0,0===this.length)return-

1;if(t>=this.length)return-1;if(t<0&&(t=Math.max(this.length+t,0)),"string"==typeof e)return 0===e.length?-

1:String.prototype.indexOf.call(this,e,t);if(i.isBuffer(e))return n(this,e,t);if("number"==typeof e)return

i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT&&"function"===Uint8Array.prototype.indexOf?Uint8Array.prototype.indexOf.call

(this,e,t):n(this,[e],t);throw new TypeError("val must be string, number or

Buffer")},i.prototype.get=function(e){return console.log(".get() is deprecated. Access using array indexes

instead."),this.readUInt8(e)},i.prototype.set=function(e,t){return console.log(".set() is deprecated. Access using

array indexes instead."),this.writeUInt8(e,t)},i.prototype.write=function(e,t,n,r){if(void

0===t)r="utf8",n=this.length,t=0;else if(void 0===n&&"string"==typeof t)r=t,n=this.length,t=0;else

if(isFinite(t))t=0|t,isFinite(n)?(n=0|n,void 0===r&&(r="utf8")):(r=n,n=void 0);else{var i=r;r=t,t=0|n,n=i}var

a=this.length-t;if((void 0===n||n>a)&&(n=a),e.length>0&&(n<0||t<0)||t>this.length)throw new RangeError("attempt

to write outside buffer bounds");r||(r="utf8");for(var o=!1;;)switch(r){case"hex":return

b(this,e,t,n);case"utf8":case"utf-8":return w(this,e,t,n);case"ascii":return _(this,e,t,n);case"binary":return

x(this,e,t,n);case"base64":return A(this,e,t,n);case"ucs2":case"ucs-2":case"utf16le":case"utf-16le":return

S(this,e,t,n);default:if(o)throw new TypeError("Unknown encoding:

"+r);r=(""+r).toLowerCase(),o=!0}},i.prototype.toJSON=function(){return{type:"Buffer",data:Array.prototype.slice

.call(this._arr||this,0)}};var K=4096;i.prototype.slice=function(e,t){var n=this.length;e=~~e,t=void

0===t?n:~~t,e<0?(e+=n,e<0&&(e=0)):e>n&&(e=n),t<0?(t+=n,t<0&&(t=0)):t>n&&(t=n),t<e&&(t=e);var

r;if(i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT)r=i._augment(this.subarray(e,t));else{var a=t-e;r=new i(a,(void 0));for(var

o=0;o<a;o++)r[o]=this[o+e]}return

r.length&&(r.parent=this.parent||this),r},i.prototype.readUIntLE=function(e,t,n){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||D(e,t,this.length);for(

var r=this[e],i=1,a=0;++a<t&&(i*=256);)r+=this[e+a]*i;return

r},i.prototype.readUIntBE=function(e,t,n){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||D(e,t,this.length);for(var r=this[e+--

t],i=1;t>0&&(i*=256);)r+=this[e+--t]*i;return r},i.prototype.readUInt8=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,1,this.length),this[e]},i.prototype.readUInt16LE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,2,this.length),this[e]|this[e+1]<<8},i.prototype.readUInt16BE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,2,this.length),this[e]<<8|this[e+1]},i.prototype.readUInt32LE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,4,this.length),(this[e]|this[e+1]<<8|this[e+2]<<16)+16777216*this[e+3]},i.prototype.readUInt32BE=function(

e,t){return

t||D(e,4,this.length),16777216*this[e]+(this[e+1]<<16|this[e+2]<<8|this[e+3])},i.prototype.readIntLE=function(e,t,n

){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||D(e,t,this.length);for(var r=this[e],i=1,a=0;++a<t&&(i*=256);)r+=this[e+a]*i;return

i*=128,r>=i&&(r-

=Math.pow(2,8*t)),r},i.prototype.readIntBE=function(e,t,n){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||D(e,t,this.length);for(var

r=t,i=1,a=this[e+--r];r>0&&(i*=256);)a+=this[e+--r]*i;return i*=128,a>=i&&(a-

=Math.pow(2,8*t)),a},i.prototype.readInt8=function(e,t){return t||D(e,1,this.length),128&this[e]?(255-this[e]+1)*-

1:this[e]},i.prototype.readInt16LE=function(e,t){t||D(e,2,this.length);var n=this[e]|this[e+1]<<8;return

32768&n?4294901760|n:n},i.prototype.readInt16BE=function(e,t){t||D(e,2,this.length);var

n=this[e+1]|this[e]<<8;return 32768&n?4294901760|n:n},i.prototype.readInt32LE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,4,this.length),this[e]|this[e+1]<<8|this[e+2]<<16|this[e+3]<<24},i.prototype.readInt32BE=function(e,t){return
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t||D(e,4,this.length),this[e]<<24|this[e+1]<<16|this[e+2]<<8|this[e+3]},i.prototype.readFloatLE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,4,this.length),W.read(this,e,!0,23,4)},i.prototype.readFloatBE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,4,this.length),W.read(this,e,!1,23,4)},i.prototype.readDoubleLE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,8,this.length),W.read(this,e,!0,52,8)},i.prototype.readDoubleBE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,8,this.length),W.read(this,e,!1,52,8)},i.prototype.writeUIntLE=function(e,t,n,r){e=+e,t=0|t,n=0|n,r||L(this,e,t,n,

Math.pow(2,8*n),0);var i=1,a=0;for(this[t]=255&e;++a<n&&(i*=256);)this[t+a]=e/i&255;return

t+n},i.prototype.writeUIntBE=function(e,t,n,r){e=+e,t=0|t,n=0|n,r||L(this,e,t,n,Math.pow(2,8*n),0);var i=n-

1,a=1;for(this[t+i]=255&e;--i>=0&&(a*=256);)this[t+i]=e/a&255;return

t+n},i.prototype.writeUInt8=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,1,255,0),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT||(e=Math.floor(e)),this[t]=e,t+1},i.prototype.writeUI

nt16LE=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,2,65535,0),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e,this[t+1]=e>>>8):M(this,e,t,!0),t+2},i.p

rototype.writeUInt16BE=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,2,65535,0),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>8,this[t+1]=e):M(this,e,t,!1),t+2},i.p

rototype.writeUInt32LE=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,4,4294967295,0),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t+3]=e>>>24,this[t+2]=e>>>16,this[t

+1]=e>>>8,this[t]=e):R(this,e,t,!0),t+4},i.prototype.writeUInt32BE=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,4,4294967295,0),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>24,this[t+1]=e>>>16,this[t+2]

=e>>>8,this[t+3]=e):R(this,e,t,!1),t+4},i.prototype.writeIntLE=function(e,t,n,r){if(e=+e,t=0|t,!r){var

i=Math.pow(2,8*n-1);L(this,e,t,n,i-1,-i)}var

a=0,o=1,s=e<0?1:0;for(this[t]=255&e;++a<n&&(o*=256);)this[t+a]=(e/o>>0)-s&255;return

t+n},i.prototype.writeIntBE=function(e,t,n,r){if(e=+e,t=0|t,!r){var i=Math.pow(2,8*n-1);L(this,e,t,n,i-1,-i)}var a=n-

1,o=1,s=e<0?1:0;for(this[t+a]=255&e;--a>=0&&(o*=256);)this[t+a]=(e/o>>0)-s&255;return

t+n},i.prototype.writeInt8=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,1,127,-

128),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT||(e=Math.floor(e)),e<0&&(e=255+e+1),this[t]=e,t+1},i.prototype.writeInt16LE

=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,2,32767,-

32768),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e,this[t+1]=e>>>8):M(this,e,t,!0),t+2},i.prototype.writeInt16BE=fu

nction(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,2,32767,-

32768),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>8,this[t+1]=e):M(this,e,t,!1),t+2},i.prototype.writeInt32LE=fu

nction(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,4,2147483647,-

2147483648),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e,this[t+1]=e>>>8,this[t+2]=e>>>16,this[t+3]=e>>>24):R(thi

s,e,t,!0),t+4},i.prototype.writeInt32BE=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,4,2147483647,-

2147483648),e<0&&(e=4294967295+e+1),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>24,this[t+1]=e>>>16,this[

t+2]=e>>>8,this[t+3]=e):R(this,e,t,!1),t+4},i.prototype.writeFloatLE=function(e,t,n){return

P(this,e,t,!0,n)},i.prototype.writeFloatBE=function(e,t,n){return

P(this,e,t,!1,n)},i.prototype.writeDoubleLE=function(e,t,n){return

q(this,e,t,!0,n)},i.prototype.writeDoubleBE=function(e,t,n){return

q(this,e,t,!1,n)},i.prototype.copy=function(e,t,n,r){if(n||(n=0),r||0===r||(r=this.length),t>=e.length&&(t=e.length),t||(t

=0),r>0&&r<n&&(r=n),r===n)return 0;if(0===e.length||0===this.length)return 0;if(t<0)throw new

RangeError("targetStart out of bounds");if(n<0||n>=this.length)throw new RangeError("sourceStart out of

bounds");if(r<0)throw new RangeError("sourceEnd out of bounds");r>this.length&&(r=this.length),e.length-t<r-

n&&(r=e.length-t+n);var a,o=r-n;if(this===e&&n<t&&t<r)for(a=o-1;a>=0;a--)e[a+t]=this[a+n];else

if(o<1e3||!i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT)for(a=0;a<o;a++)e[a+t]=this[a+n];else

e._set(this.subarray(n,n+o),t);return o},i.prototype.fill=function(e,t,n){if(e||(e=0),t||(t=0),n||(n=this.length),n<t)throw

new RangeError("end < start");if(n!==t&&0!==this.length){if(t<0||t>=this.length)throw new RangeError("start out

of bounds");if(n<0||n>this.length)throw new RangeError("end out of bounds");var r;if("number"==typeof

e)for(r=t;r<n;r++)this[r]=e;else{var i=$(e.toString()),a=i.length;for(r=t;r<n;r++)this[r]=i[r%a]}return

this}},i.prototype.toArrayBuffer=function(){if("undefined"!=typeof
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Uint8Array){if(i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT)return new i(this).buffer;for(var e=new

Uint8Array(this.length),t=0,n=e.length;t<n;t+=1)e[t]=this[t];return e.buffer}throw new

TypeError("Buffer.toArrayBuffer not supported in this browser")};var X=i.prototype;i._augment=function(e){return

e.constructor=i,e._isBuffer=!0,e._set=e.set,e.get=X.get,e.set=X.set,e.write=X.write,e.toString=X.toString,e.toLocale

String=X.toString,e.toJSON=X.toJSON,e.equals=X.equals,e.compare=X.compare,e.indexOf=X.indexOf,e.copy=X.

copy,e.slice=X.slice,e.readUIntLE=X.readUIntLE,e.readUIntBE=X.readUIntBE,e.readUInt8=X.readUInt8,e.readUI

nt16LE=X.readUInt16LE,e.readUInt16BE=X.readUInt16BE,e.readUInt32LE=X.readUInt32LE,e.readUInt32BE=X.

readUInt32BE,e.readIntLE=X.readIntLE,e.readIntBE=X.readIntBE,e.readInt8=X.readInt8,e.readInt16LE=X.readInt

16LE,e.readInt16BE=X.readInt16BE,e.readInt32LE=X.readInt32LE,e.readInt32BE=X.readInt32BE,e.readFloatLE=

X.readFloatLE,e.readFloatBE=X.readFloatBE,e.readDoubleLE=X.readDoubleLE,e.readDoubleBE=X.readDoubleB

E,e.writeUInt8=X.writeUInt8,e.writeUIntLE=X.writeUIntLE,e.writeUIntBE=X.writeUIntBE,e.writeUInt16LE=X.w

riteUInt16LE,e.writeUInt16BE=X.writeUInt16BE,e.writeUInt32LE=X.writeUInt32LE,e.writeUInt32BE=X.writeUI

nt32BE,e.writeIntLE=X.writeIntLE,e.writeIntBE=X.writeIntBE,e.writeInt8=X.writeInt8,e.writeInt16LE=X.writeInt

16LE,e.writeInt16BE=X.writeInt16BE,e.writeInt32LE=X.writeInt32LE,e.writeInt32BE=X.writeInt32BE,e.writeFlo

atLE=X.writeFloatLE,e.writeFloatBE=X.writeFloatBE,e.writeDoubleLE=X.writeDoubleLE,e.writeDoubleBE=X.w

riteDoubleBE,e.fill=X.fill,e.inspect=X.inspect,e.toArrayBuffer=X.toArrayBuffer,e};var Z=/[^+\/0-9A-Za-z-

_]/g},{"base64-js":15,ieee754:16,"is-array":17}],15:[function(e,t,n){var

r="ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789+/";!function(e){"use

strict";function t(e){var t=e.charCodeAt(0);return t===o||t===p?62:t===s||t===h?63:t<l?-1:t<l+10?t-

l+26+26:t<c+26?t-c:t<u+26?t-u+26:void 0}function n(e){function n(e){u[p++]=e}var

r,i,o,s,l,u;if(e.length%4>0)throw new Error("Invalid string. Length must be a multiple of 4");var

c=e.length;l="="===e.charAt(c-2)?2:"="===e.charAt(c-1)?1:0,u=new a(3*e.length/4-l),o=l>0?e.length-

4:e.length;var

p=0;for(r=0,i=0;r<o;r+=4,i+=3)s=t(e.charAt(r))<<18|t(e.charAt(r+1))<<12|t(e.charAt(r+2))<<6|t(e.charAt(r+3)),n((1

6711680&s)>>16),n((65280&s)>>8),n(255&s);return

2===l?(s=t(e.charAt(r))<<2|t(e.charAt(r+1))>>4,n(255&s)):1===l&&(s=t(e.charAt(r))<<10|t(e.charAt(r+1))<<4|t(e.

charAt(r+2))>>2,n(s>>8&255),n(255&s)),u}function i(e){function t(e){return r.charAt(e)}function n(e){return

t(e>>18&63)+t(e>>12&63)+t(e>>6&63)+t(63&e)}var i,a,o,s=e.length%3,l="";for(i=0,o=e.length-

s;i<o;i+=3)a=(e[i]<<16)+(e[i+1]<<8)+e[i+2],l+=n(a);switch(s){case 1:a=e[e.length-

1],l+=t(a>>2),l+=t(a<<4&63),l+="==";break;case 2:a=(e[e.length-2]<<8)+e[e.length-

1],l+=t(a>>10),l+=t(a>>4&63),l+=t(a<<2&63),l+="="}return l}var a="undefined"!=typeof

Uint8Array?Uint8Array:Array,o="+".charCodeAt(0),s="/".charCodeAt(0),l="0".charCodeAt(0),u="a".charCodeAt(

0),c="A".charCodeAt(0),p="-".charCodeAt(0),h="_".charCodeAt(0);

e.toByteArray=n,e.fromByteArray=i}("undefined"==typeof

n?this.base64js={}:n)},{}],16:[function(e,t,n){n.read=function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o,s=8*i-r-1,l=(1<<s)-1,u=l>>1,c=-

7,p=n?i-1:0,h=n?-1:1,f=e[t+p];for(p+=h,a=f&(1<<-c)-1,f>>=-c,c+=s;c>0;a=256*a+e[t+p],p+=h,c-

=8);for(o=a&(1<<-c)-1,a>>=-c,c+=r;c>0;o=256*o+e[t+p],p+=h,c-=8);if(0===a)a=1-u;else{if(a===l)return

o?NaN:(f?-1:1)*(1/0);o+=Math.pow(2,r),a-=u}return(f?-1:1)*o*Math.pow(2,a-r)},n.write=function(e,t,n,r,i,a){var

o,s,l,u=8*a-i-1,c=(1<<u)-1,p=c>>1,h=23===i?Math.pow(2,-24)-Math.pow(2,-77):0,f=r?0:a-1,d=r?1:-

1,m=t<0||0===t&&1/t<0?1:0;for(t=Math.abs(t),isNaN(t)||t===1/0?(s=isNaN(t)?1:0,o=c):(o=Math.floor(Math.log(t)/

Math.LN2),t*(l=Math.pow(2,-o))<1&&(o--,l*=2),t+=o+p>=1?h/l:h*Math.pow(2,1-

p),t*l>=2&&(o++,l/=2),o+p>=c?(s=0,o=c):o+p>=1?(s=(t*l-1)*Math.pow(2,i),o+=p):(s=t*Math.pow(2,p-

1)*Math.pow(2,i),o=0));i>=8;e[n+f]=255&s,f+=d,s/=256,i-

=8);for(o=o<<i|s,u+=i;u>0;e[n+f]=255&o,f+=d,o/=256,u-=8);e[n+f-d]|=128*m}},{}],17:[function(e,t,n){var

r=Array.isArray,i=Object.prototype.toString;t.exports=r||function(e){return!!e&&"[object

Array]"==i.call(e)}},{}],18:[function(e,t,n){!function(){"use strict";function e(t,n,r,i){return this instanceof

e?(this.domain=t||void 0,this.path=n||"/",this.secure=!!r,this.script=!!i,this):new e(t,n,r,i)}function t(e,n,r){return e

instanceof t?e:this instanceof
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t?(this.name=null,this.value=null,this.expiration_date=1/0,this.path=String(r||"/"),this.explicit_path=!1,this.domain=

n||null,this.explicit_domain=!1,this.secure=!1,this.noscript=!1,e&&this.parse(e,n,r),this):new t(e,n,r)}function

r(){var e,n,i;return this instanceof r?(e=Object.create(null),this.setCookie=function(r,a,o){var s,l;if(r=new

t(r,a,o),s=r.expiration_date<=Date.now(),void

0!==e[r.name]){for(n=e[r.name],l=0;l<n.length;l+=1)if(i=n[l],i.collidesWith(r))return

s?(n.splice(l,1),0===n.length&&delete

e[r.name],!1):(n[l]=r,r);return!s&&(n.push(r),r)}return!s&&(e[r.name]=[r],e[r.name])},this.getCookie=function(t,r){

var i,a;if(n=e[t])for(a=0;a<n.length;a+=1)if(i=n[a],i.expiration_date<=Date.now())0===n.length&&delete

e[i.name];else if(i.matches(r))return i},this.getCookies=function(t){var n,r,i=[];for(n in

e)r=this.getCookie(n,t),r&&i.push(r);return i.toString=function(){return

i.join(":")},i.toValueString=function(){return i.map(function(e){return e.toValueString()}).join(";")},i},this):new

r}n.CookieAccessInfo=e,n.Cookie=t,t.prototype.toString=function(){var e=[this.name+"="+this.value];return

this.expiration_date!==1/0&&e.push("expires="+new

Date(this.expiration_date).toGMTString()),this.domain&&e.push("domain="+this.domain),this.path&&e.push("pat

h="+this.path),this.secure&&e.push("secure"),this.noscript&&e.push("httponly"),e.join(";

")},t.prototype.toValueString=function(){return this.name+"="+this.value};var i=/[:](?=\s*[a-zA-Z0-9_\-

]+\s*[=])/g;t.prototype.parse=function(e,n,r){if(this instanceof t){var

i,a=e.split(";").filter(function(e){return!!e}),o=a[0].match(/([^=]+)=([\s\S]*)/),s=o[1],l=o[2];for(this.name=s,this.val

ue=l,i=1;i<a.length;i+=1)switch(o=a[i].match(/([^=]+)(?:=([\s\S]*))?/),s=o[1].trim().toLowerCase(),l=o[2],s){case"h

ttponly":this.noscript=!0;break;case"expires":this.expiration_date=l?Number(Date.parse(l)):1/0;break;case"path":thi

s.path=l?l.trim():"",this.explicit_path=!0;break;case"domain":this.domain=l?l.trim():"",this.explicit_domain=!!this.d

omain;break;case"secure":this.secure=!0}return

this.explicit_path||(this.path=r||"/"),this.explicit_domain||(this.domain=n),this}return(new

t).parse(e,n,r)},t.prototype.matches=function(e){return!(this.noscript&&e.script||this.secure&&!e.secure||!this.collid

esWith(e))},t.prototype.collidesWith=function(e){if(this.path&&!e.path||this.domain&&!e.domain)return!1;if(this.p

ath&&0!==e.path.indexOf(this.path))return!1;if(this.explicit_path&&0!==e.path.indexOf(this.path))return!1;var

t=e.domain&&e.domain.replace(/^[\.]/,""),n=this.domain&&this.domain.replace(/^[\.]/,"");if(n===t)return!0;if(n){if

(!this.explicit_domain)return!1;var r=t.indexOf(n);return r!==-1&&r===t.length-

n.length}return!0},n.CookieJar=r,r.prototype.setCookies=function(e,n,r){e=Array.isArray(e)?e:e.split(i);var

a,o,s=[];for(e=e.map(function(e){return new

t(e,n,r)}),a=0;a<e.length;a+=1)o=e[a],this.setCookie(o,n,r)&&s.push(o);return s}}()},{}],19:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";var r=e("./lib/js-yaml.js");t.exports=r},{"./lib/js-yaml.js":20}],20:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function

r(e){return function(){throw new Error("Function "+e+" is deprecated and cannot be used.")}}var i=e("./js-

yaml/loader"),a=e("./js-yaml/dumper");t.exports.Type=e("./js-yaml/type"),t.exports.Schema=e("./js-

yaml/schema"),t.exports.FAILSAFE_SCHEMA=e("./js-yaml/schema/failsafe"),t.exports.JSON_SCHEMA=e("./js-

yaml/schema/json"),t.exports.CORE_SCHEMA=e("./js-

yaml/schema/core"),t.exports.DEFAULT_SAFE_SCHEMA=e("./js-

yaml/schema/default_safe"),t.exports.DEFAULT_FULL_SCHEMA=e("./js-

yaml/schema/default_full"),t.exports.load=i.load,t.exports.loadAll=i.loadAll,t.exports.safeLoad=i.safeLoad,t.exports

.safeLoadAll=i.safeLoadAll,t.exports.dump=a.dump,t.exports.safeDump=a.safeDump,t.exports.YAMLException=e(

"./js-yaml/exception"),t.exports.MINIMAL_SCHEMA=e("./js-

yaml/schema/failsafe"),t.exports.SAFE_SCHEMA=e("./js-

yaml/schema/default_safe"),t.exports.DEFAULT_SCHEMA=e("./js-

yaml/schema/default_full"),t.exports.scan=r("scan"),t.exports.parse=r("parse"),t.exports.compose=r("compose"),t.ex

ports.addConstructor=r("addConstructor")},{"./js-yaml/dumper":22,"./js-yaml/exception":23,"./js-

yaml/loader":24,"./js-yaml/schema":26,"./js-yaml/schema/core":27,"./js-yaml/schema/default_full":28,"./js-

yaml/schema/default_safe":29,"./js-yaml/schema/failsafe":30,"./js-yaml/schema/json":31,"./js-

yaml/type":32}],21:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){return"undefined"==typeof e||null===e}function
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i(e){return"object"==typeof e&&null!==e}function a(e){return Array.isArray(e)?e:r(e)?[]:[e]}function o(e,t){var

n,r,i,a;if(t)for(a=Object.keys(t),n=0,r=a.length;n<r;n+=1)i=a[n],e[i]=t[i];return e}function s(e,t){var

n,r="";for(n=0;n<t;n+=1)r+=e;return r}function l(e){return

0===e&&Number.NEGATIVE_INFINITY===1/e}t.exports.isNothing=r,t.exports.isObject=i,t.exports.toArray=a,t.

exports.repeat=s,t.exports.isNegativeZero=l,t.exports.extend=o},{}],22:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function

r(e,t){var

n,r,i,a,o,s,l;if(null===t)return{};for(n={},r=Object.keys(t),i=0,a=r.length;i<a;i+=1)o=r[i],s=String(t[o]),"!!"===o.sli

ce(0,2)&&(o="tag:yaml.org,2002:"+o.slice(2)),l=e.compiledTypeMap[o],l&&R.call(l.styleAliases,s)&&(s=l.styleAl

iases[s]),n[o]=s;return n}function i(e){var t,n,r;if(t=e.toString(16).toUpperCase(),e<=255)n="x",r=2;else

if(e<=65535)n="u",r=4;else{if(!(e<=4294967295))throw new I("code point within a string may not be greater than

0xFFFFFFFF");n="U",r=8}return"\\"+n+C.repeat("0",r-t.length)+t}function

a(e){this.schema=e.schema||D,this.indent=Math.max(1,e.indent||2),this.skipInvalid=e.skipInvalid||!1,this.flowLevel=

C.isNothing(e.flowLevel)?-

1:e.flowLevel,this.styleMap=r(this.schema,e.styles||null),this.sortKeys=e.sortKeys||!1,this.lineWidth=e.lineWidth||8

0,this.noRefs=e.noRefs||!1,this.noCompatMode=e.noCompatMode||!1,this.implicitTypes=this.schema.compiledImpl

icit,this.explicitTypes=this.schema.compiledExplicit,this.tag=null,this.result="",this.duplicates=[],this.usedDuplicate

s=null}function o(e,t){for(var n,r=C.repeat(" ",t),i=0,a=-1,o="",s=e.length;i<s;)a=e.indexOf("\n",i),a===-

1?(n=e.slice(i),i=s):(n=e.slice(i,a+1),i=a+1),n.length&&"\n"!==n&&(o+=r),o+=n;return o}function

s(e,t){return"\n"+C.repeat(" ",e.indent*t)}function l(e,t){var

n,r,i;for(n=0,r=e.implicitTypes.length;n<r;n+=1)if(i=e.implicitTypes[n],i.resolve(t))return!0;return!1}function

u(e){return e===q||e===U}function c(e){return

32<=e&&e<=126||161<=e&&e<=55295&&8232!==e&&8233!==e||57344<=e&&e<=65533&&65279!==e||65536<

=e&&e<=1114111}function p(e){return

c(e)&&65279!==e&&e!==Y&&e!==X&&e!==Z&&e!==te&&e!==re&&e!==W&&e!==N}function h(e){return

c(e)&&65279!==e&&!u(e)&&e!==J&&e!==G&&e!==W&&e!==Y&&e!==X&&e!==Z&&e!==te&&e!==re&&e!

==N&&e!==F&&e!==H&&e!==B&&e!==ne&&e!==Q&&e!==V&&e!==z&&e!==$&&e!==K&&e!==ee}functio

n f(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o,s=!1,l=!1,f=r!==-1,d=-1,m=h(e.charCodeAt(0))&&!u(e.charCodeAt(e.length-

1));if(t)for(a=0;a<e.length;a++){if(o=e.charCodeAt(a),!c(o))return

ce;m=m&&p(o)}else{for(a=0;a<e.length;a++){if(o=e.charCodeAt(a),o===P)s=!0,f&&(l=l||a-d-1>r&&"

"!==e[d+1],d=a);else if(!c(o))return ce;m=m&&p(o)}l=l||f&&a-d-1>r&&" "!==e[d+1]}return s||l?"

"===e[0]&&n>9?ce:l?ue:le:m&&!i(e)?oe:se}function d(e,t,n,r){e.dump=function(){function i(t){return

l(e,t)}if(0===t.length)return"''";if(!e.noCompatMode&&ae.indexOf(t)!==-1)return"'"+t+"'";var

a=e.indent*Math.max(1,n),s=e.lineWidth===-1?-1:Math.max(Math.min(e.lineWidth,40),e.lineWidth-

a),u=r||e.flowLevel>-1&&n>=e.flowLevel;switch(f(t,u,e.indent,s,i)){case oe:return t;case

se:return"'"+t.replace(/'/g,"''")+"'";case le:return"|"+m(t,e.indent)+g(o(t,a));case

ue:return">"+m(t,e.indent)+g(o(y(t,s),a));case ce:return'"'+b(t,s)+'"';default:throw new I("impossible error: invalid

scalar style")}}()}function m(e,t){var n=" "===e[0]?String(t):"",r="\n"===e[e.length-1],i=r&&("\n"===e[e.length-

2]||"\n"===e),a=i?"+":r?"":"-";return n+a+"\n"}function g(e){return"\n"===e[e.length-1]?e.slice(0,-1):e}function

y(e,t){for(var n,r,i=/(\n+)([^\n]*)/g,a=function(){var n=e.indexOf("\n");return n=n!==-

1?n:e.length,i.lastIndex=n,v(e.slice(0,n),t)}(),o="\n"===e[0]||" "===e[0];r=i.exec(e);){var s=r[1],l=r[2];n="

"===l[0],a+=s+(o||n||""===l?"":"\n")+v(l,t),o=n}return a}function v(e,t){if(""===e||" "===e[0])return e;for(var

n,r,i=/ [^ ]/g,a=0,o=0,s=0,l="";n=i.exec(e);)s=n.index,s-a>t&&(r=o>a?o:s,l+="\n"+e.slice(a,r),a=r+1),o=s;return

l+="\n",l+=e.length-a>t&&o>a?e.slice(a,o)+"\n"+e.slice(o+1):e.slice(a),l.slice(1)}function b(e){for(var

t,n,r="",a=0;a<e.length;a++)t=e.charCodeAt(a),n=ie[t],r+=!n&&c(t)?e[a]:n||i(t);return r}function w(e,t,n){var

r,i,a="",o=e.tag;for(r=0,i=n.length;r<i;r+=1)j(e,t,n[r],!1,!1)&&(0!==r&&(a+=",

"),a+=e.dump);e.tag=o,e.dump="["+a+"]"}function _(e,t,n,r){var

i,a,o="",l=e.tag;for(i=0,a=n.length;i<a;i+=1)j(e,t+1,n[i],!0,!0)&&(r&&0===i||(o+=s(e,t)),o+="-

"+e.dump);e.tag=l,e.dump=o||"[]"}function x(e,t,n){var
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r,i,a,o,s,l="",u=e.tag,c=Object.keys(n);for(r=0,i=c.length;r<i;r+=1)s="",0!==r&&(s+=",

"),a=c[r],o=n[a],j(e,t,a,!1,!1)&&(e.dump.length>1024&&(s+="? "),s+=e.dump+":

",j(e,t,o,!1,!1)&&(s+=e.dump,l+=s));e.tag=u,e.dump="{"+l+"}"}function A(e,t,n,r){var

i,a,o,l,u,c,p="",h=e.tag,f=Object.keys(n);if(e.sortKeys===!0)f.sort();else if("function"==typeof

e.sortKeys)f.sort(e.sortKeys);else if(e.sortKeys)throw new I("sortKeys must be a boolean or a

function");for(i=0,a=f.length;i<a;i+=1)c="",r&&0===i||(c+=s(e,t)),o=f[i],l=n[o],j(e,t+1,o,!0,!0,!0)&&(u=null!==e.ta

g&&"?"!==e.tag||e.dump&&e.dump.length>1024,u&&(c+=e.dump&&P===e.dump.charCodeAt(0)?"?":"?

"),c+=e.dump,u&&(c+=s(e,t)),j(e,t+1,l,!0,u)&&(c+=e.dump&&P===e.dump.charCodeAt(0)?":":":

",c+=e.dump,p+=c));e.tag=h,e.dump=p||"{}"}function S(e,t,n){var

r,i,a,o,s,l;for(i=n?e.explicitTypes:e.implicitTypes,a=0,o=i.length;a<o;a+=1)if(s=i[a],(s.instanceOf||s.predicate)&&(!s

.instanceOf||"object"==typeof t&&t instanceof

s.instanceOf)&&(!s.predicate||s.predicate(t))){if(e.tag=n?s.tag:"?",s.represent){if(l=e.styleMap[s.tag]||s.defaultStyle,

"[object Function]"===M.call(s.represent))r=s.represent(t,l);else{if(!R.call(s.represent,l))throw new I("!<"+s.tag+'>

tag resolver accepts not "'+l+'" style');r=s.represent[l](t,l)}e.dump=r}return!0}return!1}function

j(e,t,n,r,i,a){e.tag=null,e.dump=n,S(e,n,!1)||S(e,n,!0);var

o=M.call(e.dump);r&&(r=e.flowLevel<0||e.flowLevel>t);var s,l,u="[object Object]"===o||"[object

Array]"===o;if(u&&(s=e.duplicates.indexOf(n),l=s!==-

1),(null!==e.tag&&"?"!==e.tag||l||2!==e.indent&&t>0)&&(i=!1),l&&e.usedDuplicates[s])e.dump="*ref_"+s;else{if

(u&&l&&!e.usedDuplicates[s]&&(e.usedDuplicates[s]=!0),"[object

Object]"===o)r&&0!==Object.keys(e.dump).length?(A(e,t,e.dump,i),l&&(e.dump="&ref_"+s+e.dump)):(x(e,t,e.du

mp),l&&(e.dump="&ref_"+s+" "+e.dump));else if("[object

Array]"===o)r&&0!==e.dump.length?(_(e,t,e.dump,i),l&&(e.dump="&ref_"+s+e.dump)):(w(e,t,e.dump),l&&(e.du

mp="&ref_"+s+" "+e.dump));else{if("[object String]"!==o){if(e.skipInvalid)return!1;throw new I("unacceptable

kind of an object to dump

"+o)}"?"!==e.tag&&d(e,e.dump,t,a)}null!==e.tag&&"?"!==e.tag&&(e.dump="!<"+e.tag+">

"+e.dump)}return!0}function E(e,t){var

n,r,i=[],a=[];for(O(e,i,a),n=0,r=a.length;n<r;n+=1)t.duplicates.push(i[a[n]]);t.usedDuplicates=new Array(r)}function

O(e,t,n){var r,i,a;if(null!==e&&"object"==typeof e)if(i=t.indexOf(e),i!==-1)n.indexOf(i)===-1&&n.push(i);else

if(t.push(e),Array.isArray(e))for(i=0,a=e.length;i<a;i+=1)O(e[i],t,n);else

for(r=Object.keys(e),i=0,a=r.length;i<a;i+=1)O(e[r[i]],t,n)}function k(e,t){t=t||{};var n=new a(t);return

n.noRefs||E(e,n),j(n,0,e,!0,!0)?n.dump+"\n":""}function T(e,t){return k(e,C.extend({schema:L},t))}var

C=e("./common"),I=e("./exception"),D=e("./schema/default_full"),L=e("./schema/default_safe"),M=Object.prototyp

e.toString,R=Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty,U=9,P=10,q=32,B=33,z=34,N=35,$=37,F=38,V=39,H=42,Y=44,J=

45,W=58,Q=62,G=63,K=64,X=91,Z=93,ee=96,te=123,ne=124,re=125,ie={};ie[0]="\\0",ie[7]="\\a",ie[8]="\\b",ie[9]

="\\t",ie[10]="\\n",ie[11]="\\v",ie[12]="\\f",ie[13]="\\r",ie[27]="\\e",ie[34]='\\"',ie[92]="\\\\",ie[133]="\\N",ie[160]="

\\_",ie[8232]="\\L",ie[8233]="\\P";var

ae=["y","Y","yes","Yes","YES","on","On","ON","n","N","no","No","NO","off","Off","OFF"],oe=1,se=2,le=3,ue=4

,ce=5;t.exports.dump=k,t.exports.safeDump=T},{"./common":21,"./exception":23,"./schema/default_full":28,"./sche

ma/default_safe":29}],23:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function

r(e,t){Error.call(this),Error.captureStackTrace?Error.captureStackTrace(this,this.constructor):this.stack=(new

Error).stack||"",this.name="YAMLException",this.reason=e,this.mark=t,this.message=(this.reason||"(unknown

reason)")+(this.mark?"

"+this.mark.toString():"")}r.prototype=Object.create(Error.prototype),r.prototype.constructor=r,r.prototype.toString

=function(e){var t=this.name+": ";return t+=this.reason||"(unknown reason)",!e&&this.mark&&(t+="

"+this.mark.toString()),t},t.exports=r},{}],24:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){return

10===e||13===e}function i(e){return 9===e||32===e}function a(e){return

9===e||32===e||10===e||13===e}function o(e){return 44===e||91===e||93===e||123===e||125===e}function

s(e){var t;return 48<=e&&e<=57?e-48:(t=32|e,97<=t&&t<=102?t-97+10:-1)}function l(e){return
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120===e?2:117===e?4:85===e?8:0}function u(e){return 48<=e&&e<=57?e-48:-1}function c(e){return

48===e?"\0":97===e?"�

":98===e?"\b":116===e?"\t":9===e?"\t":110===e?"\n":118===e?"\x0B":102===e?"\f":114===e?"\r":101===e?"�

":32===e?"

":34===e?'"':47===e?"/":92===e?"\\":78===e?"":95===e?"":76===e?"\u2028":80===e?"\u2029":""}function

p(e){return e<=65535?String.fromCharCode(e):String.fromCharCode((e-65536>>10)+55296,(e-

65536&1023)+56320)}function

h(e,t){this.input=e,this.filename=t.filename||null,this.schema=t.schema||V,this.onWarning=t.onWarning||null,this.leg

acy=t.legacy||!1,this.json=t.json||!1,this.listener=t.listener||null,this.implicitTypes=this.schema.compiledImplicit,this.

typeMap=this.schema.compiledTypeMap,this.length=e.length,this.position=0,this.line=0,this.lineStart=0,this.lineInd

ent=0,this.documents=[]}function f(e,t){return new N(t,new $(e.filename,e.input,e.position,e.line,e.position-

e.lineStart))}function d(e,t){throw f(e,t)}function m(e,t){e.onWarning&&e.onWarning.call(null,f(e,t))}function

g(e,t,n,r){var

i,a,o,s;if(t<n){if(s=e.input.slice(t,n),r)for(i=0,a=s.length;i<a;i+=1)o=s.charCodeAt(i),9===o||32<=o&&o<=1114111|

|d(e,"expected valid JSON character");else Z.test(s)&&d(e,"the stream contains non-printable

characters");e.result+=s}}function y(e,t,n,r){var i,a,o,s;for(z.isObject(n)||d(e,"cannot merge mappings; the provided

source object is

unacceptable"),i=Object.keys(n),o=0,s=i.length;o<s;o+=1)a=i[o],H.call(t,a)||(t[a]=n[a],r[a]=!0)}function

v(e,t,n,r,i,a){var

o,s;if(i=String(i),null===t&&(t={}),"tag:yaml.org,2002:merge"===r)if(Array.isArray(a))for(o=0,s=a.length;o<s;o+

=1)y(e,t,a[o],n);else y(e,t,a,n);else e.json||H.call(n,i)||!H.call(t,i)||d(e,"duplicated mapping key"),t[i]=a,delete

n[i];return t}function b(e){var

t;t=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),10===t?e.position++:13===t?(e.position++,10===e.input.charCodeAt(e.position

)&&e.position++):d(e,"a line break is expected"),e.line+=1,e.lineStart=e.position}function w(e,t,n){for(var

a=0,o=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position);0!==o;){for(;i(o);)o=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);if(t&&35===o)do

o=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);while(10!==o&&13!==o&&0!==o);if(!r(o))break;for(b(e),o=e.input.charCode

At(e.position),a++,e.lineIndent=0;32===o;)e.lineIndent++,o=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position)}return n!==-

1&&0!==a&&e.lineIndent<n&&m(e,"deficient indentation"),a}function _(e){var t,n=e.position;return

t=e.input.charCodeAt(n),!(45!==t&&46!==t||t!==e.input.charCodeAt(n+1)||t!==e.input.charCodeAt(n+2)||(n+=3,t=e

.input.charCodeAt(n),0!==t&&!a(t)))}function x(e,t){1===t?e.result+=" ":t>1&&(e.result+=z.repeat("\n",t-

1))}function A(e,t,n){var

s,l,u,c,p,h,f,d,m,y=e.kind,v=e.result;if(m=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),a(m)||o(m)||35===m||38===m||42===m||33

===m||124===m||62===m||39===m||34===m||37===m||64===m||96===m)return!1;if((63===m||45===m)&&(l=e.i

nput.charCodeAt(e.position+1),a(l)||n&&o(l)))return!1;for(e.kind="scalar",e.result="",u=c=e.position,p=!1;0!==m;)

{if(58===m){if(l=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position+1),a(l)||n&&o(l))break}else

if(35===m){if(s=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position-

1),a(s))break}else{if(e.position===e.lineStart&&_(e)||n&&o(m))break;if(r(m)){if(h=e.line,f=e.lineStart,d=e.lineInd

ent,w(e,!1,-

1),e.lineIndent>=t){p=!0,m=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position);continue}e.position=c,e.line=h,e.lineStart=f,e.lineInden

t=d;break}}p&&(g(e,u,c,!1),x(e,e.line-

h),u=c=e.position,p=!1),i(m)||(c=e.position+1),m=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position)}return

g(e,u,c,!1),!!e.result||(e.kind=y,e.result=v,!1)}function S(e,t){var

n,i,a;if(n=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),39!==n)return!1;for(e.kind="scalar",e.result="",e.position++,i=a=e.positio

n;0!==(n=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position));)if(39===n){if(g(e,i,e.position,!0),n=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),3

9!==n)return!0;i=a=e.position,e.position++}else

r(n)?(g(e,i,a,!0),x(e,w(e,!1,t)),i=a=e.position):e.position===e.lineStart&&_(e)?d(e,"unexpected end of the document

within a single quoted scalar"):(e.position++,a=e.position);d(e,"unexpected end of the stream within a single quoted

scalar")}function j(e,t){var
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n,i,a,o,u,c;if(c=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),34!==c)return!1;for(e.kind="scalar",e.result="",e.position++,n=i=e.p

osition;0!==(c=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position));){if(34===c)return

g(e,n,e.position,!0),e.position++,!0;if(92===c){if(g(e,n,e.position,!0),c=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),r(c))w(e,!

1,t);else if(c<256&&ie[c])e.result+=ae[c],e.position++;else if((u=l(c))>0){for(a=u,o=0;a>0;a--

)c=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),(u=s(c))>=0?o=(o<<4)+u:d(e,"expected hexadecimal

character");e.result+=p(o),e.position++}else d(e,"unknown escape sequence");n=i=e.position}else

r(c)?(g(e,n,i,!0),x(e,w(e,!1,t)),n=i=e.position):e.position===e.lineStart&&_(e)?d(e,"unexpected end of the document

within a double quoted scalar"):(e.position++,i=e.position)}d(e,"unexpected end of the stream within a double

quoted scalar")}function E(e,t){var

n,r,i,o,s,l,u,c,p,h,f,m=!0,g=e.tag,y=e.anchor,b={};if(f=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),91===f)o=93,u=!1,r=[];else{i

f(123!==f)return!1;o=125,u=!0,r={}}for(null!==e.anchor&&(e.anchorMap[e.anchor]=r),f=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.

position);0!==f;){if(w(e,!0,t),f=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),f===o)return

e.position++,e.tag=g,e.anchor=y,e.kind=u?"mapping":"sequence",e.result=r,!0;m||d(e,"missed comma between flow

collection

entries"),p=c=h=null,s=l=!1,63===f&&(i=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position+1),a(i)&&(s=l=!0,e.position++,w(e,!0,t))),

n=e.line,L(e,t,Y,!1,!0),p=e.tag,c=e.result,w(e,!0,t),f=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),!l&&e.line!==n||58!==f||(s=!0,f

=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),w(e,!0,t),L(e,t,Y,!1,!0),h=e.result),u?v(e,r,b,p,c,h):s?r.push(v(e,null,b,p,c,h)):r.p

ush(c),w(e,!0,t),f=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),44===f?(m=!0,f=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position)):m=!1}d(e,"u

nexpected end of the stream within a flow collection")}function O(e,t){var

n,a,o,s,l=G,c=!1,p=!1,h=t,f=0,m=!1;if(s=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),124===s)a=!1;else{if(62!==s)return!1;a=!0

}for(e.kind="scalar",e.result="";0!==s;)if(s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),43===s||45===s)G===l?l=43===s?X

:K:d(e,"repeat of a chomping mode identifier");else{if(!((o=u(s))>=0))break;0===o?d(e,"bad explicit indentation

width of a block scalar; it cannot be less than one"):p?d(e,"repeat of an indentation width identifier"):(h=t+o-

1,p=!0)}if(i(s)){do s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);while(i(s));if(35===s)do

s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);while(!r(s)&&0!==s)}for(;0!==s;){for(b(e),e.lineIndent=0,s=e.input.charCode

At(e.position);(!p||e.lineIndent<h)&&32===s;)e.lineIndent++,s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);if(!p&&e.lineInd

ent>h&&(h=e.lineIndent),r(s))f++;else{if(e.lineIndent<h){l===X?e.result+=z.repeat("\n",c?1+f:f):l===G&&c&&(e

.result+="\n");break}for(a?i(s)?(m=!0,e.result+=z.repeat("\n",c?1+f:f)):m?(m=!1,e.result+=z.repeat("\n",f+1)):0===

f?c&&(e.result+="

"):e.result+=z.repeat("\n",f):e.result+=z.repeat("\n",c?1+f:f),c=!0,p=!0,f=0,n=e.position;!r(s)&&0!==s;)s=e.input.ch

arCodeAt(++e.position);g(e,n,e.position,!1)}}return!0}function k(e,t){var

n,r,i,o=e.tag,s=e.anchor,l=[],u=!1;for(null!==e.anchor&&(e.anchorMap[e.anchor]=l),i=e.input.charCodeAt(e.positio

n);0!==i&&45===i&&(r=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position+1),a(r));)if(u=!0,e.position++,w(e,!0,-

1)&&e.lineIndent<=t)l.push(null),i=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position);else

if(n=e.line,L(e,t,W,!1,!0),l.push(e.result),w(e,!0,-

1),i=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),(e.line===n||e.lineIndent>t)&&0!==i)d(e,"bad indentation of a sequence

entry");else if(e.lineIndent<t)break;return!!u&&(e.tag=o,e.anchor=s,e.kind="sequence",e.result=l,!0)}function

T(e,t,n){var

r,o,s,l,u=e.tag,c=e.anchor,p={},h={},f=null,m=null,g=null,y=!1,b=!1;for(null!==e.anchor&&(e.anchorMap[e.ancho

r]=p),l=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position);0!==l;){if(r=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position+1),s=e.line,63!==l&&58!==l||!a(

r)){if(!L(e,n,J,!1,!0))break;if(e.line===s){for(l=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position);i(l);)l=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.posit

ion);if(58===l)l=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),a(l)||d(e,"a whitespace character is expected after the key-value

separator within a block

mapping"),y&&(v(e,p,h,f,m,null),f=m=g=null),b=!0,y=!1,o=!1,f=e.tag,m=e.result;else{if(!b)return

e.tag=u,e.anchor=c,!0;d(e,"can not read an implicit mapping pair; a colon is missed")}}else{if(!b)return

e.tag=u,e.anchor=c,!0;d(e,"can not read a block mapping entry; a multiline key may not be an implicit key")}}else

63===l?(y&&(v(e,p,h,f,m,null),f=m=g=null),b=!0,y=!0,o=!0):y?(y=!1,o=!0):d(e,"incomplete explicit mapping pair;

a key node is
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missed"),e.position+=1,l=r;if((e.line===s||e.lineIndent>t)&&(L(e,t,Q,!0,o)&&(y?m=e.result:g=e.result),y||(v(e,p,h,f,

m,g),f=m=g=null),w(e,!0,-1),l=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position)),e.lineIndent>t&&0!==l)d(e,"bad indentation of a

mapping entry");else if(e.lineIndent<t)break}return

y&&v(e,p,h,f,m,null),b&&(e.tag=u,e.anchor=c,e.kind="mapping",e.result=p),b}function C(e){var

t,n,r,i,o=!1,s=!1;if(i=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),33!==i)return!1;if(null!==e.tag&&d(e,"duplication of a tag

property"),i=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),60===i?(o=!0,i=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position)):33===i?(s=!0,n=

"!!",i=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position)):n="!",t=e.position,o){do

i=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);while(0!==i&&62!==i);e.position<e.length?(r=e.input.slice(t,e.position),i=e.inp

ut.charCodeAt(++e.position)):d(e,"unexpected end of the stream within a verbatim

tag")}else{for(;0!==i&&!a(i);)33===i&&(s?d(e,"tag suffix cannot contain exclamation marks"):(n=e.input.slice(t-

1,e.position+1),ne.test(n)||d(e,"named tag handle cannot contain such

characters"),s=!0,t=e.position+1)),i=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);r=e.input.slice(t,e.position),te.test(r)&&d(e,"t

ag suffix cannot contain flow indicator characters")}return r&&!re.test(r)&&d(e,"tag name cannot contain such

characters:

"+r),o?e.tag=r:H.call(e.tagMap,n)?e.tag=e.tagMap[n]+r:"!"===n?e.tag="!"+r:"!!"===n?e.tag="tag:yaml.org,2002:"+

r:d(e,'undeclared tag handle "'+n+'"'),!0}function I(e){var

t,n;if(n=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),38!==n)return!1;for(null!==e.anchor&&d(e,"duplication of an anchor

property"),n=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),t=e.position;0!==n&&!a(n)&&!o(n);)n=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.po

sition);return e.position===t&&d(e,"name of an anchor node must contain at least one

character"),e.anchor=e.input.slice(t,e.position),!0}function D(e){var

t,n,r;if(r=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),42!==r)return!1;for(r=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),t=e.position;0!==r

&&!a(r)&&!o(r);)r=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);return e.position===t&&d(e,"name of an alias node must

contain at least one character"),n=e.input.slice(t,e.position),e.anchorMap.hasOwnProperty(n)||d(e,'unidentified alias

"'+n+'"'),e.result=e.anchorMap[n],w(e,!0,-1),!0}function L(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o,s,l,u,c,p,h,f=1,m=!1,g=!1;if(null!==e.listener&&e.listener("open",e),e.tag=null,e.anchor=null,e.kind=null,e.result

=null,a=o=s=Q===n||W===n,r&&w(e,!0,-

1)&&(m=!0,e.lineIndent>t?f=1:e.lineIndent===t?f=0:e.lineIndent<t&&(f=-1)),1===f)for(;C(e)||I(e);)w(e,!0,-

1)?(m=!0,s=a,e.lineIndent>t?f=1:e.lineIndent===t?f=0:e.lineIndent<t&&(f=-

1)):s=!1;if(s&&(s=m||i),1!==f&&Q!==n||(p=Y===n||J===n?t:t+1,h=e.position-

e.lineStart,1===f?s&&(k(e,h)||T(e,h,p))||E(e,p)?g=!0:(o&&O(e,p)||S(e,p)||j(e,p)?g=!0:D(e)?(g=!0,null===e.tag&&n

ull===e.anchor||d(e,"alias node should not have any

properties")):A(e,p,Y===n)&&(g=!0,null===e.tag&&(e.tag="?")),null!==e.anchor&&(e.anchorMap[e.anchor]=e.re

sult)):0===f&&(g=s&&k(e,h))),null!==e.tag&&"!"!==e.tag)if("?"===e.tag){for(l=0,u=e.implicitTypes.length;l<u;l

+=1)if(c=e.implicitTypes[l],c.resolve(e.result)){e.result=c.construct(e.result),e.tag=c.tag,null!==e.anchor&&(e.anch

orMap[e.anchor]=e.result);break}}else

H.call(e.typeMap,e.tag)?(c=e.typeMap[e.tag],null!==e.result&&c.kind!==e.kind&&d(e,"unacceptable node kind for

!<"+e.tag+'> tag; it should be "'+c.kind+'", not

"'+e.kind+'"'),c.resolve(e.result)?(e.result=c.construct(e.result),null!==e.anchor&&(e.anchorMap[e.anchor]=e.result)

):d(e,"cannot resolve a node with !<"+e.tag+"> explicit tag")):d(e,"unknown tag !<"+e.tag+">");return

null!==e.listener&&e.listener("close",e),null!==e.tag||null!==e.anchor||g}function M(e){var

t,n,o,s,l=e.position,u=!1;for(e.version=null,e.checkLineBreaks=e.legacy,e.tagMap={},e.anchorMap={};0!==(s=e.in

put.charCodeAt(e.position))&&(w(e,!0,-

1),s=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),!(e.lineIndent>0||37!==s));){for(u=!0,s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),t=e.p

osition;0!==s&&!a(s);)s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);for(n=e.input.slice(t,e.position),o=[],n.length<1&&d(e,"

directive name must not be less than one character in

length");0!==s;){for(;i(s);)s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);if(35===s){do

s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);while(0!==s&&!r(s));break}if(r(s))break;for(t=e.position;0!==s&&!a(s);)s=e.in

put.charCodeAt(++e.position);o.push(e.input.slice(t,e.position))}0!==s&&b(e),H.call(se,n)?se[n](e,n,o):m(e,'unkno
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wn document directive "'+n+'"')}return w(e,!0,-

1),0===e.lineIndent&&45===e.input.charCodeAt(e.position)&&45===e.input.charCodeAt(e.position+1)&&45===

e.input.charCodeAt(e.position+2)?(e.position+=3,w(e,!0,-1)):u&&d(e,"directives end mark is

expected"),L(e,e.lineIndent-1,Q,!1,!0),w(e,!0,-

1),e.checkLineBreaks&&ee.test(e.input.slice(l,e.position))&&m(e,"non-ASCII line breaks are interpreted as

content"),e.documents.push(e.result),e.position===e.lineStart&&_(e)?void(46===e.input.charCodeAt(e.position)&

&(e.position+=3,w(e,!0,-1))):void(e.position<e.length-1&&d(e,"end of the stream or a document separator is

expected"))}function R(e,t){e=String(e),t=t||{},0!==e.length&&(10!==e.charCodeAt(e.length-

1)&&13!==e.charCodeAt(e.length-1)&&(e+="\n"),65279===e.charCodeAt(0)&&(e=e.slice(1)));var n=new

h(e,t);for(n.input+="\0";32===n.input.charCodeAt(n.position);)n.lineIndent+=1,n.position+=1;for(;n.position<n.len

gth-1;)M(n);return n.documents}function U(e,t,n){var r,i,a=R(e,n);for(r=0,i=a.length;r<i;r+=1)t(a[r])}function

P(e,t){var n=R(e,t);if(0!==n.length){if(1===n.length)return n[0];throw new N("expected a single document in the

stream, but found more")}}function q(e,t,n){U(e,t,z.extend({schema:F},n))}function B(e,t){return

P(e,z.extend({schema:F},t))}for(var

z=e("./common"),N=e("./exception"),$=e("./mark"),F=e("./schema/default_safe"),V=e("./schema/default_full"),H=

Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty,Y=1,J=2,W=3,Q=4,G=1,K=2,X=3,Z=/[\x00-\x08\x0B\x0C\x0E-\x1F\x7F-

\x84\x86-\x9F\uFFFE\uFFFF]|[\uD800-\uDBFF](?![\uDC00-\uDFFF])|(?:[^\uD800-\uDBFF]|^)[\uDC00-

\uDFFF]/,ee=/[\x85\u2028\u2029]/,te=/[,\[\]\{\}]/,ne=/^(?:!|!!|![a-z\-]+!)$/i,re=/^(?:!|[^,\[\]\{\}])(?:%[0-9a-f]{2}|[0-

9a-z\-#;\/\?:@&=\+\$,_\.!~\*'\(\)\[\]])*$/i,ie=new Array(256),ae=new

Array(256),oe=0;oe<256;oe++)ie[oe]=c(oe)?1:0,ae[oe]=c(oe);var se={YAML:function(e,t,n){var

r,i,a;null!==e.version&&d(e,"duplication of %YAML directive"),1!==n.length&&d(e,"YAML directive accepts

exactly one argument"),r=/^([0-9]+)\.([0-9]+)$/.exec(n[0]),null===r&&d(e,"ill-formed argument of the YAML

directive"),i=parseInt(r[1],10),a=parseInt(r[2],10),1!==i&&d(e,"unacceptable YAML version of the

document"),e.version=n[0],e.checkLineBreaks=a<2,1!==a&&2!==a&&m(e,"unsupported YAML version of the

document")},TAG:function(e,t,n){var r,i;2!==n.length&&d(e,"TAG directive accepts exactly two

arguments"),r=n[0],i=n[1],ne.test(r)||d(e,"ill-formed tag handle (first argument) of the TAG

directive"),H.call(e.tagMap,r)&&d(e,'there is a previously declared suffix for "'+r+'" tag handle'),re.test(i)||d(e,"ill-

formed tag prefix (second argument) of the TAG

directive"),e.tagMap[r]=i}};t.exports.loadAll=U,t.exports.load=P,t.exports.safeLoadAll=q,t.exports.safeLoad=B},{"

./common":21,"./exception":23,"./mark":25,"./schema/default_full":28,"./schema/default_safe":29}],25:[function(e,t

,n){"use strict";function r(e,t,n,r,i){this.name=e,this.buffer=t,this.position=n,this.line=r,this.column=i}var

i=e("./common");r.prototype.getSnippet=function(e,t){var n,r,a,o,s;if(!this.buffer)return

null;for(e=e||4,t=t||75,n="",r=this.position;r>0&&"\0\r\n\u2028\u2029".indexOf(this.buffer.charAt(r-1))===-1;)if(r-

=1,this.position-r>t/2-1){n=" ...

",r+=5;break}for(a="",o=this.position;o<this.buffer.length&&"\0\r\n\u2028\u2029".indexOf(this.buffer.charAt(o))=

==-1;)if(o+=1,o-this.position>t/2-1){a=" ... ",o-=5;break}return s=this.buffer.slice(r,o),i.repeat("

",e)+n+s+a+"\n"+i.repeat(" ",e+this.position-r+n.length)+"^"},r.prototype.toString=function(e){var t,n="";return

this.name&&(n+='in "'+this.name+'" '),n+="at line "+(this.line+1)+", column

"+(this.column+1),e||(t=this.getSnippet(),t&&(n+=":\n"+t)),n},t.exports=r},{"./common":21}],26:[function(e,t,n){"u

se strict";function r(e,t,n){var i=[];return

e.include.forEach(function(e){n=r(e,t,n)}),e[t].forEach(function(e){n.forEach(function(t,n){t.tag===e.tag&&i.push(

n)}),n.push(e)}),n.filter(function(e,t){return i.indexOf(t)===-1})}function i(){function e(e){r[e.tag]=e}var

t,n,r={};for(t=0,n=arguments.length;t<n;t+=1)arguments[t].forEach(e);return r}function

a(e){this.include=e.include||[],this.implicit=e.implicit||[],this.explicit=e.explicit||[],this.implicit.forEach(function(e){i

f(e.loadKind&&"scalar"!==e.loadKind)throw new s("There is a non-scalar type in the implicit list of a schema.

Implicit resolving of such types is not

supported.")}),this.compiledImplicit=r(this,"implicit",[]),this.compiledExplicit=r(this,"explicit",[]),this.compiledTyp

eMap=i(this.compiledImplicit,this.compiledExplicit)}var
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o=e("./common"),s=e("./exception"),l=e("./type");a.DEFAULT=null,a.create=function(){var

e,t;switch(arguments.length){case 1:e=a.DEFAULT,t=arguments[0];break;case 2:e=arguments[0],t=arguments[1];

break;default:throw new s("Wrong number of arguments for Schema.create

function")}if(e=o.toArray(e),t=o.toArray(t),!e.every(function(e){return e instanceof a}))throw new s("Specified list

of super schemas (or a single Schema object) contains a non-Schema object.");if(!t.every(function(e){return e

instanceof l}))throw new s("Specified list of YAML types (or a single Type object) contains a non-Type

object.");return new

a({include:e,explicit:t})},t.exports=a},{"./common":21,"./exception":23,"./type":32}],27:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";var r=e("../schema");t.exports=new

r({include:[e("./json")]})},{"../schema":26,"./json":31}],28:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var

r=e("../schema");t.exports=r.DEFAULT=new

r({include:[e("./default_safe")],explicit:[e("../type/js/undefined"),e("../type/js/regexp"),e("../type/js/function")]})},{".

./schema":26,"../type/js/function":37,"../type/js/regexp":38,"../type/js/undefined":39,"./default_safe":29}],29:[functio

n(e,t,n){"use strict";var r=e("../schema");t.exports=new

r({include:[e("./core")],implicit:[e("../type/timestamp"),e("../type/merge")],explicit:[e("../type/binary"),e("../type/om

ap"),e("../type/pairs"),e("../type/set")]})},{"../schema":26,"../type/binary":33,"../type/merge":41,"../type/omap":43,"..

/type/pairs":44,"../type/set":46,"../type/timestamp":48,"./core":27}],30:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var

r=e("../schema");t.exports=new

r({explicit:[e("../type/str"),e("../type/seq"),e("../type/map")]})},{"../schema":26,"../type/map":40,"../type/seq":45,"../t

ype/str":47}],31:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var r=e("../schema");t.exports=new

r({include:[e("./failsafe")],implicit:[e("../type/null"),e("../type/bool"),e("../type/int"),e("../type/float")]})},{"../schema

":26,"../type/bool":34,"../type/float":35,"../type/int":36,"../type/null":42,"./failsafe":30}],32:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";function r(e){var t={};return

null!==e&&Object.keys(e).forEach(function(n){e[n].forEach(function(e){t[String(e)]=n})}),t}function

i(e,t){if(t=t||{},Object.keys(t).forEach(function(t){if(o.indexOf(t)===-1)throw new a('Unknown option "'+t+'" is met

in definition of "'+e+'" YAML

type.')}),this.tag=e,this.kind=t.kind||null,this.resolve=t.resolve||function(){return!0},this.construct=t.construct||functi

on(e){return

e},this.instanceOf=t.instanceOf||null,this.predicate=t.predicate||null,this.represent=t.represent||null,this.defaultStyle=

t.defaultStyle||null,this.styleAliases=r(t.styleAliases||null),s.indexOf(this.kind)===-1)throw new a('Unknown kind

"'+this.kind+'" is specified for "'+e+'" YAML type.')}var

a=e("./exception"),o=["kind","resolve","construct","instanceOf","predicate","represent","defaultStyle","styleAliases

"],s=["scalar","sequence","mapping"];t.exports=i},{"./exception":23}],33:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function

r(e){if(null===e)return!1;var

t,n,r=0,i=e.length,a=p;for(n=0;n<i;n++)if(t=a.indexOf(e.charAt(n)),!(t>64)){if(t<0)return!1;r+=6}return

r%8===0}function i(e){var

t,n,r=e.replace(/[\r\n=]/g,""),i=r.length,a=p,o=0,l=[];for(t=0;t<i;t++)t%4===0&&t&&(l.push(o>>16&255),l.push(o>

>8&255),l.push(255&o)),o=o<<6|a.indexOf(r.charAt(t));return

n=i%4*6,0===n?(l.push(o>>16&255),l.push(o>>8&255),l.push(255&o)):18===n?(l.push(o>>10&255),l.push(o>>

2&255)):12===n&&l.push(o>>4&255),s?new s(l):l}function a(e){var

t,n,r="",i=0,a=e.length,o=p;for(t=0;t<a;t++)t%3===0&&t&&(r+=o[i>>18&63],r+=o[i>>12&63],r+=o[i>>6&63],r+

=o[63&i]),i=(i<<8)+e[t];return

n=a%3,0===n?(r+=o[i>>18&63],r+=o[i>>12&63],r+=o[i>>6&63],r+=o[63&i]):2===n?(r+=o[i>>10&63],r+=o[i>>

4&63],r+=o[i<<2&63],r+=o[64]):1===n&&(r+=o[i>>2&63],r+=o[i<<4&63],r+=o[64],r+=o[64]),r}function

o(e){return s&&s.isBuffer(e)}var s;try{var l=e;s=l("buffer").Buffer}catch(u){}var

c=e("../type"),p="ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789+/=\n\r";t.ex

ports=new

c("tag:yaml.org,2002:binary",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,predicate:o,represent:a})},{"../type":32}],34:[funct
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ion(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){if(null===e)return!1;var t=e.length;return

4===t&&("true"===e||"True"===e||"TRUE"===e)||5===t&&("false"===e||"False"===e||"FALSE"===e)}function

i(e){return"true"===e||"True"===e||"TRUE"===e}function a(e){return"[object

Boolean]"===Object.prototype.toString.call(e)}var o=e("../type");t.exports=new

o("tag:yaml.org,2002:bool",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,predicate:a,represent:{lowercase:function(e){return

e?"true":"false"},uppercase:function(e){return e?"TRUE":"FALSE"},camelcase:function(e){return

e?"True":"False"}},defaultStyle:"lowercase"})},{"../type":32}],35:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){return

null!==e&&!!u.test(e)}function i(e){var t,n,r,i;return t=e.replace(/_/g,"").toLowerCase(),n="-"===t[0]?-1:1,i=[],"+-

".indexOf(t[0])>=0&&(t=t.slice(1)),".inf"===t?1===n?Number.POSITIVE_INFINITY:Number.NEGATIVE_INFI

NITY:".nan"===t?NaN:t.indexOf(":")>=0?(t.split(":").forEach(function(e){i.unshift(parseFloat(e,10))}),t=0,r=1,i.fo

rEach(function(e){t+=e*r,r*=60}),n*t):n*parseFloat(t,10)}function a(e,t){var

n;if(isNaN(e))switch(t){case"lowercase":return".nan";case"uppercase":return".NAN";case"camelcase":return".NaN"

}else

if(Number.POSITIVE_INFINITY===e)switch(t){case"lowercase":return".inf";case"uppercase":return".INF";case"c

amelcase":return".Inf"}else if(Number.NEGATIVE_INFINITY===e)switch(t){case"lowercase":return"-

.inf";case"uppercase":return"-.INF";case"camelcase":return"-.Inf"}else if(s.isNegativeZero(e))return"-0.0";return

n=e.toString(10),c.test(n)?n.replace("e",".e"):n}function o(e){return"[object

Number]"===Object.prototype.toString.call(e)&&(e%1!==0||s.isNegativeZero(e))}var

s=e("../common"),l=e("../type"),u=new RegExp("^(?:[-+]?(?:[0-9][0-9_]*)\\.[0-9_]*(?:[eE][-+][0-9]+)?|\\.[0-

9_]+(?:[eE][-+][0-9]+)?|[-+]?[0-9][0-9_]*(?::[0-5]?[0-9])+\\.[0-9_]*|[-

+]?\\.(?:inf|Inf|INF)|\\.(?:nan|NaN|NAN))$"),c=/^[-+]?[0-9]+e/;t.exports=new

l("tag:yaml.org,2002:float",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,predicate:o,represent:a,defaultStyle:"lowercase"})},{

"../common":21,"../type":32}],36:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){return

48<=e&&e<=57||65<=e&&e<=70||97<=e&&e<=102}function i(e){return 48<=e&&e<=55}function a(e){return

48<=e&&e<=57}function o(e){if(null===e)return!1;var t,n=e.length,o=0,s=!1;if(!n)return!1;if(t=e[o],"-

"!==t&&"+"!==t||(t=e[++o]),"0"===t){if(o+1===n)return!0;if(t=e[++o],"b"===t){for(o++;o<n;o++)if(t=e[o],"_"!=

=t){if("0"!==t&&"1"!==t)return!1;s=!0}return

s}if("x"===t){for(o++;o<n;o++)if(t=e[o],"_"!==t){if(!r(e.charCodeAt(o)))return!1;s=!0}return

s}for(;o<n;o++)if(t=e[o],"_"!==t){if(!i(e.charCodeAt(o)))return!1;s=!0}return

s}for(;o<n;o++)if(t=e[o],"_"!==t){if(":"===t)break;if(!a(e.charCodeAt(o)))return!1;s=!0}return!!s&&(":"!==t||/^(:[0

-5]?[0-9])+$/.test(e.slice(o)))}function s(e){var t,n,r=e,i=1,a=[];return r.indexOf("_")!==-

1&&(r=r.replace(/_/g,"")),t=r[0],"-"!==t&&"+"!==t||("-"===t&&(i=-

1),r=r.slice(1),t=r[0]),"0"===r?0:"0"===t?"b"===r[1]?i*parseInt(r.slice(2),2):"x"===r[1]?i*parseInt(r,16):i*parseInt

(r,8):r.indexOf(":")!==-

1?(r.split(":").forEach(function(e){a.unshift(parseInt(e,10))}),r=0,n=1,a.forEach(function(e){r+=e*n,n*=60}),i*r):i*

parseInt(r,10)}function l(e){return"[object

Number]"===Object.prototype.toString.call(e)&&e%1===0&&!u.isNegativeZero(e)}var

u=e("../common"),c=e("../type");t.exports=new

c("tag:yaml.org,2002:int",{kind:"scalar",resolve:o,construct:s,predicate:l,represent:{binary:function(e){return"0b"+

e.toString(2)},octal:function(e){return"0"+e.toString(8)},decimal:function(e){return

e.toString(10)},hexadecimal:function(e){return"0x"+e.toString(16).toUpperCase()}},defaultStyle:"decimal",styleAli

ases:{binary:[2,"bin"],octal:[8,"oct"],decimal:[10,"dec"],hexadecimal:[16,"hex"]}})},{"../common":21,"../type":32}]

,37:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){if(null===e)return!1;try{var

t="("+e+")",n=s.parse(t,{range:!0});return"Program"===n.type&&1===n.body.length&&"ExpressionStatement"==

=n.body[0].type&&"FunctionExpression"===n.body[0].expression.type}catch(r){return!1}}function i(e){var

t,n="("+e+")",r=s.parse(n,{range:!0}),i=[];if("Program"!==r.type||1!==r.body.length||"ExpressionStatement"!==r.bo

dy[0].type||"FunctionExpression"!==r.body[0].expression.type)throw new Error("Failed to resolve function");return

r.body[0].expression.params.forEach(function(e){i.push(e.name)}),t=r.body[0].expression.body.range,new
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Function(i,n.slice(t[0]+1,t[1]-1))}function a(e){return e.toString()}function o(e){return"[object

Function]"===Object.prototype.toString.call(e)}var s;try{var l=e;s=l("esprima")}catch(u){"undefined"!=typeof

window&&(s=window.esprima)}var c=e("../../type");t.exports=new

c("tag:yaml.org,2002:js/function",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,predicate:o,represent:a})},{"../../type":32}],38:

[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){if(null===e)return!1;if(0===e.length)return!1;var

t=e,n=/\/([gim]*)$/.exec(e),r="";if("/"===t[0]){if(n&&(r=n[1]),r.length>3)return!1;if("/"!==t[t.length-r.length-

1])return!1}return!0}function i(e){var

t=e,n=/\/([gim]*)$/.exec(e),r="";return"/"===t[0]&&(n&&(r=n[1]),t=t.slice(1,t.length-r.length-1)),new

RegExp(t,r)}function a(e){var t="/"+e.source+"/";return

e.global&&(t+="g"),e.multiline&&(t+="m"),e.ignoreCase&&(t+="i"),t}function o(e){return"[object

RegExp]"===Object.prototype.toString.call(e)}var s=e("../../type");t.exports=new

s("tag:yaml.org,2002:js/regexp",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,predicate:o,represent:a})},{"../../type":32}],39:[f

unction(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(){return!0}function i(){}function a(){return""}function

o(e){return"undefined"==typeof e}var s=e("../../type");t.exports=new

s("tag:yaml.org,2002:js/undefined",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,predicate:o,represent:a})},{"../../type":32}],4

0:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var r=e("../type");t.exports=new

r("tag:yaml.org,2002:map",{kind:"mapping",construct:function(e){return

null!==e?e:{}}})},{"../type":32}],41:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){return"<<"===e||null===e}var

i=e("../type");t.exports=new

i("tag:yaml.org,2002:merge",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r})},{"../type":32}],42:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function

r(e){if(null===e)return!0;var t=e.length;return

1===t&&"~"===e||4===t&&("null"===e||"Null"===e||"NULL"===e)}function i(){return null}function a(e){return

null===e}var o=e("../type");t.exports=new

o("tag:yaml.org,2002:null",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,predicate:a,represent:{canonical:function(){return"~"

},lowercase:function(){return"null"},uppercase:function(){return"NULL"},camelcase:function(){return"Null"}},def

aultStyle:"lowercase"})},{"../type":32}],43:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){if(null===e)return!0;var

t,n,r,i,a,l=[],u=e;for(t=0,n=u.length;t<n;t+=1){if(r=u[t],a=!1,"[object Object]"!==s.call(r))return!1;for(i in

r)if(o.call(r,i)){if(a)return!1;a=!0}if(!a)return!1;if(l.indexOf(i)!==-1)return!1;l.push(i)}return!0}function i(e){return

null!==e?e:[]}var a=e("../type"),o=Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty,s=Object.prototype.toString;t.exports=new

a("tag:yaml.org,2002:omap",{kind:"sequence",resolve:r,construct:i})},{"../type":32}],44:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";function r(e){if(null===e)return!0;var t,n,r,i,a,s=e;for(a=new

Array(s.length),t=0,n=s.length;t<n;t+=1){if(r=s[t],"[object

Object]"!==o.call(r))return!1;if(i=Object.keys(r),1!==i.length)return!1;a[t]=[i[0],r[i[0]]]}return!0}function

i(e){if(null===e)return[];var t,n,r,i,a,o=e;for(a=new

Array(o.length),t=0,n=o.length;t<n;t+=1)r=o[t],i=Object.keys(r),a[t]=[i[0],r[i[0]]];return a}var

a=e("../type"),o=Object.prototype.toString;t.exports=new

a("tag:yaml.org,2002:pairs",{kind:"sequence",resolve:r,construct:i})},{"../type":32}],45:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";var r=e("../type");t.exports=new r("tag:yaml.org,2002:seq",{kind:"sequence",construct:function(e){return

null!==e?e:[]}})},{"../type":32}],46:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){if(null===e)return!0;var t,n=e;for(t in

n)if(o.call(n,t)&&null!==n[t])return!1;return!0}function i(e){return null!==e?e:{}}var

a=e("../type"),o=Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty;t.exports=new

a("tag:yaml.org,2002:set",{kind:"mapping",resolve:r,construct:i})},{"../type":32}],47:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";var r=e("../type");t.exports=new r("tag:yaml.org,2002:str",{kind:"scalar",construct:function(e){return

null!==e?e:""}})},{"../type":32}],48:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){return

null!==e&&(null!==s.exec(e)||null!==l.exec(e))}function i(e){var

t,n,r,i,a,o,u,c,p,h,f=0,d=null;if(t=s.exec(e),null===t&&(t=l.exec(e)),null===t)throw new Error("Date resolve

error");if(n=+t[1],r=+t[2]-1,i=+t[3],!t[4])return new

Date(Date.UTC(n,r,i));if(a=+t[4],o=+t[5],u=+t[6],t[7]){for(f=t[7].slice(0,3);f.length<3;)f+="0";f=+f}return
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t[9]&&(c=+t[10],p=+(t[11]||0),d=6e4*(60*c+p),"-"===t[9]&&(d=-d)),h=new

Date(Date.UTC(n,r,i,a,o,u,f)),d&&h.setTime(h.getTime()-d),h}function a(e){return e.toISOString()}var

o=e("../type"),s=new RegExp("^([0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9])-([0-9][0-9])-([0-9][0-9])$"),l=new RegExp("^([0-9][0-9][0-

9][0-9])-([0-9][0-9]?)-([0-9][0-9]?)(?:[Tt]|[ \\t]+)([0-9][0-9]?):([0-9][0-9]):([0-9][0-9])(?:\\.([0-9]*))?(?:[ \\t]*(Z|([-

+])([0-9][0-9]?)(?::([0-9][0-9]))?))?$");t.exports=new

o("tag:yaml.org,2002:timestamp",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,instanceOf:Date,represent:a})},{"../type":32}],

49:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){var r=e?e.length:0;if(!r)return-1;if("number"==typeof n)n=n<0?o(r+n,0):n;else

if(n){var s=a(e,t);return s<r&&(t===t?t===e[s]:e[s]!==e[s])?s:-1}return i(e,t,n||0)}var

i=e("../internal/baseIndexOf"),a=e("../internal/binaryIndex"),o=Math.max;t.exports=r},{"../internal/baseIndexOf":78

,"../internal/binaryIndex":92}],50:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var t=e?e.length:0;return t?e[t-1]:void

0}t.exports=r},{}],51:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){if(l(e)&&!s(e)&&!(e instanceof i)){if(e instanceof a)return

e;if(p.call(e,"__chain__")&&p.call(e,"__wrapped__"))return u(e)}return new a(e)}var

i=e("../internal/LazyWrapper"),a=e("../internal/LodashWrapper"),o=e("../internal/baseLodash"),s=e("../lang/isArray"

),l=e("../internal/isObjectLike"),u=e("../internal/wrapperClone"),c=Object.prototype,p=c.hasOwnProperty;r.prototyp

e=o.prototype,t.exports=r},{"../internal/LazyWrapper":60,"../internal/LodashWrapper":61,"../internal/baseLodash":8

2,"../internal/isObjectLike":126,"../internal/wrapperClone":137,"../lang/isArray":140}],52:[function(e,t,n){t.exports=

e("./forEach")},{"./forEach":54}],53:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("../internal/baseEach"),i=e("../internal/createFind"),a=i(r);t.exports=a},{"../internal/baseEach":71,"../internal/cre

ateFind":102}],54:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("../internal/arrayEach"),i=e("../internal/baseEach"),a=e("../internal/createForEach"),o=a(r,i);t.exports=o},{"../int

ernal/arrayEach":63,"../internal/baseEach":71,"../internal/createForEach":103}],55:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e,t,n,r){var h=e?a(e):0;return l(h)||(e=c(e),h=e.length),n="number"!=typeof

n||r&&s(t,n,r)?0:n<0?p(h+n,0):n||0,"string"==typeof e||!o(e)&&u(e)?n<=h&&e.indexOf(t,n)>-1:!!h&&i(e,t,n)>-

1}var

i=e("../internal/baseIndexOf"),a=e("../internal/getLength"),o=e("../lang/isArray"),s=e("../internal/isIterateeCall"),l=e(

"../internal/isLength"),u=e("../lang/isString"),c=e("../object/values"),p=Math.max;t.exports=r},{"../internal/baseInde

xOf":78,"../internal/getLength":112,"../internal/isIterateeCall":122,"../internal/isLength":125,"../lang/isArray":140,"..

/lang/isString":146,"../object/values":152}],56:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){var r=s(e)?i:o;return

t=a(t,n,3),r(e,t)}var

i=e("../internal/arrayMap"),a=e("../internal/baseCallback"),o=e("../internal/baseMap"),s=e("../lang/isArray");t.export

s=r},{"../internal/arrayMap":64,"../internal/baseCallback":67,"../internal/baseMap":83,"../lang/isArray":140}],57:[fu

nction(e,t,n){var r=e("../internal/getNative"),i=r(Date,"now"),a=i||function(){return(new

Date).getTime()};t.exports=a},{"../internal/getNative":114}],58:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("../internal/createWrapper"),i=e("../internal/replaceHolders"),a=e("./restParam"),o=1,s=32,l=a(function(e,t,n){va

r a=o;if(n.length){var u=i(n,l.placeholder);a|=s}return

r(e,a,t,n,u)});l.placeholder={},t.exports=l},{"../internal/createWrapper":106,"../internal/replaceHolders":132,"./restP

aram":59}],59:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){if("function"!=typeof e)throw new TypeError(i);return t=a(void

0===t?e.length-1:+t||0,0),function(){for(var n=arguments,r=-1,i=a(n.length-

t,0),o=Array(i);++r<i;)o[r]=n[t+r];switch(t){case 0:return e.call(this,o);case 1:return e.call(this,n[0],o);case 2:return

e.call(this,n[0],n[1],o)}var s=Array(t+1);for(r=-1;++r<t;)s[r]=n[r];return s[t]=o,e.apply(this,s)}}var i="Expected a

function",a=Math.max;t.exports=r},{}],60:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){this.__wrapped__=e,this.__actions__=[],this.__dir__=1,this.__filtered__=!1,this.__iteratees__=[],this.__takeCo

unt__=o,this.__views__=[]}var

i=e("./baseCreate"),a=e("./baseLodash"),o=Number.POSITIVE_INFINITY;r.prototype=i(a.prototype),r.prototype.c

onstructor=r,t.exports=r},{"./baseCreate":70,"./baseLodash":82}],61:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e,t,n){this.__wrapped__=e,this.__actions__=n||[],this.__chain__=!!t}var

i=e("./baseCreate"),a=e("./baseLodash");r.prototype=i(a.prototype),r.prototype.constructor=r,t.exports=r},{"./baseCr

eate":70,"./baseLodash":82}],62:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){var n=-
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1,r=e.length;for(t||(t=Array(r));++n<r;)t[n]=e[n];return t}t.exports=r},{}],63:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){for(var

n=-1,r=e.length;++n<r&&t(e[n],n,e)!==!1;);return e}t.exports=r},{}],64:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){for(var n=-

1,r=e.length,i=Array(r);++n<r;)i[n]=t(e[n],n,e);return i}t.exports=r},{}],65:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){for(var

n=-1,r=e.length;++n<r;)if(t(e[n],n,e))return!0;return!1}t.exports=r},{}],66:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){return

null==t?e:i(t,a(t),e)}var

i=e("./baseCopy"),a=e("../object/keys");t.exports=r},{"../object/keys":149,"./baseCopy":69}],67:[function(e,t,n){fun

ction r(e,t,n){var r=typeof e;return"function"==r?void 0===t?e:o(e,t,n):null==e?s:"object"==r?i(e):void

0===t?l(e):a(e,t)}var

i=e("./baseMatches"),a=e("./baseMatchesProperty"),o=e("./bindCallback"),s=e("../utility/identity"),l=e("../utility/pro

perty");t.exports=r},{"../utility/identity":154,"../utility/property":156,"./baseMatches":84,"./baseMatchesProperty":8

5,"./bindCallback":94}],68:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,m,g,y,v){var w;if(n&&(w=g?n(e,m,g):n(e)),void

0!==w)return w;if(!f(e))return e;var _=p(e);if(_){if(w=l(e),!t)return i(e,w)}else{var

A=B.call(e),S=A==b;if(A!=x&&A!=d&&(!S||g))return P[A]?u(e,A,t):g?e:{};if(h(e))return

g?e:{};if(w=c(S?{}:e),!t)return o(w,e)}y||(y=[]),v||(v=[]);for(var j=y.length;j--;)if(y[j]==e)return v[j];return

y.push(e),v.push(w),(_?a:s)(e,function(i,a){w[a]=r(i,t,n,a,e,y,v)}),w}var

i=e("./arrayCopy"),a=e("./arrayEach"),o=e("./baseAssign"),s=e("./baseForOwn"),l=e("./initCloneArray"),u=e("./init

CloneByTag"),c=e("./initCloneObject"),p=e("../lang/isArray"),h=e("./isHostObject"),f=e("../lang/isObject"),d="[obj

ect Arguments]",m="[object Array]",g="[object Boolean]",y="[object Date]",v="[object Error]",b="[object

Function]",w="[object Map]",_="[object Number]",x="[object Object]",A="[object RegExp]",S="[object

Set]",j="[object String]",E="[object WeakMap]",O="[object ArrayBuffer]",k="[object Float32Array]",T="[object

Float64Array]",C="[object Int8Array]",I="[object Int16Array]",D="[object Int32Array]",L="[object

Uint8Array]",M="[object Uint8ClampedArray]",R="[object Uint16Array]",U="[object

Uint32Array]",P={};P[d]=P[m]=P[O]=P[g]=P[y]=P[k]=P[T]=P[C]=P[I]=P[D]=P[_]=P[x]=P[A]=P[j]=P[L]=P[M]=

P[R]=P[U]=!0,P[v]=P[b]=P[w]=P[S]=P[E]=!1;var

q=Object.prototype,B=q.toString;t.exports=r},{"../lang/isArray":140,"../lang/isObject":144,"./arrayCopy":62,"./array

Each":63,"./baseAssign":66,"./baseForOwn":76,"./initCloneArray":116,"./initCloneByTag":117,"./initCloneObject":

118,"./isHostObject":120}],69:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){n||(n={});for(var r=-1,i=t.length;++r<i;){var

a=t[r];n[a]=e[a]}return n}t.exports=r},{}],70:[function(e,t,n){var r=e("../lang/isObject"),i=function(){function

e(){}return function(t){if(r(t)){e.prototype=t;var n=new e;e.prototype=void 0}return

n||{}}}();t.exports=i},{"../lang/isObject":144}],71:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("./baseForOwn"),i=e("./createBaseEach"),a=i(r);t.exports=a},{"./baseForOwn":76,"./createBaseEach":98}],72:[f

unction(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,r){var i;return n(e,function(e,n,a){if(t(e,n,a))return

i=r?n:e,!1}),i}t.exports=r},{}],73:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){for(var r=e.length,i=n?r:-1;n?i--

:++i<r;)if(t(e[i],i,e))return i;return-1}t.exports=r},{}],74:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("./createBaseFor"),i=r();t.exports=i},{"./createBaseFor":99}],75:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){return

i(e,t,a)}var

i=e("./baseFor"),a=e("../object/keysIn");t.exports=r},{"../object/keysIn":150,"./baseFor":74}],76:[function(e,t,n){fun

ction r(e,t){return i(e,t,a)}var

i=e("./baseFor"),a=e("../object/keys");t.exports=r},{"../object/keys":149,"./baseFor":74}],77:[function(e,t,n){functio

n r(e,t,n){if(null!=e){e=i(e),void 0!==n&&n in e&&(t=[n]);for(var

r=0,a=t.length;null!=e&&r<a;)e=i(e)[t[r++]];return r&&r==a?e:void 0}}var

i=e("./toObject");t.exports=r},{"./toObject":135}],78:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){if(t!==t)return i(e,n);for(var

r=n-1,a=e.length;++r<a;)if(e[r]===t)return r;return-1}var

i=e("./indexOfNaN");t.exports=r},{"./indexOfNaN":115}],79:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,s,l,u){return

e===t||(null==e||null==t||!a(e)&&!o(t)?e!==e&&t!==t:i(e,t,r,n,s,l,u))}var

i=e("./baseIsEqualDeep"),a=e("../lang/isObject"),o=e("./isObjectLike");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isObject":144,"./baseIs

EqualDeep":80,"./isObjectLike":126}],80:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,r,f,g,y){var

v=s(e),b=s(t),w=p,_=p;v||(w=m.call(e),w==c?w=h:w!=h&&(v=u(e))),b||(_=m.call(t),_==c?_=h:_!=h&&(b=u(t)));va
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r x=w==h&&!l(e),A=_==h&&!l(t),S=w==_;if(S&&!v&&!x)return a(e,t,w);if(!f){var

j=x&&d.call(e,"__wrapped__"),E=A&&d.call(t,"__wrapped__");if(j||E)return

n(j?e.value():e,E?t.value():t,r,f,g,y)}if(!S)return!1;g||(g=[]),y||(y=[]);for(var O=g.length;O--;)if(g[O]==e)return

y[O]==t;g.push(e),y.push(t);var k=(v?i:o)(e,t,n,r,f,g,y);return g.pop(),y.pop(),k}var

i=e("./equalArrays"),a=e("./equalByTag"),o=e("./equalObjects"),s=e("../lang/isArray"),l=e("./isHostObject"),u=e("../

lang/isTypedArray"),c="[object Arguments]",p="[object Array]",h="[object

Object]",f=Object.prototype,d=f.hasOwnProperty,m=f.toString;t.exports=r},{"../lang/isArray":140,"../lang/isTyped

Array":147,"./equalArrays":107,"./equalByTag":108,"./equalObjects":109,"./isHostObject":120}],81:[function(e,t,n)

{function r(e,t,n){var r=t.length,o=r,s=!n;if(null==e)return!o;for(e=a(e);r--;){var

l=t[r];if(s&&l[2]?l[1]!==e[l[0]]:!(l[0]in e))return!1}for(;++r<o;){l=t[r];var u=l[0],c=e[u],p=l[1];if(s&&l[2]){if(void

0===c&&!(u in e))return!1}else{var h=n?n(c,p,u):void 0;if(!(void 0===h?i(p,c,n,!0):h))return!1}}return!0}var

i=e("./baseIsEqual"),a=e("./toObject");t.exports=r},{"./baseIsEqual":79,"./toObject":135}],82:[function(e,t,n){functi

on r(){}t.exports=r},{}],83:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){var n=-1,r=a(e)?Array(e.length):[];return

i(e,function(e,i,a){r[++n]=t(e,i,a)}),r}var

i=e("./baseEach"),a=e("./isArrayLike");t.exports=r},{"./baseEach":71,"./isArrayLike":119}],84:[function(e,t,n){func

tion r(e){var t=a(e);if(1==t.length&&t[0][2]){var n=t[0][0],r=t[0][1];return function(e){return

null!=e&&(e=o(e),e[n]===r&&(void 0!==r||n in e))}}return function(e){return i(e,t)}}var

i=e("./baseIsMatch"),a=e("./getMatchData"),o=e("./toObject");t.exports=r},{"./baseIsMatch":81,"./getMatchData":1

13,"./toObject":135}],85:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){var n=s(e),r=l(e)&&u(t),f=e+"";return

e=h(e),function(s){if(null==s)return!1;var l=f;if(s=p(s),(n||!r)&&!(l in s)){if(s=1==e.length?s:i(s,o(e,0,-

1)),null==s)return!1;l=c(e),s=p(s)}return s[l]===t?void 0!==t||l in s:a(t,s[l],void 0,!0)}}var

i=e("./baseGet"),a=e("./baseIsEqual"),o=e("./baseSlice"),s=e("../lang/isArray"),l=e("./isKey"),u=e("./isStrictCompar

able"),c=e("../array/last"),p=e("./toObject"),h=e("./toPath");t.exports=r},{"../array/last":50,"../lang/isArray":140,"./b

aseGet":77,"./baseIsEqual":79,"./baseSlice":89,"./isKey":123,"./isStrictComparable":127,"./toObject":135,"./toPath"

:136}],86:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return function(t){return null==t?void 0:i(t)[e]}}var

i=e("./toObject");t.exports=r},{"./toObject":135}],87:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var t=e+"";return

e=a(e),function(n){return i(n,e,t)}}var

i=e("./baseGet"),a=e("./toPath");t.exports=r},{"./baseGet":77,"./toPath":136}],88:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("../utility/identity"),i=e("./metaMap"),a=i?function(e,t){return

i.set(e,t),e}:r;t.exports=a},{"../utility/identity":154,"./metaMap":129}],89:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){var r=-

1,i=e.length;t=null==t?0:+t||0,t<0&&(t=-t>i?0:i+t),n=void 0===n||n>i?i:+n||0,n<0&&(n+=i),i=t>n?0:n-

t>>>0,t>>>=0;for(var a=Array(i);++r<i;)a[r]=e[r+t];return a}t.exports=r},{}],90:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){return null==e?"":e+""}t.exports=r},{}],91:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){for(var n=-

1,r=t.length,i=Array(r);++n<r;)i[n]=e[t[n]];return i}t.exports=r},{}],92:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){var

r=0,o=e?e.length:r;if("number"==typeof t&&t===t&&o<=s){for(;r<o;){var

l=r+o>>>1,u=e[l];(n?u<=t:u<t)&&null!==u?r=l+1:o=l}return o}return i(e,t,a,n)}var

i=e("./binaryIndexBy"),a=e("../utility/identity"),o=4294967295,s=o>>>1;t.exports=r},{"../utility/identity":154,"./bin

aryIndexBy":93}],93:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,r){t=n(t);for(var

o=0,l=e?e.length:0,u=t!==t,c=null===t,p=void 0===t;o<l;){var h=i((o+l)/2),f=n(e[h]),d=void

0!==f,m=f===f;if(u)var g=m||r;else

g=c?m&&d&&(r||null!=f):p?m&&(r||d):null!=f&&(r?f<=t:f<t);g?o=h+1:l=h}return a(l,s)}var

i=Math.floor,a=Math.min,o=4294967295,s=o-1;t.exports=r},{}],94:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e,t,n){if("function"!=typeof e)return i;if(void 0===t)return e;switch(n){case 1:return function(n){return

e.call(t,n)};case 3:return function(n,r,i){return e.call(t,n,r,i)};case 4:return function(n,r,i,a){return

e.call(t,n,r,i,a)};case 5:return function(n,r,i,a,o){return e.call(t,n,r,i,a,o)}}return function(){return

e.apply(t,arguments)}}var

i=e("../utility/identity");t.exports=r},{"../utility/identity":154}],95:[function(e,t,n){(function(e){function n(e){var

t=new r(e.byteLength),n=new i(t);return n.set(new i(e)),t}var
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r=e.ArrayBuffer,i=e.Uint8Array;t.exports=n}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof global?global:"undefined"!=typeof

self?self:"undefined"!=typeof window?window:{})},{}],96:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){for(var r=n.length,a=-

1,o=i(e.length-r,0),s=-1,l=t.length,u=Array(l+o);++s<l;)u[s]=t[s];for(;++a<r;)u[n[a]]=e[a];for(;o--

;)u[s++]=e[a++];return u}var i=Math.max;t.exports=r},{}],97:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){for(var r=-

1,a=n.length,o=-1,s=i(e.length-a,0),l=-1,u=t.length,c=Array(s+u);++o<s;)c[o]=e[o];for(var

p=o;++l<u;)c[p+l]=t[l];for(;++r<a;)c[p+n[r]]=e[o++];return c}var

i=Math.max;t.exports=r},{}],98:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){return function(n,r){var s=n?i(n):0;if(!a(s))return

e(n,r);for(var l=t?s:-1,u=o(n);(t?l--:++l<s)&&r(u[l],l,u)!==!1;);return n}}var

i=e("./getLength"),a=e("./isLength"),o=e("./toObject");t.exports=r},{"./getLength":112,"./isLength":125,"./toObject"

:135}],99:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return function(t,n,r){for(var a=i(t),o=r(t),s=o.length,l=e?s:-1;e?l--

:++l<s;){var u=o[l];if(n(a[u],u,a)===!1)break}return t}}var

i=e("./toObject");t.exports=r},{"./toObject":135}],100:[function(e,t,n){(function(n){function r(e,t){function r(){var

i=this&&this!==n&&this instanceof r?a:e;return i.apply(t,arguments)}var a=i(e);return r}var

i=e("./createCtorWrapper");t.exports=r}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof global?global:"undefined"!=typeof

self?self:"undefined"!=typeof window?window:{})},{"./createCtorWrapper":101}],101:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){return function(){var t=arguments;switch(t.length){case 0:return new e;case 1:return new e(t[0]);case 2:return

new e(t[0],t[1]);case 3:return new e(t[0],t[1],t[2]);case 4:return new e(t[0],t[1],t[2],t[3]);case 5:return new

e(t[0],t[1],t[2],t[3],t[4]);case 6:return new e(t[0],t[1],t[2],t[3],t[4],t[5]);case 7:return new

e(t[0],t[1],t[2],t[3],t[4],t[5],t[6])}var n=i(e.prototype),r=e.apply(n,t);return a(r)?r:n}}var

i=e("./baseCreate"),a=e("../lang/isObject");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isObject":144,"./baseCreate":70}],102:[function(e,t

,n){function r(e,t){return function(n,r,l){if(r=i(r,l,3),s(n)){var u=o(n,r,t);return u>-1?n[u]:void 0}return a(n,r,e)}}var

i=e("./baseCallback"),a=e("./baseFind"),o=e("./baseFindIndex"),s=e("../lang/isArray");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isArray

":140,"./baseCallback":67,"./baseFind":72,"./baseFindIndex":73}],103:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){return

function(n,r,o){return"function"==typeof r&&void 0===o&&a(n)?e(n,r):t(n,i(r,o,3))}}var

i=e("./bindCallback"),a=e("../lang/isArray");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isArray":140,"./bindCallback":94}],104:[function

(e,t,n){(function(n){function r(e,t,_,x,A,S,j,E,O,k){function T(){for(var d=arguments.length,m=d,g=Array(d);m--

;)g[m]=arguments[m];if(x&&(g=a(g,x,A)),S&&(g=o(g,S,j)),L||R){var b=T.placeholder,P=c(g,b);if(d-

=P.length,d<k){var q=E?i(E):void 0,B=w(k-d,0),z=L?P:void 0,N=L?void 0:P,$=L?g:void 0,F=L?void

0:g;t|=L?y:v,t&=~(L?v:y),M||(t&=~(h|f));var V=[e,t,_,$,z,F,N,q,O,B],H=r.apply(void 0,V);return

l(e)&&p(H,V),H.placeholder=b,H}}var Y=I?_:this,J=D?Y[e]:e;return

E&&(g=u(g,E)),C&&O<g.length&&(g.length=O),this&&this!==n&&this instanceof

T&&(J=U||s(e)),J.apply(Y,g)}var C=t&b,I=t&h,D=t&f,L=t&m,M=t&d,R=t&g,U=D?void 0:s(e);return T}var

i=e("./arrayCopy"),a=e("./composeArgs"),o=e("./composeArgsRight"),s=e("./createCtorWrapper"),l=e("./isLaziable

"),u=e("./reorder"),c=e("./replaceHolders"),p=e("./setData"),h=1,f=2,d=4,m=8,g=16,y=32,v=64,b=128,w=Math.max

;t.exports=r}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:"undefined"!=typeof

window?window:{})},{"./arrayCopy":62,"./composeArgs":96,"./composeArgsRight":97,"./createCtorWrapper":101,

"./isLaziable":124,"./reorder":131,"./replaceHolders":132,"./setData":133}],105:[function(e,t,n){(function(n){functi

on r(e,t,r,o){function s(){for(var t=-1,i=arguments.length,a=-1,c=o.length,p=Array(c+i);++a<c;)p[a]=o[a];for(;i--

;)p[a++]=arguments[++t];var h=this&&this!==n&&this instanceof s?u:e;return h.apply(l?r:this,p)}var

l=t&a,u=i(e);return s}var i=e("./createCtorWrapper"),a=1;t.exports=r}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof

global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:"undefined"!=typeof

window?window:{})},{"./createCtorWrapper":101}],106:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,r,y,v,b,w){var

_=t&h;if(!_&&"function"!=typeof e)throw new TypeError(m);var x=r?r.length:0;if(x||(t&=~(f|d),r=y=void 0),x-

=y?y.length:0,t&d){var A=r,S=y;r=y=void 0}var j=_?void

0:l(e),E=[e,t,n,r,y,A,S,v,b,w];if(j&&(u(E,j),t=E[1],w=E[9]),E[9]=null==w?_?0:e.length:g(w-x,0)||0,t==p)var

O=a(E[0],E[2]);else O=t!=f&&t!=(p|f)||E[4].length?o.apply(void 0,E):s.apply(void 0,E);var k=j?i:c;return

k(O,E)}var

i=e("./baseSetData"),a=e("./createBindWrapper"),o=e("./createHybridWrapper"),s=e("./createPartialWrapper"),l=e("
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./getData"),u=e("./mergeData"),c=e("./setData"),p=1,h=2,f=32,d=64,m="Expected a

function",g=Math.max;t.exports=r},{"./baseSetData":88,"./createBindWrapper":100,"./createHybridWrapper":104,".

/createPartialWrapper":105,"./getData":110,"./mergeData":128,"./setData":133}],107:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e,t,n,r,a,o,s){var l=-1,u=e.length,c=t.length;if(u!=c&&!(a&&c>u))return!1;for(;++l<u;){var

p=e[l],h=t[l],f=r?r(a?h:p,a?p:h,l):void 0;if(void 0!==f){if(f)continue;return!1}if(a){if(!i(t,function(e){return

p===e||n(p,e,r,a,o,s)}))return!1}else if(p!==h&&!n(p,h,r,a,o,s))return!1}return!0}var

i=e("./arraySome");t.exports=r},{"./arraySome":65}],108:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){switch(n){case i:case

a:return+e==+t;case o:return e.name==t.name&&e.message==t.message;case s:return e!=+e?t!=+t:e==+t;case l:case

u:return e==t+""}return!1}var i="[object Boolean]",a="[object Date]",o="[object Error]",s="[object

Number]",l="[object RegExp]",u="[object String]";t.exports=r},{}],109:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,r,a,s,l){var

u=i(e),c=u.length,p=i(t),h=p.length;

if(c!=h&&!a)return!1;for(var f=c;f--;){var d=u[f];if(!(a?d in t:o.call(t,d)))return!1}for(var m=a;++f<c;){d=u[f];var

g=e[d],y=t[d],v=r?r(a?y:g,a?g:y,d):void 0;if(!(void

0===v?n(g,y,r,a,s,l):v))return!1;m||(m="constructor"==d)}if(!m){var

b=e.constructor,w=t.constructor;if(b!=w&&"constructor"in e&&"constructor"in t&&!("function"==typeof b&&b

instanceof b&&"function"==typeof w&&w instanceof w))return!1}return!0}var

i=e("../object/keys"),a=Object.prototype,o=a.hasOwnProperty;t.exports=r},{"../object/keys":149}],110:[function(e,t,

n){var r=e("./metaMap"),i=e("../utility/noop"),a=r?function(e){return

r.get(e)}:i;t.exports=a},{"../utility/noop":155,"./metaMap":129}],111:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){for(var

t=e.name+"",n=i[t],r=n?n.length:0;r--;){var a=n[r],o=a.func;if(null==o||o==e)return a.name}return t}var

i=e("./realNames");t.exports=r},{"./realNames":130}],112:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("./baseProperty"),i=r("length");t.exports=i},{"./baseProperty":86}],113:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){for(var

t=a(e),n=t.length;n--;)t[n][2]=i(t[n][1]);return t}var

i=e("./isStrictComparable"),a=e("../object/pairs");t.exports=r},{"../object/pairs":151,"./isStrictComparable":127}],11

4:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){var n=null==e?void 0:e[t];return i(n)?n:void 0}var

i=e("../lang/isNative");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isNative":143}],115:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){for(var

r=e.length,i=t+(n?0:-1);n?i--:++i<r;){var a=e[i];if(a!==a)return i}return-

1}t.exports=r},{}],116:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var t=e.length,n=new e.constructor(t);return

t&&"string"==typeof e[0]&&a.call(e,"index")&&(n.index=e.index,n.input=e.input),n}var

i=Object.prototype,a=i.hasOwnProperty;t.exports=r},{}],117:[function(e,t,n){(function(n){function r(e,t,n){var

r=e.constructor;switch(t){case c:return i(e);case a:case o:return new r((+e));case p:case h:case f:case d:case m:case

g:case y:case v:case b:r instanceof r&&(r=x[t]);var _=e.buffer;return new r(n?i(_):_,e.byteOffset,e.length);case

s:case u:return new r(e);case l:var A=new r(e.source,w.exec(e));A.lastIndex=e.lastIndex}return A}var

i=e("./bufferClone"),a="[object Boolean]",o="[object Date]",s="[object Number]",l="[object RegExp]",u="[object

String]",c="[object ArrayBuffer]",p="[object Float32Array]",h="[object Float64Array]",f="[object

Int8Array]",d="[object Int16Array]",m="[object Int32Array]",g="[object Uint8Array]",y="[object

Uint8ClampedArray]",v="[object Uint16Array]",b="[object

Uint32Array]",w=/\w*$/,_=n.Uint8Array,x={};x[p]=n.Float32Array,x[h]=n.Float64Array,x[f]=n.Int8Array,x[d]=n.I

nt16Array,x[m]=n.Int32Array,x[g]=_,x[y]=n.Uint8ClampedArray,x[v]=n.Uint16Array,x[b]=n.Uint32Array,t.export

s=r}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:"undefined"!=typeof

window?window:{})},{"./bufferClone":95}],118:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var

t=e.constructor;return"function"==typeof t&&t instanceof t||(t=Object),new

t}t.exports=r},{}],119:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return null!=e&&a(i(e))}var

i=e("./getLength"),a=e("./isLength");t.exports=r},{"./getLength":112,"./isLength":125}],120:[function(e,t,n){var

r=function(){try{Object({toString:0}+"")}catch(e){return function(){return!1}}return

function(e){return"function"!=typeof

e.toString&&"string"==typeof(e+"")}}();t.exports=r},{}],121:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){return

e="number"==typeof e||i.test(e)?+e:-1,t=null==t?a:t,e>-1&&e%1==0&&e<t}var
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i=/^\d+$/,a=9007199254740991;t.exports=r},{}],122:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){if(!o(n))return!1;var r=typeof

t;if("number"==r?i(n)&&a(t,n.length):"string"==r&&t in n){var s=n[t];return e===e?e===s:s!==s}return!1}var

i=e("./isArrayLike"),a=e("./isIndex"),o=e("../lang/isObject");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isObject":144,"./isArrayLike":11

9,"./isIndex":121}],123:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){var n=typeof

e;if("string"==n&&s.test(e)||"number"==n)return!0;if(i(e))return!1;var r=!o.test(e);return r||null!=t&&e in a(t)}var

i=e("../lang/isArray"),a=e("./toObject"),o=/\.|\[(?:[^[\]]*|(["'])(?:(?!\1)[^\n\\]|\\.)*?\1)\]/,s=/^\w*$/;t.exports=r},{"../la

ng/isArray":140,"./toObject":135}],124:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var t=o(e),n=s[t];if("function"!=typeof n||!(t in

i.prototype))return!1;if(e===n)return!0;var r=a(n);return!!r&&e===r[0]}var

i=e("./LazyWrapper"),a=e("./getData"),o=e("./getFuncName"),s=e("../chain/lodash");t.exports=r},{"../chain/lodash":

51,"./LazyWrapper":60,"./getData":110,"./getFuncName":111}],125:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){return"number"==typeof e&&e>-1&&e%1==0&&e<=i}var

i=9007199254740991;t.exports=r},{}],126:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return!!e&&"object"==typeof

e}t.exports=r},{}],127:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return e===e&&!i(e)}var

i=e("../lang/isObject");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isObject":144}],128:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){var

n=e[1],r=t[1],m=n|r,g=m<p,y=r==p&&n==c||r==p&&n==h&&e[7].length<=t[8]||r==(p|h)&&n==c;if(!g&&!y)retur

n e;r&l&&(e[2]=t[2],m|=n&l?0:u);var v=t[3];if(v){var b=e[3];e[3]=b?a(b,v,t[4]):i(v),e[4]=b?s(e[3],f):i(t[4])}return

v=t[5],v&&(b=e[5],e[5]=b?o(b,v,t[6]):i(v),e[6]=b?s(e[5],f):i(t[6])),v=t[7],v&&(e[7]=i(v)),r&p&&(e[8]=null==e[8]?

t[8]:d(e[8],t[8])),null==e[9]&&(e[9]=t[9]),e[0]=t[0],e[1]=m,e}var

i=e("./arrayCopy"),a=e("./composeArgs"),o=e("./composeArgsRight"),s=e("./replaceHolders"),l=1,u=4,c=8,p=128,h

=256,f="__lodash_placeholder__",d=Math.min;t.exports=r},{"./arrayCopy":62,"./composeArgs":96,"./composeArgs

Right":97,"./replaceHolders":132}],129:[function(e,t,n){(function(n){var

r=e("./getNative"),i=r(n,"WeakMap"),a=i&&new i;t.exports=a}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof

global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:"undefined"!=typeof

window?window:{})},{"./getNative":114}],130:[function(e,t,n){var

r={};t.exports=r},{}],131:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){for(var n=e.length,r=o(t.length,n),s=i(e);r--;){var

l=t[r];e[r]=a(l,n)?s[l]:void 0}return e}var

i=e("./arrayCopy"),a=e("./isIndex"),o=Math.min;t.exports=r},{"./arrayCopy":62,"./isIndex":121}],132:[function(e,t,

n){function r(e,t){for(var n=-1,r=e.length,a=-1,o=[];++n<r;)e[n]===t&&(e[n]=i,o[++a]=n);return o}var

i="__lodash_placeholder__";t.exports=r},{}],133:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("./baseSetData"),i=e("../date/now"),a=150,o=16,s=function(){var e=0,t=0;return function(n,s){var l=i(),u=o-(l-

t);if(t=l,u>0){if(++e>=a)return n}else e=0;return

r(n,s)}}();t.exports=s},{"../date/now":57,"./baseSetData":88}],134:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){for(var

t=u(e),n=t.length,r=n&&e.length,c=!!r&&s(r)&&(a(e)||i(e)||l(e)),h=-1,f=[];++h<n;){var

d=t[h];(c&&o(d,r)||p.call(e,d))&&f.push(d)}return f}var

i=e("../lang/isArguments"),a=e("../lang/isArray"),o=e("./isIndex"),s=e("./isLength"),l=e("../lang/isString"),u=e("../ob

ject/keysIn"),c=Object.prototype,p=c.hasOwnProperty;t.exports=r},{"../lang/isArguments":139,"../lang/isArray":14

0,"../lang/isString":146,"../object/keysIn":150,"./isIndex":121,"./isLength":125}],135:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){if(o.unindexedChars&&a(e)){for(var t=-1,n=e.length,r=Object(e);++t<n;)r[t]=e.charAt(t);return r}return

i(e)?e:Object(e)}var

i=e("../lang/isObject"),a=e("../lang/isString"),o=e("../support");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isObject":144,"../lang/isString":

146,"../support":153}],136:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){if(a(e))return e;var t=[];return

i(e).replace(o,function(e,n,r,i){t.push(r?i.replace(s,"$1"):n||e)}),t}var

i=e("./baseToString"),a=e("../lang/isArray"),o=/[^.[\]]+|\[(?:(-

?\d+(?:\.\d+)?)|(["'])((?:(?!\2)[^\n\\]|\\.)*?)\2)\]/g,s=/\\(\\)?/g;t.exports=r},{"../lang/isArray":140,"./baseToString":90}

],137:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return e instanceof i?e.clone():new

a(e.__wrapped__,e.__chain__,o(e.__actions__))}var

i=e("./LazyWrapper"),a=e("./LodashWrapper"),o=e("./arrayCopy");t.exports=r},{"./LazyWrapper":60,"./LodashWra

pper":61,"./arrayCopy":62}],138:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){return"function"==typeof
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t?i(e,!0,a(t,n,3)):i(e,!0)}var

i=e("../internal/baseClone"),a=e("../internal/bindCallback");t.exports=r},{"../internal/baseClone":68,"../internal/bind

Callback":94}],139:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return a(e)&&i(e)&&s.call(e,"callee")&&!l.call(e,"callee")}var

i=e("../internal/isArrayLike"),a=e("../internal/isObjectLike"),o=Object.prototype,s=o.hasOwnProperty,l=o.propertyI

sEnumerable;t.exports=r},{"../internal/isArrayLike":119,"../internal/isObjectLike":126}],140:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("../internal/getNative"),i=e("../internal/isLength"),a=e("../internal/isObjectLike"),o="[object

Array]",s=Object.prototype,l=s.toString,u=r(Array,"isArray"),c=u||function(e){return

a(e)&&i(e.length)&&l.call(e)==o};t.exports=c},{"../internal/getNative":114,"../internal/isLength":125,"../internal/is

ObjectLike":126}],141:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return

null==e||(o(e)&&(a(e)||u(e)||i(e)||l(e)&&s(e.splice))?!e.length:!c(e).length)}var

i=e("./isArguments"),a=e("./isArray"),o=e("../internal/isArrayLike"),s=e("./isFunction"),l=e("../internal/isObjectLike

"),u=e("./isString"),c=e("../object/keys");t.exports=r},{"../internal/isArrayLike":119,"../internal/isObjectLike":126,".

./object/keys":149,"./isArguments":139,"./isArray":140,"./isFunction":142,"./isString":146}],142:[function(e,t,n){fu

nction r(e){return i(e)&&s.call(e)==a}var i=e("./isObject"),a="[object

Function]",o=Object.prototype,s=o.toString;t.exports=r},{"./isObject":144}],143:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){return null!=e&&(i(e)?p.test(u.call(e)):o(e)&&(a(e)?p:s).test(e))}var

i=e("./isFunction"),a=e("../internal/isHostObject"),o=e("../internal/isObjectLike"),s=/^\[object

.+?Constructor\]$/,l=Object.prototype,u=Function.prototype.toString,c=l.hasOwnProperty,p=RegExp("^"+u.call(c).r

eplace(/[\\^$.*+?()[\]{}|]/g,"\\$&").replace(/hasOwnProperty|(function).*?(?=\\\()| for

.+?(?=\\\])/g,"$1.*?")+"$");t.exports=r},{"../internal/isHostObject":120,"../internal/isObjectLike":126,"./isFunction":

142}],144:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var t=typeof

e;return!!e&&("object"==t||"function"==t)}t.exports=r},{}],145:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var

t;if(!s(e)||h.call(e)!=u||o(e)||a(e)||!p.call(e,"constructor")&&(t=e.constructor,"function"==typeof t&&!(t instanceof

t)))return!1;var n;return l.ownLast?(i(e,function(e,t,r){return n=p.call(r,t),!1}),n!==!1):(i(e,function(e,t){n=t}),void

0===n||p.call(e,n))}var

i=e("../internal/baseForIn"),a=e("./isArguments"),o=e("../internal/isHostObject"),s=e("../internal/isObjectLike"),l=e(

"../support"),u="[object

Object]",c=Object.prototype,p=c.hasOwnProperty,h=c.toString;t.exports=r},{"../internal/baseForIn":75,"../internal/i

sHostObject":120,"../internal/isObjectLike":126,"../support":153,"./isArguments":139}],146:[function(e,t,n){functio

n r(e){return"string"==typeof e||i(e)&&s.call(e)==a}var i=e("../internal/isObjectLike"),a="[object

String]",o=Object.prototype,s=o.toString;t.exports=r},{"../internal/isObjectLike":126}],147:[function(e,t,n){functio

n r(e){return a(e)&&i(e.length)&&!!T[I.call(e)]}var

i=e("../internal/isLength"),a=e("../internal/isObjectLike"),o="[object Arguments]",s="[object Array]",l="[object

Boolean]",u="[object Date]",c="[object Error]",p="[object Function]",h="[object Map]",f="[object

Number]",d="[object Object]",m="[object RegExp]",g="[object Set]",y="[object String]",v="[object

WeakMap]",b="[object ArrayBuffer]",w="[object Float32Array]",_="[object Float64Array]",x="[object

Int8Array]",A="[object Int16Array]",S="[object Int32Array]",j="[object Uint8Array]",E="[object

Uint8ClampedArray]",O="[object Uint16Array]",k="[object

Uint32Array]",T={};T[w]=T[_]=T[x]=T[A]=T[S]=T[j]=T[E]=T[O]=T[k]=!0,T[o]=T[s]=T[b]=T[l]=T[u]=T[c]=T[p]

=T[h]=T[f]=T[d]=T[m]=T[g]=T[y]=T[v]=!1;var

C=Object.prototype,I=C.toString;t.exports=r},{"../internal/isLength":125,"../internal/isObjectLike":126}],148:[funct

ion(e,t,n){function r(e){return void 0===e}t.exports=r},{}],149:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("../internal/getNative"),i=e("../internal/isArrayLike"),a=e("../lang/isObject"),o=e("../internal/shimKeys"),s=e("../

support"),l=r(Object,"keys"),u=l?function(e){var t=null==e?void 0:e.constructor;return"function"==typeof

t&&t.prototype===e||("function"==typeof

e?s.enumPrototypes:i(e))?o(e):a(e)?l(e):[]}:o;t.exports=u},{"../internal/getNative":114,"../internal/isArrayLike":119,

"../internal/shimKeys":134,"../lang/isObject":144,"../support":153}],150:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){if(null==e)return[];c(e)||(e=Object(e));var t=e.length;t=t&&u(t)&&(o(e)||a(e)||p(e))&&t||0;for(var
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n=e.constructor,r=-1,i=s(n)&&n.prototype||S,f=i===e,d=Array(t),m=t>0,y=h.enumErrorProps&&(e===A||e

instanceof Error),v=h.enumPrototypes&&s(e);++r<t;)d[r]=r+"";for(var w in

e)v&&"prototype"==w||y&&("message"==w||"name"==w)||m&&l(w,t)||"constructor"==w&&(f||!E.call(e,w))||d.pus

h(w);if(h.nonEnumShadows&&e!==S){var

T=e===j?_:e===A?g:O.call(e),C=k[T]||k[b];for(T==b&&(i=S),t=x.length;t--;){w=x[t];var

I=C[w];f&&I||(I?!E.call(e,w):e[w]===i[w])||d.push(w)}}return d}var

i=e("../internal/arrayEach"),a=e("../lang/isArguments"),o=e("../lang/isArray"),s=e("../lang/isFunction"),l=e("../intern

al/isIndex"),u=e("../internal/isLength"),c=e("../lang/isObject"),p=e("../lang/isString"),h=e("../support"),f="[object

Array]",d="[object Boolean]",m="[object Date]",g="[object Error]",y="[object Function]",v="[object

Number]",b="[object Object]",w="[object RegExp]",_="[object

String]",x=["constructor","hasOwnProperty","isPrototypeOf","propertyIsEnumerable","toLocaleString","toString","

valueOf"],A=Error.prototype,S=Object.prototype,j=String.prototype,E=S.hasOwnProperty,O=S.toString,k={};k[f]=

k[m]=k[v]={constructor:!0,toLocaleString:!0,toString:!0,valueOf:!0},k[d]=k[_]={constructor:!0,toString:!0,valueOf

:!0},k[g]=k[y]=k[w]={constructor:!0,toString:!0},k[b]={constructor:!0},i(x,function(e){for(var t in

k)if(E.call(k,t)){var

n=k[t];n[e]=E.call(n,e)}}),t.exports=r},{"../internal/arrayEach":63,"../internal/isIndex":121,"../internal/isLength":12

5,"../lang/isArguments":139,"../lang/isArray":140,"../lang/isFunction":142,"../lang/isObject":144,"../lang/isString":1

46,"../support":153}],151:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){e=a(e);for(var t=-1,n=i(e),r=n.length,o=Array(r);++t<r;){var

s=n[t];o[t]=[s,e[s]]}return o}var

i=e("./keys"),a=e("../internal/toObject");t.exports=r},{"../internal/toObject":135,"./keys":149}],152:[function(e,t,n){f

unction r(e){return i(e,a(e))}var

i=e("../internal/baseValues"),a=e("./keys");t.exports=r},{"../internal/baseValues":91,"./keys":149}],153:[function(e,t

,n){var

r=Array.prototype,i=Error.prototype,a=Object.prototype,o=a.propertyIsEnumerable,s=r.splice,l={};!function(e){var

t=function(){this.x=e},n={0:e,length:e},r=[];t.prototype={valueOf:e,y:e};for(var a in new

t)r.push(a);l.enumErrorProps=o.call(i,"message")||o.call(i,"name"),l.enumPrototypes=o.call(t,"prototype"),l.nonEnu

mShadows=!/valueOf/.test(r),l.ownLast="x"!=r[0],l.spliceObjects=(s.call(n,0,1),!n[0]),l.unindexedChars="x"[0]+Ob

ject("x")[0]!="xx"}(1,0),t.exports=l},{}],154:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return

e}t.exports=r},{}],155:[function(e,t,n){function r(){}t.exports=r},{}],156:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return

o(e)?i(e):a(e)}var

i=e("../internal/baseProperty"),a=e("../internal/basePropertyDeep"),o=e("../internal/isKey");t.exports=r},{"../internal/

baseProperty":86,"../internal/basePropertyDeep":87,"../internal/isKey":123}],157:[function(e,n,r){(function(e){!func

tion(e){"use strict";if("function"==typeof bootstrap)bootstrap("promise",e);else if("object"==typeof

r&&"object"==typeof n)n.exports=e();else if("function"==typeof t&&t.amd)t(e);else if("undefined"!=typeof

ses){if(!ses.ok())return;ses.makeQ=e}else{if("undefined"==typeof window&&"undefined"==typeof self)throw new

Error("This environment was not anticipated by Q. Please file a bug.");var i="undefined"!=typeof

window?window:self,a=i.Q;i.Q=e(),i.Q.noConflict=function(){return i.Q=a,this}}}(function(){"use strict";function

t(e){return function(){return Q.apply(e,arguments)}}function n(e){return e===Object(e)}function

r(e){return"[object StopIteration]"===re(e)||e instanceof H}function i(e,t){if($&&t.stack&&"object"==typeof

e&&null!==e&&e.stack&&e.stack.indexOf(ie)===-1){for(var

n=[],r=t;r;r=r.source)r.stack&&n.unshift(r.stack);n.unshift(e.stack);var i=n.join("\n"+ie+"\n");e.stack=a(i)}}function

a(e){for(var t=e.split("\n"),n=[],r=0;r<t.length;++r){var i=t[r];l(i)||o(i)||!i||n.push(i)}return n.join("\n")}function

o(e){return e.indexOf("(module.js:")!==-1||e.indexOf("(node.js:")!==-1}function s(e){var t=/at .+

\((.+):(\d+):(?:\d+)\)$/.exec(e);if(t)return[t[1],Number(t[2])];var n=/at ([^

]+):(\d+):(?:\d+)$/.exec(e);if(n)return[n[1],Number(n[2])];var r=/.*@(.+):(\d+)$/.exec(e);return

r?[r[1],Number(r[2])]:void 0}function l(e){var t=s(e);if(!t)return!1;var n=t[0],r=t[1];return

n===V&&r>=Y&&r<=ue}function u(){if($)try{throw new Error}catch(e){var

t=e.stack.split("\n"),n=t[0].indexOf("@")>0?t[1]:t[2],r=s(n);if(!r)return;return V=r[0],r[1]}}function c(e,t,n){return
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function(){return"undefined"!=typeof console&&"function"==typeof console.warn&&console.warn(t+" is

deprecated, use "+n+" instead.",new Error("").stack),e.apply(e,arguments)}}function p(e){return e instanceof

m?e:b(e)?k(e):O(e)}function h(){function

e(e){t=e,a.source=e,K(n,function(t,n){p.nextTick(function(){e.promiseDispatch.apply(e,n)})},void 0),n=void

0,r=void 0}var t,n=[],r=[],i=ee(h.prototype),a=ee(m.prototype);if(a.promiseDispatch=function(e,i,a){var

o=G(arguments);n?(n.push(o),"when"===i&&a[1]&&r.push(a[1])):p.nextTick(function(){t.promiseDispatch.apply(t

,o)})},a.valueOf=function(){if(n)return a;var e=y(t);return v(e)&&(t=e),e},a.inspect=function(){return

t?t.inspect():{state:"pending"}},p.longStackSupport&&$)try{throw new

Error}catch(o){a.stack=o.stack.substring(o.stack.indexOf("\n")+1)}return

i.promise=a,i.resolve=function(n){t||e(p(n))},i.fulfill=function(n){t||e(O(n))},i.reject=function(n){t||e(E(n))},i.notify

=function(e){t||K(r,function(t,n){p.nextTick(function(){n(e)})},void 0)},i}function f(e){if("function"!=typeof

e)throw new TypeError("resolver must be a function.");var

t=h();try{e(t.resolve,t.reject,t.notify)}catch(n){t.reject(n)}return t.promise}function d(e){return

f(function(t,n){for(var r=0,i=e.length;r<i;r++)p(e[r]).then(t,n)})}function m(e,t,n){void

0===t&&(t=function(e){return E(new Error("Promise does not support operation: "+e))}),void

0===n&&(n=function(){return{state:"unknown"}});var r=ee(m.prototype);if(r.promiseDispatch=function(n,i,a){var

o;try{o=e[i]?e[i].apply(r,a):t.call(r,i,a)}catch(s){o=E(s)}n&&n(o)},r.inspect=n,n){var

i=n();"rejected"===i.state&&(r.exception=i.reason),r.valueOf=function(){var

e=n();return"pending"===e.state||"rejected"===e.state?r:e.value}}return r}function g(e,t,n,r){return

p(e).then(t,n,r)}function y(e){if(v(e)){var t=e.inspect();if("fulfilled"===t.state)return t.value}return e}function

v(e){return e instanceof m}function b(e){return n(e)&&"function"==typeof e.then}function w(e){return

v(e)&&"pending"===e.inspect().state}function _(e){return!v(e)||"fulfilled"===e.inspect().state}function x(e){return

v(e)&&"rejected"===e.inspect().state}function A(){ae.length=0,oe.length=0,le||(le=!0)}function

S(t,n){le&&("object"==typeof e&&"function"==typeof e.emit&&p.nextTick.runAfter(function(){X(oe,t)!==-

1&&(e.emit("unhandledRejection",n,t),se.push(t))}),oe.push(t),n&&"undefined"!=typeof

n.stack?ae.push(n.stack):ae.push("(no stack) "+n))}function j(t){if(le){var n=X(oe,t);n!==-1&&("object"==typeof

e&&"function"==typeof e.emit&&p.nextTick.runAfter(function(){var r=X(se,t);r!==-

1&&(e.emit("rejectionHandled",ae[n],t),se.splice(r,1))}),oe.splice(n,1),ae.splice(n,1))}}function E(e){var

t=m({when:function(t){return t&&j(this),t?t(e):this}},function(){return

this},function(){return{state:"rejected",reason:e}});return S(t,e),t}function O(e){return m({when:function(){return

e},get:function(t){return e[t]},set:function(t,n){e[t]=n},"delete":function(t){delete e[t]},post:function(t,n){return

null===t||void 0===t?e.apply(void 0,n):e[t].apply(e,n)},apply:function(t,n){return

e.apply(t,n)},keys:function(){return ne(e)}},void 0,function(){return{state:"fulfilled",value:e}})}function k(e){var

t=h();return p.nextTick(function(){try{e.then(t.resolve,t.reject,t.notify)}catch(n){t.reject(n)}}),t.promise}function

T(e){return m({isDef:function(){}},function(t,n){return R(e,t,n)},function(){return p(e).inspect()})}function

C(e,t,n){return p(e).spread(t,n)}function I(e){return function(){function t(e,t){var o;if("undefined"==typeof

StopIteration){try{o=n[e](t)}catch(s){return E(s)}return

o.done?p(o.value):g(o.value,i,a)}try{o=n[e](t)}catch(s){return r(s)?p(s.value):E(s)}return g(o,i,a)}var

n=e.apply(this,arguments),i=t.bind(t,"next"),a=t.bind(t,"throw");return i()}}function

D(e){p.done(p.async(e)())}function L(e){throw new H(e)}function M(e){return function(){return

C([this,U(arguments)],function(t,n){return e.apply(t,n)})}}function R(e,t,n){return p(e).dispatch(t,n)}function

U(e){return g(e,function(e){var t=0,n=h();return K(e,function(r,i,a){var

o;v(i)&&"fulfilled"===(o=i.inspect()).state?e[a]=o.value:(++t,g(i,function(r){e[a]=r,0===--

t&&n.resolve(e)},n.reject,function(e){n.notify({index:a,value:e})}))},void

0),0===t&&n.resolve(e),n.promise})}function P(e){if(0===e.length)return p.resolve();var t=p.defer(),n=0;return

K(e,function(r,i,a){function o(e){t.resolve(e)}function s(){n--,0===n&&t.reject(new Error("Can't get fulfillment

value from any promise, all promises were rejected."))}function l(e){t.notify({index:a,value:e})}var

u=e[a];n++,g(u,o,s,l)},void 0),t.promise}function q(e){return g(e,function(e){return
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e=Z(e,p),g(U(Z(e,function(e){return g(e,J,J)})),function(){return e})})}function B(e){return

p(e).allSettled()}function z(e,t){return p(e).then(void 0,void 0,t)}function N(e,t){return p(e).nodeify(t)}var

$=!1;try{throw new Error}catch(F){$=!!F.stack}var V,H,Y=u(),J=function(){},W=function(){function t(){for(var

e,t;r.next;)r=r.next,e=r.task,r.task=void 0,t=r.domain,t&&(r.domain=void

0,t.enter()),n(e,t);for(;l.length;)e=l.pop(),n(e);a=!1}function n(e,n){try{e()}catch(r){if(s)throw

n&&n.exit(),setTimeout(t,0),n&&n.enter(),r;setTimeout(function(){throw r},0)}n&&n.exit()}var r={task:void

0,next:null},i=r,a=!1,o=void

0,s=!1,l=[];if(W=function(t){i=i.next={task:t,domain:s&&e.domain,next:null},a||(a=!0,o())},"object"==typeof

e&&"[object process]"===e.toString()&&e.nextTick)s=!0,o=function(){e.nextTick(t)};else if("function"==typeof

setImmediate)o="undefined"!=typeof window?setImmediate.bind(window,t):function(){setImmediate(t)};else

if("undefined"!=typeof MessageChannel){var u=new

MessageChannel;u.port1.onmessage=function(){o=c,u.port1.onmessage=t,t()};var

c=function(){u.port2.postMessage(0)};o=function(){setTimeout(t,0),c()}}else o=function(){setTimeout(t,0)};return

W.runAfter=function(e){l.push(e),a||(a=!0,o())},W}(),Q=Function.call,G=t(Array.prototype.slice),K=t(Array.protot

ype.reduce||function(e,t){var n=0,r=this.length;if(1===arguments.length)for(;;){if(n in

this){t=this[n++];break}if(++n>=r)throw new TypeError}for(;n<r;n++)n in this&&(t=e(t,this[n],n));return

t}),X=t(Array.prototype.indexOf||function(e){for(var t=0;t<this.length;t++)if(this[t]===e)return t;return-

1}),Z=t(Array.prototype.map||function(e,t){var n=this,r=[];return K(n,function(i,a,o){r.push(e.call(t,a,o,n))},void

0),r}),ee=Object.create||function(e){function t(){}return t.prototype=e,new

t},te=t(Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty),ne=Object.keys||function(e){var t=[];for(var n in

e)te(e,n)&&t.push(n);return t},re=t(Object.prototype.toString);H="undefined"!=typeof

ReturnValue?ReturnValue:function(e){this.value=e};var ie="From previous

event:";p.resolve=p,p.nextTick=W,p.longStackSupport=!1,"object"==typeof

e&&e&&e.env&&e.env.Q_DEBUG&&(p.longStackSupport=!0),p.defer=h,h.prototype.makeNodeResolver=functio

n(){var e=this;return

function(t,n){t?e.reject(t):arguments.length>2?e.resolve(G(arguments,1)):e.resolve(n)}},p.Promise=f,p.promise=f,f.r

ace=d,f.all=U,f.reject=E,f.resolve=p,p.passByCopy=function(e){return

e},m.prototype.passByCopy=function(){return this},p.join=function(e,t){return

p(e).join(t)},m.prototype.join=function(e){return p([this,e]).spread(function(e,t){if(e===t)return e;throw new

Error("Can't join: not the same: "+e+" "+t)})},p.race=d,m.prototype.race=function(){return

this.then(p.race)},p.makePromise=m,m.prototype.toString=function(){return"[object

Promise]"},m.prototype.then=function(e,t,n){function r(t){try{return"function"==typeof e?e(t):t}catch(n){return

E(n)}}function a(e){if("function"==typeof t){i(e,s);try{return t(e)}catch(n){return E(n)}}return E(e)}function

o(e){return"function"==typeof n?n(e):e}var s=this,l=h(),u=!1;return

p.nextTick(function(){s.promiseDispatch(function(e){u||(u=!0,l.resolve(r(e)))},"when",[function(e){u||(u=!0,l.resolv

e(a(e)))}])}),s.promiseDispatch(void 0,"when",[void 0,function(e){var

t,n=!1;try{t=o(e)}catch(r){if(n=!0,!p.onerror)throw

r;p.onerror(r)}n||l.notify(t)}]),l.promise},p.tap=function(e,t){return p(e).tap(t)},m.prototype.tap=function(e){return

e=p(e),this.then(function(t){return

e.fcall(t).thenResolve(t)})},p.when=g,m.prototype.thenResolve=function(e){return this.then(function(){return

e})},p.thenResolve=function(e,t){return p(e).thenResolve(t)},m.prototype.thenReject=function(e){return

this.then(function(){throw e})},p.thenReject=function(e,t){return

p(e).thenReject(t)},p.nearer=y,p.isPromise=v,p.isPromiseAlike=b,p.isPending=w,m.prototype.isPending=function()

{return"pending"===this.inspect().state},p.isFulfilled=_,m.prototype.isFulfilled=function(){return"fulfilled"===this

.inspect().state},p.isRejected=x,m.prototype.isRejected=function(){return"rejected"===this.inspect().state};var

ae=[],oe=[],se=[],le=!0;p.resetUnhandledRejections=A,p.getUnhandledReasons=function(){return

ae.slice()},p.stopUnhandledRejectionTracking=function(){A(),le=!1},A(),p.reject=E,p.fulfill=O,p.master=T,p.sprea

d=C,m.prototype.spread=function(e,t){return this.all().then(function(t){return e.apply(void
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0,t)},t)},p.async=I,p.spawn=D,p["return"]=L,p.promised=M,p.dispatch=R,m.prototype.dispatch=function(e,t){var

n=this,r=h();return p.nextTick(function(){n.promiseDispatch(r.resolve,e,t)}),r.promise},p.get=function(e,t){return

p(e).dispatch("get",[t])},m.prototype.get=function(e){return this.dispatch("get",[e])},p.set=function(e,t,n){return

p(e).dispatch("set",[t,n])},m.prototype.set=function(e,t){return

this.dispatch("set",[e,t])},p.del=p["delete"]=function(e,t){return

p(e).dispatch("delete",[t])},m.prototype.del=m.prototype["delete"]=function(e){return

this.dispatch("delete",[e])},p.mapply=p.post=function(e,t,n){return

p(e).dispatch("post",[t,n])},m.prototype.mapply=m.prototype.post=function(e,t){return

this.dispatch("post",[e,t])},p.send=p.mcall=p.invoke=function(e,t){return

p(e).dispatch("post",[t,G(arguments,2)])},m.prototype.send=m.prototype.mcall=m.prototype.invoke=function(e){ret

urn this.dispatch("post",[e,G(arguments,1)])},p.fapply=function(e,t){return p(e).dispatch("apply",[void

0,t])},m.prototype.fapply=function(e){return this.dispatch("apply",[void 0,e])},p["try"]=p.fcall=function(e){return

p(e).dispatch("apply",[void 0,G(arguments,1)])},m.prototype.fcall=function(){return this.dispatch("apply",[void

0,G(arguments)])},p.fbind=function(e){var t=p(e),n=G(arguments,1);return function(){return

t.dispatch("apply",[this,n.concat(G(arguments))])}},m.prototype.fbind=function(){var e=this,t=G(arguments);return

function(){return e.dispatch("apply",[this,t.concat(G(arguments))])}},p.keys=function(e){return

p(e).dispatch("keys",[])},m.prototype.keys=function(){return

this.dispatch("keys",[])},p.all=U,m.prototype.all=function(){return

U(this)},p.any=P,m.prototype.any=function(){return

P(this)},p.allResolved=c(q,"allResolved","allSettled"),m.prototype.allResolved=function(){return

q(this)},p.allSettled=B,m.prototype.allSettled=function(){return this.then(function(e){return

U(Z(e,function(e){function t(){return e.inspect()}return

e=p(e),e.then(t,t)}))})},p.fail=p["catch"]=function(e,t){return p(e).then(void

0,t)},m.prototype.fail=m.prototype["catch"]=function(e){return this.then(void

0,e)},p.progress=z,m.prototype.progress=function(e){return this.then(void 0,void

0,e)},p.fin=p["finally"]=function(e,t){return

p(e)["finally"](t)},m.prototype.fin=m.prototype["finally"]=function(e){return e=p(e),this.then(function(t){return

e.fcall().then(function(){return t})},function(t){return e.fcall().then(function(){throw

t})})},p.done=function(e,t,n,r){return p(e).done(t,n,r)},m.prototype.done=function(t,n,r){var

a=function(e){p.nextTick(function(){if(i(e,o),!p.onerror)throw

e;p.onerror(e)})},o=t||n||r?this.then(t,n,r):this;"object"==typeof

e&&e&&e.domain&&(a=e.domain.bind(a)),o.then(void 0,a)},p.timeout=function(e,t,n){return

p(e).timeout(t,n)},m.prototype.timeout=function(e,t){var n=h(),r=setTimeout(function(){t&&"string"!=typeof

t||(t=new Error(t||"Timed out after "+e+" ms"),t.code="ETIMEDOUT"),n.reject(t)},e);return

this.then(function(e){clearTimeout(r),n.resolve(e)},function(e){clearTimeout(r),n.reject(e)},n.notify),n.promise},p.d

elay=function(e,t){return void 0===t&&(t=e,e=void 0),p(e).delay(t)},m.prototype.delay=function(e){return

this.then(function(t){var n=h();return

setTimeout(function(){n.resolve(t)},e),n.promise})},p.nfapply=function(e,t){return

p(e).nfapply(t)},m.prototype.nfapply=function(e){var t=h(),n=G(e);return

n.push(t.makeNodeResolver()),this.fapply(n).fail(t.reject),t.promise},p.nfcall=function(e){var

t=G(arguments,1);return p(e).nfapply(t)},m.prototype.nfcall=function(){var e=G(arguments),t=h();return

e.push(t.makeNodeResolver()),this.fapply(e).fail(t.reject),t.promise},p.nfbind=p.denodeify=function(e){var

t=G(arguments,1);return function(){var n=t.concat(G(arguments)),r=h();return

n.push(r.makeNodeResolver()),p(e).fapply(n).fail(r.reject),r.promise}},m.prototype.nfbind=m.prototype.denodeify=

function(){var e=G(arguments);return e.unshift(this),p.denodeify.apply(void 0,e)},p.nbind=function(e,t){var

n=G(arguments,2);return function(){function r(){return e.apply(t,arguments)}var

i=n.concat(G(arguments)),a=h();return

i.push(a.makeNodeResolver()),p(r).fapply(i).fail(a.reject),a.promise}},m.prototype.nbind=function(){var
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e=G(arguments,0);return e.unshift(this),p.nbind.apply(void 0,e)},p.nmapply=p.npost=function(e,t,n){return

p(e).npost(t,n)},m.prototype.nmapply=m.prototype.npost=function(e,t){var n=G(t||[]),r=h();return

n.push(r.makeNodeResolver()),this.dispatch("post",[e,n]).fail(r.reject),r.promise},p.nsend=p.nmcall=p.ninvoke=fun

ction(e,t){var n=G(arguments,2),r=h();return

n.push(r.makeNodeResolver()),p(e).dispatch("post",[t,n]).fail(r.reject),r.promise},m.prototype.nsend=m.prototype.n

mcall=m.prototype.ninvoke=function(e){var t=G(arguments,1),n=h();return

t.push(n.makeNodeResolver()),this.dispatch("post",[e,t]).fail(n.reject),n.promise},p.nodeify=N,m.prototype.nodeify

=function(e){return e?void

this.then(function(t){p.nextTick(function(){e(null,t)})},function(t){p.nextTick(function(){e(t)})}):this},p.noConflict

=function(){throw new Error("Q.noConflict only works when Q is used as a global")};var ue=u();return

p})}).call(this,e("_process"))},{_process:12}],158:[function(e,t,n){function r(){}function i(e){if(!y(e))return e;var

t=[];for(var n in e)a(t,n,e[n]);return t.join("&")}function

a(e,t,n){if(null!=n)if(Array.isArray(n))n.forEach(function(n){a(e,t,n)});else if(y(n))for(var r in

n)a(e,t+"["+r+"]",n[r]);else e.push(encodeURIComponent(t)+"="+encodeURIComponent(n));else

null===n&&e.push(encodeURIComponent(t))}function o(e){for(var

t,n,r={},i=e.split("&"),a=0,o=i.length;a<o;++a)t=i[a],n=t.indexOf("="),n==-

1?r[decodeURIComponent(t)]="":r[decodeURIComponent(t.slice(0,n))]=decodeURIComponent(t.slice(n+1));return

r}function s(e){var t,n,r,i,a=e.split(/\r?\n/),o={};a.pop();for(var

s=0,l=a.length;s<l;++s)n=a[s],t=n.indexOf(":"),r=n.slice(0,t).toLowerCase(),i=b(n.slice(t+1)),o[r]=i;return

o}function l(e){return/[\/+]json\b/.test(e)}function u(e){return e.split(/ *; */).shift()}function c(e){return e.split(/ *;

*/).reduce(function(e,t){var n=t.split(/ *= */),r=n.shift(),i=n.shift();return r&&i&&(e[r]=i),e},{})}function

p(e,t){t=t||{},this.req=e,this.xhr=this.req.xhr,this.text="HEAD"!=this.req.method&&(""===this.xhr.responseType||"t

ext"===this.xhr.responseType)||"undefined"==typeof this.xhr.responseType?this.xhr.responseText:null,

this.statusText=this.req.xhr.statusText,this._setStatusProperties(this.xhr.status),this.header=this.headers=s(this.xhr.g

etAllResponseHeaders()),this.header["content-type"]=this.xhr.getResponseHeader("content-

type"),this._setHeaderProperties(this.header),this.body="HEAD"!=this.req.method?this._parseBody(this.text?this.te

xt:this.xhr.response):null}function h(e,t){var

n=this;this._query=this._query||[],this.method=e,this.url=t,this.header={},this._header={},this.on("end",function(){v

ar e=null,t=null;try{t=new p(n)}catch(r){return e=new Error("Parser is unable to parse the

response"),e.parse=!0,e.original=r,e.rawResponse=n.xhr&&n.xhr.responseText?n.xhr.responseText:null,e.statusCod

e=n.xhr&&n.xhr.status?n.xhr.status:null,n.callback(e)}n.emit("response",t);var

i;try{(t.status<200||t.status>=300)&&(i=new Error(t.statusText||"Unsuccessful HTTP

response"),i.original=e,i.response=t,i.status=t.status)}catch(r){i=r}i?n.callback(i,t):n.callback(null,t)})}function

f(e,t){var n=v("DELETE",e);return t&&n.end(t),n}var d;"undefined"!=typeof

window?d=window:"undefined"!=typeof self?d=self:(console.warn("Using browser-only version of superagent in

non-browser environment"),d=this);var m=e("emitter"),g=e("./request-base"),y=e("./is-

object"),v=t.exports=e("./request").bind(null,h);v.getXHR=function(){if(!(!d.XMLHttpRequest||d.location&&"file:"

==d.location.protocol&&d.ActiveXObject))return new XMLHttpRequest;try{return new

ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP")}catch(e){}try{return new

ActiveXObject("Msxml2.XMLHTTP.6.0")}catch(e){}try{return new

ActiveXObject("Msxml2.XMLHTTP.3.0")}catch(e){}try{return new

ActiveXObject("Msxml2.XMLHTTP")}catch(e){}throw Error("Browser-only verison of superagent could not find

XHR")};var b="".trim?function(e){return e.trim()}:function(e){return

e.replace(/(^\s*|\s*$)/g,"")};v.serializeObject=i,v.parseString=o,v.types={html:"text/html",json:"application/json",x

ml:"application/xml",urlencoded:"application/x-www-form-urlencoded",form:"application/x-www-form-

urlencoded","form-data":"application/x-www-form-urlencoded"},v.serialize={"application/x-www-form-

urlencoded":i,"application/json":JSON.stringify},v.parse={"application/x-www-form-

urlencoded":o,"application/json":JSON.parse},p.prototype.get=function(e){return
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this.header[e.toLowerCase()]},p.prototype._setHeaderProperties=function(e){var t=this.header["content-

type"]||"";this.type=u(t);var n=c(t);for(var r in n)this[r]=n[r]},p.prototype._parseBody=function(e){var

t=v.parse[this.type];return!t&&l(this.type)&&(t=v.parse["application/json"]),t&&e&&(e.length||e instanceof

Object)?t(e):null},p.prototype._setStatusProperties=function(e){1223===e&&(e=204);var

t=e/100|0;this.status=this.statusCode=e,this.statusType=t,this.info=1==t,this.ok=2==t,this.clientError=4==t,this.serv

erError=5==t,this.error=(4==t||5==t)&&this.toError(),this.accepted=202==e,this.noContent=204==e,this.badReques

t=400==e,this.unauthorized=401==e,this.notAcceptable=406==e,this.notFound=404==e,this.forbidden=403==e},p.

prototype.toError=function(){var e=this.req,t=e.method,n=e.url,r="cannot "+t+" "+n+" ("+this.status+")",i=new

Error(r);return i.status=this.status,i.method=t,i.url=n,i},v.Response=p,m(h.prototype);for(var w in

g)h.prototype[w]=g[w];h.prototype.type=function(e){return this.set("Content-

Type",v.types[e]||e),this},h.prototype.responseType=function(e){return

this._responseType=e,this},h.prototype.accept=function(e){return

this.set("Accept",v.types[e]||e),this},h.prototype.auth=function(e,t,n){switch(n||(n={type:"basic"}),n.type){case"basi

c":var r=btoa(e+":"+t);this.set("Authorization","Basic "+r);break;case"auto":this.username=e,this.password=t}return

this},h.prototype.query=function(e){return"string"!=typeof

e&&(e=i(e)),e&&this._query.push(e),this},h.prototype.attach=function(e,t,n){return

this._getFormData().append(e,t,n||t.name),this},h.prototype._getFormData=function(){return

this._formData||(this._formData=new d.FormData),this._formData},h.prototype.callback=function(e,t){var

n=this._callback;this.clearTimeout(),n(e,t)},h.prototype.crossDomainError=function(){var e=new Error("Request

has been terminated\nPossible causes: the network is offline, Origin is not allowed by Access-Control-Allow-Origin,

the page is being unloaded,

etc.");e.crossDomain=!0,e.status=this.status,e.method=this.method,e.url=this.url,this.callback(e)},h.prototype._time

outError=function(){var e=this._timeout,t=new Error("timeout of "+e+"ms

exceeded");t.timeout=e,this.callback(t)},h.prototype._appendQueryString=function(){var

e=this._query.join("&");e&&(this.url+=~this.url.indexOf("?")?"&"+e:"?"+e)},h.prototype.end=function(e){var

t=this,n=this.xhr=v.getXHR(),i=this._timeout,a=this._formData||this._data;this._callback=e||r,n.onreadystatechange

=function(){if(4==n.readyState){var e;try{e=n.status}catch(r){e=0}if(0==e){if(t.timedout)return

t._timeoutError();if(t._aborted)return;return t.crossDomainError()}t.emit("end")}};var

o=function(e){e.total>0&&(e.percent=e.loaded/e.total*100),e.direction="download",t.emit("progress",e)};this.hasLi

steners("progress")&&(n.onprogress=o);try{n.upload&&this.hasListeners("progress")&&(n.upload.onprogress=o)}

catch(s){}if(i&&!this._timer&&(this._timer=setTimeout(function(){t.timedout=!0,t.abort()},i)),this._appendQueryS

tring(),this.username&&this.password?n.open(this.method,this.url,!0,this.username,this.password):n.open(this.meth

od,this.url,!0),this._withCredentials&&(n.withCredentials=!0),"GET"!=this.method&&"HEAD"!=this.method&&"s

tring"!=typeof a&&!this._isHost(a)){var u=this._header["content-

type"],c=this._serializer||v.serialize[u?u.split(";")[0]:""];!c&&l(u)&&(c=v.serialize["application/json"]),c&&(a=c(a)

)}for(var p in this.header)null!=this.header[p]&&n.setRequestHeader(p,this.header[p]);return

this._responseType&&(n.responseType=this._responseType),this.emit("request",this),n.send("undefined"!=typeof

a?a:null),this},v.Request=h,v.get=function(e,t,n){var r=v("GET",e);return"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),t&&r.query(t),n&&r.end(n),r},v.head=function(e,t,n){var

r=v("HEAD",e);return"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),t&&r.send(t),n&&r.end(n),r},v.options=function(e,t,n){var

r=v("OPTIONS",e);return"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),t&&r.send(t),n&&r.end(n),r},v.del=f,v["delete"]=f,v.patch=function(e,t,n){var

r=v("PATCH",e);return"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),t&&r.send(t),n&&r.end(n),r},v.post=function(e,t,n){var r=v("POST",e);return"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),t&&r.send(t),n&&r.end(n),r},v.put=function(e,t,n){var r=v("PUT",e);return"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),t&&r.send(t),n&&r.end(n),r}},{"./is-object":159,"./request":161,"./request-

base":160,emitter:162}],159:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return null!==e&&"object"==typeof
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e}t.exports=r},{}],160:[function(e,t,n){var r=e("./is-object");n.clearTimeout=function(){return

this._timeout=0,clearTimeout(this._timer),this},n.parse=function(e){return

this._parser=e,this},n.serialize=function(e){return this._serializer=e,this},n.timeout=function(e){return

this._timeout=e,this},n.then=function(e,t){if(!this._fullfilledPromise){var n=this;this._fullfilledPromise=new

Promise(function(e,t){n.end(function(n,r){n?t(n):e(r)})})}return

this._fullfilledPromise.then(e,t)},n.use=function(e){return e(this),this},n.get=function(e){return

this._header[e.toLowerCase()]},n.getHeader=n.get,n.set=function(e,t){if(r(e)){for(var n in e)this.set(n,e[n]);return

this}return this._header[e.toLowerCase()]=t,this.header[e]=t,this},n.unset=function(e){return delete

this._header[e.toLowerCase()],delete this.header[e],this},n.field=function(e,t){return

this._getFormData().append(e,t),this},n.abort=function(){return

this._aborted?this:(this._aborted=!0,this.xhr&&this.xhr.abort(),this.req&&this.req.abort(),this.clearTimeout(),this.e

mit("abort"),this)},n.withCredentials=function(){return

this._withCredentials=!0,this},n.redirects=function(e){return

this._maxRedirects=e,this},n.toJSON=function(){return{method:this.method,url:this.url,data:this._data,headers:this.

_header}},n._isHost=function(e){var t={}.toString.call(e);switch(t){case"[object File]":case"[object

Blob]":case"[object FormData]":return!0;default:return!1}},n.send=function(e){var t=r(e),n=this._header["content-

type"];if(t&&r(this._data))for(var i in e)this._data[i]=e[i];else"string"==typeof

e?(n||this.type("form"),n=this._header["content-type"],"application/x-www-form-

urlencoded"==n?this._data=this._data?this._data+"&"+e:e:this._data=(this._data||"")+e):this._data=e;return!t||this._i

sHost(e)?this:(n||this.type("json"),this)}},{"./is-object":159}],161:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e,t,n){return"function"==typeof n?new e("GET",t).end(n):2==arguments.length?new e("GET",t):new

e(t,n)}t.exports=r},{}],162:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){if(e)return i(e)}function i(e){for(var t in

r.prototype)e[t]=r.prototype[t];return e}"undefined"!=typeof

t&&(t.exports=r),r.prototype.on=r.prototype.addEventListener=function(e,t){return

this._callbacks=this._callbacks||{},(this._callbacks["$"+e]=this._callbacks["$"+e]||[]).push(t),this},r.prototype.once=

function(e,t){function n(){this.off(e,n),t.apply(this,arguments)}return

n.fn=t,this.on(e,n),this},r.prototype.off=r.prototype.removeListener=r.prototype.removeAllListeners=r.prototype.re

moveEventListener=function(e,t){if(this._callbacks=this._callbacks||{},0==arguments.length)return

this._callbacks={},this;var n=this._callbacks["$"+e];if(!n)return this;if(1==arguments.length)return delete

this._callbacks["$"+e],this;for(var r,i=0;i<n.length;i++)if(r=n[i],r===t||r.fn===t){n.splice(i,1);break}return

this},r.prototype.emit=function(e){this._callbacks=this._callbacks||{};var

t=[].slice.call(arguments,1),n=this._callbacks["$"+e];if(n){n=n.slice(0);for(var

r=0,i=n.length;r<i;++r)n[r].apply(this,t)}return this},r.prototype.listeners=function(e){return

this._callbacks=this._callbacks||{},this._callbacks["$"+e]||[]},r.prototype.hasListeners=function(e){return!!this.listen

ers(e).length}},{}]},{},[1])(1)}),window.SwaggerUi=Backbone.Router.extend({dom_id:"swagger_ui",options:null,

api:null,headerView:null,mainView:null,initialize:function(e){e=e||{},"model"!==e.defaultModelRendering&&(e.de

faultModelRendering="schema"),e.highlightSizeThreshold||(e.highlightSizeThreshold=1e5),e.dom_id&&(this.dom_

id=e.dom_id,delete

e.dom_id),e.supportedSubmitMethods||(e.supportedSubmitMethods=["get","put","post","delete","head","options","p

atch"]),"string"==typeof

e.oauth2RedirectUrl&&(window.oAuthRedirectUrl=e.oauth2RedirectUrl),$("#"+this.dom_id).length||$("body").app

end('<div id="'+this.dom_id+'"></div>'),this.options=e,marked.setOptions({gfm:!0});var

t=this;this.options.success=function(){return t.render()},this.options.progress=function(e){return

t.showMessage(e)},this.options.failure=function(e){return t.onLoadFailure(e)},this.headerView=new

SwaggerUi.Views.HeaderView({el:$("#header")}),this.headerView.on("update-swagger-ui",function(e){return

t.updateSwaggerUi(e)}),JSONEditor.defaults.iconlibs.swagger=JSONEditor.AbstractIconLib.extend({mapping:{col

lapse:"collapse",expand:"expand"},icon_prefix:"swagger-

"})},setOption:function(e,t){this.options[e]=t},getOption:function(e){return
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this.options[e]},updateSwaggerUi:function(e){this.options.url=e.url,this.load()},load:function(){this.mainView&&t

his.mainView.clear(),this.authView&&this.authView.remove();var

e=this.options.url;e&&0!==e.indexOf("http")&&(e=this.buildUrl(window.location.href.toString(),e)),this.api&&(thi

s.options.authorizations=this.api.clientAuthorizations.authz),this.options.url=e,this.headerView.update(e),this.api=n

ew

SwaggerClient(this.options)},collapseAll:function(){Docs.collapseEndpointListForResource("")},listAll:function(){

Docs.collapseOperationsForResource("")},expandAll:function(){Docs.expandOperationsForResource("")},render:fu

nction(){var e;switch(this.showMessage("Finished Loading Resource Information. Rendering Swagger

UI..."),this.mainView=new

SwaggerUi.Views.MainView({model:this.api,el:$("#"+this.dom_id),swaggerOptions:this.options,router:this}).rende

r(),_.isEmpty(this.api.securityDefinitions)||(e=_.map(this.api.securityDefinitions,function(e,t){var n={};return

n[t]=e,n}),this.authView=new

SwaggerUi.Views.AuthButtonView({data:SwaggerUi.utils.parseSecurityDefinitions(e),router:this}),$("#auth_conta

iner").append(this.authView.render().el)),this.showMessage(),this.options.docExpansion){case"full":this.expandAll(

);break;case"list":this.listAll()}this.renderGFM(),this.options.onComplete&&this.options.onComplete(this.api,this),

setTimeout(Docs.shebang.bind(this),100)},buildUrl:function(e,t){if(0===t.indexOf("/")){var n=e.split("/");return

e=n[0]+"//"+n[2],e+t}var r=e.length;return e.indexOf("?")>-1&&(r=Math.min(r,e.indexOf("?"))),e.indexOf("#")>-

1&&(r=Math.min(r,e.indexOf("#"))),e=e.substring(0,r),e.indexOf("/",e.length-1)!==-

1?e+t:e+"/"+t},showMessage:function(e){void 0===e&&(e="");var t=$("#message-bar");t.removeClass("message-

fail"),t.addClass("message-

success"),t.text(e),window.SwaggerTranslator&&window.SwaggerTranslator.translate(t)},onLoadFailure:function(e

){void 0===e&&(e=""),$("#message-bar").removeClass("message-success"),$("#message-

bar").addClass("message-fail");var t=$("#message-bar").text(e);return

this.options.onFailure&&this.options.onFailure(e),t},renderGFM:function(){$(".markdown").each(function(){$(this

).html(marked($(this).html()))}),$(".propDesc",".model-signature

.description").each(function(){$(this).html(marked($(this).html())).addClass("markdown")})}}),window.SwaggerUi

.Views={},window.SwaggerUi.Models={},window.SwaggerUi.Collections={},window.SwaggerUi.partials={},win

dow.SwaggerUi.utils={},function(){function e(e){"console"in window&&"function"==typeof

window.console.warn&&console.warn(e)}window.authorizations={add:function(){if(e("Using

window.authorizations is deprecated. Please use SwaggerUi.api.clientAuthorizations.add()."),"undefined"==typeof

window.swaggerUi)throw new TypeError("window.swaggerUi is not defined");window.swaggerUi instanceof

SwaggerUi&&window.swaggerUi.api.clientAuthorizations.add.apply(window.swaggerUi.api.clientAuthorizations,a

rguments)}},window.ApiKeyAuthorization=function(){e("window.ApiKeyAuthorization is deprecated. Please use

SwaggerClient.ApiKeyAuthorization."),SwaggerClient.ApiKeyAuthorization.apply(window,arguments)},window.P

asswordAuthorization=function(){e("window.PasswordAuthorization is deprecated. Please use

SwaggerClient.PasswordAuthorization."),SwaggerClient.PasswordAuthorization.apply(window,arguments)}}(),fun

ction(e,t){"function"==typeof define&&define.amd?define(["b"],function(n){return

e.SwaggerUi=t(n)}):"object"==typeof

exports?module.exports=t(require("b")):e.SwaggerUi=t(e.b)}(this,function(){return

SwaggerUi}),window.SwaggerUi.utils={parseSecurityDefinitions:function(e,t){var

n=Object.assign({},t),r=[],i=[],a=[],o=window.SwaggerUi.utils;return Array.isArray(e)?(e.forEach(function(e){var

t={},s={};for(var l in

e)if(Array.isArray(e[l])){if(!n[l])continue;if(n[l]=n[l]||{},"oauth2"===n[l].type){s[l]=Object.assign({},n[l]),s[l].scop

es=Object.assign({},n[l].scopes);for(var u in s[l].scopes)e[l].indexOf(u)<0&&delete

s[l].scopes[u];s[l].scopes=o.parseOauth2Scopes(s[l].scopes),a=_.merge(a,s[l].scopes)}else

t[l]=Object.assign({},n[l])}else"oauth2"===e[l].type?(s[l]=Object.assign({},e[l]),s[l].scopes=o.parseOauth2Scopes(

s[l].scopes),a=_.merge(a,s[l].scopes)):t[l]=e[l];_.isEmpty(t)||i.push(t),_.isEmpty(s)||r.push(s)}),{auths:i,oauth2:r,scop

es:a}):null},parseOauth2Scopes:function(e){var t,n=Object.assign({},e),r=[];for(t in
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n)r.push({scope:t,description:n[t]});return r},sanitize:function(e){return

e=e.replace(/<script\b[^<]*(?:(?!<\/script>)<[^<]*)*<\/script>/gi,""),e=e.replace(/(on\w+="[^"]*")*(on\w+='[^']*')*(

on\w+=\w*\(\w*\))*/gi,"")}},SwaggerUi.Models.ApiKeyAuthModel=Backbone.Model.extend({defaults:{"in":"",na

me:"",title:"",value:""},initialize:function(){this.on("change",this.validate)},validate:function(){var

e=!!this.get("value");return

this.set("valid",e),e}}),SwaggerUi.Views.ApiKeyAuthView=Backbone.View.extend({events:{"change

.input_apiKey_entry":"apiKeyChange"},selectors:{apikeyInput:".input_apiKey_entry"},template:Handlebars.templa

tes.apikey_auth,initialize:function(e){this.options=e||{},this.router=this.options.router},render:function(){return

this.$el.html(this.template(this.model.toJSON())),this},apiKeyChange:function(e){var

t=$(e.target).val();t&&this.$(this.selectors.apikeyInput).removeClass("error"),this.model.set("value",t)},isValid:fun

ction(){return

this.model.validate()},highlightInvalid:function(){this.isValid()||this.$(this.selectors.apikeyInput).addClass("error")}

}),SwaggerUi.Views.AuthButtonView=Backbone.View.extend({events:{"click

.authorize__btn":"authorizeBtnClick"},tpls:{popup:Handlebars.templates.popup,authBtn:Handlebars.templates.auth

_button,authBtnOperation:Handlebars.templates.auth_button_operation},initialize:function(e){this.options=e||{},thi

s.options.data=this.options.data||{},this.isOperation=this.options.isOperation,this.model=this.model||{},this.router=t

his.options.router,this.auths=this.options.data.oauth2.concat(this.options.data.auths)},render:function(){var

e=this.isOperation?"authBtnOperation":"authBtn";return

this.$authEl=this.renderAuths(this.auths),this.$el.html(this.tpls[e](this.model)),this},authorizeBtnClick:function(e){

var t;e.preventDefault(),t={title:"Available authorizations",content:this.$authEl},this.render(),this.popup=new

SwaggerUi.Views.PopupView({model:t}),this.popup.render()},renderAuths:function(e){var

t=$("<div>"),n=!1;return e.forEach(function(e){var r=new

SwaggerUi.Views.AuthView({data:e,router:this.router}),i=r.render().el;t.append(i),r.isLogout&&(n=!0)},this),this.

model.isLogout=n,t}}),SwaggerUi.Collections.AuthsCollection=Backbone.Collection.extend({constructor:function(

){var

e=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments);e[0]=this.parse(e[0]),Backbone.Collection.apply(this,e)},add:function(e){v

ar t=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments);Array.isArray(e)?t[0]=_.map(e,function(e){return

this.handleOne(e)},this):t[0]=this.handleOne(e),Backbone.Collection.prototype.add.apply(this,t)},handleOne:functio

n(e){var t=e;if(!(e instanceof Backbone.Model))switch(e.type){case"oauth2":t=new

SwaggerUi.Models.Oauth2Model(e);break;case"basic":t=new

SwaggerUi.Models.BasicAuthModel(e);break;case"apiKey":t=new

SwaggerUi.Models.ApiKeyAuthModel(e);break;default:t=new Backbone.Model(e)}return t},isValid:function(){var

e=!0;return this.models.forEach(function(t){t.validate()||(e=!1)}),e},isAuthorized:function(){return

this.length===this.where({isLogout:!0}).length},isPartiallyAuthorized:function(){return

this.where({isLogout:!0}).length>0},parse:function(e){var t={};return"undefined"!=typeof

window.swaggerUi&&(t=Object.assign({},window.swaggerUi.api.clientAuthorizations.authz)),_.map(e,function(e,

n){var r=t[n]&&"basic"===e.type&&t[n].username&&t[n].password;return

_.extend(e,{title:n}),(t[n]||r)&&_.extend(e,{isLogout:!0,value:r?void 0:t[n].value,username:r?t[n].username:void

0,password:r?t[n].password:void

0,valid:!0}),e})}}),SwaggerUi.Views.AuthsCollectionView=Backbone.View.extend({initialize:function(e){this.opti

ons=e||{},this.options.data=this.options.data||{},this.router=this.options.router,this.collection=new

SwaggerUi.Collections.AuthsCollection(e.data),this.$innerEl=$("<div>"),this.authViews=[]},render:function(){retu

rn

this.collection.each(function(e){this.renderOneAuth(e)},this),this.$el.html(this.$innerEl.html()?this.$innerEl:""),this

},renderOneAuth:function(e){var

t,n,r,i=e.get("type");"apiKey"===i?r="ApiKeyAuthView":"basic"===i&&0===this.$innerEl.find(".basic_auth_cont

ainer").length?r="BasicAuthView":"oauth2"===i&&(r="Oauth2View"),r&&(n=new

SwaggerUi.Views[r]({model:e,router:this.router}),t=n.render().el,this.authViews.push(n)),this.$innerEl.append(t)},h
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ighlightInvalid:function(){this.authViews.forEach(function(e){e.highlightInvalid()},this)}}),SwaggerUi.Views.Auth

View=Backbone.View.extend({events:{"click .auth_submit__button":"authorizeClick","click

.auth_logout__button":"logoutClick"},tpls:{main:Handlebars.templates.auth_view},selectors:{innerEl:".auth_inner"

,authBtn:".auth_submit__button"},initialize:function(e){this.options=e||{},e.data=e.data||{},this.router=this.options.r

outer,this.authsCollectionView=new

SwaggerUi.Views.AuthsCollectionView({data:e.data}),this.$el.html(this.tpls.main({isLogout:this.authsCollectionV

iew.collection.isAuthorized(),isAuthorized:this.authsCollectionView.collection.isPartiallyAuthorized()})),this.$inne

rEl=this.$(this.selectors.innerEl),this.isLogout=this.authsCollectionView.collection.isPartiallyAuthorized()},render:f

unction(){return

this.$innerEl.html(this.authsCollectionView.render().el),this},authorizeClick:function(e){e.preventDefault(),e.stopP

ropagation(),this.authsCollectionView.collection.isValid()?this.authorize():this.authsCollectionView.highlightInvali

d()},authorize:function(){this.authsCollectionView.collection.forEach(function(e){var

t,n,r=e.get("type");"apiKey"===r?(t=new

SwaggerClient.ApiKeyAuthorization(e.get("name"),e.get("value"),e.get("in")),this.router.api.clientAuthorizations.ad

d(e.get("title"),t)):"basic"===r?(n=new

SwaggerClient.PasswordAuthorization(e.get("username"),e.get("password")),this.router.api.clientAuthorizations.ad

d(e.get("title"),n)):"oauth2"===r&&this.handleOauth2Login(e)},this),this.router.load()},logoutClick:function(e){e.p

reventDefault(),this.authsCollectionView.collection.forEach(function(e){window.swaggerUi.api.clientAuthorization

s.remove(e.get("title"))}),this.router.load()},handleOauth2Login:function(e){function t(e){return

e.vendorExtensions["x-tokenName"]||e.tokenName}var

n,r,i,a=window.location,o=location.pathname.substring(0,location.pathname.lastIndexOf("/")),s=a.protocol+"//"+a.h

ost+o+"/o2c.html",l=window.oAuthRedirectUrl||s,u=null,c=_.map(e.get("scopes"),function(e){if(e.checked)return

e.scope}),p=window.swaggerUiAuth||(window.swaggerUiAuth={});p.OAuthSchemeKey=e.get("title"),window.ena

bledScopes=c;var

h=e.get("flow");if("oauth2"!==e.get("type")||!h||"implicit"!==h&&"accessCode"!==h){if("oauth2"===e.get("type")

&&h&&"application"===h)return r=e.attributes,p.tokenName=t(r)||"access_token",void

this.clientCredentialsFlow(c,r,p.OAuthSchemeKey);if("oauth2"===e.get("type")&&h&&"password"===h)return

r=e.attributes,p.tokenName=t(r)||"access_token",void

this.passwordFlow(c,r,p.OAuthSchemeKey);if(e.get("grantTypes")){var f=e.get("grantTypes");for(var d in

f)f.hasOwnProperty(d)&&"implicit"===d?(r=f[d],i=r.loginEndpoint.url,u=r.loginEndpoint.url+"?response_type=tok

en",p.tokenName=t(r)):f.hasOwnProperty(d)&&"accessCode"===d&&(r=f[d],i=r.tokenRequestEndpoint.url,u=r.tok

enRequestEndpoint.url+"?response_type=code",p.tokenName=t(r))}}else

r=e.attributes,u=r.authorizationUrl+"?response_type="+("implicit"===h?"token":"code"),p.tokenName=t(r)||"access

_token",p.tokenUrl="accessCode"===h?r.tokenUrl:null,n=p.OAuthSchemeKey;redirect_uri=l,u+="&redirect_uri="

+encodeURIComponent(l),u+="&realm="+encodeURIComponent(realm),u+="&client_id="+encodeURICompone

nt(clientId),u+="&scope="+encodeURIComponent(c.join(scopeSeparator)),u+="&state="+encodeURIComponent(n

);for(var m in

additionalQueryStringParams)u+="&"+m+"="+encodeURIComponent(additionalQueryStringParams[m]);window.o

pen(u)},clientCredentialsFlow:function(e,t,n){this.accessTokenRequest(e,t,n,"client_credentials")},passwordFlow:f

unction(e,t,n){this.accessTokenRequest(e,t,n,"password",{username:t.username,password:t.password})},accessToke

nRequest:function(e,t,n,r,i){i=$.extend({},{scope:e.join(" "),grant_type:r},i);var

a={};switch(t.clientAuthenticationType){case"basic":a.Authorization="Basic

"+btoa(t.clientId+":"+t.clientSecret);break;case"request-

body":i.client_id=t.clientId,i.client_secret=t.clientSecret}$.ajax({url:t.tokenUrl,type:"POST",data:i,headers:a,succes

s:function(e){onOAuthComplete(e,n)},error:function(){onOAuthComplete("")}})}}),SwaggerUi.Models.BasicAuth

Model=Backbone.Model.extend({defaults:{username:"",password:"",title:"basic"},initialize:function(){this.on("cha

nge",this.validate)},validate:function(){var e=!!this.get("password")&&!!this.get("username");return

this.set("valid",e),e}}),SwaggerUi.Views.BasicAuthView=Backbone.View.extend({initialize:function(e){this.optio
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ns=e||{},this.router=this.options.router},events:{"change

.auth_input":"inputChange"},selectors:{usernameInput:".basic_auth__username",passwordInput:".basic_auth__pass

word"},cls:{error:"error"},template:Handlebars.templates.basic_auth,render:function(){return

$(this.el).html(this.template(this.model.toJSON())),this},inputChange:function(e){var

t=$(e.target),n=t.val(),r=t.prop("name");n&&t.removeClass(this.cls.error),this.model.set(r,n)},isValid:function(){ret

urn

this.model.validate()},highlightInvalid:function(){this.model.get("username")||this.$(this.selectors.usernameInput).a

ddClass(this.cls.error)}}),SwaggerUi.Views.ContentTypeView=Backbone.View.extend({initialize:function(){},rend

er:function(){return

this.model.contentTypeId="ct"+Math.random(),$(this.el).html(Handlebars.templates.content_type(this.model)),this}

}),SwaggerUi.Views.HeaderView=Backbone.View.extend({events:{"click #show-pet-store-

icon":"showPetStore","click #explore":"showCustom","submit #api_selector":"showCustom","keyup

#input_baseUrl":"showCustomOnKeyup","keyup

#input_apiKey":"showCustomOnKeyup"},initialize:function(){},showPetStore:function(){this.trigger("update-

swagger-

ui",{url:"http://petstore.swagger.io/v2/swagger.json"})},showCustomOnKeyup:function(e){13===e.keyCode&&thi

s.showCustom()},showCustom:function(e){e&&e.preventDefault(),this.trigger("update-swagger-

ui",{url:$("#input_baseUrl").val()})},update:function(e,t,n){void

0===n&&(n=!1),$("#input_baseUrl").val(e),n&&this.trigger("update-swagger-

ui",{url:e})}}),SwaggerUi.Views.MainView=Backbone.View.extend({apisSorter:{alpha:function(e,t){return

e.name.localeCompare(t.name)}},operationsSorters:{alpha:function(e,t){return

e.path.localeCompare(t.path)},method:function(e,t){return

e.method.localeCompare(t.method)}},initialize:function(e){var

t,n,r,i;if(e=e||{},this.router=e.router,e.swaggerOptions.apisSorter&&(t=e.swaggerOptions.apisSorter,n=_.isFunction(

t)?t:this.apisSorter[t],_.isFunction(n)&&this.model.apisArray.sort(n)),e.swaggerOptions.operationsSorter&&(t=e.sw

aggerOptions.operationsSorter,n=_.isFunction(t)?t:this.operationsSorters[t],_.isFunction(n)))for(r in

this.model.apisArray)this.model.apisArray[r].operationsArray.sort(n);this.model.auths=[];for(r in

this.model.securityDefinitions)i=this.model.securityDefinitions[r],this.model.auths.push({name:r,type:i.type,value:i

});"validatorUrl"in

e.swaggerOptions?this.model.validatorUrl=e.swaggerOptions.validatorUrl:this.model.url.indexOf("localhost")>0||th

is.model.url.indexOf("127.0.0.1")>0?this.model.validatorUrl=null:this.model.validatorUrl="//online.swagger.io/vali

dator";var a;for(a in

this.model.definitions)this.model.definitions[a].type||(this.model.definitions[a].type="object")},render:function(){$(t

his.el).html(Handlebars.templates.main(this.model)),this.info=this.$(".info")[0],this.info&&this.info.addEventListen

er("click",this.onLinkClick,!0),this.model.securityDefinitions=this.model.securityDefinitions||{};for(var

e={},t=0,n=0;n<this.model.apisArray.length;n++){for(var r=this.model.apisArray[n],i=r.name;"undefined"!=typeof

e[i];)i=i+"_"+t,t+=1;r.id=sanitizeHtml(i),e[i]=r,this.addResource(r,this.model.auths)}return

$(".propWrap").hover(function(){$(".optionsWrapper",$(this)).show()},function(){$(".optionsWrapper",$(this)).hid

e()}),this},addResource:function(e,t){e.id=e.id.replace(/[^a-zA-Z\d]/g,function(e){return

e.charCodeAt(0)}),e.definitions=this.model.definitions;var n=new

SwaggerUi.Views.ResourceView({model:e,router:this.router,tagName:"li",id:"resource_"+e.id,className:"resource

",auths:t,swaggerOptions:this.options.swaggerOptions});$("#resources",this.el).append(n.render().el)},clear:function

(){$(this.el).html("")},onLinkClick:function(e){var

t=e.target;"A"===t.tagName&&t.href&&!t.target&&(e.preventDefault(),window.open(t.href,"_blank"))}}),Swagger

Ui.Models.Oauth2Model=Backbone.Model.extend({defaults:{scopes:{},isPasswordFlow:!1,clientAuthenticationTy

pe:"none"},initialize:function(){if(this.attributes&&this.attributes.scopes){var

e,t=_.cloneDeep(this.attributes),n=[];for(e in t.scopes){var r=t.scopes[e];"string"==typeof

r.description&&(n[r]=t.scopes[e],n.push(t.scopes[e]))}t.scopes=n,this.attributes=t}if(this.attributes&&this.attributes.
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flow){var

i=this.attributes.flow;this.set("isPasswordFlow","password"===i),this.set("requireClientAuthentication","applicatio

n"===i),this.set("clientAuthentication","password"===i||"application"===i)}this.on("change",this.validate)},setScop

es:function(e,t){var n=_.extend({},this.attributes),r=_.findIndex(n.scopes,function(t){return

t.scope===e});n.scopes[r].checked=t,this.set(n),this.validate()},validate:function(){var

e=!1;if(this.get("isPasswordFlow")&&!this.get("username"))return!1;if(this.get("clientAuthenticationType")in["basi

c","request-body"]&&!this.get("clientId"))return!1;var t=this.get("scopes"),n=_.findIndex(t,function(e){return

e.checked===!0});return

t.length>0&&n>=0&&(e=!0),0===t.length&&(e=!0),this.set("valid",e),e}}),SwaggerUi.Views.Oauth2View=Backb

one.View.extend({events:{"change .oauth-scope":"scopeChange","change .oauth-

username":"setUsername","change .oauth-password":"setPassword","change .oauth-client-authentication-

type":"setClientAuthenticationType","change .oauth-client-id":"setClientId","change .oauth-client-

secret":"setClientSecret"},template:Handlebars.templates.oauth2,cls:{error:"error"},render:function(){return

this.$el.html(this.template(this.model.toJSON())),this},scopeChange:function(e){var

t=$(e.target).prop("checked"),n=$(e.target).data("scope");this.model.setScopes(n,t)},setUsername:function(e){var

t=$(e.target).val();this.model.set("username",t),t&&$(e.target).removeClass(this.cls.error)},setPassword:function(e)

{this.model.set("password",$(e.target).val())},setClientAuthenticationType:function(e){var

t=$(e.target).val(),n=this.$el;switch(this.model.set("clientAuthenticationType",t),t){case"none":n.find(".oauth-

client-authentication").hide();break;case"basic":case"request-body":n.find(".oauth-client-

id").removeClass(this.cls.error),n.find(".oauth-client-authentication").show()}},setClientId:function(e){var

t=$(e.target).val();this.model.set("clientId",t),t&&$(e.target).removeClass(this.cls.error)},setClientSecret:function(e

){this.model.set("clientSecret",$(e.target).val()),$(e.target).removeClass("error")},highlightInvalid:function(){this.m

odel.get("username")||this.$el.find(".oauth-

username").addClass(this.cls.error),this.model.get("clientId")||this.$el.find(".oauth-client-

id").addClass(this.cls.error)}}),SwaggerUi.Views.OperationView=Backbone.View.extend({invocationUrl:null,even

ts:{"submit .sandbox":"submitOperation","click .submit":"submitOperation","click

.response_hider":"hideResponse","click .toggleOperation":"toggleOperationContent","mouseenter .api-

ic":"mouseEnter","dblclick .curl":"selectText","change

[name=responseContentType]":"showSnippet"},initialize:function(e){return

e=e||{},this.router=e.router,this.auths=e.auths,this.parentId=this.model.parentId,this.nickname=this.model.nickname

,this.model.encodedParentId=encodeURIComponent(this.parentId),e.swaggerOptions&&(this.model.defaultRenderi

ng=e.swaggerOptions.defaultModelRendering,e.swaggerOptions.showRequestHeaders&&(this.model.showRequest

Headers=!0),e.swaggerOptions.showOperationIds&&(this.model.showOperationIds=!0)),this},selectText:function(e

){var

t,n,r=document,i=e.target.firstChild;r.body.createTextRange?(t=document.body.createTextRange(),t.moveToEleme

ntText(i),t.select()):window.getSelection&&(n=window.getSelection(),t=document.createRange(),t.selectNodeCont

ents(i),n.removeAllRanges(),n.addRange(t))},mouseEnter:function(e){var

t=$(this.el).find(".content"),n=e.pageX,r=e.pageY,i=$(window).scrollLeft(),a=$(window).scrollTop(),o=i+$(windo

w).width(),s=a+$(window).height(),l=t.width(),u=t.height();n+l>o&&(n=o-l),n<i&&(n=i),r+u>s&&(r=s-

u),r<a&&(r=a);var c={};c.top=r,c.left=n,t.css(c)},render:function(){var

e,t,n,r,i,a,o,s,l,u,c,p,h,f,d,m,g,y,v,b,w,x,A,S,j,E,O,k,T,C,I,D,L,M,R,U,P,q,B,z,N;

if(a=jQuery.inArray(this.model.method,this.model.supportedSubmitMethods())>=0,a||(this.model.isReadOnly=!0),t

his.model.description=this.model.description||this.model.notes,this.model.oauth=null,m=this.model.authorizations||t

his.model.security)if(Array.isArray(m))for(l=0,u=m.length;l<u;l++){n=m[l];for(s in n)for(e in

this.auths)if(t=this.auths[e],s===t.name&&"oauth2"===t.type){this.model.oauth={},this.model.oauth.scopes=[],A=t

.value.scopes;for(o in

A)P=A[o],D=n[s].indexOf(o),D>=0&&(y={scope:o,description:P},this.model.oauth.scopes.push(y))}}else for(o in

m)if(P=m[o],"oauth2"===o)for(null===this.model.oauth&&(this.model.oauth={}),void
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0===this.model.oauth.scopes&&(this.model.oauth.scopes=[]),d=0,c=P.length;d<c;d++)y=P[d],this.model.oauth.sco

pes.push(y);if("undefined"!=typeof

this.model.responses){this.model.responseMessages=[],S=this.model.responses;for(r in

S)q=S[r],C=null,I=this.model.responses[r].schema,I&&I.$ref&&(C=I.$ref,C.indexOf("#/definitions/")!==-

1&&(C=C.replace(/^.*#\/definitions\//,""))),this.model.responseMessages.push({code:r,message:q.description,respo

nseModel:C,headers:q.headers,schema:I})}if("undefined"==typeof

this.model.responseMessages&&(this.model.responseMessages=[]),L=null,B=this.model.produces,z=this.contains(

B,"xml"),N=!z||this.contains(B,"json"),this.model.successResponse){R=this.model.successResponse;for(s in

R)q=R[s],this.model.successCode=s,"object"==typeof q&&"function"==typeof

q.createJSONSample?(this.model.successDescription=q.description,this.model.headers=this.parseResponseHeaders(

q.headers),L={sampleJSON:!!N&&JSON.stringify(SwaggerUi.partials.signature.createJSONSample(q),void

0,2),isParam:!1,sampleXML:!!z&&SwaggerUi.partials.signature.createXMLSample(q.name,q.definition,q.models),

signature:SwaggerUi.partials.signature.getModelSignature(q.name,q.definition,q.models,q.modelPropertyMacro)}):

L={signature:SwaggerUi.partials.signature.getPrimitiveSignature(q)}}else

this.model.responseClassSignature&&"string"!==this.model.responseClassSignature&&(L={sampleJSON:this.mod

el.responseSampleJSON,isParam:!1,signature:this.model.responseClassSignature});for($(this.el).html(Handlebars.te

mplates.operation(this.model)),L?(L.defaultRendering=this.model.defaultRendering,T=new

SwaggerUi.Views.SignatureView({model:L,router:this.router,tagName:"div"}),$(".model-

signature",$(this.el)).append(T.render().el)):(this.model.responseClassSignature="string",$(".model-

signature",$(this.el)).html(this.model.type)),i={isParam:!1},i.consumes=this.model.consumes,i.produces=this.model

.produces,j=this.model.parameters,g=0,p=j.length;g<p;g++)b=j[g],U=b.type||b.dataType||"","undefined"==typeof

U&&(C=b.schema,C&&C.$ref&&(x=C.$ref,U=0===x.indexOf("#/definitions/")?x.substring("#/definitions/".length

):x)),U&&"file"===U.toLowerCase()&&(i.consumes||(i.consumes="multipart/form-data")),b.type=U;for(k=new

SwaggerUi.Views.ResponseContentTypeView({model:i,router:this.router}),$(".response-content-

type",$(this.el)).append(k.render().el),E=this.model.parameters,v=0,h=E.length;v<h;v++)b=E[v],this.addParameter(

b,i.consumes);for(O=this.model.responseMessages,w=0,f=O.length;w<f;w++)M=O[w],M.isXML=z,M.isJSON=N,_

.isUndefined(M.headers)||(M.headers=this.parseHeadersType(M.headers)),this.addStatusCode(M);if(Array.isArray(t

his.model.security)){var

F=SwaggerUi.utils.parseSecurityDefinitions(this.model.security,this.model.parent.securityDefinitions);F.isLogout=!

_.isEmpty(this.model.clientAuthorizations.authz),this.authView=new

SwaggerUi.Views.AuthButtonView({data:F,router:this.router,isOperation:!0,model:{scopes:F.scopes}}),this.$(".aut

horize-wrapper").append(this.authView.render().el)}return

this.showSnippet(),this},parseHeadersType:function(e){var t={string:{"date-time":"dateTime",date:"date"}};return

_.forEach(e,function(e){var

n;e=e||{},n=t[e.type]&&t[e.type][e.format],_.isUndefined(n)||(e.type=n)}),e},contains:function(e,t){return

e.filter(function(e){if(e.indexOf(t)>-1)return!0}).length},parseResponseHeaders:function(e){var t=";

",n=_.clone(e);return _.forEach(n,function(e){var n=[];_.forEach(e,function(e,t){var

r=["type","description"];r.indexOf(t.toLowerCase())===-1&&n.push(t+":

"+e)}),n.join(t),e.other=n}),n},addParameter:function(e,t){e.consumes=t,e.defaultRendering=this.model.defaultRen

dering,e.schema&&($.extend(!0,e.schema,this.model.definitions[e.type]),e.schema.definitions=this.model.definition

s,e.schema.type||(e.schema.type="object"),e.schema.title||(e.schema.title=" "));var n=new

SwaggerUi.Views.ParameterView({model:e,tagName:"tr",readOnly:this.model.isReadOnly,swaggerOptions:this.opt

ions.swaggerOptions});$(".operation-

params",$(this.el)).append(n.render().el)},addStatusCode:function(e){e.defaultRendering=this.model.defaultRenderi

ng;var t=new SwaggerUi.Views.StatusCodeView({model:e,tagName:"tr",router:this.router});$(".operation-

status",$(this.el)).append(t.render().el)},submitOperation:function(e){var

t,n,r,i,a;if(null!==e&&e.preventDefault(),n=$(".sandbox",$(this.el)),t=!0,n.find("input.required").each(function(){$(

this).removeClass("error"),""===jQuery.trim($(this).val())&&($(this).addClass("error"),$(this).wiggle({callback:fu
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nction(e){return

function(){$(e).focus()}}(this)}),t=!1)}),n.find("textarea.required:visible").each(function(){$(this).removeClass("err

or"),""===jQuery.trim($(this).val())&&($(this).addClass("error"),$(this).wiggle({callback:function(e){return

function(){return

$(e).focus()}}(this)}),t=!1)}),n.find("select.required").each(function(){$(this).removeClass("error"),this.selectedInd

ex===-1&&($(this).addClass("error"),$(this).wiggle({callback:function(e){return

function(){$(e).focus()}}(this)}),t=!1)}),t){if(i=this.getInputMap(n),r=this.isFileUpload(n),a={parent:this},this.opti

ons.swaggerOptions)for(var o in this.options.swaggerOptions)a[o]=this.options.swaggerOptions[o];var

s;for(s=0;s<this.model.parameters.length;s++){var

l=this.model.parameters[s];if(l.jsonEditor&&l.jsonEditor.isEnabled()){var

u=l.jsonEditor.getValue();i[l.name]=JSON.stringify(u)}}return a.responseContentType=$("div

select[name=responseContentType]",$(this.el)).val(),a.requestContentType=$("div

select[name=parameterContentType]",$(this.el)).val(),$(".response_throbber",$(this.el)).show(),r?($(".request_url",

$(this.el)).html("<pre></pre>"),$(".request_url

pre",$(this.el)).text(this.invocationUrl),a.useJQuery=!0,i.parameterContentType="multipart/form-

data",this.map=i,this.model.execute(i,a,this.showCompleteStatus,this.showErrorStatus,this)):(this.map=i,this.model.

execute(i,a,this.showCompleteStatus,this.showErrorStatus,this))}},getInputMap:function(e){var

t,n,r,i,a,o,s,l,u,c,p,h;for(t={},n=e.find("input"),r=0,i=n.length;r<i;r++)a=n[r],null!==a.value&&jQuery.trim(a.value).

length>0&&(t[a.name]=a.value),"file"===a.type&&(t[a.name]=a.files[0]);for(o=e.find("textarea"),s=0,l=o.length;s<

l;s++)a=o[s],u=this.getTextAreaValue(a),null!==u&&jQuery.trim(u).length>0&&(t[a.name]=u);for(c=e.find("select

"),p=0,h=c.length;p<h;p++)a=c[p],u=this.getSelectedValue(a),null!==u&&jQuery.trim(u).length>0&&(t[a.name]=u

);return t},isFileUpload:function(e){var

t,n,r,i,a=!1;for(t=e.find("input"),n=0,r=t.length;n<r;n++)i=t[n],"file"===i.type&&(a=!0);return

a},success:function(e,t){t.showCompleteStatus(e)},wrap:function(e){var

t,n,r,i,a,o,s;for(r={},n=e.getAllResponseHeaders().split("\r"),a=0,o=n.length;a<o;a++)i=n[a],t=i.match(/^([^:]*?):(.*

)$/),t||(t=[]),t.shift(),void 0!==t[0]&&void 0!==t[1]&&(r[t[0].trim()]=t[1].trim());return

s={},s.content={},s.content.data=e.responseText,s.headers=r,s.request={},s.request.url=this.invocationUrl,s.status=

e.status,s},getSelectedValue:function(e){if(e.multiple){for(var t=[],n=0,r=e.options.length;n<r;n++){var

i=e.options[n];i.selected&&t.push(i.value)}return t.length>0?t:null}return

e.value},hideResponse:function(e){e&&e.preventDefault(),$(".response",$(this.el)).slideUp(),$(".response_hider",$

(this.el)).fadeOut()},showResponse:function(e){var

t=JSON.stringify(e,null,"\t").replace(/\n/g,"<br>");$(".response_body",$(this.el)).html(_.escape(t))},showErrorStatu

s:function(e,t){t.showStatus(e)},showCompleteStatus:function(e,t){t.showStatus(e)},formatXml:function(e){var

t,n,r,i,a,o,s,l,u,c,p,h,f;for(p=/(>)(<)(\/*)/g,f=/[ ]*(.*)[

]+\n/g,t=/(<.+>)(.+\n)/g,e=e.replace(/\r\n/g,"\n").replace(p,"$1\n$2$3").replace(f,"$1\n").replace(t,"$1\n$2"),c=0,r="

",l=e.split("\n"),i=0,o="other",h={"single->single":0,"single->closing":-1,"single->opening":0,"single-

>other":0,"closing->single":0,"closing->closing":-1,"closing->opening":0,"closing->other":0,"opening-

>single":1,"opening->closing":0,"opening->opening":1,"opening->other":1,"other->single":0,"other->closing":-

1,"other->opening":0,"other->other":0},n=function(e){var

t,n,a,s,l,u,c;u={single:Boolean(e.match(/<.+\/>/)),closing:Boolean(e.match(/<\/.+>/)),opening:Boolean(e.match(/<[^

!?].*>/))},l=function(){var e;e=[];for(a in u)c=u[a],c&&e.push(a);return e}()[0],l=void 0===l?"other":l,t=o+"-

>"+l,o=l,s="",i+=h[t],s=function(){var e,t,r;for(r=[],n=e=0,t=i;0<=t?e<t:e>t;n=0<=t?++e:--e)r.push("  ");return

r}().join(""),"opening->closing"===t?r=r.substr(0,r.length-

1)+e+"\n":r+=s+e+"\n"},a=0,s=l.length;a<s;a++)u=l[a],n(u);return r},showStatus:function(e){var t,n;void

0===e.content?(n=e.data,t=e.url):(n=e.content.data,t=e.request.url);var r=e.headers;"string"==typeof

n&&(n=jQuery.trim(n));var i=null;r&&(i=r["Content-Type"]||r["content-

type"],i&&(i=i.split(";")[0].trim())),$(".response_body",$(this.el)).removeClass("json"),$(".response_body",$(this.el

)).removeClass("xml");var a,o,s=function(e){var
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t=document.createElement("audio");return!(!t.canPlayType||!t.canPlayType(e).replace(/no/,""))},l=!1;if(n)if("applic

ation/octet-stream"===i||r["Content-Disposition"]&&/attachment/.test(r["Content-Disposition"])||r["content-

disposition"]&&/attachment/.test(r["content-disposition"])||r["Content-Description"]&&/File

Transfer/.test(r["Content-Description"])||r["content-description"]&&/File Transfer/.test(r["content-

description"]))if("Blob"in window){var u,c=i||"text/html",p=document.createElement("a");if("[object

Blob]"==={}.toString.apply(n))u=window.URL.createObjectURL(n);else{var

h=[];h.push(n),u=window.URL.createObjectURL(new Blob(h,{type:c}))}var

f=e.url.substr(e.url.lastIndexOf("/")+1),d=[c,f,u].join(":"),m=r["content-disposition"]||r["Content-

Disposition"];if("undefined"!=typeof m){var

g=/filename=([^;]*);?/.exec(m);null!==g&&g.length>1&&(d=g[1],f=d)}p.setAttribute("href",u),p.setAttribute("dow

nload",d),p.innerText="Download "+f,a=$("<div/>").append(p),l=!0}else a=$('<pre class="json"

/>').append("Download headers detected but your browser does not support downloading binary via XHR

(Blob).");else if("application/json"===i||/\+json$/.test(i)){var y=null;try{y=JSON.stringify(JSON.parse(n),null,"

")}catch(v){y="can't parse JSON.  Raw result:\n\n"+n}o=$("<code />").text(y),a=$('<pre class="json"

/>').append(o)}else if("application/xml"===i||/\+xml$/.test(i))o=$("<code />").text(this.formatXml(n)),a=$('<pre

class="xml" />').append(o);else if("text/html"===i)o=$("<code />").html(_.escape(n)),a=$('<pre class="xml"

/>').append(o);else if(/text\/plain/.test(i))o=$("<code />").text(n),a=$('<pre class="plain" />').append(o);else

if(/^image\//.test(i)){var

b=window.URL||window.webkitURL,w=b.createObjectURL(n);a=$("<img>").attr("src",w)}else/^audio\//.test(i)&&

s(i)?a=$("<audio

controls>").append($("<source>").attr("src",t).attr("type",i)):r.location||r.Location?window.location=e.url:(o=$("<co

de />").text(n),a=$('<pre class="json" />').append(o));else o=$("<code />").text("no content"),a=$('<pre class="json"

/>').append(o);var x=a;$(".request_url",$(this.el)).html("<pre></pre>"),$(".request_url

pre",$(this.el)).text(t),$(".response_code",$(this.el)).html("<pre>"+e.status+"</pre>"),$(".response_body",$(this.el))

.html(x),$(".response_headers",$(this.el)).html("<pre>"+_.escape(JSON.stringify(e.headers,null,"

")).replace(/\n/g,"<br>")+"</pre>"),$(".response",$(this.el)).slideDown(),$(".response_hider",$(this.el)).show(),$(".r

esponse_throbber",$(this.el)).hide();var

A=this.model.asCurl(this.map,{responseContentType:i});A=A.replace("!","&#33;"),$("div.curl",$(this.el)).html("<

pre>"+_.escape(A)+"</pre>");var S=this.options.swaggerOptions;if(S.showRequestHeaders){var

j=$(".sandbox",$(this.el)),E=this.getInputMap(j),O=this.model.getHeaderParams(E);delete O["Content-

Type"],$(".request_headers",$(this.el)).html("<pre>"+_.escape(JSON.stringify(O,null,"

")).replace(/\n/g,"<br>")+"</pre>")}S.responseHooks&&S.responseHooks[this.nickname]&&S.responseHooks[this.

nickname](e,this);var k=$(".response_body",$(this.el))[0];return S.highlightSizeThreshold&&"undefined"!=typeof

e.data&&e.data.length>S.highlightSizeThreshold||l?k:hljs.highlightBlock(k)},toggleOperationContent:function(e){v

ar

t=$("#"+Docs.escapeResourceName(this.parentId+"_"+this.nickname+"_content"));t.is(":visible")?($.bbq.pushState

("#/",2),e.preventDefault(),Docs.collapseOperation(t)):Docs.expandOperation(t)},getTextAreaValue:function(e){var

t,n,r,i;if(null===e.value||0===jQuery.trim(e.value).length)return

null;if(t=this.getParamByName(e.name),t&&t.type&&"array"===t.type.toLowerCase()){for(n=e.value.split("\n"),r=

[],i=0;i<n.length;i++)null!==n[i]&&jQuery.trim(n[i]).length>0&&r.push(n[i]);return r.length>0?r:null}return

e.value},showSnippet:function(){var e,t=this.$("[name=responseContentType]"),n=this.$(".operation-status

.snippet_xml, .response-class .snippet_xml"),r=this.$(".operation-status .snippet_json, .response-class

.snippet_json");t.length&&(e=t.val(),e.indexOf("xml")>-

1?(n.show(),r.hide()):(r.show(),n.hide()))},getParamByName:function(e){var

t;if(this.model.parameters)for(t=0;t<this.model.parameters.length;t++)if(this.model.parameters[t].name===e)return

this.model.parameters[t];return

null}}),SwaggerUi.Views.ParameterContentTypeView=Backbone.View.extend({initialize:function(){},render:funct

ion(){return
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this.model.parameterContentTypeId="pct"+Math.random(),$(this.el).html(Handlebars.templates.parameter_content

_type(this.model)),this}}),SwaggerUi.Views.ParameterView=Backbone.View.extend({events:{"change

[name=parameterContentType]":"toggleParameterSnippet"},initialize:function(){Handlebars.registerHelper("isArra

y",function(e,t){var

n=e.type&&e.type.toLowerCase();return"array"===n||e.allowMultiple?t.fn(this):t.inverse(this)})},render:function(){

var

e,t,n=this.model.type||this.model.dataType,r=this.model.modelSignature.type,i=this.model.modelSignature.definitio

ns,a=this.model.schema||{},o=this.model.consumes||[];if("undefined"==typeof n&&a.$ref){var

s=a.$ref;n=0===s.indexOf("#/definitions/")?s.substring("#/definitions/".length):s}this.model.type=n,this.model.para

mType=this.model["in"]||this.model.paramType,this.model.isBody="body"===this.model.paramType||"body"===th

is.model["in"],this.model.isFile=n&&"file"===n.toLowerCase(),"undefined"==typeof

this.model["default"]&&(this.model["default"]=this.model.defaultValue),this.model.hasDefault="undefined"!=type

of

this.model["default"],this.model.valueId="m"+this.model.name+Math.random(),this.model.allowableValues&&(thi

s.model.isList=!0);var

l=this.contains(o,"xml"),u=!l||this.contains(o,"json");e=SwaggerUi.partials.signature.createParameterJSONSample(r

,i);var c=this.template();$(this.el).html(c(this.model));var

p={sampleJSON:!!u&&e,sampleXML:!(!e||!l)&&SwaggerUi.partials.signature.createXMLSample("",a,i,!0),isPara

m:!0,signature:SwaggerUi.partials.signature.getParameterModelSignature(r,i),defaultRendering:this.model.defaultR

endering};e?(t=new SwaggerUi.Views.SignatureView({model:p,tagName:"div"}),$(".model-

signature",$(this.el)).append(t.render().el)):$(".model-signature",$(this.el)).html(this.model.signature);var

h=!1;if(this.options.swaggerOptions.jsonEditor&&this.model.isBody&&this.model.schema){var

f=$(this.el);this.model.jsonEditor=new

JSONEditor($(".editor_holder",f)[0],{schema:this.model.schema,startval:this.model["default"],ajax:!0,disable_prop

erties:!0,disable_edit_json:!0,iconlib:"swagger"}),p.jsonEditor=this.model.jsonEditor,$(".body-

textarea",f).hide(),$(".editor_holder",f).show(),$(".parameter-content-

type",f).change(function(e){"application/xml"===e.target.value?($(".body-

textarea",f).show(),$(".editor_holder",f).hide(),this.model.jsonEditor.disable()):($(".body-

textarea",f).hide(),$(".editor_holder",f).show(),this.model.jsonEditor.enable())})}this.model.isBody&&(h=!0);var

d={isParam:h};if(d.consumes=this.model.consumes,h){var m=new

SwaggerUi.Views.ParameterContentTypeView({model:d});$(".parameter-content-

type",$(this.el)).append(m.render().el),this.toggleParameterSnippet()}else{var g=new

SwaggerUi.Views.ResponseContentTypeView({model:d});$(".response-content-

type",$(this.el)).append(g.render().el),this.toggleResponseSnippet()}return this},contains:function(e,t){return

e.filter(function(e){if(e.indexOf(t)>-1)return!0}).length},toggleParameterSnippet:function(){var

e=this.$("[name=parameterContentType]").val();this.toggleSnippet(e)},toggleResponseSnippet:function(){var

e=this.$("[name=responseContentType]");e.length&&this.toggleSnippet(e.val())},toggleSnippet:function(e){e=e||"",

e.indexOf("xml")>-

1?(this.$(".snippet_xml").show(),this.$(".snippet_json").hide()):(this.$(".snippet_json").show(),this.$(".snippet_xml"

).hide())},template:function(){return

this.model.isList?Handlebars.templates.param_list:this.options.readOnly?this.model.required?Handlebars.templates.

param_readonly_required:Handlebars.templates.param_readonly:this.model.required?Handlebars.templates.param_r

equired:Handlebars.templates.param}}),SwaggerUi.partials.signature=function(){function e(e){var

t,i=e.name,a=e.definition,o=e.config,s=e.models,l=e.config.isParam,u=[],c=a.properties,p=a.additionalProperties,h=

a.xml,f=b(h);return f&&u.push(f),c||p?(c=c||{},t=_.map(c,function(e,t){var n,i;return

l&&e.readOnly?"":(n=e.xml||{},i=r(t,e,s,o),n.attribute?(u.push(i),""):i)}).join(""),p&&(t+="<!-- additional elements

allowed -->"),y(i,t,u)):n()}function t(e,t){return y(e,"<!-- Infinite loop $ref:"+t+" -->")}function n(e){return e=e?":

"+e:"","<!-- invalid XML"+e+" -->"}function r(r,i,s,l){var
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u,c,p=_.isObject(i)?i.$ref:null;l=l||{},l.modelsToIgnore=l.modelsToIgnore||[];var

h=_.isString(p)?a(p,r,s,l):o(r,i,s,l);if(!h)return

n();switch(h.type){case"array":u=w(h);break;case"object":u=e(h);break;case"loop":u=t(h.name,h.config.loopTo);bre

ak;default:u=A(h)}return p&&"loop"!==h.type&&(c=l.modelsToIgnore.indexOf(p),c>-

1&&l.modelsToIgnore.splice(c,1)),u}function i(e,t,n,r,i){if(arguments.length<4)throw new

Error;this.config=i||{},this.config.modelsToIgnore=this.config.modelsToIgnore||[],this.name=v(e,n.xml),this.definiti

on=n,this.models=r,this.type=t}function a(e,t,n,r){var

a=u(e),o=n[a]||{},s=o.definition&&o.definition.type?o.definition.type:"object";return

t=o.definition&&o.definition.xml&&o.definition.xml.name?t||o.definition.xml.name||o.name:t||o.name,r.modelsToIg

nore.indexOf(e)>-1?(s="loop",r.loopTo=a):r.modelsToIgnore.push(e),o.definition?new

i(t,s,o.definition,n,r):null}function o(e,t,n,r){var a=t.type||"object";return

t.xml&&t.xml.name&&(e=t.xml.name||e),t?new i(e,a,t,n,r):null}function s(e,t,n,i){var a='<?xml

version="1.0"?>';return p(a+r(e,t,n,{isParam:i}))}var l=function(e){return

_.isPlainObject(e.schema)&&(e=l(e.schema)),e},u=function(e){return"undefined"==typeof

e?null:0===e.indexOf("#/definitions/")?e.substring("#/definitions/".length):e},c=function(e){if(/^Inline Model

\d+$/.test(e)&&this.inlineModels){var t=parseInt(e.substr("Inline

Model".length).trim(),10),n=this.inlineModels[t];return n}return null},p=function(e){var

t,n,r,i,a,o,s,l,u,c,p,h,f;for(p=/(>)(<)(\/*)/g,f=/[ ]*(.*)[

]+\n/g,t=/(<.+>)(.+\n)/g,e=e.replace(p,"$1\n$2$3").replace(f,"$1\n").replace(t,"$1\n$2"),c=0,r="",l=e.split("\n"),i=0,

o="other",h={"single->single":0,"single->closing":-1,"single->opening":0,"single->other":0,"closing-

>single":0,"closing->closing":-1,"closing->opening":0,"closing->other":0,"opening->single":1,"opening-

>closing":0,"opening->opening":1,"opening->other":1,"other->single":0,"other->closing":-1,"other-

>opening":0,"other->other":0},n=function(e){var

t,n,a,s,l,u,c;u={single:Boolean(e.match(/<.+\/>/)),closing:Boolean(e.match(/<\/.+>/)),opening:Boolean(e.match(/<[^

!?].*>/))},l=function(){var e;e=[];for(a in u)c=u[a],c&&e.push(a);return e}()[0],l=void 0===l?"other":l,t=o+"-

>"+l,o=l,s="",i+=h[t],s=function(){var e,t,r;for(r=[],n=e=0,t=i;0<=t?e<t:e>t;n=0<=t?++e:--e)r.push("  ");return

r}().join(""),"opening->closing"===t?r=r.substr(0,r.length-

1)+e+"\n":r+=s+e+"\n"},a=0,s=l.length;a<s;a++)u=l[a],n(u);return r},h=function(e,t,n,r){function i(e,t,r){var

i,a=t;return e.$ref?(a=e.title||u(e.$ref),i=n[u(e.$ref)]):_.isUndefined(t)&&(a=e.title||"Inline Model "+

++m,i={definition:e}),r!==!0&&(f[a]=_.isUndefined(i)?{}:i.definition),a}function a(e){var t='<span

class="propType">',n=e.type||"object";return

e.$ref?t+=i(e,u(e.$ref)):"object"===n?t+=_.isUndefined(e.properties)?"object":i(e):"array"===n?(t+="Array[",_.isA

rray(e.items)?t+=_.map(e.items,i).join(","):_.isPlainObject(e.items)?t+=_.isUndefined(e.items.$ref)?_.isUndefined(e

.items.type)||_.indexOf(["array","object"],e.items.type)!==-

1?i(e.items):e.items.type:i(e.items,u(e.items.$ref)):(console.log("Array type's 'items' schema is not an array or an

object, cannot process"),t+="object"),t+="]"):t+=e.type,t+="</span>"}function o(e,t){var

n="",r=e.type||"object",i="array"===r;switch(_.isUndefined(e.description)||(t+=': <span

class="propDesc">'+e.description+"</span>"),e["enum"]&&(t+=' = <span class="propVals">[\''+e["enum"].join("',

'")+"']</span>"),i&&(r=_.isPlainObject(e.items)&&!_.isUndefined(e.items.type)?e.items.type:"object"),_.isUndefin

ed(e["default"])||(n+=h("Default",e["default"])),r){case"string":e.minLength&&(n+=h("Min.

Length",e.minLength)),e.maxLength&&(n+=h("Max. Length",e.maxLength)),e.pattern&&(n+=h("Reg.

Exp.",e.pattern));break;case"integer":case"number":e.minimum&&(n+=h("Min.

Value",e.minimum)),e.exclusiveMinimum&&(n+=h("Exclusive Min.","true")),e.maximum&&(n+=h("Max.

Value",e.maximum)),e.exclusiveMaximum&&(n+=h("Exclusive Max.","true")),e.multipleOf&&(n+=h("Multiple

Of",e.multipleOf))}if(i&&(e.minItems&&(n+=h("Min. Items",e.minItems)),e.maxItems&&(n+=h("Max.

Items",e.maxItems)),e.uniqueItems&&(n+=h("Unique Items","true")),e.collectionFormat&&(n+=h("Coll.

Format",e.collectionFormat))),_.isUndefined(e.items)&&_.isArray(e["enum"])){var

a;a="number"===r||"integer"===r?e["enum"].join(", "):'"'+e["enum"].join('", "')+'"',n+=h("Enum",a)}return
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n.length>0&&(t='<span class="propWrap">'+t+'<table class="optionsWrapper"><tr><th

colspan="2">'+r+"</th></tr>"+n+"</table></span>"),t}function s(e,t){var

s,h=e.type||"object",f="array"===e.type,m=c+t+" "+(f?"[":"{")+p;return

t&&d.push(t),f?_.isArray(e.items)?m+="<div>"+_.map(e.items,function(e){var t=e.type||"object";return

_.isUndefined(e.$ref)?_.indexOf(["array","object"],t)>-

1?"object"===t&&_.isUndefined(e.properties)?"object":i(e):o(e,t):i(e,u(e.$ref))}).join(",</div><div>"):_.isPlainObj

ect(e.items)?m+=_.isUndefined(e.items.$ref)?_.indexOf(["array","object"],e.items.type||"object")>-

1?(_.isUndefined(e.items.type)||"object"===e.items.type)&&_.isUndefined(e.items.properties)?"<div>object</div>"

:"<div>"+i(e.items)+"</div>":"<div>"+o(e.items,e.items.type)+"</div>":"<div>"+i(e.items,u(e.items.$ref))+"</div

>":(console.log("Array type's 'items' property is not an array or an object, cannot

process"),m+="<div>object</div>"):e.$ref?m+="<div>"+i(e,t)+"</div>":"object"===h?(_.isPlainObject(e.propertie

s)&&(s=_.map(e.properties,function(t,i){var

s,c=_.indexOf(e.required,i)>=0,p=_.cloneDeep(t),h=c?"required":"",f='<span class="propName

'+h+'">'+i+"</span> (";return

p["default"]=r(p),p=l(p),_.isUndefined(p.$ref)||(s=n[u(p.$ref)],_.isUndefined(s)||_.indexOf([void

0,"array","object"],s.definition.type)!==-1||(p=l(s.definition))),f+=a(p),c||(f+=', <span

class="propOptKey">optional</span>'),t.readOnly&&(f+=', <span class="propReadOnly">read

only</span>'),f+=")","<div"+(t.readOnly?'

class="readOnly"':"")+">"+o(p,f)}).join(",</div>")),s&&(m+=s+"</div>")):m+="<div>"+o(e,h)+"</div>",m+c+(f?

"]":"}")+p}var c='<span class="strong">',p="</span>",h=function(e,t){return'<tr><td

class="optionName">'+e+":</td><td>"+t+"</td></tr>"};if(_.isObject(arguments[0])&&(e=void

0,t=arguments[0],n=arguments[1],r=arguments[2]),n=n||{},t=l(t),_.isEmpty(t))return

c+"Empty"+p;if("string"==typeof t.$ref&&(e=u(t.$ref),t=n[e],"undefined"==typeof t))return c+e+" is not

defined!"+p;"string"!=typeof e&&(e=t.title||"Inline Model"),t.definition&&(t=t.definition),"function"!=typeof

r&&(r=function(e){return(e||{})["default"]});for(var

f={},d=[],m=0,g=s(t,e);_.keys(f).length>0;)_.forEach(f,function(e,t){var n=_.indexOf(d,t)>-1;delete

f[t],n||(d.push(t),g+="<br />"+s(e,t))});return g},f=function(e,t,n,r){e=l(e),"function"!=typeof

r&&(r=function(e){return(e||{})["default"]}),n=n||{};var i,a,o=e.type||"object",s=e.format;return

_.isUndefined(e.example)?_.isUndefined(e.items)&&_.isArray(e["enum"])&&(a=e["enum"][0]):a=e.example,_.isU

ndefined(a)&&(e.$ref?(i=t[u(e.$ref)],_.isUndefined(i)||(_.isUndefined(n[i.name])?(n[i.name]=i,a=f(i.definition,t,n,r)

,delete n[i.name]):a="array"===i.type?[]:{})):_.isUndefined(e["default"])?"string"===o?a="date-time"===s?(new

Date).toISOString():"date"===s?(new

Date).toISOString().split("T")[0]:"string":"integer"===o?a=0:"number"===o?a=0:"boolean"===o?a=!0:"object"==

=o?(a={},_.forEach(e.properties,function(e,i){var

o=_.cloneDeep(e);o["default"]=r(e),a[i]=f(o,t,n,r)})):"array"===o&&(a=[],_.isArray(e.items)?_.forEach(e.items,fun

ction(e){a.push(f(e,t,n,r))}):_.isPlainObject(e.items)?a.push(f(e.items,t,n,r)):_.isUndefined(e.items)?a.push({}):cons

ole.log("Array type's 'items' property is not an array or an object, cannot

process")):a=e["default"]),a},d=function(e,t){if(t=t||{},t[e.name]=e,e.examples&&_.isPlainObject(e.examples)){e=_

.cloneDeep(e);var n=Object.keys(e.examples);_.forEach(n,function(n){if(0===n.indexOf("application/json")){var

r=e.examples[n];return

_.isString(r)&&(r=jsyaml.safeLoad(r)),e.definition.example=r,f(e.definition,r,t,e.modelPropertyMacro)}})}if(e.exa

mples){e=_.cloneDeep(e);var r=e.examples;return

_.isString(r)&&(r=jsyaml.safeLoad(r)),e.definition.example=r,f(e.definition,r,t,e.modelPropertyMacro)}return

f(e.definition,e.models,t,e.modelPropertyMacro)},m=function(e,t){var n,r;return e instanceof

Array&&(r=!0,e=e[0]),"undefined"==typeof

e?(e="undefined",n=!0):t[e]?(e=t[e],n=!1):c(e)?(e=c(e),n=!1):n=!0,n?r?"Array["+e+"]":e.toString():r?"Array["+h(e.

name,e.definition,e.models,e.modelPropertyMacro)+"]":h(e.name,e.definition,e.models,e.modelPropertyMacro)},g=

function(e,t){var n,r,i;if(t=t||{},n=e instanceof
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Array,i=n?e[0]:e,t[i]?r=d(t[i]):c(i)&&(r=d(c(i))),r){if(r=n?[r]:r,"string"==typeof r)return r;if(_.isObject(r)){var

a=r;if(r instanceof Array&&r.length>0&&(a=r[0]),a.nodeName&&"Node"==typeof a){var o=(new

XMLSerializer).serializeToString(a);return p(o)}return JSON.stringify(r,null,2)}return r}},y=function(e,t,r){var

i,a;return r=r||[],a=r.map(function(e){return"

"+e.name+'="'+e.value+'"'}).join(""),e?(i=["<",e,a,">",t,"</",e,">"],i.join("")):n("Node name is not

provided")},v=function(e,t){var n=e||"";return t=t||{},t.prefix&&(n=t.prefix+":"+n),n},b=function(e){var

t="",n="xmlns";return

e=e||{},e.namespace?(t=e.namespace,e.prefix&&(n+=":"+e.prefix),{name:n,value:t}):t},w=function(e){var

t,i=e.name,a=e.config,o=e.definition,s=e.models,l=o.items,u=o.xml||{},c=b(u),p=[];if(!l)return n();var h=i;return

l.xml&&l.xml.name&&(h=l.xml.name),t=r(h,l,s,a),c&&p.push(c),u.wrapped&&(t=y(i,t,p)),t},x=function(e){var

t,n;switch(e=e||{},n=e.items||{},t=e.type||""){case"object":return"Object is not a

primitive";case"array":return"Array["+(n.format||n.type)+"]";default:return e.format||t}},A=function(e){var

t,r=e.name,i=e.definition,a={string:{date:new Date(1).toISOString().split("T")[0],"date-time":new

Date(1).toISOString(),"default":"string"},integer:{"default":1},number:{"default":1.1},"boolean":{"default":!0}},o=

i.type,s=i.format,l=i.xml||{},u=b(l),c=[];return

_.keys(a).indexOf(o)<0?n():(t=_.isArray(i["enum"])?i["enum"][0]:i.example||a[o][s]||a[o]["default"],l.attribute?{nam

e:r,value:t}:(u&&c.push(u),y(r,t,c)))};return{getModelSignature:h,createJSONSample:d,getParameterModelSignatu

re:m,createParameterJSONSample:g,createSchemaXML:r,createXMLSample:s,getPrimitiveSignature:x}}(),Swagge

rUi.Views.PopupView=Backbone.View.extend({events:{"click .api-popup-

cancel":"cancelClick"},template:Handlebars.templates.popup,className:"api-popup-

dialog",selectors:{content:".api-popup-content",main:"#swagger-ui-

container"},initialize:function(){this.$el.html(this.template(this.model))},render:function(){return

this.$(this.selectors.content).append(this.model.content),$(this.selectors.main).first().append(this.el),this.showPopup

(),this},showPopup:function(){this.$el.show()},cancelClick:function(){this.remove()}}),SwaggerUi.Views.Resourc

eView=Backbone.View.extend({initialize:function(e){e=e||{},this.router=e.router,this.auths=e.auths,""===this.mod

el.description&&(this.model.description=null),this.model.description&&(this.model.summary=this.model.descriptio

n),this.number=0},render:function(){var e={};$(this.el).html(Handlebars.templates.resource(this.model));for(var

t=0;t<this.model.operationsArray.length;t++){for(var

n=this.model.operationsArray[t],r=0,i=n.nickname;"undefined"!=typeof

e[i];)i=i+"_"+r,r+=1;e[i]=n,n.nickname=i,n.parentId=this.model.id,n.definitions=this.model.definitions,this.addOper

ation(n)}return

$(".toggleEndpointList",this.el).click(this.callDocs.bind(this,"toggleEndpointListForResource")),$(".collapseResour

ce",this.el).click(this.callDocs.bind(this,"collapseOperationsForResource")),$(".expandResource",this.el).click(this.c

allDocs.bind(this,"expandOperationsForResource")),this},addOperation:function(e){e.number=this.number;var

t=new

SwaggerUi.Views.OperationView({model:e,router:this.router,tagName:"li",className:"endpoint",swaggerOptions:t

his.options.swaggerOptions,auths:this.auths});$(".endpoints",$(this.el)).append(t.render().el),this.number++},callDo

cs:function(e,t){t.preventDefault(),Docs[e](t.currentTarget.getAttribute("data-

id"))}}),SwaggerUi.Views.ResponseContentTypeView=Backbone.View.extend({initialize:function(){},render:funct

ion(){return

this.model.responseContentTypeId="rct"+Math.random(),$(this.el).html(Handlebars.templates.response_content_ty

pe(this.model)),this}}),SwaggerUi.Views.SignatureView=Backbone.View.extend({events:{"click a.description-

link":"switchToDescription","click a.snippet-link":"switchToSnippet","mousedown

.snippet_json":"jsonSnippetMouseDown","mousedown

.snippet_xml":"xmlSnippetMouseDown"},initialize:function(){},render:function(){return

$(this.el).html(Handlebars.templates.signature(this.model)),"model"===this.model.defaultRendering?this.switchTo

Description():this.switchToSnippet(),this},switchToDescription:function(e){e&&e.preventDefault(),$(".snippet",$(t

his.el)).hide(),$(".description",$(this.el)).show(),$(".description-link",$(this.el)).addClass("selected"),$(".snippet-
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link",$(this.el)).removeClass("selected")},switchToSnippet:function(e){e&&e.preventDefault(),$(".snippet",$(this.e

l)).show(),$(".description",$(this.el)).hide(),$(".snippet-link",$(this.el)).addClass("selected"),$(".description-

link",$(this.el)).removeClass("selected")},snippetToTextArea:function(e){var

t=$("textarea",$(this.el.parentNode.parentNode.parentNode));""!==$.trim(t.val())&&t.prop("placeholder")!==t.val()|

|(t.val(e),this.model.jsonEditor&&this.model.jsonEditor.isEnabled()&&this.model.jsonEditor.setValue(JSON.parse(

this.model.sampleJSON)))},jsonSnippetMouseDown:function(e){this.model.isParam&&(e&&e.preventDefault(),thi

s.snippetToTextArea(this.model.sampleJSON))},xmlSnippetMouseDown:function(e){this.model.isParam&&(e&&e

.preventDefault(),this.snippetToTextArea(this.model.sampleXML))}}),SwaggerUi.Views.StatusCodeView=Backbo

ne.View.extend({initialize:function(e){this.options=e||{},this.router=this.options.router},render:function(){var

e,t,n=this.router.api.models[this.model.responseModel];return

$(this.el).html(Handlebars.templates.status_code(this.model)),e=this.router.api.models.hasOwnProperty(this.model.r

esponseModel)?{

sampleJSON:JSON.stringify(SwaggerUi.partials.signature.createJSONSample(n),void

0,2),sampleXML:!!this.model.isXML&&SwaggerUi.partials.signature.createXMLSample("",this.model.schema,this

.router.api.models),isParam:!1,signature:SwaggerUi.partials.signature.getModelSignature(this.model.responseModel

,n,this.router.api.models),defaultRendering:this.model.defaultRendering}:{signature:SwaggerUi.partials.signature.g

etPrimitiveSignature(this.model.schema)},t=new

SwaggerUi.Views.SignatureView({model:e,tagName:"div"}),$(".model-

signature",this.$el).append(t.render().el),this}})}).call(this);

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/resources/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/internal/statics/swagger-ui.min.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

	xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 http://maven.apache.org/maven-v4_0_0.xsd">

	<modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>

	<groupId>com.cpjit</groupId>

	<artifactId>swagger4j</artifactId>

	<packaging>jar</packaging>

	<version>2.1.1</version>

	<name>swagger4j</name>

	<description>swagger4jswagger uiwebswagger4jstruts2spring mvcservlet</description>

	<url>https://github.com/cpjit/swagger</url>

	<developers>

		<developer>

			<id>yonghuan</id>

			<name></name>

			<email>2232911026@qq.com</email>

		</developer>

	</developers>

	<licenses>

		<license>

			<name>Apache 2</name>

			<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

			<distribution>repo</distribution>

			<comments>A business-friendly OSS license</comments>
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		</license>

	</licenses>

 

	<distributionManagement>

		<snapshotRepository>

			<id>ossrh</id>

			<url>https://oss.sonatype.org/content/repositories/snapshots</url>

		</snapshotRepository>

		<repository>

			<id>ossrh</id>

			<url>https://oss.sonatype.org/service/local/staging/deploy/maven2/</url>

		</repository>

	</distributionManagement>

 

	<scm>

		<connection>

        scm:git:https://github.com/cpjit/swagger.git

     </connection>

		<developerConnection>

        scm:git:https://github.com/cpjit/swagger.git

     </developerConnection>

		<url>https://github.com/cpjit/swagger</url>

		<tag>v2.0.0</tag>

	</scm>

 

	<dependencies>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>junit</groupId>

			<artifactId>junit</artifactId>

			<version>4.10</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.apache.commons</groupId>

			<artifactId>commons-lang3</artifactId>

			<version>3.5</version>

			<scope>provided</scope>

		</dependency>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>commons-io</groupId>

			<artifactId>commons-io</artifactId>

			<version>2.5</version>

			<scope>provided</scope>

		</dependency>

		<dependency>

		    <groupId>org.slf4j</groupId>

		    <artifactId>slf4j-api</artifactId>

		    <version>1.7.25</version>
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		    <scope>provided</scope>

		</dependency>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>com.alibaba</groupId>

			<artifactId>fastjson</artifactId>

			<version>1.2.29</version>

			<scope>provided</scope>

		</dependency>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>javax.servlet</groupId>

			<artifactId>javax.servlet-api</artifactId>

			<version>3.1.0</version>

			<scope>provided</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.apache.struts</groupId>

			<artifactId>struts2-core</artifactId>

			<version>2.3.8</version>

			<scope>provided</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.springframework</groupId>

			<artifactId>spring-webmvc</artifactId>

			<version>4.2.5.RELEASE</version>

			<scope>provided</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.freemarker</groupId>

			<artifactId>freemarker</artifactId>

			<version>2.3.23</version>

		</dependency>

		

	</dependencies>

	<build>

		<finalName>swagger4j</finalName>

		<defaultGoal>compile</defaultGoal>

		<plugins>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.sonatype.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>nexus-staging-maven-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>1.6.3</version>

				<extensions>true</extensions>

				<configuration>

					<serverId>ossrh</serverId>

					<nexusUrl>https://oss.sonatype.org/</nexusUrl>
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					<autoReleaseAfterClose>true</autoReleaseAfterClose>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-release-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.5</version>

				<configuration>

					<autoVersionSubmodules>true</autoVersionSubmodules>

					<useReleaseProfile>false</useReleaseProfile>

					<releaseProfiles>release</releaseProfiles>

					<goals>deploy</goals>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

 

			<plugin>

				<artifactId>maven-jar-plugin</artifactId>

				<configuration>

					<classesDirectory>target/classes/</classesDirectory>

					<archive>

						<addMavenDescriptor>false</addMavenDescriptor>

					</archive>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-compiler-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.4</version>

				<configuration>

					<source>1.8</source>

					<target>1.8</target>

					<encoding>utf8</encoding>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<artifactId>maven-jar-plugin</artifactId>

				<configuration>

					<classesDirectory>target/classes/</classesDirectory>

					<archive>

						<addMavenDescriptor>false</addMavenDescriptor>

					</archive>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-source-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.0.1</version>

				<configuration>
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					<attach>true</attach>

				</configuration>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<phase>compile</phase>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

 

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-javadoc-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.10.4</version>

				<configuration>

					<aggregate>true</aggregate>

					<encoding>utf8</encoding>

					<additionalparam>-Xdoclint:none</additionalparam>

				</configuration>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

 

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-gpg-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>1.5</version>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>sign-artifacts</id>

						<phase>verify</phase>

						<goals>

							<goal>sign</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

				<configuration>

					<skip>false</skip>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

		</plugins>
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	</build>

</project>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2017 CPJIT Group.

*

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/internal/Struts2ApiViewWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/Param.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/APIs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/internal/DefaultApiViewWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/APIParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/DataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/Definition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/APISchemaPropertie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/servlet/ApiServlet.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/Item.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/APISchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/APITags.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/struts2/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/API.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/springmvc/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/internal/FileTypeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/APIDocInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/util/ResourceUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/internal/ApiViewWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/struts2/ApiAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/APIDoc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/springmvc/ApiController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/internal/templates/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/internal/templates/FreemarkerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/License.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/APISchemas.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/util/ReflectUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/NoStoreableAPIParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/Path.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/servlet/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/APIParseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/Items.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/APITag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/Tag.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2017 CPJIT Group.

*

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/ConfigResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/DefaultConfigResolver.java

 

1.42 commons-io 2.8.0 
1.42.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons IO

Copyright 2002-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.43 javassist 3.27.0-GA 
1.43.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Visitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Member.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotInvokeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/LoaderClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/AppletServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ArrayInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Mnemonic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtNewClass.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SignatureAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/compiler/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/DefineClassHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/SubroutineScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/expr/ConstructorCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/StubGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/CodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/IntQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/runtime/DotClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/URLClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InstructionPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/NestMembersAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotReflectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CallExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AttributeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/KeywordTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-
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jar/javassist/compiler/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/runtime/Inner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/DefinePackageHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LineNumberAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/Modifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationsWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/CannotCompileException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformFieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtPrimitiveType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/BasicBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/tools/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/NewExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CondExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/NewExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotCreateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/EnclosingMethodAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/BinExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SourceFileAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SecurityActions.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/ClassMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/TypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/FieldDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CodeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/ClassMetaobject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/NestHostAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AccessFlag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/NotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metalevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/Instanceof.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFilePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Stmnt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/tools/framedump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/AssignExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Bytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstantAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/runtime/Desc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/FactoryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtNewMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/InstanceOfExpr.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Declarator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtClassType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/NoSuchClassError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtBehavior.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypedBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Keyword.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Descriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Reflection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFileWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Compiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/FramePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/DoubleConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepositoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAfter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SerializedProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/StringL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Util.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ParameterAnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/web/BadHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/BadBytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/ClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/util/proxy/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SyntheticAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectImporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/ExprEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ProceedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAccessArrayField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationDefaultAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/SoftValueHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/tools/Dump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/MethodDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/CompileError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/Tracer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/HotSwapAgent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/FieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InnerClassesAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/web/Viewer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-
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jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/ByteArrayClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/AccessorMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/compiler/Lex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/MethodCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/SerialVersionUID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformBefore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/runtime/Cflow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableTypeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DuplicateMemberException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiArrayType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metaobject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstTypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformReadField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMapTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/ClassPoolTail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/util/HotSwapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/compiler/Javac.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/ControlFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/bytecode/Opcode.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Executor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/web/Webserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LongVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CastExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DeprecatedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/Translator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/NewArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/ClassClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/IntConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNew.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/Cast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/NoFieldException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/SyntaxError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/TokenId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/RuntimeSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Pair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformWriteField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/CtNewConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 2004 Bill Burke. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/EnumMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ByteMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ClassMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValueVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/FloatMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/IntegerMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/StringMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ArrayMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/BooleanMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/LongMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/CharMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/Annotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ShortMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/DoubleMemberValue.java
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1.44 commons-lang3 3.10 
1.44.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.45 jakarta-validation-api 2.0.2 
1.45.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Jakarta Bean Validation API

*

* License: Apache License, Version 2.0

* See the license.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/Validator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/CascadableDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/FutureOrPresent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Null.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidatorContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-
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jar/javax/validation/metadata/ExecutableDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/groups/Default.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/MessageInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/valueextraction/Unwrapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/valueextraction/ValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraintvalidation/ValidationTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/MethodDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/UnexpectedTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/BeanDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Digits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/ProviderSpecificBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/valueextraction/UnwrapByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/NegativeOrZero.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintViolation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ValidateUnwrappedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraintvalidation/SupportedValidationTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/groups/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/spi/ValidationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ElementKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/GroupConversionDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/valueextraction/ExtractedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-
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jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/GenericBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/MethodType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/valueextraction/ValueExtractorDeclarationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ConstructorDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraintvalidation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/AssertTrue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/Path.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/executable/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/valueextraction/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/PositiveOrZero.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/valueextraction/ValueExtractorDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/BootstrapConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ElementDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ContainerElementTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/GroupDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Min.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/groups/ConvertGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Max.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ReportAsSingleViolation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ReturnValueDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ParameterNameProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Pattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/NoProviderFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-
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jar/javax/validation/Validation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ValidatorContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/NotBlank.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/Constraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/Valid.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/CrossParameterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ClockProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/executable/ValidateOnExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Size.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/PastOrPresent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintViolationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/TraversableResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/executable/ExecutableValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ValidationProviderResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ContainerDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ConstraintDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ParameterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/NotNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/GroupSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-
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jar/javax/validation/constraints/Negative.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/OverridesAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/spi/BootstrapState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Email.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintDeclarationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/PropertyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/executable/ExecutableType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/AssertFalse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Future.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/DecimalMax.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Positive.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/NotEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/spi/ConfigurationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/Payload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/DecimalMin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Past.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Jakarta Bean Validation API

 ~

 ~ License: Apache License, Version 2.0

 ~ See the license.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

<![CDATA[

Comments to: <a href="mailto:bean-validation-dev@eclipse.org">bean-validation-dev@eclipse.org</a>.<br>

Copyright &#169; 2019 Eclipse Foundation.<br>

Use is subject to <a href="{@docRoot}/doc-files/speclicense.html" target="_top">EFSL</a>; this spec is based on

material that is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0.]]>
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-jar/META-

INF/maven/jakarta.validation/jakarta.validation-api/pom.xml

 

1.46 javax-ejb-api 3.2 
1.46.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.
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  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or
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otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.
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     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a
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Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this
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License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show
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them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this
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License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License
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which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later
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version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent
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modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

1.47 asm 7.3.1 
1.47.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/RecordComponentWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/RecordComponentVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassTooLargeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypePath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ConstantDynamic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ModuleWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/CurrentFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ModuleVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodTooLargeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
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* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135907460_1613628459.33/0/asm-7-3-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html

 

1.48 spring-security-config 5.4.2 
1.48.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/debug/SecurityDebugBeanFactoryPostProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HandlerMappingIntrospectorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/GrantedAuthorityDefaultsParserUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/FormLoginConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/SecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/builders/AuthenticationManagerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/provisioning/InMemoryUserDetails

ManagerConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/SecurityConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/UserDetailsServiceConfig

urer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/UserDetailsAwareConfig

urer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/provisioning/UserDetailsManagerCo

nfigurer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/ObjectPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/JeeConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractHttpConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/SpringWebMvcImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/PermitAllSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/AbstractConfiguredSecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/DefaultLoginPageConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/provisioning/JdbcUserDetailsManage

rConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/EnableGlobalMethodSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/EnableGlobalAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ChannelSecurityConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractInterceptUrlConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/GlobalMethodSecurityAspectJAutoProxy

Registrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/RequestCacheConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/SecurityConfigurerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/DaoAuthenticationConfig

urer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/AlreadyBuiltException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AnonymousConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/servlet/configuration/EnableWebMvcSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractConfigAttributeRequestMatcherRegist

ry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/PortMapperConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/AbstractSecurityBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/ProviderManagerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/AbstractDaoAuthenticatio

nConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/AutowiredWebSecurityConfigurersIgnorePar

ents.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2009-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/SecurityNamespaceHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/core/userdetails/UserDetailsMapFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/reactive/EnableWebFluxSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/SecurityWebFiltersOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/core/userdetails/ReactiveUserDetailsServiceResourceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/provisioning/UserDetailsManagerResourceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/AbstractServerWebExchangeMatcherRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/ReactiveMethodSecuritySelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/GlobalAuthenticationConfigurerAd

apter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/EnableReactiveMethodSecurity.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/HttpBasicDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/OAuth2ResourceServerDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerOAuth2ResourceServerDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/EnableWebSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/RequiresChannelDsl.kt
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerContentTypeOptionsDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerCacheControlDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/AuthenticationConfigBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerFrameOptionsDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/LogoutDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/client/OAuth2ClientConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/ExceptionHandlingDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/CorsDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/client/AuthorizationCodeGrantDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/OAuth2LoginBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerX509Dsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerHttpBasicDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerAnonymousDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/OAuth2ClientConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/CacheControlDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/OAuth2LoginDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/client/OAuth2ClientSecurityMarker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/session/SessionConcurrencyDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/session/SessionFixationDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerReferrerPolicyDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/oauth2/client/CommonOAuth2Provider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerSecurityMarker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/WebSecurityConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerHttpSecurityDsl.kt
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerContentSecurityPolicyDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerFormLoginDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HttpConfigurationBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/FrameOptionsDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/login/RedirectionEndpointDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/Elements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/ContentTypeOptionsDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/HttpSecurityDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/ContentSecurityPolicyDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/HttpPublicKeyPinningDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/SessionManagementDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/builders/WebSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/WebSecurityCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/client/OAuth2LoginConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/CsrfDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerCsrfDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/AbstractRequestMatcherDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/AuthorizeExchangeDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/CsrfBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/ldap/LdapAuthenticationProviderCon

figurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/RequestCacheDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/resourceserver/OpaqueTokenDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerHttpsRedirectDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerCorsDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/resourceserver/OAuth2ResourceServerSecurityMarker.

kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerRequestCacheDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/server/resource/OAuth2ResourceServer

Configurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/PortMapperDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/HttpSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerHttpStrictTransportSecurityDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/login/TokenEndpointDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/LdapServerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerOpaqueTokenDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/oauth2/client/ClientRegistrationsBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerHeadersDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/OAuth2ClientBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/WebSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/FormLoginDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/X509Dsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/OAuth2ClientDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerOAuth2LoginDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/SecurityFilters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/login/UserInfoEndpointDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/client/ImplicitGrantConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/Saml2Dsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/SecurityMarker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/HeadersDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/OAuth2ClientWebMvcSecurityPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/login/AuthorizationEndpointDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerLogoutDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/OAuth2ClientBeanDefinitionParserUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/login/OAuth2LoginSecurityMarker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/AnonymousDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/HttpStrictTransportSecurityDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/saml2/Saml2LoginConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/ReferrerPolicyDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/XssProtectionConfigDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/HeadersSecurityMarker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerXssProtectionDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HttpSecurityBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerHttpSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerExceptionHandlingDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerOAuth2ClientDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/session/SessionSecurityMarker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerJwtDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/HttpSecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/AuthorizeRequestsDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/resourceserver/JwtDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/OAuth2ResourceServerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/builders/FilterComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/SecurityReactorContextConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/rsocket/EnableRSocketSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/rsocket/RSocketSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/rsocket/SecuritySocketAcceptorInterceptorConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/rsocket/PayloadInterceptorOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/rsocket/RSocketSecurityConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/GlobalMethodSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/HeadersConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/AbstractRequestMatcherRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/socket/AbstractSecurityWebSocketMessageBrokerConfigu

rer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HeadersBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/InitializeAuthenticationProviderBe

anManagerConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/AuthenticationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/OAuth2ImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/LogoutConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/SessionManagementConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/crypto/RsaKeyConversionServicePostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/openid/OpenIDLoginConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/reactive/ReactiveOAuth2ClientImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/InitializeUserDetailsBeanManager

Configurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractAuthenticationFilterConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/Jsr250MetadataSourceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/ReactiveMethodSecurityConfiguration.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/Customizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/CsrfConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/reactive/WebFluxSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/HttpBasicConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/builders/HttpSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/LogoutBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/configuration/ObjectPostProcessorConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/servlet/configuration/WebMvcSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/WebMvcSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/reactive/ServerHttpSecurityConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/RememberMeBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/RememberMeConfigurer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ServletApiConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/core/userdetails/UserDetailsResourceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/configuration/AutowireBeanFactoryObjectPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/AuthenticationManagerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/MethodSecurityMetadataSourceAdvisorR

egistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ExpressionUrlAuthorizationConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/FormLoginBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/CorsConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/client/OAuth2ClientConfigurerUtils.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/GlobalMethodSecurityBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/GlobalMethodSecuritySelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/UrlAuthorizationConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/WebSecurityConfigurerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/AuthenticationManagerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/websocket/WebSocketMessageBrokerSecurityBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/X509Configurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ExceptionHandlingConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/SecurityContextConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/CorsBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/OrderDecorator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/MethodConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/WebConfigUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/PasswordEncoderParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/FilterChainBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/MethodSecurityMetadataSourceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/JdbcUserServiceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/messaging/MessageSecurityMetadataSourceRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/BeanIds.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/FilterInvocationSecurityMetadataSourceParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/LdapUserServiceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/DebugBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/SessionCreationPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/LdapProviderBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HttpFirewallBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/AuthenticationProviderBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/FilterChainMapBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/PortMappingsBeanDefinitionParser.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/DefaultFilterChainValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/UserDetailsServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/ProtectPointcutPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/ContextSourceSettingPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/MatcherType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/ChannelAttributeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/AbstractUserDetailsServiceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/core/GrantedAuthorityDefaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/InterceptMethodsBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119226330_1608791845.63/0/spring-security-config-5-4-2-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/UserServiceBeanDefinitionParser.java

 

1.49 javax-el-api 3.0.0 
1.49.1 Available under license : 

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright (c) 2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

* obtain a copy of the License at

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

* or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

*

* GPL Classpath Exception:

* Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"
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* exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

* file that accompanied this code.

*

* Modifications:

* If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

* enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*/

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing
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Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,
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reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.
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     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE
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OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.
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9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.
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When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty
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protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2
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Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

1.50 asm 5.1 
1.50.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
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* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link AnalyzerAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #AnalyzerAdapter(int, String, int, String, String, MethodVisitor)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param owner

    *            the owner's class name.

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).

    * @param mv

    *            the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls. May

    *            be <tt>null</tt>.

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AnalyzerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new JSRInliner. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #JSRInlinerAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String, String, String[])}

    * version.

    *

    * @param mv

    *            the <code>MethodVisitor</code> to send the resulting inlined

    *            method code to (use <code>null</code> for none).

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}). This

    *            parameter also indicates if the method is synthetic and/or

    *            deprecated.

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type}).

    * @param signature

    *            the method's signature. May be <tt>null</tt>.

    * @param exceptions

    *            the internal names of the method's exception classes (see

    *            {@link Type#getInternalName() getInternalName}). May be

    *            <tt>null</tt>.

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/JSRInlinerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link Textifier}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #Textifier(int)}

    * version.

    *

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM XML Adapter

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/Processor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXCodeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/ASMContentHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2013 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypePath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link GeneratorAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #GeneratorAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param mv

    *            the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls.

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/GeneratorAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link LocalVariableAnnotationNode}. <i>Subclasses must

    * not use this constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #LocalVariableAnnotationNode(int, TypePath, LabelNode[], LabelNode[], int[], String)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param typeRef

    *            a reference to the annotated type. See {@link TypeReference}.

    * @param typePath

    *            the path to the annotated type argument, wildcard bound, array

    *            element type, or static inner type within 'typeRef'. May be

    *            <tt>null</tt> if the annotation targets 'typeRef' as a whole.

    * @param start

    *            the fist instructions corresponding to the continuous ranges

    *            that make the scope of this local variable (inclusive).

    * @param end

    *            the last instructions corresponding to the continuous ranges

    *            that make the scope of this local variable (exclusive). This

    *            array must have the same size as the 'start' array.
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    * @param index

    *            the local variable's index in each range. This array must have

    *            the same size as the 'start' array.

    * @param desc

    *            the class descriptor of the annotation class.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableAnnotationNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IincInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/CodeSizeEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InvokeDynamicInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TryCatchBlockSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/JarOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TableSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Item.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/AnalyzerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ConstantPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceFieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LookupSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IntInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/FieldConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/NameMapping.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Remapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Shrinker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/MethodRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LabelNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LineNumberNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InnerClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FrameNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/AnnotationConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/StaticInitMerger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/FieldRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AnnotationRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TryCatchBlockNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/ClassRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AbstractInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Constant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MultiANewArrayInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SignatureRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SmallSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Interpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SerialVersionUIDAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/LocalVariablesSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/JumpInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeAnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceSignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TableSwitchGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/InstructionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/VarInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SimpleVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SimpleRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ParameterNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LdcInsnNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

    this software without specific prior written permission.
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 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

 THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/asm-xml.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link ClassNode}. <i>Subclasses must not use this
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    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #ClassNode(int)}

    * version.

    *

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ClassNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifiable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifiable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#All rights reserved.

#Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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#modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#are met:

#1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

#   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

#3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

#   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

annotations.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

writer.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

resize.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

signatures.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

frames.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135996864_1613649419.76/0/asm-5-1-sources-2-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink.properties

 

1.51 reactive-streams 1.0.1 
1.51.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/************************************************************************

* Licensed under Public Domain (CC0)                                    *

*                                                                       *

* To the extent possible under law, the person who associated CC0 with  *

* this code has waived all copyright and related or neighboring         *

* rights to this code.                                                  *

*                                                                       *

* You should have received a copy of the CC0 legalcode along with this  *

* work. If not, see <http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/>.*

************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136156746_1613690801.39/0/reactive-streams-1-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/reactivestreams/Processor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136156746_1613690801.39/0/reactive-streams-1-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/reactivestreams/Subscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136156746_1613690801.39/0/reactive-streams-1-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/reactivestreams/Subscriber.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136156746_1613690801.39/0/reactive-streams-1-0-1-sources-1-

jar/org/reactivestreams/Publisher.java

 

1.52 apache-felix-scr 2.1.16 
1.52.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Felix Declarative Services

Copyright 2006-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

This product includes software developed at

The OSGi Alliance (http://www.osgi.org/).

Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2000, 2009).

Licensed under the Apache License 2.0.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

APACHE FELIX DECLARATIVE SERVICES SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

The Apache Felix Declarative Services includes a number of subcomponents with

separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source

code for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

For the KXml component:

 

Copyright (c) 2002,2003, Stefan Haustein, Oberhausen, Rhld., Germany

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The  above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.53 httpcore-osgi 4.4.1 
1.53.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=========================================================================

 

This project contains annotations in the package org.apache.http.annotation

which are derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls.

See http://www.jcip.net and the Creative Commons Attribution License

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

Full text: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/legalcode

 

License

 

THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE COMMONS

PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND/OR

OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS

LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED.

 

BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE

BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED

HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS.
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1. Definitions

 

   "Collective Work" means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in which the Work in its

entirety in unmodified form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting separate and independent

works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be

considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this License.

   "Derivative Work" means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other pre-existing works, such as a

translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art

reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed, or

adapted, except that a work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work for the

purpose of this License. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition or sound recording,

the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") will be considered a Derivative

Work for the purpose of this License.

   "Licensor" means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of this License.

   "Original Author" means the individual or entity who created the Work.

   "Work" means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of this License.

   "You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not previously violated the terms

of this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from the Licensor to exercise

rights under this License despite a previous violation.

 

2. Fair Use Rights. Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights arising from fair use,

first sale or other limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright law or other applicable

laws.

 

3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to exercise the rights in

the Work as stated below:

 

   to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work as

incorporated in the Collective Works;

   to create and reproduce Derivative Works;

   to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective Works;

   to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission Derivative Works.

 

   For the avoidance of doubt, where the work is a musical composition:

       Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether

individually or via a performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for the public performance or

public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work.

       Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually

or via a music rights agency or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency), royalties for any phonorecord You create

from the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 115 of

the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).

   Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a sound recording,

Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society (e.g.

SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject to the compulsory

license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
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The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The above

rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other media

and formats. All rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved.

 

4. Restrictions.The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and limited by the following

restrictions:

 

   You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under the

terms of this License, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with

every copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally

perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that alter or restrict the terms of this License or the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted hereunder. You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all

notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may not distribute, publicly display,

publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work with any technological measures that control access or use

of the Work in a manner inconsistent with the terms of this License Agreement. The above applies to the Work as

incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require the Collective Work apart from the Work itself to be

made subject to the terms of this License. If You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You

must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Collective Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

If You create a Derivative Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from

the Derivative Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

   If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or any Derivative

Works or Collective Works, You must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the

medium or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied,

and/or (ii) if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g. a sponsor institute,

publishing entity, journal) for attribution in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by other reasonable

means, the name of such party or parties; the title of the Work if supplied; to the extent reasonably practicable, the

Uniform Resource Identifier, if any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does

not refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work; and in the case of a Derivative Work, a credit

identifying the use of the Work in the Derivative Work (e.g., "French translation of the Work by Original Author,"

or "Screenplay based on original Work by Original Author"). Such credit may be implemented in any reasonable

manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Derivative Work or Collective Work, at a minimum such credit will

appear where any other comparable authorship credit appears and in a manner at least as prominent as such other

comparable authorship credit.

 

5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer

 

UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS

THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND

CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE

PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY

TO YOU.

 

6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT

WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL,
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CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE

USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

7. Termination

 

   This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms of

this License. Individuals or entities who have received Derivative Works or Collective Works from You under this

License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full

compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.

   Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable

copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different

license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to

withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of this

License), and this License will continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above.

 

8. Miscellaneous

 

   Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective Work, the Licensor offers to the

recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

   Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform a Derivative Work, Licensor offers to the recipient a license

to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

   If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the parties to this

agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and

enforceable.

   No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or

consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.

   This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There are

no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be

bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This License may not be

modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.

 

Apache HttpCore OSGi bundle

Copyright 2005-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls. See http://www.jcip.net

 

1.54 apache-felix-dependencymanager 3.1.0 
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1.54.1 Available under license : 
Apache Felix Dependency Manager

Copyright 2011-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Licensed under the Apache License 2.0.

 

This product includes software developed at

The OSGi Alliance (http://www.osgi.org/).

Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2000, 2009).

Licensed under the Apache License 2.0.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.55 apache-aries-spifly-dynamic-bundle 1.2.4
1.55.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Apache Aries

Copyright 2009-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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1.56 httpclient-cache 4.4.1 
1.56.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Apache HttpClient Cache

Copyright 2010-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.57 httpclient-osgi 4.4.1 
1.57.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpClient OSGi bundle

Copyright 1999-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.58 fluent-hc 4.4.1 
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1.58.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Apache HttpClient Fluent API

Copyright 2011-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.59 javax-inject 1.6.36 
1.59.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

   General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

   and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

   may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

   obtain a copy of the License at

   https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

   or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

   language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

 

   When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

   file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

 

   GPL Classpath Exception:

   Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

   exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

   file that accompanied this code.

 

   Modifications:

   If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

   enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

   "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"
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   Contributor(s):

   If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

   only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

   elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

   Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

   recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

   either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

   its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

   and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

   only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

   holder.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1145092927_1625259745.62/0/javax-inject-1-6-36-sources-1-jar/pom.xml

 

1.60 caffeine 2.8.0 
1.60.1 Available under license : 

The trace files are copyrighted by "headissue GmbH, Jens Wilke" and provided under the CC BY 4.0

license.

 

File: orm-busy.trace.xz

Description: Database object access of a e-commerce web application during a busy daytime.

 

File: orm-night.trace.xz

Description: Database object access of a e-ommerce web application during the night time.

 

File: web07.trace.xz

Description: Normalized access trace (HTTP requests) a product detail page in July 2013.

 

File: web12.trace.xz

Description: Normalized access trace (HTTP requests) on a product detail page in December 2013.

 

Format: The accessed objects comprise of a mixture of product inventory, availability per price and

also customer data. Objects are keyed by type, id and a index (e.g. the 3rd price of a product). All

data is normalized into numbers starting at 0 (or 1 for sub-ids) and then collapsed into a single

integer consisting of,

- Bits 27-31: type

- Bits 9-26: id

- Bits 0-9: index

 

 

Attribution 4.0 International

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons Corporation ("Creative Commons") is not a law firm and
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does not provide legal services or legal advice. Distribution of

Creative Commons public licenses does not create a lawyer-client or

other relationship. Creative Commons makes its licenses and related

information available on an "as-is" basis. Creative Commons gives no

warranties regarding its licenses, any material licensed under their

terms and conditions, or any related information. Creative Commons

disclaims all liability for damages resulting from their use to the

fullest extent possible.

 

Using Creative Commons Public Licenses

 

Creative Commons public licenses provide a standard set of terms and

conditions that creators and other rights holders may use to share

original works of authorship and other material subject to copyright

and certain other rights specified in the public license below. The

following considerations are for informational purposes only, are not

exhaustive, and do not form part of our licenses.

 

    Considerations for licensors: Our public licenses are

    intended for use by those authorized to give the public

    permission to use material in ways otherwise restricted by

    copyright and certain other rights. Our licenses are

    irrevocable. Licensors should read and understand the terms

    and conditions of the license they choose before applying it.

    Licensors should also secure all rights necessary before

    applying our licenses so that the public can reuse the

    material as expected. Licensors should clearly mark any

    material not subject to the license. This includes other CC-

    licensed material, or material used under an exception or

    limitation to copyright. More considerations for licensors:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensors

 

    Considerations for the public: By using one of our public

    licenses, a licensor grants the public permission to use the

    licensed material under specified terms and conditions. If

    the licensor's permission is not necessary for any reason--for

    example, because of any applicable exception or limitation to

    copyright--then that use is not regulated by the license. Our

    licenses grant only permissions under copyright and certain

    other rights that a licensor has authority to grant. Use of

    the licensed material may still be restricted for other

    reasons, including because others have copyright or other

    rights in the material. A licensor may make special requests,

    such as asking that all changes be marked or described.

    Although not required by our licenses, you are encouraged to

    respect those requests where reasonable. More_considerations

    for the public:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensees
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=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Public License

 

By exercising the Licensed Rights (defined below), You accept and agree

to be bound by the terms and conditions of this Creative Commons

Attribution 4.0 International Public License ("Public License"). To the

extent this Public License may be interpreted as a contract, You are

granted the Licensed Rights in consideration of Your acceptance of

these terms and conditions, and the Licensor grants You such rights in

consideration of benefits the Licensor receives from making the

Licensed Material available under these terms and conditions.

 

 

Section 1 -- Definitions.

 

 a. Adapted Material means material subject to Copyright and Similar

    Rights that is derived from or based upon the Licensed Material

    and in which the Licensed Material is translated, altered,

    arranged, transformed, or otherwise modified in a manner requiring

    permission under the Copyright and Similar Rights held by the

    Licensor. For purposes of this Public License, where the Licensed

    Material is a musical work, performance, or sound recording,

    Adapted Material is always produced where the Licensed Material is

    synched in timed relation with a moving image.

 

 b. Adapter's License means the license You apply to Your Copyright

    and Similar Rights in Your contributions to Adapted Material in

    accordance with the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 c. Copyright and Similar Rights means copyright and/or similar rights

    closely related to copyright including, without limitation,

    performance, broadcast, sound recording, and Sui Generis Database

    Rights, without regard to how the rights are labeled or

    categorized. For purposes of this Public License, the rights

    specified in Section 2(b)(1)-(2) are not Copyright and Similar

    Rights.

 

 d. Effective Technological Measures means those measures that, in the

    absence of proper authority, may not be circumvented under laws

    fulfilling obligations under Article 11 of the WIPO Copyright

    Treaty adopted on December 20, 1996, and/or similar international

    agreements.

 

 e. Exceptions and Limitations means fair use, fair dealing, and/or

    any other exception or limitation to Copyright and Similar Rights

    that applies to Your use of the Licensed Material.
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 f. Licensed Material means the artistic or literary work, database,

    or other material to which the Licensor applied this Public

    License.

 

 g. Licensed Rights means the rights granted to You subject to the

    terms and conditions of this Public License, which are limited to

    all Copyright and Similar Rights that apply to Your use of the

    Licensed Material and that the Licensor has authority to license.

 

 h. Licensor means the individual(s) or entity(ies) granting rights

    under this Public License.

 

 i. Share means to provide material to the public by any means or

    process that requires permission under the Licensed Rights, such

    as reproduction, public display, public performance, distribution,

    dissemination, communication, or importation, and to make material

    available to the public including in ways that members of the

    public may access the material from a place and at a time

    individually chosen by them.

 

 j. Sui Generis Database Rights means rights other than copyright

    resulting from Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of

    the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases,

    as amended and/or succeeded, as well as other essentially

    equivalent rights anywhere in the world.

 

 k. You means the individual or entity exercising the Licensed Rights

    under this Public License. Your has a corresponding meaning.

 

 

Section 2 -- Scope.

 

 a. License grant.

 

      1. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Public License,

         the Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free,

         non-sublicensable, non-exclusive, irrevocable license to

         exercise the Licensed Rights in the Licensed Material to:

 

           a. reproduce and Share the Licensed Material, in whole or

              in part; and

 

           b. produce, reproduce, and Share Adapted Material.

 

      2. Exceptions and Limitations. For the avoidance of doubt, where

         Exceptions and Limitations apply to Your use, this Public

         License does not apply, and You do not need to comply with
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         its terms and conditions.

 

      3. Term. The term of this Public License is specified in Section

         6(a).

 

      4. Media and formats; technical modifications allowed. The

         Licensor authorizes You to exercise the Licensed Rights in

         all media and formats whether now known or hereafter created,

         and to make technical modifications necessary to do so. The

         Licensor waives and/or agrees not to assert any right or

         authority to forbid You from making technical modifications

         necessary to exercise the Licensed Rights, including

         technical modifications necessary to circumvent Effective

         Technological Measures. For purposes of this Public License,

         simply making modifications authorized by this Section 2(a)

         (4) never produces Adapted Material.

 

      5. Downstream recipients.

 

           a. Offer from the Licensor -- Licensed Material. Every

              recipient of the Licensed Material automatically

              receives an offer from the Licensor to exercise the

              Licensed Rights under the terms and conditions of this

              Public License.

 

           b. No downstream restrictions. You may not offer or impose

              any additional or different terms or conditions on, or

              apply any Effective Technological Measures to, the

              Licensed Material if doing so restricts exercise of the

              Licensed Rights by any recipient of the Licensed

              Material.

 

      6. No endorsement. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or

         may be construed as permission to assert or imply that You

         are, or that Your use of the Licensed Material is, connected

         with, or sponsored, endorsed, or granted official status by,

         the Licensor or others designated to receive attribution as

         provided in Section 3(a)(1)(A)(i).

 

 b. Other rights.

 

      1. Moral rights, such as the right of integrity, are not

         licensed under this Public License, nor are publicity,

         privacy, and/or other similar personality rights; however, to

         the extent possible, the Licensor waives and/or agrees not to

         assert any such rights held by the Licensor to the limited

         extent necessary to allow You to exercise the Licensed

         Rights, but not otherwise.
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      2. Patent and trademark rights are not licensed under this

         Public License.

 

      3. To the extent possible, the Licensor waives any right to

         collect royalties from You for the exercise of the Licensed

         Rights, whether directly or through a collecting society

         under any voluntary or waivable statutory or compulsory

         licensing scheme. In all other cases the Licensor expressly

         reserves any right to collect such royalties.

 

 

Section 3 -- License Conditions.

 

Your exercise of the Licensed Rights is expressly made subject to the

following conditions.

 

 a. Attribution.

 

      1. If You Share the Licensed Material (including in modified

         form), You must:

 

           a. retain the following if it is supplied by the Licensor

              with the Licensed Material:

 

                i. identification of the creator(s) of the Licensed

                   Material and any others designated to receive

                   attribution, in any reasonable manner requested by

                   the Licensor (including by pseudonym if

                   designated);

 

               ii. a copyright notice;

 

              iii. a notice that refers to this Public License;

 

               iv. a notice that refers to the disclaimer of

                   warranties;

 

                v. a URI or hyperlink to the Licensed Material to the

                   extent reasonably practicable;

 

           b. indicate if You modified the Licensed Material and

              retain an indication of any previous modifications; and

 

           c. indicate the Licensed Material is licensed under this

              Public License, and include the text of, or the URI or

              hyperlink to, this Public License.
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      2. You may satisfy the conditions in Section 3(a)(1) in any

         reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and context in

         which You Share the Licensed Material. For example, it may be

         reasonable to satisfy the conditions by providing a URI or

         hyperlink to a resource that includes the required

         information.

 

      3. If requested by the Licensor, You must remove any of the

         information required by Section 3(a)(1)(A) to the extent

         reasonably practicable.

 

      4. If You Share Adapted Material You produce, the Adapter's

         License You apply must not prevent recipients of the Adapted

         Material from complying with this Public License.

 

 

Section 4 -- Sui Generis Database Rights.

 

Where the Licensed Rights include Sui Generis Database Rights that

apply to Your use of the Licensed Material:

 

 a. for the avoidance of doubt, Section 2(a)(1) grants You the right

    to extract, reuse, reproduce, and Share all or a substantial

    portion of the contents of the database;

 

 b. if You include all or a substantial portion of the database

    contents in a database in which You have Sui Generis Database

    Rights, then the database in which You have Sui Generis Database

    Rights (but not its individual contents) is Adapted Material; and

 

 c. You must comply with the conditions in Section 3(a) if You Share

    all or a substantial portion of the contents of the database.

 

For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 4 supplements and does not

replace Your obligations under this Public License where the Licensed

Rights include other Copyright and Similar Rights.

 

 

Section 5 -- Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability.

 

 a. UNLESS OTHERWISE SEPARATELY UNDERTAKEN BY THE LICENSOR, TO THE

    EXTENT POSSIBLE, THE LICENSOR OFFERS THE LICENSED MATERIAL AS-IS

    AND AS-AVAILABLE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF

    ANY KIND CONCERNING THE LICENSED MATERIAL, WHETHER EXPRESS,

    IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR OTHER. THIS INCLUDES, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

    PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS,

    ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT
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    KNOWN OR DISCOVERABLE. WHERE DISCLAIMERS OF WARRANTIES ARE NOT

    ALLOWED IN FULL OR IN PART, THIS DISCLAIMER MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 b. TO THE EXTENT POSSIBLE, IN NO EVENT WILL THE LICENSOR BE LIABLE

    TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    NEGLIGENCE) OR OTHERWISE FOR ANY DIRECT, SPECIAL, INDIRECT,

    INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, OR OTHER LOSSES,

    COSTS, EXPENSES, OR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS PUBLIC LICENSE OR

    USE OF THE LICENSED MATERIAL, EVEN IF THE LICENSOR HAS BEEN

    ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSSES, COSTS, EXPENSES, OR

    DAMAGES. WHERE A LIMITATION OF LIABILITY IS NOT ALLOWED IN FULL OR

    IN PART, THIS LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 c. The disclaimer of warranties and limitation of liability provided

    above shall be interpreted in a manner that, to the extent

    possible, most closely approximates an absolute disclaimer and

    waiver of all liability.

 

 

Section 6 -- Term and Termination.

 

 a. This Public License applies for the term of the Copyright and

    Similar Rights licensed here. However, if You fail to comply with

    this Public License, then Your rights under this Public License

    terminate automatically.

 

 b. Where Your right to use the Licensed Material has terminated under

    Section 6(a), it reinstates:

 

      1. automatically as of the date the violation is cured, provided

         it is cured within 30 days of Your discovery of the

         violation; or

 

      2. upon express reinstatement by the Licensor.

 

    For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 6(b) does not affect any

    right the Licensor may have to seek remedies for Your violations

    of this Public License.

 

 c. For the avoidance of doubt, the Licensor may also offer the

    Licensed Material under separate terms or conditions or stop

    distributing the Licensed Material at any time; however, doing so

    will not terminate this Public License.

 

 d. Sections 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8 survive termination of this Public

    License.
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Section 7 -- Other Terms and Conditions.

 

 a. The Licensor shall not be bound by any additional or different

    terms or conditions communicated by You unless expressly agreed.

 

 b. Any arrangements, understandings, or agreements regarding the

    Licensed Material not stated herein are separate from and

    independent of the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 

Section 8 -- Interpretation.

 

 a. For the avoidance of doubt, this Public License does not, and

    shall not be interpreted to, reduce, limit, restrict, or impose

    conditions on any use of the Licensed Material that could lawfully

    be made without permission under this Public License.

 

 b. To the extent possible, if any provision of this Public License is

    deemed unenforceable, it shall be automatically reformed to the

    minimum extent necessary to make it enforceable. If the provision

    cannot be reformed, it shall be severed from this Public License

    without affecting the enforceability of the remaining terms and

    conditions.

 

 c. No term or condition of this Public License will be waived and no

    failure to comply consented to unless expressly agreed to by the

    Licensor.

 

 d. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or may be interpreted

    as a limitation upon, or waiver of, any privileges and immunities

    that apply to the Licensor or You, including from the legal

    processes of any jurisdiction or authority.

 

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons is not a party to its public

licenses. Notwithstanding, Creative Commons may elect to apply one of

its public licenses to material it publishes and in those instances

will be considered the Licensor. The text of the Creative Commons

public licenses is dedicated to the public domain under the CC0 Public

Domain Dedication. Except for the limited purpose of indicating that

material is shared under a Creative Commons public license or as

otherwise permitted by the Creative Commons policies published at

creativecommons.org/policies, Creative Commons does not authorize the

use of the trademark "Creative Commons" or any other trademark or logo

of Creative Commons without its prior written consent including,

without limitation, in connection with any unauthorized modifications
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to any of its public licenses or any other arrangements,

understandings, or agreements concerning use of licensed material. For

the avoidance of doubt, this paragraph does not form part of the

public licenses.

 

Creative Commons may be contacted at creativecommons.org.

Copyright $L Ben Manes. All Rights Reserved.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.61 jersey-client 2.34 
1.61.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.
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## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors
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javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that
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   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby
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     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:
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     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to
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   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's
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   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991
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   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.
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   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part
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       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,
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       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
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   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
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   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.
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       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.
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---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.62 jersey-server 2.34 
1.62.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.
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SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.
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Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0
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       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available
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   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.
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     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.
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   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF
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   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of
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   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.
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   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these
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       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code
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   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who
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   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the
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   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.
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   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

# Notice for Jersey Core Server module

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

* https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.
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org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright: (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

 

1.63 jersey 2.34 
1.63.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey Json Jackson module

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

* https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content
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Jackson JAX-RS Providers version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

/*

* Copyright (c) YYYY Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0, which is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

*/

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)
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* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3
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* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

/*

* Copyright (c) YYYY Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0, which is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0.

*

* This Source Code may also be made available under the following Secondary

* Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth in the

* Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU General Public License,

* version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception, which is available at

* https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0
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*/

# Notice for Jersey Core Common module

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

 

* https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright: (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: Creative Commons 1.0 (CC0)

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

# Notice for Jersey Bean Validation module

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.
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* https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.
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## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at

https://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey/examples

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.
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Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.9.9

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 7.2

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

 

   Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

 

     - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

     - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

       from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that
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     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.
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     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license
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     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits
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   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.
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   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone
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   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.
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   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.
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   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties
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   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
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   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
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   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands
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   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

# Notice for Jersey Core Server module

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

* https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.
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## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright: (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

 

1.64 jersey-entity-filtering 2.34 
1.64.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey
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## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/
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* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0
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* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.
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   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is
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     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;
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        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may
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   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity
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   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.
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     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
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   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all
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   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.
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       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.65 jersey-hk2 2.34 
1.65.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.
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## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0
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* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0
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* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.
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   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the
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     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:
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     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance
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   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of
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   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---
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##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.
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   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
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       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
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       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
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   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and
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   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.
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---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.66 jersey-container-servlet-core 2.34 
1.66.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is
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available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/
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* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/
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# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.
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   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has
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     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and
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     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"
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   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and
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   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
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   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice
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       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)
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   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not
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   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the
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   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.
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       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole
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   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.67 jersey-media-json-jackson 2.34 
1.67.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey Json Jackson module

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

* https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey
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## Third-party Content

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net
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* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266
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* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.
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     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.
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     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and
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     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,
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   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
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   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.
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   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.
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   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
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   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will
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   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
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   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR
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   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the
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   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.68 jta 1.2 
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1.68.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 Atteo.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1163971045_1620934068.48/0/jta-1-2-sources-4-

jar/org/atteo/moonshine/jta/TransactionalInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163971045_1620934068.48/0/jta-1-2-sources-4-jar/org/atteo/moonshine/jta/Transaction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163971045_1620934068.48/0/jta-1-2-sources-4-jar/org/atteo/moonshine/jta/Transactional.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 Atteo.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1163971045_1620934068.48/0/jta-1-2-sources-4-jar/org/atteo/moonshine/jta/JtaService.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 Atteo.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1163971045_1620934068.48/0/jta-1-2-sources-4-

jar/org/atteo/moonshine/jta/JtaDataSourceWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163971045_1620934068.48/0/jta-1-2-sources-4-

jar/org/atteo/moonshine/jta/JtaConnectionFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163971045_1620934068.48/0/jta-1-2-sources-4-

jar/org/atteo/moonshine/jta/TransactionalService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163971045_1620934068.48/0/jta-1-2-sources-4-jar/org/atteo/moonshine/jta/PoolOptions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 Atteo.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1163971045_1620934068.48/0/jta-1-2-sources-4-

jar/org/atteo/moonshine/jta/OptimisticLockExceptionPolicy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 Atteo.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1163971045_1620934068.48/0/jta-1-2-sources-4-

jar/org/atteo/moonshine/jta/TransactionalFilter.java

 

1.69 jersey-container-servlet 2.34 
1.69.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:
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* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.
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jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS
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   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.
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   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License
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     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add
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   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,
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   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing
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   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to
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   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers
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   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)
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   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
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   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
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   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY
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   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
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       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked
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   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.70 jersey-common 2.34 
1.70.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.
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aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)
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* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Notice for Jersey Core Common module

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

 

* https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses
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This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright: (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: Creative Commons 1.0 (CC0)

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.
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     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.
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     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and
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     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,
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   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
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   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.
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   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.
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   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
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   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will
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   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
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   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR
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   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the
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   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.71 jakarta xml bind api 2.3.3 
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1.71.1 Available under license : 
COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that

creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the

Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that

particular Contributor.

 

1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or

(b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing

Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form

other than Source Code.

 

1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity

that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered

Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the

terms of this License.

 

1.7. "License" means this document.

 

1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the

maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights

conveyed herein.

 

1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable

form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to,

deletion from or modification of the contents of a

file containing Original Software or previous

Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the

Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made
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available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and

Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned

or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent

Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer

software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal

entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You"

includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this

definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership

of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares

or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

subject to third party intellectual property claims, the

Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than

patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer,

to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or

otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or

portions thereof).
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(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b)

are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software

available to a third party under the terms of this

License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent

license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements

caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original

Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

subject to third party intellectual property claims, each

Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than

patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense

and distribute the Modifications created by such

Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as

Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with

its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale,

have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1)

Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications

made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version

(or portions of such combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and

2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first

distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications

available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent

license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for

infringements caused by: (i) third party
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modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the

combination of Modifications made by that Contributor

with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make

available in Executable form must also be made available in

Source Code form and that Source Code form must be

distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

include a copy of this License with every copy of the

Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any

such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can

obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used

for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You

contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your

original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications

that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or

trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered

Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients'

rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.
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However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You

must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of

warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered

Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms

different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the

license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit

or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form

from the rights set forth in this License. If You

distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

different license, You must make it absolutely clear that

any terms which differ from this License are offered by You

alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You

hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms

You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software

with other code not governed by the terms of this License

and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such

a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License

are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and

may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the

right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.
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You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise

make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received

the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received

the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to

use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a

new license for Your Original Software, You may create and

use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename

the license and remove any references to the name of the

license steward (except to note that the license differs

from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that

the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS"

BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED

SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY

COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE

INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF

ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will

terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of

becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of

this License shall survive.
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6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against

whom You assert such claim is referred to as "Participant")

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the

Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor

or the Original Software where the Participant is the

Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any

patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial

Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant)

and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this

License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant

terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration

of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day

period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

Participant Software against such Participant either

unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2

above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination

(excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor)

shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE

LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK

STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL

INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.
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The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is

defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial

computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. 

252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software

documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.

1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users

acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein.

This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses

Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the

extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be

governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice

contained within the Original Software (except to the extent

applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation

relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of

the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a

notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court

costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The

application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall

be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the

United States export administration regulations (and the export

control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or

indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License

and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to

distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing

herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission

of liability.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2019 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*
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* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0, which is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

*/

Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0

Copyright (c) 2007, Eclipse Foundation, Inc. and its licensors.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

   Copyright (c) 2017, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

 

     - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

     - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

       from this software without specific prior written permission.
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   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

[//]: # " Copyright (c) 2018, 2019 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. "

[//]: # "  "

[//]: # " This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the "

[//]: # " terms of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0, which is available at "

[//]: # " http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php. "

[//]: # "  "

[//]: # " SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause "

 

# Notices for Jakarta XML Binding

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Jakarta XML Binding

project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxb

 

## Trademarks

 

Jakarta XML Binding is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:
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* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-api

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-tck

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

Apache River (3.0.0)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND BSD-3-Clause

 

ASM 7 (n/a)

 

* License: BSD-3-Clause

* Project: https://asm.ow2.io/

* Source:

  https://repository.ow2.org/nexus/#nexus-search;gav~org.ow2.asm~asm-commons~~~~kw,versionexpand

 

JTHarness (5.0)

 

* License: (GPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0)	

* Project: https://wiki.openjdk.java.net/display/CodeTools/JT+Harness

* Source: http://hg.openjdk.java.net/code-tools/jtharness/

 

normalize.css (3.0.2)

 

* License: MIT

 

SigTest (n/a)

 

* License: GPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

1.72 apache-servicemix-bundles-javax-inject

1_3 
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1.72.1 Available under license : 
 

Apache ServiceMix :: Bundles :: javax.inject

Copyright 2005-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.73 rxjava 2.2.12 
1.73.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2016-present, RxJava Contributors.

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

* compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

* distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express

or implied. See

* the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableOnBackpressureError.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2016-present, RxJava Contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

* compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

* distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express

or implied. See

* the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/ObservableEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/schedulers/RxThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableConcatMapPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/parallel/ParallelMapTry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableRepeatWhen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/CompletableTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleDoOnEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/observers/ResourceCompletableObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableFlattenIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableConcatWithSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleDoOnTerminate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/schedulers/DisposeOnCancel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/parallel/ParallelPeek.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableDistinct.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/InnerQueuedObserverSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableLastSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/BackpressureStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableSampleTimed.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableReduceSeedSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableConcatArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/exceptions/MissingBackpressureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableDoOnLifecycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/functions/Function6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeOnErrorComplete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/observables/ConnectableObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeDelay.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowablePublishClassic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableFlatMapSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/Notification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableFlatMapCompletableCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableSamplePublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleFlatMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscribers/FutureSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/ExceptionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeDetach.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeFromAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableWindowBoundarySelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/observers/DisposableObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableConcatMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/observers/DisposableSingleObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/fuseable/HasUpstreamCompletableSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableScanSeed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/functions/BiConsumer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleAmb.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/disposables/RunnableDisposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableMaterialize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscriptions/BasicIntQueueSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableConcatWithCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableDoOnEach.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/processors/PublishProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/ListAddBiConsumer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableReduceMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeIsEmptySingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableRetryPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableIgnoreElementsCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeToPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeIsEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableInternalHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableSingleSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/HashMapSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableDetach.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeFlatten.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableSkip.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/annotations/SchedulerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableDoAfterNext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeFlatMapIterableFlowable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/InnerQueuedObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscriptions/ArrayCompositeSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableTakePublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableFromCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeSwitchIfEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableMapNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeTakeUntilPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableMergeDelayErrorArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleHide.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeFlatMapCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeFilterSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleSubscribeOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableAllSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/BlockingMultiObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleDoOnDispose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableSampleWithObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscribers/QueueDrainSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableDelay.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableRetryWhen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeFlatMapNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableMergeWithMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/schedulers/SingleScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeHide.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/BasicQueueDisposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/disposables/ArrayCompositeDisposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/CompletableOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/observers/LambdaConsumerIntrospection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableWindowBoundarySelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableUnsubscribeOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableFlatMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableRefCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeSwitchIfEmptySingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/DeferredScalarObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/subjects/SingleSubject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/LinkedArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/parallel/ParallelJoin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableDoOnLifecycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableDefer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeMergeArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/BlockingObservableNext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableRetryBiPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/subjects/ReplaySubject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableWithLatestFrom.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/FlowableOnSubscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableRepeat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-
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jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableWithLatestFromMany.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/FlowableOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableBufferBoundary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/functions/Function5.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableAll.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableFlatMapSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableBufferTimed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/MaybeEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableElementAtSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableConcatWithMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/CompletableSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableScalarXMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscribers/BlockingLastSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableDefer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeDelayWithCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/AtomicThrowable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableWindowTimed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableMergeWithSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/MaybeTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableGroupBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableGroupBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableElementAt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeConcatArrayDelayError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableAny.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableBufferExactBoundary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeFlatMapSingleElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/parallel/ParallelFlowableConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableToListSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableFromFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableDefer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableSingleMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/disposables/ResettableConnectable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/parallel/ParallelRunOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/internal/fuseable/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableAnySingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableRepeatUntil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableUsing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableConcatMapEagerPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/schedulers/NewThreadWorker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableSingleSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleCreate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableRetryBiPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableZip.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableWindowBoundary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableThrottleLatest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/fuseable/SimplePlainQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableAutoConnect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/observers/BaseTestConsumer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/functions/LongConsumer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableConcat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/fuseable/QueueFuseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableSkipLast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscribers/BasicFuseableConditionalSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableTimeoutTimed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/functions/Function7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/subjects/BehaviorSubject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableOnErrorNext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/ResumeSingleObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/parallel/ParallelDoOnNextTry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableLift.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableMapPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/parallel/ParallelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/Maybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeToFlowable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscribers/StrictSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/fuseable/HasUpstreamMaybeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/MergerBiFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybePeek.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/observers/ResourceSingleObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/disposables/Disposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableConcatMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/observers/SafeObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/QueueDrainHelper.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/processors/ReplayProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/Scheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscribers/InnerQueuedSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscriptions/SubscriptionArbiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeIgnoreElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableMapNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableJoin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/ErrorMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/functions/BooleanSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/observers/DisposableMaybeObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeNever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/functions/Function8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeFlatMapSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableMergeDelayErrorIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeDoFinally.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableFlatMapCompletableCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeAmb.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableZip.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableRetryWhen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/BlockingFlowableMostRecent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/processors/AsyncProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/processors/BehaviorProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/AbstractObservableWithUpstream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/disposables/FutureDisposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleDoAfterSuccess.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/observers/ResourceObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/ObservableOnSubscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableSwitchIfEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableDelay.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableTakeLastOne.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableDebounce.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/Observable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableDoFinally.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableDelaySubscriptionOther.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/functions/Cancellable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableLastSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableAmb.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableCombineLatest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeTimeoutMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableSwitchIfEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/subscribers/ResourceSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableInterval.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/BasicFuseableObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscribers/BlockingBaseSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeObserveOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableSkip.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/parallel/ParallelConcatMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/MaybeObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/ObservableOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/functions/IntFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/functions/Function.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/SingleOnSubscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/BiConsumerSingleObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/Completable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableReduceSeedSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableFromFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/exceptions/UndeliverableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableRangeLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableTimeoutTimed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeContains.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableGenerate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableFlatMapMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableTimeout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableFromPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/OpenHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableSkipUntil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/parallel/ParallelCollect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableLimit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeJust.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/schedulers/TestScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableSkipLastTimed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/BlockingHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableBufferBoundary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableUsing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableTakeLastTimed.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeConcatArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/SubscriberCompletableObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableRangeLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableMergeWithCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/fuseable/ScalarCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/fuseable/QueueSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableConcatIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/AbstractFlowableWithUpstream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/subscribers/DefaultSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableOnBackpressureDrop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/flowables/ConnectableFlowable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeFlatMapIterableObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableAll.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableHide.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableTimeInterval.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/subjects/CompletableSubject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/mixed/CompletableAndThenPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableSkipWhile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableCountSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/functions/Function9.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleTakeUntil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscribers/BlockingFirstSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/fuseable/QueueDisposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/ConnectConsumer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-
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jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableOnBackpressureBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscribers/InnerQueuedSubscriberSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableRefCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableWindowBoundary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableConcatMapEager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableScan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/FlowableConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableWindowBoundarySupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableConcatWithMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/mixed/CompletableAndThenObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableMergeWithCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/processors/UnicastProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/BlockingFirstObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableElementAtMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleDelayWithObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleDoOnSuccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleFromUnsafeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/observers/DefaultObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/CompletableEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableFlattenIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/SingleEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/processors/SerializedProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/mixed/FlowableSwitchMapCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/BlockingObservableLatest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/fuseable/HasUpstreamObservableSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableToObservable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableThrottleFirstTimed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableElementAtMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/parallel/ParallelFailureHandling.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleMaterialize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableResumeNext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/EmptyCompletableObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/FutureObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableGenerate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleZipIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableSkipWhile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableHide.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableDoFinally.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/mixed/FlowableConcatMapMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeToSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeSubscribeOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/DisposableLambdaObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableSubscribeOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/CompletableConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/subjects/Subject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableToList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/ObservableSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableToListSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/annotations/Nullable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-
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jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/parallel/ParallelSortedJoin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableAndThenCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/disposables/ActionDisposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/disposables/SerialDisposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableFromArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/HalfSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/fuseable/HasUpstreamSingleSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/exceptions/Exceptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeFlatMapBiSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/disposables/ReferenceDisposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleDoFinally.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableTakeUntil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/parallel/ParallelFromPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableLastMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeDelayOtherPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableSerialized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/subscribers/DisposableSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/ForEachWhileObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleToObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/mixed/MaterializeSingleObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableSampleTimed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscribers/BlockingSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/queue/SpscArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-
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jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleUsing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableTakeUntilPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/QueueDrainObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/BlockingFlowableIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableSubscribeOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/disposables/CompositeDisposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeDoAfterSuccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleFlatMapPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableRepeatWhen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableOnErrorNext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableToFlowable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableFromUnsafeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableScanSeed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeDoOnTerminate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscriptions/ScalarSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableSingleMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/LambdaObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableNever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableLastMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/Observer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleDoOnError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableBufferBoundarySupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeDoOnEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleTimeout.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscribers/SinglePostCompleteSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/MaybeOnSubscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/QueueDrain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscribers/SubscriberResourceWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/SingleConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableUsing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/schedulers/ImmediateThinScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/SingleOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableCountSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/Flowable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableSubscribeOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/FlowableSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableDelaySubscriptionOther.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableDistinctUntilChanged.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscriptions/AsyncSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleResumeNext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/ArrayListSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableSequenceEqual.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableJust.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/queue/SpscLinkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/annotations/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleFlatMapCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeTakeUntilMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObserverResourceWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/fuseable/ConditionalSubscriber.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/Emitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableTakeWhile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/ObservableConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableIgnoreElementsCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableCreate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableAmb.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeToObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/subjects/SerializedSubject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableMaterialize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableTimeout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/mixed/SingleFlatMapObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableOnBackpressureBufferStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/observers/DisposableCompletableObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/functions/Action.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/ConsumerSingleObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/mixed/FlowableSwitchMapSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/AbstractMaybeWithUpstream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowablePublish.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/functions/Consumer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/mixed/ScalarXMapZHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableNever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleDetach.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/subscribers/SafeSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableDebounceTimed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableAny.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableFromCallable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/mixed/ObservableSwitchMapSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableElementAt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableFlatMapMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/fuseable/SimpleQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/mixed/ObservableConcatMapMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/subjects/UnicastSubject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/disposables/DisposableContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/mixed/MaybeFlatMapPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/mixed/ObservableSwitchMapCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/MaybeOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableWindow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeUsing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableWithLatestFrom.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/parallel/ParallelReduce.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableTakeUntil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableUnsubscribeOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableAutoConnect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableRetryPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/subscribers/SerializedSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/parallel/ParallelFlatMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/subjects/PublishSubject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/mixed/ObservableConcatMapCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-
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jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableOnErrorReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleToFlowable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableToList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableSkipUntil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/parallel/ParallelFilterTry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/BlockingObservableMostRecent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableBufferBoundarySupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableSkipLastTimed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableElementAtSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscribers/ForEachWhileSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableFromUnsafeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/AppendOnlyLinkedArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableFromSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/annotations/NonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/BlockingBaseObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/parallel/ParallelFromArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/schedulers/ExecutorScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableScan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeIgnoreElementCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableDoOnEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableFromIterable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/disposables/SequentialDisposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscribers/BasicFuseableSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableCollect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableDematerialize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleDelayWithSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeDefer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/BlockingFlowableNext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableToSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeConcatIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableFromRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/CallbackCompletableObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeCallbackObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableBlockingSubscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableThrottleFirstTimed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/functions/Function4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableZipIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/disposables/ListCompositeDisposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/mixed/ObservableConcatMapSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/SorterFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/functions/Functions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableConcatMapEager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeUnsubscribeOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-
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jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/parallel/ParallelReduceFull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/EndConsumerHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/schedulers/Timed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleDefer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeLift.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/functions/BiPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableConcatWithSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/mixed/MaybeFlatMapObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeFromSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleFlatMapMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableCreate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/functions/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/annotations/BackpressureKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/FlowableEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableFlatMapPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableWindow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/SingleObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableDebounce.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableNever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeOnErrorReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableTakeUntilCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/parallel/ParallelFlowable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleObserveOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableTake.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/SuppressAnimalSniffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableTimeInterval.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableRepeat.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeMaterialize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/observers/TestObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableMergeArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeErrorCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleZipArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/disposables/DisposableHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/parallel/ParallelFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/exceptions/OnErrorNotImplementedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/BlockingFlowableLatest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableReduceWithSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleContains.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableIgnoreElements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/disposables/CancellableDisposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/NotificationLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableTakeUntilPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleNever.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeCreate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleJust.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleDelay.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableOnBackpressureLatest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/disposables/EmptyDisposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/flowables/GroupedFlowable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableIntervalRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableOnErrorReturn.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/queue/MpscLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/fuseable/HasUpstreamPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/DeferredScalarDisposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableErrorSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleOnErrorReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableMergeWithMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableTimeout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableWindowBoundarySupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableMaterialize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleFlatMapIterableFlowable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/processors/FlowableProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/FlowableTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableAllSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableLift.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableDistinct.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/mixed/ObservableSwitchMapMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableCreate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableFromObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableMergeIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableSerialized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/subscribers/TestSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableFromPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableDistinctUntilChanged.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-
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jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleDelayWithCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeOnErrorNext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeEqualSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableCollectSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/schedulers/SchedulerMultiWorkerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowablePublishAlt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableReplay.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableSequenceEqualSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableDisposeOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableTake.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeFromRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservablePublish.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleDelayWithPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableFromIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableFromArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableTakeLast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableDoOnEach.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/BasicIntQueueDisposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/SingleSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableReplay.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeZipArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableZipIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservablePublishAlt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableJust.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/parallel/ParallelTransformer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscriptions/DeferredScalarSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/annotations/CheckReturnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeFromFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableMergeWithSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/BlockingIgnoringReceiver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/functions/BiFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/observers/SerializedObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableFromAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleUnsubscribeOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableReduceMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeZipIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/CompletableObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableObserveOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeDelaySubscriptionOtherPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletablePeek.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleFlatMapIterableObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/BackpressureHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleFromCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableDelay.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableSwitchMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableReduce.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableDoAfterNext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleLift.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeFromCompletable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleDematerialize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/ObservableTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscriptions/BooleanSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableRepeatUntil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableIgnoreElements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/schedulers/ScheduledRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleDoOnSubscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableConcatWithCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleInternalHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/Single.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/EmptyComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscriptions/BasicQueueSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableSequenceEqualSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableFromObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/functions/Function3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableAnySingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableOnErrorComplete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscribers/LambdaSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeUnsafeCreate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/annotations/Experimental.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableReduceWithSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/mixed/FlowableSwitchMapMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableSkipLast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableConcatArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/SingleTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-
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jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableTakeLastTimed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/ObservableQueueDrain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableThrottleLatest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/VolatileSizeArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableTakeWhile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/exceptions/ProtocolViolationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableFlatMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/fuseable/FuseToMaybe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableBlockingSubscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableLift.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableWithLatestFromMany.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/mixed/FlowableConcatMapSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/subjects/AsyncSubject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/mixed/FlowableConcatMapCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableFromCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/MaybeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableScalarXMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableBufferExactBoundary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableObserveOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/MaybeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/disposables/Disposables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/fuseable/FuseToObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-
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jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/BlockingObservableIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscribers/BoundedSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/processors/MulticastProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableDebounceTimed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableDetach.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableIntervalRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableDetach.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservablePublishSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableTakeLast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableInternalHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableDoFinally.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/observables/GroupedObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableObserveOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleEquals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/schedulers/Schedulers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/BlockingLastObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeFromCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleFromPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/disposables/SubscriptionDisposable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableMerge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscriptions/SubscriptionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/maybe/MaybeTimeoutPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-
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jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/BlockingObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleDoAfterTerminate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableFromPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableInterval.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableDematerialize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/CompletableOnSubscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableSequenceEqual.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableCombineLatest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservablePublishClassic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableAmb.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/plugins/RxJavaPlugins.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/observers/FutureSingleObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/observers/ResourceMaybeObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/subjects/MaybeSubject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableSwitchMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscriptions/EmptySubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/subscribers/DeferredScalarSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableWindowTimed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableFlatMapCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/single/SingleCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableCollectSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/completable/CompletableHide.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableCollect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-
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jar/io/reactivex/internal/fuseable/FuseToFlowable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableTakeLastOne.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableFlatMapCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/functions/ObjectHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/schedulers/NonBlockingThread.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableBufferTimed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/annotations/BackpressureSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2016-present, RxJava Contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

* compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

* distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express

or implied. See

* the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Original License: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

* Original location: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/jctools-

core/src/main/java/org/jctools/util/Pow2.java

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/internal/util/Pow2.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2016-present, RxJava Contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/parallel/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/subjects/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/flowables/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/schedulers/NewThreadScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/exceptions/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/observers/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/schedulers/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/annotations/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/subscribers/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/observables/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/exceptions/CompositeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowablePublishMulticast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableGroupJoin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/schedulers/IoScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/schedulers/SchedulerPoolFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/observable/ObservableJoin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/schedulers/ComputationScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/schedulers/TrampolineScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/plugins/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/disposables/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/processors/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-jar/io/reactivex/functions/package-
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info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/operators/flowable/FlowableGroupJoin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/BackpressureOverflowStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2016-present, RxJava Contributors.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

* compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

* distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express

or implied. See

* the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/schedulers/SchedulerRunnableIntrospection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2016-present, RxJava Contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/schedulers/InstantPeriodicTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/schedulers/ScheduledDirectPeriodicTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/schedulers/SchedulerWhen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/schedulers/AbstractDirectTask.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1185384640_1627906126.61/0/rxjava-2-2-12-sources-

jar/io/reactivex/internal/schedulers/ScheduledDirectTask.java

 

1.74 javassist 3.28.0-GA 
1.74.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 2004 Bill Burke. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValueVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/LongMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ByteMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/StringMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/Annotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/BooleanMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/IntegerMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/DoubleMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ClassMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ShortMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValue.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/FloatMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/CharMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/EnumMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ArrayMemberValue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ArrayInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/EnclosingMethodAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/IntConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformBefore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/ClassPoolTail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/Transformer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LineNumberAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/ClassClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Declarator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/KeywordTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/SyntaxError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/Javac.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/ByteArrayClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFilePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/ClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/NewExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/util/HotSwapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtBehavior.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/AssignExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/TokenId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/CompileError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/AccessorMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/AppletServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ParameterAnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/IntQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Executor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/ClassMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/CannotCompileException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-
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jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SecurityActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DuplicateMemberException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiArrayType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metaobject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/SoftValueHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/runtime/Cflow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtNewMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotCreateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/StubGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/web/Webserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SyntheticAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/runtime/DotClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/InstanceOfExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/runtime/Desc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Compiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-
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jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotInvokeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/NestHostAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/runtime/Inner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/BadBytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/Instanceof.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Reflection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/DefineClassHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/Translator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstantAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectImporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CondExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/FieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CastExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/FactoryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFileWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/NoFieldException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/ExprEditor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/MethodDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DeprecatedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/Lex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/NewArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/framedump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/NoSuchClassError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/BinExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AttributeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAfter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InstructionPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/ClassMetaobject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/ControlFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/StringL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/DoubleConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Descriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Stmnt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/SerialVersionUID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/Modifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/util/proxy/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAccessArrayField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTree.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMapTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotReflectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformReadField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SignatureAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Pair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AccessFlag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/expr/ConstructorCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/TypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationsWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtNewConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/bytecode/Bytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/FieldDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/Cast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/DefinePackageHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SourceFileAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypedBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableTypeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/NestMembersAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/Tracer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/util/HotSwapAgent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-
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jar/javassist/compiler/ProceedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtClassType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/bytecode/Opcode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstTypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/CodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Keyword.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/web/Viewer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Member.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/MethodCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/LoaderClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/BasicBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CallExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationDefaultAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CodeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InnerClassesAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/FramePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SerializedProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/Dump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/URLClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Visitor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LongVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformFieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepositoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/web/BadHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/bytecode/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metalevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/NotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/NewExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Mnemonic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/RuntimeSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNew.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformWriteField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtPrimitiveType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/SubroutineScanner.java

 

1.75 protoparser 4.0.3 
1.75.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.76 commons-cli 1.5.0 
1.76.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons CLI

Copyright 2002-2021 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.77 classgraph 4.6.32 
1.77.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Luke Hutchison

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2018 Luke Hutchison, with significant contributions from Davy De Durpel

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE
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* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/JBossClassLoaderHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: R. Kempees

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2017 R. Kempees

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/WebsphereLibertyClassLoaderHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.
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*

* Author: Luke Hutchison (luke.hutch@gmail.com)

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2018 Luke Hutchison

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ResourceList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/AutoCloseableConcurrentQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/AutoCloseableFutureListWithCompletionBarrier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>The MIT License (MIT)</name>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.github.classgraph/classgraph/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Sergey Bespalov

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2017 Sergey Bespalov

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/WebsphereTraditionalClassLoaderHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Michael J. Simons

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*
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* Copyright (c) 2018 Luke Hutchison

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/SpringBootRestartClassLoaderHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: @jacobg on GitHub

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2018 @jacobg, Luke Hutchison

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.
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*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/AntClassLoaderHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Luke Hutchison

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2018 Luke Hutchison

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassInfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/RecyclableInflater.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ModuleRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-jar/io/github/classgraph/Scanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ModuleInfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/CallStackReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ObjectTypedValueWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/TypeParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/FieldInfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/EquinoxContextFinderClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ModuleInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/recycler/Resettable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/ClassFieldCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ArrayTypeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/PhysicalZipFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ReferenceTypeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/FallbackClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/recycler/RecycleOnClose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationParameterValueList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassTypeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/NestedJarHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/TomcatWebappClassLoaderBaseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONParser.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/InputStreamOrByteBufferAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/LogicalZipFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/recycler/RecyclerExceptionless.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ModulePathInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/MethodInfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/SingletonMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/TypeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/ZipFileSliceReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/WorkQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/PackageInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/ClassLoaderHandlerRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/FastZipEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/ClassLoaderAndModuleFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/recycler/Recycler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/URLClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/ParameterizedTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/HierarchicalTypeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/ClasspathOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/Id.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/PackageInfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/HasName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/ClassFields.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/Join.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/JPMSClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClasspathElementZip.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/LogNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationParameterValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/FastPathResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/types/TypeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/TypeResolutions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationClassRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/MethodParameterInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClasspathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/FieldTypeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/ReflectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassGraphClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ScanResultObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/TypeVariableSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/ScanSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-jar/io/github/classgraph/InfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/ClasspathFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/EquinoxClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-
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jar/io/github/classgraph/MethodTypeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/ParentLastDelegationOrderTestClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassInfoUnlinked.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClasspathElementModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/ClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/VersionFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/WhiteBlackList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ScanResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/BaseTypeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClasspathElementDir.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/SystemJarFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/WeblogicClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassfileBinaryParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/JarUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/ZipFileSlice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/ReferenceEqualityKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationEnumValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/types/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/URLPathEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/TypeArgument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassRefOrTypeVariableSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-
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jar/io/github/classgraph/ModuleReaderProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassRefTypeSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/OSGiDefaultClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/InterruptionChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationInfoList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/GraphvizDotfileGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/FileUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Johno Crawford (johno@sulake.com)

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2016 Johno Crawford

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES
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OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/SimpleThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/AutoCloseableExecutorService.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Harith Elrufaie

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2017 Harith Elrufaie

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1260754642_1643213178.51/0/classgraph-4-6-32-sources-
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jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/FelixClassLoaderHandler.java

 

1.78 jgroups 4.1.9.Final 
1.78.1 Available under license : 

 

                               Apache License, Version 2.0

                                Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9

of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by,

or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power,

direct

or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership

of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code,

documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including

but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work

and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or

additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner.

For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to

the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source

code

control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of

discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

designated

in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received

by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare

Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative

Works

in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You

a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent

license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license

applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with

or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

   a. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

   b. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

 

   c. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark,

      and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part

      of the Derivative Works; and
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   d. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

      distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

      those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places:

      within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation,

      if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational

purposes

      only and do not modify the License.

 

   You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

   addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be

construed as

   modifying the License.

 

   You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms

   and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a

   whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated

   in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

  inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

  additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any

  separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

  names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work

and

  reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

  (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

  either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-

INFRINGEMENT,

  MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for

determining the appropriateness

  of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this

  License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract,

  or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in

  writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

  consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction,
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or

  any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such

  damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose

  to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

  rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

  and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

defend,

  and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

  reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed

in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description

of

purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party

archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.79 jung-graph-impl 2.0.1 
1.79.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2003, the JUNG Project and the Regents of the University of

* California All rights reserved.
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*

* This software is open-source under the BSD license; see either "license.txt"

* or http://jung.sourceforge.net/license.txt for a description.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1262704504_1643432003.59/0/jung-graph-impl-2-0-1-sources-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/util/TestGraphs.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Created on May 8, 2008

*

* Copyright (c) 2008, the JUNG Project and the Regents of the University

* of California

* All rights reserved.

*

* This software is open-source under the BSD license; see either

* "license.txt" or

* http://jung.sourceforge.net/license.txt for a description.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1262704504_1643432003.59/0/jung-graph-impl-2-0-1-sources-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/OrderedKAryTree.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Created on Oct 18, 2005

*

* Copyright (c) 2005, the JUNG Project and the Regents of the University

* of California

* All rights reserved.

*

* This software is open-source under the BSD license; see either

* "license.txt" or

* http://jung.sourceforge.net/license.txt for a description.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1262704504_1643432003.59/0/jung-graph-impl-2-0-1-sources-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/SortedSparseMultigraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1262704504_1643432003.59/0/jung-graph-impl-2-0-1-sources-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/OrderedSparseMultigraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1262704504_1643432003.59/0/jung-graph-impl-2-0-1-sources-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/UndirectedOrderedSparseMultigraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1262704504_1643432003.59/0/jung-graph-impl-2-0-1-sources-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/SparseMultigraph.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2008, the JUNG Project and the Regents of the University

* of California

* All rights reserved.

*

* This software is open-source under the BSD license; see either

* "license.txt" or

* http://jung.sourceforge.net/license.txt for a description.

* Created on Sep 1, 2008

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1262704504_1643432003.59/0/jung-graph-impl-2-0-1-sources-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/AbstractTypedGraph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Created on Apr 2, 2006

*

* Copyright (c) 2006, the JUNG Project and the Regents of the University

* of California

* All rights reserved.

*

* This software is open-source under the BSD license; see either

* "license.txt" or

* http://jung.sourceforge.net/license.txt for a description.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1262704504_1643432003.59/0/jung-graph-impl-2-0-1-sources-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/AbstractGraph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Created on Oct 17, 2005

*

* Copyright (c) 2005, the JUNG Project and the Regents of the University

* of California

* All rights reserved.

*

* This software is open-source under the BSD license; see either

* "license.txt" or

* http://jung.sourceforge.net/license.txt for a description.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1262704504_1643432003.59/0/jung-graph-impl-2-0-1-sources-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/DirectedOrderedSparseMultigraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1262704504_1643432003.59/0/jung-graph-impl-2-0-1-sources-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/DirectedSparseMultigraph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Created on Mar 6, 2007

*

* Copyright (c) 2007, the JUNG Project and the Regents of the University

* of California

* All rights reserved.

*

* This software is open-source under the BSD license; see either

* "license.txt" or

* http://jung.sourceforge.net/license.txt for a description.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1262704504_1643432003.59/0/jung-graph-impl-2-0-1-sources-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/UndirectedSparseMultigraph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Created on Apr 15, 2007

*

* Copyright (c) 2007, the JUNG Project and the Regents of the University

* of California

* All rights reserved.

*

* This software is open-source under the BSD license; see either

* "license.txt" or

* http://jung.sourceforge.net/license.txt for a description.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1262704504_1643432003.59/0/jung-graph-impl-2-0-1-sources-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/SparseGraph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Created on Mar 26, 2007

*

* Copyright (c) 2007, the JUNG Project and the Regents of the University

* of California

* All rights reserved.

*
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* This software is open-source under the BSD license; see either

* "license.txt" or

* http://jung.sourceforge.net/license.txt for a description.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1262704504_1643432003.59/0/jung-graph-impl-2-0-1-sources-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/DirectedSparseGraph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Created on Apr 1, 2007

*

* Copyright (c) 2007, the JUNG Project and the Regents of the University

* of California

* All rights reserved.

*

* This software is open-source under the BSD license; see either

* "license.txt" or

* http://jung.sourceforge.net/license.txt for a description.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1262704504_1643432003.59/0/jung-graph-impl-2-0-1-sources-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/UndirectedSparseGraph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Created on Feb 4, 2007

*

* Copyright (c) 2007, the JUNG Project and the Regents of the University

* of California

* All rights reserved.

*

* This software is open-source under the BSD license; see either

* "license.txt" or

* http://jung.sourceforge.net/license.txt for a description.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1262704504_1643432003.59/0/jung-graph-impl-2-0-1-sources-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/SetHypergraph.java

 

1.80 wildflyopensslmacosx 1.0.10.Final 
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1.80.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others. All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* contributors as indicated by the @author tags. All rights

reserved. * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser

General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at

your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have

received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.81 arjuna 4.17.7.Final 
1.81.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA. * Hewlett-Packard Company Confidential'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, # modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions # of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. # This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A #

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A # PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, # MA  02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA. * Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone

Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.'
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1.82 jboss-marshalling-serial 2.0.5.Final 
1.82.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.83 jdbc 4.17.7.Final 
1.83.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others. All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* contributors as indicated by the @author tags. All rights

reserved. * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser

General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at

your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have

received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.84 jboss-marshalling-river 2.0.5.Final 
1.84.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2014 Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/BlockMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/RiverObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/BasicSerializableClassDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/Protocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/SerializableGapClassDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/BlockUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/Validator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/ClassDescriptors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/SimpleClassDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/RiverProviderDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/ClassDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/RiverMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/RiverObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/RiverPutField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/SerializableClassDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/FutureSerializableClassDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/RiverMarshallerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/ExternalizerClassDescriptor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/RiverUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

# Copyright 2014 Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

# as indicated by the @author tags.

#

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#

#     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

# Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

# WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

# See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

# limitations under the License.

#

 

#

# River protocol provider

#

org.jboss.marshalling.river.RiverProviderDescriptor

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/services/org.jboss.marshalling.ProviderDescriptor

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

 ~ Copyright 2014 Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

 ~ as indicated by the @author tags.

 ~

 ~ Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 ~ you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 ~ You may obtain a copy of the License at

 ~

 ~     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 ~ WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 ~ See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 ~ limitations under the License.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278095266_1645788338.93/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-5-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jboss.marshalling/jboss-marshalling-river/pom.xml

 

1.85 txoj 4.17.7.Final 
1.85.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, # modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions # of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. # This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A #

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A # PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, # MA  02110-1301, USA.'

 

1.86 common 4.17.7.Final 
1.86.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.87 wildflyopensslsolaris 1.0.10.Final 
1.87.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others. All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public
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License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* contributors as indicated by the @author tags. All rights

reserved. * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser

General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at

your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have

received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.88 wildflyopenssl 1.0.10.Final 
1.88.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others. All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* contributors as indicated by the @author tags. All rights

reserved. * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser

General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at

your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have

received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.89 jta 4.17.7.Final 
1.89.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others. All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* contributors as indicated by the @author tags. All rights

reserved. * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser
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General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at

your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have

received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.90 wildfly-openssl-java 1.0.10.Final 
1.90.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.91 wildflyopensslwindows 1.0.10.Final 
1.91.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others. All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* contributors as indicated by the @author tags. All rights

reserved. * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser

General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at

your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have

received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.92 org.apache.catalina.filters.corsfilter

7.0.42 
1.92.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more
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* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278094913_1645788327.4/0/org-apache-catalina-filters-corsfilter-

zip/org.apache.catalina.filters.CorsFilter/src/main/java/org/apache/catalina/filters/CorsFilter.java

 

1.93 javax-annotation-api 1.3.2 
1.93.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.
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  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,
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each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must
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make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE
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PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and
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supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's
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software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and
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give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,
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  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.
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"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright (c) 2005-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

* obtain a copy of the License at

* https://oss.oracle.com/licenses/CDDL+GPL-1.1

* or LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at LICENSE.txt.

*

* GPL Classpath Exception:

* Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

* exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

* file that accompanied this code.

*

* Modifications:

* If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

* enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):
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* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*/

 

1.94 asm-tree 7.3.1 
1.94.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

/**

  * Constructs a new {@link RecordComponentNode}. <i>Subclasses must not use this constructor</i>.

  * Instead, they must use the {@link #RecordComponentNode(int, int, String, String, String)}

  * version.

  *

  * @param access the record component access flags (see {@link org.objectweb.asm.Opcodes}). The

  *     only valid value is {@link Opcodes#ACC_DEPRECATED}.

  * @param name the record component name.

  * @param descriptor the record component descriptor (see {@link org.objectweb.asm.Type}).

  * @param signature the record component signature.

  * @throws IllegalStateException If a subclass calls this constructor.

  * @deprecated this API is experimental.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/RecordComponentNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InnerClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeInsnNode.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LabelNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TryCatchBlockNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AbstractInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeAnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ModuleOpenNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ModuleExportNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ModuleProvideNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ParameterNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LineNumberNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IincInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/VarInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InvokeDynamicInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IntInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TableSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FrameNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LookupSwitchInsnNode.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MultiANewArrayInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/JumpInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ModuleNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LdcInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ModuleRequireNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278588452_1645928252.64/0/asm-tree-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableAnnotationNode.java

 

1.95 asm-commons 7.3.1 
1.95.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

/**

  * Constructs a new {@link GeneratorAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this constructor</i>.

  * Instead, they must use the {@link #GeneratorAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String)}

  * version.

  *

  * @param methodVisitor the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls.

  * @param access the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

  * @param name the method's name.

  * @param descriptor the method's descriptor (see {@link Type}).

  * @throws IllegalStateException if a subclass calls this constructor.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/GeneratorAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

/**

  * Constructs a new {@link SerialVersionUIDAdder}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

  * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #SerialVersionUIDAdder(int, ClassVisitor)}

  * version.
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  *

  * @param classVisitor a {@link ClassVisitor} to which this visitor will delegate calls.

  * @throws IllegalStateException If a subclass calls this constructor.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SerialVersionUIDAdder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.

/**

  * Constructs a new {@link LocalVariablesSorter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this constructor</i>.

  * Instead, they must use the {@link #LocalVariablesSorter(int, int, String, MethodVisitor)}

  * version.

  *

  * @param access access flags of the adapted method.

  * @param descriptor the method's descriptor (see {@link Type}).

  * @param methodVisitor the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls.

  * @throws IllegalStateException if a subclass calls this constructor.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/LocalVariablesSorter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

//    this software without specific prior written permission.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AnnotationRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/ModuleHashesAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RecordComponentRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/ModuleTargetAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/InstructionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/FieldRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/CodeSizeEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/JSRInlinerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/ModuleRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/StaticInitMerger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/ClassRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TableSwitchGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/MethodRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Remapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SignatureRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AnalyzerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/ModuleResolutionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SimpleRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1278583145_1645925614.72/0/asm-commons-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TryCatchBlockSorter.java
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1.96 log4j-over-slf4j 1.7.36 
1.96.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1282430134_1646467465.09/0/log4j-over-slf4j-1-7-36-jar/META-INF/maven/org.slf4j/log4j-

over-slf4j/pom.xml

 

1.97 jcl-over-slf4j 1.7.36 
1.97.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1288583223_1647358914.34/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-36-jar/META-INF/maven/org.slf4j/jcl-over-

slf4j/pom.xml

 

1.98 equinox 3.17.200 
1.98.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.99 logback-core 1.2.11 
1.99.1 Available under license : 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT’S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.
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1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

i)changes to the Program, and

 

ii)additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor’s behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are

separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and

(ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or

sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and

object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the

combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall

not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no

assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights

and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

the Program, it is Recipient’s responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.
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d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to

grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided

that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

 

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any

other party; and

 

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it

in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows

subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners

and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor

("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims,

lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by

the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a

commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any

actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a)
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promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor’s

responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay

any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS

IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-

INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks

associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and

unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS),

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED

HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes

such Recipient’s patent(s), then such Recipient’s rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient’s rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient’s rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient’s obligations under this

Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the

right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement

Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the

Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)

above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this

Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United

States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved. * This

program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under * either the terms of the Eclipse Public License

v1.0 as published by * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 * as published by the

Free Software Foundation.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved. *

This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under * either the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 as published by * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 * as

published by the Free Software Foundation.'

 

1.100 jjwt 0.9.1 
1.100.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 jsonwebtoken.io

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/EllipticCurveProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/EllipticCurveSignatureValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/DefaultTextCodecFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/TextCodecFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/InvalidClaimException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/EllipticCurveSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/CompressionCodecResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/compression/DefaultCompressionCodecResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/IncorrectClaimException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/compression/DeflateCompressionCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/CompressionCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/compression/GzipCompressionCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/compression/CompressionCodecs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/compression/AbstractCompressionCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/MissingClaimException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/AndroidBase64Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/CompressionException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 jsonwebtoken.io

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/RsaSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/JwtHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/SigningKeyResolverAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/ClaimJwtException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/Jws.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/SignatureValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/Claims.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/lang/InstantiationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/DefaultJwtSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/ClaimsMutator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/DefaultJwtSignatureValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/UnsupportedJwtException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/MacValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/DefaultJwtBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/JwtSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/DefaultJwsHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/ExpiredJwtException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/JwtException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/JwtSignatureValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/lang/Classes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/TextCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/DefaultHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/lang/UnknownClassException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/DefaultJwtParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/DefaultSignerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/RsaProvider.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/Jwts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/Signer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/SignerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/SignatureValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/DefaultSignatureValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/lang/RuntimeEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/MalformedJwtException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/SignatureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/AbstractTextCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/lang/Collections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/RsaSignatureValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/SignatureAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/JwtParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/MacSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/DefaultJwt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/JwtHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/PrematureJwtException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/Header.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/JwsHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/JwtBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/Jwt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/lang/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/SignatureProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/JwtMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/RequiredTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/lang/Objects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/lang/Assert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/Base64Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/crypto/MacProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/DefaultJws.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/Base64UrlCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-

jar/io/jsonwebtoken/SigningKeyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/io/jsonwebtoken/impl/DefaultClaims.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright (C) 2014 jsonwebtoken.io

 ~

 ~ Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 ~ you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 ~ You may obtain a copy of the License at

 ~

 ~     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 ~ WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 ~ See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 ~ limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1293953499_1648136257.15/0/jjwt-0-9-1-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.jsonwebtoken/jjwt/pom.xml

 

1.101 eclipse-osgi 3.17.200 
1.101.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.102 eclipse-equinox-console 1.4.500 
1.102.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* This program and the accompanying materials * are made available

under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '# This program and the accompanying materials # are made available

under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0'
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1.103 eclipse-equinox-launcher 1.6.400 
1.103.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* This program and the accompanying materials * are made available

under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0'

 

1.104 eclipse-osgi-services 3.10.200 
1.104.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.105 apache-felix-gogo-runtime 1.1.4 
1.105.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Felix Gogo Runtime

Copyright 2006-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.106 apache-felix-gogo-command 1.1.2 
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1.106.1 Available under license : 
 

Apache Felix Gogo Command

Copyright 2006-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.107 apache-felix-gogo-shell 1.1.4 
1.107.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Felix Gogo Shell

Copyright 2006-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.108 zlib 1.2.11 
1.108.1 Available under license : 

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,
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execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

/* zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library

 version 1.2.11, January 15th, 2017

 

 Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

 

 The data format used by the zlib library is described by RFCs (Request for

 Comments) 1950 to 1952 in the files http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1950

 (zlib format), rfc1951 (deflate format) and rfc1952 (gzip format).

*/
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1.109 cglib 3.3.0 
1.109.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.110 slf4j 1.7.36 
1.110.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2004-2022 QOS.ch Sarl

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including
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without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2004-2013 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2004-2022 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.
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Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Copyright (c) 2004-2022 QOS.ch Sarl (Switzerland)

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.111 spring-security-core 5.5.7 
1.111.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.112 objenesis 3.2 
1.112.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.113 gson 2.8.9 
1.113.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonPrimitive.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Expose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/GsonBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-jar/com/google/gson/JsonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/InstanceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-jar/com/google/gson/JsonArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Preconditions.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Since.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/ObjectConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Excluder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/ExclusionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Until.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-jar/com/google/gson/Gson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/SerializedName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/DefaultDateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2021 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/ToNumberPolicy.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/ToNumberStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/NumberTypeAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Android Open Source Project

* Copyright (C) 2012 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LinkedTreeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LinkedHashTreeMap.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/sql/SqlTimeTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/UnsafeAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/DateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TreeTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/ConstructorConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/sql/SqlDateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LazilyParsedNumber.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Types.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/LongSerializationPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-jar/com/google/gson/JsonParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonStreamParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/JsonReaderInternalAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/CollectionTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ReflectiveTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ObjectTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ArrayTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/MapTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapterRuntimeTypeWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonToken.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/MalformedJsonException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSyntaxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Streams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/JsonAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonAdapterAnnotationTypeAdapterFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Gson authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/JavaVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/reflect/UnsafeReflectionAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/reflect/ReflectionAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/reflect/PreJava9ReflectionAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/PreJava9DateFormatProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Gson authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1550776944_1675301335.8363905/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-4-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/GsonBuildConfig.java

 

1.114 commons-fileupload 1.5 
1.114.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons FileUpload

Copyright 2002-2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.115 jdk-corretto 8.282.08.1 
1.115.1 Available under license : 

 

Copyright:

 

   APPLICATION_COPYRIGHT

 

License:

 

   APPLICATION_LICENSE_TEXT

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification
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follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute
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   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation
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of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,
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INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,
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   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

 

1.116 json-java 20230227 
1.116.1 Available under license : 

Public Domain.

 

1.117 jetty-util 9.4.51.v20230217 
1.117.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.
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"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:
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 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at
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its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted
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under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container
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Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN
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module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api
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------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

 

1.118 microprofile-config-api 1.4 
1.118.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

=========================================================================

==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

==  Version 2.0, in this case for Microprofile Config                  ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

* Apache DeltaSpike Config

 https://deltaspike.apache.org

 under Apache License, v2.0

 

SPDXVersion: SPDX-2.1
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PackageName: Eclipse Microprofile

PackageHomePage: http://www.eclipse.org/microprofile

PackageLicenseDeclared: Apache-2.0

 

PackageCopyrightText: <text>

Mark Struberg struberg@apache.org,

Gerhard Petracek gpetracek@apache.org,

Romain Manni-Bucau rmannibucau@apache.org,

Ron Smeral rsmeral@apache.org,

Emily Jiang emijiang@uk.ibm.com,

Ondrej Mihalyi ondrej.mihalyi@gmail.com,

Gunnar Morling gunnar@hibernate.org

</text>

 

1.119 org.osgi.framework 1.10.0 
1.119.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2019, 2020). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/connect/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2010, 2019). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/launch/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2012, 2014). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/startlevel/dto/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/startlevel/dto/FrameworkStartLevelDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/dto/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/wiring/dto/BundleRevisionDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/wiring/dto/BundleWiringDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/wiring/dto/BundleWireDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/hooks/weaving/WovenClassListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/startlevel/dto/BundleStartLevelDTO.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2004, 2019). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/BundlePermission.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2001, 2013). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/wiring/FrameworkWiring.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2004, 2020). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/FrameworkEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2012, 2013). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/namespace/PackageNamespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/namespace/ExecutionEnvironmentNamespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/namespace/BundleNamespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/namespace/AbstractWiringNamespace.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2011, 2015). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/wiring/BundleWire.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2000, 2013). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/InvalidSyntaxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/BundleEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/ServiceEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/BundleActivator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/BundleException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/Configurable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2010, 2017). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/AdaptPermission.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2012, 2015). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/PrototypeServiceFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2000, 2019). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/ServiceReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/CapabilityPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/ServicePermission.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2008, 2018). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/hooks/service/ListenerHook.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2012, 2014). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/dto/FrameworkDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/dto/BundleDTO.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2012, 2020). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/namespace/IdentityNamespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/namespace/HostNamespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/namespace/NativeNamespace.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2010, 2018). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/hooks/resolver/ResolverHook.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2011, 2015). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/UnfilteredServiceListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2010, 2013). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/hooks/bundle/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/hooks/bundle/EventHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/hooks/weaving/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/hooks/service/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/hooks/weaving/WovenClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/hooks/resolver/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/hooks/service/EventListenerHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/startlevel/BundleStartLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/wiring/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/startlevel/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2010, 2016). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/wiring/BundleWiring.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2010, 2019). All Rights Reserved.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2007, 2014). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/ServiceException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2000, 2018). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * Return the certificates for the signers of this bundle and the

	 * certificate chains for those signers.

	 *

	 * @param signersType If {@link #SIGNERS_ALL} is specified, then information

	 *        on all signers of this bundle is returned. If

	 *        {@link #SIGNERS_TRUSTED} is specified, then only information on

	 *        the signers of this bundle trusted by the framework is returned.

	 * @return The {@code X509Certificate}s for the signers of this bundle and

	 *         the {@code X509Certificate} chains for those signers. The keys of

	 *         the {@code Map} are the {@code X509Certificate}s of the signers

	 *         of this bundle. The value for a key is a {@code List} containing

	 *         the {@code X509Certificate} chain for the signer. The first item

	 *         in the {@code List} is the signer's {@code X509Certificate} which

	 *         is then followed by the rest of the {@code X509Certificate}

	 *         chain. The returned {@code Map} will be empty if there are no

	 *         signers. The returned {@code Map} is the property of the caller

	 *         who is free to modify it.

	 * @throws IllegalArgumentException If the specified {@code signersType} is

	 *         not {@link #SIGNERS_ALL} or {@link #SIGNERS_TRUSTED}.

	 * @since 1.5

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/Bundle.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2002, 2013). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/startlevel/FrameworkStartLevel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2008, 2013). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/hooks/service/EventHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/hooks/service/FindHook.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2012, 2019). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/dto/ServiceReferenceDTO.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2000, 2018). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/BundleContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2010, 2015). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/wiring/BundleCapability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/wiring/BundleRequirement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2010, 2020). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/hooks/weaving/WeavingHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/hooks/weaving/WeavingException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2009, 2013). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/BundleReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/SignerProperty.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2020). All Rights Reserved.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/FrameworkUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/FilterImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2012, 2016). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/wiring/dto/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/wiring/dto/FrameworkWiringDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/ServiceObjects.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2000, 2019). All Rights Reserved.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * Creates a new {@code PackagePermission} object.

	 *

	 * <p>

	 * The name is specified as a normal Java package name: a dot-separated

	 * string. Wildcards may be used.

	 *

	 * <pre>

	 * name ::= &lt;package name&gt; | &lt;package name ending in &quot;.*&quot;&gt; | *

	 * </pre>

	 *

	 * Examples:

	 *

	 * <pre>

	 * org.osgi.service.http

	 * javax.servlet.*

	 * *

	 * </pre>

	 *

	 * For the {@code import} action, the name can also be a filter expression.

	 * The filter gives access to the following attributes:

	 * <ul>

	 * <li>signer - A Distinguished Name chain used to sign the exporting

	 * bundle. Wildcards in a DN are not matched according to the filter string

	 * rules, but according to the rules defined for a DN chain.</li>

	 * <li>location - The location of the exporting bundle.</li>

	 * <li>id - The bundle ID of the exporting bundle.</li>

	 * <li>name - The symbolic name of the exporting bundle.</li>

	 * <li>package.name - The name of the requested package.</li>

	 * </ul>

	 * Filter attribute names are processed in a case sensitive manner.

	 *

	 * <p>

	 * Package Permissions are granted over all possible versions of a package.

	 *
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	 * A bundle that needs to export a package must have the appropriate

	 * {@code PackagePermission} for that package; similarly, a bundle that

	 * needs to import a package must have the appropriate

	 * {@code PackagePermssion} for that package.

	 * <p>

	 * Permission is granted for both classes and resources.

	 *

	 * @param name Package name or filter expression. A filter expression can

	 *        only be specified if the specified action is {@code import}.

	 * @param actions {@code exportonly},{@code import} (canonical order).

	 * @throws IllegalArgumentException If the specified name is a filter

	 *         expression and either the specified action is not {@code import}

	 *         or the filter has an invalid syntax.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/PackagePermission.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2000, 2014). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/ServiceRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/ServiceFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2001, 2015). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/SynchronousBundleListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2010, 2018). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/wiring/BundleRevision.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2009, 2019). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/launch/FrameworkFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2015). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/AllServiceListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2004, 2016). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/Version.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2000, 2015). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/ServiceListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/BundleListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/FrameworkListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/Filter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2011, 2013). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/hooks/bundle/CollisionHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/hooks/bundle/FindHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/wiring/BundleRevisions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/hooks/resolver/ResolverHookFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2019, 2020). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/connect/ConnectFrameworkFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/connect/ModuleConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/connect/FrameworkUtilHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/connect/ConnectContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/connect/ConnectModule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2000, 2020). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * Framework launching property specifying the persistent storage area used

	 * by the framework. The value of this property must be a valid file path in

	 * the file system to a directory. If the specified directory does not exist

	 * then the framework will create the directory. If the specified path

	 * exists but is not a directory or if the framework fails to create the

	 * storage directory, then framework initialization must fail. The framework

	 * is free to use this directory as it sees fit. This area can not be shared

	 * with anything else.

	 * <p>

	 * If this property is not set, the framework should use a reasonable

	 * platform default for the persistent storage area.

	 *

	 * @since 1.5

	 */

/**

	 * Intent supported by Remote Service implementation that provide

	 * confidential communications as defined for the {@code osgi.confidential}

	 * intent.

	 *

	 * @since 1.9

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/Constants.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2008, 2020). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/launch/Framework.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2011, 2016). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/VersionRange.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2000, 2017). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/AdminPermission.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2012, 2019). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523500_1681881897.643864/0/org-osgi-framework-1-10-0-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/framework/namespace/package-info.java

 

1.120 chameleon-mbeans 1.0.0 
1.120.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2009 OW2 Chameleon

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523621_1681871731.6880784/0/chameleon-mbeans-1-0-0-sources-2-

jar/org/ow2/chameleon/management/beans/impl/OSGiPlatformMXBeanImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523621_1681871731.6880784/0/chameleon-mbeans-1-0-0-sources-2-

jar/org/ow2/chameleon/management/beans/BundleMXBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1618523621_1681871731.6880784/0/chameleon-mbeans-1-0-0-sources-2-

jar/org/ow2/chameleon/management/beans/impl/Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523621_1681871731.6880784/0/chameleon-mbeans-1-0-0-sources-2-

jar/org/ow2/chameleon/management/beans/OSGiPlatformMXBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523621_1681871731.6880784/0/chameleon-mbeans-1-0-0-sources-2-

jar/org/ow2/chameleon/management/beans/impl/BundleMXBeanImpl.java

 

1.121 org.osgi.service.packageadmin 1.2.1 
1.121.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2010, 2020). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523668_1680017602.3466644/0/org-osgi-service-packageadmin-1-2-1-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/service/packageadmin/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2001, 2014). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523668_1680017602.3466644/0/org-osgi-service-packageadmin-1-2-1-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/service/packageadmin/ExportedPackage.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2001, 2015). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523668_1680017602.3466644/0/org-osgi-service-packageadmin-1-2-1-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/service/packageadmin/PackageAdmin.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2004, 2013). All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523668_1680017602.3466644/0/org-osgi-service-packageadmin-1-2-1-sources-1-

jar/org/osgi/service/packageadmin/RequiredBundle.java
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1.122 swagger-integration 2.1.1 
1.122.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.123 jetty-osgi-servlet-api 3.1.0.M3 
1.123.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.
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  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).
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       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or
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such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer
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or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of
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the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.
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For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.
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  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering
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equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)
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  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.
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As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

1.124 openflow-openflowj 1.0.2 
1.124.1 Available under license : 

Source file copyrights are indicated at the top of each file.

 

Files not in the datapath/ and vswitchd/ directories or associated

subdirectories are covered under the OpenFlow license included below:

 

We are making the OpenFlow specification and associated documentation

(Software) available for public use and benefit with the expectation

that others will use, modify and enhance the Software and contribute

those enhancements back to the community. However, since we would like

to make the Software available for broadest use, with as few

restrictions as possible permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

to any person obtaining a copy of this Software to deal in the Software

under the copyrights without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holder(s) may NOT be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to the Software or any derivatives

without specific, written prior permission.

 

Files in the datapath/ and its sub-directories are covered under the GNU

General Public License Version 2. Included below:
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		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
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authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

Files in vswitchd/ and its sub-directories are covered under the GNU

General Public License Version 3. Included below:

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.
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 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.
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 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable
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work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or
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similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive
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   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to
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   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).
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 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or
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   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the
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violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.
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 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.
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 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
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reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".
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 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Upstream Authors:

 

   The Board of Trustees of The Leland Stanford Junior University

 

Copyright:

 

   Copyright (C) 2008 The Board of Trustees of The Leland Stanford

   Junior University

 

License:

 

   We are making the OpenFlow specification and associated documentation

   (Software) available for public use and benefit with the expectation

   that others will use, modify and enhance the Software and contribute

   those enhancements back to the community. However, since we would like

   to make the Software available for broadest use, with as few

   restrictions as possible permission is hereby granted, free of charge,

   to any person obtaining a copy of this Software to deal in the Software

   under the copyrights without restriction, including without limitation

   the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

   and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

   Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

   in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

   CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

   TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

   SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   The name and trademarks of copyright holder(s) may NOT be used in

   advertising or publicity pertaining to the Software or any derivatives

   without specific, written prior permission.
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Upstream Authors:

 

   The Board of Trustees of The Leland Stanford Junior University

 

Copyright:

 

   Copyright (C) 2008 The Board of Trustees of The Leland Stanford

   Junior University

 

License:

 

   Files in the datapath/ and its sub-directories are covered under the GNU

   General Public License Version 2.

 

   On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General

   Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL'.

Copyright (c) 2008 The Board of Trustees of The Leland Stanford Junior

University

 

 

We are making the OpenFlow tests and associated documentation (Software)

available for public use and benefit with the expectation that others will

use, modify and enhance the Software and contribute those enhancements back

to the community. However, since we would like to make the Software

available for broadest use, with as few restrictions as possible permission

is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this

Software) to deal in the Software under the copyrights without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions: 

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holder(s) may NOT be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to the Software or any derivatives

without specific, written prior permission.
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1.125 servlet 1.0.0.v20070606 
1.125.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 (&quot;EPL&quot;).  A copy of the EPL is available

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523484_1695041728.6832192/0/servlet-1-0-0-v20070606-jar-zip/servlet-1-0-0-v20070606-

jar/about.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

# are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523484_1695041728.6832192/0/servlet-1-0-0-v20070606-jar-zip/servlet-1-0-0-v20070606-

jar/plugin.properties

 

1.126 swagger-jaxrs2 2.1.1 
1.126.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.127 jung-api 2.0.1 
1.127.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Created on May 24, 2008

*

* Copyright (c) 2008, the JUNG Project and the Regents of the University

* of California

* All rights reserved.

*

* This software is open-source under the BSD license; see either

* "license.txt" or

* http://jung.sourceforge.net/license.txt for a description.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523549_1681106889.8194392/0/jung-api-2-0-1-sources-2-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/KPartiteGraph.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Created on Apr 2, 2006

*

* Copyright (c) 2006, the JUNG Project and the Regents of the University

* of California

* All rights reserved.

*

* This software is open-source under the BSD license; see either

* "license.txt" or

* http://jung.sourceforge.net/license.txt for a description.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523549_1681106889.8194392/0/jung-api-2-0-1-sources-2-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/util/Pair.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Created on Mar 3, 2007

*

* Copyright (c) 2007, the JUNG Project and the Regents of the University

* of California

* All rights reserved.

*

* This software is open-source under the BSD license; see either

* "license.txt" or

* http://jung.sourceforge.net/license.txt for a description.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523549_1681106889.8194392/0/jung-api-2-0-1-sources-2-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/util/TreeUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Created on Aug 31, 2007

*

* Copyright (c) 2007, the JUNG Project and the Regents of the University

* of California

* All rights reserved.

*

* This software is open-source under the BSD license; see either

* "license.txt" or

* http://jung.sourceforge.net/license.txt for a description.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523549_1681106889.8194392/0/jung-api-2-0-1-sources-2-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/MultiGraph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Created on Oct 17, 2005

*

* Copyright (c) 2005, the JUNG Project and the Regents of the University

* of California

* All rights reserved.

*

* This software is open-source under the BSD license; see either

* "license.txt" or

* http://jung.sourceforge.net/license.txt for a description.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523549_1681106889.8194392/0/jung-api-2-0-1-sources-2-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/DirectedGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523549_1681106889.8194392/0/jung-api-2-0-1-sources-2-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/UndirectedGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523549_1681106889.8194392/0/jung-api-2-0-1-sources-2-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/Graph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523549_1681106889.8194392/0/jung-api-2-0-1-sources-2-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/Hypergraph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Created on Sep 24, 2005

*

* Copyright (c) 2005, the JUNG Project and the Regents of the University

* of California

* All rights reserved.

*

* This software is open-source under the BSD license; see either

* "license.txt" or

* http://jung.sourceforge.net/license.txt for a description.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523549_1681106889.8194392/0/jung-api-2-0-1-sources-2-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/util/DefaultParallelEdgeIndexFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523549_1681106889.8194392/0/jung-api-2-0-1-sources-2-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/util/EdgeIndexFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523549_1681106889.8194392/0/jung-api-2-0-1-sources-2-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/util/IncidentEdgeIndexFunction.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Created on February 27, 2007

*

* Copyright (c) 2007, the JUNG Project and the Regents of the University

* of California

* All rights reserved.

*

* This software is open-source under the BSD license; see either

* "license.txt" or

* http://jung.sourceforge.net/license.txt for a description.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523549_1681106889.8194392/0/jung-api-2-0-1-sources-2-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/util/EdgeType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/opt/cola/permits/1618523549_1681106889.8194392/0/jung-api-2-0-1-sources-2-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/event/package.html: binary file matches

/opt/cola/permits/1618523549_1681106889.8194392/0/jung-api-2-0-1-sources-2-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/package.html: binary file matches

/opt/cola/permits/1618523549_1681106889.8194392/0/jung-api-2-0-1-sources-2-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/util/package.html: binary file matches

 

Found in path(s):

* /bin/grep

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 

 @(#)package.html

 

Copyright  2003 The Regents of the University of California. All Rights Reserved.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation

for educational, research and non-profit purposes, without fee, and without a written

agreement is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice, this paragraph

and the following two paragraphs appear in all copies. This software program and

documentation are copyrighted by The Regents of the University of California

("The University of California").

 

THE SOFTWARE PROGRAM AND DOCUMENTATION ARE SUPPLIED "AS IS," WITHOUT ANY

ACCOMPANYING

SERVICES FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF CALFORNIA. FURTHERMORE, THE UNIVERSITY OF

CALIFORNIA

DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR

ERROR-FREE. THE END-USER UNDERSTANDS THAT THE PROGRAM WAS DEVELOPED FOR
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RESEARCH

PURPOSES AND IS ADVISED NOT TO RELY EXCLUSIVELY ON THE PROGRAM FOR ANY REASON.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR DIRECT,

INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING LOST PROFITS,

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN IF THE

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

AND THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA HAS NO OBLIGATIONS TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE,

SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523549_1681106889.8194392/0/jung-api-2-0-1-sources-2-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523549_1681106889.8194392/0/jung-api-2-0-1-sources-2-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/util/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523549_1681106889.8194392/0/jung-api-2-0-1-sources-2-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/event/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Created on Feb 3, 2007

*

* Copyright (c) 2007, the JUNG Project and the Regents of the University

* of California

* All rights reserved.

*

* This software is open-source under the BSD license; see either

* "license.txt" or

* http://jung.sourceforge.net/license.txt for a description.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523549_1681106889.8194392/0/jung-api-2-0-1-sources-2-

jar/edu/uci/ics/jung/graph/Tree.java

 

1.128 swagger-jaxrs2-servlet-initializer 2.1.1 
1.128.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.129 enunciate-core-annotations 2.3.0 
1.129.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.130 swagger-models 2.1.1 
1.130.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2017 SmartBear Software

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/ArraySchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/examples/Example.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/SecurityRequirement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/HeaderParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/info/Contact.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/MapSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/ExternalDocumentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/EmailSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-
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jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/Paths.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/FileSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/headers/Header.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/NumberSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/responses/ApiResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/info/Info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/StringSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/ByteArraySchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/responses/ApiResponses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/links/LinkParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/Content.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/CookieParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/Scopes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/SecurityScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/OpenAPI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/EncodingProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/servers/Server.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/BinarySchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/Components.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/DateSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/PathItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/IntegerSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/PasswordSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/BooleanSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-
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jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/Encoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/XML.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/QueryParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/ComposedSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/links/Link.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/ObjectSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/Schema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/OAuthFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/OAuthFlows.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/tags/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/Operation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/PathParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/UUIDSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/callbacks/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/RequestBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/servers/ServerVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/info/License.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/servers/ServerVariables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523640_1680017605.0161235/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-2-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/DateTimeSchema.java

 

1.131 narayana-jta 4.17.7.Final 
1.131.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source
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* Copyright 2006, JBoss Inc., and others contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. All rights reserved.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jdbc/recovery/JDBCXARecovery.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.

*

* HP Arjuna Labs,
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* Newcastle upon Tyne,

* Tyne and Wear,

* UK.

*

* $Id: TransactionStatusConnectionManager.java 2342 2006-03-30 13:06:17Z  $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/recovery/TransactionStatusConnectionManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2009,

* @author JBoss, a division of Red Hat.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/txoj/common/TxojEnvironmentBeanMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/common/internal/util/propertyservice/BeanPopulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/common/util/ConfigurationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/txoj/common/TxojEnvironmentBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/common/CoordinatorEnvironmentBeanMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jdbc/common/JDBCEnvironmentBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/common/internal/util/propertyservice/ConcatenationPrefix.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jdbc/common/JDBCEnvironmentBeanMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/common/ObjectStoreEnvironmentBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/common/recoveryPropertyManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/common/internal/util/propertyservice/PropertyPrefix.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/common/RecoveryEnvironmentBeanMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/common/JTAEnvironmentBeanMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/common/ObjectStoreEnvironmentBeanMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/common/CoreEnvironmentBeanMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/utils/JNDIReferenceBindingBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/common/CoreEnvironmentBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/common/RecoveryEnvironmentBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/common/CoordinatorEnvironmentBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/common/JTAEnvironmentBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/TxStatsMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/common/internal/util/propertyservice/FullPropertyName.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.
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*

* (C) 2007,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/recovery/ExpiredTransactionScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/recovery/AtomicActionExpiryScanner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.

*

* HP Arjuna Labs,

* Newcastle upon Tyne,

* Tyne and Wear,

* UK.

*

* $Id: ActionStatusService.java 2342 2006-03-30 13:06:17Z  $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/recovery/ActionStatusService.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.

*

* HP Arjuna Labs,

* Newcastle upon Tyne,

* Tyne and Wear,

* UK.

*

* $Id: AtomicActionRecoveryModule.java 2342 2006-03-30 13:06:17Z  $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/recovery/AtomicActionRecoveryModule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
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* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2009,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jdbc/ConnectionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jdbc/ConnectionImple.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.

*

* HP Arjuna Labs,

* Newcastle upon Tyne,

* Tyne and Wear,

* UK.

*

* $Id: Service.java 2342 2006-03-30 13:06:17Z  $

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/recovery/Service.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.

*

* HP Arjuna Labs,

* Newcastle upon Tyne,

* Tyne and Wear,

* UK.

*

* $Id: TransactionStatusManagerItem.java 2342 2006-03-30 13:06:17Z  $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/recovery/TransactionStatusManagerItem.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions
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* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2011,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/HeuristicNotification.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.

*

* HP Arjuna Labs,

* Newcastle upon Tyne,

* Tyne and Wear,

* UK.

*

* $Id: ExpiryScanner.java 2342 2006-03-30 13:06:17Z  $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/recovery/ExpiryScanner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2011, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates,

* and individual contributors as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2011,

* @author JBoss, by Red Hat.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/stats/TxPerfGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/stats/TxPerfPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/resources/arjunacore/XAResourceRecordWrappingPlugin.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2010, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates,

* and individual contributors as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
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* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2010,

* @author JBoss, by Red Hat.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/osb/api/mbeans/ObjectStateWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/recovery/arjunacore/JTATransactionLogXAResourceOrphanFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/hornetq/HornetqObjectStoreAdaptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/recovery/arjunacore/JTANodeNameXAResourceOrphanFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/osb/api/proxy/RecoveryStoreProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/osb/api/mbeans/BaseStoreMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/hornetq/HornetqJournalEnvironmentBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/osb/api/mbeans/RecoveryStoreBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/osb/api/mbeans/TxLogBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/recovery/XAResourceOrphanFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/objectstore/StoreManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/osb/api/mbeans/RecoveryStoreBeanMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/osb/api/mbeans/ParticipantStoreBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/txoj/logging/txojI18NLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/osb/api/proxy/TxLogProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/logging/arjunaI18NLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/osb/api/mbeans/BaseStoreBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jdbc/logging/jdbcI18NLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/recovery/arjunacore/SubordinateJTAXAResourceOrphanFilter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/osb/api/mbeans/OutputObjectStateWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/osb/api/proxy/ParticipantStoreProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/recovery/arjunacore/NodeNameXAResourceOrphanFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/osb/api/mbeans/TxLogBeanMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/osb/api/proxy/StoreManagerProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/hornetq/HornetqJournalEnvironmentBeanMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/osb/api/mbeans/ParticipantStoreBeanMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/hornetq/HornetqJournalStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/common/ClassloadingUtility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/logging/jtaI18NLogger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.

*

* HP Arjuna Labs,

* Newcastle upon Tyne,

* Tyne and Wear,
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* UK.

*

* $Id: Connection.java 2342 2006-03-30 13:06:17Z  $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/recovery/Connection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.

*

* HP Arjuna Labs,

* Newcastle upon Tyne,

* Tyne and Wear,

* UK.

*

* $Id: RecoveryManager.java 2342 2006-03-30 13:06:17Z  $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/recovery/RecoveryManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source
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* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.

*

* HP Arjuna Labs,

* Newcastle upon Tyne,

* Tyne and Wear,

* UK.

*

* $Id: Listener.java 2342 2006-03-30 13:06:17Z  $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/recovery/Listener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software
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* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.

*

* HP Arjuna Labs,

* Newcastle upon Tyne,

* Tyne and Wear,

* UK.

*

* $Id: TransactionStatusConnector.java 2342 2006-03-30 13:06:17Z  $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/recovery/TransactionStatusConnector.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

/*

* $Id: microsoft_driver.java 2342 2006-03-30 13:06:17Z  $

*

* Copyright (c) 2001 Hewlett-Packard Company

* Hewlett-Packard Company Confidential

* Copyright (c) 2004 Arjuna Technologies Limited
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*

* $Project: ArjunaCore$

* $Revision: 2342 $

* $Date: 2006-03-30 14:06:17 +0100 (Thu, 30 Mar 2006) $

* $Author: $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/jdbc/drivers/microsoft_driver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.

*

* HP Arjuna Labs,

* Newcastle upon Tyne,

* Tyne and Wear,

* UK.

*

* $Id: TransactionStatusManager.java 2342 2006-03-30 13:06:17Z  $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/recovery/TransactionStatusManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2009,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jdbc/drivers/PropertyFileDynamicClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jdbc/drivers/XADataSourceReflectionWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a full listing

* of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2009,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/transaction/arjunacore/jca/SubordinateTransaction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/transaction/arjunacore/jca/TransactionImporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/transaction/arjunacore/jca/SubordinationManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2007, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2006-2007,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/coordinator/ReaperWorkerThread.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
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* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

/*

* $Id: oracle_driver.java 2342 2006-03-30 13:06:17Z  $

*

* Copyright (c) 2001 Hewlett-Packard Company

* Hewlett-Packard Company Confidential

* Copyright (c) 2004 Arjuna Technologies Limited

*

* $Project: ArjunaCore$

* $Revision: 2342 $

* $Date: 2006-03-30 14:06:17 +0100 (Thu, 30 Mar 2006) $

* $Author: $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/jdbc/drivers/oracle_driver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.
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*

* HP Arjuna Labs,

* Newcastle upon Tyne,

* Tyne and Wear,

* UK.

*

* $Id: RecoveryModule.java 2342 2006-03-30 13:06:17Z  $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/recovery/RecoveryModule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*

* $Id$

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/transaction/arjunacore/TransactionSynchronizationRegistryImple.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2007, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.
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* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2007,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/TransactionReaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/coordinator/ReaperElement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.

*

* HP Arjuna Labs,

* Newcastle upon Tyne,

* Tyne and Wear,
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* UK.

*

* $Id: RecoveryManagerImple.java 2342 2006-03-30 13:06:17Z  $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/recovery/RecoveryManagerImple.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2009,

* @author Red Hat Middleware LLC.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/osb/util/JMXServer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
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* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.

*

* HP Arjuna Labs,

* Newcastle upon Tyne,

* Tyne and Wear,

* UK.

*

* $Id: ExpiredTransactionStatusManagerScanner.java 2342 2006-03-30 13:06:17Z  $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/recovery/ExpiredTransactionStatusManagerScanner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/jdbc/JDBCImple_driver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/log/LogBrowser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/common/jtaPropertyManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/log/TransactionTypeManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/HashedStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/StateManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/AtomicAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/txoj/LockManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/abstractrecords/CadaverRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/resources/spi/XATerminatorExtensions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/FileSystemStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/transaction/Transaction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/SynchronizationRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/abstractrecords/PersistenceRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/utils/XAHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jdbc/DirectRecoverableConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/utils/ManualProcessId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/utils/SocketProcessId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/txoj/exceptions/LockStoreException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/HeuristicInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/utils/MBeanProcessId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/utils/Utility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/transaction/arjunacore/subordinate/SubordinateAtomicAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/TwoPhaseCoordinator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/RecordList.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/tools/log/EditableAtomicAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/utils/AndroidProcessId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/common/Uid.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/common/arjPropertyManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/xa/XID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/jdbc/JDBCStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/recovery/arjunacore/XARecoveryModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jdbc/DynamicClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/resources/arjunacore/SynchronizationImple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/exceptions/RollbackException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/ActionHierarchy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/ActionStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/exceptions/FatalError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/exceptions/ObjectStoreException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/txoj/lockstore/BasicPersistentLockStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/transaction/arjunacore/jca/XATerminatorImple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/transaction/arjunacore/TransactionImple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/common/util/propertyservice/FileLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/transaction/arjunacore/BaseTransaction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/AbstractRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/exceptions/InactiveTransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jdbc/IndirectRecoverableConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/xa/XidImple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/exceptions/InvalidTerminationStateException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/txoj/LockMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/utils/UuidProcessId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/recovery/arjunacore/RecoveryXids.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/log/LogEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/abstractrecords/LastResourceRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/HashedActionStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/recovery/RecActivatorLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/ShadowingStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/exceptions/UnexpectedConditionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jdbc/common/jdbcPropertyManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jdbc/TransactionalDriver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/objectstore/jdbc/JDBCAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/utils/JNDIManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/transaction/arjunacore/TransactionManagerImple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/transaction/arjunacore/subordinate/TransactionImple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/txoj/common/txojPropertyManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/jdbc/accessors/DynamicDataSourceJDBCAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jdbc/drivers/modifiers/list.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/exceptions/ObjectStoreError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jdbc/recovery/BasicXARecovery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/exceptions/NotImplementedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/resources/arjunacore/XAResourceRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/recovery/RecoveryDriver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/utils/ExecProcessId.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/recovery/XAResourceRecovery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/resources/arjunacore/XAOnePhaseResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/jdbc/accessors/DataSourceJDBCAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/NullActionStore.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/recovery/SerializableXAResourceDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/transaction/arjunacore/jca/SubordinateXidImple.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.
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* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.

*

* HP Arjuna Labs,

* Newcastle upon Tyne,

* Tyne and Wear,

* UK.

*

* $Id: RecoverAtomicAction.java 2342 2006-03-30 13:06:17Z  $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/recovery/RecoverAtomicAction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2008, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2008,

* @author Red Hat Middleware LLC.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/VolatileStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/TwoPhaseVolatileStore.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2008, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2008,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/recovery/XAResourceRecoveryHelper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,
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* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.

*

* HP Arjuna Labs,

* Newcastle upon Tyne,

* Tyne and Wear,

* UK.

*

* $Id: PeriodicRecovery.java 2342 2006-03-30 13:06:17Z  $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/recovery/PeriodicRecovery.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.

*

* HP Arjuna Labs,

* Newcastle upon Tyne,

* Tyne and Wear,

* UK.
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*

* $Id: ExpiredEntryMonitor.java 2342 2006-03-30 13:06:17Z  $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/recovery/ExpiredEntryMonitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

 Copyright 2009, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

 as indicated by the @author tags.

 See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

 full listing of individual contributors.

 This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

 modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

 This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

 WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

 PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

 You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

 v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

 Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

 MA  02110-1301, USA.

 

 (C) 2009,

 @author JBoss, a division of Red Hat.

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-jar/jbossts-

properties.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2007, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,
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* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2007,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/coordinator/ReaperThread.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2009

* @author Red Hat Middleware LLC.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/osb/annotation/MXBeanDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/osb/annotation/MXBeanPropertyDescription.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 * JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

 * Copyright 2005, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

 * by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

 * full listing of individual contributors.

 *

 * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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 * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

 * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

 * the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 *

 * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

 * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

 * Lesser General Public License for more details.

 *

 * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

 * License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

 * Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

 * 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/common/util/propertyservice/StringPropertyReplacer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2006,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/LogWriteStateManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/RecordType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/txoj/lockstore/LockStore.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/abstractrecords/StateManagerFriend.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/TwoPhaseOutcome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/Header.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/state/ByteBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/common/util/propertyservice/PropertiesFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/CheckedActionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/utils/FileProcessId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/txoj/LockStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jdbc/ConnectionControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/xa/RecoverableXAConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/xa/TxInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/resources/XAResourceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/state/InputObjectState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/transaction/arjunacore/jca/TxWorkManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/xa/XATxConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/UserTransaction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/txoj/abstractrecords/CadaverLockManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/ObjectStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/resources/XAResourceErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/objectstore/TxLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/logging/tsLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/objectstore/StateType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/recovery/XARecoveryResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/logging/jtaLogger.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/Implementations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/txoj/Implementations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/abstractrecords/ActivationRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/txoj/lockstore/BasicLockStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jdbc/drivers/modifiers/jndi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/txoj/abstractrecords/LockRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/transaction/arjunacore/subordinate/jca/SubordinateAtomicAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/ObjectStoreMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/thread/ThreadActionData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/recovery/RecoveryScan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/objectstore/ObjectStoreIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/transaction/arjunacore/jca/WorkSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/resources/StartXAResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/txoj/recovery/TORecoveryModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/txoj/abstractrecords/CadaverLockRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/AsyncCommit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/state/InputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/coordinator/CheckedActionFactoryImple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/txoj/LockFriend.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/ActionInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/txoj/recovery/RecoveredTransactionalObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/txoj/LockList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/OnePhaseResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/utils/FileLock.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/abstractrecords/CadaverActivationRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jdbc/recovery/JDBC2RecoveryConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/utils/XAUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/common/BasicMutex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/resources/errorhandlers/tibco.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/ObjectType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/recovery/arjunacore/XARecoveryResourceManagerImple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/txoj/ConflictType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/transaction/arjunacore/subordinate/jca/TransactionImple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/txoj/Lock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/recovery/RecoveryActivator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/TopLevelAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jdbc/drivers/modifiers/ConnectionModifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/txoj/LockConflictManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/RecoveryMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/txoj/logging/txojLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/state/OutputObjectState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/objectstore/RecoveryStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/utils/arjunacore/StatusConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/objectstore/ObjectStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/transaction/arjunacore/jca/TransactionImporterImple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/transaction/arjunacore/AtomicAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/AsyncPrepare.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/state/OutputBuffer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jdbc/drivers/modifiers/ModifierFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/TxControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/Reapable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/CacheStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/txoj/LockResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/ActionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/ObjectStateQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/OTM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/recovery/WorkerService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/TransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jdbc/drivers/modifiers/extensions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/coordinator/AppendLogTransaction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/TxStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/tools/TransactionMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/ActionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/common/Mutex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/objectstore/ParticipantStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/common/UidHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/utils/Process.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/ShadowNoFileLockStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/thread/ThreadSetup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jdbc/drivers/jndi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/resources/LastResourceCommitOptimisation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/transaction/arjunacore/UserTransactionImple.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/resources/EndXAResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/abstractrecord/RecordTypeManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/objectstore/BaseStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/abstractrecord/RecordTypeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/BasicAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/abstractrecords/DisposeRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/ActionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/utils/ThreadUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/FileLockingStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jdbc/ConnectionSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/recovery/XARecoveryResourceManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/AddOutcome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/listener/ReaperMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/jta/recovery/arjunacore/XARecoveryResourceImple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/RecordListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/abstractrecords/RecoveryRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/txoj/LockListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/ObjectModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/utils/JTAHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jdbc/logging/jdbcLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/jta/xa/XAModifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/TxLogWritePersistenceRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/coordinator/CheckedAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/arjuna/objectstore/StateStatus.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2005-2010,

* @author JBoss Inc.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/tools/log/EditableTransaction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,

* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions

* of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1.

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A

* WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License,

* v.2.1 along with this distribution; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

* MA  02110-1301, USA.

*

* (C) 2009,

* @author JBoss by Red Hat.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/coordinator/ReaperElementManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/jdbc/drivers/postgresql_driver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/jdbc/drivers/mysql_ab_driver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/jdbc/drivers/jconnect_driver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/jdbc/drivers/h2_driver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523556_1680017597.9314568/0/narayana-jta-4-17-7-final-sources-1-

jar/com/arjuna/ats/internal/arjuna/objectstore/jdbc/drivers/ibm_driver.java

 

1.132 swagger-annotations 2.1.1 
1.132.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2017 SmartBear Software

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/links/LinkParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/media/Schema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/media/Encoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/security/SecurityRequirement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/Parameter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/parameters/RequestBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/Hidden.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/tags/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/security/OAuthScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/callbacks/Callbacks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/info/Contact.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/extensions/Extensions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/security/SecuritySchemes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/responses/ApiResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/callbacks/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/headers/Header.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/security/SecurityScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/Parameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/servers/Servers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/security/OAuthFlows.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/media/DiscriminatorMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/media/ExampleObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/security/OAuthFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/servers/ServerVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/Operation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/security/SecurityRequirements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/OpenAPIDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/responses/ApiResponses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/media/Content.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/tags/Tags.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/links/Link.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/info/License.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/info/Info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/servers/Server.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1618523713_1681871597.608385/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-1-sources-3-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/ExternalDocumentation.java

 

1.133 eclipse-equinox-event 1.5.300 
1.133.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2010 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034672_1681874899.669792/0/org-eclipse-equinox-event-1-5-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/event/mapper/EventAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Public License Version 2.0 (&quot;EPL&quot;). A copy of the EPL is

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034672_1681874899.669792/0/org-eclipse-equinox-event-1-5-300-sources-1-jar/about.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2018 IBM Corporation.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials
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* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034672_1681874899.669792/0/org-eclipse-equinox-event-1-5-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/event/mapper/ServiceEventAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034672_1681874899.669792/0/org-eclipse-equinox-event-1-5-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/event/mapper/FrameworkEventAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034672_1681874899.669792/0/org-eclipse-equinox-event-1-5-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/event/mapper/BundleEventAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# This program and the accompanying materials

# are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034672_1681874899.669792/0/org-eclipse-equinox-event-1-5-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/event/ExternalMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034672_1681874899.669792/0/org-eclipse-equinox-event-1-5-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/event/LogMessages.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2008 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034672_1681874899.669792/0/org-eclipse-equinox-event-1-5-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/event/LogTrackerMsg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034672_1681874899.669792/0/org-eclipse-equinox-event-1-5-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/event/mapper/Constants.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 1998, 2017 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034672_1681874899.669792/0/org-eclipse-equinox-event-1-5-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/event/LogTracker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 1999, 2010 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034672_1681874899.669792/0/org-eclipse-equinox-event-1-5-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/event/EventAdminMsg.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*
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* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034672_1681874899.669792/0/org-eclipse-equinox-event-1-5-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/event/EventHandlerTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034672_1681874899.669792/0/org-eclipse-equinox-event-1-5-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/event/EventHandlerWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2009, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034672_1681874899.669792/0/org-eclipse-equinox-event-1-5-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/event/EventComponent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034672_1681874899.669792/0/org-eclipse-equinox-event-1-5-300-sources-1-
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jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/event/EventAdminImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034672_1681874899.669792/0/org-eclipse-equinox-event-1-5-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/event/Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034672_1681874899.669792/0/org-eclipse-equinox-event-1-5-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/event/mapper/EventRedeliverer.java

 

1.134 eclipse-equinox-cm 1.4.300 
1.134.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 1998, 2013 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034664_1680055710.6689115/0/org-eclipse-equinox-cm-1-4-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/cm/LogTracker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2019 Cognos Incorporated, IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Cognos Incorporated - initial API and implementation

*     IBM Corporation - bug fixes and enhancements

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034664_1680055710.6689115/0/org-eclipse-equinox-cm-1-4-300-sources-1-
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jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/cm/ConfigurationAdminFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034664_1680055710.6689115/0/org-eclipse-equinox-cm-1-4-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/cm/ConfigurationStore.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2003, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034664_1680055710.6689115/0/org-eclipse-equinox-cm-1-4-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/cm/reliablefile/ReliableFileOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034664_1680055710.6689115/0/org-eclipse-equinox-cm-1-4-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/cm/reliablefile/ReliableFileInputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Public License Version 2.0 (&quot;EPL&quot;). A copy of the EPL is

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034664_1680055710.6689115/0/org-eclipse-equinox-cm-1-4-300-sources-1-jar/about.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034664_1680055710.6689115/0/org-eclipse-equinox-cm-1-4-300-sources-1-
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jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/cm/TargetMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2018 IBM Corporation.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034664_1680055710.6689115/0/org-eclipse-equinox-cm-1-4-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/cm/ConfigurationEventAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2018 Cognos Incorporated, IBM Corporation

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Cognos Incorporated - initial API and implementation

*     Chris Aniszczyk <zx@us.ibm.com> - bug 209294

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034664_1680055710.6689115/0/org-eclipse-equinox-cm-1-4-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/cm/Activator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2018 Cognos Incorporated, IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at
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* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Cognos Incorporated - initial API and implementation

*     IBM Corporation - bug fixes and enhancements

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034664_1680055710.6689115/0/org-eclipse-equinox-cm-1-4-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/cm/ConfigurationDictionary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034664_1680055710.6689115/0/org-eclipse-equinox-cm-1-4-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/cm/PluginManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034664_1680055710.6689115/0/org-eclipse-equinox-cm-1-4-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/cm/ManagedServiceFactoryTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034664_1680055710.6689115/0/org-eclipse-equinox-cm-1-4-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/cm/ManagedServiceTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034664_1680055710.6689115/0/org-eclipse-equinox-cm-1-4-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/cm/EventDispatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2019 Cognos Incorporated, IBM Corporation and others..

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Cognos Incorporated - initial API and implementation

*     IBM Corporation - bug fixes and enhancements

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034664_1680055710.6689115/0/org-eclipse-equinox-cm-1-4-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/cm/ConfigurationAdminImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2019 Cognos Incorporated, IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at
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* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Cognos Incorporated - initial API and implementation

*     IBM Corporation - bug fixes and enhancements

*     IBH SYSTEMS GmbH - replace custom lock with a ReentrantLock, bug 459002

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034664_1680055710.6689115/0/org-eclipse-equinox-cm-1-4-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/cm/ConfigurationImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2003, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034664_1680055710.6689115/0/org-eclipse-equinox-cm-1-4-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/cm/reliablefile/ReliableFile.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2018 Cognos Incorporated

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Cognos Incorporated - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1619034664_1680055710.6689115/0/org-eclipse-equinox-cm-1-4-300-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/equinox/internal/cm/SerializedTaskQueue.java

 

1.135 jetty-webapp 9.4.51.v20230217 
1.135.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.
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"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and
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        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other
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Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement
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and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both
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 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html
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------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html
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org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

 

1.136 jetty-util-ajax 9.4.51.v20230217 
1.136.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.
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"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:
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 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement
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negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)
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infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK
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If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el
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 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

 

1.137 jetty-annotations 9.4.51.v20230217 
1.137.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and
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  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute
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    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,
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damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL
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If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html
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* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper
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 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

 

1.138 jetty-plus 9.4.51.v20230217 
1.138.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.
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1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses
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    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION
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Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY
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CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.
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This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message
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The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl
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------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

 

1.139 jetty 9.4.51.v20230217 
1.139.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License
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2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under
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    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.
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    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using
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and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will
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be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------
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Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm
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------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is
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granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

 

1.140 jetty-xml 9.4.51.v20230217 
1.140.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.
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2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are
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        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the
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Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html
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     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html
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------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas
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------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

 

1.141 jetty-security 9.4.51.v20230217 
1.141.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.
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"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and
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 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.
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For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
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All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.
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==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.
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* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api
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------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

 

1.142 infinispan-core 10.1.8.Final 
1.142.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.143 infinispan-jboss-marshalling

10.1.8.Final 
1.143.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.144 infinispan-commons 10.1.8.Final 
1.144.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# This file maps Internet media types to unique file extension(s).

# Although created for httpd, this file is used by many software systems

# and has been placed in the public domain for unlimited redisribution.

#

# The table below contains both registered and (common) unregistered types.

# A type that has no unique extension can be ignored -- they are listed

# here to guide configurations toward known types and to make it easier to

# identify "new" types.  File extensions are also commonly used to indicate
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# content languages and encodings, so choose them carefully.

#

# Internet media types should be registered as described in RFC 4288.

# The registry is at <http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/>.

#

# MIME type (lowercased)			Extensions

# ============================================	==========

application/1d-interleaved-parityfec

application/3gpdash-qoe-report+xml

application/3gpp-ims+xml

application/a2l

application/activemessage

application/alto-costmap+json

application/alto-costmapfilter+json

application/alto-directory+json

application/alto-endpointcost+json

application/alto-endpointcostparams+json

application/alto-endpointprop+json

application/alto-endpointpropparams+json

application/alto-error+json

application/alto-networkmap+json

application/alto-networkmapfilter+json

application/aml

application/andrew-inset			ez

application/applefile

application/applixware				aw

application/atf

application/atfx

application/atom+xml				atom

application/atomcat+xml				atomcat

application/atomdeleted+xml

application/atomicmail

application/atomsvc+xml				atomsvc

application/atxml

application/auth-policy+xml

application/bacnet-xdd+zip

application/batch-smtp

application/beep+xml

application/calendar+json

application/calendar+xml

application/call-completion

application/cals-1840

application/cbor

application/ccmp+xml

application/ccxml+xml				ccxml

application/cdfx+xml

application/cdmi-capability			cdmia

application/cdmi-container			cdmic
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application/cdmi-domain				cdmid

application/cdmi-object				cdmio

application/cdmi-queue				cdmiq

application/cdni

application/cea

application/cea-2018+xml

application/cellml+xml

application/cfw

application/cms

application/cnrp+xml

application/coap-group+json

application/commonground

application/conference-info+xml

application/cpl+xml

application/csrattrs

application/csta+xml

application/cstadata+xml

application/csvm+json

application/cu-seeme				cu

application/cybercash

application/dash+xml

application/dashdelta

application/davmount+xml			davmount

application/dca-rft

application/dcd

application/dec-dx

application/dialog-info+xml

application/dicom

application/dii

application/dit

application/dns

application/docbook+xml				dbk

application/dskpp+xml

application/dssc+der				dssc

application/dssc+xml				xdssc

application/dvcs

application/ecmascript				ecma

application/edi-consent

application/edi-x12

application/edifact

application/efi

application/emergencycalldata.comment+xml

application/emergencycalldata.deviceinfo+xml

application/emergencycalldata.providerinfo+xml

application/emergencycalldata.serviceinfo+xml

application/emergencycalldata.subscriberinfo+xml

application/emma+xml				emma

application/emotionml+xml
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application/encaprtp

application/epp+xml

application/epub+zip				epub

application/eshop

application/example

application/exi					exi

application/fastinfoset

application/fastsoap

application/fdt+xml

application/fits

application/font-tdpfr				pfr

application/framework-attributes+xml

application/geo+json

application/gml+xml				gml

application/gpx+xml				gpx

application/gxf					gxf

application/gzip

application/h224

application/held+xml

application/http

application/hyperstudio				stk

application/ibe-key-request+xml

application/ibe-pkg-reply+xml

application/ibe-pp-data

application/iges

application/im-iscomposing+xml

application/index

application/index.cmd

application/index.obj

application/index.response

application/index.vnd

application/inkml+xml				ink inkml

application/iotp

application/ipfix				ipfix

application/ipp

application/isup

application/its+xml

application/java-archive			jar

application/java-serialized-object		ser

application/java-vm				class

application/javascript				js

application/jose

application/jose+json

application/jrd+json

application/json				json

application/json-patch+json

application/json-seq

application/jsonml+json				jsonml
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application/jwk+json

application/jwk-set+json

application/jwt

application/kpml-request+xml

application/kpml-response+xml

application/ld+json

application/lgr+xml

application/link-format

application/load-control+xml

application/lost+xml				lostxml

application/lostsync+xml

application/lxf

application/mac-binhex40			hqx

application/mac-compactpro			cpt

application/macwriteii

application/mads+xml				mads

application/marc				mrc

application/marcxml+xml				mrcx

application/mathematica				ma nb mb

application/mathml+xml				mathml

application/mathml-content+xml

application/mathml-presentation+xml

application/mbms-associated-procedure-description+xml

application/mbms-deregister+xml

application/mbms-envelope+xml

application/mbms-msk+xml

application/mbms-msk-response+xml

application/mbms-protection-description+xml

application/mbms-reception-report+xml

application/mbms-register+xml

application/mbms-register-response+xml

application/mbms-schedule+xml

application/mbms-user-service-description+xml

application/mbox				mbox

application/media-policy-dataset+xml

application/media_control+xml

application/mediaservercontrol+xml		mscml

application/merge-patch+json

application/metalink+xml			metalink

application/metalink4+xml			meta4

application/mets+xml				mets

application/mf4

application/mikey

application/mods+xml				mods

application/moss-keys

application/moss-signature

application/mosskey-data

application/mosskey-request
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application/mp21				m21 mp21

application/mp4					mp4s

application/mpeg4-generic

application/mpeg4-iod

application/mpeg4-iod-xmt

application/mrb-consumer+xml

application/mrb-publish+xml

application/msc-ivr+xml

application/msc-mixer+xml

application/msword				doc dot

application/mxf					mxf

application/nasdata

application/news-checkgroups

application/news-groupinfo

application/news-transmission

application/nlsml+xml

application/nss

application/ocsp-request

application/ocsp-response

application/octet-stream	bin dms lrf mar so dist distz pkg bpk dump elc deploy

application/oda					oda

application/odx

application/oebps-package+xml			opf

application/ogg					ogx

application/omdoc+xml				omdoc

application/onenote				onetoc onetoc2 onetmp onepkg

application/oxps				oxps

application/p2p-overlay+xml

application/parityfec

application/patch-ops-error+xml			xer

application/pdf					pdf

application/pdx

application/pgp-encrypted			pgp

application/pgp-keys

application/pgp-signature			asc sig

application/pics-rules				prf

application/pidf+xml

application/pidf-diff+xml

application/pkcs10				p10

application/pkcs12

application/pkcs7-mime				p7m p7c

application/pkcs7-signature			p7s

application/pkcs8				p8

application/pkix-attr-cert			ac

application/pkix-cert				cer

application/pkix-crl				crl

application/pkix-pkipath			pkipath

application/pkixcmp				pki
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application/pls+xml				pls

application/poc-settings+xml

application/postscript				ai eps ps

application/ppsp-tracker+json

application/problem+json

application/problem+xml

application/provenance+xml

application/prs.alvestrand.titrax-sheet

application/prs.cww				cww

application/prs.hpub+zip

application/prs.nprend

application/prs.plucker

application/prs.rdf-xml-crypt

application/prs.xsf+xml

application/pskc+xml				pskcxml

application/qsig

application/raptorfec

application/rdap+json

application/rdf+xml				rdf

application/reginfo+xml				rif

application/relax-ng-compact-syntax		rnc

application/remote-printing

application/reputon+json

application/resource-lists+xml			rl

application/resource-lists-diff+xml		rld

application/rfc+xml

application/riscos

application/rlmi+xml

application/rls-services+xml			rs

application/rpki-ghostbusters			gbr

application/rpki-manifest			mft

application/rpki-roa				roa

application/rpki-updown

application/rsd+xml				rsd

application/rss+xml				rss

application/rtf					rtf

application/rtploopback

application/rtx

application/samlassertion+xml

application/samlmetadata+xml

application/sbml+xml				sbml

application/scaip+xml

application/scim+json

application/scvp-cv-request			scq

application/scvp-cv-response			scs

application/scvp-vp-request			spq

application/scvp-vp-response			spp

application/sdp					sdp
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application/sep+xml

application/sep-exi

application/session-info

application/set-payment

application/set-payment-initiation		setpay

application/set-registration

application/set-registration-initiation		setreg

application/sgml

application/sgml-open-catalog

application/shf+xml				shf

application/sieve

application/simple-filter+xml

application/simple-message-summary

application/simplesymbolcontainer

application/slate

application/smil

application/smil+xml				smi smil

application/smpte336m

application/soap+fastinfoset

application/soap+xml

application/sparql-query			rq

application/sparql-results+xml			srx

application/spirits-event+xml

application/sql

application/srgs				gram

application/srgs+xml				grxml

application/sru+xml				sru

application/ssdl+xml				ssdl

application/ssml+xml				ssml

application/tamp-apex-update

application/tamp-apex-update-confirm

application/tamp-community-update

application/tamp-community-update-confirm

application/tamp-error

application/tamp-sequence-adjust

application/tamp-sequence-adjust-confirm

application/tamp-status-query

application/tamp-status-response

application/tamp-update

application/tamp-update-confirm

application/tei+xml				tei teicorpus

application/thraud+xml				tfi

application/timestamp-query

application/timestamp-reply

application/timestamped-data			tsd

application/ttml+xml

application/tve-trigger

application/ulpfec
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application/urc-grpsheet+xml

application/urc-ressheet+xml

application/urc-targetdesc+xml

application/urc-uisocketdesc+xml

application/vcard+json

application/vcard+xml

application/vemmi

application/vividence.scriptfile

application/vnd.3gpp-prose+xml

application/vnd.3gpp-prose-pc3ch+xml

application/vnd.3gpp.access-transfer-events+xml

application/vnd.3gpp.bsf+xml

application/vnd.3gpp.mid-call+xml

application/vnd.3gpp.pic-bw-large		plb

application/vnd.3gpp.pic-bw-small		psb

application/vnd.3gpp.pic-bw-var			pvb

application/vnd.3gpp.sms

application/vnd.3gpp.sms+xml

application/vnd.3gpp.srvcc-ext+xml

application/vnd.3gpp.srvcc-info+xml

application/vnd.3gpp.state-and-event-info+xml

application/vnd.3gpp.ussd+xml

application/vnd.3gpp2.bcmcsinfo+xml

application/vnd.3gpp2.sms

application/vnd.3gpp2.tcap			tcap

application/vnd.3lightssoftware.imagescal

application/vnd.3m.post-it-notes		pwn

application/vnd.accpac.simply.aso		aso

application/vnd.accpac.simply.imp		imp

application/vnd.acucobol			acu

application/vnd.acucorp				atc acutc

application/vnd.adobe.air-application-installer-package+zip	air

application/vnd.adobe.flash.movie

application/vnd.adobe.formscentral.fcdt		fcdt

application/vnd.adobe.fxp			fxp fxpl

application/vnd.adobe.partial-upload

application/vnd.adobe.xdp+xml			xdp

application/vnd.adobe.xfdf			xfdf

application/vnd.aether.imp

application/vnd.ah-barcode

application/vnd.ahead.space			ahead

application/vnd.airzip.filesecure.azf		azf

application/vnd.airzip.filesecure.azs		azs

application/vnd.amazon.ebook			azw

application/vnd.amazon.mobi8-ebook

application/vnd.americandynamics.acc		acc

application/vnd.amiga.ami			ami

application/vnd.amundsen.maze+xml
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application/vnd.android.package-archive		apk

application/vnd.anki

application/vnd.anser-web-certificate-issue-initiation	cii

application/vnd.anser-web-funds-transfer-initiation	fti

application/vnd.antix.game-component		atx

application/vnd.apache.thrift.binary

application/vnd.apache.thrift.compact

application/vnd.apache.thrift.json

application/vnd.api+json

application/vnd.apple.installer+xml		mpkg

application/vnd.apple.mpegurl			m3u8

application/vnd.arastra.swi

application/vnd.aristanetworks.swi		swi

application/vnd.artsquare

application/vnd.astraea-software.iota		iota

application/vnd.audiograph			aep

application/vnd.autopackage

application/vnd.avistar+xml

application/vnd.balsamiq.bmml+xml

application/vnd.balsamiq.bmpr

application/vnd.bekitzur-stech+json

application/vnd.biopax.rdf+xml

application/vnd.blueice.multipass		mpm

application/vnd.bluetooth.ep.oob

application/vnd.bluetooth.le.oob

application/vnd.bmi				bmi

application/vnd.businessobjects			rep

application/vnd.cab-jscript

application/vnd.canon-cpdl

application/vnd.canon-lips

application/vnd.cendio.thinlinc.clientconf

application/vnd.century-systems.tcp_stream

application/vnd.chemdraw+xml			cdxml

application/vnd.chess-pgn

application/vnd.chipnuts.karaoke-mmd		mmd

application/vnd.cinderella			cdy

application/vnd.cirpack.isdn-ext

application/vnd.citationstyles.style+xml

application/vnd.claymore			cla

application/vnd.cloanto.rp9			rp9

application/vnd.clonk.c4group			c4g c4d c4f c4p c4u

application/vnd.cluetrust.cartomobile-config		c11amc

application/vnd.cluetrust.cartomobile-config-pkg	c11amz

application/vnd.coffeescript

application/vnd.collection+json

application/vnd.collection.doc+json

application/vnd.collection.next+json

application/vnd.comicbook+zip
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application/vnd.commerce-battelle

application/vnd.commonspace			csp

application/vnd.contact.cmsg			cdbcmsg

application/vnd.coreos.ignition+json

application/vnd.cosmocaller			cmc

application/vnd.crick.clicker			clkx

application/vnd.crick.clicker.keyboard		clkk

application/vnd.crick.clicker.palette		clkp

application/vnd.crick.clicker.template		clkt

application/vnd.crick.clicker.wordbank		clkw

application/vnd.criticaltools.wbs+xml		wbs

application/vnd.ctc-posml			pml

application/vnd.ctct.ws+xml

application/vnd.cups-pdf

application/vnd.cups-postscript

application/vnd.cups-ppd			ppd

application/vnd.cups-raster

application/vnd.cups-raw

application/vnd.curl

application/vnd.curl.car			car

application/vnd.curl.pcurl			pcurl

application/vnd.cyan.dean.root+xml

application/vnd.cybank

application/vnd.dart				dart

application/vnd.data-vision.rdz			rdz

application/vnd.debian.binary-package

application/vnd.dece.data			uvf uvvf uvd uvvd

application/vnd.dece.ttml+xml			uvt uvvt

application/vnd.dece.unspecified		uvx uvvx

application/vnd.dece.zip			uvz uvvz

application/vnd.denovo.fcselayout-link		fe_launch

application/vnd.desmume.movie

application/vnd.dir-bi.plate-dl-nosuffix

application/vnd.dm.delegation+xml

application/vnd.dna				dna

application/vnd.document+json

application/vnd.dolby.mlp			mlp

application/vnd.dolby.mobile.1

application/vnd.dolby.mobile.2

application/vnd.doremir.scorecloud-binary-document

application/vnd.dpgraph				dpg

application/vnd.dreamfactory			dfac

application/vnd.drive+json

application/vnd.ds-keypoint			kpxx

application/vnd.dtg.local

application/vnd.dtg.local.flash

application/vnd.dtg.local.html

application/vnd.dvb.ait				ait
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application/vnd.dvb.dvbj

application/vnd.dvb.esgcontainer

application/vnd.dvb.ipdcdftnotifaccess

application/vnd.dvb.ipdcesgaccess

application/vnd.dvb.ipdcesgaccess2

application/vnd.dvb.ipdcesgpdd

application/vnd.dvb.ipdcroaming

application/vnd.dvb.iptv.alfec-base

application/vnd.dvb.iptv.alfec-enhancement

application/vnd.dvb.notif-aggregate-root+xml

application/vnd.dvb.notif-container+xml

application/vnd.dvb.notif-generic+xml

application/vnd.dvb.notif-ia-msglist+xml

application/vnd.dvb.notif-ia-registration-request+xml

application/vnd.dvb.notif-ia-registration-response+xml

application/vnd.dvb.notif-init+xml

application/vnd.dvb.pfr

application/vnd.dvb.service			svc

application/vnd.dxr

application/vnd.dynageo				geo

application/vnd.dzr

application/vnd.easykaraoke.cdgdownload

application/vnd.ecdis-update

application/vnd.ecowin.chart			mag

application/vnd.ecowin.filerequest

application/vnd.ecowin.fileupdate

application/vnd.ecowin.series

application/vnd.ecowin.seriesrequest

application/vnd.ecowin.seriesupdate

application/vnd.emclient.accessrequest+xml

application/vnd.enliven				nml

application/vnd.enphase.envoy

application/vnd.eprints.data+xml

application/vnd.epson.esf			esf

application/vnd.epson.msf			msf

application/vnd.epson.quickanime		qam

application/vnd.epson.salt			slt

application/vnd.epson.ssf			ssf

application/vnd.ericsson.quickcall

application/vnd.eszigno3+xml			es3 et3

application/vnd.etsi.aoc+xml

application/vnd.etsi.asic-e+zip

application/vnd.etsi.asic-s+zip

application/vnd.etsi.cug+xml

application/vnd.etsi.iptvcommand+xml

application/vnd.etsi.iptvdiscovery+xml

application/vnd.etsi.iptvprofile+xml

application/vnd.etsi.iptvsad-bc+xml
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application/vnd.etsi.iptvsad-cod+xml

application/vnd.etsi.iptvsad-npvr+xml

application/vnd.etsi.iptvservice+xml

application/vnd.etsi.iptvsync+xml

application/vnd.etsi.iptvueprofile+xml

application/vnd.etsi.mcid+xml

application/vnd.etsi.mheg5

application/vnd.etsi.overload-control-policy-dataset+xml

application/vnd.etsi.pstn+xml

application/vnd.etsi.sci+xml

application/vnd.etsi.simservs+xml

application/vnd.etsi.timestamp-token

application/vnd.etsi.tsl+xml

application/vnd.etsi.tsl.der

application/vnd.eudora.data

application/vnd.ezpix-album			ez2

application/vnd.ezpix-package			ez3

application/vnd.f-secure.mobile

application/vnd.fastcopy-disk-image

application/vnd.fdf				fdf

application/vnd.fdsn.mseed			mseed

application/vnd.fdsn.seed			seed dataless

application/vnd.ffsns

application/vnd.filmit.zfc

application/vnd.fints

application/vnd.firemonkeys.cloudcell

application/vnd.flographit			gph

application/vnd.fluxtime.clip			ftc

application/vnd.font-fontforge-sfd

application/vnd.framemaker			fm frame maker book

application/vnd.frogans.fnc			fnc

application/vnd.frogans.ltf			ltf

application/vnd.fsc.weblaunch			fsc

application/vnd.fujitsu.oasys			oas

application/vnd.fujitsu.oasys2			oa2

application/vnd.fujitsu.oasys3			oa3

application/vnd.fujitsu.oasysgp			fg5

application/vnd.fujitsu.oasysprs		bh2

application/vnd.fujixerox.art-ex

application/vnd.fujixerox.art4

application/vnd.fujixerox.ddd			ddd

application/vnd.fujixerox.docuworks		xdw

application/vnd.fujixerox.docuworks.binder	xbd

application/vnd.fujixerox.docuworks.container

application/vnd.fujixerox.hbpl

application/vnd.fut-misnet

application/vnd.fuzzysheet			fzs

application/vnd.genomatix.tuxedo		txd
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application/vnd.geo+json

application/vnd.geocube+xml

application/vnd.geogebra.file			ggb

application/vnd.geogebra.tool			ggt

application/vnd.geometry-explorer		gex gre

application/vnd.geonext				gxt

application/vnd.geoplan				g2w

application/vnd.geospace			g3w

application/vnd.gerber

application/vnd.globalplatform.card-content-mgt

application/vnd.globalplatform.card-content-mgt-response

application/vnd.gmx				gmx

application/vnd.google-earth.kml+xml		kml

application/vnd.google-earth.kmz		kmz

application/vnd.gov.sk.e-form+xml

application/vnd.gov.sk.e-form+zip

application/vnd.gov.sk.xmldatacontainer+xml

application/vnd.grafeq				gqf gqs

application/vnd.gridmp

application/vnd.groove-account			gac

application/vnd.groove-help			ghf

application/vnd.groove-identity-message		gim

application/vnd.groove-injector			grv

application/vnd.groove-tool-message		gtm

application/vnd.groove-tool-template		tpl

application/vnd.groove-vcard			vcg

application/vnd.hal+json

application/vnd.hal+xml				hal

application/vnd.handheld-entertainment+xml	zmm

application/vnd.hbci				hbci

application/vnd.hcl-bireports

application/vnd.hdt

application/vnd.heroku+json

application/vnd.hhe.lesson-player		les

application/vnd.hp-hpgl				hpgl

application/vnd.hp-hpid				hpid

application/vnd.hp-hps				hps

application/vnd.hp-jlyt				jlt

application/vnd.hp-pcl				pcl

application/vnd.hp-pclxl			pclxl

application/vnd.httphone

application/vnd.hydrostatix.sof-data		sfd-hdstx

application/vnd.hyperdrive+json

application/vnd.hzn-3d-crossword

application/vnd.ibm.afplinedata

application/vnd.ibm.electronic-media

application/vnd.ibm.minipay			mpy

application/vnd.ibm.modcap			afp listafp list3820
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application/vnd.ibm.rights-management		irm

application/vnd.ibm.secure-container		sc

application/vnd.iccprofile			icc icm

application/vnd.ieee.1905

application/vnd.igloader			igl

application/vnd.immervision-ivp			ivp

application/vnd.immervision-ivu			ivu

application/vnd.ims.imsccv1p1

application/vnd.ims.imsccv1p2

application/vnd.ims.imsccv1p3

application/vnd.ims.lis.v2.result+json

application/vnd.ims.lti.v2.toolconsumerprofile+json

application/vnd.ims.lti.v2.toolproxy+json

application/vnd.ims.lti.v2.toolproxy.id+json

application/vnd.ims.lti.v2.toolsettings+json

application/vnd.ims.lti.v2.toolsettings.simple+json

application/vnd.informedcontrol.rms+xml

application/vnd.informix-visionary

application/vnd.infotech.project

application/vnd.infotech.project+xml

application/vnd.innopath.wamp.notification

application/vnd.insors.igm			igm

application/vnd.intercon.formnet		xpw xpx

application/vnd.intergeo			i2g

application/vnd.intertrust.digibox

application/vnd.intertrust.nncp

application/vnd.intu.qbo			qbo

application/vnd.intu.qfx			qfx

application/vnd.iptc.g2.catalogitem+xml

application/vnd.iptc.g2.conceptitem+xml

application/vnd.iptc.g2.knowledgeitem+xml

application/vnd.iptc.g2.newsitem+xml

application/vnd.iptc.g2.newsmessage+xml

application/vnd.iptc.g2.packageitem+xml

application/vnd.iptc.g2.planningitem+xml

application/vnd.ipunplugged.rcprofile		rcprofile

application/vnd.irepository.package+xml		irp

application/vnd.is-xpr				xpr

application/vnd.isac.fcs			fcs

application/vnd.jam				jam

application/vnd.japannet-directory-service

application/vnd.japannet-jpnstore-wakeup

application/vnd.japannet-payment-wakeup

application/vnd.japannet-registration

application/vnd.japannet-registration-wakeup

application/vnd.japannet-setstore-wakeup

application/vnd.japannet-verification

application/vnd.japannet-verification-wakeup
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application/vnd.jcp.javame.midlet-rms		rms

application/vnd.jisp				jisp

application/vnd.joost.joda-archive		joda

application/vnd.jsk.isdn-ngn

application/vnd.kahootz				ktz ktr

application/vnd.kde.karbon			karbon

application/vnd.kde.kchart			chrt

application/vnd.kde.kformula			kfo

application/vnd.kde.kivio			flw

application/vnd.kde.kontour			kon

application/vnd.kde.kpresenter			kpr kpt

application/vnd.kde.kspread			ksp

application/vnd.kde.kword			kwd kwt

application/vnd.kenameaapp			htke

application/vnd.kidspiration			kia

application/vnd.kinar				kne knp

application/vnd.koan				skp skd skt skm

application/vnd.kodak-descriptor		sse

application/vnd.las.las+xml			lasxml

application/vnd.liberty-request+xml

application/vnd.llamagraphics.life-balance.desktop	lbd

application/vnd.llamagraphics.life-balance.exchange+xml	lbe

application/vnd.lotus-1-2-3			123

application/vnd.lotus-approach			apr

application/vnd.lotus-freelance			pre

application/vnd.lotus-notes			nsf

application/vnd.lotus-organizer			org

application/vnd.lotus-screencam			scm

application/vnd.lotus-wordpro			lwp

application/vnd.macports.portpkg		portpkg

application/vnd.mapbox-vector-tile

application/vnd.marlin.drm.actiontoken+xml

application/vnd.marlin.drm.conftoken+xml

application/vnd.marlin.drm.license+xml

application/vnd.marlin.drm.mdcf

application/vnd.mason+json

application/vnd.maxmind.maxmind-db

application/vnd.mcd				mcd

application/vnd.medcalcdata			mc1

application/vnd.mediastation.cdkey		cdkey

application/vnd.meridian-slingshot

application/vnd.mfer				mwf

application/vnd.mfmp				mfm

application/vnd.micro+json

application/vnd.micrografx.flo			flo

application/vnd.micrografx.igx			igx

application/vnd.microsoft.portable-executable

application/vnd.miele+json
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application/vnd.mif				mif

application/vnd.minisoft-hp3000-save

application/vnd.mitsubishi.misty-guard.trustweb

application/vnd.mobius.daf			daf

application/vnd.mobius.dis			dis

application/vnd.mobius.mbk			mbk

application/vnd.mobius.mqy			mqy

application/vnd.mobius.msl			msl

application/vnd.mobius.plc			plc

application/vnd.mobius.txf			txf

application/vnd.mophun.application		mpn

application/vnd.mophun.certificate		mpc

application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite

application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.adsi

application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.fis

application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.gotap

application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.kmr

application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.ttc

application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.wem

application/vnd.motorola.iprm

application/vnd.mozilla.xul+xml			xul

application/vnd.ms-3mfdocument

application/vnd.ms-artgalry			cil

application/vnd.ms-asf

application/vnd.ms-cab-compressed		cab

application/vnd.ms-color.iccprofile

application/vnd.ms-excel			xls xlm xla xlc xlt xlw

application/vnd.ms-excel.addin.macroenabled.12		xlam

application/vnd.ms-excel.sheet.binary.macroenabled.12	xlsb

application/vnd.ms-excel.sheet.macroenabled.12		xlsm

application/vnd.ms-excel.template.macroenabled.12	xltm

application/vnd.ms-fontobject			eot

application/vnd.ms-htmlhelp			chm

application/vnd.ms-ims				ims

application/vnd.ms-lrm				lrm

application/vnd.ms-office.activex+xml

application/vnd.ms-officetheme			thmx

application/vnd.ms-opentype

application/vnd.ms-package.obfuscated-opentype

application/vnd.ms-pki.seccat			cat

application/vnd.ms-pki.stl			stl

application/vnd.ms-playready.initiator+xml

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint			ppt pps pot

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint.addin.macroenabled.12		ppam

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint.presentation.macroenabled.12	pptm

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint.slide.macroenabled.12		sldm

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint.slideshow.macroenabled.12		ppsm

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint.template.macroenabled.12		potm
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application/vnd.ms-printdevicecapabilities+xml

application/vnd.ms-printing.printticket+xml

application/vnd.ms-printschematicket+xml

application/vnd.ms-project			mpp mpt

application/vnd.ms-tnef

application/vnd.ms-windows.devicepairing

application/vnd.ms-windows.nwprinting.oob

application/vnd.ms-windows.printerpairing

application/vnd.ms-windows.wsd.oob

application/vnd.ms-wmdrm.lic-chlg-req

application/vnd.ms-wmdrm.lic-resp

application/vnd.ms-wmdrm.meter-chlg-req

application/vnd.ms-wmdrm.meter-resp

application/vnd.ms-word.document.macroenabled.12	docm

application/vnd.ms-word.template.macroenabled.12	dotm

application/vnd.ms-works			wps wks wcm wdb

application/vnd.ms-wpl				wpl

application/vnd.ms-xpsdocument			xps

application/vnd.msa-disk-image

application/vnd.mseq				mseq

application/vnd.msign

application/vnd.multiad.creator

application/vnd.multiad.creator.cif

application/vnd.music-niff

application/vnd.musician			mus

application/vnd.muvee.style			msty

application/vnd.mynfc				taglet

application/vnd.ncd.control

application/vnd.ncd.reference

application/vnd.nervana

application/vnd.netfpx

application/vnd.neurolanguage.nlu		nlu

application/vnd.nintendo.nitro.rom

application/vnd.nintendo.snes.rom

application/vnd.nitf				ntf nitf

application/vnd.noblenet-directory		nnd

application/vnd.noblenet-sealer			nns

application/vnd.noblenet-web			nnw

application/vnd.nokia.catalogs

application/vnd.nokia.conml+wbxml

application/vnd.nokia.conml+xml

application/vnd.nokia.iptv.config+xml

application/vnd.nokia.isds-radio-presets

application/vnd.nokia.landmark+wbxml

application/vnd.nokia.landmark+xml

application/vnd.nokia.landmarkcollection+xml

application/vnd.nokia.n-gage.ac+xml

application/vnd.nokia.n-gage.data		ngdat
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application/vnd.nokia.n-gage.symbian.install	n-gage

application/vnd.nokia.ncd

application/vnd.nokia.pcd+wbxml

application/vnd.nokia.pcd+xml

application/vnd.nokia.radio-preset		rpst

application/vnd.nokia.radio-presets		rpss

application/vnd.novadigm.edm			edm

application/vnd.novadigm.edx			edx

application/vnd.novadigm.ext			ext

application/vnd.ntt-local.content-share

application/vnd.ntt-local.file-transfer

application/vnd.ntt-local.ogw_remote-access

application/vnd.ntt-local.sip-ta_remote

application/vnd.ntt-local.sip-ta_tcp_stream

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.chart		odc

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.chart-template	otc

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.database		odb

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.formula		odf

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.formula-template	odft

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.graphics		odg

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.graphics-template	otg

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.image		odi

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.image-template	oti

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.presentation		odp

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.presentation-template	otp

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.spreadsheet		ods

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.spreadsheet-template	ots

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.text			odt

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.text-master		odm

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.text-template	ott

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.text-web		oth

application/vnd.obn

application/vnd.oftn.l10n+json

application/vnd.oipf.contentaccessdownload+xml

application/vnd.oipf.contentaccessstreaming+xml

application/vnd.oipf.cspg-hexbinary

application/vnd.oipf.dae.svg+xml

application/vnd.oipf.dae.xhtml+xml

application/vnd.oipf.mippvcontrolmessage+xml

application/vnd.oipf.pae.gem

application/vnd.oipf.spdiscovery+xml

application/vnd.oipf.spdlist+xml

application/vnd.oipf.ueprofile+xml

application/vnd.oipf.userprofile+xml

application/vnd.olpc-sugar			xo

application/vnd.oma-scws-config

application/vnd.oma-scws-http-request

application/vnd.oma-scws-http-response
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application/vnd.oma.bcast.associated-procedure-parameter+xml

application/vnd.oma.bcast.drm-trigger+xml

application/vnd.oma.bcast.imd+xml

application/vnd.oma.bcast.ltkm

application/vnd.oma.bcast.notification+xml

application/vnd.oma.bcast.provisioningtrigger

application/vnd.oma.bcast.sgboot

application/vnd.oma.bcast.sgdd+xml

application/vnd.oma.bcast.sgdu

application/vnd.oma.bcast.simple-symbol-container

application/vnd.oma.bcast.smartcard-trigger+xml

application/vnd.oma.bcast.sprov+xml

application/vnd.oma.bcast.stkm

application/vnd.oma.cab-address-book+xml

application/vnd.oma.cab-feature-handler+xml

application/vnd.oma.cab-pcc+xml

application/vnd.oma.cab-subs-invite+xml

application/vnd.oma.cab-user-prefs+xml

application/vnd.oma.dcd

application/vnd.oma.dcdc

application/vnd.oma.dd2+xml			dd2

application/vnd.oma.drm.risd+xml

application/vnd.oma.group-usage-list+xml

application/vnd.oma.lwm2m+json

application/vnd.oma.lwm2m+tlv

application/vnd.oma.pal+xml

application/vnd.oma.poc.detailed-progress-report+xml

application/vnd.oma.poc.final-report+xml

application/vnd.oma.poc.groups+xml

application/vnd.oma.poc.invocation-descriptor+xml

application/vnd.oma.poc.optimized-progress-report+xml

application/vnd.oma.push

application/vnd.oma.scidm.messages+xml

application/vnd.oma.xcap-directory+xml

application/vnd.omads-email+xml

application/vnd.omads-file+xml

application/vnd.omads-folder+xml

application/vnd.omaloc-supl-init

application/vnd.onepager

application/vnd.openblox.game+xml

application/vnd.openblox.game-binary

application/vnd.openeye.oeb

application/vnd.openofficeorg.extension		oxt

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.custom-properties+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.customxmlproperties+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawing+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.chart+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.chartshapes+xml
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application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.diagramcolors+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.diagramdata+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.diagramlayout+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.diagramstyle+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.extended-properties+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.commentauthors+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.comments+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.handoutmaster+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.notesmaster+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.notesslide+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.presentation	pptx

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.presentation.main+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.presprops+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slide	sldx

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slide+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slidelayout+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slidemaster+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slideshow	ppsx

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slideshow.main+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slideupdateinfo+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.tablestyles+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.tags+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.template	potx

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.template.main+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.viewprops+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.calcchain+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.chartsheet+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.comments+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.connections+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.dialogsheet+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.externallink+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.pivotcachedefinition+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.pivotcacherecords+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.pivottable+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.querytable+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.revisionheaders+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.revisionlog+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sharedstrings+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet	xlsx

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet.main+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheetmetadata+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.styles+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.table+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.tablesinglecells+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.template	xltx

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.template.main+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.usernames+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.volatiledependencies+xml
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application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.worksheet+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.theme+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.themeoverride+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.vmldrawing

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.comments+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document	docx

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document.glossary+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document.main+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.endnotes+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.fonttable+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.footer+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.footnotes+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.numbering+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.settings+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.styles+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.template	dotx

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.template.main+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.websettings+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-package.core-properties+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-package.digital-signature-xmlsignature+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-package.relationships+xml

application/vnd.oracle.resource+json

application/vnd.orange.indata

application/vnd.osa.netdeploy

application/vnd.osgeo.mapguide.package		mgp

application/vnd.osgi.bundle

application/vnd.osgi.dp				dp

application/vnd.osgi.subsystem			esa

application/vnd.otps.ct-kip+xml

application/vnd.oxli.countgraph

application/vnd.pagerduty+json

application/vnd.palm				pdb pqa oprc

application/vnd.panoply

application/vnd.paos.xml

application/vnd.pawaafile			paw

application/vnd.pcos

application/vnd.pg.format			str

application/vnd.pg.osasli			ei6

application/vnd.piaccess.application-licence

application/vnd.picsel				efif

application/vnd.pmi.widget			wg

application/vnd.poc.group-advertisement+xml

application/vnd.pocketlearn			plf

application/vnd.powerbuilder6			pbd

application/vnd.powerbuilder6-s

application/vnd.powerbuilder7

application/vnd.powerbuilder7-s

application/vnd.powerbuilder75
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application/vnd.powerbuilder75-s

application/vnd.preminet

application/vnd.previewsystems.box		box

application/vnd.proteus.magazine		mgz

application/vnd.publishare-delta-tree		qps

application/vnd.pvi.ptid1			ptid

application/vnd.pwg-multiplexed

application/vnd.pwg-xhtml-print+xml

application/vnd.qualcomm.brew-app-res

application/vnd.quarantainenet

application/vnd.quark.quarkxpress		qxd qxt qwd qwt qxl qxb

application/vnd.quobject-quoxdocument

application/vnd.radisys.moml+xml

application/vnd.radisys.msml+xml

application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit+xml

application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit-conf+xml

application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit-conn+xml

application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit-dialog+xml

application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit-stream+xml

application/vnd.radisys.msml-conf+xml

application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog+xml

application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-base+xml

application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-fax-detect+xml

application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-fax-sendrecv+xml

application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-group+xml

application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-speech+xml

application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-transform+xml

application/vnd.rainstor.data

application/vnd.rapid

application/vnd.rar

application/vnd.realvnc.bed			bed

application/vnd.recordare.musicxml		mxl

application/vnd.recordare.musicxml+xml		musicxml

application/vnd.renlearn.rlprint

application/vnd.rig.cryptonote			cryptonote

application/vnd.rim.cod				cod

application/vnd.rn-realmedia			rm

application/vnd.rn-realmedia-vbr		rmvb

application/vnd.route66.link66+xml		link66

application/vnd.rs-274x

application/vnd.ruckus.download

application/vnd.s3sms

application/vnd.sailingtracker.track		st

application/vnd.sbm.cid

application/vnd.sbm.mid2

application/vnd.scribus

application/vnd.sealed.3df

application/vnd.sealed.csf
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application/vnd.sealed.doc

application/vnd.sealed.eml

application/vnd.sealed.mht

application/vnd.sealed.net

application/vnd.sealed.ppt

application/vnd.sealed.tiff

application/vnd.sealed.xls

application/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.html

application/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.pdf

application/vnd.seemail				see

application/vnd.sema				sema

application/vnd.semd				semd

application/vnd.semf				semf

application/vnd.shana.informed.formdata		ifm

application/vnd.shana.informed.formtemplate	itp

application/vnd.shana.informed.interchange	iif

application/vnd.shana.informed.package		ipk

application/vnd.simtech-mindmapper		twd twds

application/vnd.siren+json

application/vnd.smaf				mmf

application/vnd.smart.notebook

application/vnd.smart.teacher			teacher

application/vnd.software602.filler.form+xml

application/vnd.software602.filler.form-xml-zip

application/vnd.solent.sdkm+xml			sdkm sdkd

application/vnd.spotfire.dxp			dxp

application/vnd.spotfire.sfs			sfs

application/vnd.sss-cod

application/vnd.sss-dtf

application/vnd.sss-ntf

application/vnd.stardivision.calc		sdc

application/vnd.stardivision.draw		sda

application/vnd.stardivision.impress		sdd

application/vnd.stardivision.math		smf

application/vnd.stardivision.writer		sdw vor

application/vnd.stardivision.writer-global	sgl

application/vnd.stepmania.package		smzip

application/vnd.stepmania.stepchart		sm

application/vnd.street-stream

application/vnd.sun.wadl+xml

application/vnd.sun.xml.calc			sxc

application/vnd.sun.xml.calc.template		stc

application/vnd.sun.xml.draw			sxd

application/vnd.sun.xml.draw.template		std

application/vnd.sun.xml.impress			sxi

application/vnd.sun.xml.impress.template	sti

application/vnd.sun.xml.math			sxm

application/vnd.sun.xml.writer			sxw
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application/vnd.sun.xml.writer.global		sxg

application/vnd.sun.xml.writer.template		stw

application/vnd.sus-calendar			sus susp

application/vnd.svd				svd

application/vnd.swiftview-ics

application/vnd.symbian.install			sis sisx

application/vnd.syncml+xml			xsm

application/vnd.syncml.dm+wbxml			bdm

application/vnd.syncml.dm+xml			xdm

application/vnd.syncml.dm.notification

application/vnd.syncml.dmddf+wbxml

application/vnd.syncml.dmddf+xml

application/vnd.syncml.dmtnds+wbxml

application/vnd.syncml.dmtnds+xml

application/vnd.syncml.ds.notification

application/vnd.tao.intent-module-archive	tao

application/vnd.tcpdump.pcap			pcap cap dmp

application/vnd.tmd.mediaflex.api+xml

application/vnd.tml

application/vnd.tmobile-livetv			tmo

application/vnd.trid.tpt			tpt

application/vnd.triscape.mxs			mxs

application/vnd.trueapp				tra

application/vnd.truedoc

application/vnd.ubisoft.webplayer

application/vnd.ufdl				ufd ufdl

application/vnd.uiq.theme			utz

application/vnd.umajin				umj

application/vnd.unity				unityweb

application/vnd.uoml+xml			uoml

application/vnd.uplanet.alert

application/vnd.uplanet.alert-wbxml

application/vnd.uplanet.bearer-choice

application/vnd.uplanet.bearer-choice-wbxml

application/vnd.uplanet.cacheop

application/vnd.uplanet.cacheop-wbxml

application/vnd.uplanet.channel

application/vnd.uplanet.channel-wbxml

application/vnd.uplanet.list

application/vnd.uplanet.list-wbxml

application/vnd.uplanet.listcmd

application/vnd.uplanet.listcmd-wbxml

application/vnd.uplanet.signal

application/vnd.uri-map

application/vnd.valve.source.material

application/vnd.vcx				vcx

application/vnd.vd-study

application/vnd.vectorworks
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application/vnd.vel+json

application/vnd.verimatrix.vcas

application/vnd.vidsoft.vidconference

application/vnd.visio				vsd vst vss vsw

application/vnd.visionary			vis

application/vnd.vividence.scriptfile

application/vnd.vsf				vsf

application/vnd.wap.sic

application/vnd.wap.slc

application/vnd.wap.wbxml			wbxml

application/vnd.wap.wmlc			wmlc

application/vnd.wap.wmlscriptc			wmlsc

application/vnd.webturbo			wtb

application/vnd.wfa.p2p

application/vnd.wfa.wsc

application/vnd.windows.devicepairing

application/vnd.wmc

application/vnd.wmf.bootstrap

application/vnd.wolfram.mathematica

application/vnd.wolfram.mathematica.package

application/vnd.wolfram.player			nbp

application/vnd.wordperfect			wpd

application/vnd.wqd				wqd

application/vnd.wrq-hp3000-labelled

application/vnd.wt.stf				stf

application/vnd.wv.csp+wbxml

application/vnd.wv.csp+xml

application/vnd.wv.ssp+xml

application/vnd.xacml+json

application/vnd.xara				xar

application/vnd.xfdl				xfdl

application/vnd.xfdl.webform

application/vnd.xmi+xml

application/vnd.xmpie.cpkg

application/vnd.xmpie.dpkg

application/vnd.xmpie.plan

application/vnd.xmpie.ppkg

application/vnd.xmpie.xlim

application/vnd.yamaha.hv-dic			hvd

application/vnd.yamaha.hv-script		hvs

application/vnd.yamaha.hv-voice			hvp

application/vnd.yamaha.openscoreformat			osf

application/vnd.yamaha.openscoreformat.osfpvg+xml	osfpvg

application/vnd.yamaha.remote-setup

application/vnd.yamaha.smaf-audio		saf

application/vnd.yamaha.smaf-phrase		spf

application/vnd.yamaha.through-ngn

application/vnd.yamaha.tunnel-udpencap
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application/vnd.yaoweme

application/vnd.yellowriver-custom-menu		cmp

application/vnd.zul				zir zirz

application/vnd.zzazz.deck+xml			zaz

application/voicexml+xml			vxml

application/vq-rtcpxr

application/watcherinfo+xml

application/whoispp-query

application/whoispp-response

application/widget				wgt

application/winhlp				hlp

application/wita

application/wordperfect5.1

application/wsdl+xml				wsdl

application/wspolicy+xml			wspolicy

application/x-7z-compressed			7z

application/x-abiword				abw

application/x-ace-compressed			ace

application/x-amf

application/x-apple-diskimage			dmg

application/x-authorware-bin			aab x32 u32 vox

application/x-authorware-map			aam

application/x-authorware-seg			aas

application/x-bcpio				bcpio

application/x-bittorrent			torrent

application/x-blorb				blb blorb

application/x-bzip				bz

application/x-bzip2				bz2 boz

application/x-cbr				cbr cba cbt cbz cb7

application/x-cdlink				vcd

application/x-cfs-compressed			cfs

application/x-chat				chat

application/x-chess-pgn				pgn

application/x-compress

application/x-conference			nsc

application/x-cpio				cpio

application/x-csh				csh

application/x-debian-package			deb udeb

application/x-dgc-compressed			dgc

application/x-director			dir dcr dxr cst cct cxt w3d fgd swa

application/x-doom				wad

application/x-dtbncx+xml			ncx

application/x-dtbook+xml			dtb

application/x-dtbresource+xml			res

application/x-dvi				dvi

application/x-envoy				evy

application/x-eva				eva

application/x-font-bdf				bdf
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application/x-font-dos

application/x-font-framemaker

application/x-font-ghostscript			gsf

application/x-font-libgrx

application/x-font-linux-psf			psf

application/x-font-pcf				pcf

application/x-font-snf				snf

application/x-font-speedo

application/x-font-sunos-news

application/x-font-type1			pfa pfb pfm afm

application/x-font-vfont

application/x-freearc				arc

application/x-futuresplash			spl

application/x-gca-compressed			gca

application/x-glulx				ulx

application/x-gnumeric				gnumeric

application/x-gramps-xml			gramps

application/x-gtar				gtar

application/x-gzip

application/x-hdf				hdf

application/x-install-instructions		install

application/x-iso9660-image			iso

application/x-java-jnlp-file			jnlp

application/x-latex				latex

application/x-lzh-compressed			lzh lha

application/x-mie				mie

application/x-mobipocket-ebook			prc mobi

application/x-ms-application			application

application/x-ms-shortcut			lnk

application/x-ms-wmd				wmd

application/x-ms-wmz				wmz

application/x-ms-xbap				xbap

application/x-msaccess				mdb

application/x-msbinder				obd

application/x-mscardfile			crd

application/x-msclip				clp

application/x-msdownload			exe dll com bat msi

application/x-msmediaview			mvb m13 m14

application/x-msmetafile			wmf wmz emf emz

application/x-msmoney				mny

application/x-mspublisher			pub

application/x-msschedule			scd

application/x-msterminal			trm

application/x-mswrite				wri

application/x-netcdf				nc cdf

application/x-nzb				nzb

application/x-pkcs12				p12 pfx

application/x-pkcs7-certificates		p7b spc
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application/x-pkcs7-certreqresp			p7r

application/x-rar-compressed			rar

application/x-research-info-systems		ris

application/x-sh				sh

application/x-shar				shar

application/x-shockwave-flash			swf

application/x-silverlight-app			xap

application/x-sql				sql

application/x-stuffit				sit

application/x-stuffitx				sitx

application/x-subrip				srt

application/x-sv4cpio				sv4cpio

application/x-sv4crc				sv4crc

application/x-t3vm-image			t3

application/x-tads				gam

application/x-tar				tar

application/x-tcl				tcl

application/x-tex				tex

application/x-tex-tfm				tfm

application/x-texinfo				texinfo texi

application/x-tgif				obj

application/x-ustar				ustar

application/x-wais-source			src

application/x-www-form-urlencoded

application/x-x509-ca-cert			der crt

application/x-xfig				fig

application/x-xliff+xml				xlf

application/x-xpinstall				xpi

application/x-xz				xz

application/x-zmachine				z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8

application/x400-bp

application/xacml+xml

application/xaml+xml				xaml

application/xcap-att+xml

application/xcap-caps+xml

application/xcap-diff+xml			xdf

application/xcap-el+xml

application/xcap-error+xml

application/xcap-ns+xml

application/xcon-conference-info+xml

application/xcon-conference-info-diff+xml

application/xenc+xml				xenc

application/xhtml+xml				xhtml xht

application/xhtml-voice+xml

application/xml					xml xsl

application/xml-dtd				dtd

application/xml-external-parsed-entity

application/xml-patch+xml
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application/xmpp+xml

application/xop+xml				xop

application/xproc+xml				xpl

application/xslt+xml				xslt

application/xspf+xml				xspf

application/xv+xml				mxml xhvml xvml xvm

application/yang				yang

application/yin+xml				yin

application/zip					zip

application/zlib

audio/1d-interleaved-parityfec

audio/32kadpcm

audio/3gpp

audio/3gpp2

audio/ac3

audio/adpcm					adp

audio/amr

audio/amr-wb

audio/amr-wb+

audio/aptx

audio/asc

audio/atrac-advanced-lossless

audio/atrac-x

audio/atrac3

audio/basic					au snd

audio/bv16

audio/bv32

audio/clearmode

audio/cn

audio/dat12

audio/dls

audio/dsr-es201108

audio/dsr-es202050

audio/dsr-es202211

audio/dsr-es202212

audio/dv

audio/dvi4

audio/eac3

audio/encaprtp

audio/evrc

audio/evrc-qcp

audio/evrc0

audio/evrc1

audio/evrcb

audio/evrcb0

audio/evrcb1

audio/evrcnw

audio/evrcnw0
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audio/evrcnw1

audio/evrcwb

audio/evrcwb0

audio/evrcwb1

audio/evs

audio/example

audio/fwdred

audio/g711-0

audio/g719

audio/g722

audio/g7221

audio/g723

audio/g726-16

audio/g726-24

audio/g726-32

audio/g726-40

audio/g728

audio/g729

audio/g7291

audio/g729d

audio/g729e

audio/gsm

audio/gsm-efr

audio/gsm-hr-08

audio/ilbc

audio/ip-mr_v2.5

audio/isac

audio/l16

audio/l20

audio/l24

audio/l8

audio/lpc

audio/midi					mid midi kar rmi

audio/mobile-xmf

audio/mp4					m4a mp4a

audio/mp4a-latm

audio/mpa

audio/mpa-robust

audio/mpeg					mpga mp2 mp2a mp3 m2a m3a

audio/mpeg4-generic

audio/musepack

audio/ogg					oga ogg spx

audio/opus

audio/parityfec

audio/pcma

audio/pcma-wb

audio/pcmu

audio/pcmu-wb
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audio/prs.sid

audio/qcelp

audio/raptorfec

audio/red

audio/rtp-enc-aescm128

audio/rtp-midi

audio/rtploopback

audio/rtx

audio/s3m					s3m

audio/silk					sil

audio/smv

audio/smv-qcp

audio/smv0

audio/sp-midi

audio/speex

audio/t140c

audio/t38

audio/telephone-event

audio/tone

audio/uemclip

audio/ulpfec

audio/vdvi

audio/vmr-wb

audio/vnd.3gpp.iufp

audio/vnd.4sb

audio/vnd.audiokoz

audio/vnd.celp

audio/vnd.cisco.nse

audio/vnd.cmles.radio-events

audio/vnd.cns.anp1

audio/vnd.cns.inf1

audio/vnd.dece.audio				uva uvva

audio/vnd.digital-winds				eol

audio/vnd.dlna.adts

audio/vnd.dolby.heaac.1

audio/vnd.dolby.heaac.2

audio/vnd.dolby.mlp

audio/vnd.dolby.mps

audio/vnd.dolby.pl2

audio/vnd.dolby.pl2x

audio/vnd.dolby.pl2z

audio/vnd.dolby.pulse.1

audio/vnd.dra					dra

audio/vnd.dts					dts

audio/vnd.dts.hd				dtshd

audio/vnd.dvb.file

audio/vnd.everad.plj

audio/vnd.hns.audio
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audio/vnd.lucent.voice				lvp

audio/vnd.ms-playready.media.pya		pya

audio/vnd.nokia.mobile-xmf

audio/vnd.nortel.vbk

audio/vnd.nuera.ecelp4800			ecelp4800

audio/vnd.nuera.ecelp7470			ecelp7470

audio/vnd.nuera.ecelp9600			ecelp9600

audio/vnd.octel.sbc

audio/vnd.qcelp

audio/vnd.rhetorex.32kadpcm

audio/vnd.rip					rip

audio/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.mpeg

audio/vnd.vmx.cvsd

audio/vorbis

audio/vorbis-config

audio/webm					weba

audio/x-aac					aac

audio/x-aiff					aif aiff aifc

audio/x-caf					caf

audio/x-flac					flac

audio/x-matroska				mka

audio/x-mpegurl					m3u

audio/x-ms-wax					wax

audio/x-ms-wma					wma

audio/x-pn-realaudio				ram ra

audio/x-pn-realaudio-plugin			rmp

audio/x-tta

audio/x-wav					wav

audio/xm					xm

chemical/x-cdx					cdx

chemical/x-cif					cif

chemical/x-cmdf					cmdf

chemical/x-cml					cml

chemical/x-csml					csml

chemical/x-pdb

chemical/x-xyz					xyz

font/collection					ttc

font/otf					otf

font/sfnt

font/ttf					ttf

font/woff					woff

font/woff2					woff2

image/bmp					bmp

image/cgm					cgm

image/dicom-rle

image/emf

image/example

image/fits
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image/g3fax					g3

image/gif					gif

image/ief					ief

image/jls

image/jp2

image/jpeg					jpeg jpg jpe

image/jpm

image/jpx

image/ktx					ktx

image/naplps

image/png					png

image/prs.btif					btif

image/prs.pti

image/pwg-raster

image/sgi					sgi

image/svg+xml					svg svgz

image/t38

image/tiff					tiff tif

image/tiff-fx

image/vnd.adobe.photoshop			psd

image/vnd.airzip.accelerator.azv

image/vnd.cns.inf2

image/vnd.dece.graphic				uvi uvvi uvg uvvg

image/vnd.djvu					djvu djv

image/vnd.dvb.subtitle				sub

image/vnd.dwg					dwg

image/vnd.dxf					dxf

image/vnd.fastbidsheet				fbs

image/vnd.fpx					fpx

image/vnd.fst					fst

image/vnd.fujixerox.edmics-mmr			mmr

image/vnd.fujixerox.edmics-rlc			rlc

image/vnd.globalgraphics.pgb

image/vnd.microsoft.icon

image/vnd.mix

image/vnd.mozilla.apng

image/vnd.ms-modi				mdi

image/vnd.ms-photo				wdp

image/vnd.net-fpx				npx

image/vnd.radiance

image/vnd.sealed.png

image/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.gif

image/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.jpg

image/vnd.svf

image/vnd.tencent.tap

image/vnd.valve.source.texture

image/vnd.wap.wbmp				wbmp

image/vnd.xiff					xif
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image/vnd.zbrush.pcx

image/webp					webp

image/wmf

image/x-3ds					3ds

image/x-cmu-raster				ras

image/x-cmx					cmx

image/x-freehand				fh fhc fh4 fh5 fh7

image/x-icon					ico

image/x-mrsid-image				sid

image/x-pcx					pcx

image/x-pict					pic pct

image/x-portable-anymap				pnm

image/x-portable-bitmap				pbm

image/x-portable-graymap			pgm

image/x-portable-pixmap				ppm

image/x-rgb					rgb

image/x-tga					tga

image/x-xbitmap					xbm

image/x-xpixmap					xpm

image/x-xwindowdump				xwd

message/cpim

message/delivery-status

message/disposition-notification

message/example

message/external-body

message/feedback-report

message/global

message/global-delivery-status

message/global-disposition-notification

message/global-headers

message/http

message/imdn+xml

message/news

message/partial

message/rfc822					eml mime

message/s-http

message/sip

message/sipfrag

message/tracking-status

message/vnd.si.simp

message/vnd.wfa.wsc

model/example

model/gltf+json

model/iges					igs iges

model/mesh					msh mesh silo

model/vnd.collada+xml				dae

model/vnd.dwf					dwf

model/vnd.flatland.3dml
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model/vnd.gdl					gdl

model/vnd.gs-gdl

model/vnd.gs.gdl

model/vnd.gtw					gtw

model/vnd.moml+xml

model/vnd.mts					mts

model/vnd.opengex

model/vnd.parasolid.transmit.binary

model/vnd.parasolid.transmit.text

model/vnd.rosette.annotated-data-model

model/vnd.valve.source.compiled-map

model/vnd.vtu					vtu

model/vrml					wrl vrml

model/x3d+binary				x3db x3dbz

model/x3d+fastinfoset

model/x3d+vrml					x3dv x3dvz

model/x3d+xml					x3d x3dz

model/x3d-vrml

multipart/alternative

multipart/appledouble

multipart/byteranges

multipart/digest

multipart/encrypted

multipart/example

multipart/form-data

multipart/header-set

multipart/mixed

multipart/parallel

multipart/related

multipart/report

multipart/signed

multipart/voice-message

multipart/x-mixed-replace

text/1d-interleaved-parityfec

text/cache-manifest				appcache

text/calendar					ics ifb

text/css					css

text/csv					csv

text/csv-schema

text/directory

text/dns

text/ecmascript

text/encaprtp

text/enriched

text/example

text/fwdred

text/grammar-ref-list

text/html					html htm
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text/javascript

text/jcr-cnd

text/markdown

text/mizar

text/n3						n3

text/parameters

text/parityfec

text/plain					txt text conf def list log in

text/provenance-notation

text/prs.fallenstein.rst

text/prs.lines.tag				dsc

text/prs.prop.logic

text/raptorfec

text/red

text/rfc822-headers

text/richtext					rtx

text/rtf

text/rtp-enc-aescm128

text/rtploopback

text/rtx

text/sgml					sgml sgm

text/t140

text/tab-separated-values			tsv

text/troff					t tr roff man me ms

text/turtle					ttl

text/ulpfec

text/uri-list					uri uris urls

text/vcard					vcard

text/vnd.a

text/vnd.abc

text/vnd.curl					curl

text/vnd.curl.dcurl				dcurl

text/vnd.curl.mcurl				mcurl

text/vnd.curl.scurl				scurl

text/vnd.debian.copyright

text/vnd.dmclientscript

text/vnd.dvb.subtitle				sub

text/vnd.esmertec.theme-descriptor

text/vnd.fly					fly

text/vnd.fmi.flexstor				flx

text/vnd.graphviz				gv

text/vnd.in3d.3dml				3dml

text/vnd.in3d.spot				spot

text/vnd.iptc.newsml

text/vnd.iptc.nitf

text/vnd.latex-z

text/vnd.motorola.reflex

text/vnd.ms-mediapackage
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text/vnd.net2phone.commcenter.command

text/vnd.radisys.msml-basic-layout

text/vnd.si.uricatalogue

text/vnd.sun.j2me.app-descriptor		jad

text/vnd.trolltech.linguist

text/vnd.wap.si

text/vnd.wap.sl

text/vnd.wap.wml				wml

text/vnd.wap.wmlscript				wmls

text/x-asm					s asm

text/x-c					c cc cxx cpp h hh dic

text/x-fortran					f for f77 f90

text/x-java-source				java

text/x-nfo					nfo

text/x-opml					opml

text/x-pascal					p pas

text/x-setext					etx

text/x-sfv					sfv

text/x-uuencode					uu

text/x-vcalendar				vcs

text/x-vcard					vcf

text/xml

text/xml-external-parsed-entity

video/1d-interleaved-parityfec

video/3gpp					3gp

video/3gpp-tt

video/3gpp2					3g2

video/bmpeg

video/bt656

video/celb

video/dv

video/encaprtp

video/example

video/h261					h261

video/h263					h263

video/h263-1998

video/h263-2000

video/h264					h264

video/h264-rcdo

video/h264-svc

video/h265

video/iso.segment

video/jpeg					jpgv

video/jpeg2000

video/jpm					jpm jpgm

video/mj2					mj2 mjp2

video/mp1s

video/mp2p
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video/mp2t

video/mp4					mp4 mp4v mpg4

video/mp4v-es

video/mpeg					mpeg mpg mpe m1v m2v

video/mpeg4-generic

video/mpv

video/nv

video/ogg					ogv

video/parityfec

video/pointer

video/quicktime					qt mov

video/raptorfec

video/raw

video/rtp-enc-aescm128

video/rtploopback

video/rtx

video/smpte292m

video/ulpfec

video/vc1

video/vnd.cctv

video/vnd.dece.hd				uvh uvvh

video/vnd.dece.mobile				uvm uvvm

video/vnd.dece.mp4

video/vnd.dece.pd				uvp uvvp

video/vnd.dece.sd				uvs uvvs

video/vnd.dece.video				uvv uvvv

video/vnd.directv.mpeg

video/vnd.directv.mpeg-tts

video/vnd.dlna.mpeg-tts

video/vnd.dvb.file				dvb

video/vnd.fvt					fvt

video/vnd.hns.video

video/vnd.iptvforum.1dparityfec-1010

video/vnd.iptvforum.1dparityfec-2005

video/vnd.iptvforum.2dparityfec-1010

video/vnd.iptvforum.2dparityfec-2005

video/vnd.iptvforum.ttsavc

video/vnd.iptvforum.ttsmpeg2

video/vnd.motorola.video

video/vnd.motorola.videop

video/vnd.mpegurl				mxu m4u

video/vnd.ms-playready.media.pyv		pyv

video/vnd.nokia.interleaved-multimedia

video/vnd.nokia.videovoip

video/vnd.objectvideo

video/vnd.radgamettools.bink

video/vnd.radgamettools.smacker

video/vnd.sealed.mpeg1
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video/vnd.sealed.mpeg4

video/vnd.sealed.swf

video/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.mov

video/vnd.uvvu.mp4				uvu uvvu

video/vnd.vivo					viv

video/vp8

video/webm					webm

video/x-f4v					f4v

video/x-fli					fli

video/x-flv					flv

video/x-m4v					m4v

video/x-matroska				mkv mk3d mks

video/x-mng					mng

video/x-ms-asf					asf asx

video/x-ms-vob					vob

video/x-ms-wm					wm

video/x-ms-wmv					wmv

video/x-ms-wmx					wmx

video/x-ms-wvx					wvx

video/x-msvideo					avi

video/x-sgi-movie				movie

video/x-smv					smv

x-conference/x-cooltalk				ice

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051129_1681972118.5917964/0/infinispan-commons-10-1-8-final-sources-jar/mime.types

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Miami-Dade County.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Note: this file incorporates source code from 3d party entities. Such code

* is copyrighted by those entities as indicated below.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1647051129_1681972118.5917964/0/infinispan-commons-10-1-8-final-sources-

jar/org/infinispan/commons/configuration/Json.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051129_1681972118.5917964/0/infinispan-commons-10-1-8-final-sources-

jar/org/infinispan/commons/util/concurrent/ConcurrentWeakKeyHashMap.java

 

1.145 microprofile-metrics-api 3.0-M4 
1.145.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

**********************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2018, 2020 Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*               2018 Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates

*               and other contributors as indicated by the @author tags.

*

* See the NOTICES file(s) distributed with this work for additional

* information regarding copyright ownership.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

**********************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/MetadataBuilder.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

**********************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2017, 2019 Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*               2017 Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates

*               and other contributors as indicated by the @author tags.

*

* See the NOTICES file(s) distributed with this work for additional

* information regarding copyright ownership.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

**********************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/MetricType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

**********************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2017 Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*

* See the NOTICES file(s) distributed with this work for additional

* information regarding copyright ownership.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

**********************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/annotation/RegistryType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

**********************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2018, 2019 Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*               2018, 2019 IBM Corporation and others

*               and other contributors as indicated by the @author tags.

*

* See the NOTICES file(s) distributed with this work for additional

* information regarding copyright ownership.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

**********************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/MetricID.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

   "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

   with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

   software distributed under the License is distributed on an

   "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

   KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

   specific language governing permissions and limitations

   under the License.

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.eclipse.microprofile.metrics/microprofile-metrics-api/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ********************************************************************

*  Copyright (c) 2020 Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*

*  See the NOTICES file(s) distributed with this work for additional

*  information regarding copyright ownership.

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*  You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*

*  SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

* ********************************************************************

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/SimpleTimer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

**********************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2017, 2018, 2020 Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*               2017, 2018 Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates

*               and other contributors as indicated by the @author tags.

*
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* See the NOTICES file(s) distributed with this work for additional

* information regarding copyright ownership.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

**********************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/Metadata.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

**********************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2017, 2018 Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*

* See the NOTICES file(s) distributed with this work for additional

* information regarding copyright ownership.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

**********************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/package-info.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

**********************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2017, 2020 Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*               2010, 2013 Coda Hale, Yammer.com

*

* See the NOTICES file(s) distributed with this work for additional

* information regarding copyright ownership.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

**********************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/Timer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/MetricRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ********************************************************************

*  Copyright (c) 2019, 2020 Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*

*  See the NOTICES file(s) distributed with this work for additional

*  information regarding copyright ownership.

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*  You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*

*  SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

* ********************************************************************

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/annotation/SimplyTimed.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

**********************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2017 Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*               2012 Ryan W Tenney (ryan@10e.us)

*

* See the NOTICES file(s) distributed with this work for additional

* information regarding copyright ownership.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

**********************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/annotation/Counted.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

**********************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2017, 2019 Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*               2010-2013 Coda Hale, Yammer.com

*

* See the NOTICES file(s) distributed with this work for additional

* information regarding copyright ownership.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

**********************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/MetricFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ********************************************************************

*  Copyright (c) 2018 Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*

*  See the NOTICES file(s) distributed with this work for additional

*  information regarding copyright ownership.

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*  You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*

*  SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

* ********************************************************************

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/ConcurrentGauge.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/annotation/ConcurrentGauge.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

**********************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2018, 2019, 2020 Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*               2018 Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates

*               and other contributors as indicated by the @author tags.

*

* See the NOTICES file(s) distributed with this work for additional

* information regarding copyright ownership.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

**********************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/DefaultMetadata.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

**********************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2017, 2019 Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*

* See the NOTICES file(s) distributed with this work for additional

* information regarding copyright ownership.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

**********************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/annotation/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

**********************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2017, 2019 Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*               2012 Ryan W Tenney (ryan@10e.us)

*

* See the NOTICES file(s) distributed with this work for additional

* information regarding copyright ownership.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

**********************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/annotation/Metric.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

**********************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2017, 2020 Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*               2010-2013 Coda Hale, Yammer.com

*

* See the NOTICES file(s) distributed with this work for additional

* information regarding copyright ownership.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

**********************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/annotation/Timed.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

**********************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2017 Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*               2010-2013 Coda Hale, Yammer.com

*

* See the NOTICES file(s) distributed with this work for additional

* information regarding copyright ownership.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

**********************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/annotation/Gauge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/annotation/Metered.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/Histogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/Gauge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/Metric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/Sampling.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/Meter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/Snapshot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/Counter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/Metered.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/Counting.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

**********************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2017 Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*               2017 Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates

*               and other contributors as indicated by the @author tags.

*

* See the NOTICES file(s) distributed with this work for additional

* information regarding copyright ownership.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

**********************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1647051177_1681987724.6501868/0/microprofile-metrics-api-3-0-m4-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/microprofile/metrics/MetricUnits.java
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1.146 smallrye-metrics 2.4.1 
1.146.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.147 wildfly-openssl 1.0.10.Final 
1.147.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.148 jetty-jmx 9.4.51.v20230217 
1.148.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS
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"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other
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    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with
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respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION
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LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the
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intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish
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------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------
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MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

 

1.149 servlet-api 3.1.0 
1.149.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.
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  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
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     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You
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distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of
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the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING
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NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)
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  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and
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every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.
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You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE
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STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
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  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

1.150 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.15.2 
1.150.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor YAML module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the
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specific rights regarding derivative works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Copyright

 

Copyright 2007-, Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson components are licensed under Apache (Software) License, version 2.0,

as per accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.151 jettison 1.5.4 
1.151.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2006 Envoi Solutions LLC

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.152 snake-yaml 2.0 
1.152.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the terms

// EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal

// LGPL, GNU Lesser General Public License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html

// GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html

// AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses

// BSD, BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

/**

* A Base64 encoder/decoder.

*

* <p>

* This class is used to encode and decode data in Base64 format as described in RFC 1521.
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*

* <p>

* Project home page: <a href="http://www.source-code.biz/base64coder/java/">www.

* source-code.biz/base64coder/java</a><br>

* Author: Christian d'Heureuse, Inventec Informatik AG, Zurich, Switzerland<br>

* Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL / BSD.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/external/biz/base64Coder/Base64Coder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/external/com/google/gdata/util/common/base/Escaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/external/com/google/gdata/util/common/base/PercentEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/external/com/google/gdata/util/common/base/UnicodeEscaper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.yaml/snakeyaml/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2008, SnakeYAML

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/util/ArrayStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/StreamStartToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/PropertyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/resolver/Resolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/AnchorNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/BlockEntryToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/util/EnumUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/AbstractConstruct.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/SafeConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/TypeDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/scanner/Constant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/AliasToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/Yaml.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/CustomClassLoaderConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/emitter/EmitterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/NodeEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/composer/ComposerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-
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jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/resolver/ResolverTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/DocumentStartToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/error/MarkedYAMLException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/util/PlatformFeatureDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/SequenceStartEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/KeyToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/MappingEndEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/extensions/compactnotation/PackageCompactConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/reader/StreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/comments/CommentEventsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/ScalarNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/scanner/ScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/TagTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/error/YAMLException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/StreamStartEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/CollectionNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/emitter/ScalarAnalysis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/inspector/TrustedTagInspector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/Event.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/inspector/TrustedPrefixesTagInspector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/emitter/Emitable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/FlowSequenceStartToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/scanner/Scanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-
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jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/DocumentEndEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/representer/Representer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/BlockMappingStartToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/parser/ParserImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/CollectionEndEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/scanner/ScannerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/MissingProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/internal/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/parser/ParserException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/StreamEndToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/MethodProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/BlockEndToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/util/ArrayUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/ScalarEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/parser/Production.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/comments/CommentType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/serializer/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/extensions/compactnotation/CompactData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/NodeId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/env/EnvScalarConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/FieldProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/Property.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/DirectiveToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/error/MissingEnvironmentVariableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-
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jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/BeanAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/GenericProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/emitter/Emitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/representer/SafeRepresenter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/serializer/SerializerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/FlowMappingEndToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/BlockSequenceStartToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/DocumentStartEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/inspector/TagInspector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/AnchorToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/LoaderOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/CommentEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/AliasEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/serializer/NumberAnchorGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/CommentToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/ConstructorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/comments/CommentLine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/DumperOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/FlowEntryToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/representer/BaseRepresenter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/composer/Composer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/ValueToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/MappingNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-
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jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/reader/ReaderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/DocumentEndToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/Token.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/SequenceEndEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/NodeTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/serializer/AnchorGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/DuplicateKeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/CollectionStartEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/TagToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/ScalarToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/parser/VersionTagsTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/ImplicitTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/FlowMappingStartToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/MappingStartEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/extensions/compactnotation/CompactConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/tokens/FlowSequenceEndToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/Constructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/util/UriEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/representer/Represent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/error/Mark.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/nodes/SequenceNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/inspector/UnTrustedTagInspector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/introspector/PropertySubstitute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/BaseConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-
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jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/scanner/SimpleKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/constructor/Construct.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/emitter/EmitterState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/reader/UnicodeReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/events/StreamEndEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1720484947_1686744817.7895513/0/snakeyaml-2-0-sources-6-

jar/org/yaml/snakeyaml/parser/Parser.java

 

1.153 jackson-xc 2.15.2 
1.153.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor `jackson-module-jaxb-annotations` module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivative works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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1.154 jackson 2.15.2 
1.154.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Copyright

 

Copyright 2007-, Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

## FastDoubleParser

 

jackson-core bundles a shaded copy of FastDoubleParser <https://github.com/wrandelshofer/FastDoubleParser>.

That code is available under an MIT license

<https://github.com/wrandelshofer/FastDoubleParser/blob/main/LICENSE>

under the following copyright.

 

Copyright  2023 Werner Randelshofer, Switzerland. MIT License.

 

See FastDoubleParser-NOTICE for details of other source code included in FastDoubleParser

and the licenses and copyrights that apply to that code.
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1.155 jackson-datatype-jsr310 2.15.2 
1.155.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor Java 8 Date/Time module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivative works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson components are licensed under Apache (Software) License, version 2.0,

as per accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.156 jackson-databind 2.15.2 
1.156.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.
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It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Copyright

 

Copyright 2007-, Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.157 jackson-annotations 2.15.2 
1.157.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Copyright

 

Copyright 2007-, Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.
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## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.158 osgi-service-event 1.4.1 
1.158.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1723952266_1687206267.1213486/0/org-osgi-service-event-1-4-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/event/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723952266_1687206267.1213486/0/org-osgi-service-event-1-4-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/event/EventProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723952266_1687206267.1213486/0/org-osgi-service-event-1-4-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/event/propertytypes/EventTopics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723952266_1687206267.1213486/0/org-osgi-service-event-1-4-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/event/annotations/RequireEventAdmin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723952266_1687206267.1213486/0/org-osgi-service-event-1-4-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/event/EventAdmin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723952266_1687206267.1213486/0/org-osgi-service-event-1-4-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/event/TopicPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723952266_1687206267.1213486/0/org-osgi-service-event-1-4-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/event/propertytypes/EventDelivery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723952266_1687206267.1213486/0/org-osgi-service-event-1-4-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/event/EventHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1723952266_1687206267.1213486/0/org-osgi-service-event-1-4-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/event/EventConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723952266_1687206267.1213486/0/org-osgi-service-event-1-4-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/event/propertytypes/EventFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723952266_1687206267.1213486/0/org-osgi-service-event-1-4-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/event/Event.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723952266_1687206267.1213486/0/org-osgi-service-event-1-4-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/event/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723952266_1687206267.1213486/0/org-osgi-service-event-1-4-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/event/propertytypes/package-info.java

 

1.159 osgi-service-component 1.5.0 
1.159.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/propertytypes/SatisfyingConditionTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/ComponentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/runtime/dto/ComponentDescriptionDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/runtime/dto/ComponentConfigurationDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/runtime/dto/SatisfiedReferenceDTO.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/ComponentInstance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/runtime/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/ComponentContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/propertytypes/ServiceVendor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/propertytypes/ServiceRanking.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/runtime/ServiceComponentRuntime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/runtime/dto/ReferenceDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/ComponentConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/propertytypes/ServiceDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/AnyService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/ComponentServiceObjects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/propertytypes/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/runtime/dto/UnsatisfiedReferenceDTO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/runtime/dto/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/propertytypes/ExportedService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1723951775_1687206388.5024126/0/org-osgi-service-component-1-5-0-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/component/ComponentFactory.java

 

1.160 jvm-hotspot-amazon 1.8.0u282 
1.160.1 Available under license : 

 

Copyright:

 

   APPLICATION_COPYRIGHT

 

License:

 

   APPLICATION_LICENSE_TEXT

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991
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Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.
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To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,
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   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY
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11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
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   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you
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   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

 

1.161 spring-framework 5.3.28 
1.161.1 Available under license : 

Spring Framework ${version}

Copyright (c) 2002-${copyright} Pivotal, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for

these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the

subcomponent's license, as noted in the license.txt file.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=======================================================================

 

SPRING FRAMEWORK ${version} SUBCOMPONENTS:
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Spring Framework ${version} includes a number of subcomponents

with separate copyright notices and license terms. The product that

includes this file does not necessarily use all the open source

subcomponents referred to below. Your use of the source

code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

>>> ASM 9.1 (org.ow2.asm:asm:9.1, org.ow2.asm:asm-commons:9.1):

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2009, OW2 Consortium <https://www.ow2.org/>

 

 

>>> CGLIB 3.3 (cglib:cglib:3.3):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the CGLIB JAR distribution downloaded from

https://github.com/cglib/cglib/releases/download/RELEASE_3_3_0/cglib-3.3.0.jar,
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CGLIB 3.3 is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which

is included above.

 

 

>>> Objenesis 3.2 (org.objenesis:objenesis:3.2):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the Objenesis ZIP distribution downloaded from

http://objenesis.org/download.html, Objenesis 3.2 is licensed under the

Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which is included above.

 

Per the NOTICE file in the Objenesis ZIP distribution downloaded from

http://objenesis.org/download.html and corresponding to section 4d of the

Apache License, Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis:

 

Objenesis

Copyright 2006-2019 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

 

 

===============================================================================

 

To the extent any open source components are licensed under the EPL and/or

other similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from https://spring.io/projects, Pivotal's website

at https://network.pivotal.io/open-source, or by sending a request, with your

name and address to: Pivotal Software, Inc., 875 Howard Street, 5th floor, San

Francisco, CA 94103, Attention: General Counsel. All such requests should

clearly specify: OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST, Attention General Counsel. Pivotal

can mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent physical

medium.

 

This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for three years from

the date you acquired this Software product. Alternatively, the Source Files

may accompany the Software.

 

1.162 jackson-jaxrs 2.15.2 
1.162.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivative works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.163 jackson-jaxrs-base 2.15.2 
1.163.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivative works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.164 jetty-rewrite 9.4.51.v20230217 
1.164.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0
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THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license
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    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the
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originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.
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6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or
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licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.
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* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.
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org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

 

1.165 protostream 4.4.2.Final 
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1.165.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright Red Hat Inc. and/or its affiliates.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.

Copyright 2013 Square, Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.
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1.166 jetty-deploy 9.4.51.v20230217 
1.166.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS
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 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such
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        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.
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5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in
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order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and
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 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2
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The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------
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Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

 

1.167 jetty-jndi 9.4.51.v20230217 
1.167.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when
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combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties
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        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product
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offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to
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comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================
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The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl
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These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------
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Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

 

1.168 hosttracker 3.10.4 
1.168.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright IBM Corporation, 2013.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946083_1695036080.8494081/0/hosttracker-7-

zip/hosttracker/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/IPMacHostId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946083_1695036080.8494081/0/hosttracker-7-

zip/hosttracker/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/IPHostId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946083_1695036080.8494081/0/hosttracker-7-

zip/hosttracker/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/HostIdFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946083_1695036080.8494081/0/hosttracker-7-

zip/hosttracker/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/IHostId.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,
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* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946083_1695036080.8494081/0/hosttracker-7-

zip/hosttracker/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/IfNewHostNotify.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946083_1695036080.8494081/0/hosttracker-7-

zip/hosttracker/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/internal/HostTrackerCallable.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946083_1695036080.8494081/0/hosttracker-7-

zip/hosttracker/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/hostAware/HostNodeConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946083_1695036080.8494081/0/hosttracker-7-

zip/hosttracker/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/internal/HostTrackerTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946083_1695036080.8494081/0/hosttracker-7-

zip/hosttracker/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/IfHostListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946083_1695036080.8494081/0/hosttracker-7-

zip/hosttracker/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/hostAware/HostNodeConnectorTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946083_1695036080.8494081/0/hosttracker-7-

zip/hosttracker/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/internal/HostTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946083_1695036080.8494081/0/hosttracker-7-

zip/hosttracker/integrationtest/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/internal/HostTrackerIT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946083_1695036080.8494081/0/hosttracker-7-

zip/hosttracker/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/IfIptoHost.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946083_1695036080.8494081/0/hosttracker-7-

zip/hosttracker/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/hostAware/IHostFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946083_1695036080.8494081/0/hosttracker-7-

zip/hosttracker/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/internal/Activator.java

 

1.169 usermanager-northbound 3.10.4 
1.169.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946056_1695036569.701555/0/usermanager-northbound-

zip/usermanager/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/northbound/UserManagerNorthbound.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946056_1695036569.701555/0/usermanager-northbound-

zip/usermanager/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/subnets/northbound/UserManagerNorthboundTest.java

 

1.170 bundlescanner-implementation 3.10.4 
1.170.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946088_1695029035.5056958/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/bundlescanner/internal/Bu

ndleScanServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946088_1695029035.5056958/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_base/BasePerson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946088_1695029035.5056958/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_misc/Misc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946088_1695029035.5056958/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_base/NoAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946088_1695029035.5056958/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_base/Animal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946088_1695029035.5056958/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_sub1/NoAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946088_1695029035.5056958/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_base/NonRelevantAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946088_1695029035.5056958/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_sub2/Agent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946088_1695029035.5056958/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_sub2/NoAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946088_1695029035.5056958/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_base/Mammal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946088_1695029035.5056958/0/bundlescanner-1-
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zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_base/Person.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946088_1695029035.5056958/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_sub2/Customer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946088_1695029035.5056958/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/bundlescanner/internal/Bun

dleScannerTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946088_1695029035.5056958/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_sub1/Zoo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946088_1695029035.5056958/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/bundlescanner/internal/Bu

ndleInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946088_1695029035.5056958/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/bundlescanner/IBundleScanService.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946088_1695029035.5056958/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/bundlescanner/internal/Bu

ndleScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946088_1695029035.5056958/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/bundlescanner/internal/Act

ivator.java

 

1.171 sal 3.10.4 
1.171.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013-2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-
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zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/NetUtilsTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/NetUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Big Switch Networks, Inc.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/NodeTableTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/reader/NodeTableStatisticsTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/reader/NodeTableStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/NodeTableCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/NodeTable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011 Big Switch Networks, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* This file incorporates work covered by the following copyright and

* permission notice:

*

*    Originally created by David Erickson, Stanford University

*

*    Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*    you may not use this file except in compliance with the
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*    License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*    Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

*    software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

*    IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

*    express or implied. See the License for the specific language

*    governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/IListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/ListenerDispatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/networkconfiguration/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/networkconfig/bridgedomain/Bridge

DomainConfigServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/networkconfiguration/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/networkconfig/bridgedomain/Config

Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/networkconfiguration/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/networkconfig/internal/

Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/networkconfiguration/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/networkconfig/bridgedo

main/internal/BridgeDomainConfigService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/IPProtocolsTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/reader/IReadServiceListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/ForwardingMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/networkconfiguration/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/networkconfig/bridgedomain/IPlugin

InBridgeDomainConfigService.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/networkconfiguration/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/networkconfig/bridgedomain/IBridge

DomainConfigService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/SetNextHop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/Description.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/connection/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/connection/ConnectionLocality.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/PacketException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/IContainerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/flowprogrammer/IPluginOutFlowProgrammerService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/routing/IListenRoutingUpdates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/MacAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/Action.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/connection/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/connection/implementation/internal

/Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/FloodAll.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/BitBufferHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-zip/sal/yang-prototype/concepts-

lang/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/concepts/lang/CompositeConditionalTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/IPv4Test.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/PropertyTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/implementation/internal/FlowProgrammerServ

ice.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/Output.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/IContainerLocalListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/SetVlanCfi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/NodeConnectorCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/TCPTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/topology/TopoEdgeUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/reader/IPluginInReadService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/ContainerServiceDependency.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/IListenDataPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/SupportedFlowActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/ActionTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/flowprogrammer/IPluginInFlowProgrammerService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/SetVlanId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/GlobalConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/SetDlType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/IPProtocols.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-zip/sal/yang-prototype/concepts-

lang/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/concepts/lang/RuleBasedTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/reader/FlowOnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/TierHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/inventory/IListenInventoryUpdates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/NodeTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/SetDlDst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/authorization/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/authorization/AppRole.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/IPluginInDataPacketService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/ContainerFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/authorization/ResourceGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/ComponentActivatorAbstractBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/UDP.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/PeerBandwidth.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/IDataPacketService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/Buffers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/reader/NodeDescriptionTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/connection/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/connection/implementation/internal

/ConnectionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/LLDPTLV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/topology/IPluginOutTopologyService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/ReadFromFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/SetNwDst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/IObjectReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/authorization/AuthorizationTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/UDPTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/reader/IReadService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-zip/sal/yang-prototype/concepts-

lang/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/concepts/lang/CompositeClassBasedTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/Tables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/Tier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/Flood.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/BufferException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-
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zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/SwPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/match/MatchField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/TCP.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/Bandwidth.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/ICMP.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/ActionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/Status.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/SetDlSrc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/connection/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/connection/IPluginInConnectionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/PopVlan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-zip/sal/yang-prototype/concepts-

lang/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/concepts/lang/AggregateTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/authorization/IResourceAuthorization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/ICMPTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/authorization/Privilege.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/connection/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/connection/IPluginOutConnectionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/StatusCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/authorization/UserLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/implementation/internal/DataPacketService.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/INodeConnectorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/WriteToFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/RawPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/IPv4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/authorization/AuthResultEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/NodeConnector.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/EtherTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/ConstructionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/PacketResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/LinkEncap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/SetTpDst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/NodeCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/Property.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/connection/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/connection/IConnectionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/topology/ITopologyService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/Capabilities.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/INodeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/ObjectWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/implementation/internal/Topology.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/inventory/IPluginOutInventoryService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/Direction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/flowprogrammer/FlowTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/topology/IPluginInTopologyService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/Config.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/flowprogrammer/IFlowProgrammerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/reader/IPluginOutReadService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/PushVlan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/flowprogrammer/IFlowProgrammerService.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/implementation/internal/Inventory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/inventory/IPluginInInventoryService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/ConfigurationObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/NodeConnectorTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/Loopback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/IEEE8021Q.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/Path.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/Packet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/HexEncodeTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/address/EthernetAddressTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/topology/IListenTopoUpdates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/IContainerAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/SetTpSrc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/address/EthernetAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/address/DataLinkAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/ARPTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/EthernetTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/reader/FlowOnNodeTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/Actions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/implementation/internal/Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/Host.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/match/MatchTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/UpdateType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/BitBufferHelperTest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/LLDP.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/connection/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/connection/IConnectionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/reader/NodeDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/Name.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/PathTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/PacketTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/reader/NodeConnectorStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/authorization/AppRoleLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/IContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/GUIField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/IEEE8021QTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/Enqueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/Latency.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/implementation/internal/ReadService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-zip/sal/yang-prototype/concepts-

lang/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/concepts/lang/Acceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/inventory/IInventoryService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/SetVlanPcp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/HwPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/State.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/IPluginOutDataPacketService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/match/MatchType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/EdgeTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/flowprogrammer/Flow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/discovery/IDiscoveryService.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/SetNwTos.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-zip/sal/yang-prototype/concepts-

lang/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/concepts/lang/InputClassBasedTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/implementation/DataPacketServiceTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/SetNwSrc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-zip/sal/yang-prototype/concepts-

lang/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/concepts/lang/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/EtherTypesTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/reader/NodeConnectorStatisticsTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/Ethernet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/match/Match.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/SupportedBandwidth.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/AdvertisedBandwidth.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/ObjectReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/connection/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/connection/ConnectionConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/ServiceHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/packet/ARP.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/Controller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/core/TimeStamp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-zip/sal/yang-prototype/concepts-

lang/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/concepts/lang/SimpleConditionalTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/HexEncode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/routing/IRouting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/action/Drop.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011,2013 Big Switch Networks, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0 (the
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* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* This file incorporates work covered by the following copyright and

* permission notice:

*

*    Originally created by David Erickson, Stanford University

*

*    Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*    you may not use this file except in compliance with the

*    License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*    Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

*    software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

*    IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

*    express or implied. See the License for the specific language

*    governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/SingletonTask.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2012 Big Switch Networks, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.
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*

* This file incorporates work covered by the following copyright and

* permission notice:

*

*    Originally created by David Erickson, Stanford University

*

*    Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*    you may not use this file except in compliance with the

*    License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*    Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

*    software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

*    IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

*    express or implied. See the License for the specific language

*    governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/MultiIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/FilterIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946180_1695036385.5809662/0/sal-262-

zip/sal/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/utils/IterableIterator.java

 

1.172 containermanager 3.10.4 
1.172.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946012_1695035927.1731071/0/containermanager-4-

zip/containermanager/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/containermanager/northbound/ContainerManagerN

orthboundRSApplication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946012_1695035927.1731071/0/containermanager-4-

zip/containermanager/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/containermanager/northbound/StringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946012_1695035927.1731071/0/containermanager-4-
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zip/containermanager/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/containermanager/northbound/ContainerConfigs.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946012_1695035927.1731071/0/containermanager-4-

zip/containermanager/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/containermanager/northbound/FlowSpecConfigs.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946012_1695035927.1731071/0/containermanager-4-

zip/containermanager/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/containermanager/northbound/ContainerManagerN

orthbound.java

 

1.173 org.osgi.util.tracker 1.5.4 
1.173.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945991_1694567846.8959768/0/org-osgi-util-tracker-1-5-4-sources-

jar/org/osgi/util/tracker/ServiceTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945991_1694567846.8959768/0/org-osgi-util-tracker-1-5-4-sources-

jar/org/osgi/util/tracker/BundleTrackerCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945991_1694567846.8959768/0/org-osgi-util-tracker-1-5-4-sources-

jar/org/osgi/util/tracker/AbstractTracked.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945991_1694567846.8959768/0/org-osgi-util-tracker-1-5-4-sources-

jar/org/osgi/util/tracker/ServiceTrackerCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945991_1694567846.8959768/0/org-osgi-util-tracker-1-5-4-sources-

jar/org/osgi/util/tracker/BundleTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945991_1694567846.8959768/0/org-osgi-util-tracker-1-5-4-sources-

jar/org/osgi/util/tracker/package-info.java
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1.174 hosttracker-northbound 3.10.4 
1.174.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945744_1695036112.0423532/0/hosttracker-northbound-

zip/hosttracker/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/northbound/HostTrackerNorthboundTest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945744_1695036112.0423532/0/hosttracker-northbound-

zip/hosttracker/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/northbound/Hosts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945744_1695036112.0423532/0/hosttracker-northbound-

zip/hosttracker/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/northbound/HostTrackerNorthbound.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945744_1695036112.0423532/0/hosttracker-northbound-

zip/hosttracker/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/northbound/HostConfig.java

 

1.175 topology-northbound 3.10.4 
1.175.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945868_1695036263.7039328/0/topology-northbound-

zip/topology/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/topology/northbound/TopologyTest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945868_1695036263.7039328/0/topology-northbound-

zip/topology/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/topology/northbound/EdgeProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945868_1695036263.7039328/0/topology-northbound-

zip/topology/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/topology/northbound/TopologyNorthboundJAXRS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945868_1695036263.7039328/0/topology-northbound-

zip/topology/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/topology/northbound/Topology.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945868_1695036263.7039328/0/topology-northbound-

zip/topology/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/topology/northbound/TopologyUserLinks.java

 

1.176 controllermanager-northbound 3.10.4 
1.176.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946181_1695035965.8015535/0/controllermanager-northbound-

zip/controllermanager/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/controllermanager/northbound/ControllerManager

Northbound.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the
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* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946181_1695035965.8015535/0/controllermanager-northbound-

zip/controllermanager/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/controllermanager/northbound/ControllerManagerN

orthboundTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946181_1695035965.8015535/0/controllermanager-northbound-

zip/controllermanager/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/controllermanager/northbound/ControllerProperties

.java

 

1.177 connection-manager 3.10.4 
1.177.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946153_1695035843.3108795/0/connectionmanager-2-

zip/connectionmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/internal/Activ

ator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946153_1695035843.3108795/0/connectionmanager-2-

zip/connectionmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/internal/Conn

ectionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946153_1695035843.3108795/0/connectionmanager-2-

zip/connectionmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/ConnectionMgmtScheme.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946153_1695035843.3108795/0/connectionmanager-2-

zip/connectionmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/IConnectionManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright IBM Corporation, 2013.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946153_1695035843.3108795/0/connectionmanager-2-

zip/connectionmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/NodeAccessPermission.ja

va

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946153_1695035843.3108795/0/connectionmanager-2-

zip/connectionmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/scheme/Roun

dRobinScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946153_1695035843.3108795/0/connectionmanager-2-

zip/connectionmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/internal/Conn

ectionMgmtEventType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946153_1695035843.3108795/0/connectionmanager-2-

zip/connectionmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/scheme/Any

ControllerScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946153_1695035843.3108795/0/connectionmanager-2-

zip/connectionmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/scheme/Abstr

actScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946153_1695035843.3108795/0/connectionmanager-2-

zip/connectionmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/scheme/Load

BalancedScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946153_1695035843.3108795/0/connectionmanager-2-

zip/connectionmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/scheme/Contr

ollerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946153_1695035843.3108795/0/connectionmanager-2-

zip/connectionmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/internal/Conn

ectionMgmtEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946153_1695035843.3108795/0/connectionmanager-2-

zip/connectionmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/scheme/Sche

meFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946153_1695035843.3108795/0/connectionmanager-2-

zip/connectionmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/scheme/Singl

eControllerScheme.java

 

1.178 switchmanager 3.10.4 
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1.178.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946058_1695036297.7104821/0/switchmanager-5-

zip/switchmanager/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/SubnetConfigTest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946058_1695036297.7104821/0/switchmanager-5-

zip/switchmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/ISpanAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946058_1695036297.7104821/0/switchmanager-5-

zip/switchmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/ISwitchManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946058_1695036297.7104821/0/switchmanager-5-

zip/switchmanager/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/SwitchTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946058_1695036297.7104821/0/switchmanager-5-

zip/switchmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/internal/Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946058_1695036297.7104821/0/switchmanager-5-

zip/switchmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/SubnetConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946058_1695036297.7104821/0/switchmanager-5-

zip/switchmanager/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/SubnetTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946058_1695036297.7104821/0/switchmanager-5-

zip/switchmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/ISwitchManagerAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946058_1695036297.7104821/0/switchmanager-5-

zip/switchmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/SpanConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946058_1695036297.7104821/0/switchmanager-5-

zip/switchmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/internal/ControllerPro

perties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946058_1695036297.7104821/0/switchmanager-5-

zip/switchmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/internal/IControllerPr

operties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946058_1695036297.7104821/0/switchmanager-5-
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zip/switchmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/internal/SwitchManag

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946058_1695036297.7104821/0/switchmanager-5-

zip/switchmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/Subnet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946058_1695036297.7104821/0/switchmanager-5-

zip/switchmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/IInventoryListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946058_1695036297.7104821/0/switchmanager-5-

zip/switchmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/SwitchConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946058_1695036297.7104821/0/switchmanager-5-

zip/switchmanager/integrationtest/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/internal/SwitchManagerI

T.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946058_1695036297.7104821/0/switchmanager-5-

zip/switchmanager/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/internal/SwitchManager

Test.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946058_1695036297.7104821/0/switchmanager-5-

zip/switchmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/internal/SwitchManag

erCLI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946058_1695036297.7104821/0/switchmanager-5-

zip/switchmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/Switch.java

 

1.179 sal-implementation 3.10.4 
1.179.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014 NEC Corporation and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946027_1695036438.1657166/0/sal-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/implementation/internal/ProtocolService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946027_1695036438.1657166/0/sal-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/implementation/ProtocolServiceTest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013-2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946027_1695036438.1657166/0/sal-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/implementation/internal/DataPacketService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946027_1695036438.1657166/0/sal-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/implementation/internal/ReadService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946027_1695036438.1657166/0/sal-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/implementation/internal/FlowProgrammerService.

java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946027_1695036438.1657166/0/sal-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/implementation/internal/Inventory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946027_1695036438.1657166/0/sal-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/implementation/internal/Topology.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946027_1695036438.1657166/0/sal-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/implementation/internal/Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946027_1695036438.1657166/0/sal-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/implementation/DataPacketServiceTest.java

 

1.180 clustering-services-implementation

3.10.4 
1.180.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946089_1695035678.8151314/0/services-implementation-1-

zip/services_implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services_implementation/internal/
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ClusterGlobalManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946089_1695035678.8151314/0/services-implementation-1-

zip/services_implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services_implementation/internal/

ClusterManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946089_1695035678.8151314/0/services-implementation-1-

zip/services_implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services_implementation/internal/

CacheListenerContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946089_1695035678.8151314/0/services-implementation-1-

zip/services_implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services_implementation/internal/

ClusterManagerCommon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946089_1695035678.8151314/0/services-implementation-1-

zip/services_implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services_implementation/internal/

GetUpdatesContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946089_1695035678.8151314/0/services-implementation-1-

zip/services_implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services_implementation/internal/

Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946089_1695035678.8151314/0/services-implementation-1-

zip/services_implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services_implementation/internal/

ClusterContainerManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946089_1695035678.8151314/0/services-implementation-1-

zip/services_implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services_implementation/internal/

ClassResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946089_1695035678.8151314/0/services-implementation-1-

zip/services_implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services_implementation/internal/

ClusterManagerCLI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946089_1695035678.8151314/0/services-implementation-1-
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zip/services_implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services_implementation/internal/C

lusterManagerTest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009 Red Hat Inc. and/or its affiliates and other

* contributors as indicated by the @author tags. All rights reserved.

* See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a full listing of

* individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946089_1695035678.8151314/0/services-implementation-1-

zip/services_implementation/src/main/java/org/infinispan/interceptors/distribution/BaseDistributionInterceptor.java

 

1.181 statistics-manager 3.10.4 
1.181.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946178_1695041172.4644775/0/statisticsmanager-1-

zip/statisticsmanager/integrationtest/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/statisticsmanager/internal/StatisticsMa
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nagerIT.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946178_1695041172.4644775/0/statisticsmanager-1-

zip/statisticsmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/statisticsmanager/IStatisticsManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946178_1695041172.4644775/0/statisticsmanager-1-

zip/statisticsmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/statisticsmanager/internal/Statistics

Manager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946178_1695041172.4644775/0/statisticsmanager-1-

zip/statisticsmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/statisticsmanager/internal/Activator.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946178_1695041172.4644775/0/statisticsmanager-1-

zip/statisticsmanager/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/statisticsmanager/internal/StatisticsM

anagerTest.java

 

1.182 forwardingrules-manager 3.10.4 
1.182.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945892_1695036002.6269095/0/forwardingrules-manager-

zip/forwardingrulesmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwardingrulesmanager/inte

rnal/FlowEntryDistributionOrderFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945892_1695036002.6269095/0/forwardingrules-manager-

zip/forwardingrulesmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwardingrulesmanager/imp

lementation/data/FlowEntryDistributionOrder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945892_1695036002.6269095/0/forwardingrules-manager-

zip/forwardingrulesmanager/integrationtest/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwardingrulesmanager/intern

al/ForwardingRulesManagerIT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945892_1695036002.6269095/0/forwardingrules-manager-

zip/forwardingrulesmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwardingrulesmanager/inte

rnal/ForwardingRulesManagerCLI.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945892_1695036002.6269095/0/forwardingrules-manager-

zip/forwardingrulesmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwardingrulesmanager/FlowEntryInstal

l.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945892_1695036002.6269095/0/forwardingrules-manager-

zip/forwardingrulesmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwardingrulesmanager/PortGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945892_1695036002.6269095/0/forwardingrules-manager-

zip/forwardingrulesmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwardingrulesmanager/PortGroupChan

geListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945892_1695036002.6269095/0/forwardingrules-manager-

zip/forwardingrulesmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwardingrulesmanager/inte

rnal/Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945892_1695036002.6269095/0/forwardingrules-manager-

zip/forwardingrulesmanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwardingrulesmanager/inte

rnal/ForwardingRulesManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945892_1695036002.6269095/0/forwardingrules-manager-

zip/forwardingrulesmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwardingrulesmanager/PortGroupConfi

g.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945892_1695036002.6269095/0/forwardingrules-manager-

zip/forwardingrulesmanager/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwardingrulesmanager/frmTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945892_1695036002.6269095/0/forwardingrules-manager-

zip/forwardingrulesmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwardingrulesmanager/FlowEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945892_1695036002.6269095/0/forwardingrules-manager-

zip/forwardingrulesmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwardingrulesmanager/FlowConfig.jav
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a

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945892_1695036002.6269095/0/forwardingrules-manager-

zip/forwardingrulesmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwardingrulesmanager/IForwardingRul

esManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945892_1695036002.6269095/0/forwardingrules-manager-

zip/forwardingrulesmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwardingrulesmanager/PortGroupProvi

der.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945892_1695036002.6269095/0/forwardingrules-manager-

zip/forwardingrulesmanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwardingrulesmanager/IForwardingRul

esManagerAware.java

 

1.183 bundlescanner 3.10.4 
1.183.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945950_1695029016.5557144/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/bundlescanner/internal/Bu

ndleScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945950_1695029016.5557144/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/bundlescanner/IBundleScanService.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945950_1695029016.5557144/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/bundlescanner/internal/Bu

ndleInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945950_1695029016.5557144/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/bundlescanner/internal/Act

ivator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945950_1695029016.5557144/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_base/Mammal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945950_1695029016.5557144/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_sub2/Customer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945950_1695029016.5557144/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_base/NonRelevantAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945950_1695029016.5557144/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_misc/Misc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945950_1695029016.5557144/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_sub1/Zoo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945950_1695029016.5557144/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_sub2/Agent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945950_1695029016.5557144/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_sub1/NoAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945950_1695029016.5557144/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_base/Person.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945950_1695029016.5557144/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_base/NoAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945950_1695029016.5557144/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/bundlescanner/internal/Bu

ndleScanServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945950_1695029016.5557144/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/bundlescanner/internal/Bun

dleScannerTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945950_1695029016.5557144/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_base/Animal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945950_1695029016.5557144/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_sub2/NoAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945950_1695029016.5557144/0/bundlescanner-1-

zip/bundlescanner/implementation/src/test/java/bundle_base/BasePerson.java

 

1.184 switchmanager-implementation 3.10.4 
1.184.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946167_1695036314.9692085/0/switchmanager-implementation-
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zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/internal/SwitchManagerCLI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946167_1695036314.9692085/0/switchmanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/internal/SwitchManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946167_1695036314.9692085/0/switchmanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/internal/SwitchManagerTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946167_1695036314.9692085/0/switchmanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/internal/IControllerProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946167_1695036314.9692085/0/switchmanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/internal/Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946167_1695036314.9692085/0/switchmanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/internal/ControllerProperties.java

 

1.185 clustering-test 3.10.4 
1.185.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945882_1695035697.4527247/0/clustering-test-

zip/test/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/test/internal/TestClusteringTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945882_1695035697.4527247/0/clustering-test-

zip/test/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/test/internal/SimpleClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945882_1695035697.4527247/0/clustering-test-

zip/test/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/test/internal/ComplexClass1.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945882_1695035697.4527247/0/clustering-test-

zip/test/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/test/internal/Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945882_1695035697.4527247/0/clustering-test-

zip/test/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/test/internal/IComplex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945882_1695035697.4527247/0/clustering-test-

zip/test/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/test/internal/ComplexClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945882_1695035697.4527247/0/clustering-test-

zip/test/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/test/internal/StringContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945882_1695035697.4527247/0/clustering-test-

zip/test/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/test/internal/ComplexContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945882_1695035697.4527247/0/clustering-test-

zip/test/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/test/internal/LoggingListener.java
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1.186 switchmanager-northbound 3.10.4 
1.186.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* 2015-05-18, Giovanni Meo (Cisco Systems, Inc.)

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945812_1695036330.610696/0/switchmanager-northbound-

zip/switchmanager/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/northbound/NodeProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945812_1695036330.610696/0/switchmanager-northbound-

zip/switchmanager/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/northbound/NodeConnectorProperties.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945812_1695036330.610696/0/switchmanager-northbound-

zip/switchmanager/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/northbound/NodeConnectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945812_1695036330.610696/0/switchmanager-northbound-

zip/switchmanager/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/northbound/Nodes.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945812_1695036330.610696/0/switchmanager-northbound-

zip/switchmanager/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/northbound/SwitchManagerNorthbound

Test.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945812_1695036330.610696/0/switchmanager-northbound-

zip/switchmanager/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/switchmanager/northbound/SwitchNorthbound.java

 

1.187 hosttracker-implementation 3.10.4 
1.187.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946105_1695036097.8856728/0/hosttracker-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/internal/HostTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946105_1695036097.8856728/0/hosttracker-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/internal/HostTrackerCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946105_1695036097.8856728/0/hosttracker-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/internal/Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946105_1695036097.8856728/0/hosttracker-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/hosttracker/internal/HostTrackerTest.java

 

1.188 flowprogrammer-northbound 3.10.4 
1.188.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946093_1695035982.306034/0/flowprogrammer-northbound-

zip/flowprogrammer/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/flowprogrammer/northbound/FlowProgrammerNorthb

oundTest.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946093_1695035982.306034/0/flowprogrammer-northbound-

zip/flowprogrammer/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/flowprogrammer/northbound/FlowProgrammerNort

hbound.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946093_1695035982.306034/0/flowprogrammer-northbound-

zip/flowprogrammer/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/flowprogrammer/northbound/FlowConfigs.java

 

1.189 forwarding-staticrouting 3.10.4 
1.189.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945922_1695036042.6827302/0/forwarding-staticrouting-

zip/staticrouting/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwarding/staticrouting/internal/StaticRoutingImplementa

tionTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945922_1695036042.6827302/0/forwarding-staticrouting-

zip/staticrouting/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwarding/staticrouting/StaticRouteTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945922_1695036042.6827302/0/forwarding-staticrouting-

zip/staticrouting/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwarding/staticrouting/internal/Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945922_1695036042.6827302/0/forwarding-staticrouting-

zip/staticrouting/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwarding/staticrouting/StaticRouteConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945922_1695036042.6827302/0/forwarding-staticrouting-

zip/staticrouting/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwarding/staticrouting/IForwardingStaticRouting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945922_1695036042.6827302/0/forwarding-staticrouting-

zip/staticrouting/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwarding/staticrouting/StaticRoute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945922_1695036042.6827302/0/forwarding-staticrouting-

zip/staticrouting/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwarding/staticrouting/StaticRouteConfigTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945922_1695036042.6827302/0/forwarding-staticrouting-
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zip/staticrouting/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwarding/staticrouting/IStaticRoutingAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945922_1695036042.6827302/0/forwarding-staticrouting-

zip/staticrouting/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwarding/staticrouting/internal/StaticRoutingImplemen

tation.java

 

1.190 protocol-plugins-openflow 3.10.4 
1.190.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/vendorextension/v6extension/V6

Error.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/IOFStatisticsListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/IReadFilterInternalListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/vendorextension/v6extension/V6E

xtensionTest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/vendorextension/v6extension/V6

StatsReply.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/core/IController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/FlowProgrammerNotifier
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.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/InventoryServiceShim.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/FlowConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/vendorextension/v6extension/V6

FlowMod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/IInventoryShimInternalListener.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/core/internal/MessageReadWrite

Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/core/IMessageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/core/internal/SynchronousMessa

ge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/IFlowProgrammerNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/IInventoryProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/core/IMessageReadWrite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/IDataPacketListen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/core/internal/SecureMessageRea

dWriteService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/IDiscoveryListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/DataPacketMuxDemux.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/TopologyServices.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/vendorextension/v6extension/V6

StatsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/FlowProgrammerServiceT

est.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/InventoryService.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/PortConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/core/internal/ControllerIO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/ReadServiceFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/core/internal/Controller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/DescStatisticsConverter.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/ITopologyServiceShimListener.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/core/ISwitchStateListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/core/internal/PriorityMessage.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/core/internal/SwitchEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/Utils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/ReadService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/TopologyServiceShim.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/InventoryServiceHelper.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/DataPacketServices.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/OFStatisticsManager.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/IInventoryShimExternalListener.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/IOFStatisticsManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/core/internal/SwitchHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/PortStatisticsConverter.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/IDataPacketMux.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/IReadServiceFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/core/ISwitch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/FlowStatisticsConverter.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/DiscoveryService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/FlowProgrammerService

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/IRefreshInternalProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/core/internal/StatisticsCollector.j

ava

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013-2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/vendorextension/v6extension/V6

Match.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014 NEC Corporation

* All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this

* distribution, and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/vendorextension/v6extension/V6M

atchTest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Big Switch Networks, Inc.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/TableStatisticsConverter.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945757_1695041348.2418594/0/openflow-

zip/openflow/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/protocol_plugin/openflow/internal/TableConverter.java

 

1.191 containermanager-implementation

3.10.4 
1.191.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945921_1695035945.7424936/0/containermanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/containermanager/internal/Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945921_1695035945.7424936/0/containermanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/containermanager/internal/ContainerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945921_1695035945.7424936/0/containermanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/containermanager/internal/ContainerManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945921_1695035945.7424936/0/containermanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/containermanager/internal/IContainerInternal.java

 

1.192 appauth 3.10.4 
1.192.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946176_1695028928.1557384/0/appauth-1-

zip/appauth/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/appauth/authorization/Authorization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946176_1695028928.1557384/0/appauth-1-

zip/appauth/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/appauth/Application.java

 

1.193 topology-manager 3.10.4 
1.193.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945761_1695036247.7225266/0/topologymanager-1-

zip/topologymanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/topologymanager/ITopologyManag

erClusterWideAware.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945761_1695036247.7225266/0/topologymanager-1-

zip/topologymanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/topologymanager/ITopologyManag

erAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945761_1695036247.7225266/0/topologymanager-1-

zip/topologymanager/integrationtest/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/topologymanager/TopologyManagerIT

.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1797945761_1695036247.7225266/0/topologymanager-1-

zip/topologymanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/topologymanager/internal/Topology

ManagerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945761_1695036247.7225266/0/topologymanager-1-

zip/topologymanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/topologymanager/internal/Activator

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945761_1695036247.7225266/0/topologymanager-1-

zip/topologymanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/topologymanager/TopologyUserLin

kConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945761_1695036247.7225266/0/topologymanager-1-

zip/topologymanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/topologymanager/ITopologyManag

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945761_1695036247.7225266/0/topologymanager-1-

zip/topologymanager/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/topologymanager/internal/Topology

ManagerImplTest.java

 

1.194 subnets-northbound 3.10.4 
1.194.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* 2015-05-18, Giovanni Meo (Cisco Systems, Inc.)

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945778_1695041239.615169/0/subnets-northbound-

zip/subnets/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/subnets/northbound/SubnetConfigs.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945778_1695041239.615169/0/subnets-northbound-

zip/subnets/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/subnets/northbound/SubnetsNorthbound.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945778_1695041239.615169/0/subnets-northbound-

zip/subnets/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/subnets/northbound/SubnetsNorthboundTest.java

 

1.195 statistics-northbound 3.10.4 
1.195.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946103_1695041220.2024937/0/statistics-northbound-

zip/statistics/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/statistics/northbound/StatisticsNorthboundTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946103_1695041220.2024937/0/statistics-northbound-

zip/statistics/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/statistics/northbound/StatisticsNorthbound.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* 2015-05-18, Giovanni Meo (Cisco Systems, Inc.)

* Copyright (c) 2013 Big Switch Networks, Inc.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946103_1695041220.2024937/0/statistics-northbound-

zip/statistics/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/statistics/northbound/TableStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946103_1695041220.2024937/0/statistics-northbound-
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zip/statistics/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/statistics/northbound/AllTableStatistics.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* 2015-05-18, Giovanni Meo (Cisco Systems, Inc.)

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946103_1695041220.2024937/0/statistics-northbound-

zip/statistics/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/statistics/northbound/FlowStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946103_1695041220.2024937/0/statistics-northbound-

zip/statistics/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/statistics/northbound/AllFlowStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946103_1695041220.2024937/0/statistics-northbound-

zip/statistics/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/statistics/northbound/AllPortStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946103_1695041220.2024937/0/statistics-northbound-

zip/statistics/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/statistics/northbound/PortStatistics.java

 

1.196 commons-northbound 3.10.4 
1.196.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/query/QueryContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/query/LogicalExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/query/Visitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/query/QueryContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/query/QueryContextProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-
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zip/commons/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/query/QueryContextTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/query/ExpressionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/query/QueryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/query/QueryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/query/WrapperTypeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/query/ExpresssionTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/query/PersonBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/query/Query.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/query/Library.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/query/Expression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/query/CompareExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/exception/MethodNotAllowedExcept

ion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/exception/NotAcceptableException.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/exception/ResourceGoneException.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/exception/UnsupportedMediaTypeEx

ception.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/exception/BadRequestException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/exception/NotImplemented.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/exception/ResourceNotFoundExcepti

on.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/exception/ResourceConflictExceptio

n.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/exception/ServiceUnavailableExcepti

on.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/exception/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/exception/NotImplementedException

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/exception/InternalServerErrorExcepti

on.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/exception/ResourceForbiddenExcepti

on.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/exception/MethodNotAllowed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/RestMessages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/exception/UnauthorizedException.ja

va

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/exception/CommonsNorthboundExcep

tionTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/utils/NorthboundUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/CommonsNorthboundTest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/NorthboundApplication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/JacksonJsonProcessingExceptionMa

pper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945853_1695035725.9786296/0/commons-northbound-

zip/commons/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/northbound/commons/types/StringList.java

 

1.197 jetty-osgi-boot 9.4.51.v20230217 
1.197.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of
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  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS
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A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:
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a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.
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If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------
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Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util
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org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

 

1.198 clustering-services 3.10.4 
1.198.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946168_1695035651.0027542/0/clustering-services-

zip/services/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services/IClusterServicesCommon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946168_1695035651.0027542/0/clustering-services-

zip/services/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services/CacheExistException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946168_1695035651.0027542/0/clustering-services-

zip/services/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services/IGetUpdates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946168_1695035651.0027542/0/clustering-services-

zip/services/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services/IListenRoleChange.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1797946168_1695035651.0027542/0/clustering-services-

zip/services/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services/ListenRoleChangeAddException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946168_1695035651.0027542/0/clustering-services-

zip/services/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services/CacheConfigException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946168_1695035651.0027542/0/clustering-services-

zip/services/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services/CacheListenerAddException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946168_1695035651.0027542/0/clustering-services-

zip/services/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services/IClusterServices.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946168_1695035651.0027542/0/clustering-services-

zip/services/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services/ICoordinatorChangeAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946168_1695035651.0027542/0/clustering-services-

zip/services/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services/ICacheUpdateAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946168_1695035651.0027542/0/clustering-services-

zip/services/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services/IClusterGlobalServices.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946168_1695035651.0027542/0/clustering-services-

zip/services/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/clustering/services/IClusterContainerServices.java

 

1.199 sal-connection-implementation 3.10.4 
1.199.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946122_1695036421.352413/0/sal-connection-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/connection/implementation/internal/ConnectionSe

rvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946122_1695036421.352413/0/sal-connection-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/connection/implementation/internal/Activator.java

 

1.200 user-manager 3.10.4 
1.200.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the
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* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946095_1695036536.4679828/0/user-manager-

zip/usermanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/security/UserSecurityCont

extRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946095_1695036536.4679828/0/user-manager-

zip/usermanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/ODLUserLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946095_1695036536.4679828/0/user-manager-

zip/usermanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/AuthResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946095_1695036536.4679828/0/user-manager-

zip/usermanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/internal/UserManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946095_1695036536.4679828/0/user-manager-

zip/usermanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/ISessionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946095_1695036536.4679828/0/user-manager-

zip/usermanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/IAAAProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946095_1695036536.4679828/0/user-manager-

zip/usermanager/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/internal/UserManagerImplT

est.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946095_1695036536.4679828/0/user-manager-

zip/usermanager/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/ServerConfigTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946095_1695036536.4679828/0/user-manager-

zip/usermanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/ServerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946095_1695036536.4679828/0/user-manager-

zip/usermanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/UserConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946095_1695036536.4679828/0/user-manager-

zip/usermanager/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/AuthorizationUserConfigTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946095_1695036536.4679828/0/user-manager-

zip/usermanager/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/AuthenticatedUserTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946095_1695036536.4679828/0/user-manager-

zip/usermanager/api/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/AuthResponseTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946095_1695036536.4679828/0/user-manager-

zip/usermanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/AuthenticatedUser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946095_1695036536.4679828/0/user-manager-

zip/usermanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/AuthorizationConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946095_1695036536.4679828/0/user-manager-

zip/usermanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/internal/Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946095_1695036536.4679828/0/user-manager-

zip/usermanager/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/IUserManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946095_1695036536.4679828/0/user-manager-

zip/usermanager/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/security/SessionManager.ja

va
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1.201 arphandler 3.10.4 
1.201.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945827_1695028977.5950704/0/arphandler-4-

zip/arphandler/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/arphandler/internal/Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945827_1695028977.5950704/0/arphandler-4-

zip/arphandler/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/arphandler/internal/ArpHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945827_1695028977.5950704/0/arphandler-4-

zip/arphandler/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/arphandler/ARPEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945827_1695028977.5950704/0/arphandler-4-

zip/arphandler/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/arphandler/ARPRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945827_1695028977.5950704/0/arphandler-4-

zip/arphandler/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/arphandler/internal/ArphandlerTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945827_1695028977.5950704/0/arphandler-4-

zip/arphandler/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/arphandler/ARPCacheEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945827_1695028977.5950704/0/arphandler-4-

zip/arphandler/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/arphandler/ARPReply.java

 

1.202 sal-connection 3.10.4 
1.202.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946102_1695036401.357812/0/sal-connection-

zip/connection/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/connection/IPluginOutConnectionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946102_1695036401.357812/0/sal-connection-
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zip/connection/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/connection/IPluginInACConnectionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946102_1695036401.357812/0/sal-connection-

zip/connection/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/connection/IPluginInNXConnectionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946102_1695036401.357812/0/sal-connection-

zip/connection/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/connection/IConnectionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946102_1695036401.357812/0/sal-connection-

zip/connection/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/connection/IPluginInPSConnectionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946102_1695036401.357812/0/sal-connection-

zip/connection/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/connection/IConnectionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946102_1695036401.357812/0/sal-connection-

zip/connection/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/connection/ConnectionConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946102_1695036401.357812/0/sal-connection-

zip/connection/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/connection/implementation/internal/Co

nnectionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946102_1695036401.357812/0/sal-connection-

zip/connection/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/connection/implementation/internal/Ac

tivator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946102_1695036401.357812/0/sal-connection-

zip/connection/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/connection/IPluginInConnectionService.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946102_1695036401.357812/0/sal-connection-

zip/connection/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/sal/connection/ConnectionLocality.java

 

1.203 logging-bridge 3.10.4 
1.203.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1797946182_1695036157.5530567/0/logging-81-

zip/logging/bridge/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/logging/bridge/internal/LogListenerImplTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946182_1695036157.5530567/0/logging-81-

zip/logging/bridge/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/logging/bridge/internal/UncaughtExceptionPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946182_1695036157.5530567/0/logging-81-

zip/logging/bridge/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/logging/bridge/internal/LogListenerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946182_1695036157.5530567/0/logging-81-

zip/logging/bridge/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/logging/bridge/internal/Activator.java

 

1.204 statisticsmanager-implementation

3.10.4 
1.204.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946104_1695041197.9913144/0/stats-mgr-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/statisticsmanager/internal/Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946104_1695041197.9913144/0/stats-mgr-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/statisticsmanager/internal/StatisticsManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946104_1695041197.9913144/0/stats-mgr-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/statisticsmanager/internal/StatisticsManagerTest.java

 

1.205 forwardingrulesmanager-

implementation 3.10.4 
1.205.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946144_1695036017.5932455/0/forwardingrulesmanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwardingrulesmanager/internal/ForwardingRulesMa

nager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946144_1695036017.5932455/0/forwardingrulesmanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwardingrulesmanager/internal/Activator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946144_1695036017.5932455/0/forwardingrulesmanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwardingrulesmanager/implementation/data/FlowEn

tryDistributionOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946144_1695036017.5932455/0/forwardingrulesmanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwardingrulesmanager/internal/FlowEntryDistributi

onOrderFutureTask.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946144_1695036017.5932455/0/forwardingrulesmanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwardingrulesmanager/internal/ForwardingRulesMa

nagerCLI.java

 

1.206 configuration-implementation 3.10.4 
1.206.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*
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* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945929_1695035805.6475284/0/configuration-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/internal/Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945929_1695035805.6475284/0/configuration-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/internal/ConfigurationAwareTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945929_1695035805.6475284/0/configuration-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/internal/ConfigurationService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945929_1695035805.6475284/0/configuration-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/internal/ContainerConfigurationService

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945929_1695035805.6475284/0/configuration-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/internal/ConfigurationContainerAwareTe

st.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945929_1695035805.6475284/0/configuration-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/internal/ConfigurationImplTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945929_1695035805.6475284/0/configuration-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/internal/ConfigurationContainerImplTest

.java

 

1.207 connectionmanager-implementation

3.10.4 
1.207.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946106_1695035863.3364654/0/connectionmanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/internal/ConnectionMgmtEventT

ype.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946106_1695035863.3364654/0/connectionmanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/scheme/SchemeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946106_1695035863.3364654/0/connectionmanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/scheme/RoundRobinScheme.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1797946106_1695035863.3364654/0/connectionmanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/scheme/SingleControllerScheme.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946106_1695035863.3364654/0/connectionmanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/scheme/AnyControllerScheme.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946106_1695035863.3364654/0/connectionmanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/scheme/LoadBalancedScheme.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946106_1695035863.3364654/0/connectionmanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/internal/ConnectionMgmtEvent.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946106_1695035863.3364654/0/connectionmanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/scheme/AbstractScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946106_1695035863.3364654/0/connectionmanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/scheme/ControllerConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946106_1695035863.3364654/0/connectionmanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/internal/ConnectionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946106_1695035863.3364654/0/connectionmanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/connectionmanager/internal/Activator.java

 

1.208 usermanager-implementation 3.10.4 
1.208.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945828_1695036557.074195/0/usermanager-implementation-
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zip/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/internal/UserManagerImplTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945828_1695036557.074195/0/usermanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/security/SessionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945828_1695036557.074195/0/usermanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/internal/UserManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945828_1695036557.074195/0/usermanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/internal/Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945828_1695036557.074195/0/usermanager-implementation-

zip/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/usermanager/security/UserSecurityContextRepository

.java

 

1.209 osgi-service-cm 1.6.1 
1.209.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946142_1694567808.2187564/0/org-osgi-service-cm-1-6-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/cm/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946142_1694567808.2187564/0/org-osgi-service-cm-1-6-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/cm/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946142_1694567808.2187564/0/org-osgi-service-cm-1-6-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/cm/ManagedService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946142_1694567808.2187564/0/org-osgi-service-cm-1-6-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/cm/ConfigurationPlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946142_1694567808.2187564/0/org-osgi-service-cm-1-6-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/cm/ReadOnlyConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946142_1694567808.2187564/0/org-osgi-service-cm-1-6-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/cm/annotations/RequireConfigurationAdmin.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1797946142_1694567808.2187564/0/org-osgi-service-cm-1-6-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/cm/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946142_1694567808.2187564/0/org-osgi-service-cm-1-6-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/cm/ManagedServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946142_1694567808.2187564/0/org-osgi-service-cm-1-6-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/cm/ConfigurationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946142_1694567808.2187564/0/org-osgi-service-cm-1-6-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/cm/ConfigurationConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946142_1694567808.2187564/0/org-osgi-service-cm-1-6-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/cm/SynchronousConfigurationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946142_1694567808.2187564/0/org-osgi-service-cm-1-6-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/cm/ConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946142_1694567808.2187564/0/org-osgi-service-cm-1-6-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/cm/ConfigurationPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946142_1694567808.2187564/0/org-osgi-service-cm-1-6-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/cm/ConfigurationEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) Contributors to the Eclipse Foundation

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

*******************************************************************************/

/**

* Service for administering configuration data.

* <p>

* The main purpose of this interface is to store bundle configuration data

* persistently. This information is represented in {@code Configuration}

* objects. The actual configuration data is a {@code Dictionary} of properties

* inside a {@code Configuration} object.

* <p>

* There are two principally different ways to manage configurations. First

* there is the concept of a Managed Service, where configuration data is

* uniquely associated with an object registered with the service registry.

* <p>

* Next, there is the concept of a factory where the Configuration Admin service
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* will maintain 0 or more {@code Configuration} objects for a Managed Service

* Factory that is registered with the Framework.

* <p>

* The first concept is intended for configuration data about "things/services"

* whose existence is defined externally, e.g. a specific printer. Factories are

* intended for "things/services" that can be created any number of times, e.g.

* a configuration for a DHCP server for different networks.

* <p>

* Bundles that require configuration should register a Managed Service or a

* Managed Service Factory in the service registry. A registration property

* named {@code service.pid} (persistent identifier or PID) must be used to

* identify this Managed Service or Managed Service Factory to the Configuration

* Admin service.

* <p>

* When the ConfigurationAdmin detects the registration of a Managed Service, it

* checks its persistent storage for a configuration object whose

* {@code service.pid} property matches the PID service property (

* {@code service.pid}) of the Managed Service. If found, it calls

* {@link ManagedService#updated(Dictionary)} method with the new properties.

* The implementation of a Configuration Admin service must run these call-backs

* asynchronously to allow proper synchronization.

* <p>

* When the Configuration Admin service detects a Managed Service Factory

* registration, it checks its storage for configuration objects whose

* {@code service.factoryPid} property matches the PID service property of the

* Managed Service Factory. For each such {@code Configuration} objects, it

* calls the {@code ManagedServiceFactory.updated} method asynchronously with

* the new properties. The calls to the {@code updated} method of a

* {@code ManagedServiceFactory} must be executed sequentially and not overlap

* in time.

* <p>

* In general, bundles having permission to use the Configuration Admin service

* can only access and modify their own configuration information. Accessing or

* modifying the configuration of other bundles requires

* {@code ConfigurationPermission[location,CONFIGURE]}, where location is the

* configuration location.

* <p>

* {@code Configuration} objects can be <i>bound</i> to a specified bundle

* location or to a region (configuration location starts with {@code ?}). If a

* location is not set, it will be learned the first time a target is

* registered. If the location is learned this way, the Configuration Admin

* service must detect if the bundle corresponding to the location is

* uninstalled. If this occurs, the {@code Configuration} object must be

* unbound, that is its location field is set back to {@code null}.

* <p>

* If target's bundle location matches the configuration location it is always

* updated.

* <p>
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* If the configuration location starts with {@code ?}, that is, the location is

* a region, then the configuration must be delivered to all targets registered

* with the given PID. If security is on, the target bundle must have

* Configuration Permission[location,TARGET], where location matches given the

* configuration location with wildcards as in the Filter substring match. The

* security must be verified using the

* {@link org.osgi.framework.Bundle#hasPermission(Object)} method on the target

* bundle.

* <p>

* If a target cannot be updated because the location does not match or it has

* no permission and security is active then the Configuration Admin service

* must not do the normal callback.

* <p>

* The method descriptions of this class refer to a concept of "the calling

* bundle". This is a loose way of referring to the bundle which obtained the

* Configuration Admin service from the service registry. Implementations of

* {@code ConfigurationAdmin} must use a

* {@link org.osgi.framework.ServiceFactory} to support this concept.

*

* @author $Id: fa89340061df832343d2dd2666934239a949711d $

* @ThreadSafe

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946142_1694567808.2187564/0/org-osgi-service-cm-1-6-1-sources-

jar/org/osgi/service/cm/ConfigurationAdmin.java

 

1.210 routing-dijkstra-implementation 3.10.4 
1.210.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946090_1695036364.8580537/0/routing-3-

zip/routing/dijkstra_implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/routing/dijkstra_implementation/inter

nal/DijkstraImplementation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946090_1695036364.8580537/0/routing-3-

zip/routing/dijkstra_implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/routing/dijkstra_implementation/Dijkst

raTest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1797946090_1695036364.8580537/0/routing-3-

zip/routing/dijkstra_implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/routing/dijkstra_implementation/MaxT

hruputTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946090_1695036364.8580537/0/routing-3-

zip/routing/dijkstra_implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/routing/dijkstra_implementation/inter

nal/Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797946090_1695036364.8580537/0/routing-3-

zip/routing/dijkstra_implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/routing/dijkstra_implementation/inter

nal/DijkstraImplementationCLI.java

 

1.211 configuration 3.10.4 
1.211.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2014 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945794_1695035741.4276137/0/configuration-18-

zip/configuration/integrationtest/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/internal/ConfigurationIT.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945794_1695035741.4276137/0/configuration-18-

zip/configuration/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/ConfigurationEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945794_1695035741.4276137/0/configuration-18-

zip/configuration/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/internal/ConfigurationSer

vice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945794_1695035741.4276137/0/configuration-18-

zip/configuration/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/IConfigurationContainerService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945794_1695035741.4276137/0/configuration-18-

zip/configuration/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/internal/Activator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1797945794_1695035741.4276137/0/configuration-18-

zip/configuration/implementation/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/internal/ContainerConfig

urationService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945794_1695035741.4276137/0/configuration-18-

zip/configuration/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/internal/ConfigurationImpl

Test.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945794_1695035741.4276137/0/configuration-18-

zip/configuration/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/IConfigurationServiceCommon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945794_1695035741.4276137/0/configuration-18-

zip/configuration/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/ConfigurationObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945794_1695035741.4276137/0/configuration-18-

zip/configuration/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/IConfigurationContainerAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945794_1695035741.4276137/0/configuration-18-

zip/configuration/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/internal/ConfigurationCont

ainerImplTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945794_1695035741.4276137/0/configuration-18-

zip/configuration/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/internal/ConfigurationAwa

reTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945794_1695035741.4276137/0/configuration-18-

zip/configuration/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/IConfigurationAwareCommon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945794_1695035741.4276137/0/configuration-18-

zip/configuration/implementation/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/internal/ConfigurationCont

ainerAwareTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945794_1695035741.4276137/0/configuration-18-

zip/configuration/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/IConfigurationAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945794_1695035741.4276137/0/configuration-18-

zip/configuration/api/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/configuration/IConfigurationService.java

 

1.212 forwarding-staticrouting-northbound

3.10.4 
1.212.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 Cisco Systems, Inc. and others.  All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution,

* and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945957_1695036060.1777172/0/forwarding-7-

zip/forwarding/staticrouting/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwarding/staticrouting/internal/Activator.ja

va
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* /opt/cola/permits/1797945957_1695036060.1777172/0/forwarding-7-

zip/forwarding/staticrouting/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwarding/staticrouting/StaticRoute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945957_1695036060.1777172/0/forwarding-7-

zip/forwarding/staticrouting/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwarding/staticrouting/IForwardingStaticR

outing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945957_1695036060.1777172/0/forwarding-7-

zip/forwarding/staticrouting/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwarding/staticrouting/StaticRouteConfigTes

t.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945957_1695036060.1777172/0/forwarding-7-

zip/forwarding/staticrouting/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwarding/staticrouting/StaticRouteTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945957_1695036060.1777172/0/forwarding-7-

zip/forwarding/staticrouting/src/test/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwarding/staticrouting/internal/StaticRouting

ImplementationTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945957_1695036060.1777172/0/forwarding-7-

zip/forwarding/staticrouting/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwarding/staticrouting/StaticRouteConfig.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945957_1695036060.1777172/0/forwarding-7-

zip/forwarding/staticrouting/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwarding/staticrouting/IStaticRoutingAwar

e.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1797945957_1695036060.1777172/0/forwarding-7-

zip/forwarding/staticrouting/src/main/java/org/opendaylight/controller/forwarding/staticrouting/internal/StaticRoutin

gImplementation.java
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